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Chapter 1
Colle tive Ex itations: From
Parti les to Fields
The goal of this se tion is to introdu e some fundamental on epts of lassi al eld theory
in the framework of a simple model of latti e dynami s. In doing so, we will be ome a quainted with the notion of a ontinuum a tion, elementary ex itations, olle tive modes,
symmetries and universality | on epts whi h will pervade the rest of the ourse.

One of the more remarkable fa ts about ondensed matter physi s is that phenomenology of phantasti omplexity is born out of a Hamiltonian that does not look parti ularly
impressive. Indeed, it is not in the least diÆ ult to write down mi ros opi \ ondensed
matter Hamiltonians" of reasonable generality. E.g. a prototypi al metal might be des ribed by

H = He + Hi + Hei ;
X p2
X
i +
He =
Vee (ri rj );
2
m
i
i6=j
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X
I +
Hi =
Vii (RI RJ );
2
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I
I 6=J
Hei =

X
iI

Vei (RI

ri );

(1.1)

where, ri (RI ) are the oordinates of i; I = 1; : : : ; N valen e ele trons (ion ores) and
He ; Hi , and Hei des ribe the dynami s of ele trons, ions and the intera tion of ele trons
and ions, respe tively. (For details of the notation, see Fig. 1.1.) Of ourse, the Hamiltonian (9.30) an be made \more realisti ", e.g. by remembering that ele trons and
ions arry spin, adding disorder or introdu ing host latti es with multi-atomi unit- ells,
however for developing our present line of thought the prototype H will do ne.
The fa t that an inno uously looking Hamiltonian like (9.30) is apable of generating
a vast panopti um of metalli phenomenology an be read in reverse order: one will
normally not be able to make theoreti al progress by approa hing the problem in an \ab
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ri
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Figure 1.1: One-dimensional artoon of a (metalli ) solid. Positively harged ions lo ated
at positions RI are sourrounded by a ondu tion ele tron loud (ele tron oordinates
denoted by riP
). Both ele trons
P and ions are free to move, as des ribed by the kineti
energy terms p2i =(2m) and P2i =(2M ) of Eq. (9.30), respe tively. While, the motion
of the ions is massively onstrained by the latti e potential Vii (indi ated by solid lines) the
dynami s of the ele trons is a e ted by their mutual intera tion (Vee ) and the intera tion
with the ore ions (Vei ).
initio" manner, i.e. an approa h that treats all mi ros opi onstituents as equally relevant
degrees of freedom. But how then, an su essful analyti al approa hes be developed?
Mu h of the answer to this question lies in a number of basi prin iples inherent to generi
ondensed matter systems
1. Stru tural redu ibility of the problem. Whi h simply means that not all ompounds of the Hamiltonian (9.30) need to be treated simultaneously. E.g. when the
interest is foremostly in the vibrational motion of the ion latti e, the dynami s of
the ele tron system an often be negle ted or, at least, be treated in a simplisti
manner. Similarly, mu h of the dynami s of the ele trons is independent of the ion
latti e, et .
2. In the majority of ondensed matter appli ations one is not so mu h interested in the
full pro le of a given system but rather in its energeti ally low lying dynami s. This
is partly motivated by pra ti al aspe ts (In daily life, iron is normaly en outered
at room temperature and not at its melting point.), partly by the tenden y of
large systems to behave \universal" at low temperatures. Universality means that
systems di ering in mi ros opi detail (e.g. di erent types of intera tion potentials,
ion spe ies et .) exhibit identi al olle tive behaviour. As a physi ist, one will
normally seek for unifying prin iples in olle tive phenomena rather than to des ribe
the spe ialties of individual spe ies. Hen e the fundamental importan e of the
universality prini iple. However, universality is equally important in the pra ti e of
ondensed matter theory. It implies, e.g., that at low temperatures, details of the
fun tional form of mi ros opi intera tion potentials are of se ondary importan e,
i.e. that one may employ simple model Hamiltonians.
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3. For most systems of interest, the number of degrees of freedom, N , is formidably
large, e.g. N = O(1023 ). However, ontrary to the rst impression, the magnitude
of this gure is rather an advantage. The reason is that in addressing ondensed
matter problems we may make use of the on epts of statisti s and that (pre isely
due to the largeness of N ) statisti al errors tend to be negligibly small1.
4. Finally, ondensed matter systems typi ally possess a number of intrinsi symmetries. E.g. our prototype Hamiltonian above is invariant under simultaneous translation and rotation of all oordinates whi h expresses the global Galilei invarian e of
the system (a ontinuous set of symmetries). Spin rotation invarian e ( ontinuous)
and time reversal invarian e (dis rete) are other examples of frequently en ountered
symmetries. The general importan e of symmetries needs no stressing: symmetries
entail onservation laws and onservation laws simplify any problem. Yet in ondensed matter physi s, symmetries are \even more" important. The point is that a
onserved observable is generally tied to an energeti ally low-lying ex itation. In the
universal low temperature regimes we will typi ally be interested in, it is pre isely
the dynami s of these low level ex itations that governs the gross behaviour of the
system. In subsequent se tion, the sequen e \symmetry ! onservation law ! lowlying ex itations" will be en ountered time and again. At any rate, identi ation
of the fundamental symmetries will typi ally be step no.1 in the analysis of a solid
state system.
Employing a hain of harmoni ally bound atoms as an example, we next attempt to
illustrate how su h prin iples an be applied to onstru t \e e tive low energy" models
of solid state systems. I.e. models that are universal, en apsulate the essential low energy
dynami s, and an be related to experimentally observable data. We will also observe that
the low energy dynami s2 of large systems naturally relates to on epts of eld theory;
In a way, this and the next few hapters represent a rst introdu tion to the use of eld
theoreti al methods in solid state physi s.

1.1 Classi al Harmoni Chain: Phonons
Coming ba k to our prototype Hamiltonian (9.30), let us fo us on dynami al behaviour
of the positively harged ore ions onstituting the host latti e. For the moment, let us
negle t the fa t that atoms are quantum obje ts, i.e. treat the ions as lassi al. To further
simplify the problem, we onsider an atomi hain rather than a generi d-dimensional
solid. I.e. the positions of the ions are given by a sequen e of points with average spa ing
a. Relying on the redu tion prin iple (1.) we next argue that to understand the behaviour
1 The importan e of this point is illustrated by the empiri al observation that the most resistive system

lasses in physi al s ien es are of medium (and not large) s ale. E.g. metalli lusters, medium size nu lei
or large atoms onsist of O(101 2 ) fundamental onstituents. Su h problems are well beyond the rea h
of few body quantum me hani s while not yet a essible to reliable statisti al modelling. Often the only
viable path to approa hing systems of this type is massive use of phenomenology.
2 In this ourse we will fo us on the dynami al behaviour of large systems, as opposed to stati stru tural
properties. E.g., we will not address questions related to the formation of de nite rystallographi
stru tures in solid state systems.
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of the ions the dynami s of the ondu tion ele troni se tor of is of se ondary importan e,
i.e. we set He = Hei = 0.
At striktly zero temperature, the system of ions will be frozen out, i.e. the onedimensional ion oordinates RI  R I = Ia de ne a regularly spa ed array. Any deviation
from a perfe tly regular on guration has to be payed for by a prize in potential energy.
For low enough temperatures (prini iple 3.), this energy will be approximately quadrati
in the small deviation from the equilibrium position (the dashed line in Fig. 1.1.) The
redu ed low energy Hamiltonian3 of our system then reads

H=

N 
X
I =1

PI2 ks
+ (R
2M 2 I

RI +1

a)2



;

(1.2)

where the oeÆ ient ks determines the steepness of the latti e potential. Noti e that H
an be interpreted as the Hamiltonian of N parti les of mass M elasti ally onne ted by
springs with spring onstant ks (see Fig. 1.2).
φn

xn-1

(n-1)a

na

m

ks

(n+1)a

Figure 1.2: Toy model of a one-dimensional solid: A hain of elasti ally bound massive
point parti les. hange x $ R

1.1.1 Lagrangian Formulation and Equations of Motion
What are the elementary low energy ex itations of th is system? To answer this question
we might, in prini ple, solve Hamiltons equations of motion; this is possible be ause H is
quadrati in all its oordinates. However, we must keep in mind that few of the problems
en ountered in general solid state physi s enjoy this property. Further, it seems unlikely
that the low energy dynami s of a ma ros opi ally large hain { whi h we know from our
experien e will be governed by large s ale wave type ex itations { is adequately des ribed
in terms of an \atomisti " language; the relevant degrees of freedom will be of di erent
type. Rather what we should do is make mu h more ex essive use from our basi prin iples
1.-4. Notably, we have so far neither payed attention to the intrinsi symmetry of the
problem nor to the fa t that N is large.
3
Sir William Rowan Hamilton 18051865; a mathemati ian redited with
the dis overy of quaternions, the rst
non- ommutative algebra to be studied. He also invented important new
methods in Me hani s.

1.1.
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Now omes a very imporant point: To redu e a mi ros opi ally formulated model
down to an e e tive low energy model, the Hamiltonian is often not a very onvenient
starting point. It is usually more eÆ ient to start out from an a tion. As usual, the
Lagrangian a tion4 of our system is de ned as

S=

Z T

L(R; R_ )dt;

0

where (R; R_ )  fRI ; R_ I g symboli ally represents the set of all oordinates and their time
derivatives. The Lagrangian L related to the Hamiltonian (1.2) is given by

L=T

U=

N 
X
I =1

PI2
2M

ks
(R
2 I

RI +1

a)2



;

(1.3)

where T and U stand for kineti and potential energy, respe tively.

Re apitulate the onne tion between Hamiltonian and Lagrangian in N parti le lassi al me hani s.
.

Exer ise.

For onvenien e we assume that our atomi hain has the topology of a ring, i.e. adopt
periodi boundary onditions RN +1 = R1 . Further, anti ipating that the e e t of latti e
vibrations on the solid is weak (i.e. long-range atomi order is maintained) we assume that
the deviation from the equilibrium position is small (jRI (t) R I j  a), i.e. the integrity
of the solid is maintained. With RI (t) = R I + I (t) (I +1 = 1 ) the Lagrangian (1.3)
simpli es to

L=

N 
X
M
I =1

2

_ 2I

ks
(
2 I +1

I )

2



:

To make further progress, we now use that we are not on erned with the behaviour
of our system on `atomi ' s ales. (In any ase, for su h purposes a modelling like the
one above would be mu h too primitive!) Rather, we are interested in experimentally
observable behaviour that manifests itself on ma ros opi length s ales (prin iple 2.).
For example, one might wish to study the spe i heat of the solid in the limit of innitely many atoms (or at least a ma ros opi ally large number, O(1023 )). Under these
onditions, mi ros opi models an usually be substantially simpli ed (prin iple 3.). In
parti ular it is often permissible to subje t a dis rete latti e model to a so- alled ontinuum limit, i.e. to negle t the dis reteness of the mi ros opi entities of the system and
to des ribe it in terms of e e tive ontinuum degrees of freedom.
4

Joseph-Louis Lagrange 1736-1813; Lagrange was a mathemati ian
who ex elled in all elds of analysis, number theory, analyti al, and
elestial me hani s. In 1788 he published Me anique analytique,
whi h summarised all the work done in the eld of me hani s sin e
the time of Newton and is notable for its use of the theory of
di erential equations. In it he transformed me hani s into a bran h
of mathemati al analysis.
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φn

Continuum Limit φ(x)

(n-1)a na (n+1)a

Figure 1.3: Continuum limit of the harmoni hain. For larity, the (horizontal) distortion
of the point parti les has been plotted against the verti al.
In the present ase, taking a ontinuum limit amounts to des ribing the latti e u tuations I in terms of smooth fun tions of a ontinuous variable x (Fig. 1.3). Clearly su h a
des ription makes sense only if relative u tuations on atomi s ales are weak. (Otherwise
the smoothness ondition would be violated.) However, if this ondition is met { as it will
be for suÆ iently large values of the sti ness onstant ks { the ontinuum des ription is
mu h more powerful than the dis rete en oding in terms of the 've tor' fI g. All steps
we need to take to go from the Lagrangian to on rete physi al predi tions will be mu h
easier to formulate.
Introdu ing ontinuum degrees of freedom (x), and applying a rst order Taylor
expansion,5 we de ne

I !

a1=2 (x)

x=Ia

;

I +1

I !

a3=2 x (x)

x=Ia

;

N
X
I =1

!

1
a

Z L
0

dx;

where L = Na. Note that, as de ned, the fun tions (x; t) have dimensionality [Length℄1=2 .
Expressed in terms of the new degrees of freedom, the ontinuum limit of the Lagrangian
then reads
Z L
2
L[℄ =
dx L(; x; _ );
(1.4)
L(; x; _ ) = m2 _ 2 ks2a (x)2 ;
0
where the Lagrangian density L has dimensionality [energy℄=[length℄ and we have designated the parti le mass by the more ommon symbol m  M . Similarly, the lassi al
a tion assumes the ontinuum form

S [℄ =

Z

dt L[℄ =

Z

dt

Z L
0

dx L(; x; _ ):

(1.5)

We have thus su eeded in abandoning the N -point parti le des ription in favour of one
involving ontinuous degrees of freedom, a ( lassi al) eld. The dynami s of the latter
is spe i ed by the fun tionals L and S whi h represent the ontinuum generalisations
of the dis rete lassi al Lagrangian and a tion, respe tively.

. Info. The ontinuum variable  is our rst en ounter with a eld. Before pro eeding
with our example, let us pause to make some preliminary remarks on the general de nition of

5 Indeed, for reasons that will be ome lear, higher order ontributions to the Taylor expansion are

immaterial in the long-range ontinuum limit.

1.1.
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these obje t s. This will help to pla e the subsequent dis ussion of the atomi hain into a larger
ontext.
Mathemati ally speaking, a eld is a mapping
 : M ! T;
z 7! (t);
from a ertain manifold M , often alled the 'base manifold', into a target or eld manifold T , see
Fig. 1.4. In our present example, M = [0; L℄  [0; T ℄  R2 is the produ t of intervals in spa e and
time, and T = R is the real numbers. In general appli ations, the base manifold will be a (subset
of) some d-dimensional spa e-like manifold R multiplied by a time-like interval: M  R  R.
(E.g. in our present example, R ' S1 is isomorphi to the unit ir le S1 .) Sometimes, espe ially
in problems relating to statisti al me hani s, M  R is just spa elike. However, we are always
free to assume that lo ally M is isomorphi to some subsset of d +1- or d-dimensional real ve tor
spa e. In ontrast, the target manifold an be just any (di erentiable) manifold. From real or
omplex numbers, over ve torspa es and groups to the fan iest obje ts of mathemati al physi s.
In applied eld theory, elds do not appear as nal obje ts but rather as input to fun tionals
(see Fig. 1.4) Mathemati ally, a fun tional S :  7! S [℄ 2 R is a mapping that that takes a
eld as its argument and maps it into the real numbers. The fun tional pro le S [℄ essentially
determines the hara ter of a eld theory. Noti e that the argument of a fun tional is ommonly
indi ated in angular bra kets [ : ℄.

T
φ
S

S[φ]

M
Figure 1.4: S hemati vizualization of a eld: a mapping  from a base manifold M into
a target spa e T (here the real numbers, but T an be more ompli ated). A fun tional
assigns to ea h  a real number S [℄. The grid embedded into M indi ates that elds in
ondensed matter physi s arise as ontinuum limits of dis rete mappings.

While these formulations may appear unne essarily abstra t, remembering the dry mathemati al ba kbone of the theory often helps to avoid onfusion. At any rate, it takes some
time and pra ti e to get used to the on ept of elds and fun tionals. Con eptual diÆ ulties
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in handling these obje ts an be over ome by remembering that any eld in ondensed matter
physi s arises as the limit of a dis rete mapping. E.g. in our example, the eld (x) obtained as
ontinuum approximation of the dis rete ve tor fI g 2 RN ; the fun tional L[℄ is the ontinuum
limit of the fun tion L : RN ! R, et . While in pra ti al al ulations elds are usually easier to
handle than their dis rete analogs, it is sometimes easier to think about problems of eld theory
in a dis rete language. Within the disr rete pi ture, the mathemati al aparatus of eld theory
redu es to nite dimensional al ulus.
||||||||||||||{

Although Eq. (1.4) ontains the full information about the model, we have not yet
learned mu h about its a tual behaviour. To extra t on rete physi al information from
Eq. (1.4) we need to derive equations of motion. At rst sight, it may not be entirely
lear what is meant by the term `equations of motion' in the ontext of an in nite dimensional model: The equations of motion relevant for the present problem obtain as
generalization of the onventional Lagrange equations of N -parti le lassi al me hani s
to a model with in nitely many degrees of freedom. To derive these equations we need to
generalize Hamilton's extremal prin iple, i.e. the route from an a tion to the asso iated
equations of motion, to in nite dimensions. As a warmup, let us brie y re apitulate how
the extremal prin iple worked for a system with one degree of freedom:
Suppose the dynami s of a lassi al point parti leRwith oordinate x(t) is des ribed by
the lassi al Lagrangian L(x; x_ ), and a tion S [x℄ = dtL(x; x_ ). Hamilton's extremal
prin iple states that the on gurations x(t) that are a tually realised are those that
extremise the a tion ÆS [x℄ = 0. This means that for any smooth urve t 7! y (t),
1
lim
(S [x + y ℄ S [x℄) = 0:
(1.6)
!0 
I.e. to rst order in  the a tion has to remain invariant. Applying this ondition, one
nds that it is ful lled if and only if x solves Lagrange's equation of motion

d
( L) x L = 0:
dt x_
. Exer

ise.

(1.7)

Re apitulate the derivation of (1.7) from the lassi al a tion.

In Eq. (1.5) we are dealing with a system of in nitely many degrees of freedom (x; t).
Yet Hamilton's prin iple is general and we may see what happens if (1.5) is subje ted to
an extremal prin iple analogous to Eq. (1.6). To do so, we substitute

(x; t) ! (x; t) +  (x; t)
into Eq. (1.5) and demand vanishing of the rst order ontribution to an expansion in 
(see Fig. 1.5). When applied to the spe i Lagrangian (1.4), substituting the `varied'
eld leads to

S [ +  ℄ = S [℄ + 

Z

dt

Z L
0



dx m_ _



ks a2 x x  + O(2 ):

1.1.
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φ

φ(x,t)

x

εη(x,t)
T
t

L

Figure 1.5: S hemati diagram showing the variation of the eld asso iated with the
a tion fun tional. Noti e that the variation  is supposed to vanish on the boundaries
of the base M = [0; L℄  [0; T ℄.
Integrating by parts and demanding that the ontribution linear in  vanishes, one obtains
Z

dt

Z





dx m ks a2 x2   = 0:

(Noti e that the boundary terms vanish identi ally.) Now, sin e  was de ned to be an
arbitrary smooth fun tion, the integral above an only vanish if the term in parentheses
is globally vanishing. Thus the equation of motion takes the form of a wave equation

mt2



ksa2 x2  = 0:

(1.8)
p

The solutions of Eq. (1.8) have the general form + (x vt)+ (x+vt) where v = a ks =m,
and  are arbitrary smooth fun tions of the argument. From this we an dedu e that the
basi low energy elementary ex itations of our model are latti e vibrations propagating
as sound waves to the left or right at a onstant velo ity v (see Fig. 1.6)6 . The trivial
behaviour of our model is of ourse a dire t onsequen e of its simplisti de nition { no
dissipation, dispersion or other non-trivial ingredients. Adding these re nements leads
to the general lassi al theory of latti e vibrations (see, e.g., Ref. [?℄). Finally, noti e
that the elementary ex itations of the hain have little in ommon with its \mi ros opi "
onstitutents (i.e. the atomi os illators.) They rather are olle tive ex itations, i.e.
ex itations omprising a ma ros opi ally large number of mi ros opi degrees of freedom.

The 'relevant' ex itations of a ondensed matter system an but need not be of
olle tive type. E.g. the intera ting ele tron gas, a system to be dis ussed in detail below,
supports mi ros opi ex itations { viz. harged quasi-parti les standing in 1-1 orresponden e
.

Info.

6 Striktly speaking the modeling of our system enfor es a periodi ity onstraint  (x + L) =  (x).

However, in the limit of a large system, this aspe t be omes inessential.
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with the ele trons of the original mi ros opi system { and olle tive ex itations { plasmon modes
of large wavelength. The nature of the fundamental ex itations is often far from obvious from
the mi ros opi de nition of a model. In fa t, the mere identi ation of the relevant ex itations
often represents the most important step in the solution of a ondensed matter problem.
||||||||||||||{

x=-vt

Φ-

Φ+

x=vt

Figure 1.6: Visualisation of the fundamental left and right moving ex itations of the
lassi al harmoni hain.

1.1.2 Hamiltonian Formulation
An important hara teristi of any ex itation is its energy. How mu h energy is stored in
the sound waves of the harmoni hain? To address this question, we need to swit h ba k
to a Hamiltonian formulation. This is, again, done by generalizing standard manipulations
from point me hani s to the ontinuum. Remembering that for a Lagrangian, L(x; x_ ) of
a point parti le, p  x_ L is the momentum onjugate to the oordinate x, we onsider
the Lagrangian density and de ne



 L(; x ; _ )
:
 _

(1.9)

as the anoni al momentum asso iated to . (In the eld theory literature it is popular
to denote the momentum by Greek letters.) In ommon with  the momentum  is a ontinuum degree of freedom. At ea h spa e point it may take an independent value. Noti e
that  (x) is nothing other than the ontinuum generalization of the latti e momentum
PI of Eq. (1.2). (I.e. applied to PI , a ontinuum approximation like I ! (x) would
produ e  (x).)
The Hamiltonian density is then de ned as usual through Legendre transformation,


H(; x; ) = _ L(; x; _ )
from where the full Hamiltonian obtains as H =

RL
0


_ =_ (;)

;

(1.10)

Hdx.

Verify that the transition L ! H is a straightforward ontinuum generalization of the Legendre transformation of the N -parti le Lagrangian L(fI g; f_ I g).
. Exer

ise.

1.1.
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Having introdu ed a Hamiltonian, we are in a position to determine the energy of
sound waves. Appli ation of (1.9) and (1.10) to the Lagrangian of the atomi hain yields
 (x; t) = m_ (x; t) and

H [; ℄ =

Z





1 2 ksa2
dx
 +
   :
2m
2 x x

(1.11)

We next evaluate this fun tion on a sound wave, i.e. on a spe i solution of the equations
of motion. Considering for de niteness a right-moving ex itation, (x; t) = + (x vt),
we nd  (x; t) = mvx + (x vt) and

H [; ℄ = ks

a2

Z

dx[x + (x

vt)℄2

= ks

a2

Z

dx[x +(x)℄2 ;

i.e. a positive de nite time independent expression as one would expe t.
Noti e an interesting feature of the energy fun tional: in the limit of an in ntelty
shallow ex itation, x + ! 0, the energy vanishes. This brings the symmetry prin iple,
4.), not onsidered so far, onto the stage: The Hamiltonian of an atomi hain is invariant
under simultaneous translation of all atom oordinates by a xed in rement: I ! I + Æ ,
where Æ is onstant. This expresses the fa t that a global translation of the solid as a
whole does not a e t the internal energy. Now, the ground state of any spe i realization of the solid will be de ned through a stati array of atoms, ea h lo ated at a xed
oordinate RI = Ia ) I = 0. We say that the translational symmetry is \spontaneously
broken", i.e. the solid has to de ide where exa tly it wants to rest. However, spontaneous breakdown of a symmetry does not imply that the symmetry disappeared, on the
ontrary: In nite wavelength deviations from the pre-assigned ground state ome lose
to global translations of (ma ros opi ally large portions of) the solid and, therefore, ost
a vanishingly small amount of energy. This is the reason for the vanishing of the sound
wave energy in the limit x  ! 0. It is also our rst en ounter with the aforementioned
phenomenon that symmetries lead to the formation of soft, i.e. low-energy ex itations. A
mu h more systemati exposition of these onne tions will be given in hapter ** below.
To on lude our dis ussion of the lassi al harmoni hain, let us onsider the spe i
heat, i.e. a quantity dire tly a essible to experimental measurement. An rought estimate
of this quantity an readily be obtained from our initial harmoni Hamiltonian (1.2).
A ording to the prin iples of statisti al me hani s, the thermodynami energy density is
given by
R

Z
1 Rd e H H
1
H
u=
;
 ln
d e
=
L d e H
L
where

7

= 1=T , Z

R

 de

H

is the Boltzmann partition fun tion7 and the phase

Ludwig Boltzmann 1844-1906: physi ist whose greatest
a hievement was in the development of statisti al me hani s, whi h explains and predi ts how the properties of
atoms (su h as mass, harge, and stru ture) determine the
visible properties of matter (su h as vis osity, thermal ondu tivity, and di usion).
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spa e volume element

d =

N
Y
I =1

dRI dPI :

The spe i heat then obtains as = T u. To determine the temperature dependen e of
this quantity, we use that upon res aling integration variables,

RI !

1=2 X

I

PI !

1=2 Y ;
I

the exponent H (R; P ) ! H (X; Y ) be omes independent of temperature. (Noti e that
this relies on the quadrati Q
dependen e of H on both R and P .) The integration measure
N
N
1 d 0 . Expressed in terms of the res aled
transforms as d !
I =1 dXI dYI 
variables, the energy density reads as

1
u=
 ln N K = T;
L
R

where  = NL is the density of atoms and we have used that the onstant K  d 0 e H (X;Y )
is independent of temperature. We thus nd a temperature independent spe i heat
= . Noti e that is fully universal, i.e. independent of the material onstants M and
ks determining H . (IN fa t, we ould have anti ipated this result from the equipartition
theorem of lassi al me hani s, i.e. the law that in a system with N degrees of freedom
the energy s ales like U = NT .)
How do these ndings ompare with experiment? Fig. 1.7 shows the spe i heat
of various insulatoring, semi ondu ing and metali solids8. For large temperatures, the
spe i heat approa hes a onstant value, in a ord with our so far analysis. However,
for lower temperatures, drasti deviations from = onst: o ur. The strong temperature
dependen e invalidates attempts to explain the deviations by ina urate modeling. It is
rather indi ative of a quantum phenomenon. Indeed, we have so far totally negle ted the
quantum nature of the atomi os illators. In the next hapter we will ure this deÆ ien y
and dis uss how the the e e tive low energy theory of the harmoni hain an be promoted
to a quantum eld theory. However, before pro eeding with the development of the theory
let us pause to introdu e a number of mathemati al on epts that surfa ed above in a
way that survives generalization to more interesting problems.

1.2 Fun tional Analysis and Variational Prin iples
Let us revisit the derivation of the equations of motion (1.8). Although straightforward,
the al ulation was neither eÆ ient, nor did it reveal general stru tures. In fa t, what
we did | expanding expli itly to rst order in the variational parameter  | had the
same status as evaluating derivatives by expli itly taking limits: f 0 (x) = lim!0 (f (x +
) f (x))=. Moreover, the derivation made expli it use of the parti ular form of the
Lagrangian, thereby being of limited use with regard to a general understanding of the
onstru tion s heme. Given the importan e atta hed to extremal prin iples in all of eld
8 In metals, the spe i

heat due to latti e vibrations ex eeds the spe
ele tron for temperatures larger than a few Kelvin.

heat of the free ondu tion
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Figure 1.7: Spe i heat of various di erent solids. At large temperatures, the spe i
heat approa hes a onstant value, as predi ted by the analysis of the lassi al harmoni
model system. However, for small temperatures, deviations from = onst: are grave:
quantum e e ts.
theory, it is worthwhile investing some e ort in onstru ting a more eÆ ient s heme for
general variational analysis of ontinuum theories. In order to arry out this program
we rst need to introdu e a mathemati al tool of fun tional analysis, viz. the on ept of
fun tional di erentiation.
In working with fun tionals, one is often on erned with how a given fun tional behaves
under (small) variations of its argument fun tion. where h is an 'in nitely small' in rement
fun tion. In ordinary analysis, questions of this type are ommonly addressed by exploring
derivatives, i.e. what we need to do is generalize the on ept of a derivative to fun tionals.
This is a hieved by the following de nition: A fun tional F is alled di erentiable if

F [f + g ℄ F [f ℄ = DFf [g ℄ + O(2 );
where the di erential DFf is a linear fun tional (i.e. one with DFf [g1 + g2 ℄ = DFf [g1 ℄ +
DFf [g2 ℄),  a small parameter and g an arbitrary fun tion. The subs ript indi ates that
the di erential generally depends on the 'base argument' f . A fun tional F is said to be
stationary on f , i DFf = 0.
In prin iple, the de nition above answers our question for a stationarity ondition.
However, to make a tual use of the de nition, we still need to know how to ompute the
di erential DF and how to relate the di erentiability riterion to the on epts of ordinary
al ulus. In order to understand how answers to these questions an be systemati ally
found, it is helpful to temporarily return to a dis rete way of thinking, i.e. to interpret
the argument f of a fun tional F [f ℄ as the limit N ! 1 of a dis rete ve tor f =

14
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ffn  f (xn); n = 1; : : : N g, where fxng denotes a dis retisation of the support of f ( .f.
Fig. 1.3  $ f ). Prior to taking the ontinuum limit, N ! 1, f has the status of a

N -dimensional ve tor and F (f ) is a fun tion de ned over N -dimensional spa e. After the
ontinuum limit, f ! f be omes a fun tion itself and F (f ) ! F [f ℄ be omes a fun tional.
Now, within the dis rete pi ture it is lear how the variational behaviour of fun tions
is to be analysed. E.g. the ondition that for all  and all ve tors g, the linear expansion
of F (f + g) ought to vanish, is simply to say that the ordinary di erential, dFf , de ned
through
F (f + g) = F (f ) + dFf g + O(2 )
must be zero. In pra ti e, one often expresses onditions of this type in terms of a ertain
basis. E.g. in a Cartesian basis of N unit ve tors, e^n ; n = 1; : : : ; N ,
dFf g  hrFf ; gi;

P

where hg; f i  Nn=1 fn gn is the standard s alar produ t,
and fn F the partial derivative de ned through

rF jf = ffn F g the gradient

1
fn F (f )  lim
[F (f + e^n ) F (f )℄ :
!0 
From these identities, the di erential is identi ed as

dFf g =

X
n

fn F (f )gn :

(1.12)

(1.13)

Vanishing of the di erential amounts to vanishing of all partial derivatives fn F = 0.
Eqs. (1.12) and (1.13) an now be straightforwardly generalized by taking ontinuum
limits. In the ontinuum limit, the summation de ning the nite dimensional s alar
produ t be omes an integral,
N
X
n=1

fn g n !

Z

dxf (x)g (x):

The analog of the n-th unit ve tor is a Æ -distribution,

en ! Æy ;
where Æy (x) = Æ (x y ), as an be seen from the following orresponden e,

fn =!
f (y ) =!

X
Zm

fm (en )m !

dxf (x)Æy (x):

Here (en )m = Ænm stands for the m-th omponent of the n-th unit ve tor. The orresponden e (unit ve tor $ Æ -distribution) is easy to memorize: While the omponents of
en vanish, save for the n-th omponent that equals unity, Æy is a fun tion that vanishes
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everywhere, save for y where it equals in nity. That a unit omponent is repla ed by 'innity' has to do with the fa t that the support
of the Æ -distribution is in nitely narrow.
R
I.e. to obtain a unit-normalized integral Æy , the fun tion must be singular.
As a onsequen e of these identities, the ontinuum version of (1.13), i.e. the ontinuum di erential, is given by

dFf [g ℄ =

Z

dx

ÆF [f ℄
g (x);
Æf (x)

(1.14)

where the generalization of the partial derivative,

ÆF [f ℄
Æf (x)

1
lim
(F [f + Æx ℄ F [f ℄) :
!0 



(1.15)

is ommonly denoted by a urly Æ instead of  .
Eqs. (1.14) and (1.15) establish the on eptual onne tion between ordinary and
fun tional di erentiation. Noti e, that we have not yet learned how to pra ti ally al ulate
the di erential, i.e. evaluate expressions like (1.15) for on rete fun tionals. Nevertheless,
the identities above are very useful. They enable us to generalize more omplex derivative
operations of ordinary al ulus by straightforward trans ription. E.g. the generalisation
of the standard hain rule,

fn F (g(f )) =
reads

ÆF [g [f ℄℄
=
Æf (x)

X

Z

m

gm F (g)jg=g(f ) fn gm (f )

dy

ÆF [g ℄
Æg (y )

Æg (y )[f ℄
:
g=g[f ℄ Æf (x)

(1.16)

Here g [f ℄ is the ontinuum generalization of an R m -valued fun tion, g : R n ! R m , i.e.
a fun tion whose omponents g (y )[f ℄ are fun tionals by themselves. Furthermore, given
some fun tional F [f ℄, we an Taylor expand it as

F [f ℄ = F [0℄ +
where

Z

ÆF [f ℄
dx1
f (x ) +
Æf (x1 ) 1

Z

dx1

Z

dx2

1 Æ 2 F [f ℄
f (x )f (x2 ) +    ;(1.17)
2 Æf (x2 )Æf (x1 ) 1

1
Æ 2 F [f ℄
(F [f + 1 Æx1 + 2 Æx2 ℄ F [f ℄)
=  lim
Æf (x2 )Æf (x1 ) 1;2 !0 1 2
generalizes a two-fold partial derivative. The validity of these identities an be made
plausible by applying the trans ription table 1.1 to the orresponding relations of standard
al ulus. To a tually verify the formulae, one has to take the ontinuum limit of ea h
step taken in the proof of the dis rete ounterparts. At any rate, experien e shows that
it takes some time to get used to the on ept of fun tional di erentiation. However, after
some pra ti e it will be ome lear that this operation is not only extremely useful but
also as easy to handle as onventional partial di erentiation.
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entity
dis rete
ontinuum
argument
ve tor f
fun tion f
fun tion(al)
multi-dimensional fun tion F (f ) fun tional F [f ℄
di erential
dFf g
DFf [g ℄
^n
Cartesian basis
Æx
R
Pe
s alar produ t, h ; i
dxf
(x)g (x)
f
g
n n n
ÆF [f ℄
`partial derivative'
fn F (f )
Æf (x)
Table 1.1: Summary of basi de nitions of dis rete and ontinuum al ulus.
We nally address the question how to ompute the fun tional di erential for the
fun tionals ommonly en ountered in eld theory. What we will use is that in all but a
few ases, these fun tionals are of the stru ture,

S [℄ =

Z

dtL((t); _ (t));

where L is an ordinary fun tion. To establish onta t with the dis ussion of the previous
se tions, we have hanged the notation, F ! S , f ! , x ! t. The essential point is
that the information arried by the fun tional is en oded in an lo al fun tion. In general
appli ations both, the eld manifold and the base manifold will be higher dimensional.
However, the fun tional S will still be des ribed by a ertain fun tion L.
Owing to the spe i form of S , the fun tional derivative an be related to an ordinary
derivative of the fun tion L. To a hieve this, all what we have to do is evaluate the general
de nition (1.14) on the fun tional S :

S [ + ℄ S [℄ =
=

Z



Z

h

i

dt L( + ; _ + _) L(; _ ) =


L
L
 + _ _  + O(2 ) =
dt



Z



L
dt




d L
 + O(2 ):
_
dt  

(1.18)

Comparison with (1.14) identi es the fun tional derivative as

L
ÆS [℄
=
Æ(t) (t)

d L
:
dt  _ (t)

(1.19)

This equation answers our initial question of the stationarity of fun tionals: The fun tional
is stationary, if its di erential vanishes. A ording to (3.26), this is guaranteed if the rhs
of Eq. (1.19) vanishes for all t. Conversly, if the di erential vanishes, Eq. (3.26) must
vanish for all smooth fun tions g . This requires vanishing of the rhs of Eq. (1.19) for
all t. We thus on lude that vanishing of the rhs of (1.19) is a suÆ ient and ne essary
ondition for the stationarity of the fun tional S . Needless to say that

8t :

L
(t)

d L
=0
dt  _ (t)

(1.20)
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is the familiar Euler-Lagrange equation.

. Exer ise. Consider a one-dimensional lassi al ontinuum system. The a tion fun tional is then given by S [℄ = R dxdtL(; x ; _ ), i.e. the Lagrangian density L assumes the role
of the fun tion L above. Show that the generalization of Eq. (1.20) produ es the Euler-Lagrange
equations
L
ÆS [℄
=
Æ(x; t) 
. Exer

ise.

L = L(; x2 ; _ ).

d L
dt  _

d L
= 0:
dx  (x )

(1.21)

Write down the equation of motion orresponding to the Lagrangian density

Eq. (1.21) represents the generalisation of Lagrange's equation of motion of point
me hani s to lassi al one-dimensional eld theory. Noti e that the equation is invariant
under ex hange of spa e and time oordinates. This is be ause, mathemati ally, we are
varying a fun tional that depends on elds  and rst derivatives  ;  = x; t, i.e.
mathemati s does not are about the fa t that in lassi al me hani s spa e and time play
fundamentally di erent roles. However, the stru tural symmetry of the equations is more
than mathemati al oin iden e! E.g. in relativisti theories, spa e and time appear in a
uni ed manner and a sensible variational equation must re e t this feature. To make this
stru ture more expli it, let us introdu e a two omponent ve tor x ;  = 0; 1 with x0 = t
and x1 = x. Eq. (1.21) then assumes the form
L
ÆS [℄  L
=

= 0:
(1.22)
Æ(x) 
 ( )
whi h not only expresses spa e-time symmetry but also is easy to remember.

Assume we were dealing with a eld  : Rd  R ! R; (x; t) 7! (x; t) de ned
over a d +1-dimensional base manifold and an asso iated fun tional L[; xi ; t ℄. De ning x
by x0 = t and x=1;2;:::d = x1;2;:::d show that Eq. (1.23) is the equation of motion, i.e that the
equation survives generalization to higher dimensional problems.
. Exer

ise.

Finally, we will frequently, en ounter problems where the eld manifold T is more
omplex than the real numbers. (For example, T  R N might be a subset of an N dimensional ve tor spa e.) Suppose, we had parameterized a eld  2 T through some
oordinates i , i = 1; : : : N . The Lagrangian L(i;  i ) would then be a fun tion of the
oeÆ ients of the elds and their derivatives. The variational prin iple demands that the
a tion be stationary under variation of all eld omponents individually. This produ es
N independent variational equations,

ÆS [℄  L
=
Æi (x) i



L
= 0;
 ( i )

i = 1; : : : ; N:

(1.23)
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Eq. (1.23) expresses the variational prin iple in its most general form.

. Exer

ise.

omponents i(x).

Verify this equation by varying the a tion S [℄ = R L(i ;  i) wrt the eld

In the next se tion we will illustrate how the general variational prin iple (1.23) works
on a higher dimensional problem:

1.3 Maxwell Theory from Variational Prin iples
As a se ond example, let us onsider the ar hetype of lassi al eld theory, lassi al ele trodynami s. The idea not only is to exemplify the appli ation of ontinuum variational
prin iples on a problem we are all well a quainted with but also to illustrate the unifying
potential of the approa h: That problems as di erent as the low-lying vibrational modes
of a solid and ele trodynami s an be des ribed by almost identi al language indi ates
that we are dealing with a useful formalism.
Spe i ally, what we wish to explore is how the equations of motion of ele trodynami s,
the inhomogeneous Maxwell9 equtions,

rE

= ;
r  B t E = j;

(1.24)

an be obtained from variational prin iples. (For simpli ity, we restri t ourselves to a
va uum theory, i.e. E = D and B = H. Further, we have set the velo ity of light
to unity, = 1. Within the framework of the variational prin iple the homogeneous
equations,

r  E + t B
rB

= 0;
= 0;

(1.25)

are regarded as ab initio onstraints imposed on the 'degrees of freedom' E and B.)
What we need to des ribe Maxwell theory by variational prin iple is 1.) a set of suitable
'generalized oordinates' and 2.) an a tion. As for oordinates, the natural hoi e will be
the oeÆ ients of the ele tromagneti (EM) 4-potential, A = fA g, where A0 =  is the
s alar and A=1;2;3 = A1;2;3 (the negative of) the ve tor potential. The potential A is
un onstrained and uniquely determines the elds E and B through the standard equations
E = r t A and B = r A. (In fa t, the set of oordinates A is 'overly free', in the
9
James C. Maxwell 1831-1879;
Amongst many other a hievements in the elds of physi s and
mathemati s, he is redited with
the formulation of the theory of
ele tromagnetism.
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sense that gauge transformations A ! A +  , where is a fun tion, leave the physi al
elds invariant. We will omment on this point later on.) The onne tion between A and
the physi al elds an be expressed in a more symmetri way by introdu ing the EM eld
tensor,
2

6

F = fF g = 6
4

0
E1
E2
E3

E1
0
B3
B2

E2
B3
0
B1

3

E3
B2 7
7
B1 5 :
0

(1.26)

The relation between elds and potential now reads F =  A  A , where, as above,
0 = t and =1;2;3 = r1;2;3 .

Che k that this onne tion follows from the de nition of the ve tor potential.
To verify that the onstraint (1.25) is automati ally in luded in the de nition (1.26), ompute
the onstru t
 F +  F +  F ;
where () are arbitrary but di erent integers drawn from the set (0; 1; 2; 3). This produ es four di erent terms, identi ed as the lhs of (1.25). Evaluation of the same onstru t
on F   A  A produ es zero by the symmetry of the right hand side.
. Exer

ise.

As for the stru ture of the a tion S [A℄ we an pro eed in di erent ways. One option
would be to regard Maxwell's equations as fundamental, i.e. to postulate an a tion that
produ es these equations upon variation (similarly to the situation in lassi al me hani s,
were the a tion fun tional was designed so as to reprodu e Newton's equations.) However,
we an also be a little bit more ambitious and ask whether the stru ture of the a tion
an be motivated independently of Maxwells equations. In fa t, there is just one prin iple
in ele trodynami s equally 'fundamental' as Maxwells equations, symmetry: A theory of
ele tromagnetism must be Lorentz-invariant, i.e. invariant under relativisti oordinate
transformations.

. Info. Referring for a thorough dis ussion of relativisti theories to hapter * below, let
us brie y re apitulate the notion of Lorentz invarian e10 : Suppose we are given a 4-ve tor
X . A linear oordinate transformation X ! X0  T X is a Lorentz transformation if it
leaves the 4-metri
2
3
1
6
7
1
7
(1.27)
g = fg g = 6
4
1 5
1
10

Hendrik Antoon Lorentz 18531928; 1902 Nobel Laureate in
Physi s (with Pieter Zeeman) in
re ognition of the extraordinary
servi e they rendered by their
resear hes into the in uen e of
magnetism upon radiation phenomena.
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invariant: T T gT = g. To on isely formulate the invarian e properties of relativisti theories, is
is ommon to introdu e the notion of raised and lowered indi es. De ning X   g X , Lorentz
invarian e is expressed as X  X = X 0 X0 .
||||||||||||||{

Aided by the symmetry riterion, we an try to onje ture the stru ture of the a tion
from three basi presumptions, all independent from Maxwell's equations: The a tion
should be invariant under (a) Lorentz transformations, (b) gauge transformations, and
( ) simple. The most elementary hoi e ompatible with these onditions is

S [A℄ =

Z

d4 x ( 1 F F  + 2 A j  ) ;

(1.28)

Q

where the measure d4 x =  dx = dtdx1 dx2 dx3 , the 4- urrent j is de ned through
j0 =  and j=1;2;3 = j1;2;3 , and 1;2 are undetermined onstants. Up to quadrati order
in A, Eq. (1.28) de nes, in fa t, the only possible stru ture onsisetent with gauge and
Lorentz invarian e.

Using the ontinuity equation  j  = 0, verify that
the Aj - oupling is gauge
invariant. Hint: integrate by parts. Verify that a ontribution like R A A would not be gauge
invariant.
. Exer

ise.

Having de ned a trial a tion, we an apply the variational prin iple, i.e. Eq. (1.23), to
ompute equations of motion. In the present ontext, the role of the eld  is taken over
by the four- omponents of A. Variation of the a tion w.r.t. A obtains four equations of
motion,
L
L

= 0;
 = 0; : : : ; 3;
(1.29)
A
 ( A )
R
where the Lagrangian density is de ned through S = d4 xL.

Following the logi s of se tion 1.2, verify that, irrespe tive of the form of the
Lagrangian L(A ;  A ), the generalization of Eq. (1.23) to a ve torial eld,  ! A , is given
by (1.29).
. Exer

ise.

With our spe i form of L, it is straightforward to verify that A L = 2 j  and
 A L = 4 1 F  . Substituion of these building blo ks into the equations of motion
nally yields
4 1   F = 2 j :
Comparing this with the de nition of the eld tensor (1.26) and setting 12 = 41 we arrive
the Maxwell equations (1.24). and

S [A℄ =

Z

d4 x





1
F F  + A j  ;
4 

(1.30)
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as the nal result for the Lagrangian a tion of the ele tromagneti eld. Here we
have xed the overall multipli ative onstant 1 = 2 =4, not determined by the variational
prin iple, by requiring that the Hamiltonian density asso iated to L oin ides with the
known energy of the EM eld. (See the problem se tion.)

. Exer

ise.

Verify the statements made in the previous paragraph.

At rst sight, this result does not at all look spe ta ular; After all, Maxwell's equations
an be found on p1 of most text books on ele trodynami s. However, a se ond thought
shows that what we have a hieved is a tually quite remarkable. The only pie e of input
that went into the onstru tion was symmetry. This was enough to x the algebrai stru ture of Maxwell's equations unambigously. We have thus proven that Maxwell's equations
are relatvisti ally invariant, a fa t not obvious from the equations itself. Further we have
shown that (1.24) are the only equations of motion linear in the urrent/density distribution and onsistent with the invarian e prin iple. One might obje t that in addition to
symmetry we also imposed an ad ho 'simpli ity' riterion on the a tion S [A℄. However,
later on we will see that that was motivated by more than mere aestheti prin iples.
Finally, noti e that the symmetry oriented modelling that led to (1.28) stands exemplari for a popular onstru tion s heme in modern eld theory. The symmetry oriented
approa h stands omplementary to the \mi ros opi " formulation exempli ed in se tion
1.1. Roughly speaking, these are the two prin ipal approa hes to onstru ting e e tive
low energy eld theories:

. The mi ros opi route: Starting from a mi ros opi ally de ned system, one proje ts
out the degrees of freedom one believes relevant for the low energy dyanmi s. Ideally,
this 'belief' is ba ked up by a small expansion parameter stabilizing the mathemati al parts of the analysis.
pro: The method is rigorous and xes the resulting eld theory ompletely.
ontra: The mi ros opi route is slow and, for suÆ iently omplex systems, not even
viable.
. The phenomenologi al route: Given a physi al system one has already de ided
what its relevant degrees of freedom are. (Sometimes this has to be done on the
basis of mere phenomenologi al reasoning.) The stru ture of the e e ti low energy
a tion is then usually xed by symmetries.
pro: The method is fast and elegant.
ontra: It is less expli it than the mi ros opi approa h. Most importantly, it does
x the oeÆ ients of the di erent ontributions to the a tion.

1.4 Summary and Outlook
We have introdu ed some basi on epts of eld theoreti al modelling in ondensed matter
physi s. Starting from a mi ros opi model Hamiltonian, we have exempli ed how priniples of universality and symmetry an be applied to destill e e tive ontinuum theories
apturing the low energy ontent of the system. We have formulated su h theories in the
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language of Langrangian and Hamiltonian ontinuum me hani s, respe tively, and shown
how variational prin iples an be applied to extra t on rete physi al information. Also,
we have seen that eld theory provides a unifying framework whereby analogies between
seemingly di erent physi al systems an be un overed.
In the next hapter we will dis uss how the formalism of lassi al eld theory is
promoted to the quantum level.

1.5.
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1.5 Problem Set
1.5.1 Questions on Colle tive Modes and Field Theories
Q1 In obtaining the spe trum of olle tive phonon ex itations for the latti e Lagrangian
(??), a ontinuum approximation was employed. However, sin e the degrees of
freedom are oupled linearly, the equations of motion an be solved expli itly, even
for the dis rete model. By onstru ting the equations of motion, identify the normal
modes of the system and obtain the exa t spe trum of ex itations. Identify the
limit in whi h the spe trum of the dis rete latti e model oin ides with that obtained
for the ontinuum approximation of the model. In what limit does the ontinuum
approximation fail and why?
mA

(n-1)a

mB

na

(n+1)a

Figure 1.8: Latti e with two atoms of mass mA and mB per unit ell.

Q2 In latti es with two atoms (of di erent mass mA and mB ) per unit ell (see g. 1.8)
the spe trum of elementary ex itations splits into an a ousti and opti bran h.
For this model, show that the latti e Lagrangian an be written as

L=

N 
X
mA
n=1

2

(_ (nA) )2

m
+ B (_ (nB) )2
2

ks  (A)

2 n+1

(nB)

2

ks (B)

2 n

2
(nA)



:

Applying the Euler-Lagrange equation, obtain the equations of motion. Taking the
boundary onditions to be periodi , and swit hing to Fourier representation, show
that the exa t (i.e. dis rete) spe trum an be obtained from the 2  2 se ular
equation for ea h k value
2
ika
A !k 2ks ks (1 + e )
det km(1
ika ) m ! 2 2k = 0:
s +e
B k
s
By nding an expression for the spe trum, obtain the asymptoti dependen e as
k ! 0. In this limit, des ribe qualitatively the symmetry of the normal modes.

Q3 Ele trodynami s an be des ribed by Maxwell's equations or, equivalently, by wave
type equations for the ve tor potential. In the Lorentz gauge, t  = r  A, these
equations read

(t2 ) = ;
(t2 )A = j;
where  = r  r is the three-dimensional Lapla e operator. Using relativistially
ovariant notation, the form of the equations an be ompressed further to
   A = j;
   A = 0:
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Starting from the Lagrangian a tion,

S [A℄ =

Z

d4 x





1
F F  + A j  ;
4

obtain these equations by applying the variational prini ple. Compare the Lorentz
gauge representation of the a tion of the eld with the a tion of the elasti hain.
What are the di eren es/parallels?

Q4 Consider the ele tormagneti eld in the absen Re of matter, j = 0. Verify that the
total energy stored in the eld is given by H  d3 xH(x) where

H(x) = E2(x) + B2(x);
is the familiar expression for the EM energy density. Hint: Use the va uum form of
Maxwell's equations and that for an in nite system the energy is de ned only up to
surfa e terms.
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1.5.2 Answers
A1 Applying the Euler-Lagrange equation dt (_ n L) n L = 0 to the dis rete Lagrangian of the latti e model we nd the N equations of motion whi h take the
form of a three-term di eren e equation,
mn = ks (n+1 2n + n 1 ) :

As in the ontinuum theory, the latter an be brought to diagonal form by turning
to the Fourier representation. Applying the Ansatz
1 X i(!k t kna)
n (t) = p
k
e
N k
where the dis rete quasi-momentum k = 2m=Na take values from the range m =
[ N=2; N=2℄ (i.e. the rst Brillouin Zone), we nd


m!k2



2ks (1

os(ka)) k = 0:

From this equation we obtain the dispersion relation
p

!k = 2 ks=mj sin(ka=2)j:
In the limit k ! 0, this result ollapses to the linear dispersion relation !k = v jkj
obtained from the ontinuum theory. This an be understood simply by omparing
the wavelength of the latti e vibration  = 2=k with the latti e spa ing a. When
  a, the relative displa ement of the atomi sites is small and the ontinuum
approximation is justi ed. When   a, the relative displa ement is large and the
ontinuum theory be omes inappli able.
In the two-dimensional generalisation the displa ement takes the form of a twoomponent ve tor n . In this ase, the dis rete Lagrangian assumes the form

L=

X

"

n

#

1 _2 X 1
m +
k (
2 n i=x;y 2 s n+^ei

n )2 :

In this ase, the Euler-Lagrange equations lead to the di eren e equation

mn =

X

i=x;y

ks (n+^ei

2n + n

e^i ) ;

p

with the soloution !k = 2 ks =m(sin2 (kxa) + sin2 (ky a))1=2 . In the low-energy limit,
the spe trum redu es to the relativisti form !k = v jkj.

A2 Applying the Euler-Lagrange equations we obtain the 2  N oupled equations of
motion





mA (nA) = ks (nB)

2(nA)

mB n(B) = ks (nA+1)

2(nB) + n(A) :



+ (nB)1



;
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p

P i(! t kna) (A=B )
k
k , we
ke



(kA) = 0:
ks(1 + eika )
mB !k2 2ks
(kB)

Applying the Ansatz (nA=B) = (1= N )


obtain

mA !k2 2ks
ks(1 + e ika )
Diagonalizing the 2  2 matrix we obtain the se ular equation shown in the question
and from whi h we obtain the dispersion relation (see Fig. 1.9)
!k()

"



4mA mB
sin2 (ka=2)
2
(mA + mB )

= !0 1  1

1=2 #1=2

:

p

where !0 = ks = where  = 1=(mA1 + mB1 ) denotes the redu ed mass. It is
instru tive to note how the standard phonon dispersion relation is re overed when
the masses are set equal.

ωk
mB =mA

B.Z.
Optic

Acoustic
−π/a

π/a

k

Figure 1.9: Spe trum of the two-atom dis rete linear hain. Note that when mA = mB
we re over the spe trum of the single atom hain with period a=2. For mA 6= mB , a gap
opens at the Brillounin zone boundary. The lower energy band is known as the a ousti
bran h where atoms in ea h unit ell move in phase. The higher energy opti bran h
involves atoms in ea h ell moving in antiphase.
An expansion in the limit k ! 0 yields

8
p 
mA mB
>
2
>
+ O(k4 )
< 2 1
2 (ka)
8(
m
+
m
)
()
A
B
!k ! !0 r m m
1
>
A B
>
:
j
kaj + O(k3 )
2 (mA + mB )
from whi h we dedu e that the lower bran h des ribes a ousti phonons with a linear
dispersion relation, while the opti phonons are massive with a quadrati spe trum.

A3 Using that F =  A  A and integrating by parts the a tion assumes the form
S [A℄ =

Z

d4 x



1
A [   A
2  



  A ℄ + j



A



:
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Due to the Lorentz gauge ondition, the se ond ontribution in the angular bra kets
vanishes and we obtain

S [A℄ =

Z

d4 x





1
 A   A + j A ;
2

where we have again integrated by parts. Appli ation of the general variational
equation (1.23) nally obtains the wave equation.

A4 Following the anoni al pres ription, we onsider the Lagrangian density,

L=

1
1
F F  = ( A  A )(  A
4
4
3
1X
( A  A )( A  A )
=
2 i=1 0 i i 0 0 i i 0

  A ) =
3
1X
( A
4 i;j =1 i j

j Ai )(i Aj

j Ai );

where we have lowered all indi es on a ount of introdu ing minus signs in the rst
group of terms. We next determine the omponents of the anon ial momentum
through  = 0 A L:

0 = 0;
i = 0 Ai

i A0 = Ei :

Using that i Aj j Ai is a omponent of the magneti eld, the Hamiltonian density
an now be written as
H~ =  0 A L = 21 (2E  0 A E2 + B2) =1)
2) 1
1) 1
= (2E  r + E2 + B2 ) = (2[E  r + r  E℄ + E2 + B2 )
2
2
3) 1
= (2r  (E) + E2 + B2 );
2
where 1) is based on addition and subtra tion of a a term 2E r, 2) on r E = 0 and
3) on the identity r (af ) = r af + a rf (valid for general ve tor (s alar) fun tions
a (f)). Substitution of this expression into the de nition of the Hamiltonian yields
1
H=
2

Z

d3 x

2r 


(E) + E2 + B2

1
=
2

Z



d3 x E2 + B2 ;

where we have used that the ontribution r  (E) is a surfa e term that vanishes
upon integration by parts.
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Chapter 2
From Classi al to Quantum Fields
The on ept of eld quantization is introdu ed. Again employing the atomi hain and
the ele tromagneti eld as examples, we will explore how ex itations in the ontinuum
Hilbert spa e a quire the meaning of quantum 'parti les'.

In the previous hapter we had seen that at low temperatures the ex itation pro le of
the lassi al atomi hain di ers drasti ally from what is observed in experiment. Generally, in ondensed matter physi s, low energy phenonmena with pronoun ed temperature
sensitivity are indi ative of a quantum me hanism at work. To introdu e and exempify
a general pro edure whereby quantum me hani s an be in orportated into ontinuum
models, we next onsider the low energy physi s of the

2.1 Quantum Chain
The rst question to ask is a on eptual one: in whi h way an a model like Eq. (1.4)
be quantised in general? As a matter of fa t there exists a standard pro edure of quantising ontinuum theories whi h losely resembles the quantisation of Hamiltonian point
me hani s: Consider the de ning equation (1.9) and (1.10) for the anoni al momentum
and the Hamiltonian, respe tively. Classi ally, the momentum  (x) and the oordinate
(x) are anoni ally onjugate variables: f (x); (x0 )g = Æ (x x0 ) where f ; g is the Poisson bra ket and the Æ -fun tion arises through ontinuum generalization of the dis rete
identity fPI ; RI 0 g = ÆII 0 , I; I 0 = 1; : : : N . The theory is quantized by generalization of the
anoni al quantization prodedure for the dis rete pair of onjugate oordinates (RI ; PI )
to the ontinuum: (i) promote (x) and  (x) to operators:  7! ^,  7! ^ , and (ii)
generalize the anoni al ommutation relation [PI ; RI 0 ℄ = i~ÆII 0 to1
[^ (x); ^(x0 )℄ = i~Æ (x x0 ) :

(2.1)

1 Note that the dimensionality of both the quantum and lassi al ontinuum elds is ompatible with
the dimensionality of the Dira Æ-fun tion, [Æ(x x0 )℄ = [Length℄ 1 , i.e. [(x)℄ = [I ℄  [Length℄ 1=2 and
similarly for .
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Operator-valued fun tions like ^ and ^ are generally referred to as quantum elds. For
larity, the relevant relations between anoni ally onjugate lassi al and quantum elds
are summarized in Tab. 2.1.
lassi al
fPI ; RI 0 g = ÆII 0

quantum
dis rete
[PI ; RI 0 ℄ = i~ÆII 0
ontinuum f (x); (x0 )g = Æ (x x0 ) [^ (x); ^(x0 )℄ = i~Æ (x x0 )
Table 2.1: Relations between dis rete and ontinuum anoni ally onjugate variables/operators

By introdu ing quantum elds, we have left the on eptual framework laid on
page 6: Being operator valued, the quantized eld no longer represents a mapping into an
ordinary di erentiable manifold2. It is thus legitimate to ask why we bothered to give a lengthy
exposition of elds as 'ordinary' fun tions. The reason is that in the not too distant future,
after the framework of eld fun tional integration has been introdu ed, we will be ba k on the
omfortable ground of the de nition of page 6.
.

Info.

||||||||||||||{

Employing these de nitions, the lassi al Hamilonian density (1.10) be omes the quantum operator
2

H^ (;^ ^ ) = 21m ^ 2 + ks2a (x^)2:

(2.2)

The Hamiltonian above represents a quantum eld theoreti al formulation of the problem
but not yet a solution. In fa t, the development of a spe trum of methods for the analysis
of quantum eld theoreti al models will represent a major part of this text. At this point
the obje tive is merely to exemplify how physi al information an be extra ted from models like (2.2). As a word of pre aution, let us mention that the following manipulations,
while mathemati ally not diÆ ult, are on eptually deep. To disentangle di erent aspe ts
of the problem, we will rst on entrate on plain operational aspe ts. 'What has really
happened' will then be dis ussed in se tion * below.
As with any fun tion, operator valued fun tions an be represented in a variety of
di erent ways. In parti ular they an be subje ted to a Fourier transform,


^k
^k



1
L1=2

Z L
0

P

dx efikx



^(x) ;
^ (x)





^(x) = 1 X efikx ^k ;
^ (x) L1=2 k
^k

(2.3)

where k represents the sum over all Fourier oeÆ ients indexed by quantised momenta
k = 2m=L; m 2 Z . (Do not onfuse the momenta k with the `operator momentum'
^ !) Note that the real lassi al eld (x) quantises to an Hermitian quantum eld ^(x)
2 At least if we ignore the mathemati al subtlety that a linear operator an be interpreted as element

of a ertain manifold, too.
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implying that ^k = ^y k (and similarly for ^k ). The Fourier representation of the anoni al
ommutation relations reads
(2.4)
[^k ; ^k0 ℄ = i~Ækk0

. Exer

ise.

Verify this identity.

Figure 2.1: S hemati visualisation of the os illator mode k = 8=L of the harmoni
hain. Arrows indi ate the distortion of individual atoms (for larity plotted in the verti al
dire tion.)
When expressed in the Fourier representation, making use of the identity
Æk+k0;0
z Z
}|
{
Z
X
X
X
1
0
dx ( ^)2 = ( ik^k )( ik0 ^k0 )
dxe i(k+k )x =
k2 ^k ^ k =
k2 j^k j2
L
k
k
k;k0
R

together with a similar relation for dx ^ 2 , the Hamiltonian assumes the near diagonal
form


X 1
m!k2 ^ ^
^
(2.5)
 ;
^ ^ +
H=
2m k k
2 k k
k
q

where !k = v jkj and v = kms a denotes the lassi al sound velo ity. In this form, the
Hamiltonian an be identi ed as nothing but a superposition of independent harmoni
os illators.3 This result is a tually not diÆ ult to understand (see Fig. 2.1): Classi ally,
3 The only di eren e to the anon ial form of an os illator Hamiltonian H^ = p^2 + m!2 x^2 is the presen e
2m 2
of the sub-indi es k and k. (Whi h is a onsequen e of ^yk = ^ k .) As we will show momentarily, this

di eren e is ompletely inessential.
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the system supports a dis rete set of wave ex itations, ea h indexed by a wave number
k = 2m=L. Within the quantum pi ture, ea h of these ex itations is des ribed by an
os illator Hamilton operator with k-dependent frequen y. (However, it is important not to
onfuse the atomi onstituents, also os illators albeit oupled ones, with the independent
olle tive os illator modes des ribed by H^ .)
The des ription above, albeit perfe tly valid still su ers from a deÆ ien y: What
we are doing, see Fig. 2.1, amounts to expli itly des ribing the e e tive low energy
ex itations of the system (the waves) in terms of their mi ros opi onstituents (the
atoms). Indeed the di erent ontributions to H^ keeps tra k of details of the mi ros opi
os illator dynami s of individual k-modes. However, it would be mu h more desirable
to develop a pi ture where the relevant ex itations of the system, the waves, appear as
fundamental units, without expli it a ount of underlying mi ros opi details. (Like, e.g.
in hydrodynami s information is en oded in terms of olle tive density variables rather
than through individual mole ules.) As a preparation to the onstru tion of this improved
formulation of the system let us temporarily fo us on a single os illator mode.

2.1.1 Harmoni Os illator Revisited
Consider a standard harmoni os illator (HO) Hamiltonian de ned through
1
m! 2 2
H^ = p^2 +
x^ :
2m
2


The few rst energy levels n = ! n + 21 and the asso iated Hermite-polynomial eigenfun tions are displayed s hemati ally in Fig. 2.2. (To simplify the notation we hen eforth
set ~ = 1.)

ω

Figure 2.2: S hemati diagram showing the low lying energy levels/states of the harmoni
os illator.
In quantum me hani s, the HO has, of ourse, the status of a single-parti le problem.
However, the fa t that the energy levels are equi-distant suggests an alternative interpretation: Think of a given energy state n as an a umulation of n elementary entities, or
quasi-parti les, ea h having energy ! . What an be said about the features of these
new obje ts? First, they are stru tureless, i.e. the only 'quantum number' identifying the
quasiparti les is their energy ! . (Otherwise n-parti le states formed of the quasi-parti les
would not be equi-distant.) This implies that the quasi-parti les must be bosons. (The
same state ! an be o upied by more than one parti le, see Fig. 2.2.)
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This idea an be formulated in quantitative terms by employing the formalism of
so- alled ladder-operators: De ne a pair of Hermitian adjoint operators through

a^ 

r





m!
i
x^ +
p^ ;
2
m!

a^y 

r



m!
x^
2



i
p^ :
m!

(Up to a fa tor of i,) the transformation (^x; p^) ! (^a; a^y ), is anoni al, i.e. the new
operators obey the anoni al ommutation relation
[^a; a^y ℄ = 1:

(2.6)

More importantly, the a-representation of the Hamiltonian is very simple, viz.




1
H^ = ! a^y a^ + ;
2

(2.7)

as an be he ked by dire t substitution. Suppose now, we had been given a zero eigenvalue state j0i of the operator a^: a^j0i = 0. As a dire t onsequen e, H^ j0i = !2 j0i, i.e.
j0i is identi ed as the ground state of the os illator4. The omplete hierar hy of higher
energy states an now generated by setting
jni  (n!)11=2 a^ynj0i:

. Exer

ise.

and hnjni = 1.

Using the anoni al ommutation relation, verify that H^ jni = !(n + 1=2)jni

So far, what we have a hieved is onstru ting yet another way of solving the HOproblem. However, the 'real' advantage of the a-representation is that it naturally a ords
a many parti le interpretation: Temporarily forgetting about the original de nition of
the os illator, let us de lare j0i to represent a 'va uum' state, i.e. a state with zero
parti les present. Next, imagine that a^y j0i was a state with a single featureless parti le
(the operator a^y does not arry any quantum number labels) of energy ! . Similarly, a^yn j0i
is onsidered as a many body state with n of these parti les, i.e. within the new pi ture,
a^y is an operator that reates parti les. The total energy of these states is given by ! 
(o upation number). Indeed, it is straightforward to verify that a^y a^jni = njni, i.e. the
Hamiltonian basi ally ounts the number of parti les. The new interpretation, while at
rst sight unfamiliarly looking, is internally onsistent. In parti ular it does what we
had asked for above, i.e. interpreting the ex ited states of the HO as an superposition of
independent stru tureless entities.
The representation above illustrates the possibility to think about individual quantum
problems in omplementary pi tures. This prin iple nds innumerable appli ations in
modern ondensed matter physi s. To get used to it one has to realize that interpreting

4 ... as an be veri ed by expli it onstru tion: Going into a real spa e representation one solves
q
2 e x2 m!=2 whi h is the well known ground state wave fun tion of the
[x + x =(m!)℄hxj0i to hxj0i = m!
os illator.
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a give system in di erent dire tions is by no means hereti but, rather, stands in the best
spirit of quantum me hani s. Indeed, it is one of the prime prin iples of quantum theories
that there is no su h thing like 'the real system' underneath the surfa e of phenomenology.
The only thing that matters is observable phenomena. For example, we will see later on
that the ' ti ious' quasi-parti le states of os illator systems behave like 'real' parti les, i.e.
they have dynami s, they an intera t, be dete ted experimentally et . From a quantum
point of view there is a tually no fundamental di eren e between these obje ts and 'real'
parti les.

2.1.2 Quasi-Parti le Interpretation of the Quantum Chain
Turning ba k to the os illator hain, we transform the Hamiltonian (2.5) to a form analogous to (2.7). This is a hieved by de ning the ladder operators5

a^k 

r





1
m!k ^
k + i
^
2
m!k

k

a^y

;

k



r



m!k ^

2



k

1
i
^ :
m!k k

With this de nition, applying the ommutation relations (2.4), one nds that the ladder
ε

ω3
ω2

ω1
k1

k2

k3

k

Figure 2.3: S hemati diagram visualizing an ex ited state of the hain. The number of
reated quasi-parti les de reases with in reasing energy !k .
operators obey ommutation relations generalizing (2.6):
[ak ; ayk0 ℄ = Ækk0 ;

[ak ; ak0 ℄ = [ayk ; ayk0 ℄ = 0:

(2.8)

Expressing the operators (^k ; ^k ) in terms of (^ak ; a^yk ) it is now straightforward to bring
the Hamiltonian into the quasi-parti le os illator form

H^ =

X
k





1
y
:
~!k ak ak +
2

(2.9)

Equations (2.9) and (2.8) represent the nal result of our analysis. The Hamiltonian H^
takes the form of a sum of harmoni os illators with hara teristi frequen ies !k . Noti e
5 As for the onsisten y of these de nitions, re all that ^y = ^
k

and ^ky = ^ k . Under these onditions
the se ond of the de nitions below indeed follows from the rst upon taking the Hermitian adjoint.
k
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that !k =! 0 in the limit of u tuations with long wavelength, k ! 0. Ex itations with
this property are generally alled massless ex itations.
An ex ited state of the system is represented through a set (n1 ; n2 ; : : :) of nk quasiparti les with energy !k . Physi ally, the quasi-parti les of the harmoni hain are to
be identi ed with the phonon modes of the solid. A plot ot 'real' phonon ex itation
energies is shown in Fig. 2.4. Noti e that at low momenta, !k  jkj in agreement with
our simplisti model and in spite of the fa t that the spe trum was re orded for a threedimensional solid with non-trivial unit ell (universality!). While linear dispersion was a
feature already of the lassi al sound waves, the low temperature spe i heat behaves
altogether non- lassi al: It is left as an (answered) ex er ise to verify that the quantum
nature of the phonons resolves the problem with the low temperature pro le of the spe i
heat dis ussed in se tion 1.1.2. For further dis ussion of phonon modes in atomi latti es
we refer to Kittel, Chapter 2.

Figure 2.4: Typi al phonon spe tra of a rystal with a BCC latti e. The data is sensitive
to both longitudinal (LA) and transverse (TA) a ousti phonons. Noti e that for small
momenta, the dispersion is linear.

2.2 Quantum Ele trodynami s
The generality of the pro edure outlined above suggests that the quantization of the EM
eld a tion (1.30) pro eeds in analogy to the dis ussion of the phonon system. However,
there are are a number pra ti al di eren es whi h make quantization of the EM eld a
mu h harder (but also more interesting!) experien e: First, the ve torial hara ter of the
ve tor potential, in ombination with the imperative ondition of relativisti ovarian e,
gives the problem a non-trivial internal geometry. Closely related, the gauge freedom
of the ve tor potential introdu es redundant degrees of freedom whose removal on the
quantum level is not easily a hieved. E.g. quantization in a setting where only physi al
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degrees of freedom { i.e. the two polarization dire tions of the transverse photon eld {
are kept is te hni ally umbersome, the reason being that the relevant gauge ondition is
not relativisti ally ovariant. In ontrast, a manifestly ovariant s heme, while te hni ally
more onvenient, introdu es spurious 'ghost degrees of freedom' whi h are diÆ ult to get
rid of. In order to not get aught up in a dis ussion of these problems we will not dis uss
the problem of EM eld quantization in full detail6.
On the other hand, the quantum aspe ts of the photon eld play a mu h too important
role in various areas of ondensed matter physi s to drop the problem altogether. We will
therefore aim at an intermediate exposition, largely insensitive to the problems outlined
above but suÆ iently general to illustrate the main prini iples.

2.2.1 Wave Guide Quantization

R

Consider the Lagrangian of the matter-free EM eld, L = 14 d3 xF F  . As a rst
step towards quantization of this system we x a gauge. E.g., in the absen e of harge
a parti ularly onvenient hoi e is the Coulomb gauge, r  A = 0; plus vanishing of the
s alar omponent,  = 0. Keep in mind that on e a gauge has been set we annot expe t
further results to display 'gauge invarian e'.
Using the gauge onditions and integrating by parts one veri es that the Lagrangian
assumes the form
Z
1
L=
d3 x [t A  t A + A  A℄ :
(2.10)
2
In analogy to our dis ussion of the atomi hain, one would next pro eed to 'de ouple' the
theory by expanding in terms of eigenfun tions of the Lapla e operator. The di eren e to
our previous dis ussion is that we are dealing (i) with the full three-dimensional Lapla ian
(instead of a simple se ond derivative) a ting on (ii) the ve torial quantity A whi h is (iii)
subje t to the onstraint r  A = 0. It is these aspe ts whi h lead to the ompli ations
outlined above.
We an navigate around these diÆ ulties by onsidering problems where the system
geometry redu es the omplexity of the eigenvlue problem. This restri tion is less arti ial than it might appear. E.g. in anisotropi ele tromagneti wave guides, systems
of undisputable te hnologi al relevan e, the solutions of the eigenvalue equation an be
formulated as7
Rk (x) = k Rk (x);

(2.11)

where k 2 R is a one-dimensional
index parameter and the ve tor-valued fun tions Rk
R
are real and ortho-normalized, Rk  R0k = Ækk0 . The dependen e of the eigenvalues k on
k depends on details of the geometry (see Eq. (2.14) below) and needs not be spe i ed
for the moment.

6 Readers interested to learn more about this very important problem are deferred to one of several

ex ellent introdu tions, e.g. the book by Ryder.
7 More pre isely, one should say that (2.11) de nes the set of eigenfun tions relevant for the low energy
dynami s of the wave guide. More omplex eigenfun tions of the Lapla e operator exist but they arry
mu h higher energy.
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. Info. An ele trodynami wave guide is a quasi one-dimensional avity with metalli
boundaries ( f. Fig. 2.5.) The great pra ti al advantage of wave guides is that they are very
good at on ning EM waves. At large frequen ies where the wavelengths are of order meters
or less radiation loss in onventional ondu tors are high. In these frequen y domains, hollow
ondu tors provide the only pra ti al way of transmitting radiation.
EM eld propagation inside a wave guide is onstrained by boundary onditions. E.g.,
assuming the walls of the system to be perfe tly ondu ting,
Ek (xb ) = 0;
(2.12)
(2.13)
B? (xb ) = 0;
where xb is a point at the system boundary and Ek (B?) is the parallel (perpendi ular) omponent of the ele tri (magneti ) eld.
Ly
Ly

z
y
x

Figure 2.5: Re tangular EM wave guide. The stru ture of the eigenmodes of the EM eld
is determined by boundary onditions at the walls of the avity.

For on reteness, and turning ba k to our problem of eld quantization, let us onsider a
avity with uniform re tangular ross se tion Ly  Lz . To onveniently represent the Lagrangian
of the system, we wish to express the ve tor potential in terms of eigenfun tions Rk that
are onsistent with the boundary onditions (2.12). A omplete set of fun tions ful lling this
ondition is given by
0
1
1 os(kx x)sin(ky y )sin(kz z )
Rk = Nk  2 sin(kx x) os(ky y)sin(kz z ) A :
3 sin(kx x)sin(ky y ) os(kz z )
Here, ki = ni=Li, ni 2 N ; i = x; y; z, Nk is a fa tor normalizing Rk to unity, and the oeÆ ients
i are subje t to the ondition 1 kx + 2 ky + 3 kz = 0. Indeed, it is straightforward to verify
that a general superposition of the type A(x; t)  Pk k(t)Rk (x), k(t) 2 R, is divergen eless,
and generates an EM eld ompatible with (2.12). Substitution of Rk into (2.11) identi es the
eigenvalues to
k = (kx2 + ky2 + kz2 ):
In the physi s and ele tro-engineering literature, eigenfun tions of the Lapla e operator in a
quasi one-dimensional geometry are ommonly denoted as modes. As we will see shortly, the
energy of a mode (i.e. the Hamiltonian evaluated on a spe i mode on guration) grows
with jk j; In ases where one is interested in the low energy dynami s of the EM eld, only
on gurations with small jkj are relevant. E.g. let us onsider a massively anisotropi wave
guide with Lz < Ly  Lx. In this ase the modes with smallest jk j are those with kz = 0,
ky = =Ly and kx  k  Lz;y1 . (Why is it not possible to set both ky and kz to zero?) With this
hoi e,
k =

k2 +




Ly

2 !

(2.14)
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and a s alar index k suÆ es to label both eigenvalues and eigenfun tions Rk . A artoon of
the spatial stru ture the fun tions Rk is shown in Fig. 2.5. The dynami al properties of these
on gurations will be dis ussed in the text.
||||||||||||||{

Turning ba k to the problem posed by (2.10) and (2.11), we expand the ve tor potential
in terms of eigenfun tions Rk ,

A(x; t) =

X
k

k (t)Rk (x);

where the sum runs over all allowed values of the index parameter k. (E.g. in a wave
guide, k 2 L n, n 2 N where L is the length of the guide.) Substituting this expansion
into (2.10) and using the normalization properties of the Rk , we obtain

1X 2
L=
_ k + k k2 ;
2 k
i.e. a de oupled representation where the system is des ribed in terms of independent
dynami al systems with oordinates k . From this point on, quantization pro eeds along
the lines of the standard algorithm:
De ne momenta through k =  _ k L = _ k . This
P
produ es the Hamiltonian H = k (k k (k =2) k k ). We next quantize by promoting
^k to operators and de laring [^k ; ^ k0 ℄ = iÆkk0 . The quantum
k ! ^ k and k ! 
Hamilton operator, again of harmoni os illator type, then reads

2
X 1
m!
k
^k ^k +
^k ^k ;
H^ =
2
m
2
k
where the 'mass' parameter m = 1 and !k = jk j. Following the same logi s as in se tion
2.1.2, we de ne ladder operators
r





r



m!k
m!k
i
ak 
^k +
^k
^k ;
ayk 
2
m!k
2
whereupon the Hamiltonian assumes its nal form

X 
1
y
^
!k ak a^k + :
H=
2
k



i
^ ;
m!k k
(2.15)

For the spe i problem of the rst ex ited mode in a wave guide of witdth Ly , !k =
[k2 + (=Ly )2 ℄1=2 . Eq. (2.15) represents our nal result for the quantum Hamiltonian of
the EM wave guide. Before on luding this se tion let us make a few omments on the
stru ture of the result:
. First, noti e that the onstru tion above almost ompletely paralleld our previous
dis ussion of the harmoni hain8 . The lose stru tural simiarity between the two
8 Te hni ally, the only te hni al is that instead of index pairs (k; k) all indi es (k; k) are equal and

positive. This an be tra ed ba k to the fa t that we have expanded in terms of the real eigenfun tions of
the losed wave guide instead of the omplex eigenfun tions of the ir ular os illator hain. At any rate,
the di eren e is largely inessential.
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systems roots in the fa t that the free eld Lagrangian (2.10) is quadrati and,
therefore, bound to map onto an os illator type Hamiltonian. That we obtained a
simple one-dimensional superposition of os illators is due to the boundary onditions
spe i to a narrow wave guide. For less restri tive geometries, e.g. free spa e, a
more omplex superposition of ve torial degrees of freedom in three-dimensional
spa e would have been obtained. However, the prin ipal mapping of the free EM
eld onto a superposition of os illators is independent of geometry.

. Physi ally, the quantum ex itations des ribed by (2.15) are, of ourse, the photons
of the EM eld. The unfamilar appearan e of the dispersion relation !k is again
a pe uliarity of the wave guide. However, in the limit of large longitudinal wave
numbers k  Ly 1 , the dispersion approa hes !k  jkj, i.e. the relativisti dispersion
of the photon eld. Also noti e that, due to the equality of the Hamiltonians (2.9)
and (2.15), all what had been said about the behaviour of the phonon modes of the
atomi hain arries over to the photon modes of the wave guide.
. As with their phononi analog, the os illators des ribed by (2.15) exhibit zero point
u tuations. It is a fas inating aspe t of quantum ele trodynami s that these osillations, aused by quantization of the most relativisti eld, surfa e at various
points of non-relativisti physi s. In the next se tion two prominent manifestations
of zero point u tuations in ondensed matter physi s will be brie y dis ussed.

2.2.2 The Quantum Va uum
One of the most prominent manifestations of va uum u tuations is the Casimir e e t9 :
Two parallel ondu ting plates embedded into the va uum ex ert an attra tive for e on
ea h other. This phenomenon is believed to be of some relevan e for, e.g., olloidal
hemistry. Namely the for e balan e of hydrophobi suspensions of parti les, sized 0:1
1m, in ele trolytes. At least it is problems of this type whi h prompted Casimir to his
famous analysis of the idealized va uum problem. Qualitatively, the origin of the Casimir
for e is readily understood (See our poor attempt at an illustration, Fig. 2.6.): Like
their lassi al analog, quantum photons exert a ertain radiation pressure on ma ros opi
media. The di eren e to the lassi al ase is that, due to zero point os illations, even the
quantum va uum is apable of reating radiation pressure. For a single ondu ting body
embedded into the in nite va uum, the net pressure vanishes by symmetry. However, for
two parallel plates, the situation is di erent. Mode quantization arguments similar to the
ones used in the previous se tion show that the density of quantum modes between the
plates is lower than in the half in nite outer spa es. Hen e, the for e (density) reated
by outer spa e ex eeds the ounter pressure from the inside; The plates 'attra t' ea h
9

Casimir.
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other. For a quantiative formulation of this pi ture, see problem XX. A se ond important

Figure 2.6: Very s hemati attempt to illustrate the prin iple behind the asimir e e t.
Mode quantization implies that the density of EM eld modes between two parallel plates
in a va uum is lower than in outer spa e. Consequently, the radiation pressure from the
outside ex eeds the ounter pressure from the inside and the plates feel an attra tive for e.
phenonmenon where va uum u tuations play some role is Van der Waals for es10 :
Neutral atoms or mole ules attra t ea h other by a potential that, at small separation
r, s ales like r 6 . Early mi ros opi attempts to lassi ally explain the origin of the
phenomenon produ ed results for the attra tion for e that, in on i t with experimental
nding, were strongly temperature dependent. It was onsidered a major breakthrough
of the new quantum me hani s when London11 proposed a model whereby a temperature
independent r 6 -law was obtained. The essen e of Londons idea is easily explained:
Imagine ea h of the atoms/mole ules as an os illator. The zero point motion of these
os illators, measured in terms of some oordinate x, reates a dipole moment of strength
 x. At lose distan es, the systems intera t through a dipole-dipole intera tion. Writing
down oupled os illator equations (see problem XX), one readily obtains a lowering of the
ground state energy by a ontribution V (r)  r 6 .
However, there is a subtle point about the seemingly inno ous oupling of the quantum
os illator to the lassi al Coulomb potential. Close inspe tion (see Milonni's book for
details) shows that to maintain the quantum ommutation relations of the os illator
degrees of freedom, the EM eld must not be assumed entirely lassi al. In fa t, on e
the quantum nature of the EM eld has entered the stage, it be omes possible to explain
the for e without need for phenomenologi al introdu tion of atomi os illator degrees of
10

11

Johannes Diderik van der Waals 18371923, 1910 Nobel Laureate in physi s
in re ognition of his work on the state
equation of non-ideal gases.
Fritz Wolfgang London 1900-1954, famous for his work on van der Waals
for es and his phenomenologi al theory of super ondu tivity (in ollaboration with his brother Heinz, 19071970.)
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freedom:

Figure 2.7: On the reation of van der Waals for es by EM va uum u tuations. An atom
or mole ule B is exposed to u tuations of the EM quantum va uum (visualized by wavy
lines.) This leads to the reation of a dipole element dB . A loseby partner atom A sees
both the va uum amplitude and the dipole eld reated by dB . The ooperation of the
two eld strengths leads to a net lowering of the energy of A.
Consider an atom A exposed to an ele tri eld E. The eld gives rise to the atomi
Stark12 e e t, i.e. a level shift of order W  hE(xA)  E(x A)i, where is the atomi
polarizability, E = t A is the operator representing the EM eld, and h: : :i a quantum
expe tation value.
For an atom in the empty va uum E  E0 is determined by the zero point amplitude
of the quantum os illator eld. However, in the neighbourhood of a se ond atom B ,
the eld amplitude is di erent. The point is that the zero point amplitude E0 indu es
a dipole element dB / E0(xB ). This dipole reates a eld EB whi h ontributes to
the total eld amplitude felt by atom A: E(xA ) = (E0 + EB )(xA ) (see Fig. 2.7.) The
dominant ontribution to the level shift due to the proximity of B is then given by

V (r) = W

hE0(xA)  E0(xA)i  hE0(xA)  EB (xB )  2hET0 (xA)A(r)E(xB )i;

(2.16)

where r  rB rA and A(r) is a matrix kernel des ribing the geometri details of the
dipole intera tion. (We have subtra ted the va uum level shift be ause it represents an undete table o set.) Noti e (2.16) predi ts the van der Waals intera tion to be proportional
to the square of the zero point eld amplitude.
Unfortunately, the quantiatitve evaluation of the matrix element, involving a geometri average over all polarization dire tions of the quantum eld amplitude is somewhat
involved. As a nal result of a al ulation (detailed, e.g., in Millnors book, se tion 3.11.)

12

Johannes Stark 1874-1957, Nobel laureate 1919 for his
dis overy of the Stark e e t in 1913. Otherwise, one of
the worst hara ters of Nazi German s ien e. In 1937
a used Heisenberg of ooperating with jews. It took
the personal intervention of Himmler, Rei hsfuhrer SS
(!), to get Heisenberg out of trouble.
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3!0 2
;
(2.17)
4r6
where !0 is the transition frequen y between the ground state and the rst ex ited state
of the atom. (This paramter enters the result through the dependen e of the mi ros opi
polarizability on the transition frequen ies.)

V (r) =

2.3 Summary and Outlook
In this hapter we have introdu ed the general algorithm whereby lassi al ontinuum
theories are quantized. Employing the elementary harmoni os illator as a prototypi al
example we have seen that the Hilbert spa es of these theories a ord di erent interpretations. Of parti ular use was a quasi-parti le pi ture whereby the olle tive ex itations
of the ontinuum theories a quired the status of elementary parti les.
Suspi iously, both examples dis ussed in this text, the harmoni quantum hain and
free quantum ele trodynami s, led to exa tly solvable, free eld theories. However,
it takes only little imagination to foresee that only few ontinuum theories will be as
simple. E.g. the exa t solvability of the atomi hain would have been lost had we
in luded higher order ontributions in the expansion in powers of the latti e distortion
amplitude. Su h terms would hinder the free wave-like propagation of the phonon modes.
Put di erently, phonons would begin to s atter o ea h other or intera t. Similarly, the
free status of ele trodynami s is lost on e the EM eld is allowed to intera t with a matter
eld. Needless to say, intera ting eld theories are in nitely more omplex, but also
more interesting, than the systems onsidered so far.
Te hni ally, we have seen that the phonon/photon interpretation of the eld theories
dis ussed in this hapter ould onveniently be formulated in terms of ladder operators.
However, the appli ations dis ussed so far provide only a glimpse on the full spe trum
of advantages of this language. In fa t, the formalism of ladder operators, ommonly
denoted as 'se ond quantization', represents a entral, and histori ally the oldest element
of quantum eld theory. The next hapter is devoted to a more omprehensive dis ussion
of both the formal aspe ts and appli ations of this language.
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2.4 Problem Set
Q1 Applying the Euler-Lagrange equation, obtain the equation of motion of the Lagrangian densities:

_2

ksa2
m 2 2
(x )2
!
2
2
m_ 2  2 2
2
_
2:
L[; ; x ℄ = 2 2 x 

_2
3:
L[; _ ℄ = m2 m2 !22 4 4

n 
X
m
1
2
2
2
4:
L[f_ ig; fxig℄ =
_ i
ksa (x i )
2
2
i=1
m
5:
L[;_ x℄ = 2 j_ j2 12 ksa2jxj2
[Note that in 5. the eld  is omplex.℄ Cast the Lagrangian density 4. in a more
ompa t form by making use of a relativisti 4-ve tor notation. Starting with the
Lagrangian 2., obtain the Hamiltonian density. Introdu ing anoni al ommutation
relations, quantise the Hamiltonian.

L[; ;_ x℄ = m2

1:

Q2 Following the dis ussion in the le tures, a periodi one-dimensional quantum elasti
hain of length L is expressed by the Hamiltonian


Z
1 2 ks a2 ^ 2
^
^ +
( )
H = dx
2m
2 x
where the eld operators obey the anoni al ommutation relations
h

i

^ (x); ^(x0 ) = i~Æ (x x0 ):

(a) De ning the Fourier representation,


^k
^k



1
L1=2

Z L
0

dxefikx



^(x) ;
^ (x)

P





^(x) = 1 X efikx ^k ;
^ (x) L1=2 k
^k

where k represents the sum over all quantised quasi-momenta k = 2m=L; m 2 Z ,
show that the eld operators obey the ommutation relations [^k ; ^k0 ℄ = i~Ækk0 .
(b) In the Fourier representation, show that the Hamiltonian takes the form

H^ =

X
k

( ) De ning

ak 



1
k a2
^k ^ k + s k2 ^k ^
2m
2

r



1
m!k ^
^
k + i
2~
m!k


k



k

:
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where !k = a(ks =m)1=2 jkj = v jkj show that the eld operators obey the anoni al
ommutation relations [ak ; ayk0 ℄ = Ækk0 , and [ak ; ak0 ℄ = 0.
(d) Finally, with this de nition, show that the Hamiltonian an be expressed in the
form

H^ =

X
k





1
y
~!k ak ak +
:
2

Q3 Londons phenomenologi al approa h to explaining the van der Waals for e starts
out from the Hamiltonian

p^2 m! 2
p^2
H^ = 1 + 1 + o (^x21 + x^22 ) + mK x^1 x^2 ;
2m 2m
2
where x^i is the oordinate of an os illator phenomenologi ally representing one of
two atoms i = 1; 2. The atoms are oupled through a dipole-dipole intera tion,
where the dipole operators are proportional to x^i and K = qe2 =(mr3 ) en apsulates
the details of the intera tion. Here r denotes the distan e between the atoms and q
is a dipole-dipole orientation fa tor.
Compute the spe trum of the two-parti le system des ribed by H^ and verify that
the dipole oupling leads to a lowering
V (r) =

K2
8!o3

of the ground state energy. Using that the 2lassi
al polarizability of an os illator is
2
!
q
2
2
given by = e =(m! ) this be omes V = 8r6 . Finally, using that the dire tional
average of the geometri fa tor q 2 equals 2 and multiplying by three to a ount for
the three dimensional hara ter of a 'real' atomi os illator, we re over the result
(2.17).
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2.4.1 Answers
A1 To omplete this problem, one must generalise the Euler-Lagrange equation derived
in le tures. E.g., for ase 2., a variation of the a tion obtains

ÆS =

Z h

=

L(_ + ;_ x2  + x2 )

Z




_ _ L


+ x2 x2 

L

L(;_ x2 )

=

Z





i

dt _ L + d2x x2  L



from whi h we obtain the Euler-Lagrange equation


dt _ L + d2x x2  L = 0:
Applied to the Lagrangian fun tionals at hand, one nds the equation of motion
k a2
1:
 s x2  + ! 2  = 0;
m

2:
 + x4  = 0;
m


3:
 + ! 2  + 3 = 0
m
2
ksa 2
  = 0:
4:
i
m x i
Finally, turning to ase 5., it is ne essary to generalise the Euler-Lagrange equation
to a ount for omplex elds. Sin e the real and imaginary parts u tuate independently, we an onsider a variation of ea h independently. Separating  = 0 + i00
into its real and imaginary parts, and applying a variation to ea h omponent, one
obtains
ks a2 2 0
ksa2 2 00
0
x  = 0;
00
  = 0:
m
m x
In fa t, this result shows that the omponents  and the omplex onjugate  an
be treated as independent. A variation of the a tion with respe t to  obtains
k a2
5:
 s x2  = 0:
m
For ase 2. the momentum onjugate to the eld  is given by
 = _ L = m:_
The Hamiltonian orresponding to ase 2. is given by
2
2
H = _ L = 2m + ks2a (x2 )2 :
Applying the anoni al ommutation relations [^ (x); ^(x0 )℄ = i~Æ (x x0 ), and
promoting the lassi al elds to operators, one obtains the quantum Hamiltonian.
In Fourier spa e, the Hamiltonian takes the same form as that dis ussed in le tures
with q 2 7! q 4 .
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A2 (a) Using the de nition provided, together with the anoni al ommutation relations
of the eld operators, one obtains
1
[^k ; ^k0 ℄ =
L

Z L
0

= i~

dx

Z L
0

z Z
1 L

L

0

dx0 e
Ækk0
}|

dx e

ikx+ik0 x0

{
0
i(k k )x0 =

i~Æ (x x0 )
}|
{
0
^
[^ (x); (x )℄
z

i~Ækk0 :

(b) Again, using the de nition, the kineti omponent of the Hamiltonian takes the
form
Z L
Z
X 1
^ 2 X 1 L
0 1
dx
dx ei(k+k )x
=
^k ^k0 =
^ ^ :
2m kk0 L 0
2m
2m k k
0
k
Similarly, applied to the potential omponent one obtains the Hamiltonian as advertised.
( ) Using the ommutation relation derived above, one nds

i ^
[ak ; ayk0 ℄ =
[ayk ; ayk0 ℄ = 0:
[ k ; ^ k0 ℄ [^k ^k0 ℄ = Ækk0 ;
2~
(d) Inverting the expression for the eld operators, one nds

^k =



~

2m!k
Using the identity

1=2 





m~!k
^k = i
2

ak + ay k ;

1=2 

ayk

a


k

:


1
k a2 
(^k ^ k + ^ k ^k ) + s k2 ^k ^ k + ^ k ^k
2m
2

1  y
= ~!k ak ak + ak ayk + ay k a k + a k ay k :
2
together with the ommutation relations, we obtain the harmoni os illator Hamiltonian.
A3 We begin by formulating the potential U^ of the os illator system in a matrix notation, U^ = x^ T Ax^ , where x^ T = (^x1 ; x^2 )T and




m !2 K
A=
:
2 K !2
Diagonalizing the matrix, A = UDU T and transforming oordinates x ! U T x = x0 ,
the system de ouples into two independent os illators,

H^ =

X  p^20
i

i=1;2



m! 2
+ i x^2i 0 ;
2m
2
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where the new hara teristi frequen ies !1=2 = m2 (!o2  K )1=2 are determined by
the eigenvalues of the matrix D. The ground state of this system is given by
1
E0 = (!1 + !2 )  !o
2
whi h lies by an amount V =

K2
8!o3

K2
;
8!o3

lower than the energy of the isolated atoms.
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Chapter 3
Se ond Quantisation
The aim of this se tion is to introdu e and apply the method of se ond quantisation. The
rst part of the se tion fo uses on methodology and notation, while the remainder is devoted to appli ations. We will investigate the physi s of harge density wave propagation in
one-dimensional quantum wires, spin waves in a quantum Heisenberg (anti)ferromagnet,
the weakly intera ting Bose gas, and the ele tron-phonon intera tion. In later hapters
most of these problem lasses will be revisited from di erent perspe tives.

In the previous hapter we have en ountered two eld theories that ould onveniently
be represented in the language of 'se ond quantization', i.e. a formulation based on the
algebra of ertain ladder operators a^k 1 . There have been two remarkable fa ts about this
formulation: First, se ond quantization provided a ompa t way of representing the many
body quasi-parti le spa e of ex itations in these systems. (There was no need to expli itly
symmetrize many parti le states as would be the ase in the formalism of 'ordinary' many
body quantum me hani s.) Se ond, the properties of the ladder operators were en oded
in a simple set of ommutation relations ( f. Eq. 2.8) rather than in some expli it Hilbert
spa e representation.
Apart from a ertain aestheti appeal, these observations would not be of mu h relevan e if it were not for the fa t that the formulation an be generalized to a omprehensive
and highly eÆ ient formulation of many body quantum me hani s in general. In fa t,
se ond quantization an be onsidered the rst major ornerstone on whi h the theoretial framework of quantum eld theory was built. As su h, extensive introdu tions to the
on ept an be found throughout the literature (see, e.g., Feynman [?℄). We will therefore
not develop the formalism in full mathemati al rigour but rather pro eed pragmati ally by
rst motivating and introdu ing its basi elements, followed by a dis ussion of the 'se ond
quantized' version of standard operations of quantum me hani s (taking matrix elements,
1 In the opinion of the authors the denotation 'se ond quantization' is hosen unfortunately. His-

tori ally, this denotation was motivated by the observation that the ladder operator algebra fosters an
interpretation of quantum ex itations as dis rete 'quantized' units. Fundamentally, however, there is no
su h thing like 'two' superimposed quantization steps in single- or many-parti le quantum me hani s.
What we are dealing with is basi ally a problem-adjusted representation of the ' rst and only quantized'
theory.
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hanging bases, representing operators et .) The se ond part of the haper will be onerned with developing uen y in the method by addressing a number of appli ations.
Readers familiar with the formalism may dire tly pro eed to these se tions.

3.1 Introdu tion to Se ond Quantization
3.1.1 Motivation
We begin our dis ussion by re apitulating some fundamental notions of many body quantum me hani s, as formualted in the traditional language of symmetrized/anti-symmetrized
wave fun tions. Consider the (normalised) set of wavefun tions j n i of some single-parti le
Hamiltonian H^ ,
H^ j  i =  j  i:
where  are the eigenvalues. With this de nition, the normalized 2-parti le wavefun tion
of two fermions (bosons) populating the levels  and 0 6=  given by the anti-symmetrized
(symmetrized) produ t
1
F (x1 ; x2 ) = p (  (x1 ) 0 (x2 )
0 (x1 )  (x2 )) ;
2
1
B (x1 ; x2 ) = p (  (x1 ) 0 (x2 ) + 0 (x1 )  (x2 )) :
2
In the Dira Bra ket representation,
j; 0iF (B)  p1 (j  i j 0 i  j 0 i j i) ;
(3.1)
2
where  = 1 for fermions while  = 1 for bosons2 . Note that the expli it symmetrization
of the wave fun tions is ne essitated by quantum me hani al indistinguishability: For
(fermions) bosons the wave fun tion has to be anti-symmetri (symmetri ) under partile ex hange. More generally, an appropriately symmetrized N -parti le wavefun tion is
expressed in the form
X
1
(
Q1
N ! =0 n ! P

j1; 2; : : : N i  p

 )(1

par P )=2

j

P 1

i j

P 2

i::: j

P N

i

(3.2)

where n is the total number of parti les in state  (for fermions, Pauli ex lusion enfor es
the onstraint n = 1) { see g. 3.1. The summation runs over all N ! permutations of the
2

Enri o Fermi 1901-1954 (left) and Satyendranath
Bose 1894-1974 (right): Fermi was made 1938 Nobel Laureate in Physi s for his demonstrations
of the existen e of new radioa tive elements produ ed by neutron irradiation, and for his related
dis overy of nu lear rea tions brought about by
slow neutrons.
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set of quantum numbers f1 ; : : : N g, and par P denotes the parity of the permutation
P . (par P = 1( 1) if the number of transpositions of two elements whi h brings the
permutationp(P1 ;Q
P2;   PN ) ba k to its original form (1; 2;    N ) is even (odd)). The
prefa tor 1= N !  n ! normalises the many-body wave fun tion. In the fermioni ase,
the many-body wavefun tion is known as a Slater determinant. Finally noti e that it
will be useful to assume the quantum numbers fi g de ning the state j1 ; 2 ; : : : ; N i to
be ordered a ording to some onvention. (E.g. for i = xi a one-dimensional oordinate
representation we might order a ording to x1  x2  : : :  xN .) Any initially nonordered state an be brought into an ordered form at the ost of, at most, a minus sign.
ελ
ε4
ε3
ε2
ε1
ε0

nλ

nλ

0

0

1

1

1

2

1

3

Fermions

Bosons

Figure 3.1: S hemati diagram showing o upation numbers for a generi fermion and
boson system.
While representations like (3.2) an be used to represent the full Hilbert spa e3 of
many body quantum me hani s, a moments thought shows that this formulation is not
in the least onvenient:

. It takes little imagination to anti ipate that a tual working in the language of (3.2)
will be diÆ ult. E.g to ompute the overlap of two wave fun tion one needs to form
(N !)2 di erent produ ts.
. The representation is tailor made to problems with xed parti le number N . However, we know from statisti al me hani s that for N = O(1023 ) it is mu h more
onvenient to work in a grand anoni al formulation whereby N is allowed to u tuate. Closely related,
. In appli ations one will often ask questions like, \What is the amplitude for inje tion
of a parti le into the system at a ertain spa e-time oordinate (x1 ; t1 ) followed by
annihilation at some later time (x2 ; t2 )". Ideally, one would work with a representation that supports the intuition a orded by thinking in terms of su h pro esses. I.e.

3

David Hilbert 1862-1943; His work in geometry had the greatest in uen e in that area
after Eu lid. A systemati study of the axioms of Eu lidean geometry led Hilbert to
propose 21 su h axioms and he analysed their
signi an e. He ontributed to many areas of
mathemati s.
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a representation where the quantum numbers of of individual quasi-parti les rather
than the entangled set the quantum numbers of all onstitutents are fundamental.
The 'se ond quantized' formulation of many body quantum me hani s, as introdu ed
in the next subse tion, does not su er from these de its.

3.1.2 The Apparatus of Se ond Quantization
We begin the onstru tion of a more eÆ ient formulation of many body quantum mehani s with a few abstra t de nitions: Let j i denote a normalized referen e state lying
in the full many body Hilbert spa e. j i will be alled the va uum state; Physi ally, it
represents an 'empty' state with no quasi-parti les present. Next introdu e a set of eld
operators a together with their adjoints ay , as follows:4

a j

i = 0;

where the normalization fa tor

N

N
Y
i=1

ayi j

i = j1; 2; : : : N i;

(3.3)

N  pQ1

:
n
!


(Noti e that due to 1! = 1, N = 1 in the fermioni ase.) These de nitions are far from
inno ent and deserve some quali ation. Firstly, in order not to be at on i t with the
symmetry of the wavefun tion, the operators a have to ful ll the ommutation relations
h

i

a ; ay = Æ; ;


h

i

a ; a = 0;


h

i

ay ; ay = 0;


(3.4)

^ B^ ℄  A^B^ +  B^ A^ is the ommutator (anti- ommutator) for bosons (fermions).
where [A;
The most straightforward way to understand this ondition is to he k that the de nition j; i = ay ay j i and property j; i =  j; i in fa t ne essitate the last two
identies of (3.4). To verify the onsisten y of the rst ommutator relation, ompute its
expe tation value in the va uum state:
(3:3)

h jaay j i = h j(  )aya + [a; ay ℄ j i (3=:3) h j[a ; ay℄ j i:
Sin e the va uum state is normalized, h j i, onsisten y with a -number valued
Æ =

mutator [a ; ay ℄ = Æ has been veri ed.

om-

Verify the general validity of the identity [a; ay ℄ = Æ by taking its matrix
element between arbitrary states j1 ; : : : ; N i and hN ; : : : ; 1j. Hints: Represent the referen e
states through (3.3) and use the known orthonormality properties of many body wavefun tions.
To understand the general prin iple, onsider the ase N = 1, rst. (A detailed exposition of
the proof an be found in Negele and Orland, se tion 1.4.)
. Exer

ise.

4 As before, it will be onvenient to represent these operators without a ir um ex.
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Yet even if the onsisten y of (3.4) is understood, the de nitions above remain nontrivial. A tually, quite a strong statement has been made: For any N , the N -body
wavefun tion an be generated by appli ation of a set of N -independent reation operators ay to a unique va uum state. The operator algebra (3.4) entails that the states
generated through (3.3) have all hara teristi properties of N -body wave fun tions inluding, for instan e, the orre t symmetrisation and normalisation. For the details of
the proof of the equivalen e of the representations (3.2) on the one hand and (3.3) and
(3.4) on the other hand we refer to one of several pedagogi al expositions in the literature
(e.g. the book by Negele and Orland.) Here, taking a pragmati point of view, we will
assume the validity of Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4) and explore what kind of des ription of many
body quantum me hani s results.
We rst noti e that the se ond quantized formulation is taylor made to addressing
problems with varying parti le number. To see this, let FN be the Hilbert spaQe of states
with xed parti le number N , i.e. the linear span of all states j1 ;    N i = N Ni=1 ayi j i
obtained by N fold appli ation of opertors ay to the va uum state. The full spa e
ontaining all many body states (regardless of the parti le number) is alled the Fo k
spa e, F . It is de ned as the dire t sum F  1
N =1 FN (see Fig. 3.2) of all subspa es FN .
A general state ji of the Fo k spa e is, therefore, a linear ombination of states with any
number of parti les. While the operator algebra (3.4) does not lose in individual FN 's,
it does so in F . Indeed, appli ation of a reation operator, ay : FN ! FN +1 in reases
the parti le number while the onjugate operators, also alled annihilation operators
a : FN ! FN 1 lower the parti le number ( f. Fig. 3.2.)

. Exer

ise.

Use the ommutation relations (3.4) to verify the last statement.

Finally, noti e that the formalism of se ond quantization provides us with a language
tailor made to the des ription of quantum elds. To appre iate this point, let us assume
that our referen e states ji  jxi de ne a real spa e basis. (For basis hanges in onne tion with se ond quantized operators, see below.) We then have one pair of anoni ally
onjugate operators, (ax ; ayx ), for ea h point in spa e. Ea h operator-pair des ribes { as
exempli ed in hapter 2 { a single quantum degree of freedom (alias a eld amplitude)
living at x. (For the des ription of a quantum degree of freedom in terms of opearators (a; ay ), remember se tion 2.1.1.) The ( ontinuum) assembly of operators fax ; ayx g
des ribes the quantum eld. To turn these rather abstra t de nitions into a valuable tool
a

...

F2

a

F1
a+

a

F0

0

a+

Figure 3.2: Visualisation of the generation of the Fo k-subspa es FN by repeated a tion
of reation operators onto the va uum spa e F0 .
for pra ti al omputations we need to put them into relation with standard operations
performed in quantum me hani s. In parti ular we have to spe ify how hanges from one
single parti le basis fg to another f~ g a e t the operator algebra fa g, and in whi h
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way standard operators of (many-body) quantum me hani s an be represented in terms
of the a's:
P

. Change
of basis: Using the resoluation of identity id = 1
=0 jihj, the relations
P
y
y
~
~
~
ji =  jihji, ji  a j i, and ji  a~ j i immediately give rise to the
transformation law
P
P
ay~ =  hj~iay ;
(3.5)
a~ =  h~jia


In many appli ations we are not dealing with a set of dis rete quantum numbers
(spin, quantised momenta, et ) but rather with a ontinuum (a ontinuous position
oordinate, say). In these ases, P
the quantum numbers are ommonly denoted in
a bra ket notation a a(x) =  hxjia and the summations appearing in the
transformation formula above be ome integrals.
Example: The transformation from the oordinate to the momentum representation
in a nite one-dimensional system of length L would read
Z L
(3.6)
ak =
dx hkjxia(x);
hkjxi  hxjki = L11=2 e ikx:
0

;

. Representation of operators (one-body): Single parti le or one-body operators
O^1 a ting in the N -parti le Hilbert spa e FN generally take the form O^1 = PNn=1 o^n,
where o^n is an ordinary single parti le operator a ting
P on the nth parti le. A
typi al example is the kineti energy operator T^ = n p^2n =2m, where p^n is the
momentum operator a ting on the
Pnth parti le. Other examples in lude the one^
parti le potential operator
V = n V (^xn ), where V (x) is a s alar potential, the
P
^
total spin-operator n Sn , et . Sin e we have seen that by applying eld operators
to the va uum spa e we an generate the Fo k spa e in general and any N -parti le
Hilbert spa e in parti ular, it must be possible to represent any operator O^1 in an
a-representation.
Now, although the representation of n-body operators is afterall quite straightforward, the onstru tion an, at rst sight seem daunting. A onvenient way of nding
su h a representation is to express the operator in terms of a basis in whi h it is
diagonal, and only later transform to an arbitrary basis. For this purpose it is useful
to de ne o upation number operator
n^  = ay a

(3.7)

with the property that, for bosons or fermions, (exer ise)
n^  (ay )n j i = n (ay )n j i:

I.e. the state (ay )n j i is an eigenstate of the number operator with eigenvalue n.
When a ting upon a state j1 ; 2 ;    N i, it is a straightforward exer ise to show
that the number operator obtains

n^  j1 ; 2 ;    N i = N ay a

N
Y
i=1

ayi j

i=

N
X
i=1

Æi j1 ; 2 ;    N i:

3.1.
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The number operator simply ounts the number of parti les in state . Let us
now
onsider a one-body operator, O^1 , whi h is diagonal in the basis ji, o^ =
P
 o jihj, o = hjo^ji. With this de nition, one nds

h01;    0N jO^1j1;    N i

=

N
X
i=1

!

oi

h01;    0N j1;    N i

1
X
0
0
= h1 ;    N j o n^  j1 ;    N i:
=0

Sin e this equality holds for any set of states, we obtain the operator or se ond
quantised representation

O^1 =

1
X
=0

o n^  =

1
X
=0

hjo^jiaya:

The result is straightforward; a one-body operator engages a single parti le at a time
| the others are just spe tators. In the diagonal representation, one simply ounts
the number of parti les in a state  and multiplies by the orresponding eigenvalue
of the one-body operator. Finally, by transforming from the diagonal representation
to a general basis, one obtains the general result,

O^1 =

X


hjo^j iaya :

(3.8)

Let us illustrate this formula on a few examples: The spin operator is given by
X
1
(3.9)
S^ =
ay 0 S 0 a ;
S 0=  0
2
0

where ="; # is the spin-quantum number,  denotes the set of additional quantum
numbers (e.g. latti e site), and  denote the ve tor of Pauli5 spin matri es






0
1
0
i
1
0
x = 1 0 ; y = i 0 ; z = 0 1 :
(3.10)

Se ond quantised in the position representation, the one-body Hamiltonian is
given as a sum of kineti and potential energy as

H^ =

Z





p^2
dx ay (x)
+ V (x) a(x)
2m

5
Wolfgang Pauli 1900-1958: 1945
Nobel Laureate in Physi s for the
dis overy of the Ex lusion Prin iple, also alled the Pauli Prin iple.

(3.11)
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where p^ = i~x . (The latter is easily proved by expressing the kineti energy in the
momentum representation in whi h it is diagonal.) The lo al density operator,
^(x) measuring the parti le density at a ertain oordinate x is simply given by

^(x) = ay (x)a(x):

(3.12)

Finally, the total o upation number operator, obtained by integrating over
the parti le density, is de ned as

N^ =

Z

dx ay (x)a(x):

In a theory with dis rete quantum numbers, this operator assumes the form

N^ =

X


ay a :

. Representation of operators (two-body): Two-body operators O^2 are needed
to des ribe pairwise intera tions between parti les. Although pair-intera tion potentials are straightforwardly in luded into lassi al many-body theories their embedding into onventional many-body quantum me hani s is made awkwardly umbersome by parti le indistinguishability. As ompared to the onventional des ription,
the formulation of intera tion pro esses within the language of se ond quantisation
is mu h easier. Referring to the literature for details (see also problem set 3.4)
we here merely outline the basi strategy underlying the introdu tion of a se ond
quantised formulation of intera tion operators.
Owing to the fa t that only two parti les are simultaneously involved in a pair
intera tion pro ess, a general two-body operator O^2 an be ompletely hara terised
in terms of its a tion on two parti le states. Using (3.2) with N = 2, any operator
O2 an be represented in terms of its matrix elements

O;0 ;;0  h; 0jO^2j; 0i:
One next omputes the matrix element

h1; : : : N jO^2j1; : : : N i
between two general N -body states in terms of two-body elements
on rms that the resulting expression is reprodu ed when

O^2 =

X
0 0

O;0 ;;0 ayay0 aa0

O;0 ;;0

and

(3.13)

is sandwi hed between the se ond quantised representation (3.3) of the many-body
wave fun tions. These al ulations, though easily formulated in prin iple, are quite
umbersome in pra ti e. Fortunately, though, there is normally no need to maneuver
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through the general s heme outlined above: In the vast majority of ases, two-body
intera tion operators are given as the
t of two single parti le operators. E.g.
R produ
1
d
d
^
the Coulomb intera tion, V = 2 d x1 d x2 ^(x1 )V (x1 x2 )^(x2 ) where ^(xi ) is
the single parti le density operator at oordinate xi and V (x1 x2 ) the Coulomb
potential. But we already know how to se ond quantize the density operator: ^(x) =
ay (x)a(x). This implies that the se ond quantized representation of the Coulomb
intera tion in a system of harged fermions is given by:
Z
Z
1
d
V^ =
d x dd x0 ay (x)a(x)V (x x0 )ay (x0 )a (x0 ):
2
Another important intera tion, frequently en ountered in problems of quantum
magnetism, is V^ = tr (S^ (x)  S^ (x0 )), i.e. a spin-spin intera tion. From our
dis ussion of the se ond quantized representation of S^ above we infer that

V^ =

X

0 0

ay (x)S a (x) ay 0 (x0 )S

0 0 a 0 (x0 ):

(3.14)

This ompletes our formal introdu tion to the method of se ond quantisation. To make
these on epts seem less abstra t, the remainder of this hapter applies this method to a
variety of problems. Although se ond quantisation is a representation, and not a solution,
its appli ation often leads to a onsiderable simpli ation of the analysis of many-parti le
systems. To emphasize this fa t, and to pra ti e the manipulation of se ond quantised
operators, we will dis uss a number of appli ations of di erent physi al ba kground.

3.2 Appli ations of Se ond Quantisation
Starting from the prototype Hamiltonian (9.30), in hapter 1 we had explored aspe ts
of the ion dynami s of a metalli ondensed matter system. In mu h of the rest of this
ourse we will on entrate on the omplementary se tor, the dynami s of the ondu tion
ele trons. To get a grip on this problem, and following the rst of the prin iples dis ussed
in hapter 1, we begin by redu ing the full Hamiltonian to a form that ontains the
essential elements of the ele troni dynami s. The redu ed Hamiltonian will ertainly be
determined by the pure ele troni sub-Hamiltonian He but also by the intera tion between
the ele trons and the positively harged ioni ba kground latti e. On the other hand, it is
likely that both latti e distortions due to the motion of the ions and the ion-ion intera tion
ouple only indire tly. (Exer ise: state a prmominent example where the ele troni se tor
is ru ially in uen ed by the dynami s of the host latti e.) To a rst approximation, we
thus des ribe the ele troni system through
H^ = H^0 + V^ee =
(3.15)
=

Z





1
p^ 2
dr ay (r)
+ V (r) a (r) +
2m

P

2

Z

dr

Z

dr0 ay (r)a (r)V (r r0 )ay0 (r0 )a0 (r0 );

where V (r) = I Vei (RI r) and the oordinates of the latti e ions are presumed xed.
For ompleteness, we have also equipped the ele trons with a spin index,  = 1=2. The
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Hamiltonian (3.28) de nes the problem of the intera ting ele tron gas embedded into a
solid state system.
Now omes an intriguing point: If you open a resear h paper on the dynami s of the
ele troni system, notably the intera ting ele troni system, you ususally nd the latti e
potential V swept under the arpet: Either the non-intera ting part of the Hamiltonian
is presumed to be diagonalized by simple plane waves, as would be the ase for V = 0, or
the latti e potential is presumed to be so strong that it on nes the ele trons to a dis rete
set of hopping enters. In either ase, V does not appear expli itly. To understand the
philosophy behind these simpli ations, and to set the stage for our later dis ussion of
the intera tion ontribution Vee , we need to re apitulate some aspe t of the problem of

3.2.1 Ele trons in a Periodi Potential
Let us for a moment swit h o the intera tion, Vee , and onsider the single-parti le Hamiltonian of ele trons in a periodi potential, Eq. (3.11). As we know from Blo h's theorem6 ,
eigenstates of this Hamiltonian an be represented in the form of Blo h waves
ikr u (r);
kn (r) = e
kn
where the omponents of the rystal momentum k, ki 2 [ =a; =a℄ and we have assumed
that the periodi ity of the latti e potential is the same in all dire tions, V (r + aei ) = V (r).
The index n labels the energy bands of the solid and the fun tions ukn(r + aei ) = ukn(r)
are latti e periodi .
Now, there are two omplementary lasses of materials where the general stru ture of
the Blo h fun tions an be signi antly simpli ed:

Nearly Free Ele tron Systems
For ertain metals, notably metals in the groups I-IV of the periodi table, ele trons
behave as if they were 'nearly free', i.e. oblivious of the potential reated by the positively
harged ions. Losely speaking, the prime reason for this behaviour is that ele trons in
those metals are highly mobile and, therefore, good at s reening the ioni ba kground
potential. In nearly free ele tron ompounds, omplete negle t of the latti e potential is
usually a good approximation (as long as one stays lear of the boundaries of the tight
binding zone, ki = =a.) In pra ti e, this means that we are permitted to set u = 1 and
regard the eigenstates of the non-intera ting Hamiltonian as plane waves. This motivates
to represent the eld operators in momentum spa e, (3.6), whereupon the non-intera ting
part of the Hamiltonian be omes

H0 =

6

X
k

ayk (k2 =2m)ak :

Felix Blo h 1905-1983: 1952 Nobel Laureate in Physi s for the
development (with Edward M.
Pur ell) of new methods for nulear magneti pre ision measurements and dis overies in onne tion therewith.

(3.16)
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Turning to the Coulomb intera tion we rst note that the Fourier representaton of the
intera tion operator (??) is given by
1 X y
V^ee = d
a
2L k;k0 ;q k
where

y

q ak V (q )ak0 +q0 ak0 0 ;

(3.17)

e2
(3.18)
q2
is the Fourier transform of the Coulomb potential V (r) = e2 =r and we have added spin.
Now, this expression negle ts the fa t that in ionized solids, the negative harge density
of the ele tron loud will be largely ompensated by the harge density 0 (x) of the
positively ionized ba kground: ^(x) = ay (x)a(x) 0 (x). An e e tive intera tion operator
a ounting for this me hanism reads as
V (q ) =

1 X y
V^ee = d
(a
2L k;k0 ;q k

q ak

0 Æq;0 )V (q )(ayk0 +q0 ak0 0

0 Æq;0 ):

where we have assumed that the positive harge density is (a) lassi al (des ribed by a
fun tion) and (b) smeared out to an onstant ba kground { the jellium model. Noti e
that overall harge neutrality of the system requires that

hN^ i = Ld 0;
(3.19)
where, in prin iple, the expe tation value h: : :i should be taken in any system-state with

a xed number of parti les. However, negle ting parti le number u tuations inherent
to the grand anoni al ensemble, it is ustomary to promote (3.19) to an approximate
operator identity: N^ ' Ld 0 . This assumption an be built into our formalism by readopting () as an intera tion operator where, however, the zero momentum omponent of
the Coulomb intera tion potential V (q ) ! V (q )(1 Æq;0 is expli itly removed. The harge
neutrality ensuring fa tor 1 Æq;0 is usually not indi ated in the notation but understood
impli itly.
The intera tion des ribed by (3.2.1) an
be illustrated graphi ally, as shown in the gure (For a more elaborate dis ussion of su h
diagrams, see se tion XX below.): Two ele trons with momenta k q and k0 + q, rek’ σ’
kσ
spe tively are annihilated on a ount of the
V(q)
reation of a 'new' pair or ele trons with momenta k and k0 . Alternatively, and perhaps
more physi ally, we an think of the pro ess k’+q σ’
k−q σ
as s attering of an ele tron from momentum
k q into a new momentum state k. Momentum onservation implies a similar s attering
pro ess k0 + q ! k0 experien ed by a partner
ele tron.
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In on rete appli ations of low temperature ondensed matter physi s one will onsider
the system (3.28) at low ex itation energies. The solution of su h problems is naturally
organized around the zero temperature ground state as a referen e platform. However,
the a urate al ulation of the ground state energy of (3.28) is a ompli ated problem
of many body physi s that annot be solved in losed form. Therefore, assuming that
intera tinons will not substantially alter the ground state of the free problem (3.16) one
usually uses the latter as a referen e state.

Referring for a more quali ed dis ussion to se tion 6.2 below, a preliminary justi ation of this assumption an be given as follows: Suppose the density of our ele tron gas is su h
that ea h of its N parti les o upies an average volume of O(ad ). The average kineti energy
per parti le is then estimated as T  ma1 2 , while the Coulomb intera tion potential will s ale like
V  e2 =a. Thus, for a  a0 mu h smaller than the Bohr radius a0 = e2 =m, the intera tion
ontribution is mu h smaller than the average kintei energy. In other words, for the dense
ele tron gas the intera tion energy an, indeed, be treated as a perturbation. Unfortunately, for
most metals a ' a0 and neither high- nor low-density approximations are really justi ed.
. Info.

||||||||||||||{
The ground state of the system inhabited by N non-intera ting parti les an readily
be inferred from (3.16). The Pauli prin iple implies that all energy states k = k2 =2m will
be uniformly o upied up to a uto Fermi energy, EF . Spe i ally, for a system of size
L, allowed momentum states k have omponents ki = 2ni =L, ni 2 Z. The summation
extends up to momenta with jkj  kF , where the Fermi momentum, kF , is de ned
through kF2 =(2m) = EF , see Fig. 3.3. The relation between the Fermi momentum and
the o upation number an be established by dividing the volume of the Fermi sphere,
VF  kFd through the momentum spa e volume per mode,  = (2=L)d , N = VF = =
C (kF L)d , where C is a dimensionless geometry dependent onstant.
In the language of se ond quantization, the ground state an now be represented as

j iN

Y
k<kF ;

ayk j ~ i;

(3.20)

where j ~ i denotes the state with zero ele trons present. We anti ipate that low temperature physi al phenomena will be governed by energeti ally low-lying ex itations superimposed on j0i. Therefore, remembering the philosophy whereby ex itations rather
than mi ros opi onstituents play a prime role, one would like to de lare the lled Fermi
sea, j0i  j i (rather than j ~ i) to be the 'physi al va uum' of the theory. To make this
ompatible with the language of se ond quantization, we need to identify a new operator
algebra k ; yk su h that the new operators k annihilate the Fermi sea. This an easily
be a hieved by de ning,
y =
k

 y

ak ; k > kF ;
ak ; k  kF

It is straightforward to verify, that
relations are preserved.

k

k

j i

=



ak ; k > kF
;
ayk ; k  kF

(3.21)

= 0 and that the anoni al ommutation
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Figure 3.3: Cartoon of the two-dimensional Fermi sphere. Ea h momentum state is lled
by two ele trons of opposite spin.
The Hamiltonian de ned through (3.16) and (3.2.1), represented in terms of the operator algebra (3.21) and the va uum (3.20), forms the basis of the theory intera tions in
highly mobile ele tron ompounds. The role of intera tions in this system will be dis ussed
in se tions XX.
We next turn our attention to a omplementary lass of ele troni systems, i.e. systems
the where the latti e potential on ning the ele trons is stong. In su h situations, realized,
e.g. in transition metal oxides, a des ription based on 'almost lo alized' ele tron states
will be used to represent the Hamiltonian (3.28):

Tight Binding Systems
Imagine a situation where, on average, ele trons are 'tightly bound' to the latti e enters.
In su h systems, it is onvenient to expand the theory in terms of the lo al basis of

Wannier states

j

Rn

i

p1
N

B:Z:
X
k

e ikR j

kn

i;

j kni = p1

X

N

R

eikRj

PB:Z:
k

Rn

i;

(3.22)

stands for a summation
where R are the oordinates of the latti e entres and
over all momenta ki = ni 2L 2 [0; 2=a℄ in the rst Brillouin zone. For a system with
vanishingly weak inter-atomi overlap, i.e. a latti e where V approa hes a superposition
of independent atomi potentials, the Wannier fun tion Rn (r)  hrj Rni equals the nth
orbital of an isolated atom entered at oordinate R. However, for nite inter-atomi
oupling, i.e. a 'real' solid, the N formerly degenerate states labeled by n split to form
an energy band (see Fig. 3.4.) In this ase, the Wannier fun tions di er from isolated
atomi orbitals. Also noti e that, unlike the Blo h fun tions, the Wannier fun tions are
not eigenfun tions of the latti e Hamiltonian.
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E
n=2

n=1

EF

atomic limit

metal

insulator

V − Vatom

Figure 3.4: Energy bands in a solid. For an asymptoti ally weakly bound solid, the energy
levels are N -fold degenerate and oin ide with the bound state levels of isolated atompotentials Vatom . For nite inter-atomi oupling, levels split to form bands. If the Fermi
energy lies within a band the system is a metal, otherwise an insulator.
In ases where the Fermi energy is situated between two energeti ally separated bands,
we are dealing with an insulator. However, in the omplementary ase, i.e. the Fermi
energy lo ated within a band, the system is metalli . Ignoring the ompli ations that
arise when bands begin to overlap, we hen eforth fo us on metalli systems where the
Fermi energy is lo ated within a de nite band n0 .
We next ask, how the Wannier-language an be employed to obtain a problem adjusted
representation of the general Hamiltonian (3.28). The rst thing to be noti ed is that the
Wannier states fj Rn ig form an orthonormal basis of the single parti le Hilbert spa e,
i.e. the transformation between the real-spa e and the Wannier representation,

jri =

X
R

h Rjri j Ri =

X
R



R (r)

j Ri

is unitary. (Here we have dropped the band-index summation, be ause we will only be
interested in ontributions oming from the 'metalli ' band n0 .) As su h, it indu es a
transformation

ay (r) =

X
R



y

R (r)aR



X
i



y

Ri (r)ai

(3.23)

between the real spa e and the Wannier state operator basis, respe tively. In the se ond
representation, following a onvention ommonly used in the literature, we have labeled
the latti e enter oordinates R  Ri by a ounting index i = 1; : : : ; N . Similarly, the
unitary transformation between Blo h- and Wannier-states, (3.22), indu es an operator
transformation
1 X ikRi y
e ai
(3.24)
ayk = p
N i
We an now use the transformation formulae (3.23) and (3.24) to formulate a Wannierrepresentation of the Hamiltonian (3.28). Using that the Blo h states diagonalize the
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single parti le omponent H0 , we obtain

H0 =

Z





X
p^ 2
dr ay (r)
+ V (r) a (r) =
ayk k ak =

(3:24) 1
=
N

2m

XX
ii0

k

eik(Ri

Ri0 ) 

y

k ai ai0 

k



X
ii0

ayi tii0 ai0  ;

P

where we have de ned tii0 = N1 k eik(Ri Ri0 ) k . The new representation of H0 des ribes
ele tron hopping from one latti e enter i to another. The strength of the hopping
amplitude tii0 is ontrolled by the e e tive overlap of neighbouring atoms. In the atomi
limit, where the levels k = onst: are degenerate, tii0 = Æii0 and no inter-atomi transport
is possible. The tight binding representation is useful, if ti6=i0 is non-vanishing but so weak
that only nearest neighbour hopping e e tively ontributes.

Assuming a square latti e and that

i; i0 nearest neighbours;
tii0 = t;0; otherwise
;
diagonalize the two-dimensional hopping Hamiltonian H0. (Hint: Re-express the Hamiltonian
in terms of Blo h operators, (3.24).) Show that the eigenvalues are given by
(3.25)
k = 2t( os(kx a) + os(ky a));
. Exer

ise.

Figure 3.5: Left: Plot of the dispersion relation (3.25). Right: Contour plot of the
same fun tion. Noti e that for a half lled band, EF = 0, the Fermi surfa e be omes
re tangular.
Turning to the intera tion omponent Vee , we use the transformation (3.23) to obtain

Vee =

X
ii0 jj 0

Uii0 jj 0 ayi aj ayi0 0 aj 0 0 ;
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r0 ) R i0 (r0 )

0

Rj 0 (r ):

(3.26)

The ombination of the ontributions H0 and Vee

H=

X
ii0

ayi tii0 ai0  +

X
ii0 jj 0

Uii0 jj 0 ayi aj ayi0 0 aj 0 0

(3.27)

de nes the tight binding representation of the intera tion Hamiltonian.
Hamiltonians of the type (3.27) stand at the basis of innumerable analyses of intera ting ele troni systems, notably strongly intera ting systems. Various aspe ts of su h
problems will be dis ussed in later hapters. Before leaving this se tion, and without going
into any detail, let us try to anti ipate a little bit and give some preliminary impression
of the diversity of intera tion phenomena generated by the se ond ontribution to (3.27).

a)

b)

d)

c)

Figure 3.6: Di erent types of intera tion me hanisms indu ed by the tight binding intera tion Vee . Red lines symboli ally indi ate wave fun tion envelopes. a) Dire t Coulomb
intera tion between neighbouring sites. A ounting for the ex hange intera tion, parallel
alignment of spins b) is preferred on a ount of the antisymmetry of the spatial wave
fun tion. In ontrast, for anti-parallel spin- on gurations ) the wave fun tion amplitude
in the repulsion zone is enhan ed. d) Coulomb intera tion between ele trons of opposite
spin populating the same site.
On the fa e of it, the intera ting ontribution to the Hamiltonian does not look in
the least transparent. To get some better understanding of the physi al meaning of the
matrix elements Uii0 j 0 , the spatial stru ture of the Wannier fun tions has to be taken
into a ount. Following the general philosophy of this se tion, we will assume that the
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ele trons are tightly bound, i.e. the Wannier fun tions short ranged. We will thus fo us on
ontributions to Uii0 jj 0 where the indi es are either equal, or, at most, nearest neighbours.
Fo using on the most relevant of these matrix elements, a number of physi ally di erent
ontributions an be identi ed:

. The dire t terms Uiii0 i0  Vii0 involve integrals over square moduli of Wannier
fun tions and ouple density u tuations at neighbouring sites,
X
i6=i0

Vii0 n^ i n^ i0 ;

P

where n^ i =  ayi ai . This ontribution a ounts for the { essentially lassi al
{ intera tion between harges lo alized at neighbouring sites, see Fig. In ertain
materials, intera tions of this type have the apa ity to indu e global instabilities
in the harge distribution, so alled harge density instabilities. An example of su h
a phenomenon will be dis ussed in se tion XX.

. A se ond important ontribution derives from the ex hange oupling whi h indu e
magneti orrelations among the ele troni spins. Setting JijF  Uijji , and making
use of the identity derived in problem set 3.4, we obtain




X
1
Uijji ayi aj ayj0 ai0 = 2 JijF S^ i  S^ j + n^ i n^ j :
4
i6=j
i=
6 j

X

Su h ontributions tend to indu e weak ferromagneti oupling of neighbouring
spins (i.e. JF > 0). The fa t that an e e tive magneti oupling is born out of the
ele tri intera tion between quantum parti les is easily understood as follows: Consider two ele trons inhabiting neighbouring sites. The Coulomb repulsion between
the parti les is minimized if the orbital two parti le wave fun tion is antisymmetri and, therefore, has low amplitude in the intera tion zone between the parti les.
Sin e the overall wavefun tion must be antisymmetri , the energeti ally favoured
real-spa e on guration enfor es a symmetri alignment of the two spins.
As a rule, magneti intera tions in solids are usually generated as an indire t manifestation of the mu h stronger Coulomb intera tion. This me hanism is familiar
from atomi physi s where it is manifest as Hund's rule.

. However, in the so- alled atomi limit where the atoms are well-separated and
the overlap between neighbouring orbitals is weak, the matrix elements tij and JijF
are exponentially small in the interatomi separation. In this limit, the `on-site'
Coulomb or Hubbard intera tion, Uiiii ,
X
i0

where U



X
U n^ i" n^ i#
Uiiii ayi ai ayi0 ai0 =
i0

U
n^
2 i



 2Uiiii, generates the dominant intera tion me hanism, see Fig.

3.6, d).
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In the literature, the Hamiltonian redu ed to the on-site intera tion,

H=

X

hii0 i

ayi tii0 ai0  + U

X
i

n^ i" n^ i#

(3.28)

goes under
the name Hubbard Hamiltonian. (We have omitted the ontribution
P
U
 2 i n^i as it merely generates a trivial shift of the hemi al potential.) The
notation hii0 i indi ates that the summation extends over nearest neighbour latti e
sites.
In hindsight, a model of this stru ture ould have been guessed on phenomenologi al grounds from the outset. Ele trons tunnel between atomi orbitals lo alised
on individual latti e sites and experien e a lo al Coulomb intera tion with other
ele trons. De eptive in its simpli ity, the Hubbard model is a knowledged as a
paradigm of strongly intera ting ele troni systems. Yet, after forty years of (often
intense) investigation, the phase diagram of the Hubbard model is still only poorly
understood. We will turn ba k to the dis ussion of this model system in hapter X.
This on ludes our rst introdu tion to intera ting ele troni model systems. Noti e that,
so far, we have merely dis ussed ways to destill redu ed model systems from the initial
Hamiltonian (3.28). However, save for the two examples of free eld theories analysed in
hapter 2, we have not yet learned how methods of se ond quantisation an be applied
to a tually solve problems. Filling this gap, we will next illustrate the appli ation of the
method on a prominent, and essentially intera ting problem.

3.2.2 Intera ting Fermions in One Dimension
Within the ontext of many body physi s, a theory
termed free if it is quadrati in
P is
y
the reation/annihilation operators, i.e. H   a H a , where H may be a nite
or ini nite dimensional matrix. Su h models are termed 'solvable' in the sense that the
solution of the problem amounts to diagonalization of the matrix H . However, only few
models of interest belong to this ategory. In general, intera tion ontributions of O(a4 )
are present and, therefore, omplete solutions out of rea h.
Yet there are a few pre ious examples of genuinely intera ting systems whi h are
amenable to (nearly) exa t solution s hemes. In this se tion we dis uss an important
representative of su h a system lass, viz. the one-dimensional intera ting ele tron gas.
The analysis of this system is not only physi ally interesting but also will provide us
with opportunity to pra ti e working with the se ond quantized operator formalism on a
deeper level than before.
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Qualitative Dis ussion
Consider the nearly free ele tron Hamiltonian (3.16) and (3.2.1) redu ed to a one-dimensional
environment:

H^ =

X
k

ay

k

 2
k

2m



 ak +

1 X y
a a V (q )ayk0 +q ak0 ;
2L kk0q k q k

(3.29)

where, for simpli ity, we are negle ting spin degrees of freedom. Further, following a
standard onvention, the hemi al potential   EF has been absorbed into the de nition
of the Hamilton operator. At rst sight, the model Hamiltonian (3.29) may appear like
an overly simplisti redu tion of the generi d-dimensional problem. However, there is
more to the problem (3.29):
E e tively one-dimensional intera ting fermion systems are realized in a number of material lasses. E.g. ertain organi mole ules (e.g. the Be hgaard salt, (T MT SF )2 P F6 ,
where T MT SF stands for the tetramethyl-tetraselenafulvalene) or arbon nanotubes
(see Fig. 3.7) are surrounded by louds of mobile ele trons. At low temperatures, the irumferential degrees of freedom are frozen out, while density variations in the longitudinal
dire tion are still possible ( f. Fig. 3.9, right.) Another realization is provided by so- alled
semi ondu tor quantum wires. In the vi inity of planar boundaries between di erent
semi ondu tor ompounds (e.g. GaAs vs. GaAlAs) it omes to the formation of nearly
perfe tly two-dimensional ondu ting ele tron systems. Referring for a more substantial
dis ussion of su h systems to hapter XX, we here merely mention that by additional appli ation of ele trostati elds one an manufa ture narrow potential 'grooves', i.e. quasi
one-dimensional stru tures in whi h ele tron motion in transverse dire tion is impeded
by a massive potential gradient (Fig. 3.9, left.) At suÆ iently low Fermi energies, only
the lowest eigenstate of the transverse S hroedinger problem (the lowest 'quantum mode')
is populated and we are left with a striktly one-dimensional ele tron system. There are
other realizations, like edge modes in quantum Hall systems, so- alled stripe phases
in high tempterature super ondu tors, or ertain inorgani rystals but we shall not
dis uss these here.
What makes the one-dimensional Fermion system physi ally interesting is that it exhibits a number of unique features, not observed in higher dimensions. The origin of
these pe uliarities an easily be understood from a simple qualitative pi ture: Imagine
intera ting fermions on ned to a line. All they an do to optimize their on guration
is push ea h other around, thereby reating density distortions. In ontrast, in higherdimensional systems, ele trons are free to avoid onta t by moving around ea h other. A
slightly di erent formulation of the same pi ture an be given in momentum spa e: The
Fermi 'sphere' of the one-dimensional system is de ned through the interval [ kF ; kF ℄
of lled momentum states; The Fermi 'surfa e' onsists of two isolated points fkF ; kF g
( f. Fig. 3.10.) This is to be ompared with the ontinuous and simply onne ted Fermi
surfa es of higher dimensional systems. It takes little imagination to anti ipate that an
extended Fermi sphere provides more phase spa e to two-parti le intera tion pro esses
than the two isolated Fermi energy se tors of the 1d-system.
Finally, the one-dimensional ele tron system represents a rare exeption of an intera ting system that an be solved under no more than a few, and physi ally weak, simplifying
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Figure 3.7: On the mole ular stru ture of arbon nanotubes. Essentially, arbon nanotubes are elongated versions of bu kminsterfullerenes, (i.e. spheri al or near-spheri al
' ages' of sp2 -hybridized arbon.) Alternatively, one an think of nanotubes as ylindrially wrapped up graphite sheets. The ne-stru ture of the mole ule depends on how the
graphite is 'rolled' to a ylinder. (See the three alternatives to the right.) The p-orbital
ele trons of the sp2 -hybirdized arbon atoms sourround the ylinder like a loud of mobile
harge arriers.
assumptions. This makes i a pre ious test system on whi h non-perturbative quantum
manifestions of many body intera tions an be explored.

Quantitative Analysis
We now pro eed to develop a quantitative pi ture of the harge density ex itations of
the one-dimensional ele tron system. Anti ipating that at low temperatures the relevant
dynami s will take pla e in the vi inity of the two Fermi points f+kF ; kF g, the Hamiltonian (3.29) an be redu ed further to an e e tive Hamiltonian des ribing the propagation
of left and right moving ex itations. To this end, we rst introdu e the notation,

aykF +q  ayRq ;

ay kF +q  ayLq ;

jqj  kF ;
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Figure 3.8: Two omputer tomographi images of arbon nanotubes. The pi ture on the
left is of atomi resolution.

quasi 1d potential well
transverse quantum ground state
organic molecule/ carbon nanotube
conduction electron shell

Figure 3.9: S hemati sket h of a number of realizations of one-dimensional ele tron
systems.
where the subs ripts L=R indi ate that an operator ay(+= )kF +q reates an ele tron that
moves to the left/right with velo ity ' vF  kF =m. We next observe ( f. Fig. 3.10)
that in the immediate vi inity of the Fermi points, the dispersion relation is approximately
linear,
(kF + q )2
  vF q;
2m
implying that the non-intera ting part of the Hamiltonian an be represented as,

H^ 0 '

X X
~
s=L;R

y

a  v qa ;
q sq s F sq

(3.30)

P
where s = (+= ) for s = L=R and the notation ~ indi ates that in order for the e e tive
Fermi surfa e des ription to make sense, the summation over momenta has to be trun ated
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P
P
at some uto momentum: ~ k  jkj< , where is a momentum beyond whi h the
linearization of the dispersion relation no longer represents a good approximation.

−k F

F

EF

vq

E

q

kF

k

Figure 3.10: On the dispersion k-spa e stru ture of the one-dimensional ele tron gas.
Turning to the intera ting part of the Hamiltonian, we rst de ne the notation
X
^sq = ~ k aysk+q ask :
(3.31)
Importantly, the de nition of these operators is not just motivated by notational onvenien e. It is straightforward to verify (exer ise) that ^s (q ) obtains as the Fourier transform
of the density operator ^(x) de ned in (3.12), if the summation over momenta k in the
Fourier de omposition (3.6) is restri ted to the -vi intiy of kF . In other words, ^sq
measures density u tutations of hara teristi wavelength q 1 supported by ele troni
ex itations with hara teristi momentum kF (see Fig. 3.11, left.) From our heuristi
argument above, suggesting harge density modulations to be the basi ex itations of the
one-dimensional ele tron gas, we expe t the operators ^sq to represent the entral degrees
of freedom of the theory.
Represented in terms of the density operators, the intera tion ontribution of the
Hamiltonian reads as
1 X
1 X y
ak q ak V (q )ayk0 +q ak0 
[g ^ ^ + g ^ ^ ℄ ;
V^ee =
(3.32)
2L kk0q
2L qs 4 sq s q 2 sq s q
where s = R=L for s = L=R and the onstants g2 and g4 measure the strength of the
intera tion at hara teristi momentum q = 0 and q = 2kF , respe tively7 . (With the
notation g2;4 we follow a ommon literature onvention.)
7 In fa t, the relation between the oupling onstants g2;4 and the momentum Fourier transform of
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. Info. Working with se ond quantized theories, one frequently needs to ompute ommutators of operators A^(a; ay ) polynomial in the elementary boson/fermion operators of the theory.
(E.g. A^ = aay , A^ = aaay ay, et . where we have ommitted the quantum number subs ripts generally arried by a and ay .) Su h type of operations are made easier by a number of operations
of elementary ommutator algebra. The most basi identity, from whi h all sorts of other
formulae an be generated re ursively, is

[A;^ B^ C^ ℄ = [A;^ B^ ℄C^  B^ [A;^ C^ ℄:

(3.33)

Iteration of this equation for boson operators a,ay shows that
[ay ; an ℄ = (n 1)an 1 :
(3.34)
(Due to a2 = 0 in the fermioni ase, there is no fermion analog of this equation.) Taylor
expansion then shows that for any analyti fun tion F (a),
[ay ; F (a)℄ = F 0(a):
Another useful formula is
ay F (aay ) = F (ay a)ay ;
whi h is also veri ed by series expansion.
||||||||||||||{

So far, we have merely re-written parts of the Hamiltonian in terms of density operators. Ultimately, however, we wish to arrive at a representation whereby these operators,
instead of the original ele tron operators, represent the fundamental degrees of freedom
of the theory. Sin e the de nition of the 's involves the square of two Fermi operators,
we expe t the densitiy operators to resemble bosoni ex itations. Thus, as a rst and
essential step towards the onstru tion of the new pi ture, we explore the ommutation
relations between the operators ^sq .
From the de nition (3.31) and the auxiliary identity (3.33) it is straightforward to
verify that
X
~
[^sq ; ^s0 ( q0 ) ℄ = Æss0 k (aysk+q ask+q0 aysk+q q0 ask ):
As it stands, this relation is ertainly not of mu h pra ti al use. To make further progress,
we need to resort to a (weak) approximation: The point we exploit is that ultimately we
will want to ompute some observables and this will involve quantum averages h j : : : j i
taken in the ground state of the theory. To simplify the stru ture of the theory, we thus
repla e the rhs of the relation by its ground state expe tation value:
X
~
[^sq ; ^s0 ( q 0 )℄  Æss0 k h jaysk+q ask+q0 aysk+q q0 ask j i =
X
~
= Æss0 Æqq0 k h jn^ sk+q n^ sk j i:

P
V is not entirely straightforward. The reason is that to the summation kk0 q terms with (k; k0 ; q) '
(kF ; kF ;  ) but also with (k; k0 ; q) ' (kF ; kF ; 2kF ) ontribute (See Ref.[℄ for a detailed dis ussion.) When adequately ordered (exer ise), these ontributions an be arranged to the rhs of (3.32). At
any rate, the only point that matters for our present dis ussion is that the intera tion an be represented
through density operators with positive onstants g2;4 determined by the intera tion strength.
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vF

EF
q

q−1

Figure 3.11: Two di erent interpretations of the ex itations reated by the density operators ^sq . Left: Real spa e; ^sq reates density modulations of hara teristi wave length
q 1 and hara teristi velo ity vF . Right: Momentum spa e; Appli ation of ^sq onto the
ground state exites ele trons from states k to k + q . This reates parti le-hole ex itations
of energy k+q k = vF q independent of the pari le/hole momentum k. Both parti les and
holes forming the ex itation travel with the same velo ity vF implying that the ex itation
does not disperse (de ay).
where n^ sk = aysk ask and we have used that h jaysk ask0 j i = Ækk0 . This is an un ontrolled
approximation but it is expe ted to be om e the better the loser we stay to the zero
temperature ground state j i of the theory ( i.e. at low ex itation energies.).

. Exer

ise.

Try to riti ally form an opinion on the validy of the approximation.

At rst glan e, it looks like the rhs of our simpli ed ommutator relation a tually
P
P
vanishes. A simple shift of the summation index, ~ k h jn^ sk+q j i =? ~ k h jn^ sk j i seems
to show that the two terms ontributing to the sum an el. However, this argument is
ertainly too naive. It ignores that our summation is limited by a uto momentum .
Sin e the shift k ! k q hanges the uto the spe ulation above is invalid.
To obtain a better result, let us onsider the ase s = R and q > 0. What we know
is that in the ground state, all states with momentum k < 0 are o upied while all states
with k  0 are empty. This implies that
X
~

k

X

h jn^Rk+q n^Rk j i =
=

X
qk0

<k< q

+

X
q<k0

+

X
0<k<

!

h jn^Rk+q n^Rk j i =

h| jn^Rk+q{z n^Rk j }i = qL
;
2
1

wher in the last identity we have used that a momentum interval of size q ontains
q=(2=L) quantized momentum states. Similar reasoning for s = L shows that the e e tive form of the ommutator relation reads as
[^sq ; ^s0 q0 ℄ = Æss0 Æqq0 s

qL
:
2

(3.35)

Now, if it where not for the q -dependen e of the rhs of this relation we would indeed have
found (approximate) bosoni ommutation relations. To make the onne tion to bosons
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expli it, we de ne




2 1=2
bq 
^Lq ;
Lq
 1=2
2
b q
^R q ;
Lq





2 1=2

^L q ;
q
Lq
 1=2
2
y
b q
^Rq ;
Lq

by

(3.36)
(3.37)

where q > 0. The newly de ned operators bq obey anoni al ommutation
p relations
(exer ise), i.e. we have indeed found that, apart from the s aling fa tors 2=qL, the
density ex itations of the system are bosoni parti les.
Expressed in terms of the b's, the intera tion part of the Hamiltonian reads as (exerise),

  y 
bq
1 X (bq by q ) g4 g2
:
q
Vee =
g2 g4
2 q>0
b q
Noti e that we have su eeded in representing a genuine two body intera tion, i.e. a ontribution that usually renders a model un-solvable in terms of a quadrati representation.
However, the free boson representation of the intera tion term will be of little use as
long as we have not managed to express the kineti part of the Hamiltonian, H0 , in terms
of b's, too. There are various ways of a hieving this goal. The most straightforward route,
i.e. dire t onstru tion of a representation of H0 in terms of bose operators, is umbersome
in pra ti e. However, there exists a mu h more eÆ ient way whi h is based on somewhat
indire t reasoning: As follows from the dis ussion of se tion 3.1.2, the properties of se ond
quantized operators are essentially xed by their ommutation relations8. So, what we are
going to do is sear h for an operator H0 (b; by ) that has the same ommutation relations
with the boson operators (b; by ) as the original kineti energy operator H0 (a; ay ). Using
(3.30), the de nition (3.31), and the auxiliary identity (3.33) it is straightforward to verify
that
[H^ 0 ; ^sq ℄ = qvF s ^sq :
On the other hand, using (3.35) one nds that the same ommutation relations hold with
the operator
2vF X
H^ 00 =
  ;
L qs sq s q
i.e., [H^ 00 ; ^sq ℄ = qvF s ^sq . Following the logi s of our argument we thus identify H^ 0 = H^ 00
(up to inessential onstants) and use H00 for the non-intera ting Hamiltonian.

To gain on den e the in the identi ation H0 = H00 + onst:, and to show
that the undetermined onstant a tually equalls zero, determine the energy expe tation value
. Exer

ise.

8 This argument an be made quantitative by group theoreti al reasoning: Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4) de ne
the irredu ible representation of an operator algebra. An algebra be ause [ ; ℄ de nes a produ t in the
spa e of generators fa ; ay g, a representation be ause the operators a t in a ve tor spa e (viz. Fo k
spa e F ), whi h is irredu ible be ause all states j1 ; : : : ; N i 2 F an be rea hed by iterative appli ation

of operators onto a unique referen e state (e.g. j i). Under these onditions, S hur's Lemma { to be
dis ussed in more detail in se tion XX below { states that two operators A1 and A2 sharing identi al
ommutation relations with all fa ; ay g are equal up to a onstant.
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of the state j sq i  ^sq j i both as h sq jH^ 0j sq i and as h sq jH^ 00 j sq i. Show that the two expressions oin ide.
Finally, expressing the 's in terms of the bose operators (3.36) and adding the intera tion ontribution Vee we arrive at the e e tive Hamiltonian

H^ =

X
q>0

q

(bq by q )



 y 
g2
bq
2 g
:
4
vF + 2
b q

vF + 2g4
g2
2

(3.38)

We have thus su eeded to map the full intera ting problem onto a free bosoni theory.
The mapping a ! ^ ! b is our rst example of bosonization. Bosonization te hniques play an important role in 2(=1 spa e +1 time)-dimensional eld theory in general.
Conversely, it is sometimes useful to represent a boson problem in terms of fermions via
fermionization. One may wonder why it is possible at all to e ortlessly represent the low
lying ex itations of a gas of fermions in terms of bosons. Fermi-Bose transmutability
is indeed a pe uliarity of one-dimensional quantum systems: Parti les on ned to a line
annot pass around ea h other. That means that the whole issue of sign fa tors arising
upon inter hange of parti le oordinates does not arise and mu h of the ex lusion type
hara teristi s of the Fermi system are ina tivated. A more systemati formulation of
Fermi $ Bose transformations will be dis ussed in hapter XX below.
Now, there is one last problem that needs to be over ome to a tually solve thePproblem.
In hapter 1, we had learned how to interpret Hamiltonians of the stru ture q byq bq as
superpositions of harmoni os illators. However, in our present problem terms of the type
bq b q and by q byq appear. To get ba k to familiar terrain, we need to eliminate these terms.
However, before doing so, it is intstru tive to dis uss the physi al meaning of the problem.
We rst re apitulate that thePtotal number operator of a theory des ribed by opery ; b g is given by N^ =
y b . Now, if the Hamiltonian has the form H
^ =
ators
f
b
b


 

P
y
^
^ ^
 b H b , the total number operator ommutes with H , i.e. [N; H ℄ = 0 (exer ise).
This means that H^ and N^ an be simultaneously diagonalized, or, in more physi al terms,
that the Hamiltonian does not reate or annihilate parti les. More generally, any Hamiltonian in whi h operators appear as monomials ontaining equal numbers of reators and
annihilators (e.g. bby bby , bbbby by by ) has this property. This is be ause any operator of this
stru ture reates as many parti les as it annihilates. In problems, were the total number
of parti les is onserved (e.g. the theory of intera ting ele trons in an isolated pie e of
metal), the Hamiltonian is bound to have this stru ture. Conversely, in situations where
the number of ex itations is not xed (e.g. a theory of photons or phonons) parti le
number violating terms like bb or by by an appear. Su h a situation is realized in our
present problem; the number of density ex itations in an ele troni system is ertainly
not a onserved quantity whi h explains why ontributions like bq b q appear in H^ 0 .
To eliminate the non-parti le number onserving ontributions we should, somehow,
transform the matrix


g2
g4
v
+
F
2

2

K
g2
v + g4
2

F

2

to a diagonal stru ture. Transformations of K an be generated by transforming the
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operators bq and byq to a di erent representation. Spe i ally, with
q



 y 
bq
;
b q

we may de ne 0q  T q , where T is a 2  2 matrix a ting on the two omponents of .
(Sin e K does not depend on q , T an be hosen to have the same property.) After the
transformation, the Hamiltonian will have the form

H=

X
q>0

yK
q

q!

X

0y T y KT 0 ;
q | {z } q
K0

q>0

(3.39)

with a new matrix K 0  T y KT . We will seek for a transformation T that makes K 0
diagonal. However, an important point to be kept in mind is that not all 2  2 matri es T
qualify as transformations: We must ensure that the transformed 've tor' again has the
stru ture
 y0 
0  bq ;
q
b0 q
with a boson reator/annihilator in the rst/se ond omponent. Remembering that the
algebrai properties of the operators b are spe i ed through ommutation relations, this
ondition an be ast in mathemati al form by demanding that the ommutator
[

qi ;

y ℄ = ( ) =! [ 0 ; 0y ℄
3 ij
qj
qi qj

be invariant under transformation. Here, 3 is the third of the Pauli matri es




1 = 1 1 ;



2 = i



i ;



3 = 1



1 ;

(3.40)

and i = 1; 2 labels the omponents of . Using that 0 = T , this ondition is seen to
be equivalent to the pseudo unitarity ondition,

T y 3 T =! 3 :
Having understood this, we are in a position to nd a transformation that brings the
matrix K 0 to a 2  2 diagonal form. Multipli ation of the de nition K 0 = T y KT by 3
leads to

T y KT = K 0 , | 3 T{zy }3 3 KT = 3 K 0 :
T 1
This means that the matrix 3 K 0 is obtained by a similarity transformation T 1 (: : :)T
from the matrix 3 K , or, in other words, that the matrix 3 K 0 ontains the eigenvalues
u of 3 K on its diagonal9. However, the eigenvalues of


g4
3 K = vF +g2 2
2


g2
2 g
vF 24 ;

9 That the eigenvalues sum to 0 follows from the fa t that the tra e, tr(3 K ) = 0.
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are readily omputed as


1 
(2vF + g4 )2 g22 1=2 :
(3.41)
2
Thus, with 3 K 0 = 3 u we arrive at K 0 = u  id:, where 'id:' stands
for the unit matrix10 .
P
Substitution of this result into (3.39) nally leads to H^ = u q>0 q 0yq 0q , or using that
0y 0 = b by + b by + 1,
q q
q q
q q
X
(3.42)
H^ =
ujq j byq bq ;

u=

q

where we have ignored an overall onstant and omitted the prime on our new bose operators. In the literature, the transformation pro edure just outlined is alled a Bogoliubov
transformation11 . Transformations of this type are frequently applied quantum magnetism, super ondu tivity, or, more generally, in all problems where the parti le number
is not onserved. Noti e that the possibility to transform to a representation  by b does,
of ourse, not imply that mira ulously the theory has be ome parti le number onserving.
The new quasi-parti le operators b are related to the original bose operators through a
transformation that mixes b and by . While the quasi-parti le number is onserved, the
number of original density exi itations is not.
Eqs. (3.41) and ( (3.42) represent our nal solution of the problem of spinless intera ting fermions in one dimension. We have managed to map the problem onto a form
analogous to our previous results (2.9) and (2.15) for the phonon and the photon system,
respe tively. All what had been said about these Hamiltonians equally applies to (3.42):
The basi ex itations of the 1d fermion system are waves, i.e. ex itations with linear
dispersion ! = ujq j. In the present ontext, they are termed harge density waves
(CDW). The bose reation operators des ribing these ex itations are, apart from Bogoliubov transformation and a momentum dependent s aling fa tor (2=Lq )1=2 equivalent to
the density operators of the ele tron gas. For a non-intera ting system, g2 = g4 = 0,
the CDW propagates with the velo ity of the Fermi-parti les, vF . A ti ious intera tion
not oupling between parti les of opposite Fermi momentum, g2 = 0; g4 6= 0, speed up
the CDW. Heuristi ally, this an be interpreted as an 'a eleration pro ess' whereby a
harge density wave ele trostati ally pushes its own harge front. In ontrast, intera tions
between left and right movers, g2 6= 0, diminish the velo ity, i.e. due to the Coulomb intera tion it is diÆ ult for distortions of opposite velo ity to penetrate ea h other. (Noti e
10 Expli it knowledge of the transformation matrix T , i.e. knowledge of the relation between the
operators b and b0 , is not needed for our onstru tion. However, for the sake of ompleteness, we mention

that



osh k sinh k
T = sinh
k osh k



with tanh(2) = 2vgF2+g4 does the job.
N. N. Bogoliubov 1909-1992: Theoreti al
phys ists a laimed for his works in nonlinear
me hani s, statisti al physi s, theory of super uidity and super ondu tivity, Quantum
eld theory, renormalization group theory,
proof of dispersion relations, and elementary
11
parti le theory.
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that for a theory with g2 = 0 no Bogoliubov transformation would be needed to diagonalize the Hamiltonian, i.e. in this ase undisturbedly left and right moving waves would
be the basi ex itations of the theory.) While there is general onsensus about CDW's
being a basi ex itation of the intera ting ele tron gas, these waves have never so far
been observed in experiment. There are, however, lots of indire t manifestations of their
existen e. We will ome ba k to this point, after the spinfull model has been dis ussed in
hapter XX. However, for the moment we on lude the dis ussion of the one-dimensional
intera ting Fermi system and turn to an entirely di erent problem.

3.2.3 Quantum Spin Chains
In the previous se tion, the emphasis has been on harging e e ts generated by the
Coulomb intera tion. However, as we have seen in se tion 3.2.1 Coulomb orrelations
may also lead to the indire t generation of magneti intera tions, both of ferromagneti
and anti-ferromagneti 12 type. In one dimension, one an a ount for these me hanisms
by adding to our previously stru tureless ele trons a spin degree of freedom. This leads
to the so- alled Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid, a system governed by the o-existen e
of olle tive spin- and harge-ex itations. Needless to say that the dynami s of this system is more omplex than that of the pure CDW-system dis ussed above. We will turn
ba k to the dis ussion of this problem in se tion XX below. However, to get a rst survey of phenomena brought about by quantum-magneti orrelations, it is instru tive to
begin by onsidering systems where the harge degrees of freedom are frozen and only
spin-ex itations remain. Su h systems are realized through quantum spin hains or, more
generally, higher-dimensional quantum spin latti es. Beginning with the ase of the ferromagneti spin hain it is the intent of the present se tion to explore aspe ts of the
low-energy physi s of su h systems.

Quantum Ferromagnet
The quantum Heisenberg13 ferromagnet is spe i ed by the Hamiltonian

H^ = J

X

hmni

S^ m  S^ n

(3.43)

12 As a matter of fa t, the generation of anti-ferromagneti orrelations from the Hubbard model has

not been demonstrated so far. Borroughing from our dis ussion of hapter XX below, we here merely
mention that for a half lled tight binding band, the Hubbard model is governed by anti-ferromagneti
orrelations.
Werner Heisenberg 1901-1976:
1932 Nobel Laureate in Physi s
for the reation of quantum mehani s, the appli ation of whi h
has, inter alia, led to the dis overy of the allotropi forms of hy13
drogen.
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where J > 0, hmni denotes summation over neighbouring sites of a latti e and S^i represents the ith omponent of a quantum me hani al spin operator at site n. In se tion 3.1.2
( f. Eq. (3.9)) we had represented the operator S^ m in terms of spin-full ele trons. However, one an on eive situations where the spin sitting at site m is arried by a di erent
obje t (e.g. an atom with non-vanishing magneti moment). At any rate, for the purposes
of our present dis ussion, we need not spe ify the on rete realization of the spin. All we
need to know is that the operators Smi , de ned through the SU(2) ommutator algebra
[S^mi ; S^nj ℄ = iÆmn ijk Snk ;

(3.44)

represent some quantum spin sitting at site m. Noti e, that these spins need not be 1=2
but an have any interger or half-integer value S .
a)
b)
λ

Figure 3.12: a) perfe tly aligned ground state of the Heisenberg ferromagnet. b) Low
lying ex itations arise as long wavelength u tuations around the mean orientation axis.
Now, due to the positivity of the oupling onstant J , the Hamiltonian favours on gurations where the spins at neighbouring sites are aligned in the same dire tion ( f. Fig.
3.12.) A ground state of the system is given by

j i

m

j "m i;

where j "m i represents a state with maximal spin-z omponent: Sm3 j "m i = S j "m i. We
have written 'a' ground state instead of 'the' ground state, be ause the system is highly
degenerate: A simultaneous hange of the orientation of all spins does not hange the
ground state energy, i.e. the system posesses a global rotation symmetry.

. Exer

ise.

operators through

Compute the energy expe tation value of the state j i. De ning global spin
X
S^i  S^mi ;
(3.45)
m

onsider the state j i  exp(i S^ )j i, where is a three- omponent ve tor of angles i 2 [0; 2℄.
Verify that the state is degenerate with j i. Expli itly ompute the state j(=2; 0; 0)i. Convin e yourself that for general , j i an be interpreted as a a state with rotated quantization
axis.
As with our previous examples, we expe t that a global ontinuous symmetry will
entail the presen e of energeti ally low-lying ex iations. Indeed, it is obvious that a in
the limit of long wavelength , a weak distortion of a groundstate on guration ( f. Fig.
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3.12 b)) will ost vanishingly small energy. To quantitatively explore the physi s of these

spin-waves, we adopt a 'semi lassi al' pi ture, where the spin S  1 is assumed to

be large. In this limit, the rotation of the spins around the ground state on guration
be omes similar to the rotation of a lassi al magneti moment.

To better understand the me hanism behind the semi lassi al approximation,
onsider the Heisenberg un ertainty relation,
S iS j  jh[S^i ; S^j ℄ij = ijk hS^k i;
where S i is the rms of the quantum un ertainty of spin omponent i. Using that jhS^k ij  S ,
we obtain for the relative un ertainty, S i=S ,
S i S j  S S!1 0:
. Info.

S

S

S2

I.e. for S  1, quantum u tuations of the spin be ome less important.

||||||||||||||{
In the limit of large S , and at low ex itation energies, it is natural to des ribe the

ordered phase in terms of small u tuations of the spins around their expe tation values
( .f. the des ription of the ordered phase of a rystal in terms of small u tuations of the
atoms around the ordered latti e sites). These u tuations are onveniently represented in
terms of spin raising and lowering operators: With S^m  12 (Sm1  iSm2 ), it is straightforward
to verify that
[S^m3 ; S^n℄ = Æmn Sm ;
[S^m+ ; S^n ℄ = 2Æmn Sm3 :
(3.46)
It is straightforward to verify that appli ation of S^m(+) lowers (in reases) the z -expe tation
value of the spin at site m by one. To a tually make use of the fa t that deviations around
j i are small, a representation known as the Holstein-Primako transformation14 was
introdu ed in whi h the spin operators S^ ; S^ are spe i ed in terms of boson reation and
annihilation operators ay and a :


S^m = (2S )1=2 aym 1


S^m+ = (2S )1=2 1
S^m3 = S

aym am :



aym am 1=2
;
2S

aym am 1=2
am ;
2S

Using the auxiliary identities summarized on page 71, it is a straightforward exer ise to
show that the spin operators obey the ommutation relations (3.46). The utility of this
representation is lear when the spin is large S  1. An expansion in powers of 1=S gives

S^mz = S

aym am ;

S^m ' (2S )1=2 aym ;

14 T. Holstein and H. Primako , Phys. Rev. 58, 1908 (1940).

S^+ ' (2S )1=2 am :
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In this approximation, the Heisenberg Hamiltonian takes the form

H^ =

J

=

J

=

J

X

hmni

S^m3 S^n3

X

hmni
X
m


1  ^+ ^
+
^
^
+ Sm Sn + Sm Sn
2

S 2 + S aym an + am ayn

S2



aym am



ayn an + O(S 0 )


2Saym am + S aym am+1 + h: : + O(S 0) :

Keeping u tuations at leading order in S , the quadrati Hamiltonian an be diagonalised by Fourier transformation. In this ase, it is onvenient to impose periodi
boundary onditions: S^m+N = S^m , and am+N = am , where N denotes the total number
of latti e sites. De ning
1
ak = p

N

N
X
n=1

eikn an ;

1
an = p

N

B:Z:
X

k

e

ikn a ;
k

h

i

ak ; ayk0 = Ækk0 ;

the Hamiltonian for a one-dimensional latti e takes the form (exer ise)

H^ = JNS 2 +

B:Z:
X

k

y

~!k ak ak

+ O(S 0)

(3.47)

where ~!k = 2JS (1 os k) = 4JS sin2 (k=2) represents the dispersion relation. In parti ular, in the limit k ! 0, the energy of the elementary ex itations goes to zero, ~!k ! JSk2 .
These massless low-energy ex itations, known as magnons, des ribe the elementary spinwave ex itations of the ferromagnet. Taking into a ount terms at higher order in the
parameter 1=S , one nds intera tions between the magnons.
How do these theoreti al predi tions ompare with experiment? Figure 3.13 (a) shows
the dispersion relation measured for a ferromagneti material. At low values of momenta
q , the dispersion relation is shown to be quadrati in agreement with our low-energy
theory.

Quantum Antiferromagnet
Having explored the elementary ex itation spe trum of the ferromagnet, we now turn to
the dis ussion of the Heisenberg antiferromagnet

H^ = J

X

hmni

S^ m  S^ n ;

where, again, J > 0. In nature, antiferromagneti phases mostly o ur in the ontext of
strongly orrelated ele tron systems. E.g. high-temperature super ondu tors at low doping usually exhibit antiferromagneti orrelations. Indeed, we will see later on in hapter
XX that the ele troni Hubbard model lose to half lling, a model generally regarded as
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Figure 3.13: Measurements of the spin-wave dispersion relations for various ferro- and
antiferromagneti materials. (a) The ferromagneti material La0:7 Sr0:3 MnO3 , (b) the
antiferromagneti metal-organi ompound Cu(DCOO)2 4D2O, where 'D' is 'Deuteron'
(taken from H.M. Ronnow et al., ond-mat/0101238, and ( ) the antiferromagnet Mott
insulator La2 CuO4 . When doped away from stoi hiometry, the latter be omes a high
temperature super ondu tor.
a 'good' des riptor of the uprate CuO2 planes, is an antiferromagneti insulator. (For
an oversimpli ed explanation of how antiferromagneti orrelations an be born out of
Hubbard type systems, see the problem set of this hapter.)
Although H^ di ers from its ferromagneti relative 'only' by a global hange in the
oupling onstant, the di eren es in the physi s are drasti . First, the phenomenology displayed by the anti-ferromagneti H^ depends sensitively on the morphology of
underlying latti e: For a bipartite latti e, i.e. one whi h an be segmented into two
inter-penetrating A and B ( f. Fig. 3.14 a)), the ground states of the Heisenberg antiferromagnet adopt a staggered spin on guration, known as a Neel state15 , where all
neighbouring spins are antiparallel. Again the ground state is degenerate, i.e. a global
rotation of all spins by the same amount does not hange the energy. In ontrast, on nonbipartite latti es su h as the triangular latti e shown in Fig. 3.14 b), no spin arrangement
an be found wherein whi h ea h bond re overs the full ex hange energy J . Spin models
of this kind are said to be frustrated (see Problem set 3.4).
Turning ba k to the ase of one-dimension, we rst noti e that a hain is trivially
bipartite. However, in ontrast to the ferromagneti model, the lassi al Neel ground
states of the hain (see Fig. 3.15) are not exa t eigenstate of the quantum Hamiltonian.
Nevertheless, when S  1, the lassi al ground state serves as a useful referen e state
from whi h u tuations an be examined within the Holstein-Primako representation.
Before expanding the Hamiltonian in terms of bosoni operators, it is onvenient to
apply a anoni al transformation to the Hamiltonian in whi h the spins on one sublatti e,

15

Louis Neel 1904-, 1970 Nobel Laureate in
physi s for fundamental work and dis overies on erning antiferromagnetism and
ferrimagnetism whi h have led to important appli ations in solid state physi s
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:A
:B

b)

a)

Figure 3.14: a) Example of a two-dimensional bipartite latti e. b) a non-bipartite latti e;
no anti-ferromagneti o upation possible.
say B , are rotated through 180o about the 1-axis, i.e. SB1 ! SeB1 = SB1 , SB2 ! SeB2 = SB2 ,
and SB3 ! SeB3 = SB3 . I.e. when represented in terms of the new operators, the Neel
ground state looks like a ferromagneti state, with all spins aligned. We expe t that a
gradual distortion of this state will produ e the antiferromagneti analog of the spin-waves
dis ussed in the previous se tion.
Represented in terms of the transformed operators, the Hamiltonian reads as

H^ = J

X

hmni

Sm3 Sen3




1  + e+
Sm Sn + Sm Sen :
2

On e again, applying the semi lassi ally approximated Holstein-Primako transformation, Sm ' (2S )1=2 aym , Sen ' (2S )1=2 ayn , et ., we obtain the Hamiltonian

H^ = NJS 2 + JS

X

hmni



aym am + ayn an + am an + aym ayn + O(S 0 ):

At rst sight the stru ture of this Hamiltonian, albeit quadrati in the
operators,
P Bose
1
=
2
ikx
m a it aslooks akward. However, after a Fourier transformation, am = N
k
ke
sumes the more a essible form



X
a
1
y
k
k
+ O(S 0);
H^ = NJS (S + 1) + JS ( ak a k )
y
1
a
k
k
k
where k = os k. Apart from the de nition of the matrix kernel between the bose
operators, H^ is equivalent to the Hamiltonian (3.38) dis ussed in onne tion with harge
density waves. Performing exa tly the same steps as on pp 75 the non-parti le number
onserving ontributions ay ay an be removed by Bogoliubov transformation. As before,
the transformated Hamiltonian assumes a diagonal form,

H^ =

NJS 2

+ 2JS

X
k

j sin kj



y

k

1
k+2



(3.48)

Thus, in ontrast to the ferromagnet, the spin-wave ex itations of the antiferromagneti
model display a linear spe trum in the limit k ! 0 .
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a)
b)
λ

Figure 3.15: a) Neel ground state on guration of the spin hain. b) Cartoon of an
antiferromagneti spin-wave.
Experimental date for the spin-wave dispersion of two antiferrmagneti substan es
is shown in Fig. 3.13. Despite having a moment of S = 1=2, the experiment reveals a
linear dispersion at low momenta indi ating that the large spin expansion aptures the
qualitative features of the low spin physi s.

3.3 Summary and Outlook
This on ludes our preliminary dis ussion of appli ations of se ond quantization. Additional, and interesting examples an be found in problem set 3.4.
In this hapter, we have introdu ed se ond quantization as a tool wherby problems of
many body quantum me hani s an be atta ked mu h more eÆ iently than by the traditional language of symmetrized many body wave fun tions. We have dis ussed how the
two approa hes are related to ea h other and how the standard operatations of quantum
me hani s an be performed by se ond quantized methods.
Turning to appli ations, one noti es that our so far list of appli ations ontained problems that were either non-intera ting from the outset, or ould be redu ed to quadrati
operator stru ture by a number of suitable manipulations. However, we arefully avoided
to tou h intera ting problems were no su h redu tions are possible. Yet it should be
lear already at this stage of our dis ussion that ompletely or nearly solvable systems
represent only a small minority of the problem lasses en ountered in ondensed matter
physi s. But what an be done in situations where intera tions, i.e. operator ontributions of fourth or higher order, are present and no tri ks like bosonization an be played?
In the fourties, ties and sixties it be ame an industry to address su h problems by ever
more sophisti ated te hniques of perturbation theory. Importantly, intera ting problems
of many body physi s are either fundamentally ina essible to perturbation theory, or
they ne essitate perturbative analyses of in nite order in the intera tion ontribution(s).
I.e. situations were a satisfa tory result an be obtained by obtained by rst or se ond
order perturbation theory are exeptional.
Within se ond quantization, large order perturbative expansions in intera tion operators leads to omplex polynomials of reation and annihilation operators. Quantum
expe tation values taken of su h stru tures an be omputed by a redu tive algorithm,
known as Wi k's theorem. However, from to date's point of view, formulating perturbation theory in this way is not very eÆ ient. More importantly, problems that are
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prin ipally non-perturbative have moved into the fo us of interest.
To understand the language of modern ondensed matter physi s, we thus need to
develop another layer of theory, known as eld integration. In essen e, eld integration
is a on ept generalizing the e e tive a tion approa h of hapter 1 to the quantum level.
However, before dis ussing quantum eld theory, we should understand how the on ept
works in prin iple, i.e. on the level of point parti le quantum me hani s. This will be the
subje t of the next hapter.
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3.4 Problem Set
3.4.1 Questions on the Se ond Quantisation

Q1 (a) Starting with the ommutation relation for bosoni reation ay and annihilation
operators a




a; ay = 1;

show that
[ay a; a℄ = a;

[ay a; ay ℄ = ay :

Using this result, show that, if j i represents an eigenstate of the operator ay a with
eigenvalue , aj i is also an eigenstate with eigenvalue
1 (unless aj i = 0).
y
Similarly, show that a j i is an eigenstate with eigenvalue + 1.
(b) If j i represents a normalised eigenstate of the operator ay a with eigenvalue
for all  0, show that

aj
ay j

i
i

=
=

p
pnj

1i
n + 1j + 1i

De ning as the normalised va uum p
j i the normalised state that is anniliated by
the operator a, show that jni = (1= n!)(ay )n j i is a normalised eigenstate of ay a
with eigenvalue n.
( ) Assuming the operators a and ay obey Fermioni anti ommutation relations,
repeat (a) and (b).

Q2 Starting from rst prin iples, show that the se ond quantised representation of the
one-body kineti energy operator is given by

T^ =

Z

dd xay (x)

p^2
a(x):
2m

[Hint: Remember that the representation is most easily obtained from the basis in
whi h the operator is diagonal.℄

Q3 y In the diagonal basis ji, a two-body operator is de ned by

O^2 j0i = o0 j0i:
P
E.g., for the two-body pairwise intera tion potential O^2 = ij V (^ri r^j ), the diagonal basis is the real spa e basis jri. In the diagonal basis, show that
N

0 jO^ j     i = h0    0 j 1 X o P^ j     i;




i j i j 1
N
N
1
N 2 1
1
N 2
i=
6 j

h0
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where the operator

P^0 = n^  n^ 0

Æ;0 n^  ;

with n^ representing the number operator, ounts the total number of pairs of parti les in the states ji and j0 i. (Note that this number is di erent depending on
whether or not ji = j0 i.) With this question you might nd it useful to onsult Negele and Orland [?℄ or Feynman [?℄. Using this result, show that, in se ond
quantised notation, the two-body operator takes the form
X
O^2 = 21 h0jO2 j0iayay0 a0 a:
0
Note that, for a pairwise intera tion in real spa e, this result implies that
Z
Z
1
d
^
d x dd x0 ay (x)ay (x0 )V (x x0 )a(x)a(x0 );
V=
2
where V (x) is the fun tion hara terising the dependen e of the intera tion on the
distan e between the parti les.

Q4 Transforming to the Fourier basis, diagonalise the non-intera ting three-dimensional
ubi latti e tight-binding Hamiltonian
X
H^ (0) =
tmn ym
hmni

n ;

where the matrix elements tmn take the positive real value t between neighbouring
sites and zero otherwise. Comment on how this result ompares to the spe trum of
the Heisenberg ferromagnet.

Q5 Making use of the Pauli matrix identity    Æ = 2Æ Æ Æ

Æ Æ Æ (where `'
denotes the s alar or dot produ t), prove that
1 y y
1
S^ m  S^ n =
n^ n^
m
n
n
m
2
4 m n
where S^ n = ym  m =2 denotes the spin operator, n^ m = ym m represents the
total number operator on site m, and the summation over repeated spin indi ies is
assumed. (Here assume that latti e sites m and n are distin t.)

Q6 y Hubbard Model: The aim of this question is to explore the stability of the

antiferromagneti ground state of the half- lled Hubbard model by studying a toy
system exa tly.
(a) A system omprised of two latti e sites an a ommodate up to a maximum of
four ele trons (spin up and spin down on ea h site). If the system is half- lled, i.e.
the total system a ommodates just two ele trons, write down the six eigenstates
states of the lo al Hubbard intera tion ( .f. se tion ??)

H^ U = U

X
i

ni" ni# :
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Adding a hopping matrix element and ex hange intera tion between the neighbouring sites

H^ = H^ U +

X

hij i



V
t yi j + yi yj0 i0 j ;
2

explain why two of the six eigenstates of H^ U remain eigenstates of H^ .
[The remainder of this problem is simpli ed by adopting a judi ious onvention for
the fermioni ordering of the two-ele tron basis states.℄
(b) Remembering the anti ommutation relations of the ele tron operators, nd the
matrix elements between the remaining four states and thereby obtain the exa t
eigenvalues and eigenve tors of the omplete Hamiltonian. [Hint: The form of the
4  4 Hamiltonian should suggest a unitary transformation whi h partially diagonalises the Hamiltonian redu ing it to a 2  2 problem. I.e. the al ulation of the
se ular equation asso iated with the 4  4 Hamiltonian is unne essary.℄ Classify the
eigenstates a ording to their total spin.
( ) Sket h the phase diagram of the model as a fun tion of the dimensionless parameters U=t and V=t. In parti ular, note the region where the singlet ground state
be omes unstable to the formation of a spin polarised ferromagneti state. How
does this phase diagram ompare with the intuition drawn from the analysis of the
Hubbard Hamiltonian in the limit of large U=t dis ussed in le tures?

Q7 y Nagaoka Ferromagnetism: At U = 1, all 2N states of the half- lled Hubbard

model are degenerate | ea h site is o upied by a single ele tron of arbitrary spin.
This degenera y is lifted by the removal of a single ele tron from the lower Hubbard
band (or, equivalently, the addition of a va an y or hole). In su h a ase, there
is a theorem due to Nagaoka16 that, on a bipartite latti e, the ground state is
ferromagneti . The aim of this question is to expli itly test this predi tion by
applying the Hubbard model at U = 1 to a square plaquette. For a four site
plaquette with three ele trons determine the eigenspe trum within the manifold (a)
z
z
= 3=2, and (b) Stotal
= 1=2. In ea h ase, determine the total spin of the
Stotal
ground state. [Hint: In (b) there are a total of 12 basis states | you will nd it
useful to arrange these states in the order in whi h they are generated by appli ation
of the Hamiltonian.℄

Q8 Starting with the de nition
S^ =

(2S )1=2 ay



1

ay a
2S

1=2

;

on rm the validity of the Holstein-Primako transformation by expli itly he king
the ommutation relations of the spin raising and lowering operators.
16 Y. Nagaoka, Phys. Rev. 147, 392 (1966).
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Q9 y Frustration: On a bipartite latti e (i.e. one in whi h the neighbours of one

sublatti e belong to the other sublatti e), the ground state (known as a Neel state)
of a lassi al antiferromagnet an adopt a staggered spin on guration in whi h the
ex hange energy is maximised. Latti es whi h an not be lassi ed in this way are
said to be frustrated | the maximal ex hange energy asso iated with ea h bond
an not be re overed. Using only symmetry arguments, spe ify one of the possible
ground states of a lassi al three site triangular latti e antiferromagnet. (Note that
the invarian e of the Hamiltonian under a global rotation of the spins means that
the there is manifold of ontinuous degenera y in the ground state.) Using this
result, onstru t one of the lassi al ground states of the in nite triangular latti e.

Q10 Con rm that the bosoni ommutation relations of the operators a and ay are preserved by the Bogoluibov transformation,




y

=



osh  sinh 
sinh  osh 





a :
ay

Q11 (a) Making use of the spin ommutation relation, [Si ; Sj ℄ = iÆij 
identity

Si , apply the

i~S_ i = [S^ i ; H^ ℄
to express the equation of motion of a spin in a nearest neighbour spin S onedimensional Heisenberg ferromagnet as a di eren e equation.
(b) Interpreting the spins as lassi al ve tors, and taking the ontinuum limit, show
that the equation of motion of the hydrodynami modes takes the form
~S_ = 2Ja2 S   2 S;
where a denotes the latti e spa ing. [Hint: Going to the ontinuum limit, apply a
Taylor expansion to the spins viz. Si+1 = Si + aSi +   .℄
( ) Parameterising the spin as

S=



p

os(kx !t); sin(kx !t); S 2

2



;

solve this equation. Sket h a `snapshot' on guration of the spins in a spin hain.

Q12 y Valen e Bond Solid: Starting with the spin 1=2 Majumdar-Ghosh Hamiltonian




N
4jJ j X
1
N
H^ MG =
S^ n  S^ n+1 + S^ n  S^ n+2 + ;
3 n=1
2
2

where the total number of sites N is even, and S^ N +1 = S^ 1 , show that the two dimer
or valen e bond states

j0i =

N=
Y2
n=1

p1 (j "2ni j #2n1i j #2ni j "2n1i) ;
2
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are exa t eigenstates. [Hint: Try to re ast the Hamiltonian in terms of the total spin
of a triad J^ n = S^ n 1 + S^ n + S^ n+1 , and onsider what this representation implies.℄
In fa t these states represent the ground states of the Hamiltonian. Suggest what
would happen if the total number of sites was odd.
(b)

(c)
(a)

Figure 3.16: (a) S hemati diagram showing the  -bonding orbitals in long hain polya etylene. (b) One of the on gurations of the Peirels distorted hain. The double bonds
represent the short links of the latti e. ( ) A topologi al defe t separating a two domains
of the ordered phase.

Q13 Su-Shrie er-Heeger Model17 of the ondu ting polymers: Polya etylene onsists

of bonded CH groups forming an isomeri long hain polymer. A ording to mole ular orbital theory, the arbon atoms are expe ted to be sp2 hybridised suggesting
a planar on guration of the mole ule. An unpaired ele tron is expe ted to o upy
a single p-orbital whi h points out of the plane. The weak overlap of the p-orbitals
delo alise the ele trons into a  - ondu tion band ( .f. the benzene mole ule) | see
g. 3.16a. Therefore, a ording to the nearly free ele tron theory, one might expe t
the half- lled ondu tion band of a polya etylene hain to be metalli . However,
the energy of a half- lled band of a one-dimension system an always be lowered
by imposing a periodi latti e distortion known as the Peirels instability (see
g. 3.16b). One an think of an enhan ed probability of nding the  ele tron on
the short bond where the orbital overlap is stronger | the \double bond". The aim
of this problem is to explore the instability.
(a) At its simplest level, the ondu tion band of polya etylene an be modelled by
a simple Hamiltonian, due to Su-Shrie er-Heeger, in whi h the hopping matrix
elements of the ele trons are modulated by the latti e distortion of the atoms.
Taking the displa ement for the atomi sites to be un , and treating their dynami s

17
Alan J. Heeger: 2000 Nobel
Laureate in Physi s with Alan
G. Ma Diarmid, and Hideki Shirakawa for the dis overy and development of ondu tive polymers.
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as lassi al, the e e tive Hamiltonian takes the form

H^ =

t

N
X
n=1


(1 + un ) yn



n+1 + h: : +

N
X
ks
n=1

2

(un+1

u n )2 ;

where, for simpli ity, the boundary onditions are taken to be periodi , and summation over the spins  is assumed. The rst term des ribes the hopping of ele trons
between neighbouring sites with a matrix element modulated by the periodi distortion of the bond-length, while the last term represents the asso iated in rease in
the elasti energy. Taking the latti e distortion to be periodi , un = ( 1)n , the
Hamiltonian takes the form

H^ = t

N
X
n=1


(1 + ( 1)n ) yn



n+1 + h: : +

Nks 2
:
2

Taking the number of sites to be even, diagonalise the Hamiltonian. [Hint: the
latti e distortion lowers the symmetry of the latti e. The Hamiltonian is most
easily diagonalised by distinguishing the two sites of the sublatti e | i.e. doubling
the size of the elementary unit ell.℄ Show that the Peierls distortion of the latti e
opens a gap in the spe trum at the Fermi level of the half- lled system.
(b) By estimating the total ele troni and elasti energy of the half- lled band (i.e.
an average of one ele tron per latti e site), show that the one-dimensional system
is always unstable towards the Peirels distortion. To omplete this al ulation, you
will need the approximate formula for the (ellipti ) integral,
Z =2
=2

dk 1

1

2  sin2 k 1=2

' 2 + (a1 b1 ln

2 ) 2 + O ( 2 ln 2 )

where a1 and b1 are (unspe i ed) numeri al onstants.
y ( ) For an even number of sites, the Peierls instability has two degenerate on gurations (see g. 3.16b) | ABABAB.. and BABABA... Comment on the qualitative
form of the ground state latti e on guration if the number of sites is odd ( .f.
g. 3.16 ). Explain why su h on gurations give rise to mid-gap states.

Q14 In the S hwinger boson representation,18 the quantum me hani al spin is expressed in terms of two bosoni operators a, and b in the form
S^+ = ay b;
18

S^ = (S^+ )y ;

1
S^z = ay a
2



by b :

Julian S hwinger: 1965 Nobel Laureate
in Physi s with Sin-Itiro Tomonaga and
Ri hard P. Feynman, for their fundamental work in quantum ele trodynami s, with
deep-ploughing onsequen es for the physi s
of elementary parti les.
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(a) Show that this de nition is onsistent with the ommutation relations for spin:
[S^+ ; S^ ℄ = 2S^z .
(b) Using the bosoni ommutation relations, show that
y S +m

(by )S m
j i;
(S + m)! (S m)!

jS; mi = p(a )

p

is ompatible with the de nition of an eigenstate of the total spin operator S2 and
S z . Here j i denotes the va uum of the S hwinger bosons, and the total spin S
de nes the physi al subspa e

fjna; nbi : na + nb = 2S g:
Q15 y The Jordan-Wigner Transformation: So far we have shown how the algebra

of quantum me hani al spin an be expressed using boson operators | .f. the
Holstein-Primako transformation and the S hwinger representation. In this problem we show that a representation for spin 1=2 an be obtained in terms of Fermion
operators. Spe i ally, let us represent an up spin as a parti le and a down spin as
the va uum, viz.

j "i  j1i = f yj0i;
j #i  j0i = f j1i:
In this representation the spin raising and lowering operators are expressed in the
form S^+ = f y and S^ = f , while S^z = f y f 1=2.
(a) With this de nition, on rm that the spins obey the algebra [S^+ ; S^ ℄ = 2S^z .
However, there is a problem: spins on di erent sites ommute while fermion operators anti ommute, e.g.

Si+ Sj+ = Sj+ Si+;

but fiy fjy = fjy fiy :

To obtain a faithful spin representation, it is ne essary an el this unwanted sign.
Although a general pro edure is hard to formulate, in one dimension this an be
a hieved by a non-linear transformation, viz.
P
P
1
:
S^l = e i j<l n^ j fl ;
S^lz = fly fl
S^l+ = fly ei j<l n^ j ;
2
Operationally, this seemingly ompli ated transformation is straightforward: in one
dimension, the parti les an be ordered on the line. By ounting the number of
parti les `to the left' we an assign an overall phase of +1 or 1 to a given on guration and thereby transmute the parti les into a fermions. (Put di erently, the
ex hange to two fermions indu es a sign hange whi h is ompensated by the fa tor
arising from the phase | the `Jordan-Wigner string'.)
(b) Using the Jordan-Wigner representation, show that
S^m+ S^m+1 = fmy fm+1 :
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( ) For the spin 1=2 anisotropi quantum Heisenberg spin hain, the spin Hamiltonian assumes the form
X

H^ =

n



J
Jz S^nz S^nz +1 + ? S^n+ S^n+1 + S^n S^n++1
2



Turning to the Jordan-Wigner representation, show that the Hamiltonian an be
ast in the form

H^ =

X  J?
n

2

f yf

n n+1 + h:



: + Jz



1
4

fny fn + fny fn fny+1 fn+1



(d) The mapping above shows that the one-dimensional quantum spin 1=2 XY-model
(i.e. Jz = 0) an be diagonalised as a non-intera ting theory of spinless fermions.
In this ase, show that the spe trum assumes the form

(k) = J? os ka

||||||||||||||{
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3.4.2 Answers
A1 (a) Making use of the ommutation relations for bosons, one nds
ay aa = a(ay a 1);

ay aay = ay (1 + ay a)

from whi h the results follow. Using these results, one nds that, providing aj

ay a aj i = a(ay a 1)j i = ( 1)aj i
ay a ay j i = ay (1 + ay a)j i = (1 + )ay j

i 6= 0,

i

(b) If j i is a normalised eigenstate of ay a with eigenvalue , the norm of state
reated by the a tion of the reation operator is given by
p
p
p
jjayj ijj  h jaayj i = h jaya + 1j i = n + 1:

Similarly, the norm of state reated by the a tion of the annihilation operator is
given by
p
jjaj ijj  h jayaj i = pn:
ne j + 1i and j
1i as the normalised eigenstates of the

Therefore, if we de
operator ay a with eigenvalue + 1 and

aj
ay j

i
i

=
=

pnj
p

1 respe tively, one nds

1i
n + 1j + 1i

De ning as the va uum j i the normalised state that is anniliated
operator
p byy the
n
a, an appli ation of the result above shows the state jni = (1= n!)(a ) j i to be a
normalised eigenstate of ay a with eigenvalue n.
( ) If the operators obey anti ommutation relations, one nds

ay aa = a(1 ay a);

ay aay = ay (1 ay a)

from whi h one obtains
[ay a; a℄+ = a;

[ay a; ay ℄+ = ay :

Using these results, one nds that, providing aj

ay a aj i = a(1
ay a ay j i = ay (1

i 6= 0 and ay j i 6= 0,
ay a)j i = (1 )aj i
ay a)j i = (1 )ay j i

If j i is a normalised eigenstate of ay a with eigenvalue , the norm of state reated
by the a tion of the reation operator is given by
p

p

jjayj ijj  h jaayj i = h j1 ay aj i =

p

1 n:
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Similarly, the norm of state reated by the a tion of the annihilation operator is
given by
p
jjaj ijj  h jayaj i = pn:
ne j + 1i and j
1i as the normalised eigenstates of the

Therefore, if we de
operator ay a with eigenvalue + 1 and

aj
ay j

i
i

p
pnj

1 respe tively, one nds

1i
1 nj + 1i

=
=

Now, using the fa t that (ay )2 = 0, it is lear that there are only two possible states:
the (normalised) va uum state j i whi h is anniliated by the operator a, and the
state with a single parti le j1i = ay j i.

A2 The kineti energy operator is diagonal in the momentum basis. Following the

analysis in the text, the orresponding se ond quantised one-body operator is given
by

T^ =

X
p

p2 y
aa:
2m p p
R

Transforming to the oordinate representation, ap = L 1=2 0L dxeipx a(x), one obtains
Z
Z L
1 X p2 L
^
T=
dy
dxeip(x y) ay (y )a(x):
L p 2m 0
0
Expressing fa tor p2 as a derivative of the exponential fa tor, and integrating by
parts, one obtains the required
A3 Sin e the two-body operator is diagonal in the basis ji, the matrix elements of O^2
an be expressed in the form

h01    0N jO^2 j1    N i

=
=

X

P

(  )P

N
1X

2 i=6 j

norm

!

oi j

X Y

i6=j k6=i;k6=j

hPk jiihPi0 Pj0 jO^2jij i

h01    0N j1    N i

where, as in the text, norm represents the (unimportant)Pnormalisation fa tor, and
P represents the parity of the on guration. The fa tor i6=j oij =2 represents the
sum over all distin t pairs of parti les present in the state j1    N i. We therefore
need to onstru t and operator P^i j whi h ounts the number of pairs of parti les
in the states jii and jj i. If jii 6= jj i (i.e. they represent di erent states), the
number of pairs is ni nj , otherwise the number of pairs is ni (ni 1). Hen e, the
orresponding operator may be written as
P^0 = n^  n^ 0 Æ;0 n^   ay ay0 a0 a :
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We therefore have that

h01    0N jO^2 j1    N i = h01    0N j 12

N
X
i6=j

oi j P^i j j1    N i;

and hen e

O^2 = 21

X
0

h0jO2 j0iayay0 a0 a:

Transforming to an arbitrary basis, we obtain

O^2 = 21

X


hjO2jiay ay a a:

A4 A Hamiltonian whi h is translationally invariant
is easily diagonalised in the Fourier
P
representation. Setting ym = (1=N d=2 ) k eikm yk , the Hamiltonian takes the form
H^ (0) =

B:Z: X
X
k



k yk

k ;

P

where k = t i=x;y;z eike^i , with the sum running over neighbouring latti e ve tors
e^i , and the latti e spa ing is taken to be unity.

kz

ky

kx
Figure 3.17: Contours of onstant energy shown for the spe trum of the three-dimensional
ubi latti e.
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A5 Applying the fermioni representation of spin 1=2, S^ = y 
of the identity given in the question, we have

=2, and making use



1 y
y
y   = 1 2 y
n
n
:
i
j
i
j
i
jÆ
Æ
j
j
4 i
4 i
Rearranging this expression (and noting that i 6= j ) we obtain the required identity.

S^ i  S^ j =

A6 (a) In the two-site model at half- lling (i.e. one ele tron per site), the Hubbard
intera tion H^ U has six eigenstates. Of these, the two spin polarised states y2# y1# j0i
and y2" y1" j0i are eigenstates of the full Hamiltonian H^ ea h with eigenvalue V .
The remain four eigenstates

js1i
jd1i

y y j0i;
1" 2#
y y j0i;
1" 1#

=
=

js2i =
jd2i =

y y j0i;
2" 1#
y y j0i;
2" 2#

serve as a onvenient basis.
(b) Within this basis, matrix elements of the Hamiltonian H^ take the symmetri
form
1

0

0 V
t t
BV
0
t tC
C
H^ = B
 t
t U 0 A:
t t 0 U
This suggests applying the unitary transformation
0








U 0 H^ U y 0 = B
B

0 U
0 Uy

V
0
2t
0

0
V
0
0

2t
0
U
0

1

0

1
0C
C
p 1
0 A; U = 2 1
U



1 ;
1

wherein we nd that js1 i js2 i and jd1 i jd2 i are eigenstates with eigenvalues of
V and U respe tively. The former an be identi ed as the spin Sz = 0 triplet state
a ompanying the two spin polarised states. The remaining basis states js1 i + js2 i
and jd1 i + jd2i are mixed by the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian. Diagonalising
the 2  2 matrix, the eigenve tors and eigenvalues take the form




(V U )
1
V +U 
;
2
os 



os 
sin 

sin 
os 





js1 i + js2 i ;
jd1i + jd2i

where 2 = tan 1 [4t=(U V )℄.
( ) Taking U  [V; t℄ and expanding, the lowest energy states of this pair is seen
to be predominantly singlet, js1 i + js2 i, with eigenvalue V J , where J = 4t2 =U .
This state remains the overall ground state for V < 2J while for V > 2J the
ferromagneti ex hange intera tion wins and the degenerate triplet states be ome
ground states with energy V (see g. 3.18).
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U/t
Triplet

Singlet
V/t

Figure 3.18: Qualitative phase diagram showing the rossover from the singlet to the
triplet ground state. The latter an be regarded as the Hund's rule dominated phase
while the former represents the `spin liquid' or low spin phase.

A7 (a) In the subspa e Sz = 3=2, there exists a total of four basis states | after

spe ifying the position of the hole, the positions of the up-spins P
are determined.
^
Under the a tion of the in nite U Hubbard Hamiltonian, H = t hij i P^s yi i P^s ,
where P^s proje ts out states of double o upan y,19 the va an y moves around the
plaquette permuting the spins. The orresponding tight-binding Hamiltonian is

isomorphi to that of a single parti le on a four site latti e with periodi boundary
onditions. The orresponding spe trum is given by n = 2t os(2n=4), n =
1;    4, and all states in luding the ground state is, by onstru tion, ferromagneti .
(b) In the subspa e Sz = 1=2, there exist a total of 12 basis states | after spe ifying one of a possible 4 positions of the hole, there are total of 3 sites at whi h
one an pla e a down spin, while the remaining sites must host the up spin. Repeated appli ation of the Hamiltonian to a given basis state tra es out the entire
subspa e | the va an y must traverse the plaquette 3 times before re overing the
original spin on guration (a ir uit known as a Trugman y le). The orresponding Hamiltonian is isomorphi to that of a single parti le on a twelve site
latti e with periodi boundary onditions. The orresponding spe trum is given
by n = 2t os(2n=12), n = 1;    12. In parti ular, the ground state involves a
uniform superposition of all twelve basis states and is, therefore, a state of maximal spin in a ord with Nagaoka's theorem. (In fa t, we ould have generated the
ground state by operating the total spin lowering operator on the ground state from
part (a).)
19 Note that in part (a) the proje tion operator is made super uous by the Pauli ex lusion prin iple.
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A8 Substituting the de nition of the spin raising and lowering operators using the
Holstein-Primako transformation, the ommutator is obtained as






ay a 1=2 y
1
aa 1
2S



ay a
y
= 1
+a a 1
2S
ay a
:
= 1
S

1 ^+ ^
[S ; S ℄ =
2S







ay a 1=2 y
ay a
a
a 1
2S
2S

ay a
ay ay aa
ay a +
2S
2S

ay a , we obtain the required ommutation relation [S^+ ; S^ ℄ = 2S z .

With S z = S

A9 By symmetry, the maximal ex hange energy that an be re overed is obtained when

the spins are maximally anti-aligned, i.e. at 120o to ea h other. Using the spin ori-

(a)

(b)

entation of a single triangle, the two-dimensional triangular latti e an be tessilated
with all spins aligned at 120o to the neighbours.

A10 To on rm the validity of the Bogoluibov transformation let us onsider the ommutation relations of :


as required.


; y =
=
=



osh  a + sinh  ay ; osh  ay + sinh  a




osh2  a; ay + sinh2  ay ; a
osh2  sinh2  = 1:
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A11 (a) Making use of the equation of motion i~S_ i = [S^ i ; H^ ℄, and the ommutation
relation [Si ; Sj ℄ = iÆij  Si , we obtain


i~S_ i = 2JiS^ i  S^ i+1 + S^ i



1

(b) Interpreting the spins as lassi al ve tors, and applying the Taylor expansion
Si+1 7! S(x + a) = S + a S + (a2 =2) 2 S +   , we obtain the lassi al equation of
motion
~S_ = 2Ja2 S   2 S:
Substituting, we nd that

S=



os(kx !t); sin(kx !t);

p

S2

2



;

satis es the equation of motion with ~! = 2J (ka)2 .

Figure 3.19: Spin-wave dispersion.
( ) The orresponding spin wave solution has the form shown in g 3.19.
A12 De ning the total spin on a triad J^ n = S^ n 1 + S^ n + S^ n+1 , the Hamiltonian an be
re ast in the form

H^ MG = jJ j

N
X
n=1

P^3=2 (n

1; 1; n + 1);

where P^3=2 (n 1; n; n + 1) = (J^ 2n 3=4)=3 annihilates any state with total spin
J = 1=2 of the triad. Sin e in any three sites, two of the spins are in a singlet,
there an be no omponents of J = 3=2 on any triad. Therefore the dimer states
are eigenstates of zero energy. Now sin e P^3=2 is positive de nite, these states must
be the ground states.

A13 (a) Sin e ea h unit ell is of twi e the dimension of the original latti e, we begin by
re asting the Hamiltonian in the sublatti e form

H^ = t

N=2
X

m=1;



(1 + ) ym bm + h: : + (1

2



Nk
) bym am+1 + h: : + s :
2
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P

Swit hing to the Fourier basis, am = 2=N k e2ikm ak (similarly bm ), where k takes
N=2 values uniformly on the interval [ =2; =2℄, the Hamiltonian takes the form
Nka2 2
^
H=
2



2ik
X
a
0
(1
+
)
+
(1
)
e
y
y
k
t ( ak bk ) (1 + ) + (1 )e 2ik
:
0
b
k

k

Diagonalising the 2  2 Hamiltonian, we obtain the spe trum


(k) = 2t os2 k +

2 sin2 k 1=2 :

Reassuringly, in the limit ! 0, we obtain the os spe trum of the undistorted
problem, while in the limit ! 1, pairs of monomers be ome de oupled and we
obtain a massively degenerate bonding and antibonding spe trum.
(b) A ording to the formula given in the text, the total shift in energy is given by
Nk 2
Æ = 4t(a1 b1 ln 2 ) 2 + s
2
Maximising the energy gain with respe t to , one nds that the stable on guration
is found when


Nks 2
2 = exp a1
1
b1
8tb1
( ) If the number of sites is odd, the Peirels distortion is inevitably frustrated | a
on guration that starts ABABAB must nish as BABABA. The result is that the
polymer hain must a ommodate a topologi al ex itation. The ex itation is said
to be topologi al be ause the defe t an not be removed by a smooth ontinuous
deformation | it is like a dislo ation line in a rystal. It's e e t on the spe trum
of the model is to introdu e a state that lies within the band gap of the material.
The onsideration of an odd number of sites for es a topologi al defe t into the
system. However, even if the number of sites is even, one an reate low energy
topologi al ex itations of the system either by doping (see g. 3.16 ), or by the reation of ex itons, parti le-hole ex itations of the system. Indeed, su h topologi al
ex itations an dominate the transport properties of the system.
As a footnote, one should add that the parti ular model onsidered above is somewhat over-simpli ed. It seems likely that Coulomb intera tions play a dominant
role in driving the Peirels instability in Polya etylene. However, the qualitative
interpretation of the existen e of topologi al ex itations is born out by experiment.

A14 (a) Using the ommutation relation for bosons, one nds.
[S^+ ; S^ ℄ = ay b by a by a ay b
= ay abby aay by b
= ay a(by b + 1) (ay a + 1)by b
= ay a by b = 2S^z
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(b) Using the identities for boson operators:

p

ajni = njn 1i;

p

p

ay jni = n + 1jn + 1i

where jni = (1= n)(ay )n j i, one nds

S^+ jS; mi = apy bjna = S +pm; nb = S mi
= pS + m + 1pS mjna = S + m + 1; nb = S
= S + m + 1 S mjS; m + 1i;
S^ jS; mi = bpy ajna =pS + m; nb = S mi
= pS + mpS m + 1jna = S + m 1; nb = S
= S + m S m + 1jS; m 1i:

m 1i
m + 1i

Using these results one nds

p
p
S^+ S^ jS; mi = S + m S m + 1 S^+ jS; m 1i
= (pS + m)(S m + 1)jS; mi
p
+
S^ S^ jS; mi = S + m + 1 S m S^ jS; m + 1i
= (S + m + 1)(S m)jS; mi:

Similarly, one nds
1
S^z jS; mi = (na nb )jna = S + m; nb = S mi
2
1
= [(S + m) (S m)℄ jS; mi = mjS; mi;
2
showing jS; mi to be an eigenstate of the operator S^z with eigenvalue m. Finally,
using the identity

 2 1 
S^ 2 = S^z + S^+ S^ + S^ S^+
2
one obtains


^S2 jS; mi = m2 + 1 ((S + m)(S m + 1) + (S + m + 1)(S m)) jS; mi
2
= S (S + 1)jS; mi
as required. As with the Holstein-Primako representation, the S hwinger boson
represents yet another representation of quantum me hani al spin. Whi h representation is most onvenient for the analysis of quantum spin models depends sensitively
on the nature of the mi ros opi Hamiltonian.

A15 (a) Using the fermioni anti ommutation relations, one nds
[S^+ ; S^ ℄

= [f y ; f ℄ = f y f ff y
= 2f y f 1 = 2S^z :
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(b) Using the fa t that the number operators on di erent sites ommute, one nds

S^m+ S^m+1 = fmy ei

P

j<m nj e i

P

l<m+1 nl fm+1

= fmy e

inm f
m+1

= fmy fm+1

where here we have made use of the fa t that, for fermioni parti les

fmy e

inm

 fmy :

( ) The fermion representation is simply obtained by substitution.
(d) With Jz = 0, the spin Hamiltonian assumes the form of a non-intera ting tightbinding Hamiltonian

J
H^ = ?
2

X
n



fny fn+1 + h: : :

This Hamiltonian, whi h has been en ountered previously, is diagonalised in the
Fourier spa e after whi h one obtains the osine band dispersion.

||||||||||||||{

Chapter 4
Feynman Path Integral
The goal of this hapter is to introdu e and apply the Feynman path integral. Parti ular
emphasis is pla ed on establishing the inter onne tions between the quantum me hani al
path integral, lassi al Hamiltonian me hani s and lassi al statisti al me hani s. Three
extended examples are dis ussed in the text: the Feynman path integral of a quantum parti le in a single well, tunneling in a double well, and quantum me hani al spin. These
examples form the basis for several appli ations to di erent areas of physi s in the problem
sets in luding random walks and the equilibrium statisti al me hani s of polymer hains,
dissipation in ma ros opi quantum tunnelling, and the path integral approa h in nan e!

In this hapter we will temporarily leave behind many-body physi s and se ond quantisation and, at least super ially, return to ordinary single-parti le quantum me hani s.
However, by establishing the path integral approa h for ordinary quantum me hani s, we
will also set the stage for the introdu tion of fun tional eld integral methods for manybody theory explored in the next hapter. We will in fa t see that the path integral not
only represents a gateway to higher dimensional fun tional integral methods but, when
looked at from an appropriate point of view, already represents a eld theoreti al approa h in its own right. Exploiting this onne tion, various te hniques and on epts of
eld theory, viz. stationary phase analyses of fun tional integrals, the Eu lidean formulation of eld theory, instanton te hniques and the role of topologi al on epts in eld
theory, will be motivated and introdu ed in this hapter

4.1 The Path Integral { General Formalism
Broadly speaking, there are two basi approa hes to the formulation of quantum me hani s: the `operator approa h' based on the anoni al quantisation of physi al observables
together with the asso iated operator algebra, and the Feynman path integral.1 Whereas
1 For a general introdu tion to the Feynman path integral, one an refer to one of the many standard
texts in luding Refs.[?, ?, ?, ?℄ or, indeed, turn to the original paper, R. P. Feynman, Rev. Mod. Phys.
20, 367 (1948).
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anoni al quantisation is usually taught rst in elementary ourses on quantum me hani s, path integrals seem to have a quired the reputation of being a sophisti ated on ept
that is better reserved for advan ed ourses. Yet this treatment seems hardly justi ed!
In fa t, the path integral formulation has many advantages most of whi h expli itly support an intuitive understanding of quantum me hani s. Moreover, integrals | even the
in nite dimensional ones en ountered below | are hardly any more abstra t than in nite
dimensional linear operators. Further merits of the path integral in lude:

. Whereas the lassi al limit is not always easy to retrieve within the anoni al formulation of quantum me hani s, it onstantly remains visible in the path integral
approa h. In other words, the path integral makes expli it use of lassi al me hani s as a basi `platform' on whi h to onstru t a theory of quantum u tuations.
The lassi al solutions of Hamilton's equation of motion always remain a entral
ingredient of the formalism. (For this reason, path integration has turned out to
be an indispensable tool in elds su h as quantum haos where the quantum
manifestations of lassi ally non-trivial behaviour are investigated.)
. Path integrals allow for an eÆ ient formulation of non-perturbative approa hes to the
solution of quantum me hani al problems. For example, the `instanton' formulation
of quantum tunnelling dis ussed below | whose extension to ontinuum theories
has led to some of the most powerful on epts of quantum eld theory | makes
extensive use of the lassi al equations of motion when it is tailored to a path integral
formulation.
. The Feynman path integral represents a prototype of the higher dimensional fun tional eld integrals to be introdu ed in the next hapter. However,
. even in its non- ontinuum, 'zero-dimensional' form dis ussed in this hapter, the
path integral is of relevan e to various appli ations in many body physi s. The
reason is that in a number of appli ations, in luding super ondu tivity and - uidity,
the modern eld of few-ele tron ele troni s, and others, a ma ros opi ally large
number of degrees of freedom 'lo ks' to form a single olle tive variable. (E.g. to
a rst approximation the phase information arried by the order parameter eld in
moderatly large super ondu ting grains an often be des ribed in terms of a single
phase degree of freedom, i.e. a 'quantum parti le' living on the omplex unit ir le.)
Path integral te hniques have proven ideally suited to the analysis of su h systems.
But what then is the basi idea of this approa h? More then any other formulation
of quantum me hani s, the path integral formalism is based on onne tions to lassi al
Ri hard P. Feynman 1918-1988,
1965 Nobel Laureate in Physi s
(with Sin-Itiro Tomonaga, and
Julian S hwinger) for fundamental work in quantum ele trodynami s, with deep-ploughing onsequen es for the physi s of elementary parti les.
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me hani s. The variational approa h of employed in hapter ?? relied on the fa t that
lassi ally allowed traje tories in on guration spa e extermize an a tion fun tional. A
prin ipal onstraint to be imposed on any su h traje tory is energy onservation. Now,
we know that quantum parti les, have a little bit more freedom than their lassi al ounterparts. E.g. energy onservation an be violated by an amount E over time s ales
 ~=E (~ re-installed throughout this hapter.) The onne tion to a tion prin iples
of lassi al me hani s be omes parti ularly apparent in problems of quantum tunneling: A parti le of energy E may tunnel through a potential barrier Rof height V > E .
However,
this pro ess is penalized by a damping fa tor  exp i~ 1 barrier dxp , where
p
p = 2m(E V ), i.e. the exponent of the (imaginary) a tion asso iated to the lassi ally
forbidden path.
These observations motivate the idea of a new formulation of quantum propagation:
Could it be that, as in lassi al me hani s, the quantum amplitude A for propagation
between any two points in oordinate spa e is again ontrolled by the a tion fun tional?
However, in a relaxed sense where not just a single extremal path x l (t) but an entire
manifold of neighbouring pathsP ontribute. More spe i ally,
P one might spe ulate that
1
the amplitude obtains as A  x(t) exp( i~ S [x℄), where x(t) symboli ally stands for
a summation over all paths ompatible with the initial onditions of the problem and
S is the lassi al a tion. Although at this stage we know nothing about possibilities to
formally justify this ansatz, some features of quantum me hani s would obviously be born
out orre tly: In the lassi al limit, ~ ! 0 the set of paths x(t) e e tively ontributing
to the sum would ollapse to the extremal, or lassi al path x l (t). This is be ause any
non-extremal on gurations would be weighed by rapidly os illatory phases  iS=~ and,
therefore, average to zero2 . Se ond, quantum tunneling would be a natural element of the
theory. I.e. non- lassi al paths do ontribute to the net-amplitude, however at the ost
of a damping fa tor spe i ed by the imaginary a tion, as in the traditional formulation.
Fortunately, no fundamentally novel 'pi ture'
P of quantum 1me hani s needs to be delared to promote the idea of a path 'integral' x(t) exp( i~ S [x℄) to a working theory.
As we will see in the next se tion, the new formulation an quantitatively be developed
from the save ground of anoni al quantization.

4.2 Constru tion of the Path Integral
All information about any autonomous3 quantum me hani al system is ontained in the
matrix elements of its time evolution operator. A formal integration of the time-dependent
S hrodinger equation

i~t j

i = H^ j i

(4.1)

2 More pre isely, in the limit of small ~, the path sum an be evaluated by saddle point methods, as

detailed in se tion XX below.
3 A system is alled autonomous if its Hamiltonian does not expli itly depend on time. A tually
the onstru tion of the path integral an be straightforwardly extended so as to in lude time-dependent
problems. However, in order to keep the introdu tory dis ussion as simple as possible, here we assume
time-independen e.
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obtains the time evolution operator

j (t0)i = U^ (t0; t)j (t)i;

i ^ 0 t)

U^ (t0 ; t) = e

~ H (t

(t0

t)

(4.2)

The a tion of the operator U^ (t0 t) des ribes dynami al evolution under the in uen e of
the Hamiltonian from a time t to time t0 . Causality implies that t0 > t as indi ated by
the step or Heaviside -fun tion. In the real spa e representation we an write
(q 0 ; t0 ) = hq 0 j (t0 )i = hq 0 jU^ (t0 ; t) (t)i =

Z

dq U (q 0 ; t0 ; q; t) (q; t);

where

U (q 0 ; t0 ; q; t) = hq 0 je

i ^ 0 t)

~ H (t

jqi(t0 t)

de nes the (q 0 ; q ) omponent of the time evolution operator. As the matrix element
expresses the probability amplitude for a parti le to propagate between points q and q 0 in
a time t0 t, it is sometimes known as the propagator of the theory.
The basi idea behind Feynman's path integral approa h is easy to formulate. Rather
than atta king the S hrodinger equation governing the time evolution for general times t,
one may rst attempt to solve the mu h simpler problem of des ribing the time evolution
for in nitesimally small times t. In order to formulate this idea quantitatively we rst
`divide' the time evolution operator into N  1 dis rete `time steps',

e

^ ~
iHt=

h

= e

iH^ t=~

iN

;

(4.3)

where t = t=N . Albeit nothing more than a formal rewriting of E.q. (4.2), the representation (4.3) has the advantage that the exponents of ea h of the fa tors e iH^ t=~ are
small. (More pre isely, if t is mu h smaller than the (re ipro al of the) eigenvalues of
the Hamiltonian in the regime of physi al interest, the exponents are small in omparison
with unity and an be treated perturbatively.) A rst simpli ation arising from this fa t
is that the exponentials an be fa torised into two pie es ea h of whi h an be readily
diagonalised. To a hieve this fa torisation, we make use of the identity
1
eA^+B^ = eA^eB^ e 2 [A;^ B^ ℄

(4.4)

^ B^ ℄ ommutes with the operators A^ and B^ .
valid in the ase where the ommutator [A;

. Info. Eq. (4.4) is a parti ular ase of a so- alled Baker-Campbell-Hausdor (BCH)
formula. BCH formulae play an important role in the theory of Lie-groups and thereby in

various areas of physi s. Here we do not give a proof of Eq. (4.4) sin e, for the purpose of
onstru ting the path integral, it suÆ es to he k (4.4) perturbatively, i.e. to assume that
A^ and B^ are in some sense small and to show that the identity holds to leading order in an
expansion in these operators.
||||||||||||||{
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Applying Eq. (4.4) to the Hamiltonian we obtain

e

iH^ t=~

=e

iT^t=~ e iV^ t=~

+ O(t2 );

where the Hamiltonian H^ = T^ + V^ is the sum of a kineti energy T^ = p^2 =2m, and some
potential energy operator V^ .4 (The following analysis, restri ted for simpli ity to a onedimensional Hamiltonian, is easily generalised to arbitrary spatial dimensional.) The key
advantage of this fa torisation is that the eigenstates of ea h of the fa tors e iT^t=~ and
e iV^ t=~ are known independently. To exploit this fa t we onsider the time evolution
operator fa torised as a produ t,


h

qF e

iH^ t=~

D

' qF ^e

iN

qI



(4.5)

iT^t=~ e iV^ t=~

^e

iT^t=~ e iV^ t=~

^ : : : ^e

iT^ t=~ e iV^ t=~

qI

E

and insert at ea h of the positions indi ated by a ^ the resolution of identity
id: =

Z

dqn

Z

dpnjqn ihqn jpnihpn j;

(4.6)

where jqn i and jpn i represent a omplete set of position and momentum eigenstates respe tively, and n = 1; : : : ; N serves as an index keeping tra k of the time steps at whi h
the unit operator is inserted. The rational behind the parti ular hoi e (4.6) is lear. The
unit operator is arranged in su h a way that both T^ and V^ a t on the orresponding
eigenstates. Inserting (4.6) into (4.5), and using that

hqjpi = hpjqi = 21~ eiqp=~;
we obtain

D

qF e

^ ~
iHt=

Z NY1

qI

E

(4.7)
N
Y

dpn i ~t PnN=01 V (qn )+T (pn+1 )
e
=
dqn
2 ~
n=1
n=1
qN =qF ;q0 =qI

qn
pn+1 qn+1
t



:

Thus, the matrix element of the time evolution operator has been expressed as a 2N 1
dimensional integral over eigenvalues. Up to orre tions of higher order in V t=~ and
T t=~, the expression (4.7) is exa t. At ea h `time step' tn = nt, n = 1; : : : ; N we are
integrating over a pair of oordinates xn  (qn ; pn ) parametrising the lassi al phase
spa e. Taken together, the points fxng form a N -point dis retization of a path in this
spa e (see Fig. 4.1).
4 Although the Ansatz (4.2) already overs a wide lass of quantum me hani al problems, many ap-

pli ations of pra ti al importan e (e.g. Hamiltonians involving spin or magneti elds, et .) do not t
into this framework. For a general exposition overing all its appli ations we refer to the literature e.g.
to S hulman's book [?℄.
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Phase
Space

p

tn
qF

N N-1

t

0

qI

Figure 4.1: Left: visualisation of a set of phase spa e points ontributing to the dis rete
time on guration integral (4.7). Right: in the ontinuum limit, the set of points be omes
a smooth urve.
To make further progress, we need to develop some intuition for the behaviour of the
integral (4.7). We rst noti e that rapid u tuations of the integration arguments xn as
a fun tion of the index n are strongly inhibited by the stru ture of the integrand. When
taken together, ontributions for whi h (qn+1 qn )pn+1 > O(~) (i.e. when the phase of the
exponential ex eeds 2 ) tend to lead to a `random phase an ellation'. In the language of
wave me hani s, the `in oherent' superposition of di erent Feynman paths destru tively
interferes. The smooth variation of the paths whi h ontribute signi antly motivate the
appli ation of a ontinuum limit analogous to that employed in hapter 1.
To be spe i , sending N ! 1 whilst keeping t = N t xed, the formerly dis rete
set tn = nt; n = 1; : : : ; N be omes dense on the time interval [0; t℄, and the set of phase
spa e points fxn g be omes a ontinuous urve x(t). In the same limit we have
t

N
X1

n=0
qn+1 qn

Z

t
V (qn ) + T (pn+1 )
NY1
N
Y
dpn
dqn
2 ~
n=1
n=1

qN =qF ;q0 =qI

!

Z t
0

dt0 ;

! t0 q t0 =tn  q_jt0=tn ;
! (T (pjt0 =tn ) + V (qjt0 =tn ))  H (xjt0=tn );
!

Z NY1

N
Y

Z

dpn
lim
 q(t)=DqF (q; p):
dqn
N !1
2

~
n=1
n=1
q(0)=qI
qN =qF ;q0 =qI

In third line, H denotes the lassi al Hamiltonian. In the limit N ! 1, the fa t that
kineti and potential energies are evaluated at neighbouring time sli es, n and n + 1,
be omes irrelevant.5 The fourth line de nes the integration measure of the integral.
5 To see this formally, one may Taylor expand T (pn+1 ) = T (p(t0 +t))jt0 =nt around p(t0 ). For smooth
0
p(t ) all but the zeroth order ontribution, T (p(t0 )) s ale with powers of t, thereby be oming irrelevant.
Note, however, that all these arguments are based on the assertion that the dominant ontributions to
the path integral are smooth
in the sense qn+1 qn  O(t). A loser inspe tion, however, shows that
p
in fa t qn+1 qn  O( t) [?℄. In some ases, the most prominent one being the quantum me hani s of
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Integrals extending over in nite dimensional integration measures like D(q; p) are generally alled fun tional integrals (re all our dis ussion of fun tionals in hapter 1). The
question of how fun tional integration an rigorously be de ned is far from inno ent and
represents a subje t of urrent, and partly ontroversial mathemati al resear h. In this
le ture ourse | as in most appli ations in physi s | we take a pragmati point of view
and deal with the in nite dimensional integration naively unless mathemati al problems
arise (whi h a tually won't be the ase!).
Applying these onventions to Eq. (4.7) we obtain as a nal result
D

qF e

^ ~
iHt=

Z

E

(q; p) exp
qI = q(t)=D
qF
q(0)=qI

 Z t
i
~ 0

dt0 (pq_



H (p; q )) :

(4.8)

Eq. (4.8) represents the Hamiltonian formulation of the path integral: the integration extends over all possible paths through the lassi al phase spa e of the system whi h
begin and end at the same on guration points qI and qF respe tively ( .f. Fig. 4.1). The
ontribution of ea h path is weighted with its Hamiltonian a tion.

Remembering the onne tion of the Hamiltonian to the Lagrangian through the
Legendre transform, H (p; q) = pq_ L(p; q), the lassi al a tion of a traje tory t 7! q(t) is
given by
.

Info.

S=

Z t

0

dt L(q; q_) =

Z t

0

dt [pq_ H (p; q)℄ :

||||||||||||||{
Before we turn to the dis ussion of the path integral (4.8), we rst re ast the integral
in an alternative form whi h will be both onvenient in various appli ations and physi ally
instru tive. The sear h for an alternative formulation is motivated by the observation of
the lose resemblan e of (4.8) with the Hamiltonian formulation of lassi al me hani s.
Given that, lassi ally, Hamiltonian and Lagrangian me hani s an equally be employed to
des ribe dynami al evolution, it is natural to seek a Lagrangian analog of (4.8). Indeed, a
Lagrangian form of the path integral not only exists but an be straightforwardly obtained
from (4.8) by Gaussian integration.
To make this point lear, let us rewrite the integral in a way that emphasises its
dependen e on the momentum variable p:
D

qF e

^ ~
iHt=

E

Z

e
qI = q(t)=Dq
qF
q(0)=qI

i Rt 0
~ 0 dt V (q)

Z

Dp e


i R t dt0 p2 pq_
~ 0
2m



:

(4.9)

The exponent of the integral is quadrati in the momentum variable or, equivalently, the
integral is Gaussian in p.
a parti le in a magneti eld, the lowered power of t spoils the naive form of the ontinuity argument
above, and more are must be applied in taking the ontinuum limit. In ases where a `new' path
integral des ription of a quantum me hani al problem is developed, it is imperative to delay taking the
ontinuum limit until the u tuation behaviour of the dis rete integral a ross individual time sli es has
been thoroughly examined.
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. Info. Apart from a few rare ex eptions, all integrals en ountered in this ourse will be
Gaussian. In most ases the dimension of the integrals will be large if not in nite. Yet after a

bit of pra ti e it will be ome lear that high dimensional representatives of Gaussian integrals
are no more diÆ ult to handle than their one-dimensional ounterparts. In onsideration of
the important role Gaussian integrals play in eld theory, a ompendium summarising the most
important Gaussian integral formulae has been added as an Appendix to this se tion.
||||||||||||||{

Carrying out the integration by means of Eq. (4.42), we obtain
D

qF e

Z

E

^ ~
iHt=

exp
qI = q(t)=Dq
qF
q(0)=qI

 Z t
i
~ 0



dt0 L(q; q_) :

(4.10)

where L(q; q_) = mq_2 =2 V (q ) represents the lassi al Lagrangian, and

Dq !

e
Dq



Nm
= lim
N !1 it2 ~

N=2 NY1
n=1

dqn

is the fun tional measure of the remaining q -integration. Stri tly speaking, the ( nitedimensional) integral formula (4.42) is not dire tly appli able to the in nite dimensional
Gaussian integral (4.9). This, however, does not represent a substantial problem as we
an always re-dis retise the integral (4.9), apply (4.42), and re-install the ontinuum limit
after integration.
Z

Dp e


i R t dt0 p2 pq
0
2m



~

= lim

N !1

N 
Y
n=1

Nm
it2 ~

= lim

N !1

1=2

t
ei ~N

Z Y
N

dpn
e
2 ~
n=1

PN m
2
n=1 2 (qn )

i Nt~

 2

PN
pn
n=1 2m pn qn

= lim

N !1

N 
Y
n=1

Nm
it2 ~

=

1=2

R

i t 0m
2
e ~ 0 dt 2 (t0 q) ;

where qn  (N=t)(qn+1 qn ).
Eqs. (4.8) and (4.10) represent the entral results of this se tion. A quantum me hani al transition amplitude has been expressed in terms of an in nite dimensional integral
extending over paths through phase spa e (4.8) or oordinate spa e (4.10). All paths
begin (end) at the initial ( nal) oordinate of the matrix element. Ea h path is weighted
by its lassi al a tion. Noti e in parti ular that the quantum transition amplitude has
been ast in a form whi h does not ontain quantum me hani al operators. Nonetheless,
quantum me hani s is still fully present! The point is that the integration extends over all
paths and not just the subset of solutions of the lassi al equations of motions. (The distinguished role lassi al paths play in the path integral will be dis ussed in se tion 4.2.2.)
The two forms of the path integral, (4.8) and (4.10), represent the formal implementation
of the 'alternative pi ture' of quantum me hani s proposed heuristi ally in the beginning
of the hapter.
Before turning to spe i appli ations of the path integral, let us stay with the general
stru ture of the formalism and identify two fundamental onne tions of the path integral
to lassi al point me hani s and lassi al and quantum Statisti al Me hani s.
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4.2.1 Path Integral and Statisti al Me hani s
The path integral reveals a onne tion between quantum me hani s and lassi al (and
quantum) statisti al me hani s whose importan e to all areas of eld theory and statisti al
physi s an hardly be exaggerated. To reveal this link, let us for a moment forget about
quantum me hani s and onsider a perfe tly lassi al, one-dimensional ontinuum model
des ribing a ` exible string', held under onstant tension, and on ned to a `gutter-like
potential' (as shown in Fig. 4.2). Transverse u tuations of the string are penalised by
the line tension in the string, and by the external potential.

Vext [u]
u (x)

x
Figure 4.2: A string held under tension and on ned to a potential well V [u℄. (Compare
this model to the phonon model dis ussed in hapter 1.)
Assuming that the transverse displa ement of the string u(x) is small, the potential
energy stored in the string separates into two parts. The rst arises form the line tension
stored in the string, and the se ond omes from the external potential. Starting with the
former, a transverse u tuation of a line segment of length dx by an amount du, leads to
a potential energy of magnitude ÆVt = T [(dx2 + du2)1=2 dx℄ ' T dx(x u)2 =2, where T
denotes the tension. Integrated over the length of the string, one obtains

VT [x u℄ 

Z

1
ÆVT =
2

Z L
0

dx T (x u(x))2 :

(4.11)

The se ond ontribution arising from the external potential is given by

Vext [u℄ 

Z L
0

dx V [u(x)℄:

(4.12)

Adding the two ontributions (4.11) and (4.12) we nd that the total energy of the string
is given by

V = VT + Vext =

Z L
0





T
dx (x u)2 + V (u) :
2

(Exer ise: Find an expression for the kineti energy ontribution assuming that the string
has a mass per unit length of m.)
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A ording to the general prini ples of statisti al me hani s the equilibrium properties
of a system are en oded in the partition fun tion Z = tr e V , where `tr' denotes a
summation over all possible on gurations of the system
and V isR the total potential
R
energy fun tional. Applied to the present ase, tr ! Du, where Du stands for the
fun tional integration over all on gurations of the string u(x); x 2 [0; L℄. Thus, the
partition fun tion of the string is given by
Z

Z = Du

exp



Z L
0



T
dx (x u)2 + V (u)
2



:

(4.13)

. Exer ise. How does this model ompare to the ontinuum model of latti e vibrations
dis ussed in hapter 1?
Comparing this result with Eq. (4.10) we dedu e that the partition fun tion of the
lassi al system oin ides with the quantum me hani al amplitude
Z

D

Z = dq q

eiS^[q℄=~

q

E
t= iL

evaluated for imaginary `time'   L  it and 'temperature' ~. (Here we have assumed
that our string is subje t to periodi boundary onditions.)
To see this expli itly, let us assume we had had reasons to onsider quantum propa^ ~
^ ~
gation in imaginary time, i.e. e itH=
! e  H=
, or t ! i . (Assuming onvergen e, i.e.
^
positivity of the eigenvalues of H ,) a onstru tion s heme perfe tly analogous to the one
outlined in se tion 4.1 would have led to a path integral formula of the stru ture (4.10).
Formally, the only di ere e would be that (a) the Lagrangian would be integrated along
the imaginary time axis t0 ! i 0 2 [0; i ℄ and (b) a hange of the sign of the kineti
energy term ((t0 q )2 ! ( 0 q )2 ). After a suitable ex hange of variables,  ! L; ~ ! T ,
the oin iden e of the resulting expression with the partition fun tion (4.13) is lear.
The onne tion between quantum me hani s and lassi al statisti al me hani s outlined above generalises to higher dimensions: There are tight analogies between quantum
eld theories in d dimensions and lassi al statisti al me hani s in d + 1. (The equality
of the path integral above with the one-dimensional statisti al model is the d = 0 version
of this onne tion.) In fa t, this onne tion turned out to be of the major driving for es
behind the su ess of path integral te hniques in modern eld theory/statisti al me hani s. It o ered, for the rst time, a possibility to draw onne tions between systems whi h
before had seemed to be unrelated. E.g. the long range behaviour of the lassi al twodimensional Ising model, a paradigm of an exa tly solvable system in lassi al me hani s,
turned out to be losely related to the quantum Ising hain, et .
However, the on ept of imaginary times not only provides a bridge between quantum
and lassi al statisti al me hani s but also plays a role within a purely quantum mehani al ontext. Consider the quantum partition fun tion of a single parti le quantum
me hani al system,
h

Z = tr e

H^

i

=

Z

D

dq q e

H^

q

E
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^ ~
The partition fun tion an be interpreted as the transition amplitude  hq je iHt=
jqi
evaluated at an imaginary time t = i~ . Thus, real time dynami s and quantum
statisti al me hani s an be treated on the same footing, provided that we allow for the
appearan e of imaginary times.
Later we will see that the on ept of imaginary or even generalized omplex times
plays an important role in all of eld theory. There is even some nomen lature regarding
imaginary times. The transformation t ! i is denoted as a Wi k rotation (alluding
to the fa t that a multipli ation with the imaginary unit an be interpreted as a =2rotation in the omplex plane). Imaginary time representations of Lagrangian a tions
are denoted as Eu lidean a tions6 whereas the standard (real time) forms are alled
Minkowski a tions.

. Info. The origin of these denotations an be understood by onsidering the stru ture of
the a tion of, say, the phonon model (1.4). Forgetting for a moment about the magnitude of
the oupling onstants, we see that the a tion has the stru ture  xg x , where  = 0; 1, the
ve tor x =   and


1
g=
1
is the two dimensional version of a Minkowski metri . (In three spatial dimensions, g would
take the form of the standard Minkowski metri of spe ial relativity.) Wi k rotating time, the
1 in the metri hanges sign and g be omes a positive de nite Eu lidean metri . The nature
of this transformation motivates the notation above.

||||||||||||||{

On e one has grown a ustomed to the idea that interpretating time as an imaginary
quantity an be useful, yet more general on epts an be on eived. E.g. one may
ontemplate quantum propagation along temporal ontours that are neither purely real
or imaginary but generally omplex. Indeed, we will see below, that path integrals with
urvelinear integration ontours in the omplex 'time plane' nd many appli ations in
statisti al and quantum eld theory.

4.2.2 Path Integral and Classi al Me hani s: The Semi lassi al
Approximation
In deriving the two path integrals (4.8) and (4.10) no approximations have been made.
Yet the vast majority of quantum me hani al problems annot be solved in losed form,
and it would be hoping for too mu h to expe t that within the path integral approa h this
situation would be any di erent. In fa t no more than the path integrals of problems with

6

Eu lid of Alexandria a. 325 BC-265 BC: the most
prominent mathemati ian of antiquity best known
for his treatise on mathemati s \The Elements".
The long lasting nature of \The Elements" must
make Eu lid the leading mathemati s tea her of
all time. However little is known of Eu lid's life
ex ept that he taught at Alexandria in Egypt.
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a quadrati Hamiltonian | orresponding to the quantum me hani al harmoni os illator
and generalisations thereof | an be arried out in losed form. Yet what ounts more
than the (rare) availability of exa t solutions is the exibility with whi h approximation
s hemes an be developed. As for the path integral formulation, it is parti ularly strong in
ases where semi lassi al limits of quantum theories are explored. By `semi lassi al
limit' we mean ~ ! 0, i.e. the ase where the theory is expe ted to be largely governed
by lassi al stru tures with quantum u tuations superimposed.
To see more formally how lassi al stru tures enter the path integral approa h, let us
explore Eqs. (4.8) and (4.10) in the limit of small ~. In this ase the path integrals are
dominated by path on gurations with stationary a tion. (Non-stationary ontributions
to the integral imply massive phase u tuations whi h largely average to zero.) Now,
sin e the exponents of the two path integrals (4.8) and (4.10) are just the lassi al a tion
fun tionals in their Hamiltonian respe tively Lagrangian form, the path on gurations
extremising the path integrals are just the solutions of the lassi al equations of motion,
Hamiltonian : ÆS [x℄ = 0 ) dt x = fH (x); x g  px qH qp qH;

Lagrangian : ÆS [q ℄ = 0 ) dt q_ q L(q ; q_ ) = 0:
(4.14)
These equations are to be solved subje t to the boundary onditions q(0) = qI and
q(t) = qF . (Note that these boundary onditions do not uniquely spe ify a solution, i.e.
in general there are many solutions to the equations (4.14). Exer ise: Invent examples!)
Now the very fa t that the stationary phase on gurations are lassi al does not imply
that quantum me hani s has disappeared ompletely. As with saddle-point approximations in general, it is not just the saddle-point itself that matters but also the u tuations
around it. At least it is ne essary to integrate out Gaussian (quadrati ) u tuations
around the point of stationary phase. In the ase of the path integral, u tuations of
the a tion around the stationary phase on gurations involve non- lassi al (in that they
do not solve the lassi al equations of motion) traje tories through phase or oordinate
spa e.
Before exploring how this me hanism works in detail, let us onsider the stationary
phase analysis of a fun tional integrals in general.

. Info. Stationary Phase Approximation:

Consider a general fun tional integral
Dxe F [x℄;
(4.15)
where Dx = limN !1 QNn=1 dxn represents a fun tional measure resulting from taking the ontinuum limit of some nite dimensional integration spa e, and the `a tion' F [x℄ may be an
arbitrary fun tional (leading to onvergen e of the integral). The fun tion resulting from taking
the limit of in nitely many dis retisation points, fxn g is denoted by x : t 7! x(t) (where t plays
the role of the formerly dis rete index n.)
Evaluating the integral above within a stationary phase approximation amounts to performing the following steps:
1. Find the `points' of stationary phase, i.e. on gurations x quali ed by the ondition of
vanishing fun tional derivative,
F [x(t) + y(t)℄ F [x(t)℄
ÆF [x℄

lim
= 0:
!0
Æx

Z
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There may be one or many solutions. For larity, we rst dis uss the ase of just one
stationary phase on guration x.
2. Expand the fun tional to se ond order around x ( f. Eq. (1.17)),
Z
Z
1
0 0
0
F [x℄ = F [x + y℄ = F [x℄ +
(4.16)
2 dt dt y(t )A(t; t )y(t) + : : :
where
Æ2 F [x℄
A(t; t0 ) =
Æx(t)Æx(t0 ) x=x
is the se ond fun tional derivative. Due to the stationarity of x no rst order ontribution
appears.
3. Che k that the operator A^  fA(t; t0 )g is positive de nite. If it is not, there is a problem |
the integration over the Gaussian u tuations y below diverges. For positive A^, however,
the fun tional integral over y an be performed and we obtain
! 1=2
Z
A^
F
[
x
℄
F
[
x
℄
Dx e
'e
det 2
;
( .f. the dis ussion in se tion 4.5.4, and Eq. (4.48)).
4. Finally, if there are many stationary phase on gurations, xi, the individual ontributions
have to be added:
! 1=2
Z
X
^
A
i
F
[
x
℄
F
[
x
℄
:
(4.17)
Dx e
' e i det 2
i
Eq. (4.17) represents the most general form of the stationary phase evaluation of a (real)
fun tional integral.
||||||||||||||{

Applied to the Lagrangian form of the Feynman path integral, this program an be
implimented dire tly. De ning r(t) = q (t) q(t) as the deviation of a general path, q (t),
from a nearby lassi al path, q(t) (see Fig. 4.3), and assuming for simpli ity that only
one lassi al solution onne ting qI with qF in time t exists, a stationary phase analysis
obtains
D

qF e

^ ~
iHt=

qI

E

' eiS[q℄=~

Z

"

i
Dr exp
2~
r(0)=r(t)=0

Z t
0

dt0

Z

Æ 2 S [q ℄
dt00 r(t0 )
Æq (t0 )Æq (t00 )

#

q=q

r(t00 )(4.18)

for the Gaussian approximation to the path integral ( .f. Eq. (4.16)). For potential type
Lagrangians,
m
L(q; q_) = q_2 V (q );
2
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q

q

F

I

q(t)
t
q

Figure 4.3: Quantum u tuations around a lassi al path in oordinate spa e (here we
assume a set of two-dimensional oordinates). Non- lassi al paths q u tuating around
a lassi al solution q typi ally extend a distan e O(h1=2 ). All paths begin and end at qI
and qF , respe tively.
the se ond fun tional derivative of the a tion an be straightforwardly omputed by means
of the rules of fun tional di erentiation formulated in se tion 1. Alternatively, one an
obtain this result by simply expanding the a tion as a Taylor series in the deviation r(t).
The result is (exer ise!)
1
2

Z t
0

dt

Z

Æ 2 S [q ℄
Æq (t)Æq (t0 )

dt0 r(t)

q=q

r(t0 ) =

1
2

Z





dt r(t) mt2 + V 00 (q(t)) r(t);

(4.19)

where V 00 (q (t)) is the ordinary (se ond) derivative of the potential fun tion evaluated at
q(t). Thus, the Gaussian integration over r yields the square root of the determinant of
mt2 + V 00 (q (t)) | interpreted as an operator a ting in the spa e of fun tions r(t) with
boundary onditions r(0) = r(t) = 0. (Note that, as we are dealing with a di erential
operator, the issue of boundary onditions is ru ial.)

. Info.

More generally, we obtain
D

qF e

^ ~
iHt=

qI

E

' det



i  2 S [q℄
2~ qI qF

1=2

i

e ~ S [q℄

(4.20)

as the nal result for the semi lassi al evaluation of the transition amplitude. (In ases where
there is more than one lassi al solution, the individual ontributions have to be added.) To
derive this expression, one shows that the operator ontrolling the quadrati a tion (4.19) ful lls
some di erential relations whi h an, again, be related ba k to the lassi al a tion. While a
detailed formulation of this al ulation (see, e.g., [?℄, pp94) is beyond the s ope of the present
text, the heuristi interpretation of the result is straightforward D(see Fig. 4.4): E 2
^ ~
qI is the probA ording to the rules of quantum me hani s P (qF ; qI ; t) = qF e iHt=
ability for a parti le starting at oordinate qI to arrive at oordinate qF after time t. The
semi lassi al analysis predi ts that

1  2 S [q℄  :
P (qF ; qI ; t) = det
2~ qI qF

4.2.
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p

p

I

q
q

q (q ,p )
F I I

I

Figure 4.4: Traje tory in two-dimensional phase spa e. For xed initial oordinate qI ,
the nal oordinate qF (qI ; pI ) be omes a fun tion of the initial momentum. In quantum
me hani s, the Plan k ell ~d (indi ated by the re tangle) limits the a ura y at whi h
the initial oordinate an be set.

To understand this predi tion, noti e that for xed inital oordinate qI the nal oordinate
qF (qI ; pI ) be omes a fun tion of the initial momentum pI . The lassi al probability density
p(qI ; qF ) an then be related to the probabilty density p~(qI ; pI ) for a parti le to leave at the
initial phase spa e oordinate (qI ; pI ) a ording to
p(qI ; qF )dqI dqF

= p(qI ; qF ) det



qF
pI



dqI dpI = p~(qI ; pI )dqI dpI :

Now, when we say that our parti le a tually left at the a phase spa e oordinate (qI ; pI ), p~
be omes singular at (qI ; pI ) while being zero everywhere else. In quantum me hani s, however,
all we an say is that our parti le was initially on ned to a Plan k ell entered around (qI ; pI ):
p~(qI ; pI ) = 1=(2~)d . We thus on lude that
p(qI ; qF ) =

Finally, noti ing that pI =

 qI S

det



we arrive at

p(qI ; qF ) =

det



1

pI
qF



~ d:

2S
2~ qI qF



~ d;

whi h is the result of the semi lassi al analysis.
In deriving (4.20) we have restri ted ourselves to the onsideration of quadrati u tuations
around the lassi al paths | the essen e of the semi lassi al approximation. Under what onditions is this approximation justi ed? Unfortunately there is no rigorous and generally appli able
answer to this question: For nite ~, the quality of the approximation depends largely on the
sensitivity of the a tion to path variations. Whether or not the approximation is legitimate, is
a question that has to be judged from ase to ase. However, the asymptoti stability of the
semi lassi al approximation in the limit ~ ! 0, an be dedu ed simply from power ounting.
From the stru ture of (4.20) it is lear that the typi al magnitude of u tuations r s ales like
r  (~=Æq2 S )1=2 , where Æq2 S is a symboli shorthand for the fun tional variation of the a tion.
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(Variations larger than that lead to phase u tuations > 2, thereby being negligible.) Non
Gaussian ontributions to the a tion would have the stru ture  ~ 1rnÆqn S , n > 2. For a typi al r, this is of the order  Æqn S=(Æq2 S )n=2~n=2 1 . Sin e the S -dependent fa tors are lassi al
(~-independent) these ontributions s ale to zero as ~ ! 0.
||||||||||||||{

This on ludes the on eptual part of the hapter. Before turning to the dis ussion of
appli ations, and for future referen e, let us brie y re apitulate the main steps taken in
onstru ting the path integral:

4.2.3 Constru tion Re ipe
^ ~ 0
Consider a general quantum transition amplitude h je iHt=
j i, where t may be real,
purely imaginary or generally omplex. To onstru t a fun tional integral representation:

 1 steps,

1. Partition the time interval into N

e

^ ~
iHt=

h

= e

iH^ t=~

iN

;

t = t=N:

2. Regroup the operator ontent appearing in the expansion of ea h fa tor eiH^ t=~
a ording to

e

iH^ t=~

= 1 + t

X
mn

^m B^ n + O(t2 );
mn A

^ B^ are known and the oeÆ ients mn 's are where the eigenstates jai; jbi of A;
numbers. (In the quantum-me hani al appli ation above A^ = p^, B^ = q^.)
3. Insert resolutions of identity a ording to

e

iH^ t=~

=

X
a;b

!

X
a;b

jaihaje

jaihaj

1 + t

iH (a;b)t=~

X
mn

^m B^ n + O(t2 )
mn A

!

jbihbj

jbihbj + O(t2);

where H (a; b) is the Hamiltonian evaluated at the eigenvalues of A^ and B^ .
4. Regroup terms in the exponent: due to the `mismat h' of the eigenstates at neighbouring time sli es n and n + 1, not only the Hamiltonians H (a; b), but also sums
over di eren es of eigenvalues appear ( .f. the last term in the a tion (4.7)).
5. Take the ontinuum limit.
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4.3 Appli ations of the Feynman Path Integral
Having introdu ed the general ma hinery of path integration we now turn to the dis ussion
of three spe i examples: a quantum low energy parti le in a well, tunnelling in a double
well environment, and the semi lassi al tra e formulae in quantum haos. In the se ond
example we will be ome a quainted with instanton te hniques and the role of topology in
eld theory.
The simplest example of a quantum me hani al problem is that of a free parti le
^
(H = p^2 =2m). Within the framework of the path integral this example, whi h an be
straightforwardly dealt with by elementary means, is far from trivial. As su h, the derivation of the free parti le propagator is often treated as a rst example in the literature.
Here the derivation of the one-dimensional transition amplitude is left as an exer ise (see
Problem set 4.6), the result of whi h gives7
D

E







m 1=2
i m(qF qI )2
Gfree (qF ; qI ; t)  qF e
qI (t) =
(t)
exp
2i~t
~
2t
(4.21)
where the Heaviside -fun tion expli itly indi ates that we are onsidering positive times
only.
ip^2 t=2m~

V(x)
Harmonic
Approx.
Potential

x

Figure 4.5: Solid: Potential well. Dashed: Quadrati
shape lose to the minimum.

t approximating the potential

4.3.1 Quantum Parti le in a Well
Let us now pro eed to a somewhat less trivial ase and onsider a quantum parti le in a
one-dimensional potential well (see Fig. 4.5). The dis ussion of this example will illustrate
how the semi lassi al evaluation s heme dis ussed above works in pra ti e. For simpli ity
we assume the potential to be symmetri , V (q ) = V ( q ) with V (0) = 0. The quantity
we wish to ompute is the probability amplitude to stay at the origin,
D

G(0; 0; t)  qF = 0 e

^ ~
iHt=

E

qI = 0 (t);

7 Compare this result to the solution of a lassi al di usion equation.
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where H^ = p^2 =2m + V^ . The path integral representation (4.10) of the transition amplitude
is given by
 Z t

Z
i
0
G(0; 0; t) =
Dq exp
dt L(q; q_) ;
~ 0

q(t)=q(0)=0

where L = mq_2 =2 V (q ) represents the Lagrangian.
We wish to evaluate the path integral within the semi lassi al approximation above.
A ordingly, we must rst nd solutions to the lassi al equations of motion. Minimising
the a tion with respe t to variations of q (t), we obtain the Euler-Lagrange equations from
whi h we obtain the equation of motion

mq = V 0 (q );
where V 0 (q )  q V (q ). A ording to the Feynman path integral, this equation must be
solved subje t to the boundary onditions q (t) = q (0) = 0. One solution is obvious:

q(t) = 0:
Assuming that this is in fa t the only solution,8 we obtain ( .f. Eqs. (4.18) and (4.19))

G(0; 0; t) '

Z

Dr exp



i

Z t

~ 0

r(0)=r(t)=0




m
dt0 r(t0 ) t20 + ! 2 r(t0 ) ;

2

where, by de nition, m! 2  V 00 (0) is the se ond derivative of the potential at the origin.9
Note that, in this ase, the ontribution from the saddle-point solution S [q ℄ = 0. Following
the dis ussion in se tion 4.5.4, Gaussian fun tional integration over r, then leads to




m 2 m! 2 1=2
G(0; 0; t) ' J det
;

2 t
2
where the prefa tor J absorbs various onstant prefa tors.
Operator determinants are usually most onveniently obtained by presenting them as
a produ t over eigenvalues. In the present ase, the eigenvalues n are determined by the
equation


m 2 m! 2
rn = n rn ;

2 t
2
whi h is to be solved subje t to the boundary ondition rn (t) = rn(0) = 0. A omplete
set of solutions to this equation is given by (remember the stru ture of the S hrodinger
equation of a parti le in a one-dimensional box of width L = t!),
rn (t0 ) = sin(nt0 =t);

n = 1; 2; : : : ;

8 In general, this assumption is wrong. E.g. for smooth potentials, it is ertainly reasonable to
approximate V (q) for small q by a harmoni os illator potential, Vos : (q) = m!2 q2 =2. For times t that
are ommensurate with =!, one has periodi solutions, q(t) / sin(!t) that start out from the origin at
time 0 and revisit it just at the right time t. In the next se tion we will see why the restri tion to just
the trivial solution was nonetheless legitimate (for arbitrary times t).
9 Those who are un omfortable with fun tional di erentiation an arrive at the same expression simply
by substituting q(t) = q + r(t) into the a tion and expanding.
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with eigenvalues n = m((n=t)2
det



m 2

2 t

! 2 )=2. Thus,

m! 2
2

 1=2

=

1   2
Y
m n

2

n=1

t

m! 2
2

 1=2

:

Now we still have the problem that we don't know the value of the in nite produ t
(whi h even looks divergent for times ommensurate with ! ). Moreover the value of the
onstant J has yet to be properly determined. To solve these diÆ ulties, we exploit the
fa t that (a) we do know the transition amplitude (4.21) of the free parti le, and (b) the
latter oin ides with the G in the spe ial ase where the potential V  0. In other words,
had we omputed Gfree via the path integral, we would have obtained the same onstant
J and, more importantly, an in nite produ t like the one above, but with ! = 0. This
implies that the propagator an be expressed as

G(0; 0; t) 

"

1
Y
G(0; 0; t)
1
Gfree (0; 0; t) =
Gfree (0; 0; t)
n=1



!t
n

2 # 1=2 

m 1=2
(t):
2i~t

With the help of the mathemati al identity
1
Y

[1 (x=n )2 ℄

n=1

we nally arrive at

1

= x= sin x;

(4.22)

r

m!
(t):
(4.23)
2i~ sin(!t)
In fa t G(0; 0; t) oin ides exa tly with the result we would have obtained within a
full quantum me hani al al ulation of the transition amplitude based on a paraboli
(harmoni os illator) approximation to the potential (see Problem Set 4.6). As a rule,
the semi lassi al approximation is exa t for quadrati Hamiltonians. This is simply a
onsequen e of the fa t that for quadrati quantum Hamiltonians, the path integral is itself
quadrati , i.e. higher order ontributions to a semi lassi al expansion do not exist. The
al ulation above also illustrates how oordinate spa e u tuations around a ompletely
stati solution may install the zero-point u tuation physi s hara teristi for quantum
me hani al bound states.
G(0; 0; t) '

4.3.2 Double Well Potential: Tunnelling and Instantons
As a se ond and physi ally ri her appli ation of the path integral let us onsider the
motion of a parti le in a double well potential (see Fig. 4.6). Our aim will be to estimate
the quantum probability amplitude for a parti le to either stay at the bottom of one of
the lo al minima or to go from one minimum to the other. In doing so, it is understood
that the energy range a essible to the parti le is well below the potential barrier height,
i.e. quantum me hani al transfer between minima is by tunnelling. This is exa tly what
makes the problem more diÆ ult than the one above: At rst sight it is far from lear
what kind of lassi al stationary phase solutions may serve as a basis for a des ription of
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Potential

x
Inverted
potential
Figure 4.6: Solid: Double well potential. Dashed: Inverted potential
quantum tunnelling; there appear to be no lassi al paths onne ting the two minima. Of
ourse one may think of parti les `rolling' over the potential hill. Yet, these are singular
and, by assumption, energeti ally not a essible.
The key to resolving these diÆ ulties is an observation, already made above, that the
time argument appearing in the path integral should be onsidered as a general omplex
quantity that an, a ording to onvenien e, be sent to basi ally any value in the omplex
plane. In the present ase, a Wi k rotation to imaginary times will reveal a stationary
point of the a tion. At the end of the al ulation, the real time amplitudes we seek an
be straightforwardly obtained by analyti ontinuation.

The me hanism of quantum double (or multiple) well tunneling plays a role in
a number of problems of ondensed matter physi s. A prominent example is in the physi s
of amorphous solids su h as glasses. A ari ature of a glass is shown in Figure 4.7. The
absen e of long range order in the system implies that individual hemi al bonds annot assume
their optimal binding lengths. For understret hed bonds this leads to the formation of two
approximately equal metastable minima around the ideal binding axis (see inset of Fig. 4.7).
The energeti ally lowest ex itations of the system are transitions of individual atoms between
nearly degenerate minima of this type, i.e. ips of atoms around the binding axis. A prominent
phenomenologi al model10 des ribes the system by an ensemble of quantum double wells of
random enter height and width. This model e ortlessly explains the existen e of a vast system
of metastable minima in the lands ape of low-energy on gurations of glassy systems.
.

Info.

||||||||||||||{

To be spe i , let us attempt to ompute the transition amplitudes
h  i E
D
H^ a = G( a; a;  )
G(a; a;  )  a exp
~

10 P.W. Anderson, B.I. Halperin, and C.M. Varma, Phil. Mag. 25, 1 (1971).

(4.24)
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V
d

Figure 4.7: Cartoon of a glass. Atoms are arranged in an aperiodi pattern void
of long-range order. The binding lengths between nearest neighbour atoms are
over/understre hed whi h leads to frustration and the formation of meta-stable minima.
Presumably, the lowest ex itations of the system are ips of individual atoms around the
axes between next-nearest binding partners (inset.)
where a are the two minima of the potential. A ording to se tion 4.2.1, the Eu lidean
path integral formulation of the transition amplitudes is given by
Z

G(a; a;  ) = q(0)=Dq
exp
a
q( )=a



1

Z 

~ 0




m
q_2 + V (q )
d 0

2

(4.25)

where the fun tion q now depends on imaginary time. From (4.25) we obtain the stationary phase equations
mq + V 0 (q ) = 0:
(4.26)
Thus, the result of the Wi k rotation is to e e tively invert the potential, V ! V (see
Fig. 4.6, dashed). The ru ial point is that within the inverted potential lands ape the
barrier has be ome a sink, i.e. within the new formulation, there are lassi al solutions
onne ting the two points, a. More pre isely, there are three di erent types of lassi al
solutions whi h ful l the ondition to be at oordinates a at times 0 and/or  : (a) The
solution wherein the parti le rests permanently at a,11 (b) the orresponding solution
staying at a and, most importantly, ( ) the solution in whi h the parti le leaves its initial
position at a, a elerates through the minimum at 0 and eventually rea hes the nal
position a at  . In omputing the transition amplitudes, all three types of paths have
to be taken into a ount. As for (a) and (b), by omputing quantum u tuations around
these solutions we re over the physi s of the zero-point motion des ribed in se tion 4.3.1
for ea h well individually (Exer ise: Convin e yourself that this is true!). Now let us see
what happens if the paths onne ting the two oordinates are added to this pi ture.
11 Note that the potential inversion answers a question that ame up above, i.e. whether or not the

lassi al solution staying at the bottom of the single well was a tually the only one to be onsidered.
Like the double well ase, we ould have treated the single well within an imaginary time representation,
whereupon the well would have be ome a hill. Clearly there is just one lassi al solution being at two
di erent times at the top of the bump, viz. the solution that stays there forever. By formulating the
semi lassi al expansion around that path we would have obtained (4.23) with t ! i , whi h, upon
analyti ontinuation, would have led ba k to the real time result.
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The Instanton Gas
The lassi al solution of the Eu lidean equations of motion that onne t the two potential
maxima is alled an instanton solution. A solution traversing the same path but in
the opposite dire tion (` a ! a' `a ! a') is alled an anti-instanton. The name
`instanton' was invented by 't Hooft12 with the idea that these obje ts are very similar in
their mathemati al stru ture to `solitons', parti le-like solutions of lassi al eld theories.
However, unlike solitons, they are stru tures in time (albeit Eu lidean time); thus the
`instant-'. As another etymographi remark, note that the syllable `-on' in `instanton'
hints to an interpretation of these states as a kind of parti le. The ba kground is that,
as a fun tion of the time oordinate, instantons are almost everywhere onstant save a
short region of variation (see below). Alluding to the interpretation of time as something
akin to a spatial dimension, these states an be interpreted as a well-lo alised ex itation
or, a ording to standard eld theoreti al pra ti e, a parti le.13
To pro eed, we must rst ompute the lassi al a tion asso iated with a single instanton solution. Multiplying (4.26) by q_ , integrating over time (i.e. performing the rst
integral of the equation of motion), and using the fa t that at q = a,  q = V = 0, we
nd
m _2
q = V (q):
(4.27)
2
With this result, one obtains the instanton a tion
Z 
 Z 
m
2
0
_
Sinst: =
q + V (q ) =
d 0 mq_ 2
d
2
0
Z0
Z a
d
q

=
d 0 0 (mq_ ) =
dq (2mV (q ))1=2 :
d
a
Se ondly, let us explore the stru ture of the instanton as a fun tion of time. De ning
the se ond derivative of the potential at a by
V 00 (a) = m! 2 ;
Eq. (4.27) implies that for large times (where the parti le is lose to the right maximum),
q_ = ! (q a) whi h integrates to
q( )  !1
! a e ! :
Thus the temporal extension of the instanton is set by the os illator frequen ies of the lo al
potential minima (the maxima of the inverted potential) and, in ases where tunnelling
takes pla e on time s ales mu h larger than that, an be regarded as short (see Fig. 4.8).

;

Gerardus 't Hooft 1946- : 1999
Nobel Laureate in Physi s for
elu idating the quantum stru ture of ele troweak intera tions in
12
physi s.
13 In addition to the original literature, the importan e that has been atta hed to the instanton method
has inspired a variety of ex ellent and pedagogi al reviews of the eld. Of these, the following are highly
re ommended: A. M. Polyakov, \Quark Con nement and Topology of Gauge Theories", Nu l. Phys.
B120, 429 (1977) | see also Ref. [?℄; S. Coleman, in \Aspe ts of Symmetry | Sele ted Eri e Le tures",
(CUP 1985) hapter 7
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Figure 4.8: Single instanton on guration.
The on nement of the instanton on guration to a narrow interval of time has important impli ations | there must exist approximate solutions of the stationary equation
involving further anti-instanton/instanton pairs (physi ally, the parti le repeatedly boun ing to and fro). A ording to the general philosophy of the saddle-point s heme, the path
integral is obtained by summing over all solutions of the saddle-point equations and hen e
over all instanton on gurations. The summation over multi-instanton on gurations |
the so- alled `instanton gas' | is substantially simpli ed by the fa t that individual
instantons have short temporal support (events of overlapping on gurations are rare)
and that not too many instantons an be a ommodated in a nite time interval (the
instanton gas is dilute). The a tual density is di tated by the ompetition between the
on gurational `entropy' (favouring high density), and the `energeti s', the exponential
weight implied by the a tion (favouring low density).
In pra ti e, multi-instanton on gurations imply the transition amplitude

G(a; a;  ) '

X
n even = odd

Kn

Z 
0

d1

Z 1
0

d2   

Z n 1
0

dn An (1 ; : : : ; n );

(4.28)

where An denotes the amplitude asso iated with n instantons present, and we have taken
into a ount the fa t that in order to onne t a with a, the number of instantons must
be even/odd. The n instanton boun es ontributing to ea h An an take pla e at arbitrary
times i 2 [0;  ℄; i = 1; : : : ; n and all these possibilities have to be added (i.e. integrated).
K is a (dimensionful) onstant absorbing the temporal dimension [time℄n introdu ed by
the time integrations,14 and An (1 ; : : : ; n ) is the transition amplitude, evaluated within
the semi lassi al approximation around a on guration of n instanton boun es at times
0  1 < 2 < : : : < n   (see Fig. 4.9).
A ording to the general semi lassi al prin iple, ea h amplitude An = An; l:  An;qu:
fa torises into two parts, a lassi al ontribution An; l: a ounting for the a tion of the
instanton on guration, and a quantum ontribution An;qu: resulting from quadrati u tuations around the lassi al path. Fo using initially on An; l: , we note that at intermediate times, i   0  i+1 , where the parti le rests on top of either of the maxima at a,
no a tion a umulates ( .f. the previous se tion). However, ea h instanton boun e has a
14 We restri t ourselves to a al ulation of the transition amplitude with `exponential a ura y', i.e.

fa tors that do not depend exponentially on the transition time will be lumped into an overall prefa tor
whi h is not expli itly omputed.
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Figure 4.9: Dilute instanton gas on guration.
nite a tion Sinst: (see Eq. (4.28)) and these ontributions add up to give the full lassi al
a tion,
An; l: (1 ; : : : ; n ) = e nSinst: =~ ;
(4.29)
whi h is independent of the time oordinates i . (The individual instantons `don't know
of ea h other'; their a tion is independent of their relative position.)
As for the quantum fa tor An;qu: , there are, in prin iple, two ontributions. Whilst
the parti le rests on either of the hills (the straight segments in Fig. 4.9), quadrati
u tuations around the lassi al (i.e. spatially onstant) on guration play the same
role as the quantum u tuations onsidered in the previous se tion, the only di eren e
being that we are working in a Wi k rotated pi ture. There it was found that quantum
u tuations around a lassi alp on guration that stays for a (real) time t at the bottom
of the well result in a fa tor 1= sin(!t), (the remaining onstants being absorbed into
the prefa tor K n ). Rotating to imaginary times, t ! i , we nd that the quantum
u tuation a umulated during the stationary time i+1 i is given by
p

1= sin( i! (i+1

i ))  e

!(i+1 i )=2 ;

where we have used the fa t that, for the dilute on guration, the typi al separation times
between boun es are mu h larger than the inverse of the hara teristi os illator s ales of
ea h of the minima. (It takes the parti le mu h longer to tunnel through a high barrier
than to os illate in either of the wells of the real potential.)
Now, in prin iple there are also u tuations around the `boun ing' segments of the
path. However, due to the fa t that a boun e takes a time of O(! 1)   , where 
represents the typi al time between boun es, we negle t these ontributions (whi h is to
say that we absorb them into the prefa tors K without expli it al ulation. Within this
approximation, setting 0  0, n+1   , the overall quantum u tuation orre tion is
given by

An;qu: (1 ; : : : ; n ) =

n
Y
i=0

e

!(i+1 i )=2

=e

!=2 ;

(4.30)

again independent of the parti ular spa ing on guration fi g. Combining (4.29) and
(4.30), we nd

G(a; a;  )

'

X
n even = odd

K n e nSinst: =~ e !=2

z
Z


 n =n!

Z 1 }|
d1
d2
0
0



Z n 1
0

{

dn
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= e

!=2
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n
1
Ke Sinst: =~ :
n!
n even = odd
X

Performing the summation, we nally obtain

G(a; a;  )
G(a; a;  )

' Ce
' Ce



!=2

osh Ke Sinst: =~ ;
!=2 sinh Ke Sinst: =~  ;

(4.31)

where C is some fa tor that depends in a non-exponential way on the transition time.
Before we turn to a dis ussion of the physi al ontent of this result, let us selfonsistently he k whether our entral working hypothesis | the diluteness of the instanton gas | was a tually orre t. To this end, onsider the representation of G in
terms of the partial amplitudes, An :
X
n
1
Ke Sinst: =~ :
(4.32)
G(a; a;  ) 
n
!
n even = odd
To determine the typi al number of instantons n ontributing to the sum, we use the
general formula
P
nX n =n!
n = hni  Pn n
= X:
n X =n!
Appli ation to (4.32) (X = Ke Sinst: =~ ), gives

n = Ke Sinst: =~ ;

(4.33)

where the even/odd distin tion is irrelevant as long as n  1. Eq. (4.33) states that the
average instanton density, n = = Ke Sinst: =~ is both exponentially small in the instanton
a tion Sinst: , and independent of  on rming the validity of the diluteness assumption.
Finally, let us dis uss how the form of the transition amplitude (4.31) an be understood in physi al terms. To this end, re- onsider the basi stru ture of the problem we are
dealing with (see Fig. 4.10). While there is no oupling a ross the barrier, the Hamiltonian
has two independent, os illator like sets of low lying eigenstates sitting in the two lo al
minima. Upon allowing for a weak inter-barrier oupling, the os illator ground states (like
all higher states) split into a doublet of a symmetri and an antisymmetri eigenstate, jS i
and jAi with energies A and S , respe tively. Fo using on the low energy se tor formed
by the ground state doublet, we an express the transition amplitudes (4.24) as
h

G(a; a;  ) ' haj jS ie

S =~

hS j + jAie

A =~

i

hAj j  ai:

Assuming that, by symmetry,

jhajS ij2 = jh ajS ij2 = C2 ; hajAihAj ai = jhajAij2 = C2 ;
and setting A=S = ~!=2  =2, where  is the tunnel-splitting, we obtain
G(a; a;  ) '

C
e
2

(~! )=2~

e

(~!+)=2~ 

= Ce

!=2



osh(=~) :
sinh(=~)
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Figure 4.10: Quantum states in the double well: Dashed: Harmoni os illator states.
Solid: Exa t eigenstates.
Comparing this expression with (4.31) the interpretation of the instanton al ulation
be omes lear. It des ribes the unperturbed energy spe tra of the wells with a ount
for tunnelling. Remarkably, the e e t of tunnelling was obtained from a purely lassial pi ture (formulated in imaginary time!). The instanton al ulation also produ ed a
predi tion for the tunnel splitting of the energies, viz.
 = ~K exp( Sinst: =~);
whi h, up to the prefa tor, agrees with the result of a WKB-type analysis of the tunnel
pro ess.
Before leaving this se tion, two general remarks on instantons are in order:

. In hindsight, was the approximation s heme used above onsistent? In parti ular,
terms at se ond order in ~ were negle ted, while terms non-perturbative in ~ (the
instanton) were kept. Yet, the former typi ally give rise to a larger orre tion to the
energy than the latter. However, the large perturbative shift a e ts the energies of
the symmetri and antisymmetri state equally. The instanton ontribution gives
the leading orre tion to the splitting of the levels. It is the latter whi h is likely to
be of more physi al signi an e.
. Se ondly, it may | legitimately | appear as though the development of the ma hinery above was a bit of an \overkill" for des ribing a simple tunnelling pro ess. As a
matter of fa t, the basi result (4.31) ould have been obtained in a mu h simpler
way by elementary quantum me hani s (using, for example, the WKB method).
Why then did we dis uss instantons at length? One reason is that, even within
a purely quantum me hani al framework, the instanton formulation of tunnelling
is mu h stronger than WKB. The latter represents, by and large, an un ontrolled
approximation. In general it is hard to tell whether WKB results are a urate or
not. In ontrast, the instanton approximation to the path integral is ontrolled by
a number of well de ned expansion parameters. E.g. by going beyond the semi lassi al approximation and/or softening the diluteness assumption, the al ulation of
the transition amplitudes an, in prin iple, be driven to arbitrary a ura y.
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Figure 4.11: E e tive potential showing a metastable minimum taken from problem set 4.6
together with the inverted potential and a sket h of a boun e solution. To obtain the
tunnelling rate it is ne essary to sum over a dilute gas of boun e traje tories.
A se ond, and for our purposes more important, motivation is that instanton te hniques are of ru ial importan e within higher dimensional eld theories (here we
regard the path integral formulation of quantum me hani s as a 0 spa e +1 time
= 1-dimensional eld theory). The reason is that instantons are intrinsi ally nonperturbative obje ts, whi h is to say that instanton solutions to stationary phase
equations des ribe a type of physi s that annot be obtained by a perturbative expansion around a non-instanton se tor of the theory. (E.g. the boun ing orbits
in the example above annot be in orporated into the analysis by doing a kind
of perturbative expansion around a trivial orbit.) This non-perturbative nature of
instantons an be understood by topologi al reasoning:

. One of the features of the instanton analysis above was that the number of instantons
involved was a stable quantity; `stable' in the sense that by in luding perturbative
u tuations around the n instanton se tor, say, one does not onne t with the n + 1
se tor. Although no rigorous proof of this statement has been given, it should
be heuristi ally lear: a traje tory involving n boun es between the hills of the
inverted potential annot be smoothly onne ted with one of a di erent number.
Suppose for instan e we would for ably attempt to interpolate between two paths
with di erent boun e numbers: inevitably, some of the intermediate on gurations
would be harged with a tions that are far apart from any stationary phase like
value. Thus, the di erent instanton se tors are separated by an energeti barrier
that annot be penetrated by smooth interpolation and, in this sense, they are
topologi ally distin t.

Unstable States and Boun es: False Va uum
Before losing this se tion let us return to the instanton al ulation to explore the quantum
me hani al de ay pro ess of a metastable state. Figure 4.11 shows a potential V (q ) whi h
has a metastable minimum at a oordinate qm . Suppose we wish to estimate the \survival
probability" of a parti le trapped in the metastable minimum of the one-dimensional
potential.
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A ording to the path integral s heme, the survival probability, de ned by the probability amplitude to remain at qm , i.e. the propagator G(qm ; qm ; t) an be evaluated by
making use of the Eu lidean time formulation of the Feynman path integral. As with
the double well, in the Eu lidean time formalism, the dominant ontribution arises from
the lassi al path minimising the a tion orresponding to the inverted potential (see gure. 4.11). However, in ontrast to the double well potential, the lassi al solution takes
the form of a `boun e' (i.e. the parti le spends only a short time away from zero). Put
di erently, in this ase there is only one metastable minimum of the potential. Summing
over all boun e solutions (note that in this ase we have an exponential series | no
even/odd parity e e t), we obtain the survival probability

G(qm ; qm ;  ) = Ce

!=2 exp Ke Sinst =~ 

Applying an analyti ontinuation to real time, we nd

G(m ; m ; t) = Ce

i!t=2 exp





2

t ;

where the de ay rate is given by =2 = jK je Sinst =~ . (Note that on physi al grounds we
an see that K must be imaginary.15)

4.3.3 Tra e Formulae and Quantum Chaos
Introdu tory ourses of lassi al me hani s usually onevey the impression that dynami al systems behave in a regular and, at least in prin iple, mathemati ally predi table
way. However, we all know from our own experien e that a major part of real life dynami al pro esses does not onform with this pi ture; Partly, or even fully haoti motion
(i.e. motion that depends in a singular and essentially un-predi table way on its intial
onditions) is the rule rather than an ex eption. In view of the drasti di eren es in the
observable behaviour of integrable and haoti systems, respe tively, the obvious question
arises: In whi h way does the quantum phenomenology of haoti systems di er from the
integrable ase? This question de nes the eld of quantum haos.
Understanding signatures of lassi ally haoti motion in quantum me hani s is an
issue not only of on eptual, but also of great pra ti al relevan e. An example of an
appli ation area where these aspe ts are vitally important is low-temperature ele troni
transport in ondensed matter systems: The inevitable presen e of impurities and imperfe tions in any ma ros opi solid renders the long time dynami s of ele troni harge
arriers haoti . Relying on a lose interpretation of the Heisenberg prin iple, t  ~=E ,
i.e. relation between long time dynami al behaviour and small s ale stru tures in energy,
one would expe t that signatures of haoti quantum dynami s are espe ially important
in the low-energy, or low-temperature regimes one is usually interested in. This expe tation has been on rmed for innumerable observables related to low temperature ele troni
transport in solid state systems.
15 In fa t, a more areful analysis shows that this estimate of the de ay rate is too large by a fa tor of
2 (see Ref. [?℄).
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Impurity disordered ondu tors represent but one of a wide lass of dynami al systems with long time haoti dynami s. In fa t, re ent experimental advan es have made
possible to realize a panopti um of e tively non-disordered haoti dynami al systems in
ondensed matter devi es, too. E.g. employing modern semi ondu tor devi e te hnology,
it has be ome possible to manufa ture small two-dimensional ondu ting systems, of size
O(< 1 m ) and basi ally any geometri shape. In systems of that size, the number of
imperfe tions an be redu ed to a negligible minimum, i.e. ele trons propagate along
straight traje tories, as in a billiard. The smallness of the devi es further implies that the
ratio between Fermi wavelength and system size is of O(10 1 10 3 ). I.e. while semi lassi al on epts will surely be appli able, the wave aspe ts of quantum propagation remain
visible. In re ent years, the experimental and theoreti al study of ele tron transport in
su h quantum billiards has be ome a eld of its own (for two appli ations, see Fig. xx.)
But how then an signatures of haoti dynami s in quantum systems be sought? The
most fundamental hara teristi of a quantum system is its spe trum. Although not a
dire t observable, it determines the majority of properties a essible to measurement. On
the other hand, it is lear that the manifestations of haos we are looking for must relate
ba k to the lassi al dynami al properties of the system. The question then is, how an
a link between lassi al me hani s and quantum spe tra be drawn? This problem is tailor
made for analysis by path integral te hniques.

Semi lassi al Approximation to the Density of States
The tight onne tion between the path integral and lassi al me hani s should be evident
from the foregoing se tions. However, to get going on the problem posed above, we still
need to understand how the path integral an be employed to analyse the spe trum of
a quantum system. Spe tral properties of quantum systems are des ribed by the (single
parti le) density of states
X
() =
Æ ( a );
(4.34)
a

where fa g is the set of energy levels. To ompute the sum, one ommonly employs a
tri k based on the Dira identity,
1
1
= iÆ (x) + P ;
Æ&0 x + iÆ
x
lim

(4.35)

where P (1=x) stands for the prin ipal part of 1=x. Taking the imaginary part of (4.35),
Eq. (4.34) an be represented as




1
1
1 X 1
Im
=
Im tr + ^ ;
() =
+

 a

 H
a
where
+ stands for  + iÆ and a limit limÆ&0 Ris impli it. Using the identity 1=x+ =
Rt
i 0 dteix+ and representing the tra e tr (A^) = dq hq jA^jq i as a real spa e integral,
1
() =
~

Z 1
0

dt Re tr



1 +
ei~ ( H^ )t



1
= Re


Z 1
0

1+
dt ei~  t

Z

dq hq je

^
i~ 1 Ht

jqi

(4.36)
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Figure 4.12: An arti ially grown quantum ' horral'. A s anning tunnel mi ros ope
(STM) is employed to move individual (!) iron atoms on a opper substrate. When the
atoms are arranged to a near perfe t ir le, the ele tron motion inside the orral be omes
lassi ally integrable. In the present example, lassi al integrability entails an regular
s-wave quantum ground state wave fun tion, whose density distribution is learly visible
in the STM re ording.
we have made the onne tion between the density of states and the quantum propagation
amplitude expli it. (Exer ise: Wy does the integral exist?)
Without going into full mathemati al detail (see, e.g., Ref. [?℄ for a pedagogi al
presentation) we next outline how this integral is evaluated by path integral te hniques and
semi lassi al approximation. Although some of the more tri ky steps of the al ulation
are swept unter the arpet, the sket h will be a urate enough to make some beautiful
onne tions between the spe tral theory of haoti quantum systems and lassi al haoti
dynami s manifest.
Substituting the semi lassi al approximation (4.20) into (4.36), we obtain
Z 1
Z
i
1
i
~ 1 + t
() ' Re
dqA[q℄e ~ S [q℄ ;
dt e

0
where we have de ned


i  2 S [q ℄ 1=2
A[q ℄  det
2 ~ q (0)q (t)
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and q is a losed lassi al path that begins at q at time 0 and ends at the same oordinate
at time t. Again relying on the semi lassi al ondition S [q℄  ~, the integrals over q and
t are now done in a stationary phase approximation. Beginning with the t integral, and
noti ing that t S [q℄ = q is the ( onserved) energy of the path q, we obtain the saddle
point ondition  =! q and

() '

1
Re


Z

i

dq A[q ℄e ~ S [q℄ ;

where the symbol q indi ates that only paths q ! q of energy  are taken into a ount
and the ontribution oming from the quadrati integration around the saddle point has
been absorbed into a re-de nition of A[q ℄. Turning to the q -integration, we use that

qf S [q ℄ = pf ;

qi S [q ℄ = pi ;

where qi;f are the initial and nal oordinate of a path q, and pi;f the initial and nal
momentum. Using these relations, the stationary phase ondition assumes the form


0 =! dq S [q ℄ = qi + qf S [q ℄jqi =qf =q = pf

pi ;

i.e. the stationarity of the integrand under the q integration requires that initial and nal momentum of
the path q be identi al. We thus nd that the paths
ontributing to the integrated transition amplitude are
p
α
not only periodi in oordinate spa e but even in phase
q
spa e. Su h paths are alled periodi orbits. 'Periodi ' be ause the path omes ba k to its initial phase
spa e oordinate after a ertain revolution time and,
therefore, will be traversed repeatedly as time goes on
(see the gure, where a periodi orbit with initial oordinates x = (p; q ) is shown.)
A ording to our analysis above, ea h oordinate point q lying on a periodi orbit is
a stationary phase point of the q -integral. The stationary phase approximation of the
integral an thus be formulated as

() '
P

1
Re


Z

i S [q ℄

dq A[q ℄e ~

'

1 XZ
X
n=1

i

dq A e ~ nS ;

where
stands for a sum over all periodi orbits (of energy ) and S is the a tion
orresponding to one traversal of the orbit (all at xed energy ). The index n a ounts
for the fa t, that, due to its
R periodi ty, the orbit it an be traversed repeatedly, with
total a tion nS . Further, dq is an integral over all oordinates lying on the orbit and
we have again absorbed a ontribution oming from the quadrati integration around the
stationary phase points in the pre-exponential amplitude A .
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Finally, noti ing that dq / T , where Tp is the period of one traversal of the orbit
(at energy ), we arrive at the result

1 X
i
1 X
() ' Re
T A e ~ nS :
 n=1

(4.37)

This is (a simpli ed16) representation of the famous Gutzwiller tra e formula. The
result is a tually quite remarkable: The DoS, an observable of quantum signi an e, has
been expressed entirely in terms of lassi al quantities.

An Appli ation
Spe tral analyses based on the tra e formula (4.37) nd many appli ations in ondensed
matter and atomi physi s, quantum opti s and other dis iplines. By way of example we
here mention a beautiful transport experiment measuring the spe tra of haoti semi ondu tor avities17 .
16 Had we arefully kept tra k of all determinants oming from the stationary phase integrals, the
prefa tor A would have read
A =



ei 2 
1
;
~ jdet M r 1j 12

where  is the so- alled Maslov index (an integer valued fa tor asso iated to singular points on the
orbit, i.e. lassi al turning points) and M the Monodromy matrix. To understand the meaning of
this obje t, noti e that a phase spa e point x on a periodi orbit an be interpreted as a xed point of
the lassi al time evolution operator U (T ): U (T ; x) = x, whi h is just to say that the orbit is periodi .
As with any other smooth mapping, U an be linearized in the vi inity of its xed points,

U (T ; x + y) = x + M y;
where the linear operator M is the monodromy matrix. Evidently, M determines the stability of the
orbit under small distortions whi h makes plausible that it appears as a ontrolling prefa tor of the
stationary phase DoS.
17 T. M. Fromhold et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 72, 2608 (1994).
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With the advent of modern semi ondu tor devi e
te hnology it has be ome possible to manufa ture artifi al ele troni potential wells of near mi ros opi width
O(101nm) and basi ally any geometry. Su h devi es
are onstru ted by growing layers of di erent semi ondu tor ompounds (typi ally GaAs, GaAlAs or related
materials) on top of ea h other. This obtains a sta k
of two-dimensionally extended slabs of semi- ondu tive
material, a so- alled a two-dimensional heterostru ture.
When the entire stru ture is subje ted to an transverse voltage drop, the ele troni bands of the sublayers get distorted and a potential lands ape tilted in
transverse dire tion and two-dimensionally extended in
the dire tion of the layer-planes results. (See the gure.) By suitable hoi e of thi kness and onstitution
of the sub-layers, this setup an be used to manufa ture two-dimensional quantum wells of the type shown
s hemati ally in Fig. 4.13.
E,y
x
z

eV

Θ

B

Figure 4.13: S hemati stru ture of a two-dimensional semi ondu tor quantum well.
Due to the presen e of a potential drop V a ross the quantum well, ele trons will
want to ow from one side of the well (the 'emitter') to the other (the ' olle tor'). The
quantum me hani s of this urrent ow onsists of a two-step pro ess: An ele tron with
energy EF + eV tunnels from the emitter (in Fig. 4.13 indi ated by the higher of the two
shaded areas) onto an ele troni level of the dot, and then es apes through the se ond
barrier into the olle tor. The important point now is that the tunneling rate rea hes a
maximum when the dot ontains a level  EF + eV resonant with the Fermi energy on
the emitter side. Put di erently, the tunneling urrent I is dire tly proportional to the
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ele troni DoS (EF + eV ) inside the well. This implies that the DoS of a quantum well
an be monitored by measuring the (di erential) ondu tan e g = dI=dV as a fun tion
of the bias voltage eV , or of the Fermi energy EF . (In semi ondu tor devi es, the value
of the Fermi energy an by manipulated by adjustment of external ele trodes.)
In the expermiental work by Fromhold et. al. the tunneling ondu tan e of a well
with haoti dynami s was explored. How does one realize haos in a well with two
planar on ning barriers (a priori a perfe tly integrable system)? In the experiment this
was a hieved by subje ting the well to a tilted magneti eld (see Fig. 4.13). Chosing a
oordinate system su h that the eld lies in the (x; z ) plane, the single parti le Hamiltonian
des ribing the interior of the well an be written as
1
H^ = (^p A)2 + V (^z );
2m
where V (z ) des ribes the z -dependent potential pro le inside the well and

A = B (0; x os  z sin ; 0)T
is the ve tor potential of the magneti eld B = B (sin ; 0; os )T . Noti ing that the momentum omponent ky is a onstant of motion, one makes the ansatz, (x) = eiky y (x; z ),
to bring the stationary S hrodinger equation into the form

H^ 0 (x; z ) = E (x; z );
with Hamiltonian
1
H^ e = (^p2x + p^2z ) + V^e (x; z )
2m
and e e tive potential
1
V^e = (ky
2m

B x^ os 

B z^ sin )2 + V (^z ):
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For a perpendi ular magneti eld,  = 0, the system is integrable (whi h follows, e.g., from the fa t that
Ve be omes separable, i.e. is the sum of an x- and a
z -dependent ontribution.) The same holds true in the
ase of a eld parallel to the well,  = 90deg. For all
intermediate values of , the dynami s is haoti . In
the gure to the right, the measured di erential ondu tan e (more pre isely, the derivative dg=dV ) is plotted as a fun tion of the applied voltage V for various
angles . (The spe i assignment of tilt angles to ondu tan e pro les is given by  = 0 deg (a),  = 20 deg
(b),  = 25 deg ( ),  = 40 deg (d),  = 80 deg (e),
 = 90 deg (f).) For any given value of , the pro le
of dg=dV is hara terized by an almost-periodi pattern
of resonan es. In some ases, e.g. (b), several periodi ity patterns are observed for di erent values of the
bias voltage. A ording to our dis ussion above, the
resonant behaviour of the ondu tan e follows from the
existen e of dis rete energy levels inside the well. Sin e
the extension of the well is mu h larger than the Fermi
wave length of the ondu tion ele trons, the stru ture
of the ele troni spe trum inside the well is amenable
to semi lassi al analysis. Indeed, it has been possible
to attribute individual resonant periodi ity intervals of
dg=dV to isolated periodi orbits of the well. A few representatives of su h orbits are shown in the gure. (Noti e that the orbits shown in the topmost and bottom
gure display the regularity hara teristi for integrable
y lotron-type motion in a magneti eld.) For a more
substantial dis ussion of the assignment of the ondu tan e pro le to individual orbits we refer to the book[?℄
or to the originial referen e.
The experiment dis ussed above stands as an example for the appli ation of semi lassi al on epts to quantum transport in small ele troni devi es. (For a omprehensive
dis ussion of semi lassi s in ondensed matter physi s, see Refs. [?℄ and [?℄.) Here, the
attribute 'small' means that the quantum wave oheren e of the harge arriers inside the
system remains experimentally visible, i.e. is not destroyed by the buildup of large-s ale
thermal de oheren e as would be the ase in an extended ma ros opi systems. On the
other hand, the devi es are large enough to be amenable to semi lassi al on epts, i.e.
unlike an isolated atom or a nu leus they are not fully 'mi ros opi '. Systems of this
type, standing intermediate between the lassi al physi s of the ma ros opi world and
the mi ros opi limit of quantum me hani s have been dubbed mesos opi systems.
The ondu tan e measurement outlined above represents but one of hundreds of other
experiments probing the mesos opi regime. However, before dis ussing this fas inating
subje t in more detail (see hapter XX), we need to provide a number of additional
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theoreti al on epts, notably the method of fun tional eld integration. The introdu tion
of the eld integral will be the subje t the next hapter.

4.4 Summary and Outlook
In this hapter we have introdu ed the path integral formulation of quantum me hani s.
An approa h independent of, and, modulo ertain mathemati al imponderabilities related
to ontinuum fun tional integration, equivalent to the standard route of anoni al operator quantization. While a few exa tly solvable quantum problems (e.g. the evolution of
a free parti le, the harmoni os illator, and, intriguinly, spin) are more eÆ iently formulated by the standard approa h, a spe trum of unique features make the path integral an
indispensible tool of modern quantum me hani s: The path integral approa h is highly
intuitive, strong at the solution of non-perturbative problems, and tailor-made to formulation of semi lassi al limits. Perhaps most importantly, we have seen that it provides a
unifying link whereby quantum problems relate to lassi al statisti al me hani s. Indeed,
we found that the path integral of a quantum point parti le is in many respe ts equivalent to the partition fun tion of a lassi al one-dimensional ontinuum system. We hinted
at a generalization of this prini ple, i.e. an equivalen e prini iple relating d-dimensional
quantum eld theory to d + 1-dimensional statisti al me hani s. The importan e of this
onne tion in modern theoreti al physi s an hardly be exaggerated. However, before exploring this bridge, we rst need to generalize the on ept of path integration to quantum
ontinuum problems. This will be the subje t of the next hapter.
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4.5 Appendix: Gaussian Integrals
In the development of fun tional methods in quantum and statisti al eld theory, the
Gaussian18 integral plays a pivotal role. In this Appendix important formulae on Gaussian
integration are reviewed. We begin by dis ussing one-dimensional integrals, both real and
omplex. The basi ideas underlying the proofs of the one-dimensional formulae, will
provide the key to the derivation of more omplex, multi-dimensional and fun tional
identities whi h will be used liberally throughout the remainder of the ourse.

4.5.1 One-dimensional Gaussian integrals
The basi an estor of all Gaussian integrals is the identity
Z 1

1

a x2

r

dxe 2 =

2
;
a

Re a > 0:

(4.38)

In the sequel we will need various generalisations of Eq. (4.38). The rst one is
Z 1

1

dxe

a x2 2
2

x =

r

2 1
;
aa

a result easily proven either by substituting a ! a +  in (4.38), and expanding both the
left and the right side of the equation to leading order in , or by di erentiation of (4.38).
Often one en ounters integrals where the exponent is not purely quadrati from the outset
but rather ontains both quadrati and linear pie es. The generalisation of (4.38) to this
ase reads
r
Z 1
a x2 +bx
2 2b2a
e :
dxe 2
=
(4.39)
a
1
To prove this identity, one simply eliminates the linear term by means of the hange of
variables x ! x + b=a | i.e. ompleting the square) | whi h transforms the exponent
to
a 2
a
b2
x + bx ! x2 + :
2
2
2a
The onstant fa tor s ales out and we are left with Eq. (4.38). Note that (4.39) holds even
for omplex b. The reason is that by shifting the integration ontour into the omplex
plane no singularities are en ountered, i.e. the integral remains invariant.
The extension of (4.38) to the omplex ase reads
Z

Re w > 0;
d(z ; z )e zwz = ;
w

18

Johann Carl Friedri h Gauss 1777-1855: worked in a wide
variety of elds in both mathemati s and physi s in uding number theory, analysis, di erential geometry, geodesy,
magnetism, astronomy and opti s. Portrait taken from the
German 10-Mark note.
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where z represents the omplex onjugate of z . Here, d(z ; z )  11 dxdy stands for the
independent integration over the real and imaginary part of z = x + iy . The identity is
easy to prove: Owing to the fa t that zz = x2 + y 2, the integral fa torizes into two pie es,
ea h of whi h is equivalent to Eq. (4.38) with a = w. Similarly, the omplex generalisation
of Eq. (4.39) is given by
Z
 uv
d(z ; z )e zwz+uz+zv = e w ;
Re w > 0:
(4.40)
w
What is important here is that u and v may be independent omplex numbers; they need
not be related to ea h other by omplex onjugation. To prove (4.40) one substitutes
z = x + iy into the integrand. As a result one obtains two de oupled integrations (over x
and y ) ea h of whi h takes the form of (4.39) with a ertain omplex b. Performing the
integrals and olle ting terms one arrives at (4.40).

4.5.2 Gaussian integration in more than one dimension
All the integrals above have higher dimensional ounterparts. Although the real and
omplex versions of the N -dimensional integral formulae an be derived in a perfe tly
analogous manner, it is better to dis uss them seperately in order not to onfuse the
stru ture of the notation.

Real Case
The multi-dimensional generalisation of the prototype integral (4.38) reads
Z

1 T
dve 2 v Av = (2 )N=2 det A

1=2 ;

(4.41)

where A is a positive de nite real symmetri N -dimensional matrix and v is an N omponent real ve tor. The proof makes use of the fa t that A (by virtue of being
symmetri ) an be diagonalised by orthogonal transformation, A = OT DO, where the
matrix O is orthogonal, and all elements of the diagonal matrix D are positive. The matrix
O an be absorbed into the integration ve tor by means of the variable transformation,
v 7! Ov whi h has unit Ja obian, det(O) = 1. As a result, we are left with a Gaussian
integral with exponent vT Dv=2. Due to the diagonality of D, p
the integral fa torizes
into N independent Gaussian integrals ea h of whi h gives aQfa tor 2=di, where di ; i =
1; : : : ; N is the ith entry of the matrix D. Noti ing that Ni=1 di = det D = det A, we
obtain (4.41).
The multi-dimensional generalization of (4.39) reads
Z

1 T
T
dve 2 v Av+j v = (2 )N=2 det A

1=2 e 12 jT A 1 j

(4.42)

where j is an arbitrary N - omponent ve tor. Eq. (4.42) is proven by analogy to (4.39),
i.e. by shifting the integration ve tor a ording to v ! v + A 1 j, whi h does not hange
the value of the integral but removes the linear term from the exponent,
1
1
1 T
v Av + jT  v ! vT Av + jT A 1 j:
2
2
2
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The resulting integral is of type (4.41) and we arrive at (4.42). The integral (4.42) is not
only of importan e in its own right but also serves as a `generator' of other useful integral
identities. Applying the di erentiation operation j2n jm jj=0 to the left and the right hand
side of Eq. (4.42), we obtain the identity
Z

1 T
dve 2 v Av vn vm = (2 )N=2 det A

1=2 A 1 :
nm

Interpreting the Gaussian as a probability distribution, this result an be more ompa tly
formulated as
hvnvmi = Anm1 ;
(4.43)
where

h: : :i  (2)

N=2 det A1=2

Z

1 T
dve 2 v Av (: : :):

(4.44)

The di erentiation operation leading to (4.43) an be iterated: Di erentiating four times,
we get

hvm vnvq vpi = Amn1 Aqp1 + Amq1 Anp1 + Amp1 Anq1 :
One way of memorising the stru ture of this | important | integral is that the Gaussian
`expe tation' value hvm vn vp vq i is given by all `pairings' of type (4.43) that an be formed
from the four omponents vm . This rule generalises to expe tation values of arbitrary
order: 2n-fold di erentiation of (4.42) yields

hvi1 vi2 : : : vi2n i =

X

all possible
pairings of fi1 ;:::i2n g

Aik11 ik2 : : : Aik12n 1 ik2n

(4.45)

This result is the mathemati al identity underlying Wi k's theorem (for real bosoni
elds).

4.5.3 Complex Case
The results above are straightforwardly extended to multidimensional omplex Gaussian
integrals. The omplex version of (4.41) is given by
Z

d(vy; v)e

vy Av

=  N det A 1 ;
Q

(4.46)

where v is a omplex N - omponent ve tor, d(vy ; v)  Ni=1 dRe vi dIm vi , and A is a
omplex matrix with positive de nite Hermitian part. (Remember that every matrix
an be de omposed into a Hermitian and an anti-Hermitian omponent, A = 21 (A +
Ay ) + 12 (A Ay ).) For Hermitian A, the proof of (4.46) is analogous to (4.41), i.e. A
is unitarily diagonalisable, A = Uy AU; the matri es U an be transformed into v, the
resulting integral fa torises, et . For non-Hermitian A the proof is more elaborate and we
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refer to the literature. The generalization of (4.46) to exponents with linear ontributions
reads
Z
y
y
y 0
y 1 0
d(vy ; v)e v Av+w v+v w =  N det A 1 ew A w
(4.47)
Note that w and w0 may be independent omplex ve tors. The proof of this identity
follows that of (4.42), i.e. by shifting vy ! vy + wy , v ! v + w0 . (For an explanation
of why v and vy may be shifted independently of ea h other, .f. the analyti ity remarks
made in onne tion with (4.40).) As with Eq. (4.42), Eq. (4.47) may also serve as a
generator of related integral identities. Di erentiating the integral twi e a ording to
w2 n ;wm0 jw=w0 =0 gives

hvnvmi = Amn1 ;
where

h  i  

N det A

Z

d(vy ; v)e

vy Av (

  ):

The iteration to more than two derivatives gives

hvnvmvpvq i = Apm1 Aqn1 + Apn1 Aqm1
and, eventually,

hvi1 vi2 : : : vin vj1 vj2 : : : vjn i =
where

P

P

X
P

Aj11iP 1 : : : Ajn1iPn

represents for the sum over all permutations of N integers.

4.5.4 Gaussian Fun tional Integration
With this preparation, we are in a position to investigate the main pra ti e of quantum
and statisti al eld theory | the method of Gaussian fun tional integration. Turning to
Eq. (4.42), let us suppose that the omponents of the ve tor v parameterise the weight
of a eld on the sites of a one-dimensional latti e. In the ontinuum limit, the set fvi g
translates to a fun tion v (x), and the matrix Aij is repla ed by an operator kernel or
propagator A(x; x0 ). In this limit, the natural generalisation of Eq. (4.42) is
Z

Dv (x) exp



1
2

/ (det A)

Z

dx dx0 v (x)A(x; x0 )v (x0 ) +

1=2 exp

 Z

1
2

Z

dx j (x)v (x)


dx dx0 j (x)A 1 (x; x0 )j (x0 ) ;



(4.48)

where the inverse kernel A 1 (x; x0 ) satis es the equation
Z

dx0 A(x; x0 )A 1 (x0 ; x00 ) = Æ (x x00 ),

(4.49)
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i.e. A 1 (x; x0 ) an be interpreted as the Green fun tion of the operator A(x; x0 ). The
notation Dv (x) is used to denote the measure of the fun tional integral. Although the
onstant of proportionality, (2 )N left out of Eq. (4.48) is formally divergent in the thermodynami limit N ! 1, it does not a e t averages that are obtained from derivatives
of su h integrals. E.g., for Gaussian distributed fun tions, Eq. (4.43) generalises to

hv(x)v(x0)i = A 1(x; x0 ) :
A ordingly, Eq. (4.45) be omes

hv(x1)v(x2) : : : v(x2n)i =

X

A 1 (xk1 ; xk2 ) : : : A 1 (xk2n 1 ; xk2n ):

all possible
pairings of fx1 ;:::x2n g

(4.50)

The generalization of the other Gaussian averaging formulae dis ussed above should be
obvious.
To make sense of Eq. (4.48) one must interpret the meaning of the determinant,
detA. When the variables entering the Gaussian integral were dis rete, the latter simply
represented the determinant of the (real symmetri ) matrix. In the present ase, one
must interpret A as an Hermitian operator having an in nite set of eigenvalues. The
determinant represents the produ t over this in nite set.
To make these ideas more tangeable, let us onsider a parti ular example. In dealing
with quantum u tuations in the Feynman path integral, we en ountered the quadrati
form

S [r℄ =

Z



m
dt0 r_ 2
2



m! 2 2
r ;
2

whi h, integrating by parts, implies an operator kernel

m 2
A(t; t0 ) =
t + ! 2 Æ (t t0 ):
2
Substituting into Eq. (4.49) and integrating we obtain (m=2)(t2 + ! 2 )A 1 (t) = Æ (t).
The eigenfun tions of the operator A(t; t0 ) are simply plane waves, with eigenvalues
Q (k ) =
m(k2 + ! 2 )=2, where k denotes the orresponding waveve tor, and detA = k (k). A
dis ussion of how to evaluate the determinant in this ase an be found in the text.
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4.6 Problem Set
4.6.1 Questions on the Feynman Path Integral
The questions in this se tion are aimed at developing a uen y with the path integral
te hnique while at the same time exploring novel appli ations of the method.

Q1 Free Parti le: Starting from rst prin iples (i.e. without
using the Feynman path
integral), derive the propagator Gfree (qF ; qI ; t)  hqF jeip^2 t=2m~ jqI i(t) for a free parti le. Che k your result against Eq. (4.21) and ompare it to the Green fun tion
of the di usion equation (Dq2  )G(q;  ) = Æ ( )Æ (q ). [Hint: try expanding the
propagator in eigenfun tions of the free parti le Hamiltonian.℄

Q2 Harmoni Os illator: (a) Starting with the Feynman path integral, show that
the propagator for the one-dimensional quantum Harmoni os illator, H^ = p^2 =2m +
m! 2 q 2 =2, takes the form

hqF je

iH^ t=~



1=2
i
jqI i = 2i~m!
m!
exp
sin ! t
2~




 2

qI + qF2



2qI qF
ot ! t
sin ! t

:

[Hint: To nd theQprefa tor as an in nite produ t of Gaussian integrals use the
2 2 2 1
formula z= sin z = 1
n=1 (1 z = n ) .℄ Explain why the propagator varies periodi ally in the time interval t, and dis uss the origin of the singularities at t = n=! ,
n = 1; 2;   . Taking the frequen y ! ! 0, show that the propagator for the free
parti le is re overed.
[Warning: While the remainder of this question should not be on eptually diÆ ult
to understand, nor te hni ally diÆ ult to formulate, it is algebrai ally demanding.℄
y (b) Show that, if initially the state of the os illator is a Gaussian fun tion entred
at the origin, (q; t = 0) = (2a) 1=4 exp[ q 2 =4a℄, then it will remain a Gaussian
at all subsequent times. Obtain the width a(t) of the Gaussian wavepa ket as a
fun tion of time. [Hint: Note that the propagator is a Green fun tion | therefore,
by forming a onvolution of the propagator with (q; tR= 0), one an determine the
^ ~ 0
full time evolution of the wavepa ket | i.e. (q; t) = dq 0 hq je iHt=
jq i (q0; 0).℄
y ( ) Study the semi lassi al limit for the os illator. For this purpose, take the initial
state to be of the form


1 2
i
1
=
4
q ;
(q; t = 0) = (2a) exp mvq
~
4a
whi h orresponds to a wavepa ket entered at an initial position q0 with a velo ity
v . Find the state at t > 0 and determine the mean position, mean velo ity, and
mean width of the wavepa ket as a fun tion of time.

Q3 Density Matrix: Using the results of the previous question, obtain the density
matrix

(q; q 0 ) = hq je

H^

jq0i
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Figure 4.14: Freely jointed rod model of a single polymer hain.
for the os illator at nite = 1=T . Obtain and omment on the asymptoti s:
T  ~! and T  ~! . [Hint: In the high temperature ase, arry out the expansion
in ~!=T to se ond order.℄

Q4 y Classi al Statisti al Me hani s and Polymer Physi s: The eld of polymer

physi s and soft ondensed matter in general has bene ted greatly from the appli ation of eld theoreti approa hes. This trend perhaps began with the development
of a theory of polymer dynami s within the framework of a statisti al eld theory.
Borrowing formalism from the language of parti le physi s, Sir Sam Edwards19 introdu ed a path integral approa h whi h, with de Gennes and others established a
omplete theory of polymer dynami s.
At the rudest level, an ideal long- hain homopolymer (i.e. a polymer made up
of identi al monomers) an be modelled as a hain of rigid freely jointed rods (see
Fig. 4.14). In equilibrium, the lassi al probability distribution fun tion for the
end-to-end distan e r of a single N monomer hain in three dimensions is given by

PN (r) =

N Z
Y
n=1

1
d3 rn 2 Æ (jrn j a) Æ (3) r
4a

N
X
n=1

!

rn ;

where a represents the momoner length, and 4a2 represents the normalisation.
Su h a simple model negle ts `ex luded volume' e e ts from both `self-intera tion'
of the hain, as well as intera tions with neighbouring polymers in the melt.
19 S. F. Edwards, Pro . Roy. So . Lond. 85, 613 (1965); 88, 265 (1966); 91, 513 (1967); 92, 9 (1967).
Sir Samuel Frederi k Edwards
1928-, 1995 Boltzmann medal
winner for providing a ornerstone to the modern theory of disordered systems. He was instrumental in bringing quantum eld
theory into statisti al physi s; he
stimulated { and was at the forefront of { a new understanding of
the stati s and dynami s of polymeri systems, and he o-founded
the subje t of spin glasses.

Pierre-Gilles de Gennes
1932-, 1991 Nobel Laureate in Physi s for dis overing that methods developed for studying order phenomena in simple systems an be generalized to more omplex
forms of matter, in parti ular to liquid rystals
and polymers.
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In the limit of large N , the distribution fun tion an be easily shown (after Fourier
transform, the integral an be performed exa tly) to onverge to the universal random walk result








3=2
3
3r2
=
:
exp
2Na2
2Na2
Comparing this expression to the Eu lidean time amplitude for a free quantum
parti le, the distribution fun tion an be identi ed with the Feynman path integral

PN(0) (r)

PN(0) (r)

=

Z

r(0)=0
r(T )=r

Dr exp



1

Z T

~ 0



m
d r_ 2 ;
2

where T 7! Na, and m=~ 7! 3=a. (This statement an be proved by expli it
omputation of the transmission amplitude | .f. Q 1.) Although the
p end-toend distribution agrees with the true polymer distribution for jrj=a  N , it is
important to realise that the nature of the u tuations in the two expressions is
quite di erent. In the polymer expression, the length of ea h link rn is xed. For
the free parti le, ea h omponent u tuates around zero mean with a mean square
displa ement h(rn )2 i = a~=M 7! a2 =3. Yet, if the end-to-end distan e is small
as ompared to the ompletely stret hed on guration, the distributions oin ide.
The aim of this question is to investigate the in uen e of rigidity on the form of the
distribution fun tion.
(a) Using the asymptoti form of the distribution funR tion, determine the dependen e of the se ond moment of the total length hr2 i  dr r2 PN(0) (r) on the internal
length of the hain Na. [Hint: remember that the integration runs over three dimensions.℄ How does this result ompare with that for a Brownian random walk?
(b) The freely jointed hain model ompletely negle ted steri onstraints asso iated
with a real polymer hain | a link would be prevented from retra ing the path
of its neighbour. In a rude approximation, this e e t an be a ommodated by
in orporating a lo al rigidity for the polymer hain. At lowest order, the rigidity
an be expressed in terms of the dis rete (for the hain) or ontinuous (for the path
integral) urvature through the potential
Z T


d r2
2
0
where  represents the rigidity modulus (i.e. high values of the lo al urvature r
are penalised).
In orporating the potential into the path integral, show that the se ond moment of
the end-to-end distan e of the polymer hain an be expressed in the form
Vbend =

h(r(T )

r(0))2

i = 4~

Z 1

d! sin2 (!T=2)
:
1 2 m! 2 + ! 4

[Hint: The average end-to-end distan e an be expressed as a fun tional integral over
all eld on gurations r( ) weighted by the total e e tive free energy or \a tion".
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To evaluate the path integral you will nd it onvenient to regard the hain as
one segment of an in nite hain thereby allowing the extension of the limits of the
a tion to  2 [ 1; 1℄. To evaluate the Gaussian fun tional integral, you will nd
it helpful to refer to se tion 4.5.4. Remember to in lude the normalisation of the
lassi al average.℄
( ) Evaluating this expression, obtain the long and short T asymptoti s. Physi ally,
how an one a ount for the di erent asymptoti s aling? Estimate the persisten e
length (i.e. the length over whi h the polymer remains rigid). [Hint: Evaluating
the integral you may make use of the identity:


Z 1

d! sin2 (a! )
a
1
=
2
1 2 ! 2 (1 + ! 2 =!0 ) 2

1
1 e
2a!0


2a!0  :

℄

yy (d) Ex luded volume e e ts: Show that a non-lo al onta t or self-intera ting

polymer hain, with

Z

1 T
V onta t =
dd 0 V0 Æ d (r( ) r( 0 ) ;
2 0
an be mapped to a free parti le moving in an Gaussian Æ - orrelated imaginary
random quen hed impurity distribution fun tion. [Hint: Starting with the path
integral of the free parti le, integrate out the Gaussian impurity potential and show
that the non-lo al onta t intera tion is indu ed.℄
Phenomenologi al models of the type introdu ed above in the form of the fun tional
eld integral are known as Ginzburg-Landau Models . We will have more to say
about su h models at the end of hapter 5.

Q5 y Con nement and Dissipation: The ma ros opi quantum tunnelling of a par-

ti le oupled to a set of external degrees of freedom gives rise to the phenomena of
dissipation. The me hanism by whi h dissipation emerges has a natural interpretation within the framework of the Feynman path integral. The aim of this question
is to derive and analyse the dissipative a tion.
A quantum parti le of mass m is on ned by a sinusoidal potential

U (q ) =

2g sin2





q
:
q0

(a) Employing the Eu lidean (imaginary time) Feynman path integral,
Z

Z = Dq( )e

Spart: [q( )℄=~ ;

Spart: [q ( )℄ =

Z 1

1

d

hm

2

q_2

i

+ U (q ) ;

on rm by dire t substitution that the maximal ontribution to the propagator
onne ting two neighbouring degenerate minima (q ( = 1) = 0 and q ( = 1) =
q0 ) is given by the instanton traje tory
2
2q
S [q ℄ = 2 mq02 !0 ;
q( ) = 0 ar tan (exp [!0  ℄) ;
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U(q)
q

u(x)

x

Figure 4.15: A parti le on ned by a periodi latti e potential and oupled to an in nite
string.
p

where !0 = (2=q0 ) g=m. [NB: Although the equation of motion asso iated with
the minimum of the Eu lidean path integral is non-linear, the solution above is
exa t. It is known in the literature as a soliton on guration.℄
(b) If the quantum parti le is oupled at one point to an in nite \string" (see
Fig. 4.15), the path integral is given by
Z

Z

Z = Du(x;  ) Dq( ) Æ (q( ) u(; x = 0)) e

Sstring [u(x; )℄=~ Spart: [q( )℄=~ ;

where the lassi al a tion of the string is given by ( .f. the a tion fun tional for
phonons dis ussed in hapter 1.)

Sstring [u(x;  )℄ =

Z 1

1

d

Z 1

"



 u

dx u_ 2 +
2
2 x
1

2 #

:

Here Æ (q ( ) u(; x = 0)) represents a fun tional Æ -fun tion whi h enfor es the
ondition q ( ) = u(; x =Q0) for all times  . Operationally, it an be understood
from the dis retised form n Æ (q (n ) u(n; x = 0)). The aim of the remainder of
the problem is to investigate how the oupling of the parti le to the external degrees
of freedom (the string) in uen es the tunnelling probability.
By representing the fun tional Æ -fun tion as the fun tional integral

Æ (q ( ) u(; 0)) =

Z

 Z 1

Df ( ) exp i

1



df ( )(q ( ) u(; 0)) ;

and performing the Gaussian integral over the Fourier omponents of the degrees
of the freedom of the string, show that the dynami s of the parti le is governed by
the e e tive a tion
Z
 d!
j
! jjqe(! )j2;
Se [q ℄ = Spart [q ℄ +
2 2

p

where  = 2  , and qe(! ) denotes the Fourier transform

qe(! ) =

Z 1

1

dt

q (t)ei!t ;

q (t) =

Z 1

d!
qe(! )e
1 2

i!t :
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[Hint: The al ulation involves two separate fun tional integrations, the rst over
ue(q; ! ), and the se ond over f (! ).℄
( ) Treating the orre tion to the parti le a tion as a perturbation, use your result
from (a) to show that the e e tive a tion for an instanton-antinstanton pair

q ( ) = q( + =2) q(

=2);

where !0   1, is given approximately by

q02
ln (!0 ) :

[Hint: Note that, in nding the Fourier de omposition of q( ), a rude estimate is
suÆ ient.℄
(d) Using this result, estimate the typi al separation of the pair, (i.e. interpret the
overallRa tion as an e e tive probability distribution fun tion for  and evaluate
hi = d e Se ). Comment on the impli ations of your result on the nature of
the tunnelling probability.
Se [q ℄ = 2Spart [q ℄

Q6 Winding Numbers: De ning the Hamiltonian of a quantum parti le on ned to
a ring by (~ = 1)

1 2
;
2I 2
(a) Show that the quantum partition fun tion is given by

H=

Z=

1
X
n=

1



exp

n2
2I



(4.51)

where = 1=kT .
(b) Cast as a Feynman Path integral, show that the quantum partition fun tion
takes the form

Z=

Z 2
0

d

1 Z ( )=(0)+2m
X

m=

1

(0)=

D( ) exp



I
2



Z

0

d _2 :

( ) Minimising the Eulidean a tion with respe t to , show that the path integral
is minimised by the lassi al traje tories

( ) =  + 2m= :
Parametrising a general path as ( ) = ( ) +  ( ), where  ( ) is a path with no
net winding, show that

Z = 2Z0

1
X
m=

1

exp





I (2m)2
;
2

(4.52)
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where Z0 represents the quantum partition fun tion for a free parti le with open
boundary
onditions. Making use of the free parti le propagator, show that Z0 =
p
I=2 .
(d) Finally, making use of Poisson's summation formula,
1
X
n=

1

h(n) =

1 Z 1
X
m=

1

1

dh()e2im ;

show that Eq. (4.52) oin ides with Eq. (4.51).
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4.6.2 Answers
A1 Expanding the propagator in terms of the plain wave basis, we obtain

hqF je

ip^2 t=2m~

jqI i

Z 1

=

ip2 t=2m~

dphqF jpie

hpjqI i

1
Z 1
dp ip(qF qI )=~ p2 =2m~
=
e
e
2 ~
1



m
eim(qF
2i~t

=

qI )2 =2~t ;

where   it.
Equivalently, the free parti le propagator is de ned by




p^2
G(q; t) = Æ (q )Æ (t):
2m

i~t

Setting p^ = i~ , this result an be brought to the form of a standard di usion
propagator (D 2  )G(q;  ) = Æ (q )Æ ( ), by setting D = ~2 =2m, and applying the
analyti ontinuation  = it=~.
Fo using on the di usion propagator, and applying a Fourier transform to the diffusion equation (q $ k, and  ! ), we obtain

G(k; ! ) =

1
:
i! Dk2

Fourier transforming ba k to real spa e and time, we obtain
1
G(q;  ) =
exp
(4D )1=2









dt

m 2
q_
2

 m 1=2
q2
imq 2
=
:
exp
4D
2i~t
2~t

A2 (a) The propagator is given by
D

qF je

iH^ t=~

jqI

E

=

Z
q(0)=qI ;q(t)=qF

Dq (t)eiS [q(t)℄=~ ;

S=

Z t
0



!2q2 :

Setting q (t) = q l (t) + Æq (t) where q l (t) satis es the lassi al equations of motion
mq = m! 2 q l , and applying the boundary onditions we obtain the general solution

q l = A sin(!t) + B os(!t);

B = qI ;

A=

Being Gaussian in the eld q , the a tion separates as

S [q (t)℄ = S [q l (t)℄ + S [Æq (t)℄;

qF
sin(! t)

qI ot(! t):
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Z


m t
S [q l ℄ =
dt q_2l ! 2 q 2l
2 0

sin(2! t)
os(2! t) 1
m! 2
2
2
(A B )
+ 2AB
=
2
2!
2!


m! 2 2
2qI qF
=
(qI + qF ) ot(! t)
:
2
sin(! t)

After treating the u tuations (as des ribed in the le ture notes) we obtain the
result
D

E



m!
qF je
jqI =
J (t) =
2i~ sin(! t)
periodi in t with frequen y ! , and singular at t = n=! . In fa t
iH^ t=~

D

qF je

J (t)eiS [q l ℄=~ ;

iH^ t=~

1=2

;



E


,
jqI 7! ÆÆ((qqFF + qqII )) tt == 2n=!
(2n + 1)=! .

Physi ally, the reason for the singularity is lear: the harmoni os illator is pe uliar
in having a spe trum with energies uniformly spa ed in units of ~! . This means
that when ~!  t=~ = 2  integer there is a oherent superposition of the states
and the initial state is re overed.
(b) Given the initial ondition (q; t = 0), the time evolution of the wavepa ket an
be determined from the propagator as
(q; t) =

Z 1

D

dq 0 q je

1Z

= J (t)

1
1

dq 0

^ ~
iHt=

jq0

E

(q 0 ; 0)


1
0 2 =4a ~i m!
[q2 +q0 2 ℄
q
2
e
e
1
=
4
(2a)

0 

2qq
ot(!t) sin(
!t)

where J (t) represents the time-dependent ontribution arising from the u tuations
around the lassi al traje tory. Being Gaussian in q 0 , the integral an be performed
expli itly. Setting
=

i

1
2a

~

m! ot(!t);

i
= m!
~

q
;
sin(!t)

and performing the Gaussian integral over q 0 , we obtain
1
(q; t) = J (t)
(2a)1=4

r



2 2 =2
i
e
exp
m!q 2 ot(!t)
2~

Using the identity
2

2

=

q2
(1 + i ot(!t))
4a(t)
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where





a(t) = a os2 (!t) +  2 sin2 (!t) ;
we obtain

 = 2am!=~;




1
q2
(q; t) =
ei'(q;t)
exp
1
=
4
(2a(t))
4a(t)
where '(q; t) represents a pure phase.20 As required, under the a tion of the propagator, the normalisation of the wavepa ket is preserved. Note that, if a = ~=2m!
(i.e.  = 1), a(t) = a for all times | i.e. it is a pure eigenstate.

|ψ| 2

|ψ| 2

π/ω

t

t
(a)

q

q

(b)

Figure 4.16: (a) Variation of a \stationary" Gaussian wavepa ket in the harmoni os illator taken from the solution, and (b) variation of the moving wavepa ket.
( ) Still of a Gaussian form, the integration an again be performed expli itly for
the new initial ondition. In this ase, we obtain an expression of the form above
but with

i m!  v
q
sin(!t) :
=
~ sin(!t)
!
Reading o the oeÆ ients, we nd that the position and velo ity of the wavepa ket
have the form
v
q0 (t) = sin(!t);
v (t) = v os(!t):
!
oin iding with that of the lassi al dynami s. Note that, as above, the width a(t)
of the wavepa ket os illates at frequen y ! .

20 For ompleteness, we note that



1
1
tan 1
'(q; t) =
ot(!t)
2




a
q2
ot(!t)
4a
a(t)
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A3 The density matrix an be dedu ed from the general solution to problem 1:
(q; q 0 ) =
=

q je



H

jq0

= q je

m!
2 ~ sinh( ~! )

(i=~)H (~ =i)

1=2

exp



1=2

! ~m!
e ~!
= hq jn = 0i e

(q; q 0 )

 ~!,

(ii) In the high temperature limit T
1= ~!
~!=6, and

!



m
2 ~2

 Æ(q

1=2

q 0 ) exp

e



m!
(q 2 + q 0 2 ) oth( ~! )
2~

 ~! ( ~!  1),

(i) In the low temperature limit T
e ~! =2, and

(q; q 0)



jq0



oth( ~! ) ! 1, sinh( ~! ) !

h

oth( ~! ) ! 1= ~!


~



m! 2 q 2
;
2

~!=3, 1= sinh( ~! )

m! 2 2 0 2
(q + q + qq 0 )
6~



the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution!

A4 The aim of this problem is two-fold: the rst is to further expose the orresponden e

between the quantum me hani al propagator and lassi al statisti al me hani s.
The se ond goal is to develop the notion of orrelation fun tions from the path
integral in the framework of a lassi al problem.
(a) Evaluating the se ond moment of the Gaussian distribution fun tion, we nd
~T
hr2i = 3m
7! T a:

(b) To sum over all eld on gurations of r, we an extend the range of integration
in the a tion to  2 [ 1; 1℄ and sum over arbitrary on gurations r( ). Setting

r( ) =
we obtain
(r(T )

r(0))2

=

Z 1

d!
1 2

Z 1

d! i!
e r(! );
1 2

Z 1

d! 0 i!T
e
1 2

  i!0 T
1 e



1 hr(! )  r(! 0)ir(!)

where, de ning the normalisation (or partition fun tion) Z ,
1

Z

h  ir(!) = Z Dr    exp



1
~

:

m! 2 0 2 i
(q + q )
2~
E0 hn = 0jq 0 i :
exp

m(q q0 )2 =2 ~2 exp



2qq 0
sinh( ~! )

Z 1



d! 1
(m! 2 + ! 4)jr(! )j2 :
2

2
1

!
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Diagonal in the elds r(! ), the integral over the Gaussian omplex elds is easily
performed and yields

hri(!)rj (!0)i = Æij 2Æ(! !0) ~(m!21+ !4)
from whi h we obtain the expression sought in the question.
( ) Applying the integral identity, we obtain the nal result
(r(T )



3T
1
=
~m

r(0))2

1
T

r


1 e
m

T

pm=

;

from whi h we obtain the asymptoti s
(r(T )

r(0))2

p



T pm=  1,
= 3T=2 ~m p
3T =2~ m T m=  1.
p

The physi al interpretation of this result is lear: On hain length s ales T  =m
the hain rigidity has no e e t, and the on gurations oin ide with the random
walk. In the opposite limit, the rigidity
p of the hain dominates and the walk is
dire tly, rrms  T a. The length s ale a =m therefore has the interpretation of a
persisten e length.

A5 This problem on erns the intera tion of a dis rete quantum parti le with a u -

tuating string. Our aim is to nd the in uen e of the external u tuations on
the tunneling probability of the parti le. Su h problems fall under the ategory of
ma ros opi quantum tunneling.
(a) Expressed as a Eu lidean time path integral, the transition probability is given
by
Z

Z = Dq( )e

S [q( )℄=~ ;

S [q ℄ =

Z 1
0

d

hm

2

i

q_2 + U (q ) ;

where the on ning potential takes the form

U (q ) =

2g sin2





q
:
q0

The orresponding lassi al equation of motion is given by the Sine-Gordon Equa-

tion

mq





2g
2q
sin
= 0:
q0
q0

Applying the trial solution

q( ) =

2q0
tan 1 (e!0  ) ;
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p

we nd the equation is satis ed if !0 = (2=q0 ) g=m.
From this result we obtain the \ lassi al" a tion
Z 1
Z q0
hm
i Z 1
2
2
S [q ℄ =
d q_ + U (q ) =
dmq_ = m
dq q_
2
0
0
0
mq 2
= 2 20 !0 :

(b) In Fourier spa e, the a tion of the lassi al string takes the form

Sstring =

Z 1

d!
1 2

Z 1

dk 1 2
(! + k2 )ju(!; k)j2:
1 2 2

Representing the fun tional Æ -fun tion as the integral
Z



 Z 1

Df exp i

d!
f (! ) q ( ! )
1 2

Z 1

dk
u( !; k)
1 2



;

and performing the integral over the degrees of freedom of the string, we obtain
Z

Due

R

Sstring =~ i df ( )u(;0)

Applying the integral

= onst:  exp



Z 1

d!
1 2

Z 1

Z 1

1
1
dk
=
2
2
j!j ;
1 2 ! + k

p

where  =  , and performing the Gaussian fun tional integral over the Lagrange
multiplier f (! ), we obtain the e e tive a tion


Se = Spart: +
2

Z 1

d!
j
! jjq (! )j2:
1 2

( ) Approximating the instanton/anti-instanton pair q ( ) = q( + ) q(
a \top-hat" fun tion we nd

q (! ) =

Z =2
=2

dq0 ei! = q0 

) by

sin(! =2)
:
(! =2)

Treating the dissipative term as a perturbation, we obtain the a tion

Se


Spart =
2

Z !0
0

d!
sin2 (! =2)
2
j!j(q0) (!=2)2 ;
2

where !0 serves as a high frequen y ut-o . Taking !   1 we obtain the approximate integral


2
4

Z !0
1=

d! 2 4 q02
q =  ln(!0 ):
2 0 ! 



~
dk 1
2
2
2 ) jf (! )j :
2

2
(
!
+
k
1
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Employing this result as a probability distribution, we nd


Z



Z

1
2
hi = d exp q0~  ln(!0)  onst:  d1 q02 =~ :
The divergen e of the integral shows that for
2 ~
> 2
q0
instanton/anti-instanton pairs are on ned and parti le tunnelling is prohibited.

A6 (a) Solving the S hrodinger equation, the wavefun tions obeying periodi boundary
onditions take the form m = eim , m integer, and the eigenvalues are given by
Em = m2 =2I . De ning the quantum partition fun tion as Z = tr e H we obtain
the formula in the text.
(b) Interpreted as a Feynman path integral, the quantum partition fun tion takes
the form of a propagator with

Z=

Z 2
0

d hje

H^

ji =

Z 2
0

d

Z

( )=(0)=

D( ) exp



Z

0



d L ;

where the L = I _2 =2 denotes the Lagrangian. The tra e implies that paths ( )
must start and nish at the same point. However, to a ommodate the invarian e of
the eld on guration  under translation by 2 we must must impose the boundary
onditions shown in the question.
( ) Varying the a tion with respe t to  we obtain the lassi al equation I  = 0.
Solving this equation subje t to the boundary onditions, we obtain the solution
given in the question. Evaluating the Eu lidean a tion, one nds
Z
0

(

)2 d

=



Z

2m

0

2

+   d =

Thus, we obtain the partition fun tion

Z = Z0

1
X

m=

1

exp





2m

Z0 = D( ) exp



I
2

0

0

(  )2 d:





Z

+

Z

I (2m)2
;
2

where
Z

2

(  )2 d =

s

I
:
2

denotes the free parti le partition fun tion. The latter an be obtained from dire t
evaluation of the free parti le propagator ( .f. Problem 1).
(d) Applyly the Poisson summation formula with

h(x) = exp





x2
;
2I
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1
X
n=

1

exp



x2
2I



=
=

1 Z 1
X
n=
s

1

2I

d exp

1
1
X
m=
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1

exp





2
+ 2im
2I


I (2m)2
:
2

||||||||||||||{



Chapter 5
Fun tional Field Theory
In this short, relatively dry and absolutely essential hapter the on ept of path integration is generalized to integration over quantum elds. I.e. we will develop an approa h
to quantum eld theory that takes an integration over all on gurations of a given eld,
weighted by an appropriate a tion, as its starting point. Methodologi ally, the formalism
introdu ed in this hapter represents the ba kbone of the remainder of the book. This being
so, on eptual aspe ts stand in the foreground and the dis ussion of appli ations is redu ed
to a minimum.

In this hapter, the on ept of path integration will be extended from quantum mehani s to quantum eld theory. Our starting point will be from a situation similar to
the one outlined at the beginning of the previous hapter. Just as there are two di erent
approa hes to quantum me hani s, quantum eld theory an also be formulated in two
di erent ways: The formalism of anoni ally quantised eld operators, and fun tional
integration. As for the former, although mu h of the te hnology needed to eÆ iently
implement this approa h | essentially Feynman diagrams | originated in high energy
physi s, it was with the development of ondensed matter physi s through the 50's, 60's
and 70's that this approa h was driven to unpre edented sophisti ation. The reason is
that, almost as a rule, the ondensed matter problems investigated at that time ne essitated perturbative summations to in nite order in the non-trivial ontent of the theory
(typi ally intera tions). This requirement led to the development of advan ed te hniques
to sum up (subsets of) the perturbation series in many body intera tion operators to
in nite order.
In the 70's, however, essentially non-perturbative problems began to attra t more and
more attention | a still prevailing trend | and it turned out that the formalism of anonially quantised operators was not tailored to this type of physi s. However, the alternative
approa h to many-body problems, fun tional integration, is ideally suited! The situation
is similar to the one des ribed in the last hapter where we saw that the Feynman path
integral provided an entire spe trum of novel routes to approa hing quantum me hani al
problems ( ontrolled semi- lassi al limits, analogies to lassi al me hani s, statisti al mehani s, on epts of topology and geometry, et .). Similarly, the introdu tion of fun tional
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eld integration into many-body physi s spawned plenty of new theoreti al developments,
many of whi h were manifestly non-perturbative. Moreover, the advantages of the path
integral approa h in many-body physi s is even more pronoun ed than in single parti le
quantum me hani s. Higher dimensionality introdu es elds of a more omplex internal
stru ture allowing for non-trivial topology while, at the same time, the onne tions to
lassi al statisti al me hani s play a mu h more important role than in single parti le
quantum me hani s.
path integral

degrees of freedom
q
q

QM

t

Φ

Φ

QFT

t

x

x

Figure 5.1: The on ept of eld integration. Upper panels: path integral of quantum
me hani s. Integration over all time dependent on gurations of a point degree of freedom leads to integrals over urves. Lower panels: eld integral. Integration over time
dependent on gurations of d-dimensional ontinuum mappings ( elds) leads to integrals
over generalized d + 1 surfa es
All these on epts will begin to play a role in subsequent hapters when appli ations
of the eld integral are dis ussed. However, the rst issue we need address is how the
new formalism a tually looks like. Before embarking on the quantitative onstru tion {
the subje t of the following se tions { let us anti ipate a little and dis uss what kind
of stru tures we shall have to expe t. In quantum me hani s, we were starting from
a single point degree of freedom, hara terized by some oordinate q (or some other
quantum numbers for that matter). Path integration then meant integration over all
time dependent on gurations q(t), i.e. a set of urves t 7! q(t) (see Fig. 5.1 upper
panel.) In ontrast, the degrees of freedom of eld theory are ontinuous obje ts (x) by
themselves, where x parameterizes some d-dimensional base manifold and  takes values
in some target manifold (Fig. 5.1, lower panel.) The natural generalization of a 'path'
integral then implies integration over a single opy of these obje ts at ea h instan e of
time. I.e. we shall have to integrate over generalized surfa es, mappings from (d + 1)dimensional spa e-time into the eld manifold, (x; t) 7! (x; t). While this notion may
sound worrysome, it is important to realize that, on eptually, nothing mu h hanges in
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omparison with the path integral. Only that instead of a 1-dimensional manifold { a
urve { our obje t of integration will be a (d + 1)-dimensional manifold.
We next pro eed to formulate these ideas in quantitative terms.

If ne essary, re apitulate the general onstru tion s heme of path integrals (se tion ??) and the onne tion between quantum elds and se ond quantized operators
(page 53.)
.

Exer ise.

5.1 Constru tion of the Many-Body Path Integral
The onstru tion of a path integral for eld operators follows the general s heme outlined
at the end of se tion ??. I.e. the basi idea will be to segment the time evolution
of a quantum (many body) Hamiltonian into in nitesimal time sli es and to absorb as
mu h as is possible of the quantum dynami al phase a umulated during the short time
propagation into a set of suitably hosen eigenstates. However, how would these operators
look like? In the ontext of single parti le quantum me hani s, the answer was lear, i.e.
the basi stru ture of the Hamiltonian suggested to hose a representation in terms of
oordinate and momentum eigenstates. Now, given that many parti le Hamiltonians are
onveniently expressed in terms of reation/annihilation operators, an obvious idea would
be to sear h for eigenstates of these operators. Su h states indeed exist and are alled
oherent states.

5.1.1 Coherent States (Bosons)

Our goal is therefore to nd eigenstates of the Fo k spa e operators ay and a. Although
the general form of these states will turn out to be the same for bosons and fermions,
there are major di eren es regarding their algebrai stru ture. The point is that the
anti ommutation relations of fermions require that the eigenvalues of an annihilation
operator themselves anti ommute, i.e. they annot be ordinary numbers. Postponing the
introdu tion of the unfamiliar on ept of anti ommuting `numbers' to the next se tion,
we rst on entrate on the bosoni ase where problems of this kind do not arise.
So what form do the eigenstates ji of the bosoni Fo k spa e operators a, and ay
take? Being a state of the Fo k spa e, an eigenstate ji an be expanded as

ji =

X
n1 ;n2 ;

Cn1 ;n2 ;jn1 ; n2   i;

ay1 )n1 (ay2 )n2
jn1 ; n2   i = (p
p   j0i
n 1 n2

where ayi reates a boson in state i, Cn1 ;n2 ; represents a set of expansion oeÆ ients,
and j0i represents the va uum. Here, for reasons of larity, it is onvenient to adopt this
onvention for the va uum as opposed to the notation j i used previously. Furthermore,
the many-body state jn1 ; n2   i is indexed by a set of o upation numbers: n1 in state
j1i, n2 in state j2i, and so on. Importantly, the state ji an, in prin iple (and will in
pra ti e) ontain a superposition of basis states whi h have di erent numbers of parti les.
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Now, if the minimum number of parti les in state ji is n0 , the minimum of ayi ji must
be n0 + 1. Clearly the reation operators ayi annot possess eigenstates.
However, with annihilation operators this problem need not not arise. Indeed, the
annihilation operators do possess eigenstates known as bosoni oherent states

ji  exp

hX
i

i

i ayi j0i

(5.1)

where the elements of  = fi g represent a set of omplex numbers. The states ji are
eigenstates in the sense that, for all i

8i :

ai ji = i ji

(5.2)

i.e. they simultaneously diagonalise all annihilation operators. Noting that ai and ayj , with
j 6= i, ommute, Eq. (5.2) an be veri ed by showing that a exp(ay )j0i =  exp(ay )j0i.
Using the result [a; (ay )n℄ = n(ay )n 1 ( f. Eq. 3.34) a Taylor expansion shows
1 n
X

y
y
[a; (ay )n ℄j0i
a exp(a )j0i = [a; exp(a )℄j0i =

=

1
X

1
X

n=0

n!

n
nn y n 1
(a ) j0i = 
(ay )n 1 j0i =  exp(ay )j0i:
n
!
(
n
1)!
n=1
n=1

Before utilise the oherent states for onstru ting a path integral, we need to dis uss a
few more of their properties:

. By taking the Hermitian onjugate of Eq. (5.2), we nd that the `bra' asso iated
with the `ket' ji is a left eigenstate of the set of reation operators, i.e.

8i :

hjayi = hji

(5.3)

P
where i is the omplex onjugate of i , and hj = h0j exp[ i i ai ℄.

. It is a straightforward matter | e.g. by a Taylor expansion of Eq. (5.1) { to show
that the a tion of a reation operator on a oherent state is given by

8i :

ayi ji = i ji

(5.4)

Note that Eqs. (5.4) and (5.2) are onsistent with the ommutation relations
[ai ; ayj ℄ = Æij :
[ai ; ayj ℄ji = (ai ayj ayj ai )ji
= (j i i j )ji = ji:

5.1.
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. The overlap between two oherent states is given by

hji = exp

hX
i

i i

i

(5.5)

The proof of this identity pro eeds as follows:

hji = h0je

P 
i i ai

ji = e

P 
i i i

h0ji = e

P 
i i  i ;

where the third equality is due to (5.1).

. Evaluating (5.5) for ji = ji gives the norm of a oherent state,

hji = e

P 
i i i

(5.6)

. Most importantly, the oherent states form a omplete | in fa t an over omplete
| set of states in Fo k spa e:
Z Y 
di di
i



e

P 
i i i

jihj = 1F

(5.7)

where didi = dRe idIm i , and 1F represents the unit operator or identity in the
Fo k spa e.

. Info. The last result is most onveniently proven by means of S hur's lemma. In
essen e, S hur's lemma { whi h is proven in almost any textbook on group representation theory
{ states the following: Suppose we are given a linear irredu ible representation of a group algebra
fA^g. (In our ase, the algebra will be given by the set of all operators fai ; ayi g. These operators
a t linearly in Fo k spa e { a linear 'representation'. The representation is 'irredu ible', i.e.
all states an be rea hed by a tion of operators onto a single referen e state (the va uum).)
S hur's lemma then states that an operator X^ that ommutes with all generators of the algebra,
8A^ : [A;^ X^ ℄ = 0, is proportional to the unit operator.
The proof that the operator on the left hand side of (5.7) ommutes with the annihilation
operators ai pro eeds as follows:
Z
Z
P
P 


i
i

ai d[; ℄e i jihj = d[; ℄e i i i i jihj

=
=

Z

Z

d[; ℄

d[; ℄e



i e

P 
i i i

P  
i i i

jihjai ;

jihj =

by parts

Z

d[; ℄e

P 
i i i



ji i hj

(5.8)

where, for brevity, we have set d[; ℄  Qi di di =. Taking the adjoint of Eq. (5.8), we see that
the left hand side of (5.7) also ommutes with the reation operators, i.e. it must be proportional
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to the unit operator. To x the proportionality onstant, we simply take the overlap with the
va uum:
Z
Z
P
P 


i
i

i
(5.9)
h0jihj0i = d[; ℄e i i i = 1;
d[; ℄e
where the last equality follows from Eq. (4.40). Eqs. (5.8) and (5.9) prove (5.7). Note that
the oherent states are over omplete inPthe sense that they are not mutually orthogonal (see
Eq. (5.5)). The exponential weight e i ii appearing in the resolution of the identity ompensates for the over ounting a hieved by integrating over the whole set of oherent states.
||||||||||||||{

With these de nitions we have all we need to onstru t the many-body path integral
for the bosoni system. However, before we do so, we will rst introdu e the fermioni
version of the oherent state. This will allow us to onstru t the path integrals for bosons
and fermions simultaneously, thereby emphasising the similarity of their stru ture.

5.1.2 Coherent States (Fermions)
Surprisingly, mu h of the formalism above generalises to the fermioni ase: Creation
operators annot have eigenstates and, due to their mutual anti ommutativity, it would
seem that the set of annihilation operators an not be diagonalised simultaneously. To
see the latter, suppose we had found a fermioni version of a oherent state su h that, for
all i,
ai j i = i j i
(5.10)
where i is the eigenvalue. Although the stru ture of this equation appears to be equivalent
to its bosoni ounterpart (5.2) it has one frustrating feature: Anti ommutativity of the
fermioni operators, [ai ; aj ℄+ = 0, where i 6= j , implies that the eigenvalues i also have
to anti ommute,
i j = j i :
(5.11)
Clearly, these obje ts annot be ordinary numbers. In order to de ne a fermioni version
of oherent states, we somehow have to generalize the on ept of `numbers' so as to allow
for behaviour like (5.11). \In mathemati s you don't understand things. You just get used
to them!" | Johann von Neumann, (1903-1957) . For larity, and to remove any mystery
from the de nitions (5.10) and (5.11), let us outline a onstru tive pro edure whereby
obje ts fi g with the desired properties an be de ned in a mathemati ally lean way.
There is a mathemati al stru ture ideally suited to generalize the on ept of ordinary
number( elds), namely algebras. We re apitulate the that an algebra A is a ve tor spa e
endowed with a multipli ation rule A  A ! A. So, let us onstru t an algebra A by
starting out from a set of elements, or generators, i 2 A; i = 1; : : : N , and imposing the
rules
i) The elements i an be added and multiplied with omplex numbers, i.e.
(5.12)
0 + i i + j j ; 2 A
0; i; j 2 C ;
i.e. A will be a ve torspa e over the omplex numbers.
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ii) The produ t,

A  A ! A;
(i ; j ) 7! i j
is asso iative and anti ommutative, i.e. obeys the anti- ommutation relation (5.11).
Be ause of the asso iativity of this operation, there is no ambiguity when it omes to
forming produ ts of higher order, i.e. (i j )k = i (j k )  i j k . The de nition
entails that produ ts of odd order in in the number of generators anti- ommute,
while (even,even) and (even,odd) ombinations ommute (exer ise).

By virtue of (i) and (ii), the set A of all linear ombinations
0+
0 ; i1 ;:::;in

mann

2 C spans a

algebra2

1 X
N
X
n=1 i1 ;in =1

i1 ;:::;in i1 : : : in ;

nite dimensional asso iative algebra A,1 , known as the Grass(sometimes also exterior algebra).

Grassmann algebras nd a number of realizations in mathemati s, the most basi
being exterior multipli ation in linear algabra: Given an N -dimensional ve tor spa e V , let V 
be the dual spa e, i.e. the spa e of all linear mappings, or 'forms'  : V ! C ; v 7! (v), where
v 2 V . (Like V , V  is a ve tor spa e of dimension N .) Next, de ne exterior multipli ation
through, (; 0 ) !  ^ 0 , where  ^ 0 is the mapping
 ^ 0 : V  V ! C
(v; v0 ) 7! (v)0 (v0 ) (v0 )0 (v):
This operation is manifestly anti- ommutative:  ^ 0 =  ^ 0 . Identifying the N linearly
basis forms i $ i with generators and ^ with the produ t, we see that the spa e of exterior
forms of a ve tor spa e forms a Grassmann algebra.
. Info.

||||||||||||||{

Apart from their anomalous ommutation properties, the generators fi g, and their
produ t generalization fi j ; i j k ; : : :g resemble ordinary, albeit anti- ommutative numbers. (In pra ti e, the algebrai stru ture underlying their de nition an safely be ignored.
All we will need to work with these obje ts is the basi rule (5.11) and the property (5.12).)
We repeat that A not only ontains anti ommuting but also ommuting elements, i.e. linear ombinations of an even number of i 's are overall ommutative. (This mimi s the
behaviour of the Fo k spa e algebra: produ ts of an even number of annihilation operators ai aj : : : ommute with all other linear ombinations of ai 's. In spite of this similarity,
1 whose dimension an be shown to be 2N (exer ise!)

2

Hermann Gunter Grassmann
1809-1877, redited for inventing
what is now alled Exterior
Algebra.
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the i 's must not be onfused with the Fo k spa e operators. There is nothing the i 's
a t upon.)
To make pra ti al use of the new on ept, we need to go beyond the level of pure
arithmeti s. Spe i ally, we need to introdu e fun tions of anti- ommuting numbers, and
elements of al ulus. Remarkably, most of the on epts of al ulus not only naturally
generalize to anti- ommuting number elds: Contrary to what one might expe t, the
anti- ommutative generalization of di erentiation, integration, et . turns out to be mu h
simpler than in ordinary al ulus.

. Fun tions of Grassmann numbers are de ned via their Taylor expansion:
1 ; : : : ;  k 2 A :

1 X
k
X

1
nf
n! i1    in
n=0 i1 ;in =1

f (1; : : : ; k ) =

 =0

in    i1

(5.13)

where f is an (analyti ) fun tion. Note that the anti ommutation properties of the
algebra implies that the series terminates after a nite number of terms. E.g. in
the simple ase where  is rst order in the generators of the algebra, N = 1, and

f ( ) = f (0) + f 0 (0)
(due to the fa t that  2 = 0).

. Di erentiation with respe t to Grassmann numbers is de ned by
i j = Æij

(5.14)

Note that in order to be onsistent with the ommutation relations, the di erential
operator i must itself be anti- ommutative. E.g.
6=j
i j i i=
j :

. The integral over Grassmann variables is de ned by
Z

di = 0;

Z

di i = 1

(5.15)

Note that the de nitions (5.13), (5.14) and (5.15) imply that Grassmann di erentiation and integration are identi al:
Z

df ( ) =

Z

d (f (0) + f 0 (0) ) = f 0 (0) =  f ( ):

Let us now pro eed and apply the Grassmann algebra to the onstru tion of fermion
oherent states. To this end we need to enlarge the algebra even further, so as to allow
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for a multipli ation of Grassmann numbers and Fermion operators. In order to be onsistent with the anti ommutation relations, we need to require that Fermion operators and
Grassmann generators anti ommute,
[i ; aj ℄+ = 0:

(5.16)

It then be omes a straightforward matter to demonstrate that the fermioni
states are given by

ji = exp

h

X
i

i

i ayi j0i

oherent
(5.17)

i.e. by a stru ture perfe tly analogous to the bosoni states (5.1). To prove that the states
(5.17) indeed ful l the de ning relation (5.10) we note that

ai exp( i ayi )j0i = ai (1 i ayi )j0i = i ai ayi j0i
= i j0i = i (1 i ayi )j0i = i exp( i ayi )j0i:
(5:13)

(5:16)

This, in ombination with the fa t that ai and j ayj (i 6= j ) ommute proves (5.10).
Note that the proof has a tually been simpler than in the bosoni ase; the fermioni
Taylor series terminated after the rst ontribution. This observation is representative of
a general rule: Grassmann al ulus is simpler than standard al ulus, all series are nite,
integrals always onverge, et .
It is a straightforward matter | and also a good exer ise | to demonstrate that the
properties (5.3), (5.4), (5.5), (5.6) and, most importantly (5.7) arry over to the fermioni
ase. One merely has to identify ai with a fermioni operator and repla e the omplex
variables i by i 2 A. Apart from a few sign hanges and the A-valued arguments,
the fermioni oherent states di er only in two respe ts from their bosoni ounterpart:
rstly, the Grassmann variables i appearing in the adjoint of a fermion oherent state,

hj = h0j exp

"

X
i

#

ai i = h0j exp

"
X
i

#

i ai ;

are not related to the i 's of the state j i via some kind of omplex onjugation. Rather i
and i are stri tly independent variables.3 Se ondly, the Grassmann version of a Gaussian
integral (exer ise: prove it!)
Z

dde



= 1:

3 In the literature, omplex onjugation of Grassmann variables is sometimes de ned. This on ept,

although appealing from an aestheti point of view | symmetry between bosons and fermions | is
problemati . The diÆ ulties be ome apparent, when supersymmetri theories are onsidered, i.e. theories
where operator algebras ontaining both bosons and fermions are onsidered (so- alled super-algebras).
It is not possible to introdu e a omplex onjugation that leads to ompatibility with the ommutation
relations of a super-algebra. It thus seems to be better to abandon the on ept of Grassmann omplex
onjugation altogether. Note that although in the bosoni ase, omplex onjugation is inevitable (in
order to de ne onvergent Gaussian integrals, say), no su h need arises in the fermioni ase
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j i = exp



i

X

y
i ai j0i;

i

Bosons : ( = 1)
Fermions : ( = +1)

i
i

2C
2A

ai j

i = ij i
h jai =  i h j

A tion of ai

ayi j

i =  i j i
h jayi = h j i

A tion of ayi

h 0j i = e

Overlap
Completeness

h
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Z Y
i

d i d i
e
 (1  )=2

P 
i i i

P 0
i i i

j ih j = 1F

Table 5.1: Basi Properties of Coherent States
does not ontain the  's hara teristi of standard Gaussian integrals. (For a more omprehensive dis ussion of Gaussian Grassmann integrals see Appendix 5.4.) Thus, the
measure term of the fermioni analogue of (5.7) does not ontain the  -denominator.
For the sake of future referen e, the most important properties of Fo k-spa e oherent
states are summarised in table 5.1.

5.2 Field Integral for the Quantum Partition Fun tion
Having introdu ed oherent states, we will see that the onstru tion of path integrals
for many-body systems no longer presents substantial diÆ ulties. However, what does
the phrase 'path-integral for many body systems' a tually mean? In the next hapter
we will see that mu h of the information on quantum many parti le systems is stored
in expe tation values of produ ts of reation/anihilation operators, i.e. expressions of
the stru ture hay a : : :i. By an analogy to be explained then, obje ts of this type are
generally alled Green fun tions. More important for our present dis ussion, at any
nite temperature, the averaging h: : :i entering the de nition of Green fun tions is over
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the quantum Gibbs distribution ^  Z 1 e

Z = tr e

(H^ N^ )

=

(H^ N^ ) ;

X
n

hnje
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where, as usual,
(H^ N^ )

jni;

(5.18)

is the quantum partition fun tion,  1=kB T ,  denotes the hemi al potential, and the
sum extends over a omplete set of Fo k spa e states jn = fngi. (For the time being we
neither spe ify the statisti s of the system { bosoni or fermioni { nor the stru ture of
the Hamiltonian.)
Ultimately, we will want to onstru t and evaluate path integral representations of
many body Green fun tions. Later we will see that all these representations, an be
derived by a few straightforward manipulations form a prototypi al path integral, namely
that for Z . Further, the (path integral of the) partition fun tion is of importan e in its
own right: it ontains mu h of the information needed to hara terise the thermodynami
properties of a many-body quantum system.4 We thus begin our journey into many body
eld theory with a onstru tion of the path integral for Z .
To prepare the representation of (5.18) in terms of oherent states, we insert the
resolution of unity
Z

Z = d[ ; ℄e

P  X
i i i

n

hnj ih je

(H^ N^ )

jni:

(5.19)

We next wish to get rid of the { now redundant { Fo k spa eP
summation over jni (another
resolution of unity). To bring the summation into the form n jnihnj = 1F , we ommute
the fa tor hnj i to the right hand side. However, in performing this seemingly inno uous
operation, we must be areful not to miss a sign hange who's presen e will have a
important onsequen es for the stru ture of the fermioni path integral: Whilst for bosons,
hnj ih jni = h jnihnj i, the fermioni oherentPstates hange sign upon permutation,
hnj ih jni = h jnihnj i (i.e. h j = exp[ i iai ℄). The presen e of the sign is a
dire t onsequen e of the anti- ommutation relations between Grassmann variables and
Fo k spa e operators (exer ise). Note that, as both H^ and N^ ontain operators in even
numbers, the sign is insensitive to the presen e of the Boltzmann fa tor in (5.19). Making
use of the sign fa tor  de ned in se tion 3, the result of the inter hange an be formulated
as
Z
X
P
Z = d[ ; ℄e i i i h  je (H^ N^ )jnihnj i
n

4 In fa t, the statement above is not entirely orre t. Stri tly speaking thermodynami properties
involve the thermodynami potential
= kB T ln Z
rather than the partition fun tion itself. At rst sight it seems that the di eren e between the two is
arti ial | one might rst al ulate Z and then take the logarithm. However, typi ally, one is unable
to determine Z in losed form, but rather one has to perform a perturbative expansion, i.e. the result of
a al ulation of Z will take the form of a series in some small parameter . Now a problem arises when
the logarithm of the series is taken. In parti ular, the Taylor series expansion of Z to a given order in
 does not automati ally determine the expansion of to the same order. Fortunately, the situation is
not all that bad. It turns out that the logarithm essentially rearranges the ombinatorial stru ture of the
perturbation series in an order known as a umulant expansion.
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h  je
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(H^ N^ )

j i;

(5.20)

P

where the equality is based on n jnihnj = 1F . Eq. (5.20) an now be dire tly subje ted
to the general onstru tion s heme of the path integral.
To be on rete, let us assume that the Hamiltonian is limited to a maximum of twobody intera tions ( .f. Eqs. (3.8) and (3.13)),

H^ (ay ; a) =

X
ij

hij ayi aj +

X
ijkl

Vijklayi ayj ak al :

(5.21)

Note that all annihilation operators stand to the right of the reation operators. Fo k
spa e operators of this stru ture are said to be normal ordered.5 The reason for emphasising normal ordering is that su h an operator an be readily diagonalised by means
of oherent states: Dividing the `time interval' into N segments and inserting oherent
state resolutions of unity (steps 1, 2 and 3 of the general s heme), Eq. (5.20) takes the
form

Z=

Z

N
Y

0 =  N
0 =  N n=0

d[ n;

where Æ = =N and
h jH^ (ay ; a)j 0i

h j 0i

=

P 1 1 n n+1 n
) +H ( n+1 ; n ) N ( n+1 ; n )℄
n ℄e Æ N
n=0 [Æ (
;

X
ij

(5.22)

X
hij i j0 + Vijkl i j k0 l0  H ( ; 0 );
ijkl

(similarly N ( ; 0 )), and in writing Eq. (5.22) we have used the shorthand n = f in g
et .
Finally, sending N ! 1 and taking limits analogous to those leading from (4.7) to
(4.8) we obtain the ontinuum version of the path integral,6

Z=

Z

D( ; )e

S [ ; ℄ ;

S=

Z
0



d  + H ( ; ) N ( ; ) ;

where

D( ; ) = Nlim
!1

N
Y
n=1

d[ n ;

(5.23)

n℄

5 More generally, an operator is de ned to be `normal ordered' with respe t to a given va uum state

j0i, if and only if it annihilates j0i. Note that the va uum need not ne essarily be de ned as a zero
parti le state. If the va uum ontains parti les, normal ordering need not lead to a representation where
all annihilators stand to the right. If, for whatever reason, one is given a Hamiltonian whose stru ture
di ers from (5.21), one an always a e t a normal ordered form at the expense of introdu ing ommutator
terms. E.g. normal ordering the quarti term leads to the appearan e of a quadrati ontribution whi h
an be absorbed into h .
6 Whereas the bosoni ontinuum limit is indeed perfe tly equivalent to the one taken in onstru ting
the quantum me hani al path integral (limÆ!0 Æ 1 ( n+1 n ) =  j =nÆ gives an ordinary derivative
et .), a novelty arises in the fermioni ase. The notion of repla ing di eren es by derivatives is purely
symboli for Grassmann variables. There is no sense in whi h n+1 n is small. The symbol   rather
denotes the formal (and well de ned expression) limÆ!0 Æ 1 ( n+1 n ).
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and the elds satisfy the boundary ondition
(0) =  ( );

(0) =  ( ):

(5.24)

Noti e that the stru ture of the a tion ni ely ts into the general s heme dis used in the
previous hapter. By analogy, one would expe t that the exponentR of the many body path
integral arries the signi an e of an Hamiltonian a tion, S  (pq_ H ), where (q; p)
symboli ally stands for a set of generalized oordinates and momenta. In the present ase,
the natural pair of anoni ally onjugate operators is (a; ay ). One would then interpret
the eigenvalues ( ; ) as ' oordinates' (very mu h like (q; p) are the eigenvalues of the
operators (^q ; p^).) Adopting this interpretation, we see that the exponent of the path
integral indeed has the anoni al form of an Hamiltonian a tion and, therefore, is easy to
memorize.
In a more expli it way of writing, the a tion asso iated to the general pair-intera tion
Hamiltonian (5.21) is given by

S=

Z
0

d

"
X
ij

i ( ) [(

)Æij + hij ℄ j ( ) +

X
ijkl

#

Vijkl i ( ) j ( ) k ( ) l ( ) : (5.25)

Eqs (5.23) and (5.25) de ne the fun tional integral in the time representation
(in the sense that the elds are fun tions of a time variable). In pra ti e we shall mostly
nd it useful to represent the a tion in an alternative, Fourier onjugate representation.
To this end, note that, due to the boundary onditions (5.24), the fun tions ( ) an be
interpreted as fun tions on the entire time axis whi h are periodi /antiperiodi on the
interval [0; ℄. As su h they an be represented in terms of a Fourier series,
( ) =

1

p

where

!n =

X
!n



ne

i!n  ;

2nT;
(2n + 1)T;

n

=

1

p

Z
0

bosons;
fermions ;

d ( )ei!n  ;

n2Z

(5.26)

are known as Matsubara frequen ies. Substituting this representation into (5.23) and
(5.25), we obtain
Z
Z = D( ; )e S[ ; ℄;
(5.27)
Q
where D( ; ) = n d[ n ; n ℄ de nes the measure (for ea h Matsubara index n we have
an integration over a oherent state basis fj n ig), and the a tion takes the form

S [ ; ℄ =
+

1

XX

in [( i!n

ij n
X X

ijkl n1 n2 n3 n4

) Æij + hij ℄

Vijkl in1 jn2

jn +

kn3 ln4 Æn1 +n2 ;n3 +n4 :

(5.28)
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R

Here we have used the identity (1= ) 0 de i(!n1 +!n2 !n3 !n4 ) = Æ!n1 +!n2 ;!n3 +!n4 . Eqs.
(5.27) and (5.28) de ne the frequen y representation of the eld integral.7

In performing al ulations in the Matsubara representation one sometimes run into
onvergen e problems (whi h will manifest themselves in the form of ill- onvergent Matsubara
frequen y summations). In su h ases it will be important to remember that Eq. (5.28) does not
a tually represent the pre ise form of the a tion. What is missing is a onvergen e generating
fa tor whose presen e follows from the way in whi h the integral was onstru ted, and whi h
will save us in ases of non- onvergent sums (ex ept, of ourse, ases where divergen es have a
physi al origin). More pre isely, sin e the elds  are evaluated in nitesimally later than the
operators ( .f. Eq. (5.22)), the h and -dependent ontributions to the a tion a quire a fa tor
exp[ i!nÆ℄, Æ in nitesimal. Similarly, the V ontribution pi ks up a fa tor exp[ i(!n1 + !n2)Æ℄.
In ases where the onvergen e is not riti al, we will omit these ontributions. However, on e
in a while it is ne essary to remember their presen e.
. Info.

||||||||||||||{

5.2.1 Partition Fun tion of Non-Intera ting Gas

As a rst exer ise, let us onsider the partition fun tion of the non-intera ting gas, Z0 .
(Later, this obje t will prove to be a `referen e' in the development of weakly intera ting
theories.) In some sense, the eld integral formulation of the non-intera ting partition
fun tion has a status similar to that of the path integral for the quantum harmoni
os iallator: The dire t quantum me hani al solution of the problem is straightforward
(exer ise: re apitulate how it is done) and appli ation of the full artillery of the eld
integral seems to be a bit ludi rous. From a pedagogi al point of view, however, the
free partition fun tion is a good problem; it provides us with the wel ome opportunity
to introdu e a number of pra ti al on epts of eld integration within a omparatively
simple setting.
P
Consider, then the partition fun tion (5.23) for H ( ; ) = H0 ( ; ) = ij i H0ij j .
Diagonalising H0 by a unitary transformation U , H0 = UDU y and transforming integration variables U y  , the a tion assumes the form,

S=

XX
a

!n

an ( i!n + a )an ;

where a  a  and a are the single parti le eigenvalues. Remembering that the elds
a ( ) are independent integration variables (exer ise: why does the transformation ! 
7 As for the signs of the Matsubara indi es appearing in (5.28), note that the Fourier representation

of is de ned as
( ) = p1

X

n

n e+i!n  ;

n = p1

Z

0

d ( )e i!n  :

In the bosoni ase, this sign onvention is motivated by  being the omplex onjugate of . For reasons
of notational symmetry, this onvention is adopted in the fermioni ase, too.
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has Ja obian unity?), we nd that the partition fun tion de ouples, Z =

Za =

Z

D(a ; a )e

P 
n an ( i!n +a )an

=

Y
n

Q

a Za ,

( i!n + a ) ;
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(5.29)

and the last equality follows from the fa t that the integrals over an are one-dimensional
omplex or Grassmann Gaussian integrals. At this stage, we have left all aspe ts of eld
integration behind us and redu ed the problem to one of omputing an in nite produ t
over fa tors i!n a . Sin e produ ts are usually more diÆ ult to get under ontrol then
sums, we take the logarithm of Z to obtain the free energy

F = T ln Z = T ln

Y
a;n

( i!n + a ) = T 

X
an

ln( i!n + a ):

(5.30)

Before pro eeding with this expression, let us take a se ond look at the intermediate
identity (5.29). Our al uation showed
Y
Z = ( i!n + a)
. Info.

an

to be the produ t over all eigenvalues of the operator i!^ + H^ N^ de ning the a tion of the
non-intera ting system. (Here, !^ = f!nÆnn0 g.) But that is nothing just the determinant:
Z = det

h

i!^ + H^

N^

i

:

(5.31)

We derived that result by rst onverting to an eigenvalue integration and then doing the
one-dimensional integrals over 'eigen omponents' an . While te hni ally straightforward, that
{ expli itly representation-dependent { pro edure is not well suited to generalization to more
omplex problems. (Keep in mind that later on we will want to embed the free a tion of the
non-intera ting problem into the more general framework of an intera ting theory.)
Indeed, it is not at all ne essary to refer to an eigenbasis: In the bosoni ase, Eq. (4.46)
^ generates the inverse determinant of
tells us that Gaussian integration over a bilinear  X
X^ . But what about the Grassmann ase? The answer is that all Gaussian integration formulae
summarized in se tion 4.5 have Grassmann-analogs. The only di eren e is that in the Grassmann
ase determinants appear in the numerator rather than in the denominator (as exempli ed by
(5.31).) (As a matter of fa t, (5.29) is already proof of that relation.) The Grassmann side of
Gaussian integration is reviewed in full in Appendix 5.4.
||||||||||||||{

We now have to fa e up to a te hni al problem: How do we ompute sums of the
n ln(i!n x)? In fa t, it takes little anti ipation to foresee that sums of the type

P

X

n1 ;n2 ;:::

X (!n1 ; !n2 ; : : :);

where X symboli ally stands for some fun tion, will be a re urrent stru ture in the analysis
of fun tional integrals. But how then, an sums of this type be omputed? A good ansatz
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would be to argue that for suÆ iently low temperatures (temperatures smaller than any
other
energy s ale in the problem), the sum an be traded for an integral:
R
P hara1 teristi
T n ! 2 d! . However, this approximation is too rude to apture mu h of the
hara teristi temperature dependen e one is usually interested in. Yet there exists an
alternative, and mu h more a urate way of omputing sums over Matsubara frequen ies:

. Info.

Consider a single Matsubara frequen y summation,
X
S  h(!n );

(5.32)

n

where h is some fun tion and !n may be either bosoni or fermioni ( f. Eq. (5.26).) The
basi idea behind the standard s heme of evaluating sums of this type is to introdu e a omplex
auxiliary fun tion g(z) that has simple poles at z = i!n. The sum S then emerges as the sum
of residues obtained by integrating the produ t gh along a suitably hosen path in the omplex
plane.
Typi al hoi es of g in lude
8
>
>
>
<

8
>
<

; bosons
2 oth( z=2); bosons
exp(
z
)
1
(5.33)
; and g(z ) =
g(z ) =
>
>
:
>
>
:
exp( z) + 1 ; fermions
2 tanh( z=2); fermions;
where in mu h of this se tion we will employ the fun tions of the rst olumn. (Noti e the
similarity between these fun tions and the familiar Fermi and Bose distribution fun tions.) In
pra ti e, the hoi e of the ounting fun tion is mostly a matter of taste, safe for some ases
where one of the two options is di tated by onvergen e riteria.

i ωn

i ωn

Figure 5.2: Left: integration ontour employed in al ulating the sum (5.32). Right:
Deformed integration ontour

Integration over the path shown in the left part of Fig. 5.2 then produ es
X
1 I dzg(z)h( iz) = X Res(g(z)h( iz)j
=

h(!n ) =
z
=
i!
n
2i
n
n

S;
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where in the third identity we have used that the ' ounting fun tions' g are hosen so as to have
residue  and it is assumed that the integration ontour loses at z ! i1. (The di eren e
between using the rst and the se ond olumn of (5.33) lies in the value of the residue. In the
latter ase it equals unity rather than  .) Now, the integral along a ontour in the immediate
vi inity of the poles of g is usually not doable. However, as long as we are areful not to ross
any singularities of g or the fun tion h( iz) (the latter symboli ally indi ated by isolated rosses
in the gure8), we are free to distort the integration path, ideally to a ontour along whi h the
integral an be done. Finding a suitable ontour is not always straightforward. If the produ t
hg de ays suÆ iently fast at jz j ! 1 (i.e. faster than z 1 ), one will ususally try to 'in ate'
the original ontour to an in nitely large ir le (Fig. 5.2, right.)9 The integral along the outer
perimeter of the ontour then vanishes and one is left with the integral around the singularities
of the fun tion h. In the simple ase where h( iz) posesses a number of isolated singularities
at fzk g (i.e. the situation indi ated in the gure) we thus obtains10
I
X
1
h( iz )g(z ) = 
Res h( iz)g(z)jz=zk ;
S=
2i
k
i.e. the task of omputing the in nite sum S has been redu ed to that of evaluating a number
of residues (always possible!)
To illustrate the pro edure on a simple example, let us onsider the fun tion
h(!n ) =

i!ne

T

i!n Æ



;

where Æ is positive in nitesimal. This hoi e of h is not a tually not as arti ial as it may seem:
The expe tation value of the number of parti les in the grand anoni al
ensemble is de ned through
.

Exer ise.

N

;
 F


where F is the free energy. In the non-intera ting ase, the latter is given by Eq. (5.30), and,
remembering that a = a , one obtains
X
1 :
N  T
an

i!n a

Why did we write '' instead of '='? The reason is that
the right hand side, obtained by naive
di erentiation of (5.30), is ill- onvergent. (The sum P1n= 1 n+1 x , x arbitrary, does not exist!)
At this point we have to remember the remark made in the on p. 172. I.e., had we arefully
treated the dis retization of the eld integral, both the logarithm of the free energy and  F
8 Remeber that a fun tion that is analyti in the entire omplex plane is either onstant or zero.
9 Noti e that the ondition jfgj jzj!1
< z 1 is not as restri tive as it may seem. The reason is that the
fun tion f will mostly be related to physi al observables that approa h some limit, or vanish, for large

ex itation energies. This implies vanishing in at least portions of the omplex plane. The onvergen e
properties of g depend on the on rete hoi e of the ounting fun tion. (Exer ise: explore the onvergen e
properties of the fun tions shown in Eq. (??).)
10 If you are onfused about signs, note that the ontour en ir les the singularities of h in lo kwise
dire tion.
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would pi k up in nitesimal phases exp( i!nÆ). Exer ise: keep tra k of the dis retization of the
eld integral from its de nition to (5.30) to show that the a urate expression for N reads as
X
XX
1
N = T
=
h(!n )j ;
an

i!n e

i!n Æ

a

a

n

 =a

where h is the fun tion introdu ed above. (Note that the ne essity to keep tra k of the life-buoy
e iÆ!n does not arise too often. Most Matsubra sums of physi al interest relate to fun tions f
that de ay faster than z 1.)
To evaluate the sum S = Pn h(!n), we rst observe that the produ t h( iz)g(z) has benign
onvergen e properties. Further, the fun tion h( iz) has a simple pole that, in the limit Æ ! 0,
lies on the real axis at z = . This leads to
X
1 :
h(!n ) =  Res g(z )h( iz )j z= =

e +
n
We have thus arrived at the important identity

X
1
fb (a ); bosons;
=
T
(5.34)
f
f (a ); fermions
n i!n a
where the rst equality has to be understood in a quali ed sense and
1
(5.35)
f f () =
b
1 + exp( )
is the Fermi/Bose distribution fun tion. As a orrloary we note that the expe tation value for
the number of parti les in a non-intera ting quantum gas assumes the familiar form
X
N = ff =b (a ):
a

Before turning ba k to our dis ussion of the partition fun tion, let us note that life is not
allways as simple as with the example above. E.g. more often than not, the fun tion f not only
ontains isolated singularities but also uts or worse singularities. Under su h ir umstan es, a
good hoi e of the integration ontour an be far from straightforward!
||||||||||||||{

We turn ba k to our problem of omputing the sum (5.30). Considering for a moment
a xed eigenvalue a  a, we need to evaluate the sum

S

X
n

h(i!n );

where h(!n)  T ln( i!n +  ) = T ln(i!n  ) + C and C is an inessential onstant.
As dis ussed before, we represent the sum as


S=
2i

I

g (z )h( iz );
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where g (z ) = (e z +  ) 1 is ( times) the distribution fun tion and the ontour en ir les
the poles of g as in Fig. 5.2, left. Now, there is an essential di eren e to our previously
dis ussed example, viz. the fun tion h( iz ) = T ln(z  )+C has a bran h ut along the
real axis, z 2 ( 1;  ). To avoid onta t with this singularity, we distort the integration
ontour as shown in Fig. 5.3. Noti ing that the (suitably regularized, f. our previous
dis ussion of the parti le number N ) integral along the perimeter vanishes, we on lude
that
Z

T 1
S=
dg () ln(+  ) ln(  ) ;
2i 1

where  =   i ,  > 0 is in nitesimal and we have used that g ( ) ' g () is ontinuous
a ross the ut. (Also, without hanging the value of the integral (why?), we have enlarged
the integration interval from ( 1;  ℄ to ( 1; 1).) To evaluate the integral, we observe
that

g () =  ln 1 + e 
and integrate by parts:


Z

T
1
1
(4:35)

 :
S=
d ln 1 + e
=
T
ln
1
+
e
2i
+   

i ωn

ξ

Figure 5.3: Integration ontour employed in al ulating the free energy.
Insertion of this result into (5.30) nally obtains the familiar expression

F = T

X
a

ln 1 + e

(a ) 

(5.36)

for the free energy of the non-intera ting Fermi/Bose gas. While this result ould have
been obtained mu h more straightforwardly by the methods of quantum statisti al mehani s, we will shortly see how powerful a tool the methods dis ussed in this se tion are
when it omes to the analysis of less elementary problems!
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5.3 Summary and Outlook
This on ludes our preliminary introdu tion to the eld integral. We have learned how to
represent the partition fun tion of a quantum many body system in terms of a generalized
path integral. We also saw that, irrespe tive of the stru ture of the Hamiltonian, the
evaluation of the eld integral leads to summations over a dis rete set of frequen ies. A
method has been introdu ed whereby su h sums an be done.
The eld integral representation of the partition fun tion will be the basi platform on
whi h the rest of the book is based. However, the riti al reader will obje t that beyond
the onstru tion of this formal representation, the present hapter did not add mu h to our
understanding of on rete physi al problems, i.e. there has been virtually no dis ussion
of appli ations of the formalism. The reason is, of ourse, that none of the 'non-trivial'
eld integrals one might be interested in an be done in losed form. (This re e ting
the fa t that safe for a few exoti ex eptions, intera ting many body problems do not
have losed solutions.) I.e. before emplyoing the eld integral to solve serious problems
we need to develop a spe trum of approximation strategies, perturbation theory, linear
response theory, mean eld methods, instanton te hniques and the like. The onstru tion
and appli ation of su h methods will be the subje t of the following hapters.

5.4.
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5.4 Appendix: Grassmann Gaussian Integration
The prototype of all Grassmann Gaussian integration formulae is
Z

dde

a

= a;

(5.37)

where a 2 C takes arbitrary values. Eq. (5.37) is derived by a rst order Taylor expansion
of the exponential and appli ation of Eq. (5.15). The multi-dimensional generalization of
(5.37) is given by
Z
T
d( ; )e  A = det A;
(5.38)


where
QN  and  are N - omponent ve tors of Grassmann variables, the measure d(; ) 

i=1 di di and A may be an arbitrary omplex matrix. For matri es that are unitarily
diagonalisable, A = Uy DU, with U unitary, and D diagonal, Eq. (5.38) is proven in the
same way as its omplex ounterpart (4.46): One hanges variables  ! Uy ,  ! UT  .
Sin e det U = 1, the transform leaves the measure invariant (see below) and leaves us
with N de oupled integrals of the type (5.37). The resulting produ t of N eigenvalues
is just the determinant of A. (That route was taken in the text.) For general (nondiagonalisable) A, the identity is proven by straightforward expansion of the exponent.
The expansion terminates at N 'th order and by ommuting through integration variables
it an be shown that the resulting N 'th order polynomial of matrix elements of A is the
determinant. (Exer ise: arry out this pro edure for N = 2).11
11 As with ordinary integrals, Grassmann integrals an also be subje ted to variable transforms.

Suppose we are given an integral

Z

d( ; )f ( ; )

and wish to hange variables a ording to

 = M ;  = M0 ;

(5.39)

where, for simpli ity, M and M0 are omplex matri es (i.e. we here restri t ourselves to linear transforms).
One an show that

1 : : : N = det M 1 : : : N ;
1 : : : N = det M 0 1 : : : N :

(5.40)

(There are di erent ways to prove this identity. The most straightforward one is by expli itly writing
out (5.39) in omponents and ommuting all Grassmann variables to the right. A more elegant way is
to argue that the oeÆ ient relating the right and the left hand sides of (5.40) must be an N th order
polynomial of matrix elements of M. In order to be onsistent with the anti- ommutation behaviour
of Grasmann variables, the polynomial must obey ommutation relations whi h uniquely hara terise a
determinant. Ex er ise: Che k the relation for N = 2). On the other hand, the integral of the new
variables must obey the de ning relation,
Z

d1 : : : N =

Z

d1 : : : N = ( )N +1 ;
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The Grassmann version of (4.47) reads
Z

T
T
T
1
d( ; )e  A+ +  = det AeA 

R

(5.41)

R

To prove that relation, noti e that df ( ) = df ( +  ), i.e. in Grassmann integrals
one an shift variables as in the ordinary ase. The proof of the Gaussian relation above
thus pro eeds in omplete analogy to the omplex ase. As with (4.47), Eq. (5.41) an
also be employed to generate further integration formulae. De ning

h  i  det A

1

Z

T
d( ; )e  A (  )

and expanding both the left and the right hand side of (5.41) to leading order in the
`monomial' j i , we obtain

hj i i = Aji1:
The N -fold iteration of this pro edure nally gives

hj1 j2 : : : jn i1 i2 : : : in i =

X
P

sgn P Aj11iP 1 : : : Ajn1iPn

where the signum of the permutation a ounts for the sign hanges a ompanying the
inter hange of Grassmann variables.

Q

where
d R= N
i=1 di and the sign on the right hand side is due to the fa t that
R
d1 1 d2 2 = 1. Eqs. (5.40) and (5.39) enfor e the identity
d = det Md ; d = det M0 d;
whi h ombines to give
Z

d( ; )f ( ; ) = det(MM0 )

Z

d( ;  0 )f ( ( ); ( )):

R

d1 d2 1 2 =

5.5.
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5.5 Problem Set
Q1 Explore normalization, overlap, ompleteness properties of Grassmann oherent
sates. Spin oherent states ...

Q2 Real time eld integral.
Q3 Field integral vs. path integral: Consider the simplest bosoni many body
Hamiltonian:





1
H^ = ay a + ~!:
2

(5.42)

where ay reates 'stru tureless' parti les (states de ned in a one-dimensional Hilbert
spa e.) In se tion 2.1.1 we had seen that H^ an be interpreted as the Hamiltonian
of a single os iallator degree of freedom. Show that, indeed, the eldintegral for
the partition fun tion tr (exp( H^ )) an be mapped onto the (imaginary time)
pathintegral of an harmoni os illator by a suitable variable transformation. Hint:
Let yourself be guided by the fa t that the onjugate operator pair (a; ay ) is related to
the momentum and oordinate operator (^p; q^) through a anoni al transformation.

Q4 Compute the oherent state path integral of the Hamiltonian (5.42). (However,

there is no need to be pre ise about the global normalization of the integral.) Then
apply the formula (4.22) to evaluate the resulting in nite produ t over Matsubara
frequen ies. Fix the normalization of the result by demanding that in the zero
temperature limit, ! 1, the os illator must be in its ground state. Finally,
ompute the partition fun tion by elementary means and he k your result.
Additional exer ise: repeat the same steps for the 'fermioni os illator', H^ = ( y +
1=2)~! , where [ ; y ℄+ = 1 are fermion operators. (You need the auxiliary formula

2

Q
x
1
= os x2 .
n
(2n+1)

Q5 Field representation of the one-dimensional free fermion. Comparison with free bose
theory.

Q6 Some frequen y summations.
Q7 partition fun tion from oherent state representation.
Q8 partition fun tion from dis rete determinant representation.
Q9 persistent urrent problem

5.5.1 Answers
A1 Solution, oherent states ...
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A2 In the oherent state representation, the quantum partition fun tion of the os illator
Hamiltonian is expressed in terms of the path integral
Z

Z = D[; ℄ exp






Z

   + ~! 
 ;
d 

0

(5.43)

where ( ) denotes a omplex s alar eld, the onstant fa tor e ~!=2 has been
 ℄, and we have set the
absorbed into the measure of the fun tional integral D[;
hemi al potential  = 0. The onne tion between the oherent state and Feynman
integral is established by the hange of eld variables,

( ) =

 m! 1=2 

2~

ip( )
q ( ) +
m!



where p( ) and q ( ) represent real elds. Substituting, and rearranging some terms
by integrating by parts, the onne tion is established,
Z

Z = D(p; q) exp



 2
p

Z

1
+ m! 2 q 2
d
2m 2

0

i
~

pq_



:

A3 Dealing rst with the bosoni os illator, and making use of the Gaussian fun tional
integral for omplex elds (see Eq. (5.43)), we obtain

ZB

=



Z

 ℄ exp
D[;

1 "
Y
n=1

(~! )2 +





Z

d  ( + ~! ) 

0
2 # 1

2n



1 "
Y
n=1



1+

 det( + ~!) 1 



2 # 1

~!

2n

Y
!n

[i!n + ~! ℄

1

 sinh(~1! =2) :

Now, in the limit of small temperatures, the partition fun tion is dominated by the
ground state, lim !1 ZB = e ~!=2 , whi h xes the onstant of proportionality,

ZB = 2 sinh(1~ !=2) :
Similarly one an perform the Gaussian integration in the fermioni
ase, the produ t over the eigenvalues stands in the numerator, and

ZF 


Y

[i!n + ~! ℄ 

!n
1 "
Y
n=1

1+



~!

1
Y

"

n=1

(2n + 1)

(~! )2 +
2 #





(2n + 1)

osh(~! =2):

Fixing the normalization as before in the bosoni ase, we nd

ZF = 2e

~!

osh(~ !=2):

2 #

ase. In this

5.5.
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Altogether, these results are easily on rmed by dire t omputation, viz

ZB

= e

~!=2

ZF

= e

~!=2

1
X
n=0
1
X
n=0

e

n ~!

=

e

n ~!

=e

e

~!=2

1 e
~!=2

~!

=

(1 + e

1
2 sinh( ~!=2)
~!

) = 2e

~!

osh(~ !=2):
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Chapter 6
Perturbation Theory
Analyti al ma hinery to approximately solve many body problems is introdu ed. Employing the so- alled 4 -theory as an example, we learn how to des ribe systems that are not
too far from a known referen e state by perturbative methods. Diagrammati methods are
introdu ed as a tool to eÆ iently implement perturbation theory at large orders. The new
on epts are then applied to an analysis of various properties of the weakly intera ting
ele tron gas.

In previous hapters we have stated time and again that the majority of many parti le
problems annot be solved in losed form. So we have to begin to think about approximate strategies. One promising ansatz is that when approa hing the low temperature
physi s of a many parti le system we often have some idea, however vague, of its preferred
states and/or its low energy ex itations. One may then set out to explore the system by
using these prospe ted ground state on gurations as a working platform. E.g. one might
expand the Hamiltonian in the vi inity of the referen e state and he k that, indeed, the
residual 'perturbations' a ting in the low energy se tor of the Hilbert spa e are weak and
an be dealt with by some kind of approximate expansion. Consider, e.g., the Heisenberg
magnet. An exa t solution of this system is out of question. However, we know (or,
more onservatively, 'expe t') that at zero temperature the spins will be frozen out to
on gurations aligned along some (domainwise) onstant magnetization axes. Residual
u tuations around these on gurations, des ribed by the Holstein-Primako boson ex itations, or spinwaves, dis ussed before an be des ribed in terms of a ontrolled expansion
s heme. Similar programs work for ountless other physi al systems.
These onsiderations di tate mu h of our further strategy. We will need to onstru t
methods to identify and des ribe the lowest energy on gurations of many parti le systems { often alled 'mean elds' { and learn how to do perturbation theory around them.
In essen e, the rst part of that program amounts to solving a variational problem, a relatively straightforward task. However, the formulation of perturbation strategies requires
some preparation and, equally important, a good deal of riti al aution (this be ause
many systems notoriously defy perturbative assaults, a fa t easily misjudged!) We thus
turn the logi al sequen e of the two steps upside down and devote this hapter to an
185
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introdu tion to many body perturbation theory. This will in lude a number of appli ations, i.e. problems where the mean eld is trivial an perturbation theory alone suÆ es to
produ e meaningful results. Perturbation theory superimposed on non-trivial mean- elds
will then be the subje t of the next hapter.

6.1 Perturbation Theory I: General Stru tures and
Low-Order Expansions
As with any other perturbative approa h, many body perturbation theory amounts to an
expansion of observables in powers of some parameter, typi ally, the oupling strength
of an intera tion operator. However, before dis ussing how this program is implemented
in pra ti e, it is imperative to develop some understanding of the mathemati al status
of su h 'series expansions'. (To motivate the point: it may, and often does happen that
the in nite order expansion in the 'small parameter' of the problem does not exist in a
mathemati al sense!) This an be a hieved by onsidering

6.1.1 An Instru tive Integral
Consider the integral

I (g ) =

Z

pdx e

1
2 x2 gx4 :

(6.1)
2
It an be regarded as a minis ule ari ature of a parti le subje t to some harmoni potential (x2 ) plus 'intera tion' (x4 ). For small g  1, it is natural to treat the intera tion
perturbatively, i.e. to expand
X
I (g ) 
g nIn ;
(6.2)
where

n

g nI

( g )n
=
n
n!

Z

pdx e

1 x2 4n
2 x

= ( g )n

(4n 1)!! n1  gn n
 e :
n!

2
1 n n
and the last proportionality is based on the Stirling formula n! n
ne .
This estimate should alert us. It states that, stri tly speaking, a series expansion
in the 'small parameter' g does not exist. No matter how small g , at  (1=g )th in the
perturbative expansion, the series begins to diverge. In fa t, it is easy to predi t this
breakdown on qualitative grounds: For g > 0 (g < 0), the integral (6.1) is onvergent
(divergent). This implies that the series expansion of the fun tion I (g ) around g = 0
must have zero radius of onvergen e. However, there is also a more 'physi al' way of
understanding the phenomenon. Consider a one-dimensional version of (4.45), where the
'Gaussian average' is given by (4.44):
Z
X
pdx e 12 x2 x4n = 1 = (4n 1)!!:
2
all possible
pairings of 4n obje ts

The fa tor (4n 1)!! measures the ombinatorial freedom to pair up 4n obje ts. This
suggests to interpret the breakdown of the perturbative expansion as the result of a
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ompetition between the smallness of the expansion parameter g and the ombinatorial
proliferation of equivalent ontributions, or 'pairings', ontributing to the Gaussian integral. Physi ally, the ombinatorial fa tor an be interpreted as the number of di erent
'partial amplitudes' ontributing to the net result at any given order of perturbation theory. Eventually, the exponential growth of this gure overpowers the smallness of the
expansion parameter whi h is when perturbation theory breaks down. (Oddly the existen e of this, rather general me hanism is usually not mentioned in textbook treatments
of quantum perturbation theory!)
Does the ill- onvergen e of the series imply that perturbative approa hes to problems
of the P
stru ture (6.1) are doomed to fail? Fortunately,Pthis is not so. While the in nite
nmax n
n
series 1
ex ellent apn=0 g In is divergent, a partial resummation
n=0 g In an yield
4 Pnmax (gx4 )n
gx
proximations to the exa t result I (g ). To see this, let us use that je
n=0 n! j 
( gx4 )nmax +1
(nmax +1)! to estimate the error

I (g )

nX
max
n=0

g n In


nmax
 gnmax+1 Inmax+1 nmax1 gnemax

Variation wrt nmax shows that the error rea hes its minimum when nmax  g where it s ales
like e 1=g . Noti e the exponential dependen e of the error on the oupling g . E.g. for a
small oupling g  0:01, 100th order perturbation theory would lead to an approximation
of astronomi absolute pre ision e 100 . In ontrast, for g  0:3, perturbation theory
be omes bad already after 3rd order!
Summarizing, the moral to be taken home from the analysis of the integral (6.1) (and
whi h generalizes to theories of more omplex stru ture) is that perturbative expansions
should not be onfused with rigorous Taylor expansions. They rather represent asymptoti expansions, in the sense that for weaker and weaker oupling a partial resummation
of the perturbation series leads to an ever more pre ise approximation to the exa t result.
For weak enough oupling the distin tion between Taylor expansion and asymptoti expansion be omes a ademi (at least for physi ists). However, for intermediate or strong
oupling theories, the asymptoti hara ter of perturbation theory must be kept in mind.

6.1.2 4-Theory
While the integral dis ussed in the previous se tion told us something about the general
status of perturbation theory, we need to pro eed to the level of fun tional integrals to
learn more about the pra ti al implementation of perturbative methods. The simplest
intera ting eld theory displaying all relevant stru tures is de ned through

Z

Z

De

S [℄ ;

S [℄ 

Z

dd x





r
1
 + 2 + g4 ;
2
2

(6.3)

where  is a s alar bosoni eld. Owing to the stru ture of its intera tion term, this
model is often referred to as 4 -theory. The 4 -model not only provides a prototypi al
environment in whi h features of intera ting eld theories an be explored, it also appears
in numerous appli ations. E.g. lose to its riti al point, the d-dimensional Ising model
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is des ribed by the 4 -a tion (see the info-blo k below.) More generally, it an be shown
that the long range behaviour of lassi al statisti al systems with a single order parameter
(e.g. the density of a uid, uni-axial magnetisation et .) is des ribed by the 4 -a tion1.
Within the ontext of statisti al me hani s, S [℄ is known as the Ginzburg-Landau
free energy fun tional (less frequently also as the Landau-Wilson model.)

. Info. The d-dimensional Ising model des ribes the lassi al magnetism of a latti e of
magneti moments Si 2 f1; 1g that an take only two values 1. It is de ned through the
Hamiltonian
X
X
H = Si Cij Sj
Hi Si ;
(6.4)
ij

i

where Cij = C (ji j j) is a orrelation matrix des ribing the mutual intera tion of the spins, H
an external magneti eld and the sums run over the sites of a d-dimensional latti e (assumed
hyper ubi al for simpli ity.)
The Ising model is the simplest model des ribing lassi al magnetism. In low dimensions
d = 1; 2, it an be solved exa tly, i.e. the partition fun tion and all observables depending on it
an be omputed rigorously (see our dis ussion in hapter XX.) However, for generi dimensions
no losed solutions exist and one has to resort to approximation strategies. Below we will
show that the long range physi s of the system is des ribed by 4 -theory. Noti e that (safe
for the ex eptional ase d = 1 dis ussed in hapter XX) the system is expe ted to display a
magneti phase transition. As a orrolary this implies that the 4 -model must exhibit mu h
more interesting behaviour than its inno ent apperen e suggests!
Consider the partition fun tion
P
X P
e ij Si Kij Sj + i hi Si ;
Z=
(6.5)
fSi g

where K  C and h  h. The feature that prevents us from rigorously omputing the ongurational sum is, of ourse, the orrelation between the spins. We an remove that orrelation
at, however, a pri e: Let us onsider theZ 'fat unity',
P
1 = N D e 14 ij i(K 1)ij j ;
p
where D  Qi d i, K 1 is the inverse of the orrelation matrix and N = det(4K 1 ) a
fa tor normalizing the integral to unity. A shift of the integration variables, i ! i 2(K S)i ,
brings the integral into the form (Here (K S)i is the ith omponent of the ve tor obtained by
multiplying the matrix K to the ve tor S = fSi g.)
Z
P
P
P
1 = N D e 14 ij i(K 1)ij j + i Si i ij Si Kij Sj :
We now multiply this representation
of unity to the partition fun tion and obtain
Z
P
X 1P
1
(6.6)
Z=N D
e 4 ij i (C )ij j + i Si ( i +hi)
fSi g

1 Heuristi ally, this is explained by the fa t that S [℄ is the simplest intera ting (i.e. non-Gaussian)
model a tion invariant under inversion  $ . (The a tion of an uniaxial magnet should depend on the

value of the lo al magnetization, but not on its sign.) A purely Gaussian theory might des ribe wave-like
u tuations of the magnetization, but not the ' riti al' phenomenon of a magneti transition. One thus
needs, at least, a 4 -intera tion term. Later on we will see that more omplex monomials of , su h as
6 or ()4 , are inessential in the long range limit.
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We have, thus, removed the orrelation between the spin variables at the expense of the introdu
tion of a new ontinuous eld f i g. Why do this? Be auseP a multi-dimensional integral R D is
usually easier to deal with than a multi-dimensional sum fSig over dis rete obje ts. The transformation leading from (6.5) to (6.6) is our rst example of a so- alled Hubbard-Stratonovi h
transformation. One eld is de oupled on the expense of the introdu tion of another. Noti e
that in spite of the somewhat high-minding denotation, the transformation is tantamount to a
simple shift of a Gaussian integration variable, a feature shared by all Hubbard-Stratonovi h
transformations! P
The summation fSig = Qi PSi an now be trivially done:
Z=N

Z

D e
Z

1 Pij i (K 1 )ij
4

=N D

e

=N D

1
e 4

Z

Y

(2 osh( + ) =

i hi
i
1 Pij i (K 1 )ij j +Pi ln osh( i +hi )
4
P

j

ij ( i hi )(K

1 )ij (

P
j hj )+ i ln osh( i ) ;

where we have absorbed the inessential fa tor Qi 2 in the normalization N . We nally hange
integration variables from i to i  21 (K 1 )i and arrive at the intermediate result
Z=N

Z

D e

P

P
P
ij i Kij j + i i hi + i ln osh(2(K)i ) :

This representation of the problem still does not look very inviting. To bring it into a
form amenable to further analyti al evaluation, we need to make the simplifying assumption
that we are working at low temperatures su h that the exponential weight Kij = C (ji j j)
inhibits strong u utations of the eld . More pre isely, we assume that ji j  1 and that the
spatial pro le of the eld is smooth. To make use of these onditions, we swit h to a Fourier
representation,
1 X e ikri (k);
i = p
N k
1 X e ik(ri rj ) K (k)
Kij =
N

k

and expand ln osh(x) = 12 x2 121 x4 + : : :. Noting that (K)(k) = K (k)(k) = K (0)(k) +
1 2 00
4
2 k K (0)(k) + O (k ), we on lude that the low temperature expansion of the a tion has the
general stru ture
X
X
k1 k2 k3 k4 Æk1 +k2 +k3 +k4 +O(k4 ; h2 ; 6 )
S [℄ = [k ( 1 + 2 k  k) k + 3 k h k ℄+ 4
N
k1 ;:::;k4

k

. Exer

ise.

Show that the oeÆ ients i are given by
1
2
3
4

=
=
=
=

K (0)(1

2K (0));
1 K 00(0)(1 4K (0));
2
1;
4K (0) :
3
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Swit hing ba k to a real spa e representation and taking a ontinuum limit, the S [℄ assumes
the form of a prototypi al 4 -a tion
S [℄ =

Z

dd r

1 

+

2 

+

3 h

+N

4

4 :

A res aling of variables  ! p112  nally brings the a tion into the form (6.3) with oeÆ ients
r = 2 = 1 and g = 4 =(2 1 ).2
We have thus su eeded in des ribing the low temperature phase of the Ising model in terms
of a 4 -model. While the stru ture of the a tion ould have been guessed on symmetry grounds,
the 'mi ros opi ' derivation has the advantage that it yields expli it expressions for the oupling
onstants. There is a tually one interesting aspe t about the dependen e of these onstants on
the parameters of the mi ros opi model. Consider the onstant 2 ontrolling the k-independent
ontribution to the Gaussian a tion: 2 / K 00(0)(1 4K (0)) / (1 4 C (0)). Sin e C (0) must
be positive to ensure the overall stability of the model (why?) the onstant 2 will hange sign
at a ertain ' rit al temperature'  . For temperatures lower than  , the Gaussian a tion is
unstable (i.e. u tuations with low waveve tor be ome unbound) and the anharmoni term
4 alone ontrols the stability of the model. Clearly, the behaviour of the system will hange
drasti ally at this point. Indeed, the riti al temperature 2 (  ) = 0 marks the position of the
magneti phase transition, a point to be dis ussed in more detail below.
||||||||||||||{

Let us begin our primer of perturbation theory by introdu ing some nomen lature3 .
To save writing, we de ne the notation
R

S [℄
h: : :i  DR De e S([: ℄: :) ;

(6.7)

for the fun tional integral, weighted by the a tion S , of a any expression (: : :). Due to the
stru tural similarity to the thermal averages of statisti al me hani s, h: : :i is sometimes
alled a fun tional average or fun tional expe tation value. Similarly, we de ne
R

S0 [℄
h: : :i0  DR De e S0([: ℄: :)

for the fun tional average over the Gaussian a tion S0
produ t of eld variables,

(6.8)

 S jg=0 .

Cn (x1 ; x2 ; : : : ; xn )  h(x1 )(x2 ) : : : (xn)i

The average over a
(6.9)

is alled an (n-point) orrelation fun tion, sometimes also just n-point fun tion for
brevity4 .
2 The only di eren e is that the magneti 4 -a tion ontains a term linear in  and h. The reason is
that in the presen e of a nite magneti eld the a tion is no longer invariant under inversion  ! .
3 Neeless to say, that the jargon introdu ed below is not restri ted to the 4 -example!
4 Noti e that, depending on the ontext and/or s ienti ommunity, the phrase 'n-point fun tion'
sometimes refers C2n instead of Cn .
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The 1-point fun tion C1 (x) = h(x)i simply measures the expe tation value of the
eld amplitude. For the parti ular ase of the 4 -problem above the phase transition and,
more generally, the majority of eld theories with an a tion even in the eld amplitudes,
C1 = 0 and the rst non-vanishing orrelation fun tion is the 2-point fun tion

x2 )  C2 (x1 ; x2 ):

G(x1

(6.10)

(Why does C2 depend only on the di eren e of its arguments?) The 2-point fun tion is
sometimes also alled the propagator of the theory, the Green fun tion, or, espe ially
in the more formal literature, the resolvent operator. The existen e of di erent names
suggests that we have met with an important obje t. Indeed, we will shortly see that the
Green fun tion not only represents a entral building blo k of the theory but also arries
profound physi al signi an e.

. Info. To develop some understanding of the meaning of this obje t, let us re all that
the average of a linear eld amplitude, h(0)i, vanishes. (See the gure, where a artoon of a
few 'typi al' eld on gurations is sket hed as a fun tion of oordinate.) However, the average
of the squared amplitude ((0))2 is ertainly non-vanishing, simply be ause we are integrating
over a positive obje t. Now, what happens if we split our single observation point into two,
h((0))2 i0 ! h(0)(x)i0 = G(x). For asymptoti ally large x it is likely that the two amplitudes
do not know of ea h other, i.e. G(x) jxj!1
! 0. However, this vanishing will not happen instantly.
The reason is that the eld amplitudes are orrelated over a ertain range in spa e. E.g. if
(0) > 0, the eld amplitude will, on average, stay positive in an entire neighbourhood of 0 just
be ause rapid u tuations of the eld are energeti ally ostly (the gradient term in the a tion!).
The spatial orrelation pro le of the eld is des ribed by the fun tion G(x).

φ

0

x

Figure 6.1: Cartoon of a few 'typi al' eld amplitudes. Positive and negative amplitudes enter
with equal weight, hen e the vanishing of h(0)i. However, the orrelation fun tion G is nonvanishing.
How does the orrelation behaviour of the eld relate to the basi parameters of the a tion.
A qui k answer an be given by dimensional analysis. The a tion of the theory must be
dimensionless (be ause it appears as the argument
of an exponential.) Denoting the dimension
of any quantity X by [X ℄, and using that R dd r = Ld , [ ℄ = L 1 , inspe tion of (6.3) obtains
the set of relations,
Ld 2 [℄2 = 1;
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Ld [r℄[℄2 = 1;
Ld [g℄[℄4 = 1;

from where follow [℄ = L(d 2)=2 , [r℄ = L 2, [g℄ = Ld 4. In general, both system parameters,
g and r arry a non-zero length-dimension. However, temporarily on entrating on the nonintera ting se tor, g = 0, the only parameter of the theory, r, has dimensionality L 2. Arguing
in reverse, we on lude that any intrinsi length s ale produ ed by the theory, (e.g. the range
over whi h the elds are orrelated), must s ale as  r 1=2.
A more quantitative des ription an be obtained by onsidering the free propagator of the
theory,
G0 (x)  h(0)(x)i0 ;
(6.11)
Sin e the momentum representation of the Gaussian a tion is simply given by
1 X  (p2 + r) ;
S0 [℄ =
p
2 p p
it is onvenient to rst ompute G0 in momentum spa e:
G0 (p) 

Z

dd x eipx G0 (x) =

X
p0

hp p0 i0 :

Using the Gaussian ontra tion rule (4.43) the free fun tional average evaluates to hp p0 i0 =
1 , i.e.5
1
G0 (p) = hp  p i0 = 2 :
(6.12)
p +r
To obtain G(x), we need to ompute the inverse transform
1 X e ipxG0(p)  Z dd k e ipx ;
(6.13)
G0 (x) = d
L p
(2)d p2 + r
where we have assumed that the system is large, i.e. the sum over momenta an be ex hanged
for an integral.
For simpli ity, let us ompute the integral for a one-dimensional system. (For the two- and
three-dimensional ase see the problem set.) Writing p2 + r = (k + ir1=2 )(k ir1=2 ), we see
that the ( omplex extension of the) k integral has simple poles at ir1=2. For x smaller (larger)
than zero, the integrand is analyti in the upper (lower) omplex k-plane and losure of the
integration ontour to a semi ir le of in nite radius obtains

Æp+p0 (p2 + r)

G0 (x) =

Z

e ipx
dk
2 (k + ir1=2 )(k ir1=2)

r1=2 jxj

= e 2r1=2

:

(6.14)

This result tea hes us something interesting. Typi ally, orrelations de ay exponentially, at a
rate set by the orrelation length   r 1=2 . However, as r approa hes 0, the system be omes
long range orrelated. The origin of this phenomenon an be understood by inspe ting the
stru ture of the Gaussian ontribution to the a tion (6.3). For r ! 0 (and still negle ting the
4 - ontribution) nothing prevents the onstant eld mode (x) = 0 = onst: from be oming
5 The result G0 (p) = (p2 +r) 1 lari es why G is referred to as a 'Green fun tion'. Indeed, G0 (p) is (the
momentum representation of the) Green fun tion of the di erential equation ( r2 + r)G(r; r0 ) = Æ(r r0 ).
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in nitely large, i.e. the u tuating ontribution to the eld be omes relatively less important
than the onstant o set. The in reasing 'sti ness' of the eld in turn manifests itself in a growth
of spatial orrelations ( f. Fig. 6.1.) Noti e that this ts in ni ely with our previous statement
that r = 0 marks the position of a phase transition. Indeed, the buildup of in nitely long range
spatial orrelations is known to a be a hallmark of se ond order phase transitions.
||||||||||||||{

6.1.3 Perturbation Theory at Low Orders
Having dis ussed the general stru ture of the theory and of its free propagator, let us turn
our attention to the role of the intera tion ontribution to the a tion,

Sint [℄  g

Z

dd x  4 :

Within the jargon of eldtheory, an integrated monomial of a eld variable (like 4 )
is ommonly alled an (intera tion) operator or a vertex (operator). Keeping the
words of aution made in se tion 6.1.1 in mind, we wish to explore perturbatively how the
intera tion vertex a e ts the fun tional expe tation value of any given eld observable,
i.e. we wish to analyse expansions of the type
:::
X
(

hX [℄i 



 

Z

n
g )n
X [℄
dd x  4
n!
n=0
n 
Z
:::
X (g )n
d
4
d x
n!
0
n=0

0



nX
max
n=0

X (n) ;

(6.15)

where X may be any observable and X (n) denotes the ontribution of nth order to the
expansion in g . The summation limits in numerator and denominator are symboli beause, as explained above, we will need to terminate the total perturbative expansion at
a ertain nite order nmax .

. Exer

ise.

Re apitulate se tion 4.5.4 on ontinuum Gaussian integration.

To keep the dis ussion on rete, let us fo us on the perturbative expansion of the
propagator. (A physi al appli ation relating to this expansion will be dis ussed in se tion
XX below.) The zeroth order ontribution G(0) = G0 has been dis ussed before, so the
rst non-trivial term we have to explore is G(1) :

G(1) (x; x0 )



(x)

Z

dd y (y)4 (x0 )





(x)(x0)

 Z

dd y(y)4

 

:
(6.16)
Sin e the fun tional average is now over a Gaussian a tion, this expression an be evaluated by Wi k's theorem, Eq. (4.50). E.g. the fun tional average of the rst of the two
terms leads to (integral signs and onstants stripped o for larity)
= g

(x)(y)4 (x0 ) 0 =

0

0

0
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= 3h(x)(x0)i0 [h(y)(y)i0℄2 + 12h(x)(y)i0 h(y)(y)i0 h(y)(x0)i0 =
= 3G0 (x x0 )G0 (0)2 + 12G0 (x y)G0 (0)G0 (y x0 );
(6.17)
where we have used that the operator inverse of the Gaussian a tion is, by de nition, the
free Green fun tion ( f. Eq. (6.11).) Also noti e that the total number of terms appearing
on the right hand side equals 15 = (5 1)!! whi h is just the number of distin t pairings
of 6 obje ts. (Cf. with Eq. (4.50) and with our dis ussion of se tion 6.1.1.) Similarly, the
se ond ontribution to G(1) leads to

h(x)(x0)i0h(y)4i0 = 3h(x)(x0)i0[h(y)2i0℄ = 3G0 (x x0 )G0(0)2 :
Before analysing these stru tures in any more detail, let us make some general observations. The rst order expansion of G ontains a number of fa tors G(0), the free Green
fun tion evaluated at oin iding points. This bears disturbing onsequen es. To see this,
onsider G(0) evaluated in momentum spa e:

G(0) =

Z

dd p 1
:
(2 )d p2 + r

(6.18)

For dimensions d > 1, dhe integral is divergent at large momenta or short wavelengths; we
have met with an ultraviolett (UV) divergen e. Physi ally, the divergen e implies that
already at rst order our expansion runs into a diÆ ulty whi h is obviously related to the
short distan e stru ture of the system. How an this problem be over ome? One way out
is to remember that eld theories like the 4 -model represent e e tive low temperature, or
long wavelength, approximations to more mi ros opi models. The range of appli ability
of the a tion must be limited to wavelengths > a, or momenta k < a 1 , where a is
some mi ros opi uto parameter. It seems that on e that uto has been built in, the
onvergen e problem is solved. However, there is something unsatisfa tory to this option:
All our perturbative orre tions, and therefore the nal result of the analysis, exhibit
strong sensitivity on the mi ros opi uto parameter. But this is not what we expe t
of a sensible low energy theory ( f. the dis ussion of hapter ??)! The UV problem
signals that something more interesting is going on than a naive uto regularization
ould remove. We will dis uss this point extensively in hapter XX.
However, even if we temporarily lose our eyes on the UV-phenomenon, there is another problem. For dimensions d  2, and in the limit r ! 0, G(0) diverges also at
small momenta, an infrared (IR) divergen e. Being related to stru tures at large
wavelengths, this type of singularity should attra t our attention even more than the UVdivergen e mentioned above. Indeed, it is intimately related to the buildup of longranged
orrelations in the limit r ! 0 ( f. the stru ture of the integral (6.13).) We will ome ba k
to the dis ussion of the IR-singularities, and their onne tion to the UV-phenomenon in
hapter XX.
The onsiderations above show that the perturbative analysis of fun tional integrals
will ome with all sorts of divergen es. On top of that, there is another, less fundamental,
but also important point: Looking at Eq. (6.17), we have to on ede that the expression
does not look parti ularly inviting. To make the point we wish to s ore more plasti , let
us onsider the ore ontribution to the expansion at se ond order in g :

6.1. PERTURBATION THEORY I: GENERAL STRUCTURES AND LOW-ORDER EXPANSIO

. Exer ise. Show that the 10-th order ontra tion leads to the 945 terms
(x)(y)4 (y0 )4 (x0 ) 0 =
=9G0(x x0 )G0(0)4 + 72G0 (x x0)G0 (y y0 )2G0(0)2 + 24G0 (x x0 )G0(y y0 )4 +

+ 36G0 (x y)G0 (x0 y)G0 (0)3 + 144G0 (x y)G0 (x0 y)G0 (y y0 )2 G0(0) +
+144G0 (x y)G0 (x0 y0)G0 (0)2 G0(y y0 ) + 96G0(x y)G0 (x0 y0 )G0(y0 y)3 +
+(y $ y0 )

Note: Our further dis ussion will not rely on this result. It only serves illustrative purposes.
Clearly, Eq. (6.19) is highly in-transparent. There are seven groups of di erent terms,
but it is not obvious how to attribute any meaning to these ontributions. Further, would
we onsider the full se ond order Green fun tion G(2) , i.e. a ount for the expansion of
both numerator and denominator in (6.2), we would nd that some ontributions an el
out (exer ise ffor energeti readersg: show it!). Clearly, the situation will not improve at
third and higher order in g !
We thus see that to eÆ iently apply perturbative onepts beyond lowest orders a more eÆ ient formulation
of the expansion is needed. The key to the onstru tion of a better language lies in the observation that
our previous notation is full of redundan y. I.e. before
the full ontra tion of a perturbative ontribution, we
represent our elds by (x). A more ompa t way of φ(x)
φ(y)
keeping tra k of the presen e of that eld is shown in
x
y
the upper portion of the gure: Draw a point (with an
optional 'x' labeling its position) and atta h a little leg
< >0
to it. The leg indi ates that the elds are so iable obje ts, i.e. they need to nd a partner to pair with. After
the ontra tion, a pair h(x)(y)i ! G0 (x y) bex
y
omes a free Green fun tion. Graphi ally, this informaG0(x,y)
tion an be represented by pairwise onne ting the legs
of the eld symbols to lines, where ea h line is identi ed
with a Green fun tion onne ting the two terminating
points. The full ontra tion of a free orrelation fun tion h(x1 )(x2 ) : : : (x2n )i0 is represented by the set of
all distin t diagrams formed by pairwise onne tion of
the eld verti es.
Fig. 6.2 shows the graphi al representation of the ontra tion of Eq. (6.17). (The
ross appearing on the lhs represents four eld operators sitting at the same point y.
A ording to our rule formulated above, ea h of the two diagrams on the rhs represents
the produ t of three Green fun tions, taken between the spe i ed oordinates. Further,
ea h ontribution is weighted by a ombinatorial fa tor, i.e. the number of identi al
diagrams of that stru ture. Consider, e.g., the se ond ontribution on the rhs. It is
formed by onne ting the 'external' eld vertex at x to any of the legs of the internal
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Figure 6.2: Graphi al representation of a rst order in g ontra tion ontributing expansion of the Green fun tion.
vertex at y: 4 possibilities. Next, the vertex at x0 is onne ted with one of the remaining
three unsaturated verti es at y: 3 possibilities. The last ontra tion y $ y is xed, i.e.
we obtain altogether 3  4 = 12 equivalent diagrams. ('Equivalent' that ea h of these
represents the same on guration of Green fun tions.)

Verify that the graphi al representation of the se ond order ontra tion (6.19)
is as shown in Fig. 6.36 . Asso iate diagrams to individual ontributions appearing in (6.19) and
try to reprodu e the ombinatorial fa tors.
. Exer

ise.

9

+ 24

+ 288

Figure 6.3:

+ 72

+ 72

+ 288

+ 192

Graphi al representation of the se ond order orre tion to the Green fun tion.

The graphi representation of the ontra tions shown in Figs. 6.2 and 6.3, provides
us with suÆ ient ba kground to list some general aspe ts of the diagrammati approa h:

. First a trivial, point: Diagrammati methods help to eÆ iently represent the perturabative expansion. However, we are still left with the problem (see the dis ussion
above) of omputing the analyti al expressions orresponding to individual diagrams.
To go ba k from an nth order graph to its analyti al representation one (i) atta hes
oordinates to all eld verti es, (ii) identifes lines betweenn points with Green fun tions, (iii) multiplies the graph with the overall onstant gn! , and (iv) integrates over
all oordinates of the internal oordinates. When one en ounters expressions like
G(n) = 'sum of graphs', the operations (i)-(iv) are impli it.
6 In the gure, the oordinates arried by the eld verti es have been dropped for notational simpli ity.
To restore the full information arried by any of these 'naked' graphs one atta hes oordinates x and x0
to the external eld verti es and integration- oordinates yi to ea h of the i nodes that do not onne t
to an external eld vertex. Sin e no information is lost, diagrams are often represented without expli it
referen e to oordinates.

6.1. PERTURBATION THEORY I: GENERAL STRUCTURES AND LOW-ORDER EXPANSIO

. As should be lear from the lear from the formulation of our basi rules, there is no
xed rule as to how to represent a diagram. I.e. as long as no lines are ut any kind
of reshaping, twisiting, rotatiting, et . of the diagram leaves its ontent invariant.
(At large orders of perturbation theory, it often takes a se ond look to identify two
di erently drawn diagrams as equivalent.)
. From the assembly of diagrams ontributing to any given order, a number of internal
stru tures immanent to the series expansion be ome apparent. E.g. looking at the
diagrams shown in Fig. 6.2, we noti e that some are simply onne ted, some are not.
Among the set of onne ted diagrams (no's. 5,6,7) there are some whose ' ore
portion', i.e. the ontent of the diagram after the legs onne ting to the external
verti es has been removed, an be ut into two pie es just by utting one more line
(no. 7). Others (no's. 5,6) show a higher degree of internal entanglement. One
an also atta h a loop order to a diagram, i.e. the number of inequivalent loops
formed by segments of Green fun tions (for Fig. 6.3: 4,3,3,3,2,2,2, in that order.)
One ( orre tly) expe ts that these stru tures, whi h are diÆ ult to dis ern from the
equivalent analyti al representation, will re e t themseleves in the mathemati s of
the perturbative expansion. We will ome ba k to dis ussing this point below.
. Then there is the issue of ombinatori s. The diagrammati representation eases
to determine the ombinatorial fa tors appearing in the expansion. However, the
problem of getting the ombinatori s right remains non-trivial. (If you are not impressed with the fa tors entering the se ond order expansion, onsider the 93.555
terms ontributing at third order!) In some sub-dis iplines of theoreti al physi s,
the art of identifying the full set of ombinatorial oeÆ ients at large orders of perturbation theory has been developed to great sophisti ation. Indeed, one an set up
re ned sets of diagrammati onstru tion rules whi h to onsiderable extend automatize the ombinatori s. Pedagogi al dis ussions of these rules an be found, e.g. in
the textbooks [?, ?℄. However, as we will see shortly, the need to expli itly arry
out a large order expansion, with a ount for all diagrammati sub-pro esses, rarely
arises in modern ondensed matter physi s; mostly one is interested in sub lasses
of diagrams, for whi h the ombinatori s is less problemati . For this reason, the
present text does not ontain a state of the art exposition of all diagrammati tools
and interested readers are referred to the literature.
. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, the diagrammati representation of a given
ontribution to the perturbative expansion often suggests a physi al interpretation of the orresponding physi al pro ess. (After all, any term ontributing to the
expansion of a physi al observable must orrespond to some 'real' physi al pro ess.)
Unfortunately, the 4 -theory is not well suited to illustrate this aspe t, i.e. void of
any dynami al ontent, it is a little bit too simple. However, the possibility to 'read'
individual diagrams will be om evident in the next se tion when we dis uss an an
appli ation to the intera ting ele tron gas.
Above we have introdu ed the diagrammati approa h on the example of eld expe tation
values h(x)((y)4)n (x0 )i0 . However, to obtain the Green fun tion to any given order in
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perturbation theory, we need to add to these expressions ontributions emanating from
the expansion of the denominator of the fun tional average ( f. Eqs. (6.15) and (6.16).)
While, at rst sight, the need to keep tra k of even more terms seems to ompli ate
matters, we will see that the opposite is true! The ombined expansion of numerator and
denominator leads to a mira ulous ' an ellation me hanism' whi h greatly simpli es the
analysis.
−

=

0

=3

0

+ 12

0

=

−3

= 12

Figure 6.4: Graphi al representation of the rst order orre tion to the Green fun tion:
Va uum graphs an el out.
Let us exemplify the fun tioning of that me hanism on G(1) . The three diagrams
orresponding to the ontra tions of Eq. (6.16) are shown in Fig. 6.4, where integral
signs and oordinates are dropped to simplify. On the l.h.s. of the equation bra kets
h: : :i0 indi ate that the se ond ontribution omes from the expansion of the denominator.
The point to be noti ed is that the graph produ ed by the ontra tion of that term
an els against a ontribution oming from the numerator. One further observes that the
an elled graph is of spe ial type: It ontains an intera tion vertex that does not onne t
to any of the external verti es. Diagrams with that property are ommonly denoted
va uum graphs7 .

Constru t the diagram representation of G(2) and verify that the expansion
of the nominator eliminates all va uum graphs of the numerator. I.e. verify that G(2) is given
by the sum of onne ted diagrams shown in Fig. 6.5.
. Exer

ise.

G(2) = 288

Figure 6.5:

+ 192

+ 288

Graphi al representation of the se ond order ontribution to the Green fun tion.

The an ellation of va uum graphs pertains to higher order orrelation fun tions and
to all orders of the expansion:
7 The denotation 'va uum graph' has histori al reasons. Diagrammati methods where invented in
the 50's, in the ontext of parti le theory. Instead of thermal averages h: : :i0 , one onsidered matrix
elements h j : : : j i taken in the ground state of 'va uum' of the eld theory. That motivated to dub
matrix elements h j(Sint [℄)n j i not ontaining an external eld vertex 'va uum graphs'.

6.1. PERTURBATION THEORY I: GENERAL STRUCTURES AND LOW-ORDER EXPANSIO

The ontribution to a orrelation fun tion C (2n) (x1 ; : : : ; x2n ) at lth order of perturbation theory is given by the sum of all graphs, ex luding
va uum graphs.
E.g. the rst order expansion of the 4-point
fun tion C (4) (x1 ; : : : x4 ) is shown in the gure,
where oordinates xi $ i are abbreviated by indi es and '+ pert.' stands for 6 permutations obtained by inter hanging arguments. In the literature, the statement of va uum graph an ellation
is sometimes referred to as the linked luster
theorem. Noti e that by the linked luster feature, two ies are lasped by one stroke: First we
are relieved of the burden of a double expansion
of numerator and denominator, se ond only nonva uum ontributions to the expansion of the former need to be kept.

1

2

(4)

C (1,2,3,4) = 24

+
3

+

4

1

2

3

4

12

+ pert.

. Info. The proof of the linked luster theorem is not diÆ ult. Consider a ontribution
of nth order to the expansion of the numerator of (6.15): ( ng!)n X [℄(R 4 )n 0 . The ontra tion
of that expression will lead to a sum of va uum graphs of pth order and non-va uum graphs of
(n p)th order, where p runs from 0 to n. The pth order ontribution is given by
*
+
p 
Z
1  n  X [℄ Z 4n p
4

;
n! p
0
0;n:v:
where the subs ript h: : :i0;n:v: indi ates that the ontra tion ex ludes va uum graphs and the
ombinatorial oeÆ ient ounts the number of possibilities to pi k p verti es 4 of a total of n
verti es to form a va uum graph. Summing over p, we nd that the expansion of the numerator,
split into va uum and non-va uum ontributions, reads as,
+
*
Z
p 
1 X
n
X
( g)n X [℄ Z 4n p
4

:
(n p)!p!
0
n=0 p=0
0;n:v:
By a straightforward rearrangement of the summations, this an be rewritten as
Z
n 
1 ( g )n 
1 ( g)p Z p 
X
X
4
X [℄

4
:
n
!
p
!
0;n:v: p=0
0
n=0
The p-summation exa tly equals the expansion of the denominator, so we are left with the sum
over all non-va uum ontra tions 2.

||||||||||||||{

Before on luding this se tion, let us dis uss one last te hni al point. The translational invarian e of the 4 -a tion suggests to represent the theory in momentum spa e.
Indeed, the momentum spa e representation of the propagator (6.12) is mu h simpler
than the real spa e form, and the subsequent analyti al evaluation of diagrams will be
formulated in momentum spa e anyway ( f. the prototypi al expression (6.18).)
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The diagrammati formulation of the theory in momentum
spa e is straightforward. All we need to do to is slightly adjust
the graphi al ode. Inspe tion of Eqs. (6.12) shows that the
elementary ontra tion should now be formulated as indi ated
in the gure. Only elds with opposite momentum an be
ontra ted; the line arries this momentum as a label. Noti e
that the momentum representation of the eld vertex ((x))4
is not given by (p )4 . Fourier transformation of the vertex
rather leads to the three-fold onvolution
Z

dd x(x)4 !

φp

−p

p
<

φ−p

>0

p
G0(p)

1 X
    Æ
:
Ld p1 ;:::;p4 p1 p2 p3 p4 p1 +p2 +p3 +p4

The graphi al representation of the rst order orre tion to the Green fun tion (i.e. the
momentum spa e analog of Fig. 6.4) is shown in Fig. 6.6. It is useful to think about the
verti es of the momentum-spa e diagrammati language in the spirit of 'Kir hho laws':
The addition of all momenta owing into a vertex equals zero. Consequently (think about
it!) the total sum of all momenta ' owing' into a diagram from external eld verti es must
equal zero, too: hp1 p2 : : : pn (: : :)i0 ! ÆPni=1 pi (: : :). This fa t expresses the onservation
of the total momentum hara teristi for theories with global momentum onservation.
p1 −p1 −p2−p3
3
p

p2

p3

p1

p1
−p

p

+ 12
p2

p

p

Figure 6.6: Momentum spa e representation of a rst order ontribution to the Green
fun tion. Internal momenta pi are integrated over.

Represent the diagrams of the se ond order ontra tion 6.3 in momentum
spa e. Convin e yourself that that the 'Kir hho law' suÆ es to x the result. Observe that
the number of summation over internal momenta equals the number of loops.
.

Exer ise.

This on ludes the rst part of our introdu tion to the formal elements of perturbation
theory. Criti al readers will obje t that while we undertook some e orts to eÆ iently
represent the perturbative expansion we have not in the least answered the question of
how intera tions will a tually modify the results of the free theory. Indeed, we are not yet
in a position to quantitatively address this problem, the reason being that we rst need
to better understand origin and remedy of the UV/IR-divergen es observed above.
However, temporarily ignoring the presen e of this roadblo k, let us try to outline what
kind of information an be extra ted from perturbative analyses, in prin iple. One important point to be noted is that in ondensed matter physi s8 low order perturbation theory

8 There are subdis iplines of physi s, where the situation is di erent. E.g. onsider the high pre ision

s attering experiments of atomi and sub-atomi phyis s. In these areas, the power of a theory to quantitatively predi t the dependen e of s attering rates on the strength of the proje tile/target intera tion
(the 'perturbation') is a measure of its quality. Su h tests involve large order expansions in the physi al
oupling parameters.
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is usually not enough to obtain quantitative results. The fa t that the 'perturbation' ouples to a ma ros opi number of degrees of freedom9 usually ne essitates summation of
in nite (sub)series of a perturbative expansion or even the appli ation of non-perturbative
methods. This, however, does not in the least mean that the tools developed above are
useless: Given a system subje t to unfamiliar intera tions, low order perturbation theory
will usually be applied as a rst sonde to qualitatively explore the situation. E.g. a malign divergen e of the expansion in the intera tion operator may signal the presen e of an
instability towards the formation of a di erent phase. Or, it may turn out that ertain
ontributions to the expansion are 'physi ally more relevant' than others. Te hni ally,
su h ontributions usually rrespond to diagrams of a regular graphi al stru ture. If so,
a summation over all 'relevant pro esses' may be in rea h. In either ase, low order expansions provide vital hints as to the appropriate strategy of further analysis. In the next
subse tions we will dis uss two examples whi h may help to make these remarks more
transparent.

6.2 Ground State Energy of the Intera ting Ele tron
Gas
In se tion 3.2.1 we began to onsider the physi s of highly mobile ele tron ompounds.
We argued that the system an be des ribed in terms of the free parti le Hamiltonian
(3.16) plus the intera tion operator (3.2.1). While we have reviewed the physi s of the nonintera ting system, nothing had been said about role of ele tron-ele tron intera tions. Yet
by now we have developed enough analyti al ma hinery to address this problem. Below
we will apply on epts of perturbation theory to estimate the ontribution of ele troni
orrelations to the ground state energy of a Fermi system. However, before plunging into
the te hni alities of that analysis, it is worthwhile to dis uss some qualitative aspe ts of
the problem.

9 In ontrast, low order expansions in external perturbation (e.g. experimentally applied ele tri or

magneti

elds et .) usually work ne, see hapter XX.
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6.2.1 Qualitative Aspe ts
A prin ipal question we will need to address is under
whi h physi al onditions intera tion are 'weak' (in omparison to the kineti energy), i.e. when does a perturbative approa h to the intera ting ele tron system make
sense at all. To estimate the relative magnitude of the
two ontributions to the energy, let us assume that ea h
ele tron o upies an average volume r03 . A ording to the
un ertainty relation, the minimum kineti energy per parti le will be of O(~2 =mr02 ). On the other hand, assuming
that ea h parti le intera ts predominantly with its nearest neighbours, the Coulomb energy is of O(e2 =r0 ). The
ratio of the two energy s ales de nes the dimensionless

rs

density parameter

e2 mr02 r0
=  rs ;
r0 ~2
a0
where a0 = ~2 =e2 m denotes the Bohr radius10 . Physi ally, rs is the radius of the spheri al volume ontaining one ele tron on average; the denser the ele tron gas, the smaller
rs . We have thus identi ed the ele tron density as the relevant parameter ontrolling the
relative strength of ele tron-ele tron intera tions.
’gas’

’liquid’

1

’crystal’

35

rs

Cartoon of on gurations of the ele tron system for di erent densities. At large
densities, the system is in a gaesous, weakly orrelated phase. For densities rs > 36 one expe ts a
rystalline on guration. At intermediate densities, the system is governed by strong ele troni
orrelations, a 'liquid'.

Figure 6.7:

Below, we will be on erned with the regime of high density rs  1 or weak Coulomb
intera tion. In the opposite limit, rs  1, properties be ome in reasingly dominated by
ele troni orrelations. Ultimately, for suÆ iently large rs (or low density) it is believed
that the ele tron gas undergoes a ( rst order) phase transition to a ondensed or `solid'
10 Noti e that our estimate of the relative magnitude of energy s ales mimi s Bohr's famous qualitative

dis ussion of the average size of hydrogen atoms.
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phase known as a Wigner rystal11 . Although Wigner rystals have never unambiguously been observed, several experiments performed on low density ele tron gases12 are
onsistent with a Wigner rystal ground state. Monte-Carlo simulation suggests that
Wigner rystallisation may o ur for densities rs > 37. (Note that this s enario relies ruially on being at low temperatures, and the long-range nature of the Coulomb intera tion.
In parti ular, if the Coulomb intera tion is s reened V (r)  e r= , rs  (r0 =a0 )e r0 = and
the in uen e of Coulomb intera tion at low densities be omes diminished.)
Metal
Li
Na
K
Cu

rs
3.2
3.9
4.9
2.7

Metal
Be
Al
Sn
Pb

rs
1.9
2.1
2.2
2.3

Table 6.1: Density parameters of a number of metals.
For rs  O(1), the potential and kineti energies are omparable. This regime of
intermediate oupling is notoriously diÆ ult to des ribe quantitatively. Yet most metals
lie in a regime of intermediate oupling 2 < rs < 6. Fortunately, there is overwhelming
eviden e to suggest that a weak oupling des ription holds even well outside the regime
over whi h mi ros opi theory an be justi ed. The phenomenology of the intermediate
oupling regime is the realm of Landau's13 Fermi Liquid Theory14 .
.
The fundamental prin iple underlying the Fermi liquid theory is one of \adiabati
ontinuity" [?℄: In the absen e of an ele troni phase transition (su h as Wigner rystallisation), a non-intera ting ground state evolves smoothly or adiabati ally into the
intera ting ground state as the strength of intera tion is in reased15 . An elementary
Eugene P. Wigner 1902-1995; 1963 Nobel Laureate in Physi s for his ontributions to the theory of the atomi nu leus
and the elementary parti les, parti ularly
through the dis overy and appli ation of
11
fundamental symmetry prin iples.
12 E. M. Goldys et al., Phys. Rev. B 46, 7957 (1992); R. G. Clark et al., Physi a B201, 301 (1994).
Lev D. Landau 1908-1968,
1962 Nobel Laureate in
Physi s for his pioneering theories for ondensed
matter, espe ially liquid
13
helium.
14 L. D. Landau, Sov. Phys. JETP 3, 920 (1956); ibid. 5, 101 (1957).
As a simple non-intera ting example, onsider the adiabati evolution of the bound states of a quantum parti le as the on ning potential is hanged from a box to a harmoni potential well.
While the wavefun tions and energies evolve, the topologi al hara teristi s of the wavefun tions, i.e. the number of the nodes, and
therefore the assignment of the orresponding quantum numbers
15 remains un hanged.
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ex itation of the non-intera ting system represents an \approximate ex itation" of the
intera ting system (i.e. the `lifetime' of an elementary ex itation is long). Ex itations are
quasi-parti les (and quasi-holes) above a sharply de ned Fermi surfa e.
The starting point of Fermi liquid theory are a few phenonomenologi al assumptions,
all rooted in the adiaba ity prin iple. E.g. it is postulated that the density of quasiparti les an be des ribed in terms of a momentum dependent density distribution n(p)
whi h, in the limit of zero intera tion, evolves into the familiar Fermi distribution. Outgoing from this one, and a few more postulates a broad spe trum of observables an be
analysed without further 'mi ros opi ' al ulation. Its remarkable su ess (as well as the
few notorious failures) have made Landau Fermi liquid theory the subje t an important
area of modern ondensed matter physi s but one whi h we are not goint to explore any
further. (Interested readers are referred to one of several ex ellent reviews, e.g. xxx.) Instead, motivated in part by the phenomenologi al su ess of 'adiabati ontinuity', we will
ontinue with developing a mi ros opi theory of the weakly intera ting three-dimensional
ele tron gas, rs  1.

6.2.2 Perturbative Approa h
Starting point of the perturbative analysis is the fun tional representation of the free
energy F = T ln Z , ( f. Eq. (5.28))
Z

Z = D( ; )e
S [ ; ℄ =

S [ ; ℄

X
p

p



i!n

p2
+
2m

(6.19)


p

+

T X
2L3 pp0q p+q

p V (q) p0 q0 p0 0 :

Here we have introdu ed the four momentum p  (p; !n ) omprising frequen y and
ve torial momentum16.
Similarly to the Green fun tion dis ussed in the previous se tion, the free energy an
be expanded in terms of an intera tion parameter. To x a referen e s ale against whi h
to ompare the orrelation energies, let us begin by omputing the free energy (5.36) of
the non-intera ting ele tron gas:

F (0)

= T

X
p



ln 1 + e

p

(p2 =(2m) )



T !0

!

p2
2m
p2 =(2m)<;
X

' 35 N;

(6.20)

where   p2F =(2m), N = ( 2= 2 )m3=2 L3 1=2 is the number of parti les and the last
estimate is obtained by repla ing the sum over momenta by an integral. A ording to
Eq. (6.20), the average kineti energy per parti le equals (3/5)th of the Fermi energy. To
relate this s ale to our previously introdu ed density parameter rs, we hose to measure
all energies in units of the Rydberg energy (alias the ionization energy of hydrogen),

ERy = me4 =2 = 13:6eV:
16 Noti e that 'four momentum' p and the modulus of the 'three momentum' p = jpj are denoted by

the same symbol (standard notation!). Howver, usually this should not ause onfusion.
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One then veri es that

F (0)

Nrs 2 :
(6.21)
ERy
We next turn to the dis ussion of intera tions. Formal expansion of F to rst order
in the intera tion strength  V obtains
T2
F (1) = 3
2L

*

X
pp0 q

p+q

p V (q) p0 q0 p0 0

+

;

(6.22)

0

where h: : :i0 is the fun tional average w.r.t. the non-intera ting a tion.
p+q

q=0

q

p

p

p’

Figure 6.8: First order ontribution to the free energy of the intera ting ele tron Gas.
Wavy line: Coulomb intera tion, solid line: free ele troni Green fun tion.
The two17 diagrams ontributing to this expression are shown in Fig. 6.8. To a ount
for the spe i s of the ele tron gas, we are using a diagrammati ode slightly di erent
from that of the previous se tion:

. The Coulomb intera tion is represented by a wavy line labeled by the momentum
argument q.
. A ontra tion h p p i0 is indi ated by a solid arrow representing the free Green
fun tion of the ele tron gas,
Gp 

1
i!n + 

p2

2m

;

(6.23)

i.e. the inverse of the free a tion. Labeling the ontra tion by an arrow (instead
of an unidire tional line as in 4 -theory) is motivated by two points. First, the
mnemoni purpose of indi ating that a ontra tion h   i0 des ribes the reation
of an ele tron with quantum numbers  followed by the annihilation of an ele tron
at , a dire ted pro ess. Se ond, there are situations (e.g. when a magneti eld is
present) where h n (r) n (r0 )i0 6= h n (r0 ) n (r)i0 .

. The sum of all four-momenta emanating from an intera tion vertex formed by a
wavy line and two ele tron eld lines equals zero (think about it!) { the 'Kir hho
law'.
17 Remember that in a theory with omplex or Grassmann elds, only ontra tions  h  i0 exist. I.e.
there is a total of n! distin t ontributions to a ontra tion h  : : : i0 of 2n eld operators.
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. Finally, we have to be areful about sign fa tors arising when Grassmann variables
are inter hanged. However, the anti- ommutativity of the elds merely leads to an
overall fa tor ( )Nl , where Nl is the number of loops of a diagram. (To verify that
laim, one noti es that a loop is formed by 'ringwise ontra tion' h 1 2 3 : : : N i0 ,
(2 ! 3)(4 ! 5) : : : ((N 2) ! (N 1))(N ! 1). The last ontra tion introdu es
the minus sign.)
Turning to the dis ussion of the spe i diagrams shown in Fig. 6.8, we noti e that the
rst one, generally known as a Hartree ontribution vanishes. Te hni ally, this is a
onsequen e of the fa t that the intera tion line onne ting the two loops arries zero momentum. However, as dis ussed in se tion 3.2.1, V (q = 0) = 0. Physi ally, the vanishing
of the Hartree P
ontribution is a onsequen e of harge neutrality. Indeed, the two Green
fun tion loops p G(p) measure the lo al parti le density of the ele tron gas ( f. with
our dis ussion on page 175 p.) Global harge neutrality requires that that the ele troni
density an els against the density of the ioni ba kground. However, noti e that this
an ellation me hanism relies on our assumption of overall spatial homogeneity. Only in
a spatially uniform system, the density of the ele tron gas lo ally ompensates against the
positive ounter-density. In realisti metals, the inevitable presen e of impurities breaks
translational invarian e and there is no reason for the Hartree ontribution to vanish.
Indeed, the analysis of Hartree type ontributions to the orrelation energy in disordered
ele troni media is a subje t of ongoing resear h.
While the Hartree term des ribes the lassi al intera tion of harge densities through
the Coulomb potential, the se ond diagram in Fig. 6.8, known as a Fo k ontribution
is quantum. Translating ba k from the diagrammati level to Green fun tions, we obtain

T2 X
G G 0 V (p p0 ) =
L3 p;p0 p p
1 X
e2
= 3
ff (p )ff (0p )
L p;p0
jp p0 j2

F F;(1) =

X
T2 X
G
G
V (q) =
(6.24)
L3 p;n p;n q;m p+q;m
1 X
e2 L3 p4F
e2
T !0
=
=
:
L3 p ; 0 < jp p0 j2
(2 )4
p

Here, the sign fa tor in the rst equality is due the odd number of Fermion loops, the third
equality is based on (??), and the evaluation of the last sum an be found, e.g., in the
textbook??. (Up to numeri al fa tors, the result follows from dimensional onsiderations.
We are integrating the inverse square of the distan e in momentum spa e ([momentum℄ 2)
over two Fermi spheres ([momentum℄6). Sin e the integral is onvergent at low momenta,
it must s ale as the fourth power of the upper uto  p4F .) Division through the Rydberg
energy leads to
F (1)
N
= onst:  ;
(6.25)
ERy
rs
where the onstant is of order unity.
This result onforms with our previous heuristi estimates of the density dependen e
of orrelation energies. However, a loser analysis shows that other predi tions following
from (6.24) are less sensible. To understand what goes wrong, let us rewrite the sum of
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F (0) and F (1) as
F (0) + F (1) =

X

0


jpj<pF

jpj

2

2m

1
L3 

e2

X
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1

A
0 j2 :
j
p
p
p0 <

This way of writing suggests that the intera tion of an ele tron with momentum p with
all partner ele tronsPof momentum p0 leads to a redu tion of the single parti le energy by
an amount 2e2 L 3 p0 < jp p0 j 2 .18
Evaluation of the sum (exer ise) leads to

F (0) + F (1) =

X 

jpj<pF

jpj

2

e2 p

2m

F

2



G(jpj=pF ) ;

where the fun tion

G(x) = 2 +

G

4
3
2

1 x2 1 + x
:
ln
x
1 x

1
0.5

1

x
1.5

is shown in the gure.
The most important hara teristi of the s aling fun tion G is a logarithmi ally diverging derivative at x = 1 ( he k it!) To appre iate the onsequen es of this feature, let
us onsider the single parti le densitiy of states (DoS)

() =

X
p

Æ ( p );

where

p2 e2 pF
G(p=pF );
p =
2m
2
is the rst oder Fo k single parti le energy. Approximating the sum by an integral, we
obtain
L3
() = 2


Z 1
0

p2 dp Æ (



L3 p()2 dp
p ) =
2
dp

 1

;

where p is de ned through p = . The singularity of the derivative of G(p=pF ) at p = pF
implies that the density of states is predi ted to vanish as  approa hes the Fermi energy,
learly a non-sensi al result19 .
The origin of this pathologi al divergen e an be tra ed ba k to the longranged
jrj 1 ! jqj 2 de ay of the Coulomb potential ( f. Eq. (6.22)). Yet we know that in
systems with mobile harge arriers ele trostati for es are s reened, i.e. de ay exponentially. Mi ros opi ally, s reening is due to the polarization of a medium in response to

18 Why redu tion?: Charge neutrality implies that the lassi al orrelation energy vanishes. However,

being fermioni parti les, ele trons tend to avoid ea h other even more than lassi al parti les would do.
I.e. quantum statisti s leads to a lowering of the orrelation energy below the lassi al value 0.
19 The majority of transport observables in metals is proportional to the DoS at the Fermi energy, i.e.
() = 0 would entail vanishing of almost all transport oeÆ ients.
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an applied ele tri eld. This by itself is an intera tion e e t, albeit one of 'higher order'
in the Coulomb intera tion. I.e. if we ever want to observe signatures of the s reening
me hanism, we need to advan e to higher orders in the expansion in V .
Let us then onsider the se ond order ontribution

F (2) =



T2
2L3

2 * X
pp0 q

p+q

p V (q) p0 q0 p0 0

!2 +

;
0;

where the subs ript indi ates that only onne ted diagrams ontribute.

Show that two-fold expansion
of F = T ln RD( ; )exp( S [ ; ℄ in the

intera tion operator Sint leads to F (2) = T h(Sint )2i0 [hSint i0 ℄2 . Convin e yourself that the
se ond term an els dis onne ted diagrams. Apply arguments similar to those involved in the
proof of the linked luster theorem to verify that the an ellation of dis onne ted graphs pertains to all orders in the expansion of F . I.e. the free energy an be obtained by expanding
the partition fun tion Z (not its logarithm) and keeping only onne ted diagrams; dropping
dis onne ted ontributions is equivalent to taking the logarithm.
. Exer

ise.

Conne ted ontra tion of the eight eld operators leads to
four distin t types of diagrams (exer ise) of whi h two are of
Hartree type (i.e. ontain a zero momentum intera tion line
v (q = 0).) The non-vanishing diagrams F (2);1 and F (2);2 are
shown in the gure. Translating these diagrams to momentum
summations over Green fun tions, we obtain (exer ise)
2T 3 X
G G G G V (q)2 ;
(6.26)
L6 p1 ;p2 ;q p1 p1 +q p2 p2 +q
T3 X
GG G
G V (q )V (q2 ):
F (2);2 = 6
L p;q1;q2 p p q1 p q1 q2 p q2 1

F (2);1 =

F(2),1

F(2),2

While at rst sight these expressions do not look very illuminating, loser inspe tion
reveals some stru tures: Re e ting the fa t that ele troni transport in solids is arried by
ex itations at the Fermi energy, the ele tron Green fun tion (6.23) assumes large values for
momenta p ' pF . This implies that only on gurations where all momentum arguments
arried by the Green fun tion are lose to the Fermi surfa e signi antly ontribute to
the sums (6.26). Considering the rst sum, we see that for small jqj and jpi j ' pF , this
ondition is met, i.e. there are two unbound summations over momentum shells around
the Fermi surfa e. However, with the se ond sum, the situation is less favourable. For
xed jp1 j ' pF ne-tuning of both q1 and q2 is ne essary to bring all momenta lose to pF ,
i.e. e e tively one momentum summation is frozen out. There is no need to enter detailed
al ulations to predi t that due to the relatively larger 'phase volume' F (2);1 =F (2);2  1,
where the ratio will be proportional to the area of the Fermi surfa e whi h, in turn, is
proportional to the density of the el tron gas: For large densities, the se ond Fo k diagram
an be negle ted in omparison with the rst.
Of ourse, there must be a 'more physi al' way of understanding this observation. The
Green fun tion lines in the diagrams F (2);i des ribe the propagation of quasi-parti les and
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-holes20 on the ba kground of the intera ting medium. Now, the diagram F (2) ontains
a simply onne ted propagator line: A single parti le-hole ex itation undergoes a se ond
order intera tion pro ess with itself (see Fig. 6.9 left.) In ontrast, the rst diagram F (2);1
involves two independent ele tron hole ex itations, as shown in Fig. 6.9, right. Sin e in
a dense ele tron gas a se ond order intera tion pro ess will more likely involve di erent
rather than just a single parti le, this type of intera tion pro esses is more important.
Also noti e that the pro ess shown in Fig. 6.9 right an be interpreted as a 'polarization'
of the medium due to the ex itation of ele tron-hole pairs.

Figure 6.9: Cartoon of se ond order Fo k ontributions to the free energy of the ele tron
gas. Left: Intera tion pro ess involving a single ele tron-hole pair. An ele tron is virtually
exited above the Fermi energy, re ombines with a hole state left behind by a se ond
ele tron whi h then jumps into the hole reated by the initial ex itation. Right: Virtual
ex itation of independent ele tron-hole pairs.
The above pi ture readily generalizes to intera tion proesses of higher order. In the high density limit, dominant
ontributions to the free energy should ontain one free integration over the Fermi momentum per intera tion pro ess. A
moment's thought shows that only diagrams of 'ring graph'
stru ture (see the gure) meet this ondition. Expanding the
free energy fun tional to nth order in the intera tion operator
and retaining only diagrams of that stru ture, we obtain
X
T X 2T
(n)
FRPA
V
(
q
)
GpGp+q
=
2n q L3
p

!n

:

(6.27)

(To understand the multipli ative fa tor 1=n, noti e that
F (n) results from the onne ted ontra tion of an operator  (n!) 1 h(Sint [ ; ℄)n i0; . There are (n 1)! di erent
ways of arranging the intera tion operators Sint to a ring
shaped stru ture, i.e. the diagram arries a global fa tor
(n 1)!=n! = 1=n.)
20 In prin iple, the system onsists of physi al ele trons immersed onto a globally positve ba kground.

However ( f. the dis ussion of se tion 3.2.1), keeping in mind that at low temperatures dynami al
pro esses take pla e in the immediate vi intiy of the Fermi surfa e, a more problem oriented way of
thinking about states is in terms of quasi-parti les and quasi-holes, i.e. ele troni states immediately
above and below the Fermi surfa e.
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In (6.27) the subs ript 'RPA' stands for random phase approximation21 . However,
more important than the denotation is the fa t that we have (a) managed to identify
a parti ularly relevant sub lass of diagrams ontributing to the plethora of intera tion
pro esses, that (b) there is a physi al parameter ontrolling the dominan e of these diagrams and ( ) that we are apparently able to sum up the entire series of nth order
RPA-intera tion ontributions. Indeed, summation over n leads to the simple result

FRPA =

T
2

X
q

ln (1 V (q)q ) ;

(6.28)

where we have introdu ed the polarization operator22 ,
q 

2T
L3

X
p

GpGp+q :

(6.30)

Eq. (6.28) represents our rst example of an in nite order expansion. However, before
turning to the dis ussion of further aspe ts of in nite order perturbation theory, let us
stay for a moment with the RPA free energy. Spe i ally, we should like to investigate
whether the RPA repairs the pathology in the Fermi surfa e density of states observed
above.
The last unknown we need to ompute before turning to the dis ussion of the RPA
free energy is the polarization operator. In a more expli it way of writing,
q;!m =

2 X X 1
1
:
T
3
L p !n i!n p i!n+m p+q

The frequen y sum has been omputed in the problem set of the previous hapter:
q;!m =

2 X fF (p+q ) fF (p )
:
L3 p i!m + p+q p

(6.31)

The evaluation of the momentum sum is straightforward if a bit tedious. As a result of a
al ulation outlined in the following info box we obtain


q;!m = 0 1



i!m + vF q
i!m
ln
vF q
i!m vF q



;

(6.32)

21 The attribute 'random phase' seems to allude to the fa t that the quantum me hani al phase arried

by the parti le-holes ex itations stirred up by intera tions goes lost after ea h elementary polarization
pro ess. Contrary to more generi ontributions to F where quantum phases may survive more omplex
intera tion pro esses. Also noti e that more than one approximation s heme in stasisti al physi s has
been dubbed 'random phase'.
22 The de nition (6.30) applies to the spe i ase of a three-dimensional translationally invariant system. More generally, the polarization operator is de ned as the frequen y/momentum Fourier transform
of the onne ted average
(6.29)
h (x;  ) (x;  ) (x0 ;  0 ) (x0 ;  0 )i :
Noti e that, in general, the behaviour of the polarization operator will be a e ted by ele troni intera tions (negle ted in the RPA.)
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X

0 

p;

Æ ( p ) = 2

Z

d3 p
Æ (
(2 )3 p

) =

mpF
2
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is the DoS per volume of non-intera ting ele trons at the Fermi surfa e.

. Info. For an isotropi three-dimensional system at zero temperature, the polarization
operator (6.31) be omes a fun tion of jqj and !n, known as the Lindhard fun tion. The
evaluation of the momentum sum is greatly simpli ed by noting that, due to the di eren e
of the Fermi fun tions, only momenta with jpj ' pF signi antly ontribute. Assuming that
jqj  pF , we may thus linearize
1
p+q p = p  q + O(q2 );
m
2
where the term of O(q ) is negligibly small. Similarly,
1
1
fF (p+q ) fF (p ) ' p fF (p ) p  q ' Æ(p ) p  q;
m
m
where in the zero temperature limit the last equality be omes exa t. Converting the momentum
sum into an integral, we thus obtain
Z

q;!m = 2 (2dp)3 Æ(p ) i! m+p 1 qp  q :
m m
R
R
R
R
Writing (21)3 d3 p = (21)3 p2dp d , where d is the integral over the three-dimensional
unit sphere, and p = pn, with jnj = 1, the integral an be evaluated to
Z
Z
2
2
q;!m = (2)3 p dp d Æ(p ) i! v+F nv qn  q =
m ZF
Z
Z
2
= (2)3 p2dp d Æ(p ) R d1 1 d i! v+F nv qn  q =
m
F
{z
}
|
0

= 2

0
vF xq
dx
1 i!m + vF xq

Z 1

1

3

=

0



1



i!m + vF q
i!m
ln
vF q
i!m vF q



:

||||||||||||||{
To obtain the free energy, we need to substitute the Lindhard fun tion into (6.28) and
sum over q = fq; !m g. Yet due to the ompli ated dependen e of the fun tion q;!m on its
arguments, this nal part of the al ulation is far from trivial. An asymptoti expression
for the high density expansion of the RPA approximation to F was was rst obtained in
a famous study of Gell-Mann and Brue kner2324 . The free energy per parti le, measured
23 M. Gell-Mann and K. Brue kner, Phys. Rev. 106, 364 (1957).

24

Murray Gell-Mann: Born 1929.
1969 Nobel Laureate in Physi s
for his ontributions and dis overies on erning the lassi ation
of elementary parti les and their
intera tions.
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in atomi units, they found

FRPA
= 0:142 + 0:0622 ln(rs):
ERy N

(6.34)

For a derivation of this result we refer the interested reader to the literature. (In the late
50th, motivated largely by appli ations to the physi s of heavy nu lei, the perturbative
al ulation of ground state energies had be ome an industry. A omprehensive dis ussion
of the subje t, and details of the asymptoti rs-expansion of FRPA an be found, e.g.,
in [?℄.) When added to the kineti energy (6.21) and the rst order orrelation energy
(6.25), the stru ture of the density expansion of the free energy be omes lear: The sum
over all RPA diagrams yields the oeÆ ient of O(1) of the expansion in rs.25 .
More important for our present dis ussion is the on eptual meaning of the RPA,
notably the onne tion to s reening. To understand this point, let us temporarily onsider
the expe tation value of the parti le number N =  F , rather than the free energy itself.
Spe i ally, we with to ompare the rst order orre tion to the non-intera ting result
N (1) =  F (1) with the RPA, NRPA =  FRPA . Noting that

 Gp = (Gp )2 ;
we readily nd ( f. Eq. (6.24))

N (1)

2T 2 X
=
(Gp )2 Gp+q V (q):
3
L p;q

After a se ond di erentiation, (1) =  N (1) , this expression would lead to the pathologi al
DoS, a onsequen e of the un-s reened intera tion line. The diagrammati visualitation
of N (1) is shown in Fig. 6.10 a).
Now, onsider the -derivative of FRPA , Eq. (6.28):

NRPA =  FRPA =

T
2

X V (q) (q )
q

1 V (q)q
"

=
#

V (q)
Gp+q (Gp )2 + (q $ q ) =
1 V (q)q p
q
2T 2 X V (q) X
G (G )2 =
=
L3 q 1 V (q)q p p+q p
X
2T 2 X
=
V
(
q
)
Gp+q (Gp )2 ;
e
3
L q
p
=

T2 X

X

L3

where we have de ned the 'e e tive' intera tion
1
Ve (q ) 
V (q) 1 q

 V((qq))

(6.35)

(6.36)

25 Here we follow a onvention (used mostly in the older literature) where the RPA starts from the
se ond order ring diagram F (2);1 . However, hen eforth we will refer to the 'RPA' as the sum over all ring
diagrams, in luding the rst one F F;(1) .
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with the generalized diele tri fun tion

(q )  1 V (q)q :

p+q

(6.37)

p+q

q

q

p

p

a)

b)

=

+

=

+

+

+

... =

Figure 6.10: Diagrammati visualization of expe tation value of the parti le number. a)
First order Fo k orre tion. b) RPA approximation where the de nition of the RPA
intera tion line is shown in the bottom part of the gure.
Stru turally, NRPA resembles the rst order expression N (1) , only that the 'bare'
Coulomb intera tion has been repla ed by the e e tive intera tion Ve . From its de nition, is lear that Ve represents a geometri series over polarization bubbles, augmented
by bare intera tion lines. This is vizualized in Fig. 6.10 b), where the fat line is de ned
in the bottom part of the gure. In fa t, we do not need to stare at the analyti al expression (6.35) to understand the origin of this expression: The -di erentiation a ting
(n)
on F RPA may pi k any of the n rings ontributing to FRPA
in (6.27). The 'di erentiated
ring' be omes the bubble in Fig. 6.10, while all other rings onspire to form the (n 1)th
order ontribution to the e e tive intera tion line.
At this stage, the onne tion between RPA and the olle tive ele tromagneti response
of the harged system be omes dis ernible. We remember that the ele tri eld E in
a medium is related to the va uum eld D through D(q; ! ) = (q; ! )E(q; ! ), where
the diele tri fun tion (q; ! ) = 1 + 4(q; ! ) is determined by the ele tromagneti
sus eptibility, i.e. a fun tion that measures the tenden y of the medium to 'respond' or
adjust to an external ele tromagneti perturbation. Identifying E (D) with the gradient
of the 'dressed' potential Ve (the 'bare' potential V ), we on lude that on the level of the
mi ros opi theory, 4(q; ! ) = V (q)(q; ! ), i.e. the sus eptibility is proportional to the
polarization operator q . These onne tions motivate the introdu tion of the diele tri
fun tion as in Eq. (6.37) above.
The full omplexity of the polarization of the dense homogeneous ele tron gas is enoded by the Lindhard fun tion (6.32). However, there are some interesting limiting
ases, where the situation simpli es: Inspe tion of (6.32) shows that the Lindhard fun tion depends on the dimensionless ratio between two hara teristi length s ales: the
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'wavelength' q 1 , and the distan e vF =! an ex itation propagating with Fermi velo ity
traverses during the time ! 1. For small frequen ies, vF =!  q 1 , the ele tron gas has
enough time to optimally adjust to the spatial variation  q 1 of the potential, i.e. to
s reen out ele tro-neutrality violating potential u tuations. In this stati limit, we may
expand
q;!m !=qvF 0 + O(!=vF q ):

The ele tron gas intera ts through the e e tive potential,
4e2
1
=
Ve (q ) !=qvF
:
V (q) 1 + 0 q 2 + 4e2 0
The onstant





4 1=2
(6.38)

0 e2
is known as the Thomas-Fermi s reening length. Indeed, it is straightforward to verify
that the inverse Fourier transform
e jrj=
Ve (r) = e2
;
(6.39)

jrj

i.e. the potential is exponentially supressed, or s reened, on length s ales jrj > .

To verify Eq. (6.39), introdu e polar oordinates q(q; ; ) in q-spa e and
rst do the elementary integrations over  and . It is then straightforward to do the remaining
q-integration over the radial oordinate in analogy to the ontour integral (6.14).
.

Exer ise.

We also note that Thomas-Fermi s reening repairs our problem with the density of
states. The pathology dis ussed on p 206 found its origin in the 1=q 2 -singularity of the
uns reened potential. This IR singularity is now ut o at momenta q   1 implying
benign behaviour of the DoS. Using that the density parameter rs s ales with the Fermi
energy as (exer ise) rs   1=2 , and di erentiating  = 2 F , it is indeed straightforward
to verify that the RPA-expansion of F no longer leads to singular behaviour of  at the
Fermi energy.
It is also intereting to onsider the limit vF =!  q 1 of essentially dynami polarization. Expansion of q;!m to rst order in vF q=!  1 leads to
!qvF

q;!m =
and



0 vF q
3 !m

Ve (q; !m ) =

2

+ O((vF q=! )4);

4e2
1
:
2
q 1 + 40 e22 vF2
3!

Using that (exer ise) the parti le density n 
= kF3 =(6 2 ), this an be rewritten as
4e2 1
;
Ve (q; !m ) = 2
q 1 + !2p2

N=L3

!m
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where the plasma frequen y is de ned as

!p 



4ne2
m

1=2

:

The form of the numerator of this expression a tually hints at a olle tive instability of
the ele tron gas at frequen ies  !p . Referring for a more rigorous dis ussion to the
next hapter, we an understand the origin of the instability by an heuristi argument.
What we need to remember is that the urrent formalism is developed for imaginary times
 . Eventually we will be interested in real-time dynami s, i.e. we need to analyti ally
ontinue ba k to t  i . In the language of frequen ies, this amounts to a ontinuation
pro ess i!m ! ! from Matsubara frequen ies to real frequen ies. Sloppily substituting a
real frequen y into the potential, we obtain

Ve (q; !m ! i! ) =

4e2 1
;
q 2 1 !p22
!

i.e. the system seems to respond singularly to ex itations with frequen y !
ause of this instability is the well known plasmon mode of the ele tron gas.

The physi s of the plasmon mode an be
heuristi ally understood as follows. Imagine the ele tron
gas uniformly displa ed by a distan e x against the postively harged ba kgroud. This will lead to the formation
of oppositely harged surfa e harge layers at both ends of
the system. The surfa e harge densities  = exn lead
to an ele tri eld E = 4enx dire ted opposite to the displa ement ve tor. Mobile harge arriers inside the system
are thus subje t to a for e 4e2 nx. The solution of the
equation of motion md2t x = 4e2 nx os illates at a frequen y !p = (4e2 n=m)1=2 , the plasma frequen y. Sin e
the motion of the harge arriers is in turn responsible for
the buildup of the harged surfa e layers, we on lude that
the system performs a olle tive os illatory motion, known
as the plasmon ex itation.
.

 !p .

The

Info.

E

x

||||||||||||||{

At this point we on lude our preliminary dis ussion of the ele tron gas. We have seen
that large order perturabation theory an be applied to su essfully explain various features of the intera ting system: energeti lowering due to quantum orrelation, s reening,
and even olle tive instabilities.
The intera ting ele tron gas is but an example of many other appli ation theatres of
diagrammati perturbation theory. After the full potential of the approa h had be ome
evident { in the late 50ties and early 60ies { diagrammati te hniques of great sophistiation where developed, and applied to a plethora of many body problems. Indeed, more
than two de ades passed before large order perturbation theory eventaully eased to be
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the undisputedly most important tool of theoreti al ondensed matter physi s. Re e ting
the great pra ti al relevan e of the approa h, there is a huge body of textbook literature
on entrating on perturbati e methods (see e.g. Refs.[?, ?, ?, ?℄). Although it would
make little sense to again expose the eld in its full development, a few generally important on epts of diagrammati perturbation theory are summarized in the next se tion
for referen e purposes. (The se tion an be skipped at rst reading.)

6.3 Perturbation theory II: In nite Order Expansions
Turning ba k to the prototypi al 4 -model, it is the purpose of the present se tion to
introdu e a number of general on epts of in nite order perturbative summations. As
should be lear from the dis ussion above, a meaningful summation over an in nite set
of diagrams ne essitates the existen e of a lass of perturbative orre tions that is 'more
important' than others. In pra ti e, what we need is small parameter that dis riminates
between diagrams of di erent stru ture. In our example above, this parameter was the
density rs of the eletron gas. However, in other settings, the ontrol parameter N may
be de ned quite di erently: large values of a spin, S , the number of olours, N , in QCD,
the number of spatial dimensions, d, the number of modes of an opti al wave guide, et .
Unfortunately, in real life environments, these parameters are typi ally far from large,
S = 1=2, d = N = 3, et . So, we have to resort to a poor mans strategy where we
develop a ontrolled and self onsistent theory in the limit of asymptoti ally large of the
ontrol parameter and hope that some fragments of truth survive the limit down to more
mundane values of N . Perhaps unexpe tedly, this strategy often works astonishingly well
down to values N = O(1).
So let us, then, begin by introdu ing a large ontrol parameter into a 4 type theory.
This an be done by promoting  from a s alar to an N - omponentRve tor eld  = fa g,
a = 1; : : : ; N . The self-intera tion of the eld is modeled as g dxa a b b , i.e. an
expression that is 'rotationally' invariant in -spa e. The a tion of our modi ed theory
is thus given by

S [℄ 

Z

dd x





1 T
r
g
    + T  + (T )2 ;
2
2
N

(6.40)

where the fa tor 1=N in front of the intera tion onstant has been introdu ed for later
onvenien e.
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As before we shall on entrate on the Green fun tion

Gab (x y) = ha (x)b (y)i
as a 'test observable'. Denoting the Green fun tion by a bold line, the
free Green fun tion G0  ha (x)b (y)i0 / Æ ab by a thin line, and the
intera tion operator by a wavy line (Sin e the four elds verti es entering the intera tion are no longer indis riminate, the intera tion 'point'
representation of se tion 6.1.3 is no longer suitable.) the stru ture of
the rst and se ond order expansion of the Green fun tion is shown in
the upper portion of Fig. 6.11. For simpli ity, the ombinatorial fa tors
weighting individual diagrams have been omitted.

a

b

a

b

6.3.1 Self Energy Operator
Even without resorting to the large N stru ture of the theory, it is possible to bring
some order in the spaghetti of diagrams ontributing to the expansion. Indeed, there
are two distin t sub lasses of diagrams: diagrams that an be ut into two halfes just
by utting a single internal Green fun tion line (no's 4; 6; 8; : : :) and those that annot
(no's 1; 2; 3; 5; 7; 9; 10; 11; : : :). This observation motivates to lump all subportions of the
exansion that annot be simply ut { they are alled one-parti le irredu ible diagrams
{ into a stru tural subunit. In Fig. 6.11 this entitiy, whi h is ommonly alled the self
energy operator sometimes also the e e tive mass operator, is denoted by a hat hed
ir le. The rst and se ond order expansion of the self energy is shown in the bottom
part of the gure.
With that de nition, the Green fun tion be omes a ' hain' of self energy operators,
separated by free Green fun tion lines, as shown in the se ond equality of the gure. A
onvenient representation of that expansion is shown in the third equality. An insertion
of the full Green fun tion after the rst self energy orre tion re ursively generates the
full series.
Let us translate these statements into the language of formulae. Denoting the set of all
self energy diagrams by ^ = fab (x y)g26 , the expansion of the Green fun tion assumes
the form

G^ = G^ 0 + G^ 0 ^ G^ 0 + G^ 0 ^ G^ 0 ^ G^ 0 + : : : =
^
= G^ 0 + G^ 0 ^ G:

(6.41)

Here, the operator produ
over oordinates and internal indi es,
R d ts ainvolve summation
ab
b
^
^
i.e (AB ) (x y) = d zA (x z)B (z y). Re ursion relations of this type are
ommonly referred to as Dyson equations. The Dyson equation states that the problem
of al ulating G^ is essentially tantamount to that of analysing the self energy. To make
this point more expli it, let us reformulate the Dyson equation in momentum spa e:
^ p)G^ (p) , [1 G^ 0 (p)(
^ p)℄G^ (p) = G^ 0 (p):
G^ (p) = G^ 0 (p) + G^ 0 (p)(

26 The onservation of global momentum of the theory implies (think about it!) that, like the Green

fun tion, the self energy depends only on the di eren e of its oordinate arguments.
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Figure 6.11: Expansion of the Green fun tion of 4 -theory. Bottom: Expansion of the
self energy operator
where we have used the onvolution theorem, or, more physi ally, the fa t that all
s attering pro esses lumped into the self energy separately onserve momentum. (Ma^ p)℄ 1 leads to
trix)multipli ation of this identity from the right with [1 G^ 0 (p)(
h

G^ (p) = [1
Finally, using that G^ 0 (p)

^ p)℄ 1 G^ 0 (p) = (G^ 0 (p))
G^ 0 (p)(
1

1

^ p)
(

i 1

:

= f(p2 + r)Æ ab g, we arrive at the formal solution

Gab (p)

=

h

p2 + r 2

^ p)
(

i 1 ab

:

(6.42)

This equation tea hes us two things. First, the full information on the Green fun tion is
indeed stored in the self energy, se ond the self energy somehow 'adds' to the arguments
p2 and r entering the quadrati a tion, a point to be dis ussed in more detail below.
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But how then do we ompute the self energy operator? In fa t, the onstru tion re ipe
follows from what has been said above. By de nition, the n-th order ontributions to the
self energy operator is generated by onne ted and one-parti le irredu ible ontra tion of
n intera tion operators (weighted with the appropriate ombinatorial fa tor 1=n!.) Two
eld verti es stay un- ontra ted as onne tors to the free Green fun tion lines onta ting
the self energy. E.g., the rst order ontribution is given by (exer ise)
2g 1
(1)ab (p) = Æ ab d
L N

X
p0

G0 (p0 ) +

X
p0

!

G0 (p p0 ) ;

where the rst (se ond) ontribution orrespond to the rst (se ond) diagram in the self
energy expansion of Fig. 6.11.

. Exer

ise.

Reprensent the se ond order ontribution (2) in terms of Green fun tions.

On e the self energy has been omputed to any desired order, the result is substituted
into (6.42) and one obtains the Green fun tion.

. Info. The riti al reader will note that there are some problems with the line of arguments
above. First, we have ta itly ignored the issue of ombinatori s. (How do we know that on e we
have plugged the expansion of the self energy into the Dyson equation we get the same result
a brute for e dire t expansion of the Green fun tion would have obtained?) To understand
that the two-step program ' rst ompute self energy, then substitute into Dyson series' indeed
produ es orre t results, let us onsider the nth order ontribution to the expansion of the Green
fun tion with it's overall ombinatorial fa tor 1=n!. Now imagine that we want to distribute
those diagrams that ontain, say, one free internal Green fun tion over two self energy operators
a ording to G0G0G0. Assuming that the rst self energy operator is of order m < n and the
se ond one of order n m, we noti e that there are mn  possibilities to distribute the intera tion
vertin es over the two self energies. That means that we obtain an overall ombinatorial fa tor
1
1
n! m = m!(n m)! . But 1=m! and 1=(n m)! are pre isely the ombinatorial fa tors that appear
in the de nition of an m and and (n m)th order self energy operator, respe tively. Arguing in
reverse, we on lude that the pres ription above indeed produ es the orre t ombinatori s.
A se ond obje tion on erns the onsisten y of the expansion. I.e. nth order expansion
of the self energy is, of ourse, by no means equivalent to nth order expansion of the Green
fun tion, nor to any spe i order of the expansion. Indeed, when working with the on ept of
a self energy, stru turing the expansion a ording its order in the intera tion operator does not
make mu h sense. We should rather fo us on the summation of spe i in nite order diagram
lasses as exempli ed in the previous se tion and dis ussed in more general terms below.

||||||||||||||{

6.3.2 Large N Expansion
So far we have not yet made referen e to the N - omponent stru ture of the theory.
However, let us now assume that N is very large, i.e. that we may be ontent with an
expansion of the Green fun tion to leading order in 1=N . This ondition an be made
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! 1 and de laring
lim Gaa (p)

N !1

to our observable of interest.
The limit of large N entails a drasti simpli ation of the diagrammati expansion.
Ea h intera tion vertex omes with an overall 1=N whi h must be ompensated by a
summation over eld- omponents to produ e a ontribution that survives the limit N !
1. This ondition removes numerous diagrams ontributing to the diagrams ontributing
to the series. I.e. in the Green fun tion expansion of Fig. 6.11 only the rst, third and
eigth diagram survive the limit. In all other ontributions, intera tion and Green fun tion
lines are interwoven in a way that does not leave room for one eld-index summation per
intera tion vertex.

=

+ ... =

+

=
Figure 6.12: Non- rossing approximation of the self energy. Noti e that in the last diagram
the propagator line represents the full Green fun tion.
Inspe tion of the series shows that only diagrams of the stru ture shown in Fig. 6.12
survive the limit of large N : intera tion lines that do not terminate in Green fun tion
bubbles and do not ross. The approximation { in the limit of in nite N it be omes exa t
{ that retains only these ontributions is ommonly alled the non- rossing approximation (NCA). More poeti ally, the diagrams ontributing to the redu ed expansion are
sometimes alled 'rainbow diagrams'. Importantly, the NCA self energy an be omputed
in losed form. All one has to realize is that the summation over all rainbow diagrams
amounts to substitution of the full NCA Green fun tion under a single intera tion line
(think about it!). Using that in the NCA the self energy is proportional to unitiy in the
eld-index spa e, we an express this fa t through the formula
^ p) NCA
(
= gL

d

X
p

G(p) = gL

d

X
p

p2 + r 2

(p)

 1

:

(6.43)

In the literature, this equation goes under the name self onsistent Born approximation. It is a 'Born approximation', be ause, formally, it looks like a rst order perturbative
orre tion (the overall fa tor g 1 )27 . The approximation is 'self onsistent', be ause the

self energy re ursively appears on the rhs of the equation again, i.e. the equation is in
fa t not of rst but of in nite order.

. Info. Although the obje tive of the present se tion is general stru tures, let us brie y
review the solution of a how a Born equation. To keep things simple, let us assume that
27 In the hapter XX we will see how the self energy operator relates to Born s attering theory.
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we are dealing with the low energy approximation to some mi ros opi model, i.e. that the
momentum summations must be ut o at some upper limit . We further make the (self
onsistently to be he ked) assumption that the solution for the self energy operator will ome
out momentum independent (p) = . This leads to
Z  d
  g (2dp)d p2 + r12 
The evaluation of the integral depends on the dimensionality and on the analyti al stru ture of
the energy denominator. E.g. assuming that d = 2 and that the parameter r2 will be mu h
smaller than the self energy indu ed by s attering { an assumption to be he ked self onsistently
later on {, we obtain


Z 2
g

1
g 
2
  4 d(p ) p2  ' 4 ln  :
0
A solution (g; ) an now be sought by approximate analyti al methods, or graphi ally. (One
plots the both sides of the equation as a fun tion of  and seeks for a rossing point.)
However, for our present dis ussion, more important than the detailed dependen e of  on
the input parameters g and  is the prin ipal meaning of the self energy: Apparently,  adds
to the parameter r2 of the naked Green fun tion. (Noti e that the solution of the equation
determining  will be negative.) Remembering that r   1, one on ludes that the intera tion
operator lowers the spatial orrelation of the system. That is indeed what one should expe t
intuitively: S attering due to intera tions a ts as a sour e of 'disorder' inside the system.
||||||||||||||{

At this stage, it is worthwhile to step ba k and to see what we have got. We have
managed to ompute the Green fun tion to in nite order in an expansion in the set of
'relevant' diagrams. How does that together with what has been said in se tion 6.1.1
about the 'asymptoti ' nature of perturbative series? The reason is that the exponential
proliferation of the number of diagrams, i.e. the me hanism that led to the eventual
breakdown of the perturbative expansion, is blo ked by the limit N ! 1. Only sub lasses
of diagrams, with far fewer members, ontribute and the series remains summable.
The large N prin iple is a tually not limited to the expansion of the Green fun tion.
To illustrate the point, let us brie y onsider the expansion of the four point orrelation

fun tion

C (4) (q) =

1
N

X
ab

1 X a
h (p)a (p + q)b(p0 )b(p0 + q)i:
L2d p;p0

In the next hapter we will see that obje ts of that ar hite ture represent the most important information arriers of the theory. Unlike the previously dis ussed Green fun tion,
they dire tly relate to observable quantities. In the many-body literature, the four point
fun tion is dentoed as a two parti le propagator, indi ating that it des ribes the joint
propagation of two states. Referring for a more substantial dis ussion of the meaning of
this obje t to the next hapter we here on entrate on the formal aspe ts of its perturbative expansion.
The stru ture of the expansion of the four point fun tion is shown in Fig. 6.13 where,
for simpli ity, momentum/ omponent-indi es are indi ated only on e. The simplest diagram ontributing to the expansion onsists of just two Green fun tions. It en apsulates
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=
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=
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+

+

... =

+

(p’+q,b’)

=

+

+

...

Figure 6.13: Expansion of the four point fun tion. Noti e that the arrows represent the
full Green fun tion, i.e. all diagrams 'renormalizing' the two-parti le subunits of the
diagram are automati ally in luded.
all dis onne ted ontra tions,  ha (p)b (p0 )iha (p + q)b (p0 + q)i  Æ ab Æpp0 ontributing
to C (4) . All other ontra tions simulatenously involve all four eld operators, i.e. they
ontain intera tion lines between the Green fun tions. The sum of all these ontributions
is represented by the diagram ontaining the hat hed surfa e. A few low order ontributions to the expansion are expli itly shown in the rst and se ond line. Noti e that all
arrows appearing in these diagrams are fat ones. This means that diagrams 'dressing'
the two-parti le sub-units of the expansion are automati ally in luded. E.g. the se ond
ontribution ontaining just a single intera tion line between the two-parti le propagators
in fa t represents an entire series of diagrams obtained by substituting the expansion of
Fig. 6.11 for the full Green fun tion. (In an analyti al al ulation, one will a ount for
these ontributions simply by substitution of the self-energy renormalized Green fun tion
for ea h arrow.)

Write down the analyti al expressions ontributing to the low order diagrams
shown in the rst and se ond line of the gure.
. Exer

ise.

All diagrams involving intera tions between the two Green fun tions have in ommon
that they ontain four external 'legs', i.e. the Green fun tion onne tors to the external
eld operators. If you imagine these legs removed, you end up with a ' ore ontribution'
often alled the vertex. (The denotation is motivated by the fa t that the rst ontribution to the vertex is, indeed, the ontra ted intera tion vertex of the a tion, see diagram
no. 2.) In the gure, the vertex is denoted by a tightly hat hed area. Our problem with
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the two-parti le propagator is to analyse this obje t.
Similarly to the situtation with the Green fun tion, the expansion of the vertex an
given some stru ture. To this end, noti e that some of the diagrams ontributing to the
vertex (e.g. the se ond diagram in the se ond line with external legs removed) an be ut
into two just by utting two internal Green fun tion lines. Vertex diagrams of this type are
alled two-parti le redu ible, in analogy to the 'one-parti le redu ible' ontributions
to the expansion of the Green fun tion. As with the expansion of the Green fun tion, we
lump all irredu ible ontributions to vertex (e.g. the last diagram in the rst line, or the
rst diagram in the se ond line, external legs removed) into a stru tural subunit alled
the irredu ible vertex. In the gure, that unit is denoted by a lightly hat hed area.
The rst few diagrams ontributing to the irredu ible vertex are shown in the fourth line
of the gure. Apparently, the irredu ible vertex plays a role similar to the self energy of
the Green fun tion. Expressed in terms of the irredu ible vertex, the expansion assumes
the regular form shown in the third line.
To represent these0 graphi
al relations in analyti al form, we denote the 0full0 vertex by
0
;bb
aa
;bb
0
^
the symbol = f
(p; p ; q)g and the irredu ible vertex by ^ 0 = f aa
(p; p0 ; q)g.
0
0
0
Here, the indi es a; a ; b; b keep tra k of the index labels arried by the four Green fun tions
entering the vertex. (Although we have de ned our orrelation fun tion su h that a =
a0 ; b = b0 a generalisation to a four-fold index label is ne essary to formulate the re ursion
(6.44).) The three momentum arguments represent the momenta of the Green fun tions
onne ting to the vertex operators, as indi ated expli itly in the the rst line of the gure.
(Remember that the theory has overall momentum onservation, i.e. three momentum
arguments suÆ e to unambiguosly x the momentum dependen e of and C (4) .) The
ontent of the third line of the gure an then be expressed in terms of a losed re ursion
relation:
aa0 ;bb0 (p; p0 ; q) = aa0 ;bb0 (q; p0 ; p) +
0
X 1 X
aa0 ; 0
(q; p00 ; p)G(p00 )G(p00
0
d
L

0

p00

+ q)

0 ;bb0

(p00 ; p0 ; q); (6.44)

Equations of this type are (often) alled Bethe-Salpter equations. Comparison with
(6.41) shows that this equation appears to be on eptually similar to the Dyson equation
for the one-parti le Green fun tion28 . Indeed, the prin iple behind most re ursion relations
of perturbation theory is a stru ture like
^
X^ = X^ 0 + X^ 0  Z^  X;

(6.45)

where X^ is our obje t of interest (e.g. ^ ), X^ 0 its 'free' version, Z^ a subunit that is, in
some sense, 'irredu ible' (^ or ^ 0 GG) and  some generalized matrix onvolution.
Owing to the importan e of the two-parti le propagator the solution of Bethe-Salpeter
type equations is a enter issue in many areas of many body physi s. In most ases only
28 We an make the analogy perfe t, by de ning a 'one-parti le vertex' ^ (1) = G^ (0) 1 [G^ G^ (0) ℄G^ (0) 1 .
Inspe tion of the se ond equality of Fig. 6.11 shows that the expansion of (1) starts and ends with a self
energy operator, i.e. the rst free Green fun tion line G0 is removed, and so are the two external G0 's
onne ting to the self energy operator. In manifest analogy to (6.44), the analyti al formula for (1) then
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Figure 6.14: Large N expansion of the two parti le orrelation fun tion into a 'ladder
stru ture'.
approximate solutions an be obtained. With our present example, 'approximate' means
that we send N to large values and seek for a solution to leading order in N 1 . In that
limit, the only surviving ontribution to the irredu ible vertex is the rst one, i.e. a plain
intera tion line. As with the self energy operator dis ussed in the previous se tion, all
diagrams with 'entangled' intera tion lines are frustrated in the sense that we do not have
as many index summations as intera tion onstants  g=N . Su h ontributions vanish
in the limit of large N . We thus on lude that the Bethe Salpeter equation assumes the
simple form
gX 1 X
g
a;b (p; p0 ; q) =
G(p)G(p + q) ;b(p00 ; p0 ; q);
NLd N
Ld p00
where ab  aa0 ;bb0 Æ aa0 Æ bb0 29 . This equation an be simpli ed even further by making the
ansatz ab (p; p0 ; q) = (q), where is independent of dis rete indi es and input momenta
p and p0 . (When solving a perturbative re ursion relation, it is always a good idea to
try an ansatz of maximal simpli ity, i.e. an ansatz that is no more omplex than the
onstituting elements of the equation.) Then,
g
g
1
(q) =
+ gP (q) (q) ) (q) =
;
(6.46)
d
d
NL
NL 1 gP (q)
P
where we have introdu ed the abbreviation P (q) = L1d p G(p)G(p + q). In prin iple,
one may now pro eed by substituting the large N expansion of the Green fun tion (6.42)
and omputing the fun tion P (q) by integration over p. This would produ e a losed
exression for and, by virtue of (please he k!)


1
(4)
C (q) = P (q) d + N (q)P (q) ;
L
reads as

^ (1) =  + G0 ^ (1) :

29 We here use that the large-N approximation of the irredu ible vertex for es the two input indi es
a; a0 to be equal (the same of the output indi es.) A word of aution: striktly speaking, our large
N -approximation of the irredu ible vertex expli itly uses that the input/output indi es entering our def-

inition of the vertex are equal. I.e. would we ompute a orrelation fun tion where the two input/output
indi es are di erent (but that will seldomly o ur in realisti appli ations.) the large N approximaiton
of the four point fun tions would no longer assume the simple form of a regular ladder.
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our orrelation fun tion. Sin e the emphasis in this se tion is on on eptual aspe ts of
perturbation theory, we will not push the analysis to it's very end. (For an analysis of the
Bethe-Salpeter equation in a ontext more interesting than 4 -theory, see the problem
set.) Yet there is one aspe t about the expression for (q) worth noti ing: Imagine P (q)
expanded in a Taylor series in q and onsider the zeroth order ontribution, P (0). From
the de nition of the Green fun tion (6.42) we have

P (0) =

X
1 X
(6:43)
2= 1
G
(
p
)
G
(
p
)
= g 1  = g 1 :

Ld p
Ld p

(6.47)

Substitution into the formula for shows that for small momenta the expansion of the
numerator of the vertex starts with a power of q. (By symmetry, the rst non-vanishing
ontribution will be of O(q 2 ). That means that both the vertex and the four point
orrelatio fun tion are long ranged obje ts. I.e. unlike the Green fun tion, they do not
de ay exponentially, but power law like. The long-rangedness of the four point fun tion
has observable onsequen es, as will be dis ussed in the next hapter.
Summarizing, our dis ussion of the two- and four-point fun tion, and of the RPA
theory of the intera ting ele tron gas has shown that if a large parameter is present, (a)
relevant sub lasses of perturbative ontributions an be identi ed and (b) summed to
in nite order. As a matter of fa t, there are not too many of these summable diagram
lasses. Ring-diagrams, rainbow-diagrams and ladder-diagrams nearly exhaust the set of
'friendly' orre tions, amenable to analyti al summation. Noti e that, so far, we have
largely restri ted ourselfes to the dis ussion of abstra t summation s hemes, i.e. we still
need to learn more about how intermediate results like (6.42) or (6.46) an be translated
into on rete physi al information. These aspe ts will be dis ussed { on appli ations
more rewarding that plain 4 theory { a little bit later. However, at this point we leave
the dis ussion of formal perturbation theory. While a state of the art exposition of the
subje t would require mu h more spa e { for pedagogi al and ondensed matter oriented
texts on perturbative methods, see [?, ?℄ { the material introdu ed in this se tion suÆ es
for nearly all purposes of the present text. (Readers motivated to pra ti e diagrammati
summation te hniques on a number of interesting problems are invited to look at the
problem set.)
Turning ba k to our prototypi al problem of the intera ting ele tron gas, we next aim
to extend the purely diagrammati methods dis ussed above to a more powerful hybrid
approa h omprising of perturbative on epts in ombination with fun tional methods.

6.4 Summary and Outlook
This on ludes our prelminary introdu tion into the on epts of perturbation theory. We
have seen that general perturbative expansions mostly have the status of 'asymptoti '
rather than onvergent series. We learned how to eÆ iently en ode perturbative series by
graphi al methods and how to asses the 'importan e' of individual ontributions. Further
we saw how the presen e of a large parameter an be utilized to rmly establish in nite
order expansions. A number of re ursive te hniques were introdu ed to sum up diagram
sequen es of in nite order.
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However, a se ond look at the dis ussion of the previous se tions shows that our enter
tool, the fun tional integral a tually played not mu h of a role. All it did was provide the
ombinatorial framework of the perturbative expansion of orrelation fun tions. However,
for that we hardly need the full feathered ma hinery of fun tional integration. Indeed, the
fundamentals of the perturbative approa h were laid in the 50th, way before people even
began to think about the onventional path integral. (For a pure operator onstru tion
of the perturbative expansion, see the problem set.)
More importantly, the so far analysis has a serious methodologi al weakage: All sublasses of relevant diagrams shared the ommon feature that they ontained ertain 'subunits', more stru tured than the elementary propagator or the intera tion line. E.g. the
RPA diagrams were orgainized in terms of polarization bubbles, the NCA diagrams had
their rainbows, and the ladder diagrams their rungs. Within the diagrammati approa h,
in ea h diagram these units are re onstru ted 'from s rat h', i.e. in terms of elementary
propagators and intera tion lines. However, taking the general philosphy on information
redu tion de lared in the beginning of the text seriously, we should strive to make the 'important' stru tural elements of an expansion to our elementary degrees of freedom. This
program is hardly realizable within purely diagrammati theory. However, the fun tional
integral is ideally suited to introdu ing degrees of freedom hierar hi ally, i.e. trading miros opi obje ts for entities of higher omplexity. The ombination of fun tional integral
te hniques with perturbation theory to a fairly powerful theoreti al ma hniery will be the
subje t of the next hapter.

6.5.

PROBLEM SET

6.5 Problem Set
Q1 Equivalen e QM pert. theory., fun tional pert. theory.
Q2 Diagrammati s of the disordered ele tron gas.
Q3 Coulomb blo kade
Q4 Attra tive ele tron-ele tron intera tion through phonons.
Q5 Cooper vertex for nite magneti eld.
Q6 Wi k theorem without fun tional integrals.
Q7 Ele tron Green fun tion with magneti eld (persistent urrents).
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Chapter 7
Mean Field Theory
Field integral oriented approa hes to address intera ting problems are introdu ed. We
learn how elements of the perturbative approa h developed in the previous hapter an
be formulated more eÆ iently. Methods for dete ting and exploring non-trivial referen e
states { 'mean elds' - are introdu ed. A fusion of perturbative and mean eld methods
will provide us with analyti al ma hinery powerful enough to address a spe trum of interesting appli ations: super uidiy, super ondu tivity and a number of manifestation of
intera tions in normal metals.

As mentioned in the beginning of the last hapter, the perturbative ma hinery developed in the previous se tions is but a part of a larger framework. In fa t, the diagrammati
expansion itself already ontained hints indi ating that a straightforward expansion of a
theory in the intera tion operator might not always be an optimal strategy: All previous
examples that ontained a large parameter N { and usually it is only problems of this
type that are amenable to analyti al analysis { had in ommon that the diagrammati
analysis bore out stru tures of 'higher omplexity'. (E.g. series of polarization operators
rather than series of the elementary Green fun tions, et .) This phenomenon suggests
that large N problems should qualify for a more eÆ ient, or physi al formulation.
While these remarks appear to be largely methodologi al, the rational behind sear hing for an improved theoreti al formulation is in fa t mu h deeper. Our previous examples
had in ommon that the perturbative expansion was benign. However, we already saw
some glimpses indi ating that more drasti things may happen. E.g. for frequen ies
approa hing the plasma frequen y, the polarization operator of the weakly intera ting
ele tron gas developed an instability. The appearan e of su h instabilities usually indiates that one is formulating a theory around the 'wrong' referen e state (in that ase, the
uniformly lled Fermi sphere of the non-intera ting ele tron gas.) Thus, what we should
like to develop is a theoreti al framework that is apable of (a) dete ting the 'right' referen e states, or 'mean elds' of a problem, (b) enables us to eÆ iently apply perturbative
methods around these states and all that ( ) in a language using the 'physi al' rather
than the plain mi ros opi degrees of freedom as fundamental units.
The subje t of the next se tions will be the onstru tion of a fun tional integral based
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approa h that meets these riteria. Unlike in previous hapters the dis ussion will be
de idedly appli ation-oriented. After the formulation of the general strategy of eld integral based mean eld methods, the next se tion will address a problem we have treated
before, viz. the weakly intera ting ele tron gas. The exempli ation of the new on epts
on a known problem will enable us to better understand the tight onne tion between
the mean- eld approa h and straightforward perturbation theory. In the next se tions
we will then turn to the dis ussion of problems whi h lie de idedly outside the range of
dire t perturbative summation, viz. super uidity and super ondu tivity.

7.1 Mean Field Theory
Roughly speaking, the fun tional approa h to problems with a large parameter pro eeds
a ording to the following program:
1. Identify what you believe are relevant stru tural units. (That part of the program
an eÆ iently be arried out by the straightforward methods dis ussed above.)
2. Introdu e a new eld-degree of freedom  that represents the new hierar hy of
degrees of freedom.
3. Trade the integration over 'mi ros opi elds' for an integration over , a step often
e e ted by the so- alled Hubbard-Stratonovi h transformation.
4. Subje t the a tion S [℄ to a stationary phase analysis. (The justi ation for applying
stationary phase methods is provided by the existen e of a large parameter N  1.)
Often, at this stage instabilities in the theory show up { an indi ator of a physi ally
interesting problem!
5. Expand the fun tional integral around the solution of the stationary phase equations, the so- alled 'mean eld' and ompute physi al observables.
In the next subse tion, we illustrates how that program works on an example studied
diagrammati ally before, the plasma theory of the ele tron gas.

7.1.1 Fun tional Approa h to the Weakly Intera ting Ele tron
Gas
Let us go ba k to the fun tional of the intera ting ele tron gas (6.19). What prevents
us from omputing the -integral along the lines of the free-fermion integrals dis ussed
in the previous se tion is the intera tion term with its quarti dependen e. However,
it is a tually a straightforward matter to redu e, or 'de ouple' that operator down to a
quadrati expression. To do so, we multiply the fun tional integral by the 'fat unity'
1=N

Z

De

1 P
2
8TL3 q q q 

q;
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where  is a bosoni eld variable and N is de ned so as to normalize the integral to
unity. Noti e that the summation is over a four-momentum q = (q; !m ) omprising a
ve torial momentum and a Bosoni Matsubara frequen y. We next shift q as

q ! q + 4ieT V (q)q ;
where q 

P


p p+q p .
Z

1=N

This produ es the expression

De

=N

Z

1 P
2e2
ie P
T P
2
8TL3 q q q  q + L3 q q  q + L3 q q q2 

De

1 P
ie P 
2
8TL3 q q q  q + L3 q;p p+q 

q

=

P
2
q p + LT3 q q 2e
q2  q

The rational behind performing this seemingly unmotivated exer ise an be seen in the
last ontribution to the exponent. Noti ing that 2e2 =q2 = V (q)=2, we realize that this
term exa tly equals the quarti intera tion ontribution to the fermioni path integral,
albeit with opposite sign. Multipli ation of our unity with Z thus leads to
Z

Z

Z = D D( ; )e
S [; ; ℄ =

S [; ; ℄ ;

X
1 X 2
p

q

+
q
8T L3 q q
pp0



(7.1)



ie
p2
Æpp0 + 3 (p0 p)
+
2m
L

i!n



i.e. an expression that is free of quarti intera
R tions.
R Before pro eeding, let us brie y
rewrite the a tion in real spa e. With q = T 0 d d3 reiqr+i! (r;  ),

S [; ; ℄ =

Z

d3 r



Z
0



1
 +  
d
8



 


+ ie
2m

:

This notation reveals a physi al interpretation of the eld . Apparently,  ouples to the
a tion of the fermions like a spa e/time dependent imaginiary voltage. The rst term of
the a tion, too onforms with that interpretation; it is proportional to the integral over
 = E2 , where E is the ele tri eld orrespoding to the voltage , i.e. the Lagrangian
energy density asso iated to the ele tri omponent of an ele tromagneti eld. Before
pro eeding with the dis ussion with the less intuitively a essible but te hni ally more
onvenient momentum spa e representation of the a tion, let us take a step ba k and
dis uss the general philosophy of the manipulations that led from the original partition
fun tion to the two- eld representation (6.19).

. Info. The hain of manipulation exempli ed above, i.e. the 'de oupling' of a quarti
intera tion through an auxiliary eld is alled the Hubbard-Stratonovi h transformation.
While that denotation may sound impressive, the essen e of the Hubbard-Stratonovi h transformation is a straightforward manipulation of a Gaussian integral. To make this point more
transparent, let us reformulate the Hubbard-Stratonovi h transformation in a notation that
is not burdened by the presen e of model-spe i onstants. Consider, then, an intera tion
operator of the ar hite ture
Sint = V Æ   Æ ;

p0 ;
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where  and may be either bosoni or fermioni eld variables, the indi es ; ; : : : refer to
an unspe i ed set of quantum numbers, Matsubra frequen ies, et ., and V Æ is an intera tion
matrix element. Now, introdu e omposite operators, ^   to rewrite the intera tion as
Sint = V Æ ^ ^ Æ :
We an ompa tify the notation even further by introdu ing a omposite indi es m  ( ),
n  ( Æ), whereupon
Sint = ^m Vmn ^n
a quires the stru ture of a generalized bilinear form. To redu e the a tion to a form quadrati
in the 's, multiply the exponentiated a tion by unity:
e

^m Vmn ^n

Z

= N D e

1 m Vmn1 n ^m Vmn ^n
4
e
;

where  is bosoni and N ensures unit-normalization of the -integral. Noti e that Vmn1 stands
for the inverse of the matrix Vmn (i.e. not for the inverse (Vmn) 1 of individual matrix elements.)
One next shifts the variable m a ording to
m ! m + 2i(V ^)m ;
where the notation (V ^) is shorthand for Vmn ^n. As a result,
^m Vmn ^n

e

Z

= N D e

1
1
4 m Vmn n im ^n ;

i.e. the term quadrati in ^ gets an elled out1 . This ompletes the Hubbard-Stratonovi h
transformation. We have traded the intera tion operator for (a) the integration over an auxiliary
eld, oupled (b) to a -bilinear (the operator m ^m.)
A few suppementary omments:
. In essen e, the Hubbard-Stratonovi h transformation is tantamount to formula (4.42),
read in reverse. An exponentiated square is removed in ex hange for a linear oupling.
(In (4.42) we showed how temrs linear in the integration variable an be removed.)
. To make the skeleton outlined above a well de ned pres ription, one has to be more
spe i about the meaning of the Gaussian integration over the kernel m Vmn1 n. I.e.
the integration variables an be real (in whi h ase the matrix V better be positive), or
omplex. (In the latter ase, V must have suitable Hermiti ity properties.)
. There is some freedom as to the hoi e of the integration variable. E.g. the fa tor of 1=4
in front of the Gaussan weight m Vmn1n was introdu ed for mere onvenien e (viz. to
generate a oupling m ^m free of numeri al fa tors.) If one does not like to invert the
matrix kernel Vmn, one an s ale as m ! (V )m , whereupon the key formula reads as
e

^m Vmn ^n

Z

= N D e

1 m Vmn n im Vmn ^n
4
;

1 Here we have assumed that the matrix V is symmetri . If it is not, we an apply the relation


^m Vmn ^n  T V  = 12 ^T (V + V T )^ to symmetrize the intera tion.
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On the di erent options to Hubbard-Stratonovi h de ouple an intera tion operator.
Left: de oupling in the 'density' hannel. Middle: de oupling in the 'pairing' or 'Cooper'
hannel. Right: De oupling in the 'ex hange' hannel.

Figure 7.1:

The Hubbard-Stratonovi h transformation as su h is exa t. However, to make it a meaningful
operation, it must be motivated by some physi al onsiderations. In our dis ussion above we
split the intera tion by hosing ^ as a omposite operator. However, there learly is some arbitrariness whith this hoi e. E.g. why not pair the fermion-bilinears a ording to (  Æ )(  Æ ),
or otherwise? The three inequivalent hoi es of pairing up operators are shown in Fig. 7.1
where, as ususal, the wavy line with atta hed eld verti es represents the intera tion, and the
dashed ovals indi ate how the eld operators are paired.
The version of the transformation dis ussed above orresponds to the left diagram of the
gure. That type of pairing is sometimes referred to as de oupling in the dire t hannel.
The denotation be omes more transparent if we onsider the example of the ele tron-ele tron
intera tion,
Z
Z
1
d d 0 
0
0  0
Sint =
2 d d rd r  (r;  )  (r;  )V (r r ) 0 (r ;  ) 0 (r ;  );
i.e. = = (r; ; ), = Æ = (r0 ; ; 0 ), V Æ = V (r r0). The 'dire t' de oupling pro eeds
via the most obvious hoi e, i.e. the density operator ^(r;  ) =  (r;  )  (r;  ). One speeks
about de oupling in a ' hannel' be ause, as will be expli ated below, the propagator of the
de oupling eld an be interpreted in terms of two Green fun tion lines tied together by multiple
intera tions, a omposite obje t reminis ent of a ' hannel'.
However, more important than the terminology is the fa t that there are other hoi es for
. De oupling in the ex hange hannel is generated by the hoi e    Æ . 'Ex hange'
be ause, in the ontext of the oulomb intera tion, the reversed pairing of eld operators is
reminis ent of the ex hange ontra tion generating Foy k-type ontributions. Finally, one may
de ouple in the Cooper hannel, ^ =   ,  =  . Here, the pairing eld is onjugate to
two reation operators. Below we will see that this type of de oupling is tailor made to problems
of super ondu tivity.
The remarks above may may onvey the impression of a ertain arbitrariness inherent to
the Hubbard-Stratonovi h philosophy. Indeed, the 'right' hoi e of the de oupling eld an
only be motivated by physi al reasoning, not by plain mathemati s. This is to say that the
transformation as su h is exa t, no matter what hannel we hose. However, later on we will
want to pro eed to derive an e e tive low energy theory based on the de oupling eld. In
ases where one has a identally de oupled in an 'unphysi al' hannel, it will be diÆ ult, if not
impossible to destill a meaningful low energy theory for the eld  onjugate to ; although the
intital model still ontains the full mi ros opi information (by virtue of the exa tness of the
transformation) it is not amenable to furhter approximate manipulations.
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In fa t, one is frequently onfronted with situations where more than one Hubbard-Stratonovi h
eld is needed to apture the full physi s of the problem. To appre iate this point, onsider the
Coulomb intera tion in momentum spa e.
1 X  (p1)  (p2)V (p1 p2)  0 (p3 ) 0 (p4)Æp p +p p :
Sint =
(7.2)


1 2 3 4
2
p1 ;:::;p4

In prin iple, we an de ouple this intera tion by any of the three options dis ussed above.
However, 'interesting' physi s is usually generated by pro esses where one of the three unbound
momenta entering the intera tion vertex is small. Only these intera tion pro esses have a han e
to a umulate to an overall olle tive ex itation of low energy ( f. our previous dis ussion of the
RPA, the intera ting ele tron gas, and many of the examples to follow.) It may be instru tive to
imagine the situation geometri ally: In the three dimensional artesian spa e of free momentum
oordinates (p1 ; p2; p3 ) entering the vertex, there are three thin layers, where one of the momenta
is small, (q; p2 ; p3 ), (p1 ; q; p3 ), (p1; p2 ; q), jqj  jpi j. (Why not make all momenta small? Be ause
that would be in on i t with the ondition that the Green fun tions onne ting to the vertex
be lose to the Fermi surfa e.) One will thus often hose to break down the full momentum
summation to a restri ted summation over the small-momentum sublayers:
1 X   (p)  (p + q)V (q)  0 (p0 ) 0 (p0 q)
Sint '


2 p;p0;q
 (p) 0 (p + q)V (p0 p) 0 (p0 + q)  (p0)

 (p) 0 ( p + q)V (p0 p)  (p0 ) 0 ( p0 + q)
Now, ea h of these three ontributions has its own predestinated hoi e ofPa slow de oupling
eld. The rst term should be de oupled in Pthe dire t hannel ^d(q)  p  (p)  (p + q),
the se ond in the ex hange
hannel (^x)0  p  (p) 0 (p + q), and the third in the Cooper
P
hannel (^ )0 (p)  p  (p) 0 ( p + q). One thus winds up with an e e tive theory that
ontains three independent slow Hubbard-Stratonovi h elds. (Noti e that the de oupling elds
in the ex hange and in the Cooper hannel arry a spin-stru ture.)
Noti e that in our dis ussion above of the high-density ele tron gas we de oupled in the
dire t hannel. That hoi e is made be ause we already know in advan e (viz. from our previous
dis ussion) that relevant ontributionsPto the free energy of the system are generated by RPAtype ontra tion of operators ^d (q)  p  (p)  (p + q), where q is small. If we hadn't known,
a more areful three-fold Hubbard-Stratonovi h de oupling, followed (see below) by a areful
analysis of the de oupled a tion would have identi ed the density hannel as relevant.
After this digression on the prin iples of the transformation, we turn ba k to the dis ussion
of the ele tron gas.
||||||||||||||{

The Hubbard-Stratonovi h transformation leaves us with a situation where the fermion
a tion has be ome quadrati { on the pri e of the introdu tion of a se ond eld. At any
rate, we have ome rea hed a position where the fermion integration in (7.1) an be done:


Z
2
1 3 Pq q q2  q
^
ie
p
Z = D e 8TL
+ ^ ;
(7.3)
det i!^  +
2m L3
where the Gaussian identity (5.38) has been used. As usual, the arets appearing under
the argument of the determinant indi ate that symbols have to be interpreted as operators
(a ting in the spa e of Matsubara and Hilbert spa e omponents.)
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The standard pro edure to deal with the determinants generated at intermediate stages
of the manipulation of a eld integral is to re-exponentiate them. This is done by virtue
of the formula
^
ln det A^ = tr ln A;
(7.4)
valid for arbitrary (non-singular) operators A^. Eq. (7.4) is readily proven by swit hing
to an eigenbasis:
X
^
ln det A^ =
ln(a ) = tr ln A;
a

where a are A^'s eigenvalues and we have used that the eigenvalues of ln A^ are ln a . Thus,
Z

Z = D e

S [℄;

1 X 2
S [℄ =
q
8T L3 q q

q

tr ln





p^ 2 ie ^
i!^  +
+  ;
2m L3

(7.5)

This is as far as exa t manipulations arry us. We have managed to trade the integration
over the intera ting Grassmann eld for an integration over an auxiliary eld . A eld,
that is, of whi h we believe that it en apsulates the relevant degrees of freedom of the
model. This ompletes steps 1., 2., and 3. of the general synopsis outlined above.
The next step is to subje t the a tion to a stationary phase analysis, i.e. we seek for
solutions to the set of saddle point equations,

ÆS [℄ !
= 0:
Æq

8q = (q 6= 0; !) :

The fun tion (x; t) $ q obtained by Fourier transformation of the solutions to these
equations is ommonly alled the mean eld. The denotation an be understood by
inspe tion of the argument of the 'tr ln' above. The stru ture  p^ 2 =2m + ie=L3 , where
 is a xed on guration (to be determined by solving the saddle point equations) looks
like the Hamilton operator of parti les subje t to some kind of ba kground, or 'mean'
eld. The notation on the left hand side of the saddle point equations indi ates that
our original intera tion V (q) and, therefore, the de oupling eld  do not possess a zero
momentum mode ( harge neutrality.)
The on rete evaluation of the fun tional derivative ÆS=Æ leads us to the question as
to how one di erentiates the tra e of the logarithm of the operator

G^ 1 [℄ = i!^

+

p^ 2 ie ^
+ 
2m L3

with respe t to its argument? (The denotation G^ 1 is motivated by the stru tural similarity to an inverse Green fun tion.) Owing to the presen e of the tra e, the di erentiation
an be arried out as if G where a fun tion:








Æ
Æ
Æ
tr ln (G^ 1 [℄) = tr
ln (G^ 1 [℄) = tr G^ [℄ G^ 1 [℄ ;
Æq
Æq
Æq
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where in the rst equality we have used that the taking the tra e and di erentiation
are ommutative operations. The se ond equality essentially relies on the presen e of
the tra e, i.e. in general the non- ommutativity of G^ 1 and Æ G^ 1 implies Æ f (G^ 1 ) 6=
f 0 (G^ 1 )Æ G^ 1 .)
We next expli ate this operation on the operator appearing in the a tion. (For tutorial
reasons, and paying the pri e that the notation is somewhat messy, all index dependen es
are spelled out expli itly


1
S [℄ =
V (q)
q
4T L3
1
=
V (q) q
4T L3
1
V (q) q
=
4T L3
1
V (q) q
=
4T L3





Æ
tr G^ [℄ G^ 1 [℄ =
q
Æq




X
Æ
1
=
G^ [℄
G^ [℄
2
q1 q2 Æq
q
q
21
q1 q2
2ie X ^
(G[℄)q1 q2 Æq1 q2 ;q =
L3 q1 q2
2ie X ^
(G[℄)q1 ;q1 q =! 0:
3
L q1

(7.6)

Here, the fa tor of two appearing in front of the double summation in the se ond line
ounts the ele tron spin. In the essential third equality we have used that G^ 1 is linear
in its argument  and that ( ÆÆ q ^)q1 q2 = Æq1 q2 ;q . That last relation follows from the rules
of fun tional di erentatiation. In fa t (owing to the dis reteness of the momentum) we
are not even di erentiating fun tionals: ^ is a matrix in momentum spa e. It's matrix
elements are are given by omponents q : (^)q1 ;q2 = q1 q2 . Di erentiation of that matrix
wrt q then produ es another matrix with matrix elements 1 for q1 q2 = q and zero
otherwise. (Admittedly, it takes some time to get used to di erentiation formulae of that
type.)
Equations of that type are not solved from s rat h but by making a physi ally motivated ansatz, i.e. guessing a solution. Naturally, the rst try will be a homogeneous
solution, (x; t)   = onst:, i.e. one relies on the pi ture that a spatially and temporaly
varying eld on guration is energeti ally more ostly than a onstant one, and, therefore,
annot determine a stable extremum.

But be aware, there exist translationally invariant problems with inhomogeneous
mean elds or, more tri ky, a homogeneous solution exists but is energeti ally inferior to a
stru tured one. There may be sets of degenerate solutions, et . Often, when new theories
des ribing unknown territory have been developed, the sear h for the 'right' mean eld turned
out to be a matter of long, and sometimes ontroversial resear h.
. Info.

||||||||||||||{

In the present ontext, spatial and temporal homogeneeity translates to q;! = 0 if
either ! or q are non-zero. That, indeed, solves the mean eld equation: Assuming that
all u tuating omponents of  are swit hed o , the Green fun tion operator be omes
diagonal in momentum spa e, (G^ [ ℄)q1 ;q2 / Æq1 ;q2 . We thus see that for non-vanishing q
both terms in the equation vanish. But then, the zero-momentum omponent q=0 does
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not exist anyway (again, harge neutrality), when e ^ = 0 is the sought for solution of
our mean eld problem. That settles step 4. of the general program.
We next pro eed to expand the fun tional in u tuations around  = 0. Sin e the
mean eld vanishes, it does not make sense to introdu e new notation, i.e. we will denote
the u tuations again by the symbol . As regards the rst term in the a tion (7.5),
it is already quadrati and there is nothing to do. The logarithmi ontribution an be
expanded as if we were dealing with a fun tion (again, a onsequen e of the tra e), i.e.




p^ 2 ie ^
tr ln i!^  +
+ 3  = tr ln(G^ 0 1 ) +
2m L
ie
1  e 2
+ 3 tr ln(G^ 0 ^) +
tr ln(G^ 0 ^G^ 0 ^) + : : : ;
L
2 L3
where

G^ 0 1  i!^

+

p^ 2
2m

is the momentum and frequen y diagonal operator whose matrix elements give the free
Green fun tion of the ele tron gas. Now, let us dis uss the terms appearing on the
right hand side in turn. Being -independent, the rst term gives just an overall onstant
multiplying the fun tional integral, viz. a onstant that must des ribe the non-intera ting
ontent of the theory. Indeed,
1

etr ln(G^0 ) = e

tr ln(G^ 0 )

= det(G^ 0 )

1

 Z0

is just the partition fun tion of the non-intera ting ele tron gas. The se ond term of the
expansion, linear in ^ vanishes on a ount of our mean eld analysis. (We are expanding
around an extremum! exer ise: Write out the momentum representation of the rst
order ontiribution to re- on rm its vanishing.) The third term is the interesting one.
Remembering that ^ ouples to the theory like a voltage, this term des ribes how voltage
u utations are a e ted by the presen e of the ele tron gas. That must have something
to do with s reening!
To understand this onne tion let us make the momentum dependen e of the se ondorder term expli it (exer ise):
1  e 2 ^ ^ ^ ^  e 2 X X
G0;p q G0;p q  q =
tr (G0 G0 ) = 3
2 L3
L
p q
2
X
e
=
 ;
2T L3 q q q q
where in the last line we meet again with the polarization operator (6.30). Combination
with the rst term in the a tion nally leads to


q2
1 X

Se [℄ =
2T L3 q q 4

e2 



q

 q + O(4 );

(7.7)

where we noted that odd powers of  vanish by the symmetry of the problem (exer ise.)
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Eq. (7.7) is a very suggestive result. Ignoring the oupling to the ele tron gas,  represents a eld with bare 'propagator'  q 2 , i.e. the long range orrelation mediated by
the ele tri eld in va uum. Coupling the eld to a medium leads to the appearen e of a
'self energy'  q . As we saw above, that self energy onverts the long ranged power law
orrelation into something exponential { s reening. The form of the s reened propagator exa tly oini ides with the e e tive RPA intera tion (6.36) derived diagrammati ally
above. In passing we note that the stru tures emerging in the fun tional integral analysis
support a uni ed way of 'reading' the theory; There appear 'propagators', 'self-energies',
et . irrespe tive of the on rete ontext, i.e. irrespe tive of whether we are dealing with
a fermioni eld ( ) or a bosoni one ().
From here it is a one-line al ulation to reprodu e the result for the RPA free energy
of the ele tron gas dis ussed above. Gaussian integration over the eld  (step 5. of the
program) leads to
 1=2
Y
4e2
ZRPA = Z0
1
;
2 q
q

q

where we have noted that the -integration was unit-normalized, i.e. for  = 0, the
integral ollapses to unity. Taking the logarithm, we obtain

T
FRPA = T (ln(Z ) ln(Z0 )) =
2

X
q



ln 1

4e2

q2



q ;

in agreement (6.28).
At this point, it may be worthwhile to halt and to ompare our two approa hes to the
problem, diagrammati s and eld integration. We rst note that the fun tional integral
formulation indeed leads to the 'redu ed' des ription we wanted to obtain: The minimal
degree of freedom () dire tly ouples to the physi ally relevant entities of the theory (q ).
The downside is that to formulate the approa h, we had to go through some preparatory
work, notably work that required anti ipatory physi al insight into the problem (i.e.
the orre t hoi e of the Hubbard-Stratonovi h transformation.) However, that turned
out to be a well invested e ort. After the identi ation of  as the 'good' eld, the
further onstru tion of the theory pro eeded along the lines of a largely 'automatized
program' (seeking saddle points, expanding et .). E.g. there was no need to battle
with ombinatorial problems. Further, in fun tional integral approa hes the risk to miss
relevant ontributions, or diagrams, to the expansion of a theory is far less pronoun ed
than in dire t diagrammati expansions. But undoubtedly the most important advantage
of the fun tional integral route is its extensibilty. E.g. an expansion of the theory to
higher orders in  would have generated an intera ting theory of voltage u utations.
Correlations on the level of that theory orrespond to diagrams beyond the RPA level,
i.e. diagrams whose dire t and error-free summation would require mu h higher developed
skills. However, the onstru tion developing a theory of these 'intera ting plasmon modes'
is beyond the s ope of the present text.
The mean eld optimizing the problem above was parti ularly simple,  = 0. More
intereseting situations arise if one is met with non-vanishing mean eld on gurations,
i.e. the perturbation theory has to be organized around a state di erent from the trivial
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va uum state of the theory. In the next se tion we dis uss super uidity as an example that
ni ely illustrates the ri hness of the phenomena that may arise under su h ir umstan es.

7.2 Bose-Einstein Condensation and Super uidity
We onsider a bosoni theory de ned through
Z

Z = D( ; ) e
S [ ; ℄ =

Z

0

S [ ; ℄ ;

d

Z

dd r

(7.8)




(r;  )  + H^ 0







1
(r;  ) + g ( (r;  ) (r;  ))2 ;
2

where is a omplex eld subje t to the standard boundary ondition ( : ; ) = ( : ; 0).
The fun tional integral Z des ribes the physi s of a system of bosoni parti les in ddimensions subje t to a onta t intera tion of strength g . For the moment the spe i
stru ture of the one-body operator H^ 0 need not be spe i ed.
The most remarkable phenomena displayed by systems of the type (7.8) are BoseEinstein ondensation and super uidity. However, ontrary to a widespread prejudi e,
these two e e ts do not mutually depend on ea h other: super uidity an arise without
ondensation and vi e versa. We begin our dis ussion with the more elementary of the
two,

7.2.1 Bose-Einstein Condensation
As most readers will remember from elementary ourses on statisti al me hani s, BoseEinstein ondensation is alled the e e t that a ma ros opi fra tion of the number
of parti les of the system populate a single state. To see how this phenomenon is born
out of the fun tional integral formalism, let us temporarily swit h o the intera tion and
assume that the one-parti le Hamiltonian has been diagonalized:
Z

Z0  Z g=0 = D( ;
=

Z

D( ;

) exp

"

) exp
"

X
an

Z
0

d

X
a

a ( ) ( + a

an ( i!n + a

#

) a ( ) =

#

)

an

;

where in the last line we have swit hed to a frequen y representation. Without loss of
generality, we may assume that the eigenvalues a  0 are positive with a ground state
0 = 0 2 . (I.e. unlike in the previoulsy dis ussed fermion problems, we should not arry
the pi ture of low energy ex itations superimposed on high energy mi ros opi degrees of
freedom in mind; Here, everything will take pla e in the vi inity of the ground state of
the mi ros opi single parti le Hamiltonian.) Also noti e that, by stability, the hemi al
potential determining the number of parti les in the system must be negative. Otherwise
2 The hemi al potential  an always be adjusted so as to meet this ondition.
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the Gaussain weight orresponding to the low lying states a <  would hange sign
resulting in an ill-de ned theory.
From our dis ussion of se tion 5.2.1 we remember that the number of parti les in the
system,

N () = T

X
1
=
fb (a );
a + 
a

X
na

i!n

where

fb () =

e

1

( )

1

is the Bose distribution. For a given number of parti les, this equation determines the
temperature dependen e of the hemi al potential, (T ). How does the hemi al potential
s ale with the temperature? Mainly for illustrative purposes, a plot of the Bose distribution fun tion is shown in the gure. As the temperature is redu ed, the distribution
fun tion ontrolling the population of individual states de reases. Sin e the number of
parti les must be kept onstant, this s aling must be ountera ted by in reasing the the
hemi al potential.

Figure 7.2: S hemati plot of the ground state Bose distribution fun tion fb (0) as a
fun tion of temperature and hemi al potential (both measured in arbitrary units.) The
plot mainly serves illustrative purposeses. In fa t, fb (0) depends only on the ratio =T
and a one-dimensional graph would suÆ e to store the information shown as a surfa e
graph above.
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Below a ertain riti al temperature T , even the maximum
value of the hemi al potential,  = 0, will not suÆ e to keep
the distribution fun tion f (a6=0 ) large enough to a omodate
all parti les in the states of non-vanishing energy, i.e.
X
a>0

f (a )

T <T
=0

 N1 < N:

µ
0

TC
T

I.e. below that riti al temperature the hemi al potential
stays onstant at 0 (see the gure). However a ma ros opi
number of parti les N N1 gathers in the ground state: Boseondensation

Sin e its predi tion in the early twenties by Bose and Einstein the phenomenon of
Bose ondensation has been a standard textbook subje t. However, it took seven de ades before
the ondensation of Bosoni parti les was for the rst time dire tly3 observed in experiment.
The reason for this delay is that the riti al temperature for the ondensation of parti les that
are omfortably a essible to experiment { that is, atoms { is absurdly low.
. Info.

T >TC

T <TC

Figure 7.3: Cartoon of atoms aught in a magneti trap. Below a riti al temperature, T the
atoms ondense into a lump o upying a single zero energy state.

However, in 1995 the group of E. Cornell and C. Wieman at Colorado University managed
to ool down a system of rubidium atoms down to temperatures of 20 billionths (!) of a Kelvin4.
To rea h these temperatures, a gas of rubidium atoms was aught in a magneti trap, i.e. a
on guration of magneti eld gradients that ouple to the magneti moments of the atoms so
as to keep the system spatially lo alized. (See the theorists artoon in Fig. 7.3.)
The gas of atoms was then brought to a temperature of O(10 5 )K { still way too hot to
ondense { by laser ooling. (The one-line explanation of that ooling me hanism is that atoms
onfronted with a suitably adjusted ray of mono hromati light may transmit more of their
kineti energy to the photons than they get ba k; they ool down.) To lower the temperature
still further, the prin iple of 'evaporative ooling' was applied: By lowering the potential well
of the trap, a fra tion of the atoms, namely those with large kineti energy, was allowed to
es ape. The remaining portion of atoms had low kineti energy, i.e. low temperature. What
3 By 'dire t' we mean a ontrolled preparation of a state of ondensed massive bosoni parti les. There

are numerous 'indire t' manifestations of ondensed states, e.g. the anomalous properties of the Helium
liquids at low temperatures or of Cooper-pair ondensates in super ondu tors.
4 M. H. Anderson, J.R. Ensher, M.R. Matthews, C.E. Wieman, and E. A. Cornell, S ien e 269, 198
(1995).
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Spe tros opi images of a gas of atoms at 400nK (left), 200nK (middle), and 50nK
(right). The peak in the density distribution signals the onset of ondensation.
Figure 7.4:

sounds like a simple re ipe a tually represents a most deli ate experimental pro edure. (E.g.
if the trap potential is lowered to strongly, all atoms de ide to go away and there is nothing
left to ondense. If the trapping is too strikt, the atoms remain too hot, et .) However, after a
more than a de ade of intensive experimental preparation, the required temperatures had been
rea hed.
Spe tros opi images of the Bose ondensatation pro ess are shown in Fig. 7.4 for three
di erent values of the temperature. Lowering the temperature is a ompanied by the formation
of a peak in the density distribution, an unambiguous indi ation of the transition to a ondensed
state. The preparation of a Bose ondensed state of matter was awarded the 2001 Nobel prize
in physi s. Sin e 1995 the resear h on atomi ondensates has made tremendous progress. By
now, it is possible to prepare omplex states of Bose ondensed matter su h as atomi vorti es,
ondensates in di erent dimensionalities, or even an arti ial rystalline state of matter (see
Fig. ??). However, a detailed dis ussion of these interesting developments would be beyond the
s ope of the present text.
||||||||||||||{

We next ask how the phenomenon of Bose ondensation an be implemented into our
fun tional integral representation. Evidently, the hara teristi s of the ondensate will be
des ribed by the zero eld omponent 0 ( ). The problem with this zero mode is that
below the ondensation transition its a tion apears to be unbound: Both the hemi al
potential and the eigenvalue are zero. That means that the a tion of the zero-Matsubara
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The reation of an arti ial mono-atomi rystal from a bose ondensate. A system
of bosons in a ondensed state { the latter signalled by the prononoun ed oherent intensity
peaks in the left portion of the gure { is exposed to a 'grid' formed by two rossing elds
of intense laser radiation. For strong enough eld amplitudes, the ele tromagneti radiation
interferes to a periodi latti e of deep potential minima. These minima be ome o upied by
one atom ea h. The result is an arti ial mono-atomi rystal, hara terized by the absen e of
oherent superposition of atomi wave fun tion amplitudes, i.e. an equilibrated density pro le
(middle). If the laser intesity is lowered, the atoms re-arrange to the hara teristi density
distribution of the ondensate (right).
Figure 7.5:

omponent 0;0 vanishes. We will deal with this diÆ ulty in a pragmati way. That is, we
will not treat 0 ( ) as an integration variable but rather as a time independent Lagrange
multiplier to be used to x the number of parti les below the transition. I.e. we introdu e
an redu ed a tion as
X
an (i!n + a ) an ;
S0 j= 0 = 0  0 +
a6=0;n

where the subs ript  = 0 indi ates that the a tion des ribes the system at in nitesimal
negative . (In order to be able to use  as a di erentiation variable, we do not yet set
 = 0.) To understand the rational behind this simpli ation note that
X
1
= 0 0 + N1
(7.9)
N =  F0 =  T ln Z0 = 0 0 + T
i!

n
a
a6=0;n
determines the number of parti les. A ording to this expression, 0 0 = N0 sets the
number of parti les in the ondensate. Now, what enables us to regard 0 as a time
independent eld? Remebering the onstru tion of the path integral, we note that introdu tion of time dependent elds, or 'time sli ing' was ne essitated by the fa t that the
operators appearing in the Hamiltonian of a quantum theory do not, in general, ommute.
(Otherwise we ould have de oupled


tr e

(H^ N^ )(ay ;a)



Z

' d( ; )e

(H^ N^ )( ; )

in terms of a single oherent state resolution, i.e. a 'stati ' on guration.) Reading this
obseravation in reverse, we on lude that the dynami ontent of the eld integral repre-
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sents the quantum hara ter of a theory. (Alluding to this fa t, the temporal u tuations
of eld variables are often referred to as quantum u tuations.) Conversely,
A stati approximation in a eld integral ( ) = 0 = onst: amounts to
repla ing a quantum degree of freedom by its lassi al approximation.
(In order to distinguish them from quantum u tuations, u tuations in the ' lassi al'
stati se tor of the theory are alled thermal u tuations.) To justify the approximation
of a0 $ 0 by a lassi al obje t, noti e that upon ondensation,

N0 = hay0 a0 i

will assume 'ma ros opi ally large' values. On the other hand the ommutator [a0 ; ay0 ℄ = 1;
ontinues to be of O(1). It thus seems to be legitimate to negle t all ommutators of the
zero operator a0 in omparison with its expe tation value { a lassi al approximation5.
Unfortunately, however, the a tual state of a airs with the lassi al treatment of the
ondensate state is more omplex than the simple argument above suggests. (For a good
dis ussion, see [?℄.) However the net result of a more thorough analysis6 still is that
treating 0 as lassi al is a legitimate approximation.
Now, we are still left with the problem that the 0 -integration appears to be unde ned. The way out is to remember that the partition fun tion should extend over those
states only that ontain an (average) number of N parti les. That is, Eq. (7.9) has to
be interpreted as an relation that xes the modulus 0 0 so as to adjust the appropriate
value of N . (For a lean dis ussion of the hoi e of the thermodynami variables in the
present ontext, see again Ref.[?℄.)

7.2.2 The Intera ting Bose Gas
Now, let us relax the ondition of zero intera tion and study the system for small but
nite g . To keep the dis ussion on rete, we spe ialize to the ase of a lean ballisti
single parti le system,
p^2
H^ 0 = :
2m
(Noti e that the ground state wave fun tion of this system a spatially onstant zero
momentum wave fun tion.) By adiabati ontinuity we expe t that mu h of the pi ture
developed above will survive generalization to a nite intera tion. In parti ular the ground
state, whi h in the ase under onsideration orresponds to a temporal and spatially onstant mode 0 , will ontinue to be ma ros opi ally o upied. Under these ir umstan es,
surely the dominant ontribution to the a tion will ome from the lassi al 0 se tor:


g
S [ 0 ; 0 ℄ =
 0 0 + d ( 0 0 )2 :
(7.10)
2L

5 Noti e the similarity of that reasoning to the arguments employed in onne tion with the semi lassi al
treatment of spin systems in the limit of large S (se tion 3.2.3.)
6 In prin iple, the temporally u tuating ontributions to the zero mode, 0;n=6 0 an be treated as

ordinary integration variables. However, the integration over these modes does not essentially a e t the
properties of the model.
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(Noti e the similarity of that a tion to the integrand of the toy problem dis ussed in se tion 6.1.1.) Importantly, the stability of the a tion is now guaranteed by the intera tion
vertex, no matter how small g > 0 (see the s hemati plot of the a tion in Fig. 7.6.)
A ordingly, we will no longer treat 0 as a xed parameter but rather as an ordinary
intergration variable. Integration over all eld omponents will produ e a partition fun tion Z () that depends parameteri ally on the hemi al potential. As usual in statistial
physi s, the latter an then be employed to x the parti le number. (Noti e that vis-a-vis
thermodynami aspe ts the intera ting system appears to behave more 'naturally' then its
ideal, non-intera ting approximation. This re e ts a general feature of bosoni systems;
intera tions 'regularize' a number of pe uliar features of the ideal gas.)

Figure 7.6: The a tion S [ 0 ; 0 ℄ as a fun tion of real and imaginary part of the ondensate
eld. The most important features of the a tion are (a) the existen e of a degenerate
minimum determined by the set of solutions of the equation j 0 jS = 0 and (b) the large
amplitude asymptoti s  g j 0 j4 stabilizing the 0 -integration.
Coming ba k to the 0 -integration, we observe that for low enough temperature, the
problem is an ideal andidate for a saddle point analysis. Variation of the a tion w.r.t.
0 generates the equation


g
 + d 0 0 = 0:
0
L
p
This equation is solved by any on guration 0;mf with modulus j 0;mf j = Ld =g  .
In spite of its inno ent appearan e, this observation reveals a lot of 'deep' information on
the system:

. For  < 0, i.e. above the ondensation threashold of the non-intera ting system, the
equation has only the trivial solution = 0. Whi h means that no stable ondensate
amplitude exists.
. Below ondensation, the squared modulus j
population of the ground state.

0;mf

j / Ld , re

e ting the ma ros opi
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. The equation ouples only to the modulus of 0 . I.e. the present situation is di erent
from our previously en ountered examples in that the solution to the stationary
phase equation is ontinuously degenerate; da h on guration 0;mf = exp(i);  2
[0; 2 ℄ is a solution.
For our present dis ussion, the last of the three aspe ts mentioned above is the most
important. It raises the question whi h of the on gurations 0;mf = exp(i) is the
'right' one?
Without loss of generality, we may hose 0;mf = , i.e. a real solution, as a referen e
on guration for our theory. That hoi e amounts to pi king a parti ular minimum lying
in the 'mexi an hat' stru ture of Fig. 7.6. However, it is lear that an expansion of the
a tion around that minimum will be singular: u tuations 0;mf ! 0;mf + Æ that do not
leave the azimuthally symmetri well of degenerate minima do not hange that a tion and,
therefore, have vanishing expansion oeÆ ients. This entails that in the present situation
we will not get away with a simple s heme 'saddle point plus quadrati u tuations.'
(There is nothing that onstrains the deviations Æ to be small.) The integral over
u tuations around mean eld on gurations has to be done in a more areful way.

. Info. What we are en ountering here is a me hani sm alled spontaneous symmetry
breaking. The phenomenon is very general, and, whenever it arises, the onsequen es tend to
be grave. To understand the general prin iple, onsider an a tion S [ ℄ with a global ontinuous
symmetry under some transformation g. By whi h we mean that the a tion remains invariant,
S [ ℄ = S [g ℄ under a transformation of all elds simultaneously, 8i 2 M : i ! g i , where M
is the base manifold. The transformation is ' ontinuous' in the sense that the g's ought to take
values in some manifold, typi ally a group G.

Figure 7.7: Zero mode a tion of the weakly intera ting bose gas for  > 0 (left) and  < 0
(right).

Some examples: The a tion of a Heisenberg ferromagnet is invariant under rotation of all
spins simultaneously by the same amount, Si ! gSi . In this ase, g 2 G = O(3), the three
dimensional rotation group. The a tion of the displa ement elds  des ribing elasti deformations of a solid (phonons) is invariant under simultaneous translation of all displa ements
i ! i + a, i.e. the symmetry manifold is the the d-dimensional translation group G ' Rd . In
the example above, we had a U(1) symmetry under phase multipli ation 0 ! ei 0 . This phase
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freedom expresses the global gauge symmetry of quantum me hani s under transformation
by a phase, a point we will dis uss in more detail below.
Now, given a theory with globally G invariant a tion, two s enarios are on eivable. Either
the ground states share the invarian e properties of the a tion or they do not. The two alternatives are illustrated in Fig. 7.7 for the example of the bose system. For  > 0, the a tion
S [ 0 ; 0 ℄ has a single ground state at 0;mf = 0. This state is trivially symmetri under the
a tion of G = U(1). However, for negative , i.e. in the situation dis ussed above, there is a
degenerate manifold of ground states, de ned through j 0;mf j = . These ground states transform into ea h other under the a tion of the gauge group, however, none of them individually is
invariant.
With the other examples mentioned above, the situation is similar. Only that for symmetry
groups more omplex than the one-dimensional manifold U(1), the ground states will, in general,
be invariant under transformation by the elements of a ertain subgroup f1g  H  G. (That
in ludes the two extremes H = f1g and H = G.) E.g. below the transition temperature, the
ground state of the Heisenberg magnet will be given by (domainwise) aligned on gurations of
spins. Assuming that the spins point in z-dire tion, the ground state is invariant under the
abelian subgroup H  O(3) ontaining all rotations around the z-axis. However, invarian e
under the full rotation group is manifestly broken. Solids represent states where the translation
symmetry is fully broken, i.e. all atoms olle tively o upy a xed pattern of spatial positions
in spa e, H = f1g, et .
In spite of the un-deniable existen e of solids, magnets, and Bose ondensates of de nite
phase, the notion of a ground state that does not share the full symmetry of the theory may
appear paradoxi al, or at least 'un-natural'. E.g. even if any parti ular ground state of the
potential of Fig. 7.7, right 'breaks' the rotational symmetry, shouldn't all these states enter the
partition sum with equal statisti al weight, su h that the net out ome of the theory is again
fully symmetri ?
To understand why symmetry breaking is a 'natural' and observable phenomenon, it is
instru tive to perform a little gedanken experiment: Imagine the partition fun tion of a lassi al7
ferromagnet,


P
Z = tr e (F H i Si) ;
where F is the rotationally invariant part of the energy fun tional and H represents a weak
external eld. (Alternatively, we an think of H as an internal eld, aused by an ever so
slight stru tural imperfe tion of the system.) In the limit of vanishing eld strength, the theory
be omes manifestly symmetri . Symboli ally,
lim lim Z ! rot: sym:;
N !1 H !0
where the limit N ! 1 serves as a mnemoni indi ating that we onsider systems of ma ros opi size. However, keeping in mind that the model ought to des ribe a real life magnet, the
order of limits taken above appears questionable. Sin e the external perturbation ouples to
a ma ros opi number of spins, a more natural des ription of an 'almost' symmetri situation
would be
lim lim Z ! ?
H !0 N !1
The whole point now is that the two orders of limits lead to di erent results. In the latter ase,
for any H, the N ! 1 system is des ribed by an expli itly symmetry broken a tion. No matter
7 The same argument an be formulated for the quantum magnet.
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how small the magneti eld, the energeti ost to rotate N ! 1 spins against the eld is too
high, i.e. ground state jSi below the transition temperature will be uniquely aligned, Si k H.
When we then send H ! 0 in an after step that parti ular state will remain the observable
referen e state of the system. Although, formally, a spontaneous thermal u tuation rotating
all spins by the same amount jSi ! jgSi would not ost energy, that u utation an be ex luded
by entropi reasoning8. (Similarly to the fa t that one rarely observes water kettles rashing
into the ki hen wall as a onsequen e of a on erted thermal u tuation of the water mole ules.)
However, the appearan e of non-trivial ground states is just one e e t of spontaneous symmetry breakdown. Equally important, residual u tuations around the ground state lead to the
formation of so- alled soft modes (sometimes also massless modes, i.e. eld on gurations
q whose a tion S [℄ vanishes in the limit of long wavelengths q ! 0. Spe i ally, the soft modes
forming on top of a symmetry broken ground state are alled Goldstone modes. As a rule, the
presen e of soft modes in a ontinuum theory has important phenomenologi al onsequen es.
To understand this point, noti e that the general stru ture of a soft mode a tion is given by
X 

(7.11)
S [℄ = q i1 jqi j + i2 qi2  q + O(4 ; q3 );
q;i

where i1;2 are oeÆ ients. As exempli ed in se tion 6.1.2, the absen e of a onstant ontribution
to the a tion (i.e. a ontribution that does not vanish in the limit q ! 0) signals the existen e
of long-ranged power-law orrelations in the system. As we will see shortly, the vanishing of
the a tion in the long wave lengths limit q ! 0 further implies that soft modes dominantly
ontribute to pra ti ally all observable system properties.
.
Explore the stru ture of the propagator F (q)  hq  q i of S [℄ to onvin e
yourself that the arguments then formulated for the spe i ase of the 4 theory are of general
validity. To this end, noti e that for small q,
F (q)  jqj n ;
where n is the index of the rst non-vanishing oeÆ ient 1 ; 2 ; : : :. I.e. the propagator is
dominated by the smallest q-power appearing in the a ition. The power law behaviour of the
orrelation fun tion implies a homogeneity relation F (q=) = iF (q). Show that this s aling
relation entails that the Fourier transform F (r  jrj) = h(r)(0)i obeys the 's aling law'
F (r) =  d+n F (r):
This in turn implies that the real spa e orrelation fun tion also de ays like a power law
F (r)  r d+n ;
i.e. in a 'long ranged' manner. Explore the breakdown of the argument for an a tion with a
nite massterm. Convin e yourself that in that ase, the de ay would be exponential, i.e. 'short
ranged'.
But what, then, are origin and nature of the soft Goldstone modes aused by the spontaneous
breakdown of a symmetry? To understand this point let us onsider the a tion the a tion of a
symmetry group element g on a (symmetry broken) ground state 0 ( f. Fig. 7.8 middle.) By
Exer ise.

8 In hapter XX, we will show that that (overly) simple pi ture breaks down in dimensions d  2.
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ψ0
gψ0
g(x)ψ0
λ

Figure 7.8: The prin ple beyond Goldstone mode formation. Up: a ground state. Middle:
A globally transformed state (also a ground state). Bottom: A lo ally transformed state
whose a tion depends on the u tuation rate.

de nition, S [g 0 ℄ = S [ 0 ℄ = extr: stillPassumes its extremal value. Assuming that g is lose to
the group identity, we write g = exp( a a Ta ), where the fTa g are generators living in the Lie
algebra of the group and a are some expansion oeÆ ients9 . Expressing u tuations around
0 in terms of the ' oordinates' a , we on lude that the a tion S [℄ = 0. However, if we
promote the global transformation to a transformation with a weakly u tuating spatial pro le,
g ! g(x), 0 ! g(x) 0 ( f. Fig. 7.8 bottom) a pri e will have to be paid. That is, for a spatially
u tuating oordinate pro le fa (x)g, S [℄ =6 0, where the energy ost depends inversely on the
u tuation rate  of the eld . The expansion of S in terms of gradients of  is thus bound to
lead to a soft mode a tion of the type (7.11).
In view of their physi al importan e, an important question to ask is how many independent
of these soft modes exist. The answer an be straightforwardly given on the basis of the geometri
pi ture developed above: Suppose our symmetry group G has dimension r, i.e. its Lie algebra
is spanned by r linearly independent generators Ta ; a = 1; : : : ; r. If the subgroup H  G has
dimension s < r, s of these generators an be hosen so as to leave the ground state invariant.
On the other hand, the remaining p  r s generators inevitably reate Goldstone modes.
In the language of group theory, these generators span the oset spa e G=H . E.g. for the
ferromagnet, H = O(2) is the one-dimensional subgroup of rotations around the quantization
axis (e.g. the z-axis). Sin e the rotation group has dimension 3, there must be two independent
Goldstone modes. These an be generated by the a tion of the rotation, or angular momentum
generators Jx;y a ting on the z-aligned ground state. The oset spa e O(3)=O(2) an be shown
to be isomorphi to the two-sphere, i.e. the sphere tra ed out by the spins as they u tuate
around the ground state.
One may ask why we bothered to formulate these things in the abstra t language of Lie
groups and generators, et . The reason is that the onne tion between the oordinates parameterizing the Goldstone modes i; i = 1; : : : ; p, residual 'massive modes' j ; j = 1; : : : ; n p, and
the original oordinates i ; i = 1; : : : ; n of the problem, respe tively, is usually nonlinear and
sometimes not even very transparent. With problems more omplex then the three prototypi al
examples mentioned above, it is usually well invested time to rst develop a good understanding
of the geometry of the problem before spe i oordinate systems are introdu ed.
After these general onsiderations it is time to get ba k to the Bose system and to explore
9 Here we have used that, for any reasonable model, G will be a Lie-group, i.e. a group with the

stru ture of a di erentiable manifold.
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the physi al onsequen es of Goldstone mode formation on a on rete example!
||||||||||||||{

7.2.3 Super uidity10
Turning ba k to the a tion of the Bose lean bose gas below ondensation ( > 0),

S [ ; ℄ =

Z
0

d

Z

dd r





(r;  ) 

2
2m







g
(r;  ) + ( (r;  ) (r;  ))2 ;
2

we hose to expand the theory around the parti ular ground state 0;mf = 0;mf =
(Ld =g )1=2 = . (Of ourse, any other state lying in the mexi an hat minimum of the
a tion would do just as good.) Noti e that the quantum ground state orresponding to
the on guration 0;mf is un onventional in the sense that it annot have a de nite partile number. The reason is that a ording to the orresponden e $ a between oherent
states and operators, respe tively, a non-vanishing fun tional expe tation value of 0 is
equivalent to a non-vanishing quantum expe tation value ha0 i. Assuming that at low temperatures, the thermal average h: : :i will proje t onto the ground state j i, we on lude
that h ja0 j i 6= 0, i.e. j i annot be a state with a de nite number of parti les11 .
The symmetry group U(1) a ts on this state by multipli ation, 0;mf ! ei 0;mf and
0;mf ! e i 0;mf . Knowing that the a tion of a weakly modulated elf (r;  ) will be
massless, we introdu e oordinates
(r;  ) = [0 + Æ(r;  )℄1=2 ei(r; ) ;
(r;  ) = [0 + Æ(r;  )℄1=2 e i(r; ) ;
where 0  2 = 0;mf 0;mf is the ondensate density. Evidently, the variable Æ parameterizes deviations of the eld (r;  ) o the extremum. These
ex ursions are energeti ally ostly, i.e. Æ will turn
out to be a massive mode. Also noti e that the
transformation of oordinates ( ; ) ! (Æ; ),
viewed as a hange of integration variables, has
Ja obian unity.

Im ψ
S = extr.

φ
δρ
Re ψ

As we are dealing with a (fun tional) integral, there is a lot of freedom as to the
hoi e of integration parameters. (I.e. unlike in the operator formulation, there is no a priori
onstraint for a transform to be ' anoni al'.) However, physi ally meaningful hanges of representation will usually be anoni al transformations, in the sense that the orresponding
. Info.

10 The theory of the weakly intera ting super uid to be dis ussed below was originally devised by

Bogoliubov, then in the language of se ond quantisation (see N. N. Bogoliubov, Izv. Akad. Nauk SSSR,
Ser. Fiz. 11, 77 (1947).)
11 However, as usual with grand anoni al des riptions, in the thermodynami limit, the relative un ertainty in the number of parti les, (hN^ i2 hN^ 2 i)=hN^ i2 will be ome vanishingly small.
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transformations of operators would onserve the ommutation relations. Indeed, the transformation above meets this ondition, as an be seen by inspe tion of the operator transform
a(x)  ^(x)1=2 ei^(x) ;
ay (x)  e i^(x) ^(x)1=2 ;
where the rhs de nes the operator pair (^; ^). To verify the anoti ity of this transformation,
let us presume anoni al relations
[^(x); ^(x0 )℄ = iÆ(x x0);
[^(x); ^(x0 )℄ = [^(x); ^(x0 )℄ = 0;
and he k the onsisten y of that assumption. Sin e for x 6= x0 all operators trivially ommute,
we may drop the position index and verify that
i
h
[a; ay ℄ = ^1=2 ei^; e i^ ^1=2 = ^ e i^^ei^ =
= ^ e i[;^ : ℄^ = ^ ^ + i[^; ^℄ 21 [^; [^; ^℄℄ + : : : = 1;
^ A^ = e[A;^ : ℄B^ .)
as required. (In the last line we have used the general operator identity eA^Be
||||||||||||||{

We next substitute the density-phase relation into the a tion and expand to se ond
order around the referen e mean eld. Ignoring gradients a ting on the density eld (in
omparison with the 'potential' ost of these u tuations), we obtain

S [Æ; ℄ 

Z
0

d

Z

dd r




i  + 0 ()2
2m



g2
 0 :
2

(7.12)

The rst term of the a tion has the typi al stru ture 'momentum   ( oordinate)' indi ative of a anoni ally onjugate pair of degrees of freedom. The se ond term measures
the energy ost of spatially varying phase u utations. However, noti e that u tuations
with (r;  ) = onst: do not ost energy {  is a Goldstone mode. Finally, the third
and fourth term des ribes the energy ost of massive u tuations leaving the potential
minimum.
Eq. (7.12) represents the Hamiltonian version of the a tion of the system, i.e. an
a tion omprising oordinates  and momenta Æ. Gaussian integration over the eld Æ
leads us to the Lagrangian a tion (exer ise):

S [℄ 

1
2

Z
0

d

Z

dd r





1

( )2 + 0 ()2 :
g
m

(7.13)

Comparison with (1.4) identi es this a tion as old a quaintan e, i.e. the d-dimensional
os illator a tion. Trans ribing from our results of hapter 2 (see, e.g. Eq. (2.5)), we nd
that the energy !k arried by elementary ex itations of the system

(7.14)
!k = jkj 0
mg
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s ales linearly with momentum.
Let us now dis uss the phenomenologi al impli ations of these results. The a tions
(7.12) and (7.13) des ribe the phenomenon of super uidity. To make the onne tion
between the fundamental degree of freedom of a super uid system, the super urrent,
and the phase eld expli it, let us onsider the quantum me hani al urrent operator
: int
^j(x;  ) = i x ay (x;  )a(x;  ) ay (x;  )x a(x;  ) fun!
2m


i  
x (x;  ) (x;  ) (x;  )x (x;  )  0 x (x;  ); (7.15)
! 2m
m
where the the arrow indi ates the fun tional integral orresponden e of the operator des ription and we have negle ted all ontributions oming from spatial u tuations of the
density pro le. (Indeed, these { massive { u tuations des ribe the 'normal' ontribution
to the urrent ow.)

. Info. Super uidity is one of the most bizzare and fas

inating phenomena displayed by
ondensed matter systems. Experimentally, the most straightforward a ess to super uid states
of matter is provided by the Helium liquids. Representative for many other e e ts displayed by
super uid states of Helium, we mention the apability of He- lms to ow up the walls of a vessel
(if the reward is that on the outer side of the ontainer a low lying bassin an be rea hed) or to
e ortlessly propagate through porous media no normal uid might possibly penetrate. Readers
interested in learning more on the phenomenology of super uid states of matter { a subje t not
for the present text to over { are referred to, e.g. Ref. XX.
||||||||||||||{

So, the gradient of the phase variable is a measure of the urrent ow in the system.
The behaviour of that degree of freedom an be understood by inspe tion of the stationary
phase equations { alias, the Hamilton or Lagrange equations of motion { of Eq. (7.12) or
(7.13). Going for the Hamiltonian option, we obtain (exer ise)
i  = gÆ + ;

i Æ = 0  2  =   j:
m
The se ond of these equations represents (the imaginary time version) of a ontinuity
equation. A urrent ow with non-vanishing divergen e is a ompanied by dynami al
distortions in the density pro le. The rst equation tells us that the system adjusts to
spatial u tuations of the density by a dynami al phase u tuation. The most remarkable
feature of these equations is that they possess steady state solutions with non-vanishing
urrent ow. Setting   =  Æ = 0, we obtain the onditions Æ = 0 and   j = 0,
i.e. below ondensation, a on guration with uniform density pro le an support a steady
state divergen eless (super) urrent. Noti e that a 'mass term' in the  a tion would spoil
this property, i.e. within our present approa h, the phenomenon of super urrent ow is
intimately linked to the Goldstone mode hara ter of the  eld.

Add a ti ious mass term to the -a tion and explore its onsequen es. How
do the features dis ussed above present themselves in the Lagrange pi ture?
. Exer

ise.
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It is very instru tive to interpret the phenomenology of super urrent ow from a different, more mi ros opi perspe tive. What prevents steady state urrent ow in normal
environments is the me hanism of energy dissipation. I.e. parti les onstituting the
urrent ow s atter o imperfe tions inside the system thereby onverting part of their
energy into the reation of of elemenatary ex itations. (Ma ros opi ally, the onversion
of kineti energy into the reation of ex itations manifests itself as heat produ tion.) Apparently, this me hanism is in a tivated in super uid states of matter, i.e. the urrent
ow is dissipationless.
How an the dissipative loss of energy be avoided. Trivially, no energy will be transmitted if there are no elementary ex itations to reate. Whi h, in reality means that the
ex itations of the system are energeti ally high-lying su h that the kineti energy stored
in the urrent- arrying parti les does not suÆ e to reate them. But this is not the situtation we en outer in the super uid! As we saw above, there is no energy gap separating
the ex itations of the system from the ground state. The dispersion ! (k) rather vanishes
linearly as k ! 0. However, there is an ingenuous little argument due to Landau showing
that a linear ex itation spe trum indeed suÆ es to stabilize dissipationless transport:

. Info. Consider the ow of some uid through a pipe ( f. Fig. 7.9 top left) . For
de niteness, we assume that the ow o urs at uniform velo ity V. Assuming that the mass (of
a ertain portion of the uid) equals M , the urrent arries a total kineti energy E1 = M V2 =2.
Now, suppose we view the situation from the point of view of the uid, i.e. we perform a Galilei
transformation into its own rest frame (top right.) From the point of view of the uid, the walls
of the pipe appear as moving with velo ity V. Now, suppose that fri tional for es between uid
an wall have left to the reation of an elementary ex itation of momentum p and energy (p).
I.e. the uid is no longer at rest but arries kineti energy. After a Galilei transformation ba k
to the laboratory frame we nd that the energy of the uid after the reation of the ex itation
is given by (ex er ise)
M V2
E2 =
2 + p  V + (p):
Now, sin e the all energy needed to manufa ture the ex itation must have been provided by the
liquid itself, energy onservation requires that E1 = E2, or p  V = (p): Sin e p  V > jpjjVj,
this ondition an only be met if
jpjjVj > (p):
(7.16)
System with a 'normal' gapless dispersion, (p)  p2 are ategori ally ompatible with this
energy-balan e relation, i.e. no matter how small jVj, quasi-parti les of low momentum an
always be ex ited. However, both, gapped dispersions (p) p!!0 onst:, and linear dispersions are
in ompatible with (7.16) if V be omes smaller than a ertain riti al velo ity V. Spe i ally
for a linear dispersion (p) = vjpj, the riti al velo ity is given by V = v. For urrents slower
than that, the ow is dissipationless.

||||||||||||||{

Let us on lude our preliminary dis ussion of the Bose gas by a very important remark.
Eqs. (7.12) and (7.13) suggest that we have managed to des ribe the long range behaviour
of the ondensed system in terms of a free Gaussian theory. That, however, is not quite
so, a fa t on ealed by the notation used above. Indeed, we must not forget that 
is a phase eld, de ned only modulo 2 . (In Eqs. (7.12) and (7.13) this ondition is
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−V

V

p

Up left: Flow of a uid through a rough pipe. Up right: The same viewed from the
rest frame of the uid. Botom left: Dissipative reation of a (quasi-parti le) ex itation. Bottom
right: The same viewed from the laboratory frame.

Figure 7.9:

impli itly understood. At this point, it is perhaps worth to re-iterate that when dealing
with Goldstone modes it is important to keep the underlying geometry in mind and not
too tightly fo us on a spe i oordinate representation.) The fa t that  is de ned only
up to integer multiples of 2 manifests itself in the formation of the most interesting
ex itations of the super uid: vorti es, i.e. phase on gurations (x;  ) that hange by
a multiple of 2 as one moves around a ertain referen e oordinate, the vortex enter.
Existing in parallel to the phonon-like ex itations dis ussed above, these ex itations lead
to a wealth of observable phenomena, to be dis ussed in more detail in hapter XX.
However, for the moment let us turn to the dis ussion of another prominent super uid,
the ondensate of Cooper pairs, more generally known as the super ondu tor:

7.3 Super ondu tivity
The ele tri al resistivity of many metals and alloys drops suddenly to zero when the
spe imen is ooled to a suÆ iently low temperature. This phenomenon, whi h goes by
the name super ondu tivity, was rst observed by Kammerlingh Onnes in Leiden in
1911, three years after he rst lique ed Helium.12 Equally striking, a super ondu tor
ooled below its transition temperature in a magneti eld expels all magneti ux from

12

Kammerlingh Onnes 1853-1926
(left, photographed with van der
Waals): 1913 Nobel Laureate
in Physi s for his investigations
on the properties of matter at
low temperatures whi h led, inter alia to the produ tion of liquid helium.
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its interior. This phenomenon of perfe t diamagnetism is known as the Meissner e e t
and is hara teristi of super ondu tivity.

Figure 7.10: The levitation of a magnet above a (high temperature) super ondu tor due
to the expulsion of magneti ux.
Meissner e e t and dissipationless transport are but two of a plethora of phenomena
a ompanying super ondu tivity. In fa t, it is not even appropriate to speak about 'super ondu tivity' as a single term: Sin e the dis vovery of the high-temperature uprate
super ondu tors in 1986 it has be ome evident that the physi al me hanisms responsible
for high-temperature and onventional super ondu tivity, respe tively, must be strikingly
di erent.
Along with the introdu tion of more advan ed theoreti al ma hinery, a variety of super ondu tor phenomena will be dis ussed in the remainder of this text. The present,
introdu tory se tion is devoted to the formulation of the theoreti al foundations of BCS
super ondu tivity, all ast into the language of the eld integral. Although the presentation should be reasonably self ontained, the fo us learly is on the theoreti al aspe ts of
super ondu tivity, i.e. depending on temper and taste, some readers may nd it useful
to motivate the en ounter with the formalism developed below by rst (re)familiarizing
themselves with the basi phenomenology of the BCS super ondu tor. (Representative
for several pedagogi al introdu tions, we mention the textbook[?℄.)

7.3.1 Basi Con epts of BCS Theory
This se tion is devoted to the introdu tion of basi elements of the theory of BardeenCooper-S hrie er- or BCS-super ondu tivity. We will not yet employ the eld integral but
rather try to develop some basi physi al insight into the nature of the problem. Superondu tivity is a omplex phenomenon with many di erent aspe ts to it. Our approa h
will thus resemble that of the 'blind man's en ounter with the elephant'13 : Approa hing
the problem from varying perspe tives, the next se tions will highlight di erent aspe ts
of super ondu tor physi s. For readers meeting with these phenomena for the rst time,
the onne tion between the di erent fragments will perhaps remain somewhat opaque.
However, eventually, when we employ the formalism of the eld integral, all pie es will
li k into pla e and a more omprehensive pi tu e of the super ondu tor will emerge.
13 A famous parabola of Indiam mythology ompares the sear h for ultimate truth to the en ounter

of a blind man and an elephant. In the beginning, randomly tou hing tail, ears, trunk, et . the man
will de lare that he has met with an utterly in oherent phenomenon. However, persistent approa h from
varying perspe tives will eventually show to him that this is not so.
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The super ondu ting state is an ordered state of the ondu tion ele trons of the metal,
aused by the presen e of a residual attra tive intera tion at the Fermi surfa e. The nature
and origin of the ordering was explained by Bardeen, Cooper and S hrie er14 . At low
temperatures, an attra tive pairwise intera tion an indu e an instability of the ele tron
gas towards the formation of bound pairs of time-reversed states k " and k # in the
vi inity of the Fermi surfa e.

. Info. Where does an attra tive intera tion between equally harged parti les ome
from? In onventional (BCS) super ondu tors, attra tive orrelations between ele trons are
due to the ex hange of latti e vibrations, or phonons: The motion of an ele tron through a
metal auses a dynami lo al distortion of the ioni rystal ( f. Fig. 7.11.) Importantly,
that pro ess is governed by two totally di erent time s ales: For an ele tron it takes a time
 EF 1 to traverse the immediate vi inity of a latti e ion and to distort it out of its equilibrium
position into a on guration that both parti les nd energeti ally bene ial. However, on e
the ion has been distorted it needs a time of O(!D1  EF 1 ) to relax ba k into its equilibrium
position. Here, !D is the Debye frequen y, i.e. the hara teristi s ale for phononi ex itations.
That means that long after el tron no. 1 is gone, a se ond ele tron may bene t from the
distorted ion potential. The net e e t of this retardation me hanism in an attra tive intera tion
between the two ele trons. Sin e the maximum energy s ale of ioni ex itations is given by
the Debye frequen y, the range of the intera tion is limited to energies  !D around the Fermi
surfa e. (For a quantitative formulation, see the problem set.) As regards the high temperature
super ondu tors, the me hanism of pair formation is largely unknown.

||||||||||||||{

Being made up of two fermions, the ele tron-ele tron bound states, known as Cooper
pairs behave as bosons. At low temperatures, these bosoni degrees of freedom form a
ondensate whi h is responsible for the remarkable properties of super ondu tors su h as
perfe t diamagnetism.
To understand the tenden y to pair formation, onsider the diagram shown in Fig.
7.12. The region of attra tive orrelation is indi ated as a shaded ring of width  2!D .
Now, ondsider a two-ele tron state jk "; k #i formed by two parti les of (near) opposite
momentum. Momentum onserving s attering of the onstituting parti le may lead to the
formation of a new sate j(k + p) "; (k + p) #i  jk0 "; k0 #i of the same, oppositemomentum stru ture. Importantly, the momentum transfer p may tra e out a large set
of values of O(kFd 1 !D =vF ) without violating the ondition that the nal states be lose
to the Fermi momentum. (E.g. if the initial state hadn't been formed by opposite mo14 J. Bardeen, L. N. Cooper and J. R. S hrie er, Phys. Rev. 106, 162 (1957); 108, 1175 (1957).
John Bardeen 1908-1991 (left), Leon N.
Cooper 1930- ( entre), and J. Robert
S hrie er 1931- (right): 1972 Nobel Laureate in Physi s for their jointly developed
theory of super ondu tivity. (Bardeen
was also re ipient of the 1956 Nobel Laureate in Physi s for his resear h on semiondu tors and dis overy of the transistor
e e t.)
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EF−1

~ωD−1

Cartoon on the origin of the attra tive ele tron-phonon 1intera tion. Top left: An
ion in a solid. Top right: A passing-by ele tron needs a time of O(EF ) to traverse the vi inity
of the ion. As a result of the ele tron-ion intera tion, the latter gets ex ited into a state the two
intera tion partners nd favourable. Middle left: Long (O(!D )) after the ele tron has left, the
ion still resides in its non-equilibrium on guration. Middle right: A se ond ondu tion ele tron
may bene t from this state, thereby being e e tively attra ted by the spa e-time traje tory of
the original ele tron. Bottom left and right: Only after the ion has been left alone for a time
> !D1 it relaxes into its equilibrium state.

Figure 7.11:

mentum parti les, the phase spa e for s attering pro esses would be greatly diminished.)
Remembering our previous dis ussion of the RPA approximation, we re ognize a familiar
me hanism: An a priori weak intera tion may grade up its relevan e by onspiring with
a large phase spa e volume.
To explore this me hansism in quantitative terms, we we will adopt a simpli ed model
de ned by the Hamiltonian

H^ =

X
k

k n^ k

g X y
y
k
+
q
"
k#
d
L kk0

k0 +q# k0 " ;

(7.17)

where g is a positive onstant. The Hamiltonian H^ should be interpreted as an e e tive
model Hamiltonian des ribing the physi s of a thin layer of width O(!D ) entered around
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the Fermi surfa e (i.e. the region where a net attra tive intera tion prevails.) Although
a more realisti model of attra tion would involve a ompli ated momentum dependent
intera tion su h as the one obtained from the onsideration of the ele tron-phonon intera tion, the simple onstant pairing intera tion aptures the essential physi s. More
importantly, to simplify our dis ussion, we will take the ele trons to be otherwise nonintera ting. In fa t, the presen e of a repulsive Coulomb intera tion of the ele trons plays
a ru ial role in the ontrolling properties of the super ondu tor, a point to whi h we will
return later. After the trio who rst explored its phenomenology, the model Hamiltonian
(7.17) is ommonly referred to as the BCS-Hamiltonian.

k’
k
µ
2ω D

-k
-k’

Figure 7.12: S hemati diagram showing the Fermi surfa e of the ele tron gas. The
attra tive intera tion mediated by the ex hange of phonons allows ele trons within the
Debye frequen y !D of the Fermi surfa e to pair.
What the preliminary dis ussion above does not tell us is what is so spe ial about an
attra tive intera tion. Nor, what the phenomenologi al onsequen es of the Fermi surfa e
pair s attering are. In the following we will address these latter questions from a number
of di erent angles. The result will be a heuristi pi ture of the super ondu tor that will
guide us in onstru ting the more rigorous eld integral approa h below. Mainly for
illustrative purposes, we begin our dis ussion with a brief perturbative analysis of Cooper
pair s attering. Pro eeding in lose analogy to the previous dis ussion of the RPA, we
will dis over the dramati onsequen es of an attra tive intera tion on the ground state
of the system. (However, this part of the dis ussion will be an optional (if instru tive)
element of the development of the theory. Readers who did not yet go through se tion
6.3 may skip this part of the dis ussion and pro eed dire tly to se tion 7.3.3 where the
mean eld pi ture of the super ondu tor is developed.)
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7.3.2 Cooper Instability
To explore the fate of a Cooper pair under multiple s attering, we onsider the four point
orrelation fun tion
1 X 
C (q;  ) = 2d
( )  k# ( ) k0 +q# (0) k0 " (0) :
L k;k0 k+q"

This orrelation fun tion des ribes the amplitude of Cooper pair propagation jk + q "
; k #i ! jk0 + q "; k0 #i in imaginary15 time  and averaged over all initial and nal
parti le momenta16 . As usual with problems whose solution an only depend on time
di eren es, it is onvenient to swit h to a frequen y representation. With

C (q )  C (q; !m ) = T

Z

0

d e

i!m  C (q;  );

where !m is bosoni , it is straightforward to verify that
T2 X  
0
C (q ) = 2d
L k;k0 k+q" k# k +q#

k0 "

:

To al ulate the orrelation fun tion we employ the perturbative methods introdu ed
in se tion 6.3. As with our previous analysis of the RPA, the density of the ele tron gas
will play the role of a large parameter, i.e. what we need to do is expand the orrelation
fun tion in pair intera tion verti es g and keep only those terms to the expansion that
ome with one free momentum summation per intera tion. Summation over these ontributions leads to the ladder diagram series shown in Fig. 7.13 where the momentum labels
of the Green fun tions are not expli ated for larity. A ording to the de nition of the
orrelation fun tion, the two Green fun tion entering the ladder arry momentum p + q
and p, respe tively. Momentum onservation then implies, that the Green fun tions
de ning ea h onsequtive rung of the ladder, too, arry near opposite momenta p0 + q and
p0 , where p0 is a summation variable.

. Exer ise. Convin e yourself that the ladder diagrams shown in the gure are the only
diagrams that ontain one free momentum summation per intera tion vertex.
As in our previous dis ussion in se tion 6.3.2, the enter part of the orrelation fun tion
is des ribed by a vertex . The diagrammati de nition of that obje t is shown in the
bottom line of the gure. Translating to formulae we obtain the Cooper version of a
Bethe-Salpeter equation
gT X
G G
;
q =g+ d
L p p+q p q
15 As with our previously dis ussed appli ations of the path integral, information about the real time
dynami s of the pair an be extra ted from analyti al ontinuation
 ! it.
16 Noti e that the ' enter of mass' momentum q of a pair 1d P jk + q "; k #i an be interpreted as
k
L

a variable Fourier onjugate to the position of the pair's enter (exer ise: show this by inverse Fourier
transform). An equivalent interpretation of the orrelation fun tion C thus is that it des ribes the
wandering of Cooper pair enters under the in uen e of s attering.
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... =

p+q,

=

+
−p,

Figure 7.13: Two parti le propagator in the presen e of an (attra tive) intera tion. The
two Green fun tion lines de ning ea h rung of the ladder arry momentum p + q and p,
respe tively, where p is a free summation variable. The vertex of the propagator is de ned
through the se ond line. It obeys the Bethe-Salpeter equation de nied in the third line.
where we have anti ipated that a solution independent of the intermediate momenta an
be found. Solving this equation for q , we arrive at an equation stru turally similar to
(6.46):
g
:
(7.18)
P
q=
gT
1 Ld p Gp+q G p
We next need to ompute the sum over the running index p = (p; !n ). The frequen y
part of the summation has been done as example no. xx on page xx of the problem set
of the previous hapter:

T X
1 X X
G
G
=
T
Gp+q;!n +!m G p; !n =
Ld p p+q p Ld p
n
X
1
1 ff (p+q) ff ( p )
= d
=
L p i!m + p+q +  p



1 X 1
1
= d
f ( )
+ (q $ q) ;
L p 2 f p
i!m + p+q +  p
where in the left line we have used the symmetry of the energy arguments, p =  p . Doing
the summation for nite q is left as an instru tive exer ise in Fermi-surfa e integration (see
the problem set.) However, for the sake of our present argument, it will be suÆ ient to
perform the sum for zero external momentum q = (0; 0) (i.e. we probe
the fateR of spatially
P
homogeneous and stati pair on gurations.) Using the identity p F (p ) = d()F ()
to repla e the momentum sum by an energy integral and remembering that the pairing
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intera tion is limited to a thin shell around the Fermi surfa e we then obtain
Z !D
Z !D
! 
T X
d
1 2ff ()
D
;
G
G
=
'

=

ln
d

(

)
p
p
d
L p
2

T
T
!D

(7.19)

where   (0) is the Fermi surfa e density of states and we have used that at energies
  T , the 1= singularity of the integrand is ut o by the Fermi distribution fun tion.
Susbstitution of this result ba k into the expression for the vertex leads to
g
:
0;0 '
1 g ln !TD
From this result, we an read o essential elements of the transition to the super ondu ting
state:

. We rst note that the intera tion onstant appears in ombination with the density
of states. I.e. even an intera tion of weak strength an lead to sizeable e e ts if only
the density of states is large enough. From our previous qualitative dis ussion it
should be lear that the s aling fa tor  simply measures the number of nal states
a essible to the s attering me hanism depi ted in Fig. 7.12.
. The net strength of the Cooper pair orrelation grows upon in reasing the energeti range !D of the attra tive for e or, equivalently,
lowering the temperature.

2
!
D
Obviously, something drasti happens as g ln T = 1 or
T =T

 2!D exp





1
:
g

At this riti al temperature, the vertex develops a singularity. Sin e the vertex
and the orrelation fun tion are related by multipli ation by a number of (nonsingular) Green fun tions, the same is true for the orrelation fun tion itself.

. As we will see momentarily, T marks the transition temperature to the super ondu ting state. At and below T a perturbative approa h based on the Fermi sea of
the non-intera ting system as a referen e state breaks down. The Cooper instability rather signals that we will have to look for an alternative ground state or 'mean
eld' viz. one that a ounts for the strong binding of Cooper pairs.
In the next se tion, we will explore the nature of this state from a somewhat altered
perspe tive.

7.3.3 Mean-Field Theory of Super ondu tivity
The dis ussion of the previous se tion suggests that at the transition temperature the
system devlopes an instability towards pair binding, or ' ondensation' . In the next se tion we will build on that observation to onstru t a quantitative approa h, based on a
Hubbard-Stratonovi h de oupling in the Cooper hannel. However, for the moment, let
us stay on a less rigorous level and assume that the ground state j i of the theory is
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hara terized by the presen e of a maP
ros opi number of Cooper pairs. More spe i ally, let us presume that the operator k k# k" a quires a non-vanishing ground state
expe tation value,
=

g X
h
Ld k

s

j

k# k" j s i;

g X
h
Ld k

 =

jy

s k"

y

k#

j si;

(7.20)

where we have in luded the oupling onstant of the theory for later onvenien e. The
assumption that  assumes a nite value (vanishes) below (above) the transition temperature T is tantamount to de laring  to the order parameter of the super ondu tor
transition. However, at the present stage, this statement has the status of a mere presumption; we will have to explore its validity below.
At any rate, the non-vanishing expe tation value of  looks strange. It learly implies that the fermion many body state j i annot have a de nite number of parti les.
However, a better way to think about the problem is to remember the bosoni nature
of the two-fermion pair state j k" ; k# i. From this perspe tive, yk" y k# appears as the
reator of a bosoni ex itation. Non-vanishing of its expe tation value implies a ondensation phenomenon akin to the ondensates dis ussed in se tion 7.2. Indeed, mu h of the
remainder of this se tion will be devoted to the (semi-phenomenologi al) onstru tion of
a 'bosoni ' mean eld pi ture of the super ondu tor.
To develop that des ription, we substitute

g

X
k

k# k"

=+ g
|

!

X



k# k"

k

{z

}

small

into the Hamiltonian and keep only terms whi h up to quadrati order in the ele tron
operators. Adding the hemi al potential, the `mean- eld' Hamiltonian takes the form

H^

N^

'

Xh
k

y 
k k k





y y
k# k" +  k" k#

i

+

Ld jj2
g

known (in the Russian literature) as the Bogoliubov or Gorkov Hamiltonian (after its
inventors, while the denotation Bogoliubov-de Gennes Hamiltonian more widespread
in the anglosaxonian literature highlights the popularization of the mean eld des ription
by de Gennes.)
Indeed, the Gorkov Hamiltonian does not onserve the parti le number. Instead,
pairs of parti les are born and annihilated out of the va uum. To bring the mean- eld
Hamiltonian to a diagonal form, we pro eed in analogy to our previous analysis of se tion
3.2.2 (where an Hamiltonian of similar stru ture  ay a + aa + ay ay appeared.) That is,
we re ast the Fermion operators in a two omponent Nambu spinor representation
y =( y
k
k"

k# ) ;

k

=



k"

y

k#
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omprising "- reators and #-annihilators into a single obje t. It is then a straightforward
matter to show that the Hamiltonian assumes the bilinear form

H^

N^ =

X



y

k


k

k

P


k


k

+ C;

2

where the onstant ontribution C = k k + L jgj . Now, being bilinear in the Nambu
operators, the mean- eld Hamiltonian an be brought to a diagonal form by employing
the unitary transformation17

k 



k"

y



k#

=



d

os k
sin k

sin k
os k





k"

y

k#

 Uk

k

(under whi h the anti ommutation relations of the new ele tron operators k are maintained | exer ise). Note that the operators ky " involve superpositions of yk" and k# ,
i.e. the quasi-parti le states reated by these operators ontain linear ombinations of
parti le and hole states; they ertainly do not onserve the number of parti les. Choosing
 to be real18 and setting tan(2k ) = =k , i.e. os(2k ) = k =k, sin(2k ) = =k ,
where
k = (2 + k2 )1=2 :
(7.21)
the transformed Hamiltonian takes the form (exer ise)

H^

N^ =
=

X
k

X
k

k



y

k"

k ky 

k"

k +

k#

X
k

y

(k



k#

+C

k ) +

jj2Ld ;
g

(7.22)

This result shows that the elementary ex itations, the so- alled Bogoliubov quasiparti les, reated by ky  , have a minimum energy  known as the energy gap.
To determine the ground state wavefun tion one simply has to identify the state whi h
is annihilated by all the quasi-parti le annihilation operators k . This ondition is met
uniquely by the state

j si 
where j

Y
k

k"

k# j i 

Y
k

os k

sin k yk" y k#



j i;

i represents the va uum state of the fermion operator algebra f ; yg, and
s

sin k =



1
1
2

k
k

1=2

:

17 It is instru tive to ompare with our previous analysis of se tion 3.2.2 where the bosoni nature of

the problem enfor ed diagonalization by a non- ompa t pseudounitary transformation.
18 If  is not real,  = jjei , it an always be made so by the global gauge transformation a !
i=
e 2 a ; ya ! e i ya . Noti e the similarity to the gauge freedom that led to Goldstone mode formation
in the previous se tion! Indeed, we will see momentarily that the gauge stru ture of the super ondu tor
problem has equally farrea hing onsequen es.
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λk

k

Figure 7.14: Quasi-parti le energy spe trum k as a fun tion of k. Noti e that a gap
develops at the Fermi energy separating the lled quasi-parti le energy states from the
empty.
To understand that j s i is the ground state of the problem, noti e that the lowest energy
y
state of the os illator Hamiltonian (7.22) is the
Q va uum of the algebra f ; g, i.e. the
state anihilated by all k;"=# . Clearly, all states k k;" k;# jf i onstru ted by appli ation
of the full set of anihilators onto a referen e state jf i ful ll this ondition if they are nonvanishing. It is straightforward to verify that for jf i = j i, this ondition is met. Sin e
the va uum state of any algabra of anoni ally onjugate operators is unique, the state
j si must, up to normalization, be the va uum state. From the se ond representation
given above, it is straightforward to verify that the normalization is unity.
We nally need to self onsistently solve equations (7.20) for the input parameter :

g X
g X
h
j
j
i
=
sin k os k =
(7.23)
s
s
k# k"
Ld k
Ld k
Z
g X

g  !D  ( )d
1
=
' 2
2 +  2 )1=2 = g 0 sinh (!D =) (7.24)
2Ld k (2 + k2 )1=2
(
!D

 =

P

R

where L1d k ! d  ( ), 0   () denotes the density of states (per volume) at the
Fermi surfa e and we have assumed that the pairing intera tion g uniformly extends an
energy s ale !D . For pairing me hanisms whi h derive from the ex hange of phonons,
this energy s ale is set by the orresponding Debye frequen y. Solving this equation for
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, we obtain the important relation

!D
' 2!D exp
=
sinh(1=g ())





1
:
g ()

(7.25)

Noti e that this is the se ond time we en ounter the ombination of energy s ales on the
right hand side of the equation. Previously we had identi ed T = 2!D exp( (g) 1 ) as the
transition temperature at whi h the Cooper instability takes pla e. Our urrent dis ussion
indi ates that T equals the quasi-parti le energy gap . In fa t, that identi ation
might have been anti ipated from our dis ussion above. At temperatures T < , thermal
u tuations are not apable of ex iting quasi-parti le states above the ground state. One
thus expe ts that T =  separates a low temperature phase, hara terized by the features
of the anomalous pairing ground state, from a 'Fermi-liquid type' high-terperature phase
where free quasi-parti le ex itations prevail.
The ground state j s i and its quasi-parti le ex itations formally diagonalize the BCSHamiltonian. Before pro eeding with the further development of the theory, let us pause
to dis uss a number of important properties of these obje ts.
Ground state: In the limit  ! 0, sin2 k ! ( k ), and the ground state ollapses
to the lled Fermi sea with hemi al potential . As  be omes non-zero, states in the
vi inity of the Fermi surfa e rearrange themselves into a ondensate of paired states.
Remarkably, the olle tively rearranged ground state involves single parti le states with
energy k >  in ex ess of the Fermi energy. (That follows simply from the energy
dependen e of the weight fun tion sin k entering the de nition of the ground state, see
Fig. 7.15.)
However, the total energy of the ground state is lower than the energy
P
E0  2 jkj<pF k of the g = 0 Fermi sphere. To see this, one omputes the expe tation
value

Ej s i 

D
s

H^

N^

E
s

=

X
k

(k

k ) +

2 Ld
:
g

It is then straightforward to verify that for the mean eld value of  given above, Ej s i <
E0 , no matter how large g .

. Exer ise. To show that Ej s i < E0 it is onvenient to represent the ground state energy
of the Fermi see as E0 = lim!0 Ej si. Use this representation (and the solution of the mean
eld equation) to verify that the super ondu tor ground state energy lies below that of the
un orrelated Fermi see.
It is also instru tive to ask for the minimum value Ej si may assume upon variation of 
for xed g. Show that the solution of the variational equation Ej si = 0 leads ba k to the
mean eld equation for  dis ussed above.
Ex itations: Ex itations above the ground state are des ribed by the quasi-parti le
operators ky . A ording to Eq. (7.22), these states are gapped, i.e. it takes a minimum
energy  to ex ite a quasi-parti le state above the BCS ground state; the formerly (g =
0) ontinuous quasi-parti le spe trum has a quired a gap. However, a ording to the
adiabati prin iple of quasi-parti le formation, the states of the g = 0 system annot
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2

sin θ

cos θ

k

k

0

ξ

k

Figure 7.15: S hemati diagram showing the variation of the o upan y of the momemtum
basis states in the ground state. sin k represents the o upan y of the k states. Note that
the wavefun tion of the ground state ondensate involves the o upation of basis states
with energies in ex ess of .
have simply disappeared. To understand where the states formerly populating the gap
have gone, let us ompute the quasi-parti le DoS () in the vi inity of the Fermi surfa e,
  :

() =

X

=

k

Z

Æ ( k ) =
d

X
k

|

k ) Æ ( ( ))  0

Æ (
{z

0 ( )

= 20 (jj )

(2

}

jj

2 )1=2

XZ 1
s=1 0

d

Æ 

s[2

2 ℄1=2

 [ 2 +2 ℄1=2




=

;

where in the third equality we have used that the DoS
of the non-intera ting system, 0 is largely stru tureless
a ross the Fermi surfa e and an be pulled out of the
integral. A s hemati plot of the BCS quasi-parti le
DoS is shown in the gure. Apparently, the spe tral
weight of the quasi-parti les has been pushed from the
Fermi surfa e to the interval [; 1℄. The divergen e of
the DoS at  signals that the majority of quasi-parti le
states populates the spe tral region right above the gap.

ρ

ρ

0

∆
ξ

Integrate the result above to show that RE d () E! 2E0 , i.e. that no
quasi-parti le states have gone 'lost' upon swi hing on super ondu tivity. That the number of
states in the interval [0; E ℄ is twi e as large as the number of positive energy states 0 E of the
non-intera ting system an be explained as follows: In the absen e of super ondu tivity, states
with  < 0 have negative energy, i.e. the reation of a hole below the Fermi energy gains energy.
However, upon swit hing on super ondu tivity, the reation of a hole with  <  < 0 osts
energy, namely the energy to break up a pair. The transferral of the g = 0 negative energy
states to the positive energy ontinuum leads to a doubling of the E > 0 DoS.
.

Exer ise.
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The phenomenologi al analysis above explains important aspe ts of the physi s of the
BCS super ondu tor: the instability towards ondensation, and the presen e of a gap
for quasi-parti le ex itations above the ground state. Indeed, it would be tempting to
take the latter phenomenon as an explanation for the absen e of ele tri resistivity below
the transition temperature. I.e. if now low-lying quasi-parti le ex itations are available,
shouldn't external urrent be able to ow through the system without dissipate loss of
energy? Yet that pi ture negle ts the most important ex itation of the system, i.e. the
olle tive phase mode. Above we had met the ad ho agreement that the phase of the
order parameter be set to zero. However, as with the super uid, the phase represents a
Goldstone mode and we must expe t its presen e to have important onsequen es. Indeed,
it will turn out that the phase mode of the super ondu tor { in ontradis tin tion to its
ounterpart in the 'neutral' super uid { holds responsible for mu h of the ele tromagneti
phenomena displayed by the super ondu tor.
From a modern point of view, a omprehensive pi ture of the super ondu tor, en ompassing the onsequen es of Goldstone mode formation, and the BCS stru tures dis ussed
above, is most eÆ iently developed within the eld integral approa h:

7.3.4 Super ondu tivity from the Field Integral
To investigate the BCS transition within the framework of the oherent state path integral,
we start out from a oordinate representation of the BCS-Hamiltonian (7.17),

H^ BCS =

Z

dd r

y (r)





1
( i
2m

eA)2 + ie



 (r)

g

Z

dr y" y# # " :

Anti ipating the emergen e of non-trivial ele tromagneti phenomena, we have oupled
the single parti le Hamiltonian to a ve tor potential A = A(r;  ) and a s alar potential i = i(r;  )19 . Origin and physi al onsequen es of these elds will be dis ussed
somewhat later.
Expressed in the form of the oherent state path integral, the orresponding quantum
partition fun tion takes the form
Z

Z = D( ; )e
S [ ; ℄ =

Z

0

S [ ; ℄ ;

d

Z

dd r







1
 + ie + ( i
2m

eA)2









g " # (7.26)
# " ;

where (r;  ) are Grassmann elds.

. Info.

In the eld theoreti al literature, the substitution
 !  + ie;
i

!

i

eA

(7.27)
(7.28)

19 Noti e that the Eu ilidean hara ter of the imaginary time theory suggests to ouple the time-like
s alar omponent of the potential through an additional 'i', i.e. our present  is given by ( i) the
onventional s alar potential.
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is sometimes alled a minimal oupling of an ele tromagneti eld. It is 'minimal' in the sense
that only orbital and potential oupling of the eld are taken into a ount. (E.g. the eld-spin
intera tion is negle ted.) At the same time, the potential/ve tor-potential oupling is omlete
enough to endow the theory with a lo al gauge invarian e under U(1) transformations
! ei ;
(7.29)
i
 ! e ;
(7.30)
1
 !  + e  ;
(7.31)
1
A ! A + e  ;
(7.32)
where  = (x;  ) is an arbitrary spa e-time dependent phase on guration.
The minimal oupling introdu es the general quantum-ele trodynami al gauge prini iple into
the theory. This should be ompared with the the dis ussion of the neutral super uid where
only invarian e under global U(1) transformations was required.
||||||||||||||{

As usual the quarti intera tion of the elds prevents the partition fun tion from being
evaluated expli itly. Moreover, anti ipating the existen e of a transition of the ele tron
gas to a ondensed phase in whi h ele trons in the vi inity of the Fermi surfa e are paired,
we an expe t that a perturbative expansion in the oupling onstant g will be inadequate.
Motivated by the mean- eld theory dis ussed above, we will instead introdu e a bosoni
eld  to de ouple the intera tion whi h will have the physi al signi an e of the order
parameter.
The de oupling is arranged using a Hubbard-Stratonovi h transformation in the Cooper
hannel ( f. the dis ussion on page 231)
 Z


Z
Z
R R  

1
g
d
d
r

2

" # # "=
e
D( ; ) exp
d dr jj
 # " +  " #
;
g
where (r;  ) represents a dynami ally u tuating omplex eld. Re e ting the behaviour
of the bilinear # " , it obeys periodi temporal boundary onditions, (0) = ( ), i.e.
 is a bosoni eld variable. Would we take  to be homogeneous in spa e and time,
the quantum Hamiltonian orresponding to the a tion would oin ide with that of the
mean- eld Hamiltonian onsidered in the previous se tion. Following that analysis (but
not making the a priori assumption (r;  ) = onst:) we turn to the Nambu spinor
representation
 = ( "

#);

=



"
#



omprising parti le and hole degree of freedom in a single obje t. Expressed in terms of
the Nambu spinor, the partition fun tion takes the form

 Z

Z
Z
Z
1 2 ^ 1


G
Z = D( ; ) D( ; ) exp
d dr jj
g
where
 (p) 1

^0 ℄
G
[

1
^
G =
1 ;


[G^ (h)
0 ℄
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1
( i
2m
1
1
[G^ (h)
0 ℄ =  + ie + 2m (+i

[G^ (p)
0 ℄

1

= 

ie

eA)2 + ;
eA)2



(7.33)

is known as the Gorkov Green fun tion and G(p;h) represent the non-intera ting Green
fun tion of the parti le and hole respe tively.

. Info. Computing the -representation of the a tion for a general single parti le Hamiltonian H^ , we nd that
1
^
[G^ (p)
0 ℄ =  H + ;
1
^ T :
[G^ (h)
0 ℄ =  + H
(With  T =  , the expression above is identi ed as a spe ial ase of the more general form.)
This representation is a tually very suggestive. It tells us that the Green fun tion of a hole
is obtained from that of the ele tron by a sign hange H^ ! H^ (the energy of a hole is the
negative of the orresponding parti le energy) followed by transposition H^ ! H^ T , i.e. a
quantum time reversal operation (a hole an be imagined as a parti le propagating ba kwards
in time.)
Using that p^T = p^ and r^T = r^, the pair of Green fun tions an equivalently be represented
through
1
^ r; p^) + ;
[G^ (p)
0 ℄ =  H (^
1
^ r; p^) :
[G^ (h)
(7.34)
0 ℄ =  + H (^

||||||||||||||{
The Gaussian integration over the Grassmann elds an now be performed straightforwardly, and yields the formal expression ( f. the analogous formula (7.5) for the normal
ele tron system)

Z=

Z

D( ; ) exp



1
g

Z

d

Z

dr jj

2 + ln det

G^

1



:

(7.35)

By introdu ing a Hubbard-Stratonovi h de oupling of the lo al intera tion, we have su eeded in expressing the quantum partition fun tion as a path integral over an auxiliary
bosoni eld . Further progress is possible only within some approximation.

Mean Field Equation
To identify a good 'platform' around whi h the 'tr ln' an be expanded perturbatively, we
begin by seeking mean eld on gurations of . A variation of the a tion wrt  generates
the mean eld equation (for the di erentiation of the 'tr ln' with respe t to  f. the
analogous al ulation in Eq. (7.6))


1
ph
(x;  ) + tr G^(x; ; x;  )E12
= 0;
g
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where Eijph is a 2  2-matrix in Nambu spa e that ontains 0 everywhere safe for a 1 at
position (i; j ). Assuming that on gurations extremizing the a tion will be spatially and
temporally onstant, i.e (x;  )  0 = onst:, and temporarily ignoring the dependen e
of the Green fun tion on the eld (; A), the equation simpli es to
"



2



#

1
 + 2m + 
0
1
0 = tr
(x; ; x;  ) 0 1
2


g
0
 2m 


0
T X i!n p
T X

0
= d
=

0
i!n + p 21 Ld p;n !n2 + p2 + j0 j2 ;
L p;n

=

where in the se ond line we have swit hed to a frequen y/momentum representation and,
as usual, p = p2 =(2m) . Slightly rearranging the equation, we arrive at
1 T X 1
;
=
g Ld p;n !n2 + 2p
where p = (p2 + 2 )1=2 > 0 as in Eq. (7.21) above. The summation over Matsubara
frequen ies on the rhs of this equation an straightforwardly be performed by means of
the summation te hniques dis ussed on pp ?? (also f. the problem set of hapter 5):
1 1 X 1 2ff (p )
=
=
g Ld p
2p
Z !D
1 X
Æ (
=
d d
L p
!D
|

{z
0

p )
}

1 2ff (( ))
2( )

where in the se ond line we have taken into a ount that the range of the attra tive
intera tion is limited by !D . Noting that the integrand is even in  and using that
1 2ff (x) = tanh( x=2), we arrive at the elebrated BCS gap equation
1
=
g0

Z !D
0

d

tanh( ( )=2)
:
( )

(7.36)

For small temperatures, T  , the tanh-fun tion an be approximated as tanh( ( )=2) =
1 and we arrive ba k to the T = 0 gap equation (7.23) dis ussed above. However, presently
we wish to be a bit more ambitious and explore the fate of the gap as the temperature
is in reased. Intuitively, one would expe t that for large tempertures, thermal u tuations will eventually wash out the gap above the ground state. On the other hand, we
know empiri ally, that the onset of super ondu tivity has the status of a se ond order
phase transition. Sin e the gap parameter  has the status of the order parameter of
that transition { an identi ation to be substantiated shortly { we must expe t that the
vanishing of (T ) o urs in a singular manner (in analogy to, e.g., the magnetization of
a ferromagnet at the Curie temperature.)
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Indeed, it turns out that (for details, see the info-blo k below) the order parameter
vanishes abruptly at the riti al temperature of the BCS transition

T = onst:  !D exp





1
;
g0

where ' onst.' is a numeri al onstant of O(1).
Noti e that this result is onsistent with our perturbative analysis above. While we are presently
approa hing the problem from its low temperature phase, there we had perturbatively expanded
around the non-intera ting Fermi sphere, i.e. the
phase of the high temtperature regime, not affe ted by super ondu tor orrelations. We had
found that at a s ale that oin ided up to numeri al fa tors with T above, that phase be ame unstable towards ondensation.
For temperatures slightly smaller than T ,
 = onst: 

(7.37)

∆(T)
∆(0)
~(Tc −T) ½

Tc T

p

T (T

T );

(7.38)

i.e. the vanishing o urs with a diverging derivative, as is typi al se ond order phase
transitions. The interpolated temperature pro le of the order parameter is shown in the
gure. Noti e that (again, up to numeri al fa tors) the riti al temperature T oini ides
with the zero temperature value of the gap (0). The square-root type pro le of the
gap fun tion has been a urately on rmed by experiment (see. Fig. XX). In fa t, that
oin iden e may be ounted as an important sour e of eviden e in favour of the mi ros opi
validity of BCS theory.

. Info. In spite of its inn o ent appearan e, the nite temperature analysis of the
gap equation is not straightforward. Referring for a quantitative dis ussion to Ref. [?℄, we

here restri t ourselves to exploring the gap pro le in the vi inity of the transition temperature.
To determine the value of T , we pro eed somewhat indire tly, i.e. we assume that a minimal
temperture T determined through (T ) = 0 exists and use that riterion to deterimine a
ondition for T . For  = 0, () = jj and (7.36) assumes the form
1 = Z !D =2T dx tanh(x) ;
g0

x

0

where we have introdu ed x  =2T as a dimensionless integration variable. Now, assuming
the hierar hy of energy s ales !D  T  , the dominant ontribution to the integral omes
from the region x  1, where tanh(x) ' 1. This leads to the estimate
1 ' Z !D =2T dx = ln(! =2T ):
g0

Solving for T , we arrive at (7.37).

1

x

D
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Figure 7.16: The points are ultrasoni attenuation data on the ratio (T )=(0) (taken
from R. W. Morse and H. V. Bohm, Phys. Rev. 108, 1094 (1957.)). The solid line is the
predi tion of BCS theory.

Now, let us derive the approximate pro le of the gap for temperatures T slightly smaller
than T . Starting out from
1 = Z !D =2T dx tanh[(x2 + 2 ℄1=2 ) ;
g0
(x2 + 2 )1=2
0
where   =2T  1, we add and subtra t R dx tanh(x)=x:
#
"
1 = Z !D =2T dx tanh[(x2 + 2 )1=2 ℄ tanh(x) + Z !D =2T dx tanh(x) ;
g0
x
x
(x2 + 2 )1=2
0
0
Arguing as above, the se ond integral estimates to
Z !D =2T
tanh(x)  ln(! =2T )  ln(! =2T ) + ÆT = 1 + ÆT ;
dx
D
D
0

where we have introdu

x
ed ÆT  T

T

T
T  T and expanded to linear order in ÆT .

ÆT
T

dx

"

g0
#

Thus,

tanh[(x2 + 2 )1=2 ℄ tanh(x) ;
x
(x2 + 2 )1=2
0
Now, the remaining integral an be split into a 'low energy region' 0  x  1, and a 'high energy
region' 1 < x < !D =2T . Using that for x < 1, tanh(x) ' x x3=3, we nd that the rst region


Z !D =2T
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gives a ontribution  2. With tanh(x) x>1 1, the se ond region, too, ontributes a term O(2 )
whi h, however, is approximately independent of the large energy uto !D =2T . Summarizing,
2
ÆT
 onst:  2 = onst:   :
T2

T

Solving for , we arrive at Eq. (7.38).

||||||||||||||{

Having explored the large s ale pro le of the gap fun tion, we next turn our attention
to the vi intiy of the super ondu tor phase transition, i.e. to temperature regions, ÆT =
T T  T.

7.3.5 Ginzburg Landau Theory
In the vi inity of the phase transition, the gap parameter  is small (in omparision to
the temperature.) That brings us in a position to perturbatively expand the a tion in
(7.35) perturbatively in . We will see that that expansion reveals a lot of information
about the super ondu tor phase transition. Further, we will make the onne tion to the
neutral super uid (as well as important di eren es) expli it.
To keep the stru ture of the expansion as transparent as possible, we still ignore the
oupling to the external eld. Our task thus redu es to omputing the expansion of
tr ln(G^ 1 ) in powers of  where

G^ 1 =



 + 2m2 + 





2
2m

To fa ilitate that expansion, we formally de ne G^0 1  G^


^ 












1

=0

:

as well as

to write
^ =
tr ln (G^) = tr ln (G^0 1 + )






1
1
^
^
^
^
^
^
= tr ln G0 (1 + G0 ) = tr ln G0 + tr ln 1 + G0  =
= onst:

1
1  ^ ^ 2n 
1X
tr (G0 ) :
2 n=0 n

In the third equality we have used the relation tr ln(A^B^ ) = tr ln(A^)+tr ln(B^ )20 . The third
line ontains the Taylor expansion of the lograrithm where we have
used that (why?)

1
^ vanish. We also noti ed that tr ln G^0 , not ontaining any
odd ontributions in 
u tuating eld variables, gives an inessential onstant ontribution to the a tion.
20 Noiti e that for non- ommutative matri es, in general ln(A^B^ ) 6= ln A^ + ln B^ .
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To give this formal expansion some meaning, let us onsider the se ond order term in
more detail. Substituting the expli it form of G^0 1 it is straightforward to verify that


1  ^ ^ 2
 =
tr (G0 ) = tr G^0;11 G^0;22 
2
X T X
 q) =
=
G^0;11;pG^0;22;p q (q)(
d
L
q
p
X T X
 q );
Gp G p+q (q )(
=
d
L
p;!n
q

where in the last line we have used the representation of the omposite Green fun tion
(h)
G^0 in terms of the parti le Green fun tion G(p)
p = Gp and the hole Green fun tion Gp =
G(p) ( p) = G p ( f. Eq. (7.34).) Combining this with the rst term in the a tion of
(7.35), we arrive at the quadrati a tion of the order parameter eld,
 =
S (2) [; ℄

1
g

X
q

T X
GG
Ld p p

!
p+q

 q ):
(q )(
P

This is the se ond time we meet with the hara teristi ombination q 1 = g1 LTd p Gp G p+q :
In our perturbative analysis of the Cooper hannel ( f. Eq. (7.18)) we had identi ed the
same expression as the (inverse) of the vertex q . To understand that onne tion, we
should let the dust of our urrent te hni al operations settle and remember the general
philosophy of the Hubbard-Stratonovi h s heme. The eld  was introdu ed to de ouple
an attra tive intera tion in the Cooper hannel. In analogy to the eld  we used above
to des ribe the RPA-approximation to the dire t hannel, the a tion of the eld   " #
an be interpreted as the 'propagator' of the omposite obje t " # . I.e. a quadrati on i des ribes propagation in the Cooper hannel  h " # # " i, as des ribed
tra tion  h
by a four point orrelation fun tion. That onne tion is made expli it by omparison of
the quadrati a tion with the dire t al ulation of the Cooper four point fun tion above.
However, unlike in se tion 7.3.2 where all we ould do was to diagnose an instability
1 ! 0 we are now in a position to omprehensively explore the onsequen es of that
as q=0
1 ! 0 orresponds to a sign hange of the quadrati a tion
phenonmenon. Indeed, q=0
of the onstant order parameter mode (q = 0). In the lose vi inity of that point, the
onstant ontribution to the a tion must s ale as  (T T ) su h that we may on lude
that the a tion assumes the form

S (2) [; ℄

1
=
2

Z

dx

Z
0

 r(T ) + O( ;  );
d 

where r(T )  T T and O( ;  ) stands for temoral and spatial gradients whose role
will be dis ussed shortly.

. Exer

Use Eq. (7.19) and the expansion
ff (; T ) ff (; T ) ' T jT =T ff (; T )(T
ise.

T

)=

 ff (; T )(T

T

) T
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to show that

r(T ) = 

T

T

T

:

For temperatures below the transition, the quadrati a tion be omes unstable and { all
in perfe t analogy to our previous dis ussion of the super uid ondensate a tion { we have
to seek res ue with the fourth order a tion S (4) . At orders n > 2 of the expansion, spatial
or temporal gradients an safely be negle ted. (Due to the smallness of   T , they will
ertainly be smaller than the gradient ontributions to S (2) .) However, for  = onst:, it
is straightforward to verify that
1  ^ 2n 
tr (G0 ) =
2n
 n X  1 n
( )n X
()
n 
n
=
(GpG p ) () =
'
2n p
2n p;!l !l2 + p2
 n X Z !D  1 n
()
d 2 2 =
' 2n
!l + 
!
D
!l
X 1
 n
= onst:  ()
2n 1 =
!
l
!l

 2n

= onst:  T
;
T2

S (2n) =

where ' onst.' stands for numeri al onstants. In the se ond equality we have expressed
the Gorkov Green fun tion through the onstituting parti le and hole Green fun tion,
respe tively, and in the essential fourth equality we noti ed that for !D  T , the integral
the energy
R variable is dominated by the infrared divergen e at small  , i.e.
R !D over
2 +  2 )n ' 1 d 2n . This estimate tells us that the ontributions of higher
d
(
!
l
0
!l
order to the expansion are (i) positive and (ii) small in the parameter jj=T  1. This
being so, it is suÆ ient to keep the fourth order term (and that one we indeed need to
ounterbalan e the unstable se ond order term.) We thus arrive at
 =
S [; ℄

Z

dx



Z
0

r(T ) 
 2 + O( ;  ; jj6 )
 + g ()
d
2



(7.39)

as an estimate for the e e tive a tion of the order parameter eld. Here, g  T 3 shows
only weak temperature dependen e in the vi intiy of the transition. In Fig. 7.17, the
a tion of a onstant on guration  = onst is shown as a fun tion of Re  and Im  for
a value r(T > T ) > 0 and for a value r(T < T ) < 0. Noti e the analogy to the a tion of
the ondensate amplitude shown in Fig. 7.6.

. Info. It is straightforward, to in lude nite spatial gradients into the derivation of the
quadrati a tion S (2) (for details see, e.g. Ref. [?℄.) The resulting a tion for stati but spatially
u tuating on gurations (r) reads as
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Figure 7.17: A tion of a onstant order parameter on guration  as a fun tion of Re 
and Im . The upper (lower) surfa e orresponds to a temperature T > (<)T

 =
SGL [; ℄

Z

dx

hr



2
2  + 2    + g()

i

;

(7.40)

where the onstant  0 (vF =T )2 . This result is known as the ( lassi al) Ginzburg-Landau
a tion of the super ondu tor. It is alled ' lassi al' be ause ( f. our remarks on page 244)
temporal, or quantum u tuations of  are ignored. Noti e that the form of the a tion might
have been anti ipated on symmetry grounds alone. Indeed, (7.40) was proposed by Ginzburg
and Landau as an e e tive a tion of super ondu tivtiy, way before the advent of the mi ros opi
theory21 { again a demonstration of the ingenuity of the phenomenologi al Landau s hool.
A generalization to nite temporal u tutations leads to the time dependent GinzburgLandau theory, to be dis ussed below.
||||||||||||||{

Eq. (7.39) makes the onne tion between the super ondu tor and the previously
dis ussed super uid expli it ( f. the ondensate a tion (7.10). Above the transition
temperature, r > 0, and the unique mean eld on guration extremising the a tion (7.39)
is given by  = 0. However, below the riti al temperature, r < 0 and a on guration
with non-vanishing Cooper pair amplitude 0 is energeti ally favourable:
r


ÆS [; ℄
r p
2

= 0 ) 0 r + 2g j0j = 0 ) j0 j =
 T (T T );
Æ  =0
2g
21 V. L. Ginzburg and L. D. Landau, On the theory of super ondu tivity, Zh. Eksp. Teor. Fiz. 20,

1064 (1950).
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in agreement with our previous estimate (7.38). Now, as with the super uid, the mean
eld equation determines only the modulus of the order parameter while the phase remains unspe i ed. That observation suggests that we wind up with a pi ture essentially
equivalent to that developed above for the super uid: Below the transition, the symmetry
of the a tion will be broken by the formation of a ground state with xed global phase,
e.g. 0 2 R . That entails the formation of a phase-like Goldstone mode , where ongurations  = e2i 0 explore deviations o the referen e groundstate22 . Carrying on
with drawing parallels to the super uid, it would be tempting to onje ture that these
phase u tuations have a linear dispersion, i.e. that the system supports dissipationless
super urrents of harged parti les: super ondu tivity.
However, at this point, we have over-stre hed the analogies to our previous dis ussion.
What the argument above ignores is that the symmetry broken by the ground state of the
super uid was a global phase U(1). However, as explained on page267, the mi ros opi a tion of the super ondu tor possesses a more stru tured lo al gauge U(1) symmetry. As we
will dis uss momentarily, that di eren e entails drasti phenomenologi al onsequen es.

7.3.6 A tion of the Goldstone Mode23
The onsequen es of the lo al gauge symmetry an only be explored in onjun tion with
the ele tromagneti eld (; A). We thus go ba k to our an hestor a tion (7.35) where,
however, G is now meant to represent the full Gorkov Green fun tion (7.33). For the
moment, there is no need to spe ify the origin of the ele tromagneti eld, i.e. the
eld might represent an external probe applied by an experimentalist,
R or the ba kground
ele tromagneti eld ontrolled by the va uum a tion SE:M: = 41 dxdF F , where
F =  A  A is the ele tromagneti eld tensor24 . However, in all what we are
doing we will assume that the eld is weak enough so as not to destroy the phenomenon
of super ondu tivity, i.e. the mean modulus of the order parameter is still given by the
value 0 , as des ribed by the analysis of the previous se tion.
So, how then might an a tion des ribing the interplay of the phase degree of freedom
and the ele tromagneti eld look like? Below we will derive that a tion by an expli it
derivation, starting from the prototype (7.35). However, for the moment, let us stay on a
less rigorous level and try to determine the stru ture of the a tion by symmetry reasoning.
In doing so, we will be guided by a number of prin iples:
. The phase  is a Goldstone mode, i.e. the a tion annot ontain terms that do not
vanish in the limit  ! onst:.

. We assume both gradients a ting on the phase  (but not ne essarily the phase
itself) and the ele tromagneti potentials to be small. That, is, we will be ontent
with determining the stru ture of the a tion to lowest order in these quantities.
22 The motivation for transforming by 2 is that under a gauge transformation  ! ei , the omposite
eld     should pi k up two phase fa tors. However, the introdu tion of that mulipli tiy fa tor is of

ourse just a matter of onvention; it an always be removed by res aling of the eld .
23 To keep the notation simple, a unit harge onvention e = 1 will be used throughout this se tion.
24 Noti e that we are working within the framework of imaginary time, or Eu ilidean eld theory, i.e.
the de nition of the eld strength tensor does not involve a Minkovski metri ( f. the dis ussion on p
??.)
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. By symmetry, the a tion must not ontain terms with an odd number of derivatives.
Nor for that matter mixed gradients of the type   . Re e ting a property of the
mi ros opi model, the a tion must be rotational invariant.
. The a tion must be invariant under the lo al gauge transformation (7.29).
The rst three riteria of that list would be satis ed by the trial a tion
S [℄ =

Z

d

Z

dd x [ 1    + 2   ℄ ;

where 1 and 2 are onstants. However, that a tion is learly not invariant under a gauge
shifting of the phase (x;  ) ! (x;  ) + '(x;  ). It an, however, be endowed with that
quality by minimal substitution of the ele tromagneti potential:

S [; A℄ =

Z

d

Z

dd x [ 1 ( 

)( 

) + 2 ( 

A)(  A)℄ :

(7.41)

Up to the order of two gradients, that a tion uniquely des ribes the energy ost asso iated
to phase u tuations. In ombination with the a tion SE:M: ontrolling the u tuation
behaviour of the eld (; A), it should provide us with a reasonably general des ription of
the low energy ele tromagneti properties of the super ondu tor. Noti e, however, that
the present line of arguments does not x the oupling onstants 1;2 . In parti ular, we
annot ex lude that 1 or 2 vanish (as would be the ase, e.g., for a non-super ondu ting
system, f. the problem set.) To determine the values of 1;2 we need to either derive the
a tion mi ros opi ally or to ome up with more phenomenologi al input (see the two info
blo ks below). Either way one obtains
ns
2 =
2m
=
;
(7.42)
1
where we have de ned ns as the density of the Cooper pair ondensate. (For a pre ise
de nition, see below.)

. Info. Beginning with 2 , let us brie y dis uss the phenomenologi al derivation of
the oupling onstants. The starting point is the observation that the fun tional derivative


ÆS
= hj(x;  )i
ÆA(x;  )
gives the expe tation value of the urrent density operator. That relation follows on quite general
grounds from the fa t that a ve tor potential ouples to the a tion of a system of harged parti les
i = 1; : : : ; N through ( f. textbooks on lassi al me hani s)
Z
Z
Z
X
X
SA  d
x_ i  A(xi ) = d dd x Æ(x xi )_xi  A(x;  ):
P

i

i

However, j = ÆAÆS(x; ) = i Æ(x xi( ))_xi ( ) is just the de nition of the total parti le urrent
density. Indeed, it is straightforward to verify that on the mi ros opi level ( f. e.g. Eq. (7.26))


ÆS
= 21m  ( i A)  + [(i A)  ℄   hji;
ÆA
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where j is the quantum urrent density operator. Staying for a moment on the mi ros opi side
of the theory, let us assume that a ertain fra tion of the formerly un orrelated ele troni states
parti ipates in the ondensate. I.e. we write j = jn + js, where jn, the urrent arried by the
normal states of the system, will not be of further on ern to us while js is the 'super urrent'
arried by the ondensate. Let us further assume that those states s parti ipating in the
ondensate, arry a ' olle tive' phase  with a non-vanishing average value, i.e. s = ei ~s,
where the states s do not arry an stru tured phase information (i.e. the residual phase
arried by the lo al amplitude ~s tends to average to zero.) Then, on entrating on the phase
information arried by the ondensate states and negle ting density u tuations,


ÆS
' h^jsi ' ns h  Ai
ÆA

m

where ns  s s is the density of the ondensate.
Now, let us evaluate the fundamental relation ÆÆSA = hji on our trial a tion with its undetermined oupling onstants:
+
*
ÆS [A~℄
!
hji = ÆA = 2 2h  Ai
Comparison with our phenomenologi al estimate for the expe tation value of the (super) urrent
operator above leads to the identi ation
ns
2=
2m :
Turning to the oupling onstant 1, let us assume an ele troni system has been subje ted to
a weak external potential modulation (x;  ). Assuming that the modulation u tuates slowly
enough to let the system adiabati ally adjust to it (i.e. that it a ts like a lo al modulation of
the hemi al potential) the parti le density of the system would hange as
Æn(x;  ) = Æn( + (x;  )) 

n
(x;  )  (x;  );


where we have approximately25 identi ed  n with the single parti le density
R d of states  . The
potential
energy orresponding to the harge modulation is given by d x (x;  )Æn(x;  ) =
R
 n dd x 2 (x;  ). Comparing that expression with our trial a tion { whi h ontains the timeintegrated potential { we on lude that
1 =  n = :
||||||||||||||{

For readers feeling ill at ease with the notoriously many 'assumes' of our previous dis ussion, we now derive the phase a tion by expli it mi ros opi derivation. The
onstru tion detailed below represents a typi al, and our so-far most advan ed, ' ase study'
of onstru tions of low energy quantum eld theories in ondensed matter physi s. Although
.

Info.

25 For systems with strong interparti le orrelations, the thermodynami density of states  n =
12  N may deviate signi antly from the single parti le density of states  = 1d P Æ(a ).
a
L
L
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formulated for the spe i example of the BCS super ondu tor, many of its stru tural sub-units
appear in other appli ations in basi ally the same form. That 'universality' is our prime motivation for presenting the { admittedly lengthy { onstru tion of the low-energy phase a tion of
the super ondu tor in some detail.
Our starting point is the Gorkov Green fun tion appearing under the 'tr ln' of the mi ros opi
a tion (7.35)


0e2i
^G 1 =  i 21m ( 2ii A)2 + 
0e
 + i + 21m ( i A)2  ;
oupled to the full ele tromagneti potential. To simplify the problem, we have set the modulus
of the order parameter to 0, i.e. on entrating on the Goldstone mode, we negle t massive
u utations  = 0 + Æ around the extremum of the free energy.
We next use the gauge freedom inherent to the theory to remove the phase dependen e of
the order paramter eld. To do so, we introdu
e the unitary
matrix

 i
U^  e
ei
and transform the Green
fun tion as


0
^G 1 ! U^ G^ 1 U^ y =  i~ 21m ( i A~ )2 + 
~ )2  ;
0
 + i~ + 21m ( i A
where the transformed ele tromagneti potential is given by (exer ise)
~ =  +  ;
~ = A  :
A
(Reading the transformation in reverse we on lude that { an important physi al fa t that should
be remembered { the super ondu tor order parameter eld is a gauge non-invariant quantity.
Under gauge trasformations it transforms as  ! e2i , as suggested by the de nition of
    as a pairing eld. This fa t entails, e.g., that the order parameter itself annot be
an experimentally a essible observable26.) Due to unitary invarian e of the tra e, trln(G^ 1 ) =
trln(U^ G^ 1 U^ y ), the gauge transformed and the original Green fun tion, respe tively, equivalently
represent the theory.
(Safe for the negle t of massive u tuations Æ,) our so far treatment of the theory has
been exa t. However, to make further progress, we need to resort to approximations: Assuming
that both the ele tromagneti potential and spatio-temporal u tuations of the phase mode are
small, we will expand the a tion in powers of (~; A~ ). In the literature, expansions of this type
are known as gradient expansions. I.e. we are performing an expansion were not the phase
degree of freedom  itself (due to its Goldstone hara ter,  an slide freely over the entire
interval [0; 2℄) but rather its gradients  ,   are assumed to be small.
To fa ilitate that expansion, it will be useful to represent the 2  2-matrix stru ture of the
Green fun tion through aPauli matrix expansion: 
G^ 1 = 0 3 i~ + 21m ( i A~ 3 )2  + 1 0 =


i
1
2
~ ℄+ 3 1 A~ 2 ;
0 [ ; A
= 0 3 2m   + 10 i3 ~ + 2m
m }
{z
} | 2{z
{z
} |
|
X^1
X^2
G^0 1
26 This follows from the fundamental do trine of ele trodynami s that gauge transformations must not

ause observable e e ts.
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where we have de ned 0  1. Expressed in terms of these quantities, the expansion of the
a tion to rst and se ond order
in the eld A~assumes the form


S [A~℄ = trln G^0 1 X^1 X^2 = onst: trln 1 G^0 [X^1 + X^2 ℄ =




1
^
^
^
^
^
^
^
= onst: + tr G0X1 +tr G0X2 + 2 G0X1 G0X1 + : : : ;
(7.43)
| {z } |
{z
}
S (1) [A~℄
S (2) [A~℄
where we used that X^1;2 are of st and se ond order in the eld, respe tively. (Stru tures of
this type appear frequently in the onstru tion of low energy quantum eld theories of many
body systems. I.e. after the introdu tion of some auxiliary eld  through a suitably devised
Hubbard-Stratonovi h transformation, the mi ros opi bose/fermi degrees
of freedom of the
theory an be integrated out and one arrives at an a tion  tr ln(G^0 1 + X^ [℄), where G^ is the
non-intera ting Green fun tion of the problem and X^ [℄ an operator depending on the new eld.
An expansion of the logarithm to rst and se ond order in X^ then leads to stru tures similar to
those given above.)
In a more expli it way of writing, the rst order a tion S (1) reads as (exer ise)
i
T X h^ ^
tr
G
S (1) [A~℄ = d
0;p X1 (p; p) =
L
=

T
Ld

p

X

p



tr G^0;p



i3 ~0 +

i
~0
 pA
m 0



;

where the subs ripts 0 refer to the zero-momentum omponent of the elds ~ and A~ . Sin e the
Green fun tion G^0 is even in the momentum, the se ond ontribution / p vanishes by symmetry.
Further ( )0 = 0  0 = 0, i.e. ~0 = 0 , i.e.
iT X
S (1) [A~℄ = d (G^0;p;11 G^0;p;22 )0 ;
L
p

where the indi es refer to parti le-hole spa e. To understand the meaning of that expression,
noti e that G^0;p;11 = h ";p ";pi0 gives the expe tation value of the ele troni spin-up density
operator on the ba kground of a xed order parameter ba kground. Similarly, G^0;p;22 =
h #;p #;pi0 = +h #;p #;pi0 gives the spin-down density. Summation of these sum
of these
P
T
expressions over frequen ies and momenta produ es the full ele troni density: Ld p(G^0;p;11
G^0;p;22) = LNd , or
Z
Z
iN
S (1) [A~℄ = iN0 = d
d dd x (x;  ):
L 0
Thus, the rst ontribution to our a tion simply des ribes the ele trostati oupling of the s alar
potential to the total harge of the ele tron system. However, as with the Coulomb potential
dis ussed above, the ' orre t' interpretation of that expression is S (1) = 0. That is, the total
ele trostati intera tion of the potential with the ele tron system must be { harge neutrality
{ ompensated by an equally strong intera tion with the positive ounter harge of the ions
(whi h is usually not indi ated expli itly for notational onvenien e.)
We thus turn to the dis ussion of the se ond order a tion S (2) . The term ontaining X^2, is
built like the ontribution S (1) dis ussed before. Thus, repla ing X^1 by X^2 ,
Z Z
n
^
^
dd x A(x;  )2 ;
(7.44)
tr(G0 X2) = 2m
0
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where we have introdu ed n  N=Ld as the total parti le density. This ontribution is known as
the diamagneti term. This is be ause it derives from the familiar diamagneti ontribution
1 2
2m A to the ele troni Hamiltonian. If it were for the diamagneti term alone, an external eld
would lead to an in rease of the energy. However, to obtain the omplete pi ture, we need to
in lude the magneti eld dependen e of the operator X^1.

Substituting X^1 into our expression of interest, 12 tr G^0 X^1G^0X^1 , and using that rossterms
 ~p  A~ vanish by the oddness of the momentum integration variable, we obtain
1 tr G^0X^1 G^0X^1 = T X tr  G^0;p 3~q G^0;p 3 ~ q + 1 G^0;p 0p  A~ q G^0;p 0 p  A~ q  ;
2
2Ld p;q
m2
(7.45)
where, noting that we are already working at se ond order of the expansion, the residual dependen e of the Green fun tions G^0 on the small momentum variable q has been negle ted27 .
Alluding to its origin, viz. the paramagneti operator  21m [p; A~ ℄+ of the ele troni Hamiltonian,
the magneti ontribution to this expression is alled a paramagneti term. Paramagneti
ontributions to the a tion des ribe a lowering of the energy in response to external magneti
elds, i.e. the diagmagneti and the paramagneti term, respe tively stand in ompetition.
To pro eed, it is onvenient to hange from an expli it matrix representation of the Gorkov
Green fun tion to an expansion in terms of Pauli matri es28 :
G^0;p = [i0 !n 3 p + 10℄ 1 =
(7.46)
= !2 + 12 + 2 [ i0 !n 3 p + 10 ℄ :
n

p

0

We next plug this representation into (7.45) and make use of relations like (i; j = 1; 2; 3; ;  =
1; 2; 3; 4)
i2 = 1;
i 6= j : [i ; j ℄+ = 0;
ijk
i j = 2i k ; tr( ) = 2Æ0 ;
as well as (exer ise)
0X
X
(p  v)(p  v0 )F (p2 ) = v dv p2F (p2 )
p

p

for any rotationally invariant fun tion F (p2 ) to obtain
1 tr G^0X^1G^0 X^1 = T X 1 
2
Ld p;q (!n2 + 2p)2
2~
~
 ~q ~ q ( !n2 + 2p 220) p A3qm 2A q (
27 i.e. we have set Ppq (G^p ~q G^p+q ~ q )  Ppq (G^p ~q G^p ~ q ).
28 A formula useful to remember is
1
[v0 0 + v  ℄ 1 = 2
[v 
v0 v 2 0 0
where v = (v0 ; v) is a four omponent ve tor of oeÆ ients.

v  ℄ ;

!

!n2 + 2p) ;
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where, as before, 2p = p2 + 20. We now substitute the sum of this result and the diamagneti
ontribution (7.44) into the expansion (7.43), partially transform ba k to real spa e Pq fq f q =
R
dxdf (x;  )2 , and arrive at

Z
Z
T X !n2 + 2p 220 ~
d
~
~
S [A℄ = d x d d
L p
(!n2 + 2p)2 (x;  )(x;  ) +
|



+ 2nm
|

{z
1

}



T X p2 ( !n2 + 2p ) ~
~
A
(
x
;

)
A
(
x
;

)
:
dm2 Ld p (!n2 + 2p )2

1

{z
2

}

This intermediate result provides an indenti ation of our previously undetermined oupling
onstants 1;2 . The last step of the derivation, i.e. the sum over the 'fast' momentum p is now
a relatively straightforward exer ise. Beginning with the frequen y summations, we note that
the denominator has two isolated poles of se ond order at !n = ip. Applying the standard
summation rules it is then straightforward to verify that (exer ise)
!
 2
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(
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Thus, the oupling onstant of the potential ontribution,
Z
X 2

1
2 = ;
=
d
1=
Ld p 3p
2
(2 + 2)3=2
in agreement with our previous estimate. With the magneti ontribution, the situation is
more interesting. Converting the momentum sum to an energy integral as usual, we obtain
Z

n
2=
2m dm d( )[ff ()(1 ff ()℄;

where we noted that the integrand is strongly peaked at the Fermi surfa e, i.e. that p2  2m
an be pulled out of the integral.
This expression illustrates the ompetition of the diagmagneti and the paramagneti ontribution in the magneti response of the system. At for small temperatures, T  , the positivity
of p = (2 + p2 )1=2   implies f (p)  0, i.e. approximate vanishing of the integral. Under
these onditions,
T  n
2 
2m
is weighted by the total density of the ele tron gas, and the response of the system is governed
by the diagmagneti term alone. Indeed, diamagneti response is known to be a hallmark of super ondu tivity; the super ondu tor doesn't like magneti elds, a phenomenon that ulminates
in the Meissner e e t to be dis ussed shortly.
In ontrast, for large temperatures, T  , the integral extends over energy domains mu h
larger than  and we an approximate
Z 1
Z
Z 1
d ff ( ) = ff (0) ff (1) = 1;
d ( )[ff ( )(1 ff ( )℄ =
d ( )[ff ()(1 ff ()℄ 
0

0
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 2nm dm
= 0:

T 

The near30 an ellation of dia- and paramagneti ontributions is typi ial for the response of
normal ondu ting systems to external magneti elds.

p

h

p

i

Figure 7.18: Plot of the fun tion ff (  2 + 2 ) 1 ff (  2 + 2 ) as a fun tion of the
dimensionless s ales T= and =. For T= ! 0, the fun tion vanishes (! perfe t
diamagneti respsonse).
For T  1, the fun tion tra es out a peak of width / T and
R
total weight f (1 f ) = R1 (! an ellation of dia- and paramagneti response). At
intermediate temperatures, f (1 f ) < 1, resulting in a partial survival of diamagnetism.

At intermediate temperatures, the integral over the Fermi fun tions leads to a partial an29 The last equality is straightforwardly veri ed by omparison of the two de nitions

n



2 X
= d
L p



Æ( p ) = 2
( p )
(2)d

Z

dd p



Æ(  ) :
(  )

30 Going beyond se ond lowest order perturbation theory in A, a areful analysis of the oupling of a

(small) magneti eld to the orbital degrees of freedom of the Fermi gas shows that the an ellation of
dia- and paramagneti ontributions is not perfe t. The total response of the system is des ribed by a
weak diamagneti ontribution, d , a phenomenon known as Landau diamagnetism. The diamagneti
orbital response is over- ompensated by Pauli paramagnetism, i.e. the three times larger paramagneti
response of the Zeeman- oupled ele tron spin, p = 3d. For large magneti elds, the situation hanges
totally, and more pronoun ed e e ts su h as Shubnikov de-Haas os illations or even the quantum
Hall e e t are observed.
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ellation of the diamagneti response. It is ommon to express that fa t through the notation,
ns
2=
2m ;
where the parameter
Z
2

d ( )[ff ()(1 ff ()℄
ns  n
d
is known as the super uid density. Histori ally, the on ept of a 'super uid density' was
introdu ed at pre-BCS times, when a phenomenologi al model known as the two uid model
represented the state of the art of understanding super ondu tivity. (Remember that the experimental dis overy of super ondu tivity pre eeded its mi ros opi understanding by more than
four de ades!) The basi pi ture underlying that approa h was that below the transition, a fra tion of the ele tron system ondenses into a dissipationless super uid of density ns, while the
rest of the ele trons remains in the state of a 'normal' Fermi liquid of density nn = n ns. That
simple model provided a phenonmenologi al explanation of a large number of super ondu tor
phenomena, prior to the development of the rst prin iple mir ros opi understanding in terms
of BCS theory.
However, notwithstanding its su ess and its appealing simpli ity, the two- uid notion of
a omplete ondensation ns(T ! 0) ! n at low temperatures annot be maintained. Indeed,
we have seen that BCS super ondu tivity is a Fermi surfa e phenomenon, i.e. the bulk of
the ele trons is oblivious to the existen e of an attra tion me hanism at energies   !D and,
therefore, will not enter a ondensed state. Instead, our mi ros opi analysis produ es a pi ture
more subtle than the mere superposition of two uids: As we saw above, the diamagneti
(paramagneti ) ontribution to the response is provided by all quasi-parti les (quasi-parti les
at the Fermi surfa e). In a normal metal, or, equivalently, a super ondu tor at T  , quasiparti le ex itations at the Fermi surfa e onspire to an el the diamagneti ontribution of all
other quasi-parti les. However, at T   the existen e of a Fermi surfa e quasi-parti le gap
blo ks that ompensation me hanism and a net diamagneti signal remains. The farrea hing
phenomenologi al onsequen es of the sustained diamagneti ontribution will be dis ussed in
the next se tion.
However, before leaving this se tion let us dis uss one last te hni al point. Above we have {
without mu h of a justi ation { expanded the phase a tion up to leading order in the gradients
  and  . What is the logi s behind the gradient expansion, i.e. why are we permitted
to trun ate the expansion at leading order? This question arises whenever low energy e e tive
theories are derived from a mi ros opi parent theory by expanding in slow u tuations, and it
is worthwhile to address it in a general setting.
So, let us suppose we had performed some kind of Hubbard-Stratonovi h transformation to
des ribe a system of interest in terms of an a tion S [℄. We further assume that the a tion is
invariant under a shift of the eld by a onstant, (x) ! (x)+ 0 , i.e. that the a tion depends
only on gradients . (To keep the notation simple, we do not expli itly distinguish between
spatial and temporal gradients.) An expansion of the a tion in the eld gradients then leads to
a series of the formal momentum-spa e stru ture
X
(l0 q)2 q  q + (l0 q)4 q  q + : : : ;
SN
q

where N represents the large parameter of the theory31 , l0 is some mi ros opi referen e s ale of
[length℄ needed to make the a tion dimensionless, and the ellipses stand for terms of higher order

31 In theories ontaining a large parameter N , that parameter mostly appears as a onstant multiplying
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in q and/or q . Now, using that only eld on gurations with S  1 signi antly ontribute to
the eld integral, we obtain the estimate
1 1
q  p
N l0 q

from the leading order term of the a tion. This means that terms of higher order in the eld
variable, N (l0 qq )n>2  N 1 n=2 are small in inverse powers of the large parameter of the theory
and an be negle ted. Similarly, terms like N (l0 q)n>2q  q  (l0q)n 2 . As long as we are
interested in large s ale u tuations on s ales q 1  l0, these terms, too, an be negle ted.
Noti e, that our justi ation to negle t terms of higher order relies on two independent
parameters, large N and the smallness of the s aling fa tor ql0 . If N = 1 but still ql0 < 0,
2 are no longer negligible.
terms involving two gradients but large powers of the eld  q2n>
q
Conversely, if N  1 but one is interested in s ales ql0 ' 1, terms of se ond order in the eld
weighted by a large number of gradients  qn>22q must be taken into a a ount. An in orre t
treatment of this point has been the sour e of numerous errors in the published literature!
||||||||||||||{

7.3.7 Meissner E e t and Anderson-Higgs Me hanism
If you ask a person on the street to give a one-line de nition of super ondu tivity, the
answer will probably be that super ondu tors are metalli spe imen showing no ele tri al
resistan e. However, to a physi ist, that de nition should have something unsatisfa tory
to it. It highlights only one of many remarkable features of super ondu tors and does
not have any predi itive power. A better { if for most people in omprehensible { attempt
of a de nition would be to say that super ondu tivity arises when the quantum phases
of a ma ros opi ally large number of harged parti les get lo ked to a olle tive degree
of freedom. Indeed, that is exa tly, what the a tion (7.41) tells us. Flu tuations of the
phase of the ondensate are penalized by a ost that s ales with the (super uid) density
of the ele tron gas. This is to be ontrasted to the situation in a normal metal where
the a tion { the an ellation of the diamagneti and the paramagneti ontribution! {
usually does not ontain the gradients of phase-like degrees of freedom.
Indeed, the ma ros opi phase solidity of the BCS ground state wave fun tion suÆ es
to explain a large number of non-trivial phenomena related to super ondu tivity. To see
this, let us onsider a simpli ed version of the a tion (7.41). Viz., let us assume that (i)
the temperature is high enough to ex lude quantum u tuations of the phase,   = 0,
and that there is no ele tri elds a ting on our super ondu tor  = 0;  A( ) = 0.

. Info. Why do we relate the presen e of quantum u tuations to temperature? Let us
re-iterate ( f. the remarks made on page 244) that a temporarily onstant eld variable a ts like a
lassi al degree of freedom. To understand why large temeperatures inhibit temporal u tuations
all, or at least several operators of the a tion. E.g. in the fermioni problems dis ussed above, where
N was proporitional to the density of states at the Fermi surfa e, the a tion ontained a tra e over all
momentum states. The summation over these states then led to an overall fa tor N multiplying the
a tion.
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superimposed on the lassi al se tor, let us take the phase a tion of the super on utor as an
example and write,
Z
Z
d dd x ( )2 + S l [℄;
S [℄ = 
0
where the rst term determines the temporal u tuation behaviour of the phase eld, while S l
is the ' lassi al' ontribution to the a tion, i.e. the ontribution independent of time derivatives.
Swit hing to a frequen y representation,
X
2 
S [℄ =  !m
m;q m; q + S l [ ℄;
m;q

wherefrom we infer that quantum u tuations, i.e. modes m6=0 , be ome inessential at large
temperatures. More spe i ally, modes with non-vanishing Matsubara frequen y an be negle ted when the quantum u tuation energy (density) !m2 / T 2 ex eeds the hara teristi
energy s ales appearing in S l [℄.
θ

β1

β2 β

increasing T

Qualitative pi ture behind the quadrati  T 2 energy in rease of quantum u tuations. As the temperature T is in reased, the imaginary time interval [0; = T 1℄ gets squeezed.
The same happens to the temporal pro les of (quantum) u tuating modes ( ). Consequently,
gradients   / T in rease linearly with temperature, and the energy density  ( )2 / T 2
grows quadrati ally.
To heuristi ally understand the temperature s aling of the u tuation energy, remember
that the bose eld ( ) obeys periodi boundary onditions (0) = ( ). Inspe tion of Fig. 7.19
then shows that in reasing the temperature, i.e. squeezing of the imaginary time interval [0; ℄,
leads to a linear in rease of the gradients   / T . A ordinly, the squared gradient appearing
in the a tion in reases quadrati ally with T . This me hanism on rms the intuitive expe tation
that quantum u tuations { i.e. fundamentally a low energy phenomenon { should be damped
out at in reasing temperature.
Figure 7.19:

||||||||||||||{

Under these onditions, the a tion simpli es to


Z
1
ns
d
(  A)  (  A) + ( ^ A)  ( ^ A) ;
S [A; ℄ =
dr
2m
2
where we have expli itly in luded the a tion
Z
Z
Z
1
=0;A stati
d
d d x F F
=
dd r B  B
( ^ A)  ( ^ A) =
4
2
2
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eld and the notation

(v ^ w)i  (v  w)i = ijk vj wk
is used. As pointed out above, the a tion is invariant under the gauge transformation
A ! A +  ,  !  + . One thus expe ts that integration over all realizations of  {
a doable task be ause the a tion is quadrati { will produ e a purely A-dependent, and
gauge invariant a tion S [A℄. The integration over  is most transparently formulated in
momentum spa e where the a tion assumes the form
X  ns

S [A; ℄ =
=

2m

q

X  ns
q

2m



1
Aq)  ( iq q A q ) + (q ^ Aq )  (q ^ A q) =
2

1
2iq q  A q + Aq  A q ℄ + (q ^ Aq)  (q ^ Aq )
2

(iqq

[q q 2 

q

The integration over the eld Romponents q is now straightforward and leads to an
e e tive a tion for A: e S [A℄  e S [A;℄, where

S [A℄ =

X  ns
q

2m



Aq  A





(q  Aq )(q  A q )
1
+ (q ^ Aq )  (q ^ Aq ) :
2
q
2

q

To bring this result into a more suggestive form, let us split the ve tor potential into a
longitudinal and a transverse omponent:

Aq = Aq
|

q(q  Aq ) q(q  Aq )
+
:
2
2
q
q
{z
} | {z }
?
Aq
Akq

(7.47)

To motivate this de omposition, noti e that

. the transverse omponent alone determines physi al quantities, i.e. the magneti
eld. (This follows from Bq = iq ^ Aq and q ^ q = 0.)
. The transverse omponent is gauge invariant. Under a gauge, Aq ! Aq + iqq . But
(q q )? = 0. In the language of longitudinal/transverse omponents, the Coulomb
gauge orresponds to a on guration where Ak = 0.
. the denotation 'longitudinal omponent' emphasizes that Fkq is the proje tion of
a ve tor eld Fq onto the argument ve tor q. Correspondingly, the 'transverse
omponent' is the orthogonal omplement of the longitudinal omponent.
Applying some elementary rules of ve tor algebra, it is straightforward to verify that the
e e tive a tion an be represented in the simple form

S [A℄ =

2

X  ns
q

m



+ q 2 A?q  A?q :

(7.48)
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At this stage, it is worthwhile to stop and see what we have got: (i) Starting from a
omposite a tion ontaining the Goldstone mode  and the gauge eld A, we have arrived
at an a tion for the gauge eld alone. In a way, the Goldstone mode has been absorbed
into the (gauge degrees of freedom) of A. However, (ii) the oupling to the Goldstone
mode has not left the gauge eld una e ted. Indeed, S [A℄ has pi ked up a mass term
proportional to the super uid density, i.e. unlike the va uum, the a tion of long range eld
u tuations Aq!0 no longer vanishes. That modi ation has serious phenomenologi al
onsequen es to be dis ussed momentarily. (iii) The a tion is manifestly gauge invariant,
as it must.

The analysis above shows that the spontaneous breaking of a global U(1) symmetry
and of a lo al gauge U(1) symmetry, respe tively, lead to very di erent results. In the former
ase (! neutral super uids), the soft a tion S [℄ of a phase-like Goldstone mode  des ribes
various long range phenomena, su h as super urrent formation, et . In the latter ase (!
super ondu tors or, more generally, harged super uids) the system is des ribed by a omposite
a tion S [A; ℄. The ubiquotus gauge
R symmetry an then be employed to absorb the Goldstone
mode into the gauge eld S [A; ℄ !D S [A℄. The most important e e t of the oupling A $ 
is that after the integration over the latter the former pi ks up a mass term. One sometimes
says: 'The photon (ve tor potential) eld has eaten up the Goldstone mode to be ome fat.'
That prin ipal me hanism was understood in 1964 by Higgs, wherefore it is alled the Higgs
me hanism, or rediting Andersons pioneering dis ussion of gauge symmetry breaking in the
ontext of super ondu tivity, the Anderson-Higgs me hanism.
Mass generation due to spontaneous gauge symmetry breaking is a very general phenomenon,
i.e. not limited to the relatively simple ontext of the olle tive phase of the super ondu tor.
The Higgs me hanism found its so far most important appli ation in 1967 when Weinberg and
Salam embedded it into their uni ed theory of ele tromagneti and weak intera tions in parti le
physi s. Although this is not a ourse about elementary parti les, the role of the Higgs prin iple
in the theory of ele troweak intera tions is of so fundametal importan e to our understanding
of the mi ros opi world that it is irresistible to brie y dis uss its impli ations32.
The standard model of high energy physi s des ribes the mi ros opi world in terms
of a few generations of leptoni (ele trons, e, ele tron neutrino, e, muon, , et .) and hadroni
(the quarks, u; d; s; ; t; b) elementary parti les whi h intera t through the quanta of ertain
gauge elds. In its original formulation, the model had one severe problem, viz. it did not know
how to attribute mass to these parti les. However, this stands in stark ontrast to any kind of
experimental observation. In parti ular, the quanta of the gauge elds of the weak and strong
intera tion are known to be extremely heavy, with rest masses of O(102 GeV= 2 ). In view of the
mu h lighter masses of typi al omposite hadrons { the proton weighs 938MeV= 2 { the mass
of the gauge quanta an ertainly not be explained in terms of some ti ious ne stru ture
me hanisms superimposed on the ore of the standard model, i.e. a prin ipal modi ation was
needed. It is now widely believed that the 'true' prin iple behind mass generation lies in a
(Anderson)-Higgs-me hanism, i.e. the spontaneous breakdown of a gauge symmetry.
To sket h the prin ipal idea of Weinberg and Salam, let us on entrate on a leptoni subse tor
of the theory, e.g. onsider the two omponent obje t
. Info.







e ;
e

32 For a pedagogi al and mu h less super ial dis ussion, we refer to the textbook[?℄.
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omprising an ele tron neutrino and a (left handed33) ele tron. Involving a harged parti le,
the Lagrangian ontrolling the dynami s of will surely posses a lo al U(1) gauge symmetry.
However, on top of that, Weinberg and Salam proposed a mu h more farrea hing symmetry
stru ture. Without going into any detail we just mention that, building on prin iples proposed
earlier (1954) by Yang and Mills, transformations
(x) ! U (x) (x); U (x) 2 SU(2); x 2 R4 ;
lo ally mixing the two omponents e and e of the 'isospinor' were introdu ed as a symmetry
of the model. I.e. in analogy to the lo al U(1) gauge symmetry of quantum me hani s, it
was postulated that the a tion S [ ℄ possess a lo al gauge symmetry under the group of SU(2)
transformations. In ombination with the standard U(1), the theory had thus been endowed
with a omposite U(1)  SU(2)-gauge stru ture. Physi ally, de laring a symmetry between the
ele tron { intera ting through ele tromagneti for es { and the neutrino { weak intera tions
{ was tantamount to a fusion of these types of intera tion, i.e. the propsal of a theory of
ele tro-weak intera tions.
How an a theory de ned through an a tion
Z
S [ ℄ = dd r L( ;  );
ontaining the isospinor and its derivatives be made invariant under non-abelian SU(2) gauge
transformations? Referring for a more systemati dis ussion to hapter XX, let us brie y
sket h the prin ipal idea of non-abelian gauge theory: We rst noti e that a fermion bilinear    is generally not gauge invariant. Under a mapping ! U it transforms to
( + U 1 U ) . E.g. for U = ei 2 U(1) a 'standard' gauge transformation, the extra term
U 1  U = i  2 iR would be the ordinary 'derivative of a fun tion', familiar from the gauge
stru ture of quantum me hani s. More generally, for a non-abelian gauge transformation by an
element U 2 G of a general group (e.g. G = SU(2)), the gauge term U 1 U 2 g is an element
of the Lie algebra g of the group34, i.e. the a tion pi ks up a matrix-valued extra ontribution.
To make the theory invariant, we have to introdu e a gauge eld. I.e. we generalize from
U(1),
W  A 2 R is the
 to a ovariant derivative  + W , where W 2 g. E.g. for G = P
3
ordinary gauge eld of quantum me hani s. For G = SU(2), W = a=1 a (s)a 2 su(2), et .
Under a gauge transformation, the eld W transforms as
W ! UW U

1

iU 1  U;

I.e. in a way that makes the ovariant bilinear,  ( + W) invariant. For G = U(1),
A ! UA U 1 U U 1 = A i  redu es to its familiar form. However, in the nonabelian ase, the full stru ture on the rhs is needed to obtain invarian e. The full a tion of the

33 When viewed as a relativisti parti le, the ele tron eld has omponents of left and right hirality,

but we shall not need to dis uss that aspe t any further.
34 Pragmati ally (for an abstra t de nition of Lie algebras we refer to textbooks of group theory), the
Lie algebra of a group G whose elements G 3 g = exp(Ta a ) an be represented by exponentiation of
generators fTag, the Lie algebra g 3 Ta a is the ve tor spa e spanned by the generators. E.g. the
one-dimensional Lie algebra of U(1) 3 exp(i) is given by u(1) = R. (Indeed, we saw that the gauge
su(2) term
ked up by U(1)
abelian gauging is real.) The Lie algebra su(2) of the group SU(2) 3
 pi

P3
P
exp su(2) i a=1 a (x)a (fi g are the Pauli matri es) ontains all linear ombinations 3a=1 a a of
Pauli matri es. It is in fa t straightforwared to onvin e oneself that for U (x) = exp
the derivative U 1  U 2 su(2).

P

3

a=1 a (x)a



,
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gauge theory then reads as
S[ ; W ℄ =

Z

dd r L( ; (

iW )

) + S [W ℄;

where the Lagrangian density ontains the minimally oupled gauge eld and the a tion S [W ℄
des ribes the u tuation behaviour of W35 .
Within a fully quantum me hani al setting, both the 'matter eld' and the gauge eld W
are quantized. The eld quanta of the non-abelian gauge eld are denoted as ve tor bosons,
where the attribute 've tor' (somewhat misleadingly) refers to the higher dimensional geometry
of the eld and 'boson' emphasizes the generally bosoni statisti of a quantum gauge eld.
We now have everything together to turn ba k to the parti ular ontext of the ele tro-weak
intera tion. Within the framework of the gauge theory, intera tions between the parti les e and
e are mediated by the gauge eld W (very mu h like in a U(1) theory, intera tions between the
ele trons ould be des ribed in terms of a u tuating U(1) ve tor potential, f. se tion 7.1.1.)
Experimental analysis of typi al weak intera tion pro esses, su h as the elasti ollision,
e + e ! e +  e
indi ates that the weak intera tion for es are extraordinarily short ranged, with a de ay pro le
 exp( 90GeVr). However, a ording to the pure gauge theory, the propagator of W should
be long ranged  r 1. This is the most severe manifestation of the mass problem of the ele troweak theory. In order to be onsistent with experiment a me hanism is needed that makes the
gauge eld (very) massive.
Here is were the Higgs me hanism enters the stage. To solve the mass problem, Weinberg
and Salam postulated the existen e of a s alar (more pre isely, a two omponent 'iso-s lar')
bosoni parti le, the Higgs boson . The a tion of the Higgs parti le { again a postulate { is
of generalized 4-type, i.e.


Z
m2 y
g
1
  + (y )2 ;
S [; W ℄ = dd r ( W )y ( W )
2
2
2
where the minimal oupling to the gauge eld provides the theory with lo al gauge invarian e.
The a tion of the Higgs has been deliberately designed so as to generate spontaneous
symmetry
 2 1
breaking, i.e. the solution of the mean eld equations is given by jj = mg 2 , with undetermined phase. In perfe t analogy to our dis ussion of the super ondu tor problem above, an
integration over the phase degree of freedom (i.e. the Goldstone mode) then generates a mass
term for the gauge elds. In summary, Weinberg and Salam proposed to explain the shortrangedness of the weak intera tion through the presen e of an extra parti le, i.e. a parti le that
does not belong to the standard hadroni or leptoni generations of the standard model.
Sin e then, the hunt for the Higgs parti le has been one of the big issues of parti le physi s.
In 1983 ve tor bosons of the predi ted mass have for the rst time been observed in experiment
(UA1 ollaboration, Physi s Letters 122 B, 103 (1983)), i.e. the existen e of a massive gauge
stru ture is out of question. However, the dete tion of the Higgs { for many parti le physi sts
only a matter of time { turned out to be a more diÆ ult task. In 2000 the -experiment installed
at the LEP (Large Ele tron Positron ollider) at CERN reported a 'shadowy' Higgs signal in
the e e+ s attering ross se tion at the predi ted energy interval. However, at that time, the
35 Typi ally, S [W ℄ will be given by generalization of the eld strength tenssor R dd r F F of the

abelian theory, i.e. the urvature tensor on G.
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Computer generated vizualiztion of a s attering pro ess re orded in the experiment at CERN. Hidden somewhere in the 'jet' of parti les generated as a result of the
ollision of the s attering parti les should, hopefully, be the Higgs.

Figure 7.20:

designated live time of LEP had already expired and one month after the dete tion of the rst
suspi ious signals the ma hine was indeed shut down. Unfortunately, after the losedown of
LEP only few a elarator proje ts o er the perspe tive to parti ipate in the hunt for the Higgs.
Presently, with the 'Super ondu ting SuperCollider' (SSC) disapproved by Ameri an ongress,
only the Stanford Linear A ellarator rea hes the relevant energy s ales. The situation may
hange when the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN ommen es its work in 2007.
In the meantime the olle tive data re orded at LEP over the past years has been subje ted
to riti al review. Irritatingly, it turned out that the data reported in 2000 did not pass the test
of a areful re-examination, i.e. presently (2001) there is no dire t eviden e for a Higgs parti le.
In view of the fa t that the Higgs not only generates the mass of the ve tor bosons but of all
parti les known to the standard model, mu h indeed hinges on the question of its existen e.
(Some people even all the Higgs the 'god parti le'.) If it did not exist, our understanding of
the mi ros opi world would be turned upside down.
||||||||||||||{

To on lude our dis ussion of BCS super ondu tivty, let us explore the phenomenologi al onsequen es of mass a umulation due to the Higgs me hanism. To this end, we
vary the a tion (7.48) wrt A (keeping in mind the transversality ondition q  A?q = 0, we
hen eforth drop the supers ript '?'), to obtain ( nms + q 2 )Aq = 0, or

n
s
(7.49)
 2 A(r) = 0:
m
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Remembering that

B =  ^ A;

multipli ation of this equation by  ^ produ es the rst London equation
n
s

m

2



B(r) = 0:

(7.50)

For ns 6= 0, this equation does not have a non-vanishing onstant solution, i.e. we on lude
that
A bulk super ondu tor annot a omodate a magneti

eld.

This phenomenon is known as the Meissner e e t. To understand what happens at the
interfa e between the va uum threaded by a onstant magneti eld B0 and a super ondu tor, we solve the London equation to B(x)  B0 exp( x=), where

=

r

2m
ns

is known as the penetration depth and x is the dire tion perpendi ular to the interfa e.
The physi al me hanism behind the Meissner phenomenon is as follows: Above we saw
that the magneti response of a super ondu tor is fully diamagneti . That is, in response
to an external eld, diamagneti s reening urrents will be generated. The magneti
eld generated by these urrents ountera ts the un-wanted external eld. To see this
expli itly, we obtain the urrent density indu ed by the eld by di erentiating the rst
term of the a tion36 wrt A:

Æ
j(r) =
Æ A(r)

Z

dd r

ns
n
A  A = s A(r);
2m
m

(7.51)

i.e. the urrent density is dire tly proporitional to A. This is the se ond London
equation. Sin e the ve tor potential and the magneti eld, respe tively, show the same
de ay pro le (Eqs. (7.49) and (7.50)), the urrent density, too, de ays exponentially inside
the super ondu tor. However, along with doing so, it annihilates the external eld.

. Info. To heuristi ally understand the in ompability of magneti elds and superondu tive pairing on a still more mi ros opi level, onsider the real spa e representation of

a Cooper pair state,

= onst::
The an ellation of the phases results from the fa t that two ele trons propagating with opposite
momentum pi k up opposite quantum phases. Thus, the pair state is a slowly u tuating, and
therefore stable obje t. However, in the presen e of a magneti eld, the phase fa tors have to
hr; rjk "; k #i  e

ikr e+ikr

36 Generally, the ele tri al urrent density indu ed by a eld is obtained ( f. the remarks made on page
278) by di erentiating the eld/matter part of the a tion S [A℄ wrt the ve tor potential. I.e. the purely
eld dependent part of the a tion does not ontribute to the urrent density.
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be generalized to (exer ise: employ the WKB approximation to onvin e yourself of the validity
of that statement.)
hr; rjk "; k #i  e

R

R

i (k eA)dr e i ( k eA)dr

 e2ieAr;

where we assumed that the ve tor potential varies only slowly a ross our observation region of
O(jrj). I.e. the Cooper pair amplitude be omes an 'in oherent' phase dependent obje t. On the
mi ros opi level, the la k of stability of the eld dependent Cooper amplitude holds responsible
for the aversion of the super ondu tor against magneti elds.
||||||||||||||{
B
y
I

λ

x

Figure 7.21: On the Meisser e e t. Inside a super ondu tor (the shaded area), magneti
elds de ay exponentially. Mi ros opi ally, an external eld existing outside a super ondu tor va uum interfa e indu es diamagneti surfa e urrents inside the super ondu tor.
These urrents generate a ounter- eld diminishing the external eld.

It is interesting to explore how a strong magneti eld eventually does make its
way into the super ondu tor. To understand the ompetition between super ondu tive
ordering and magneti eld energy, we need to go ba k to the Ginzburg-Landau a tion
(7.40), i.e. to a des ription that involves both phase and amplitude of the order parameter (the
latter dete ting the presen e or absen e of a stable ondensate.)
However, at the time when we derived that a tion, no attention had been paid to the
ele tromagneti properties of the system. Fortunately, after our general dis ussion of gauge
invarian e above, the minimal oupling of the system to the ele tromagneti eld is routine work.
We simply have to remember that under a gauge transformation,  ! e2i , i.e.    !
( + 2i )( 2i ) . The gauge invariant extension of (7.40) thus reads as
Z
i
hr
 + ( 2iA)( + 2iA) + g()
2 ;

SGL [; ℄ =
dx 
2
2
where, as usual, A gauges as A ! A +  . To monitor the fate of the order parameter as
jAj / jBj in reases, onsider the mean eld equation (exer ise)


r + ( 2iA)2 + 4gjj2  = 0:
We assume that we are at temperatures below the zero- eld super ondu tor transition, i.e.
r < 0. Super ondu tive ordering exists, when the equation has a non-vanishing solution .
.

Info.
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Now, the third ontribution on the lhs is positive, so a solution an exist only if the rst two
terms add to a net negative ontribution. That in turn is requires that the eigenvalues of the
minimally oupled operator
EV ( 2iA)2 <! jrj :
Formally, ( 2iA)2 is the kineti energy operator of a parti le of mass 1=2 in a uniform
magneti eld. It's eigenvalues are the Landau levels,


1
! n+ ;
n = 0; 1; : : :
2
familiar from elementary quantum me hani s. Here, ! is the y lotron frequen y, ! = mB = 2B .
Thus, a nite pairing amplitude an only be obtained if jrj= is larger than the energy of the
lowest Landau level, or
jrj
B<B1 :
2
For magneti elds larger than that, the energy needed to expell the eld is larger than the
maximum gain of ondensation energy S [℄ and super ondu tivity breaks down. For so- alled
super ondu tors of type I, the energy balan e ondition is met for elds B > B 1 . However,
there are super ondu tor materials { super ondu tors of type II { where the energy riterion
opts for eld penetration already for elds B 2 < B < B 1 lower than the riti al eld B 1
spe i ed by the mean eld riterion above. For these systems, the super ondu tor and the eld
'meet a ompromise'. That is, vortex tubes of quantized ux penetrate the super ondu tor
already for eld strength smaller than B 1 but larger than the riti al eld strength B 2, see
Fig. 7.22 for a pi ture of a 'vortex latti e' penetrating a type II super ondu tor. Inside the ores
of these vorti es, the super ondu tor order parameter is suppressed, but outside it still exists.
However, a detailed dis ussion of vortex formation and its on eptual relation to the topology of
the order parameter eld will be postponed until hapter XX.
||||||||||||||{

To on lude this hapter late us dis uss the most prominent super ondu tor phenomenon, absen e of ele tri resistivity. Assume we had hosen a gauge, where an
external ele tri eld E is represented through E = i A (i.e. the stati omponent of
the potential vanishes.) In this ase, a time di erentiation of the se ond London equation
(7.51) obtains
n
n
i j = i s  A = s E:
m
m
Continuing ba k to real times we on lude
n
t j = s E;
m
i.e. in the presen e of an ele tri eld the urrent in reases linearly at a rate inversely
proporitional to the arrier mass and proportional to the arrier density. The unbound
in rease of urrent is indi ative of ballisti { i.e. dissipationless { motion of the ondensate
parti les inside the super ondu tor. Now, an unboundedly in reasing urrent is learly
unphysi al, i.e. what the relation above really tells us is that a super ondu tor annot
maintain non-vanishing eld gradients.
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Figure 7.22: Bitter pattern of an Abrikosov vortex latti e. Ea h of the bright dots ontains
magneti ux  = nh where 1=h (or e=h in units where the ele tron harge is kept tra k of) is the
magneti ux quantum. Noti e the approximately regular, hexagonal stru ture of the latti e.
Exer ise. Assuming that ea h parti le is subje t to Newton's equation of motion
= E, obtain the urrent- eld relation above. How would the relation between eld and
urrent hange, if the equation of motion ontained a fri tion term (modelling dissipation)
mx = m x_ + E.

mx

.

7.4 Summary and Outlook
This on ludes our preliminary dis ussion of fun tional mean eld methods. We have
learned how the integration over mi ros opi quantum elds an be traded for an integration over problem adjusted degrees of freedom. When then observed that the fun tional
dependen e of the a tion on the new oordinates is usually highly non-linear { the notorious 'tra e logarithms' { and has to be dealt with by some kind of stationary phase
analysis. While a rst prin iple solution of the mean eld equations is often not possible,
all appli ations dis ussed in this hapters had in ommon that solutions ould be found by
'edu ated guessing'. Importantly, we realized that these solutions did not always display
the full symmetry of the a tion.

. Info. However, it is important to realize that a number of problem lasses with
omplex mean eld stru ture have not been mentioned in this hapter. E.g. for ertain

latti e systems with dis rete translational symmetry the optimal mean eld solution shows
staggering, i.e. hanges sign under translation by one latti e spa ing (see the problem set for
examples.) De eptively, these on gurations usually exist in parallel to a solution that displays
the full symmetry of the problem, but is of higher energy (and therefore unphyis al.) I.e. the
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'true solution' is amou aged by the existen e of an inferior but 'more symmetri ' solutions37.

Triangular Ising latti e with antiferromagneti ex hange oupling. The system is
frustrated in the sense that no on guration with alternating spin orientation exists.
Then, there are systems where the existen e of meaningful stationary phase on gurations
is ex luded by stru tural elements, su h as frustration. As an example, onsider the Ising
antiferromagnet on a triangular latti e ( f. Fig. 7.23.) The system is frustrated in the sense
that, by virtue of the antiferromagneti oupling, it would like to o upy nearest neighbour
sites by oppositely aligned spins. However, the topology of the latti e ex ludes the existen e
of su h optimal on gurations. As a onsequen e, the triangular Ising antiferromagnet abides
in a 'disordered' state, i.e. a ontinuum of irregular and equally unattra tive states enters the
partition fun tion with approximately equal weight. At any rate, no learly de ned stationary
phase on guration exists.
Other systems, notably glasses ( f. the remarks on p 122), do posses an entire ontinuum
of mean eld on gurations. I.e. there is a ma ros opi number of (metastable) extremal
on gurations that are very lose in energy spa e but may be very far from ea h other in
on guration spa e. (E.g. two su h on gurations may di er by an restru turing of the atomi
on guration of a glass at remote pla es.) The dynami s of su h systems is governed by the
pro ess of ageing, i.e. transitions between di erent metastable extremal on gurations on
ultralarge times ales (observe the glass of your windows panes owing down in the ourse of
time!). It goes without saying that the 'mean eld on gurations' of glassy systems are irregular
and not amenable to straightforward analyti al ulation.
Finally, even systems possessing a spatially homogeneous mean eld on guration may host
other solutions of physi al signi an e. Indeed, we have en ountered a s enario of this type
already in hapter 4 above. Exploring quantum double well tunneling, we observed that the
imaginary time Euler-Lagrange equations of a parti le in a doubly degenerate harmoni well
($ the 'mean eld equations') had a metastable onstant solution ($ the onstant mean eld).
However, in addition to that, we had found instantons, i.e. temporally stru tured solutions of
the mean eld equations. Super ially, it looked like that, due to their non-vanishing a tion,
instantons are irrelevant. However, for suÆ iently long times the energeti inferiority of the
single instanton was over- ompensated by statisti al aspe ts, i.e. the fa t that a ontinuum of
instantons entered the partition fun tion with approximately equal weight. In the language of
statisti al me hani s: the large entropy asso iated to instanton on gurations out-weighed the
Figure 7.23:

37 When dealing with problems whose latti e stru ture arries physi al signi an e, it is therefore a good

idea to try a number of di erent ansatze, i.e. trial solutions that transform di erently under translation
by a unit ell.
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nite energy (or more pre isely a tion) gap to be paid for a single instanton. Later, in hapter
XX, we will see that entropy/energy ompetitions of this type are realized in many other other
ontexts of quantum and statisti al eld theory. E.g. the phase a tions of the BCS super ondu tor or the super uid possess (approximate) extremal on gurations wherein the phase winds
around an integer multiple of 2 as a xed referen e point in spa e is en ir led (vorti es). While
the energy of an individual vortex solution may be high, the entropy orresponding to the hoi e
its enter eventually, for suÆ iently large temperatures, dominates and leads to a proliferation
of vorti es in the system ($ the analogue of the instanton gas). For a more quali ed dis ussion
of topologi ally non-trivial mean eld on gurations we refer to hapter XX.
||||||||||||||{

We then expempli ed on a number of di erent appli ations how low energy e e tive
a tions des ribing u tuations on top of a referen e mean eld an be derived and evaluated. In ases where the mean eld broke a ontinuous symmetry these a tions were
partially soft, i.e. ontained Goldstone modes. We saw that the presen e of a Goldstone
mode has a dominant e e t on the observable physi al properties of a system.
As exempli ed above, the theoreti al ma hinery developed thus far enables us to
ta kle already highly non-trivial problems. However, to make the fun tional integral a
unviversally appli able tool, two important gaps have yet to be lled in. First, we have
so far mostly been ontent with dis ussing general stru tures of ondensed matter theory
(i.e. mu h of the dis ussion has been limited to general manipulations on the level of the
e e tive a tion.) However, in appli ations one is typi ally interested in omparison with
experimentally a essible data. I.e. we still need to provide links relating the eld integral
formalism to observables of experimental signi an e. Se ond, our so far dis ussion of
the u tuation behaviour of eld theories has been quite limited. That is, we typi ally
expanded an a tion to se ond order in what we believed was the 'physi ally relevant'
degree of freedom and omputed the orresponding determinants. However, we also saw
that some problems ontain anharmoti ities of profound signi an e. E.g. the quarti
term in 4 -theory led to UV singularities whose nature remained largely obs ure. We
must, therefore, (i) develop riteria indi ating under whi h ir umstan es a model an
safely be limited to se ond order and (ii) in ases where it annot, learn how to deal with
its anharmoni ontent.
Beginning with the rst one, these two topi s, whi h are not quite as unrelated as one
might believe, will be dis ussed in hapters XX and XX.
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7.5 Problem Set
Q1 Coulomb blo kade.
Q2 Can ellation diamagneti /paramagneti term for non-super ondu tors.
Q3 Stoner instability.
Q4 Antiferromagneti instability.
Q5 Peierls instability
Q6 Change Lagrangian - Hamiltonian a tion in PI as a Hubbard-Stratonovi h trafo.
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Chapter 8
Correlation Fun tions
The hapter begins with a brief survey of on epts and te hniques of experminental ondensed matter physi s. We will argue that at an intermediate level experimental information is mostly en oded in obje ts known as ' orrelation fun tions'. We will dis uss
in detail how orrelation fun tions relate to experiment on the one hand and to the eld
integral formalism developed in previous hapters on the other hand. Spe i ally, we will
explore how real time dynami al information an be obtained from an imaginary time
formalism and derive a number of generally valid (and therefore extraordinarily useful)
relations fuli lled by experimentally relevant orrelation fun tions.

In the last few hapters we have developed a number of key stru tural elements of
theoreti al ondensed matter physi s. Perhaps most importantly, we learned how to map
the prototypi al mi ros opi representations of many body problems onto e e tive low
energy models, ideally models amenable to analyti al evaluation. However, eventually we
will want to go one step further and test the predi tive power of these e e tive theories,
i.e. ompare to 'real' data obtained from experiment.
But what is a tually meant by the phrase 'experiment'? Modern ondensed matter
physi s knows of a plethora of sophisti ated and highly di erentiated te hniques of experimental analysis: ele tri and thermal transport measurements, neutron, ele tron, Raman
and x-ray s attering, alorimetri measurements, indu tion experiments, and many more
(for a short glossary of prominent experimental te hniques, see se tion 8.1.2 below.) While
a omprehensive dis ussion of modern experimental ondensed matter physi s would be
way beyond the s ope of the present text, it is ertainly well invested time to attempt
an identi ation of some stru tures ommon to most experimental work in many body
physi s. Indeed, we will need a dis ussion of this type to meaningfully onstru t links
between the theoreti al body developed above and experiment.
301
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8.1 A Crash Course in Modern Experimental Condensed Matter Physi s
8.1.1 Basi Con epts
Broadly speaking, experimental ondensed matter physi s an be subdivided into three1
large ategories of analyti al te hniques:

. experiments probing thermodynami oeÆ ients,
. transport experiments,
. spe tros opy.
A summary of motivation, basi experimental setup, appli ation areas, and on rete realization of these families will be given in the next se tion below. (Readers who are
totally unfamiliar with the basi notions of experimental many body physi s may nd it
illustrative to browse through this se tion before further reading.) The few o asional
referen es to experimental data given in previous hapters were all to thermodynami
experiments. The reason for this restri tion was that the link between theory and thermodynami information is most straightforward. I.e. what one has to do is di erentiate
the partition fun tion (alias the eld integral) wrt a few globally de ned oeÆ ients (the
temperature, a homogeneous magneti eld, et .) This simpli ity has both advantageous
but also limiting aspe ts to it: On the one hand, thermodynami data is highly universal2
and, therefore, represents an important hara teristi of a system. On the other hand, it
neither ontains information on spatial stru tures, nor on dynami al features. This means
that the thermodynami s of a system often does not ontain the full information needed
to understand its basi physi s, notably its ex itations.
With the other two ategories of experiments the situation is di erent. Transport
and spe tros opi measurements an be used to probe both stati and dynami al features
of a system; further, fully angle/frequen y resolved spe tros opi data ontains detailed
information on the spatio-temporal stru ture of the dominant ex itations of a system, or,
in other words, on their dispersion relation. It is for these reasons, that the fo us in the
present hapter will be on the last two of the experimental lasses mentioned above.
In spite of the dazzling diversity of present day analyti al and apparative te hniques,
there are a few ommon stru tures ommon to all experimental probes of ondensed
matter systems:

. First, the intera tion of a solid with its environment is almost ex lusively by ele tromagneti for es. I.e. the basi setup of pra ti ally every experiment is that a
ondensed matter system is subje ted to an external ele tromagneti perturbation
(a voltage drop, an in ux of spin magneti moments arried by a beam of neutrons,
1 There are a few lasses of experiments whi h do not t omfortably into this three-fold s heme. This

applies, e.g., to s anning tunneling mi ros opy, a te hnique to be dis ussed in more detail below.
2 Remember that a few thermodynami variables, i.e. numbers, suÆ e to unambigously hara terize
the state of a homogeneous system in equilibrium.
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the lo al ele tri eld forming at the tip of a s anning tunneling mi ros ope, et .)
Formally, we an represent that perturbation by a (time dependent) ontribution

H^ F =

Z

dd rFi (r; t)X^ i (r)

(8.1)

to the Hamiltonian of the system. Here, the oeÆ ients Fi , sometimes referred to
as generalized 'for es', represent a perturbation that ouples to the system through
some operators X^ . E.g., Fi (r; t) = (r; t) ould be a spa e and time dependent
ele tri voltage oupling to density of the ele troni harge arriers in the system
X^ i = ^, et .

. The use of the term 'perturbation' is appropriate, be ause the for es fFi g will in
general be mu h weaker then the internal orrelations of the system.
. The for es weakly perturbe the system out of its Fi = 0 referen e state. The measurable e e t of this intrusion will be that ertain operators X^ i0 whose expe tation
values vanished in the unperturbed state begin to build up a non-vanishing expe tation value Xi0 (r; t) = hX^ i0 (r; t)i. (E.g. in response to an external voltage Fi =  a
urrent ould begin to ow, X^ i0 = ^ji , et .) The ultimate goal of any theory will be
to understand/predi t the fun tional dependen e of the measured values of Xi0 on
the for es Fj .
. In general, there is nothing we an say about that onne tion other than that
Xi0 [Fj ℄ will be some fun tional of the for es. However, for suÆ iently weak for es
the situation is simpler. In this ase, we should expe t that the fun tional relation
between for es Fj and the expe tation values Xi0 is approximately linear, i.e. of the
form
Z
Z
0
d
0
Xi (r; t) = d r dt0 ij (r; r0; t; t0 )Fj (r0 ; t0 ) + O(F 2 ):
While the quantities fFj g and fXi0 g are externally adjustable/observable { either
as experimental input/output, or as parameters in our theory { the integral kernel
 represents a purely intrinsi property of the system. It des ribes how the system
'responds' to the appli ation of an external probe fFi g (wherefore it is ommonly
referred to as a response fun tion.) This response is in turn governed by its
dominant ex itations, i.e. our prime obje ts of interest.
These onsiderations show that the response fun tions of a system play a prin ipal role
in the dialog between experiment and theory. Experimentally, they will be measured by
relating the input fFj g to the response fXi0 g. Theory will attempt to predi t the response
behaviour, ideally in a way that onforms with experimental observation.

8.1.2 A List of Experimental Methods
To keep our dis ussion of the relation (experiment $ theory) less abstra t, we list a few

prominent experimental te hniques of ondensed matter physi s. Needless to say
that the summary below annot repla e a real introdu tion to experimental solid state
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physi s. For an up to date exposition of this eld we refer, e.g., to the (spe tros opy
oriented) textbook[?℄. Short and pedagogi ally written (if a bit outdated) introdu tions
to a number of expermimental approa hes an also be found in the textbook [?℄. Also
noti e that this se tion mainly serves illustarative purposes, i.e. it is not indispensible for
the understanding of the rest of the hapter. (Although readers bare of any ba kground
in experimental many body physi s may wel ome a bit of motivation before plunging into
the formalism of orrelation fun tions to be developed below.)

Thermodynami Experiments
I.e. experiments that probe thermodynami oeÆ ients of a system. A prominent and
important example is the spe i heat, v = U=T , i.e. the rate of hange of ineternal
energy under hanges of temperature. In magneti systems, the magneti sus eptibility
 = M=H an be determined by measuring the magnetization building up in response
to a (quasi)stati magneti eld. The (isothermal) ompressibility,  = V 1 V=p
measures volume hanges in response to external pressure, et .
The results produ ed by thermodynami experiments are highly universal. (Remember that a few thermodynami state variables suÆ e to unambiguosly hara terize the
state of a given system.) E.g., for given values of hemi al potential, magneti eld,
pressure, et . a alorimetri exeriment will produ e a one-dimensional fun tion v (T ).
The low temperature pro le of that fun tion generally ontains important hints as to the
nature of the low energy ex itations of a system3 . However, the universality of thermodynami data also represents a limitation: Thermodynami oeÆ ients neither ontain
information on the spatial stru ture of a system nor on its dynami s.

Transport experiments
A sample is subje ted to a gradient of a generalized 'voltage' U (see Fig. 8.1). The voltage
U need not be ele tri al. Alternatively one an apply a temperature gradient U = T
or even atta h the sample to two 'reservoirs' of di erent magnetization U = M. One
then re ords the urrent ow indu ed by U . That urrent an be the ele tri al urrent I
arried by the harge of mobile parti les, or a 'spin urrent' Is arried by their magneti
moments. Also noti e, that the urrent need not ne essarily be parallel to the voltage
gradient. E.g. in the presen e of a perpendi ular magneti eld, a voltage gradient will
give rise to a transverse Hall urrent I?.
The ratio of a urrent and a generalized voltage de nes a ondu tan e,
I
g= :
U
A number of prominent ondu tan e oeÆ ients is summarized in table 8.1 below.
Condu tan e measurements represent the most ommon way to determine the transport behaviour of a metal or, in the thermal ondu tion properties of insulators. A
3 E.g., the s pe i heat of the Fermi liquid v;Fermiliquid  T is linear in temperature, that of phonons
3
v;phonon  T ubi , while the spe i heat of a system without low-lying ex itations vanishes exponen-

tially (why?)
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I, IS , ∆T

V, ∆T

I, IS , ∆T

Figure 8.1: Basi setup of a transport experiment. The urrent ow in response to an
applied voltage (or temperature) gradient is measured.
urrent
longitudinal ele tri I
transverse ele tri I?
longitudinal spin Is
transverse spin Is;?
longitudinal ele tri I
transverse ele tri I?

voltage
V
V
V or M
V or M
T
T

ondu tan e
(longitudinal) ondu tan e, g
Hall ondu tan e, gH
(longitudinal) spin ondu tan e, gs
spin Hall ondu tan e, gs;H
(longitudinal) thermal ondu tan e, 
thermal Hall ondu tan e, H

Table 8.1: A number of frequently analysed ondu tan es.
disatvantage is that ondu tan e measurements are invasive, i.e. the system has to be
atta hed to onta ts. There are situations where the lo al inje tion pro ess of harge
arriers at the onta t (rather than the bulk transport behaviour one is interested in) determines the value of the ondu tan e. (For a dis ussion of this point see the problem set.)

Spe tros opi Experiments
The general setup of a spe tros opi experiment is shown in Fig. 8.3. A beam of parti les
p { either massive parti les (ele trons, neutrons, muons, atoms, et .) or the quanta of
ele tromagneti radiation { is generated in a sour e and then shot onto a sample. The
essential kinemati information about the sour e beam is stored in a dispersion relation
(k; ! (k))4 . The parti les of the sour e beam then intera t with onstituents X of the
sample to generate a se ondary beam of s attered parti les p0 . Symboli ally,

p

l

k; ! (k)

+

X

l

K; (K)

!

p0

l

k0 ; ! (k0)

+

X0

l

K0 ; (K0 );

where X 0 symboli ally represents the nal state of the pro ess inside the sample. Noti e
that the parti les p0 leaving the sample need not be identi al with those impingent onto
the sample. (E.g. in photoemission spe tros opy, x-ray quanta ki k ele trons out o the
4 For some sour es, e.g. laser light, the preparation of a near-mono hromati sour e beam is (by now)

standard. For others, e.g. neutrons, it requires enormous experimental skills (and a lot of money.)
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ore levels of solid state atoms, i.e. p are light quanta, p0 ele trons.) Further, the dominant
s attering pro ess may be elasti { e.g. x-rays s attering o the stati latti e stru ture
{ or inelasti { e.g. neutrons s attering o phononi ex itations. In either ase, the
a essible information about the s attering pro ess is stored in the frequen y momentum
distribution P (k0 ; ! (k0)) of the s attered parti les, as monitored by a dete tor.
detector

ω
k’,

’

k,ω

source

sample

Figure 8.2: Basi setup of a spe tros opi experiment. A beam of ele tromagneti radiation (or massive parti les) of frequen y/momentum (k; ! (k)) is shot onto a target sample.
The sample responds by emitting radition a ording to some distribution P (! 0; k0 ) whi h
is re orded by a dete tor. Noti e that the emitted radiation an but need not ontain
the same type of parti les as the sour e radiations. E.g. light quanta may lead to the
emission of ele trons (photo-emission spe tros opy.)
From this data one would like to relate ba k to the properties (i.e. the dispersion
(K; (K))) of the states inside the solid, and here is where the dete tive work of spe tros opy begins. What we know is that the dispersion of the s attered parti les and
of the sample onstitutents (k; ! ) and (K; ), respe tively, are related through an energy/momentum onservation law, i.e.

k + K = k 0 + K0 ;
! (k) + (K) = ! (k0 ) + (K0 ):
A ording to this relation, a 'resonant' peak in the re orded distribution P (k0; ! (k0 ))
signals the existen e of an internal stru ture (an ex itation, a latti e stru ture, et .) of
momentum K  K0 K = k k0 and frequen y   0
= ! ! 0. However,
what sounds like a straightforward re ipe in prin iple, may be quite intri ate in pra ti e:
Solid state omponents intera t almost ex lusively through ele tromagneti for es. When
harged parti les are used as s attering probes, these intera tions may a tually turn out
to be too strong. E.g., a beam of ele trons may intera t strongly with the surfa e states of
a solid (rather than probing its bulk), or the s attering amplitude may be the result of a
ompli ated pro ess of large order in the intera tion parameters, and therefore diÆ ult to
interpret. The obvious alternative { s attering of neutral parti les{ is met with problems
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of other type (see below.) Notwithstanding these diÆ ulties, spe tros opy is one of the
most important sour es of experimental information in ondensed matter physi s. A
number of prominent 'sub-dis iplines' of solid state spe tros opy are summarized below:

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 8.3: Di erent types of x-ray/ele tron spe tros opy: a) x-ray absorption. The loss
of x-ray radiation due to the ionization of ore levels is monitored. b) x-ray oures en e.
The re ombination of valen e ele trons with previously x-ray-emptied ore levels leads
to the emission of radiation, whi h also lies in the x-ray range. The spe tral analysis of
this radiation ontains information on the level-stru ture of the system. ) photoemission
spe tros opy (PES). The frequen y-dependen e of the ele trons ki ked out by x-ray ore
level ionization is monitored. d) Auger spe tros opy. The energy emitted by a valen e
ele tron re ombining with a ore level is transmitted to a se ond valen e ele tron whi h
leaves the solid as a high energy Auger ele tron.

. Raman spe tros opy: the inelasti s attering of visible light. Used to explore
the dispersion of opti al phonons (also magnons, plasmon modes or other ele troni
ex itations.) Requires experimental skill be ause the 'Raman peak' is has to be
separated from the mu h larger 'Raleigh peak' orresponding to the elasti s attering
of light quanta.
. Infrared spe tros opy: s attering of light in the infrared range. Appli ation areas
in lude the analysis of vibrational modes in poly ristalline solids and the study of
band-gaps in semi ondu tors.
. X-ray rystallography: elasti s attering of x-rays o the latti e stru ture of a
solid. (Noti e that the typi al wave length of x-rays  10 10 m is of about the
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size of typi al inter-atomi spa ings in solids.) From the angle resolved intensity
pro le (the so- alled von Laue pattern), the stru ture of a rystalline substan e an
a urately be re- onstru ted. One of the ' lassi s' of solid state spe tros opy; in use
sin e 1913.

. X-ray/ele tron spe tros opy: A number of spe tros opi te hniques is based on
the fa t that the ionization energies of atomi ore levels are omparable in magnitude to typi al x-ray energies. In x-ray absorption spe tros opy the absorption
of x-rays by a solid is measured as a fun tion of the light frequen y ( f. Fig. 8.3
a)). The absorption ross se tion rises in a quasi-dis ontinuous mannner whenever
the energy of the x-rays be omes large enough to ionize an atomi ore level of the
solid state atoms. Due to interatomi orrelations, these energies di er from the
ionization energies of gazeous atoms, i.e. information about solid state binding energies is obtained. In x-ray oures en e spe tros opy the radiation emitted by
valen e ele trons re ombining with ore holes reated by in ident x-ray radiation is
measured (Fig. 8.3 b)). This type of spe tros opy is frequently used to hemi ally
analyse a sample, or to dete t the presen e of impurity atoms. I.e. di erent elements
have di erent ore/valen e ex itation energies. Peaks in the oures en e spe trum
at frequen ies hara teristi for individual atoms therefore identify the presen e of
these atoms in the target sample. In photoemission spe tros opy (PES) ore
ele trons5 kno ked out by x-ray radiation are dete ted (Fig. 8.3 ).) The fully frequen y/angle resolved measurement of the photo ele tron urrent, known as angle
resolved photo emission spe tros opy (ARPES), is one of the most important
spe tros opi te hniques in the experimental analysis of band stru tures. Auger
spe tros opy is based on an intera tion pro ess of higher order (Fig. 8.3 d)): A
ore hole is reated either by irradiation by x-rays (or high energy ele trons). In a
se ondary pro ess, part of the energy emitted by a re ombining valen e ele tron is
transferred to another valen e ele tron whi h leaves the atom and is dete ted.
. Neutron s attering: Thermal neutrons are s attered elasti ally or inelasti ally by
a solid state target. Being a neutral parti le, the neutron intera ts only weakly with
solid state onstitutents (viz. magneti ally, through its spin) and hen e penentrates
deeply into the sample. Due to its parti ular energy dispersion the neutron is tailor made to the analysis of low lying olle tive ex itations (phonons, magnons, et .
E.g., the data shown in Fig. 3.13 was obtained by neutron spe tros opy.) Just as xray s attering, elasti neutron s attering an be employed to obtain ristallographi
information. (E.g., the rst experimental observation of the heli al stru ture of
DNA was by neutron s attering.) Unfortunately, the produ tion of thermal neutrons requires a nu lear rea tor, i.e. neutron s attering is an extremely expensive6
exterimental te hnique.
. Magneti resonan e: A sample ontaining parti les of non-vanishing moment is
pla ed into a stati (in pra ti e, a slowly varying) magneti eld, strong enough
to ause omplete magneti polarization. The sample is then exerted to an AC

5 To a ess valen e ele trons, soft x-ray radiation or hard UV radiation an be employed.
6 On the s ale of the average ost of ondensed matter experiments.
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magneti eld perpendi ular to the polarizing eld. If the AC eld frequen y is
in resonan e with the Zeeman energy magneti transitions are resonantly indu ed.
The observable e e t is a strongly enhan ed radiation loss of the AC eld.
In nu lear magneti resonan e (NMR) the nu lear spins of the sample are
polarized. solid state physi s, NMR is applied to obtain information about the
magneti properties of the ele troni states of the solid: Due to the hyper ne intera tion of the ele tron spin and the nu lear spin, the e e tive magneti eld seen by
the nu leus partially depends on the sourrounding ele tron loud. E.g., in metals,
the Pauli paramagneti response of the ele trons auses a hara teristi shifting of
the spe tral lines (as ompared to the NMR spe tra of nu lei in un orrelated environmnents) known as the Knight shift. Analysis of this shift obtains information
on the magneti properties of the ondu tion band.
Resonan e spe tros opy of transitions between spin polarized ele tron states, ele tron spin resonan e (ESR), is frequently used in hemi al analysis and mole ular
physi s.

. For the dis ussion of other spe tros opi te hniques, e.g., Mobauer spe tros opy,
positron-ele tron annihilation spe tros opy (PES), muon s attering, ele tron energy loss spe tros opy (EELS), et . we refer to the literature.
. Info. Representative for many other triumphs of spe tros opi experimental analysis in
modern ondensed matter physi s, we brie y mention the dis overy of d-wave super on-

du ting order in the uprates.

The rystallographi stru ture of high-temperature
super ondu tors (HTSC) omprises two basi fun tional elements: (i) layered quasi-two dimensional
CuO2 -latti e planes and (ii) inter-planar regions,
Cu
mostly ontaining metalli spa er atoms in a ertain
O
on entration ratio (e.g. La1 xSrx). The essential
(La,Sr)
role of these spa er regions is to provide the CuO2
d
x -y
planes with a suitable amount of mobile harge arrip
σ
ers. At a favourable harge arrier on entration, and
for suÆ iently low temperatures, the planes enter a
super ondu ting state with highly unusual properties.
The most striking of these is that, unlike in an ordinary BCS-super ondu tor, the order parameter is not
onstant but displays the momentum dependen e of
an l = 2, or d angular momentum eigenfun tion.
More pre isely,
(p) = 0( os(p1 ) os(p2 ));
where p1;2 2 [ ; ℄ are the two omponents of the latti e momentum. The strong anisotropy
of the order parameter holds responsible for most of the striking phenomenologi al di eren es
between ordinary and high-temperature super ondu tors, respe tively. To appre iate its importan e, noti e that along the two 'nodal lines' jp1 j = jp2j the order parameter a tually vanishes.
2

2
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Whi h means that at the four interse tion points of these lines with the Fermi surfa e jpj = pF
no quasi-parti le gap exists ( f. Fig. ??.) (Exer ise: Using that the normal part of the Hamiltonian H0(p) = t( os(p1)+ os(p2)) displays the dispersion of an ordinary latti e hopping operator
( f. p ??), employ the methods of se tion ?? to ompute the quasi-parti le energy spe trum.)
I.e. unlike a BCS super ondu tor, the d-wave super ondu tor does a omodate energeti ally
low-lying quasi-parti le ex itations. This feature implies strongly di erent phenomenologi al
behaviour both with regard to transport and thermodynami s.

E(p)/E F

1

2

2

1

1

p /p

1

1 F

p /p

2 F

-1

Plot of the quasi-parti le dispersion relation of a d-wave super ondu tor. Noti e
the vanishing of the quasi-parti le energy at four nodal points 1; 1; 2; 2.

Figure 8.4:

Irritatingly, there is so far no theoreti al explanation of the basi me hanism of uprate
super ondu tivity, let alone the d-wave symmetry of the order parameter; this stru tural feature
has been dis losed experimentally, viz. by high resolution ARPES spe tros opy. Fig. 8.5
shows ARPES data taken on the ompound Bi2 Sr2CaCu2O8+Æ . The experiment unambigously
on rms the existen e of quasi-parti les at the interse tion of the Fermi surfa e with the nodal
lines jp1j = jp2j.
.
||||||||||||||{

Other Experimental Te hniques
There are a few experimental probes of ondensed matter physi s whi h do not t omfortably into the threefold s heme 'transport / thermodynami s / spe tros opy' dis ussed
above. This applies, e.g., to S anning Tunneling Mi ros opy (STM), a te hnique
whose development by Binding and Rohrer in the eithies (Nobel prize, 1986) has led to a
revolutionized the area of nano-te hnology.
The basi prin iple of STM is easily explained (see Fig. 8.6): A small tip, kept at
positive eltrostati potential, is brought in proximity to a surfa e. When the tip/surfa e
separation be omes omparable to atomi s ales, ele trons begin to tunnel from the substrate onto the tip. The resulting tunnel- urrent is fed into a piezoele tri rystal whi h
in turn levels the height of the tip. Through this me hanism, the surfa e/tip separation
an be kept onstant, with an a ura y of fra tions of typi al atomi s ales. A horizontal
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Figure 8.5: ARPES data taken on the high-temperature super ondu tor Bi2 Sr2 CaCu2O8+Æ .
Clo kwise from upper left: region of the Brillouin zone sampled in the experiment, ross se tion
at onstant ! = 0, ross se tion at onstant momentum. The olour ode orresponds to
measured intensities. Noti e the intensity a umulation at the Fermi surfa e.
sweep of the tip then generates an a urate image of the surfa e pro le. E.g., Fig. 8.7
shows an STM re ording of a three dimensional opper surfa e. The STM prin iple an be
reversed to arti ially move atoms on the ba kground of an extended mono-layer surfa e.
E.g., the devi e shown in Fig. 4.12 was manufa tured in this way.

8.2 Linear Response Theory
In the previous se tion we have argued that ondensed matter experiments typi ally probe
the (linear) response of a system to the appli ation of weak ele tromagneti perturbations
fFj g. The quantitative formulation of that statement read as

Xi (r; t) =

Z

dd r0

Z

dt0 ij (r; r0 ; t; t0 )Fj (r0 ; t0 ) + O(F 2 );

where the fun tions fXi g were the expe tation
values of ertain operators X^ i0 ( urrents, s attering intensities, et .) building up in response to the
perturbations fFj g, and  had been a 'response
fun tion' des ribing the fun tional onne tion between Fj 's and Ri 's.

F

(8.2)

χ

G
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Figure 8.6: The prin iple of the STM mi ros ope. A thin tip is moved is brought in lose
separation to a solid state surfa e. For suÆ iently small separations ele trons tunnel from
the surfa e onto the tip, i.e. a tunneling urrent ows. That urrent is fed ba k into a
piezoele tri rystal whi h levels the height of the tip. A horizontal s an (at xed urrent)
thus generates a three-dimensional image of the surfa e pro le.
In the following we shall try to give the formal expression (8.2) a on rete meaning.
Whi h means that we will relate the response fun tion  to mi ros opi elements of the
theory familiar from previous hapters. However, before entering this dis ussion, let us
list a few properties of  that follow from ommon sense reasoning:

. The generalized for es Fj (t0 ) annot ause an e e t (Ri (t)) prior to their a tion, i.e.
ij (r; r0; t; t0 ) = 0;

t < t0 :

This re e ts the prin iple of ausality. We say that the response is retarded.

. If the system Hamiltonian does not expli itly depend on time (whi h will usually
be the ase), the response depends only on the di eren e of the time oordinates,
ij (r; r0; t; t0 ) = ij (r; r0 ; t t0 ). In this ase it is onvenient to Fourier transform the
temporal onvolution (8.2), i.e. to express the response relation in frequen y spa e:
Ri (r; ! ) =

Z

dd r0 ij (r; r0; ! )Fj (r0 ; ! ) + O(F 2 ):

(8.3)

The important statement made by Eq. (8.3) is that in the linear response regime,
a (near) mono hromati perturbation a ting at a ertain frequen y ! will ause a
response of the same frequen y. E.g., an AC voltage with freque y ! will drive an
AC urrent of the same frequen y, et . We an read this statement in reverse to say
that if the system responds at frequen ies 6= ! we have triggered a strong, non-linear
response. Indeed, it is straightforward to verify (exer ise) that an expansion of the
general fun tional R[F ℄ to nth order in F generates a response with frequen y n! 7 .
A ording to Eq. (8.3) a peak in the response Ri (! ) at a ertain frequen y !
indi ates a lo al maximum of the response fun tion, i.e. the presen e of an intrinsi
ex itation with hara teristi frequen y ! .

7 While these 'side bands' are usually negligible, they may be ome sizeable in, e.g., laser-spe tros opi

experiments. The eld intensities rea hed by laser beams an easily so large as to generate frequen ydoubled, or tripled response signals. However, these phenomena, whi h belong to the realm of non-linear
opti s are beyond the s ope of the present text.
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Figure 8.7: STM Image of a opper surfa e. The on entri ripples sourrounding the set
of isolated imperfe tions are s-wave densitiy modulations of the atomi quantum wave
fun tions!

. For systems that are translationally invariant, the response fun tion depends only
on di eren es between spatial oordinates, ij (r; r0; t t0 ) = ij (r r0 ; t t0 ). Spatial
Fourier transformation then leads to
Ri (q; ! ) = ij (q; ! )Fj (q; ! ) + O(F 2 ):

(8.4)

(In analogy to what was said above about the frequen y response,) we on lude
that a peak of the fun tion Ri (q; ! ) signals the presen e of an exi tation with
frequen y ! and momentum q. We thus see that, at least in prin iple, linear response
measurements are apable of exploring the full dispersion relation of the ex itations
of a system.
This is as mu h as we an say without going into more detail. In the following we will
employ the eld integral formalism to relate the response fun tion to on rete mi ros opi
system properties.

Consider a perturbation that ouples foremostly to the atomi latti e enters
of a solid (e.g., x-ray or neutron radiation.) Assume that the response fun tion re e ts this
property in the sense that (r; r0 ) is non-vanishing only if both r and r0 (approximately) oin ide
with a latti e point. Show that in this ase the response of the system, G, is su h that
8Q 2 re ipro al latti e : R(q; !) = R(q + Q; !):
I.e. the angle resolved s attering pattern dis plays the full periodi ity stru ture of the re ipro al
latti e and, therefore, of the original latti e as well. This is, in a nutshell, the main prin iple
behind spe tros opi rystallography.
. Exer

ise.
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8.2.1 Mi ros opi Response Theory
We now set out to relate the response fun tion to the mi ros opi elements of the theory.
Above we had said that in quantum theory the response signal X 0 (t) should be interpreted
as the expe tation value of some (single parti le) operator8
0 0 0;
X^ 0 = ya Xaa
a

where a may be bosoni or fermioni operators. Within the formalism of the eld integral
the expe tation value at imaginary times is thus given by
D

0 0
X 0 ( ) = a ( )X^ aa

a0 ( )

E

;

(8.5)

R
where, as usual, h: : :i = Z 1 d( ; ) exp( S [F; ; ℄)(: : :) is the fun tional average over
the a tion des ribing our system. The latter is given by

S [F; ; ℄ = S0 [ ; ℄ + ÆS [F; ; ℄;
where S0 is the a tion of the unperturbed system and

ÆS [F; ; ℄ =

Z

d H^ F =

Z

dF ( ) a ( )X^ aa0

a0 ( )

the perturbation introdu ed by the a tion of the generalized for e ( f. Eq. (8.1).)
In pra ti e, it is often onvenient (for a better motivation, see the next se tion) to
represent X 0 ( ) as a derivative of the fun tional free energy. To this end, let us formally
ouple our operator X^ 0 to a se ond 'generalized for e' and de ne

ÆS 0 [F 0 ; ; ℄ 

Z

dF 0 ( )X^ 0 ( ) =

Z

0 0 ( )
dF 0 ( ) a ( )Xaa
a

as a new element of our a tion. With

S [F; F 0; ; ℄ = S0 [ ; ℄ + ÆS [F; ; ℄ + ÆS 0 [F 0 ; ; ℄;
we then have
where the notation

X ( ) =

Æ
ÆF 0 ( )

Z [F; F 0℄ =

Z

F 0 =0

ln Z [F; F 0℄;

D( ; )e

S [F;F 0; ; ℄

indi ates that the partition fun tion Z fun tionally depends on the two generalized for es.
Now, if it were not for the presen e of the driving for e F , the expe tation value R
would vanish. On the other hand, we also assume that F is weak, in the sense that
8 For notational larity, the indi es i and r labelling a multi- omponent set of lo al response quantities
Xi (r) will be dropped in this se tion. The same with Fj (r0 ). Further, to avoid onfusion with the
expe tation value X 0 both the operator X^ 0 itself and its matrix elements X^aa0 will be designated by a
aret throughout this se tion.
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a linear approximation in F satisfa torily des ribes the measured value of X 0 . Noting
that the formal
rst order expansion
of a general fun tional G[F ℄ is given by G[F ℄ '


R
Æ
G[0℄ + d 0 ÆG( 0 )
G[F ℄ F ( 0 ), we an write
F =0

X 0 ( ) '

Z

d 0



Æ2
ÆF 0 ( )F ( 0 )



F =F 0 =0

ln Z [F; F 0℄ F ( 0 ):

Comparison with (8.2) then leads to the tentative identi ation

(;  0 ) =

Æ2
ÆF 0 ( )F ( 0 )

F =F 0 =0

ln Z [F; F 0 ℄

of the response kernel. Carrying out the derivatives, we nd

Æ2
ln Z [F; F 0 ℄ =
ÆF 0 ( )F ( 0 ) F =F 0 =0
Æ2
Z
[F; F 0℄
=Z 1 0
0
ÆF ( )F ( ) F =F 0=0


Æ
1
0
Z ÆF 0( )
Z [0; F ℄ Z
F 0 =0

(;  0 ) =

1

Æ
ÆF ( 0 )

F =0

Z [F; 0℄



Now, by onstru tion the terms in parentheses are the fun tional expe tation values
hX^ 0( )i and hX^ ( 0)i taken over the unperturbed a tion. We had assumed that these
averages vanish, so that our preliminary, and still very formal result for the response
fun tion is given by

(;  0 ) = Z

1

Æ2
ÆF 0 ( )F ( 0 )

F =F 0 =0

Z [F; F 0℄:

(8.6)

Doing the two derivatives, we obtain a more on rete representation
D

E

(;  0 ) = X^ ( 0 )X^ 0 ( ) = a ( 0 )Xaa0 a0 ( 0 ) b ( )Xbb0 0 b0 ( )

(8.7)

of the response fun tion in terms of a four point orrelation fun tion.

. Exer ise. Dire tly expand (8.5) to rst order in the generalized for e F to obtain this
expression. As mentioned above, the usefulness of the derivative onstru tion outlined above
will be ome lear shortly.

Eq. (8.7) indi ates a onne tion between two seemingly very di erent physi al
me hanisms. To dis lose this relation, let us onsider the ase where the observed and the
driving operator, respe tively, are equal X^ = X^ 0. (In a moment we will see that the important
appli ation to the ele tromagneti response of a system falls into this ategory.) Using the
vanishing of the equilibrium expe tation values, hX^ ( )i = 0, we an then rewrite (8.7) as
D
 
E
(;  0 ) = X^ ( 0 ) hX^ ( 0 )i X^ ( ) hX^ ( )i :
(8.8)
.
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This relation is alled the u tuation-dissipation theorem. Indeed, the right hand side of the
relation learly des ribes the quantum-thermal u tuation behaviour of the (physi al observable
represented through) the operator X^ . In ontrast, the left hand side is of dissipative nature.
E.g. for the ase X^ = j (see below),  des ribes the ondu tion behaviour of the system, i.e.
the way in whi h the kineti energy of a harge arrier beam is dissipated among the intrinsi
ex itations of the system.
||||||||||||||{

We might now pro eed to evaluate this fun tion by
means of the ma hinery introdu ed in the previous hapters and that is, indeed, how the response fun tion will
be omputed in pra ti e. However, before doing so, we
must fa e up to one more on eptual problem. What
we are after is the real time response X (t) to a real
time dynami al perturbation F (t). However, our fun tional integral formalism produ es, naturally, an imaginary time response (;  0 ). In fa t, real/imaginary time
mismat hes of this kind arose frequently in the problems
we studied earlier in this text; we are generally interested in real time dynami al pro esses while the formalism produ es imaginary time answers. In previous
hapters we sneeked around that dis repan y by remembering that the imaginary time setup ould be obtained
by analyti al ontinuation t ! i of the integration ontour of a real time fun tional integral. Reverting this
'Wi k rotation' we argued that a real time answer X (t)
an be extra ted from an imaginary time result X ( ) by
substitution  ! it.

iτ

t
cut line

iτ

t

In the majority of ases, this pro edure indeed leads to orre t results. However,
sometimes one has to be more areful and that applies, in parti ular, to our present linear
response al ulus. Indeed, the simple substitution F ( ) ! F (t) = F ( ! it) is a rude
short ut of what mathemati ally should be a de ent analyti al ontinuation. Problems
with this pres ription arise when the answer F ( ) generated by the fun tional integral
ontains singularities in the omplex  -plane9 . If a ti ious ontour interpolating between
the limiting points  and it inevitably rosses these singularities, the simple subsitution
pres ription is met with a problem (see the artoon above.)
The upshot of these onsiderations is that before pro eeding with the onstru tion of
the linear response formalism, we need to develop a better understanding of the
9 What is meant by this statement is that the quantity F ( ) produ ed by evaluating the fun tional

integral an formally be interpreted as a fun tion on the imaginary axis of a omplex time. Analyti al
ontinuation then leads to a generalization F (z ), where z may take values in a two-dimensional submanifold of the omplex plane. What we imply when we substitute F ( ) ! F ( ! it) is that the analyti ity
domain in ludes the real axis, and that analyti al ontinuation amounts to a simple re-substitution of
the argument. Both assumptions may happen to be violated.
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8.3 Analyti Stru ture of Correlation Fun tions
It is the purpose of this se tion to larify { at last { the onne tion between imaginary
and real time orrelation fun tions. Throughout mu h of the se tion se tion we will be
ba k to the traditional operator representation, i.e. expressions with arets, X^ , represent anoni ally quantized operators and h: : :i = Z 1 tr (exp( (H^ N^ ))(: : :)) is the
quantum thermal expe tation value.
Restri ting ourselves to orrelation fun tions of operators taken at two di erent times10,
the general de nition of the imaginary time orrelation fun tion reads as

CX 1 X2 (1

2 ) 

D

T X^ 1 (1 )X^ 2 (2 )

E





hX^1 (1)X^2 (2)i; 1  2 ;
X^ hX^ 2 (2 )X^ 1 (1 )i; 2 > 1 ;

(8.9)

where X^ 1 ( ; y ) are arbitrary operators represented in terms of either boson or fermion operators f ; y g. The time dependen e of these operators is de ned through the imaginary
time Heisenberg representation,

X^ ( )  e (H^

N^ ) Xe
^  (H^ N^ ) ;

(8.10)

i.e. the imaginary time analog of the real time Heisenberg representation familiar from
quantum me hani s11 . The role of the time ordering operator T , whose a tion is
de ned through the se ond equality12 , is to hronologi ally order the two operators X^ 1 (1 )
and X^ 2 (2 ).
Noti e that for X^ i = y Xi , the se ond quantised representation of one body operators Xi , the de nition above des ribes the response fun tions dis ussed in the previous
se tion. For X^ 1 = ; X^ 2 = y , (8.9) oin ides with the one-body imaginary time orrelation fun tions ('Green fun tions') dis ussed earlier in this text. I.e. (8.9) and its real
time des endants to be dis ussed momentarily over most of the orrelation fun tions of
relevan e in many body physi s.

. Info. Although we shall postpone the dis ussion of the onne tion to the eld integral
formalism for a while, it is instru tive to ompare the de nition (8.9) to the eld integral orrelation fun tion (8.7) de ned above. Indeed, if the quantities X^i (i) in (8.9) were to be interpreted
as the fun tional representation of se ond quantized operators, X^ (ay ; a) ! X^ ( ; ), the two orrelation fun tions would oin ide. The reason is that the time ordering operation a ting on the
fun tional representation of an operator pair is redundant, T X^1( (1 ); (1 ))X^2 ( (2); (2 )) =
X^ 1 ( (1 ); (1 ))X^2 ( (2 ); (2 )) (why?). In other words, the orrelation fun tion (8.9) redu es
to (8.7), when the operators are represented within the eld integral formalism. (The reason

10 A ording to our dis ussion above, orrelation fun tions of this type suÆ e to explore the linear

response of a system. Although the situation with non-linear response signals is more ompli ated, mu h
of what we are going to say below has general validity.
11 Within imaginary time theory it is ustomary to absorb the hemi al potential into the dynami al
evolution of an operator.
12 The sign fa tor  ^ = 1 depends on the statisti s of X^i . (I.e.  ^ = 1 if X^i are bosoni . (X^i is
X
X
bosoni if f ; y g are Bose operators or if it is of even order in a fermion algebra.) or X^ = 1 if they are
fermioni .)
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why T is not redundant for anoni ally quantized operators is that these have a non-vanishing
ommutator/anti ommutator at equal times.)
||||||||||||||{

In a mannner that is diÆ ult to motivate in advan e, we next introdu e not one but
three di erent response fun tions of a real time argument.
Substituting in (8.9) real time arguments for imaginary times,  ! it, we obtain the

real time response fun tion

CXT 1 X2 (t1

D

E

t2 ) = i Tt X^ 1 (t1 )X^ 2 (t2 ) ;

(8.11)

where the fa tor of i has been introdu ed for later onvenien e, Tt hronologi ally orders
real times, and
^ it(H^ N^ ) ;
X^ (t)  eit(H^ N^ ) Xe
are real time Heisenberg operators. While this expression appears to be the 'natural' generalization of (8.9), it is not our prime obje t of interest. Mu h more physi al signi an e
arries the retarded response fun tion

CX+1 X2 (t1

t2 ) = i(t1

D

E

t2 ) [X^ 1 (t1 ); X^ 2 (t2 )℄X^ ;

(8.12)

i.e. an obje t that exists only for times t1 > t2 (hen e the attribute 'retarded'). The
omplementary time domain, t1 < t2 is des ribed by the advan ed response fun tion

CX1 X2 (t1

t2 ) = +i(t2

D

E

t1 ) [X^ 1 (t1 ); X^ 2 (t2 )℄X^ :

(8.13)

. Info. What is the physi al meaning of the real time retarded response fun tion?
To understand this point we need to reformulate the linear response arguments given above in the
language of the anoni al operator formalism. What we would like to ompute is the expe tation
value
D
E
X 0 (t) = X^ 0 F (t) ;
(8.14)
building up in response to the presen e of a weak perturbation F (t)X^ in the system Hamiltonian H^ = H^ 0 + F (t)X^ . In (8.14), the supers ript 'F ' indi ates that the time evolution of
X^ 0 follows the full Hamiltonian (in luding the perturbation F (t)X^ .) In ontrast, the angular
bra kets represent a thermal average h: : :i = Z 1 tr(exp( H^ 0)(: : :)) that does not in lude the
perturbation13. The philosophy behind that onvention is that somewhere in the distant past,
t ! 1, the system has been prepared in a thermal equilibrium distribution of the unperturbed
Hamiltonian H^ 0. As time evolved a perturbation / F (t) was gradually swit hed on until it began to a e t the expe tation value of the dynami ally evolved operator X^ 0 . (One need not be
irritated by the somewhat arti ial de nition of that swit hing on pro edure; all it tells us
is that X^ a ts on a system in thermal equilibrium, an assumption that is unproblemati if the
perturbation is suÆ iently weak.) To ompute the expe tation value, it is onvenient to swit h
13 To simplify the notation, the hemi al potential has been absorbed into the de nition of H^ .
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to a representation, wherein the evolutionary hanges due to the a tion of the perturbation are
separated:
D
E
X 0 (t) = U^ F 1 (t)X^ 0 (t)U^ F (t)
(8.15)
where U^ F (t1) = U^0 1 (t)U^ (t), the evolution of X^ 0 follows the standard Heiseberg dynami s X^ 0(t) =
U^0 (t)X^ 0 U^0 (t), and U^ (U^0 ) generates the time evolution of the full (unperturbed) Hamiltonian.
Using the de ning equations of these evolution operators, it is straightforward to verify that U^ F
obeys the di erential equation,
dt U^ F (t) = iF (t)X^ (t)U^ F (t);
i.e. the time evolution of U^ F is ontrolled by the (Heisenberg representation) of the perturbation
X^ . A ording to onventional time dependent quantum me hani al perturbation theory, the
solution of this di erential equation (with boundary ondition U^ F (t ! 1) ! 1) is given by
U^ F (t) = Tt exp



i

Z t

1

dt0 F (t0 )X^ (t0 )



'1 i

Z t

Substituting this result into (8.15) we obtain
Z
D
E Z
0
0
0
0
0
0
^
^
X (t) = i dt (t t )F (t ) [X (t); X (t )℄ =

1

dt0 F (t0 )X^ (t0 ) + : : : :

dt0 CX+0 X (t t0 )F (t0 );

i.e. the retarded response fun tion turns out to generate the linear response of X^1 to the presen e of the perturbation. In other words, the fun tion C + is our prime obje t of interest, while
all other orrelation fun tions de ned above play the (potentialy important) role of supernumeraries.
||||||||||||||{

We next set out to explore the onne tion between the di erent orrelation fun tions
de nied above. In doing so, the prin ipal question that should be at the ba k of our
minds is 'how do we obtain the retarded real time fun tion C + provided we know the
imaginary time orrelation fun tion C  ?' The key to the answer to this question lies in a
highly formal representation of the orrelation fun tions C t;;+; , known as the Lehmann
representation. This representation is obtained by representing the orrelation fun tions
in terms of an exa t eigenbasis fj ig of the
P system: representing the tra e entering
the thermal expe tation values as tr(: : :) =
h j : : : j i, and inserting a resolution
of unity 1 = j ih j between the two operators appearing in the de nition of the
orrelation fun tion it is straightforward to show that, e.g.,

C T (t) = iZ 1 X1 X2 eit

(t)e

Here, E is the eigenvalue orresponding to a state
shorthand notations


X

 E N ;
  ;
 h jX^ j i:



X ( t)e

 :

(8.16)

and we have introdu ed the
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We next Fourier transform C T to14

C T (! ) =

Z 1

1

dt C T (t)ei!t jtj =

(8.17)





e 
e 
=Z
X2
;
+ X^
! +  + i
!+
i
where the onvergen e generating fa tor  { whi h will play an important role throughout!
{ has been introdu ed to make the Fourier representation well de ned15 .
Eq. (8.17) is the Lehmann representation of the real time orrelation fun tion. What
is the use of this representation? Clearly, Eq. (8.17) will be of little help for any pra ti al
purposes; the equation makes expli it referen e to the exa t eigenfun tions/states of the
system but if we had a ess to these obje ts, we had solved the full problem anyway.
The prin ipal purpose of spe tral resolutions su h as (8.17) rather is to dis lose exa t
onne tions between di erent types of orrelation fun tions, and the analyti al stru ture
of these obje ts in general. To do so, we rst need to ompute the Lehmann representation
of the other orrelation fun tions. Pro eeding as with the real time fun tion above, it is
straightforward to show that
1X
1

3

2

8
<
:

CT
C+
C

9
=
;

(! ) = Z 1 X1 X2

6
6
6
6
6
6
4! + 

e


8
9
< + =

:

+

;

e

+ X^

i

!+


8
<

:

+

7
7
7
9 7
:
= 7
7
i 5
;

(8.18)
From this result, a number of important features of the orrelation fun tions an readily
be read o . Anti ipating the analyti al stru tures alluded to above, we should think of
C T;+; (z ) as fun tions of a omplex variable z . (The representations above display the
restri tion C T;+; (z = ! ) to the real axis.) This, extended interpretation allows us to
look at C T;+; as omplex fun tions with singularities in the immediate vi inity of the
real axis. More spe i ally,
. The retarded orrelation fun tion C + has singularities for z = 
i slightly
below the real axis. It is, however, analyti in the entire upper omplex half plane
Im (z )  0. Conversely,

. the advan ed orrelation fun tion G has singularities above the real axis. It is
analyti in the lower half plane Im (z )  0. Noti e that C + and C are onne ted
through omplex onjugation,


C + (! ) = C (! )  :
(8.19)
14 Whereever no onfusion may arise, we omit the operator subs ript CXX 0 arried by the orrelation

fun tions.
15 Indeed, we an atta h physi al signi an e to this fa tor. The swit hing-on pro edure outlined above
an be implemented by atta hing a small damping term exp( jtj) to an otherwise
purely os illatory
R
tjj )ei!t (: : :) !
for
e
.
If
we
absorb
this
fa
tor
into
the
de
nition
of
all
Fourier
integrals,
dt
(
F
(
t
)
e
R
t
j

j
i!t
dt F (t) (e e ) (: : :), we arrive at the Fourier regularization mentioned above.
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. The time ordered orrelation fun tion has singularities on either side of the real axis
(whi h makes it harder to analyse.)
. The spa ing of the singularities in the vi inity of the real axis ontains important information about the fundamental ex itations of the system ( f. Fig. 8.8). E.g. onsider the ase where X^ 1 = ya and X^ 2 = b are one-parti le reation and annihilation
operators (no matter whether bosoni or fermioni .) In this ase, N N  N = 1
(independent of the state indi es ; ) and E E is of the order of the single partile energies of the system. (For a non-intera ting system, E E stri tly oini ides
with the single parti le energies, why?) I.e. the singularities of C T;+; map out
the single parti le spe trum of the system. This an be understood intuitvely by
remembering the meaning of the one parti le orrelation fun tion as the amplitude
for reation of a state jai followed by the anihilation of a state jbi at some later time.
t
It is lear that the time Fourier transform of the amplitude jai !
jbi be omes 'large'
when the phase  !t of the Fourier argument is in resonan e with an eigenphase
 (E E )t supported by the system. (If you don't nd this statement plausible,
explore the simple example of, e.g., a plane wave Hamiltonian.) Similarly, for a two
parti le orrelation fun tion, X^ 1  ya b , the energies E E des ribe the spe trum
(the 'energy ost') of two parti le ex itations, et .
Also noti e that the single parti le spe trum an be ontinuous (in whi h ase the
fun tions C T;+; have uts parallel to the real axis), or dis rete (isolated poles.)
. On e one of the orrelation fun tions is known, all others follow straightforwardly
from a simple di tionary: using the familiar Dira identity,
1
1
lim
= iÆ (x) + P ;
(8.20)
&0 x + i
x
where P is the prini pal part, it is a straightforward matter to show that (exer ise!)
Re C T (! ) = Re C + (! ) = Re C (! )
and
Im C T (! ) =

 Im C (!)



(8.21)



oth 2 (! N )  ; bosons
;
tanh 2 (! N ) ; fermions:

(8.22)

i.e. the information stored in the three di erent fun tions is essentially equivalent.
After our so-far dis ussion of the real time orrelation fun tions, the analysis of the
imaginary time fun tion C  is straightforward. The imaginary time analog of (8.16) reads
as

C  ( ) =

Z 1 X1 X2 e



( )e



+ X^ (  )e

 :

(8.23)

Inspe tion of this representation for positive and negative times, respe tively, shows that
C  shares its periodi ity properties with the operators X^1;2 :

C  ( ) = X^ C  ( + );

 < 0:

(8.24)
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pole
cut

Im z

singularities of C −

Re z

singularities of C +

Figure 8.8: Diagram illustrating the singularities of advan ed and retarded orrelation
fun tions in the omplex plane.
Consequently, C  an be expanded in a Matsubara Fourier representation, just like a
onventional operator,
Z

C  (i!n ) =

0

C  ( )ei!n  ;

where, depending on the nature of the operators X^ 1;2 , !n may be a bosoni or a fermioni
Matsubara frequen y. Applying this transformation to the Lehmann representation (8.23),
we obtain

X X 
C  (i!n ) = Z 1 1 2 e  + X e  :
(8.25)
i!n + 
Our nal task is to relate the four orrelation fun tions de ned through (8.18) and (8.25)
to ea h other. To this end, we de ne the 'master fun tion'

C (z ) = Z

1 X1

X2
z+



e



+ X e

 :

(8.26)

depending on a omplex argument z . When evaluated for z = ! +; ! ; i!n , respe tively,
the fun tion C (z ) oin ides with C + ; C ; C  . Further, C (z ) is analyti everywhere ex ept
for the real axis. This knowledge suÆ es to onstru t the sought for relation between
di erent orrelation fun tions: Suppose we had su eeded in omputing C  (i!n ) = C (z =
i!n ) for all positive Matsubara frequen ies16 . Further, assume we had managed to nd an
analyti extension of C (z = i!n ) ! C (z ) into the entire upper omplex plane Im z > 0.
The evaluation of that extension on the in nitesimally shifted real axis z = ! + i0 then
oin ides with the retarded Green fun tion C + (! ). In other words,
16 Keep in mind that in pra ti al omputations of this type we will not pro eed through the Lehmann

representation.
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To nd C + (! ) we need to (i) ompute C  (i!n ) for all positive Matsubara
frequen ies (e.g. by means of the thermal eld integral) and then (ii) ontinue the
result down to the real axis, i!n ! ! + i0.
The advan ed Green fun tion C is obtained analogously, by analyti extension from
the thermal orrelation fun tion C  (!n < 0) to frequen ies with a negative o set, ! i0.
These statements follow from a theorem of omplex
fun tion theory stating that two analyti fun tions F1 (z )
and F2 (z ) oin ide i F1 (zn ) = F2 (zn ) on a sequen e fzi g i ωn
z
with a limit point in the domain of analyti ity. (In our
ase i!n ! i1 is the limit point.) From inspe tion of
(8.26) we already know that F1 (i!n )  C + (! ! i!n )
oin ides with F2 (i!n) = C  (i!n ). Thus any analyti
ω+ i0
extension of C  must oin ide with C + everywhere in
the upper omplex plane, in luding the in nitesimally
shifted real axis.

Writing z = !  i transform the spe tral representation (8.26) ba k to time
Z
1
i!t
C (t) =
2 d! e C (!  i):
Convin e yourself that for Im(z) positive (negative), the temporal orrelation fun tion C (t) ontains a -fun tion (t) (( t)). (Hint: Cau hies theorem.) Importantly, the presen e of this
onstraint does not hinge on  being in nitesimal. It even survives generalization to a frequen y
dependent fun tion (!) > 0. (For the physi al relevan e of this statment, see below.) All
what matters is that for  > 0 the fun tion C (!  i) is analyti in the upper (lower) omplex
half plane. This observation implies a very important onne tion between analyti ity and
ausality: Temporal orrelation fun tions whose frequen y representation is analyti in the
upper (lower) omplex half plane are ausal (anti ausal). (A time dependent fun tion is alled
'(anti) ausal' if it vanishes for (postive) negative times.)
. Exer

spa e:

ise.

How is ontinutation pro ess required to nd the retarded orrelation fun tion arried
out in pra ti e? Basi ally, the answer follows from what was said above: If we know the
orrelation fun tion C  (!n ) for all positiive Matsubara frequen ies, and if that fun tion
remains analyti upon substitution C  (!n ! iz ) of a general element of the full omplex
half plane, the answer is simple. We merely have to substitute !n ! i! + 0 into our
result to obtain the retarded orrelation fun tion. Sometimes, however, we simply do
not know C  (i!n ) for all positive frequen ies. (E.g., be ause we were working within an
e e tive low energy theory whose regime of validity is restri ted to frequen ies !n < ! 
smaller than some uto frequen y.) In this ase, we are in serious trouble. Everything
then hinges on nding a 'meaningful' model fun tion whi h an be extended to in nity
and whose evaluation for small frequen ies !n < !  oin ides with our result; there are
no generally appli able re ipes how to deal with su h situations.

.

Info.

As a spe ial ase of great pra ti al importan e, let us brie y explore the non-
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intera ting single parti le Green fun tion, i.e. the single-parti le orrelation fun tion
X^ 1 = a , X^ 2 = ya for a non-intera ting system. (We assume that fjaig is an eigenbasis of the

one-parti le Hamiltonian.) Expe tedly, these orrelation fun tions assume a parti ularly simple
form.
In the non-intera ting ase, the eigenstates j i = ja1 ; a2 ; : : :i are Slater determinants of
single parti le eigensates jai i. Their energy is E = a1 + a2 + : : :, were a are the single parti le
energies. Using that E = E + a (why?) one then veri es that the orrelation fun tion a quires
the simple form
 Ga(z) = 1 ;
C (z ) ^
X1 = a
X^ 2 = ya

z a

i.e. the partition fun tion entering the de nition of the general orrelation fun tion an els
against the thermally weighted summation over j i (please he k!) Noti e that the thermal
version of this Green fun tion, Ga(i!n ) = (i!n a) 1 appeared previously as the fundamental
building blo k of perturbation theory. This is, of ourse, no oin iden e: within the formalism
of the eld integral, the Green fun tion appeared as the fun tional expe tation value h a;n a;ni0
taken with respe t to the Gaussian non-intera ting a tion. But this obje t is just the fun tional
representation of the operator orrelation fun tion onsidered above.
Building on this representation, it is ustomary to introdu e a Green fun tion operator
through
1 :
G^ (z ) 
z +  H^
By design, the eigenvalues of this operator { whi h are still fun tions of z { are given by the
orrelation fun tion Ga(z) above. Numerous physi al observables an ompa tly represented in
terms of the operator Green fun tion. E.g., using (8.20) it is straightforward to verify that the
single parti le DoS obtains as
1 Im tr G^ +();
() =
(8.27)


by taking the tra e of the retarded Green fun tion (operator.)

||||||||||||||{

To illustrate the pro edure of analyti ontinuation, let us onsider a few elementary
examples (for a more elaborate problem, see se tion XX):
1. For the single parti le Green fun tion (X^ 1 = a ; X^ 2 = ya )

Ga (!n ) =

1

i!n a
of an elementary ex itation with energy a , the ontinuation amounts to a mere
substitution,
1
G+a (! ) =
! + i0 a
2. We saw that quasi-parti le intera tions lead to the appearan e of a { generally
omplex { self energy (z ):
1
;
Ga (!n ) !
i!n a (i!n )
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where we have simpli ed the notation by suppressing the potential dependen e of
the self energy on the Hilbert spa e index a. Extension down to the real axis leads
to
1
G+a (! ) = +
;
(8.28)
! a (! + )
where ! +  ! + i0 and (! + ) is the analyti ontinuation of the fun tion (z )
to the real axis. Although the spe i stru ture of the self energy depends on the
problem under onsideration, a few statement an be made in general. Spe i ally,
de omposing the self energy into real and imaginary part,
Re(! + ) = +Re(! )
Im(! + ) = Im(! ) > 0:

(8.29)

In words: the self energy fun tion has a ut on the real axis. Upon rossing the
ut, its imaginary part hanges sign. This important feature of the self energy an
be understood from di erent perspe tives. Formally, it follows from Eq. (8.19)
relating retarded and advan ed Green fun tion through omplex onjugation. More
intuitively, the sign dependen e of the imaginary part an be understood as follows:
suppose we start from a non-intera ting imaginary time formalism and gradually
swit h on intera tions. The (Landau) prin iple of adiabati ontinuity implies that
nowhere in this pro ess must the Green fun tion { alias the propagator of the theory
{ be ome singular. This implies, in parti ular, that the ombination i!n + Imi!n
must not be ome zero, lest the dangerous real axis of the energy denominator be
tou hed. The safeguard preventing the vanishing of the imaginary part of the energy
denominator is that Im and !n have the same sign. Of ourse, this feature an be
he ked order by order in perturbation theory.
De omposing the self energy a ording to  = 0 + i00 into real and imaginary
part, (8.28) implies the interpretation of Im  = 00 as (one half of the) e e tive
lifetime of a parti le. To see this, let us transform G+ (! ) ba k to time spa e:

G+ (t)

1
=
2

Z

d! e

i!t G+ (! )

 eit(a +0)

t00 (t);

where we have made the (over)simplifying assumption that the dependen e of the
self energy operator on ! is negligible: (! )  . (exer ise: he k the se ond
equality above.) Interpreting G+ (t) as the amplitude for propagation in the state
jai during a time interval t, and jG+j2 as the asso iated probability, we observe that
the probability to stay in state jai de ays exponentially,

jG+j2 / e

2t00 ;

i.e. 200  1 an be identi ed as the inverse of the 'lifetime'  of state jai. The
appearen e of a nite life time expresses the fa t that in the presen e of intera tions,
single parti le states no longer represent stable obje ts but rather tend to de ay into
the ontinuum of orrelated many body states. This pi ture will be substantiated
in se tion 8.3.1 below.
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3. Let us apply Eq. (8.27) to ompute the BCS quasi-parti le DoS of a super ondu tor.
In se tion 7.3.3 we saw that the thermal Gorkov Green fun tion of a super ondu tor
with spatially onstant real order parameter is given by
h

G^ (i!n ) = i!n

(H^

)3

1

i 1

:

swit hing to an eigen-representation and using Eq. (??) to invert the Pauli matrix
stru ture we obtain


1 ^
2i!n X
i!n + a 3 + 1
1X
1
tr
=
tr G(i!n ) =
2
2
2
2

 a
!n + a + 
 a !n + a2 + 2
Next, performing our standard hange from a summation over eigenenergies to an
integral, we arrive at
1 ^
2i!
tr G(i!n ) ' n 0



Z

d

1

!n2 +  2 + 2

=

2i!n 0
:
!n2 + 2

p

This is the quantity we need to ontinue to real frequen ies. To this end we adopt
the standard onvention whereby the ut of the p-fun tion is on the negative real
axis, that is,
p
p
p
r + i0 =
r i0 = i jrj
for r negative real. Then,
1 ^
tr G(i!n ! + ) =


+
p 2+2 0

 +

'p
2

2

20
;
i0 sgn () + 2

where we anti ipate that the in nitesimal o set of  in the numerator is irrelevant
(tra e its fate!) and use that for  approa hing the real axis only the sign of the
imaginary o set matters: ( + i0)2 ' 2 + 2i0 ' 2 + 2i0 sgn . Finally, taking the
imaginary part of that expression, we arrive at the standard BCS form

() = Im p

2

20
=
i0 sgn () + 2

(

0

p2j2j0 2

jj <  ;
jj > 

omputed in Eq. (??) in a slightly di erent manner.

8.3.1 Sum Rules and Other Exa t Identities
In the next se tion we will apply the analyti al stru tures dis ussed above to onstru t
a powerful theory of real time linear response. However, before doing so, let us stay
for a moment with the formal Lehmann representation to dis lose a number of exa t
identities, or 'sum rules' obeyed by the orrelation fun tions introdu ed in the previous
se tion. Admittedly, this addition to our dis ussion above does not dire tly relate to the
formalism of linear response, and readers wishing to pro eed in a more streamline manner
are invited to skip this se tion at rst reading.
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In fa t, the formulae we are going to olle t are not spe i to any parti ular ontext and that is pre isely their merit: Identities based on the analyti al stru ture of the
Lehmann representation are exa t and enjoy general appli ability. They an be used to
(a) obtain full knowledge of a orrelation fun tion from fragmented information { e.g. we
saw in Eqs. (8.21) and (8.22) how all three real time orrelation fun tions an be obtained
on e only one of them is known {, and, equally important, (b) to gauge the validity of
approximate al ulations. The violation of an exa t identity within an approximate analysis is usually an herold of serious trouble, i.e. su h deviations mostly lead to physi ally
meaningless results.

The Spe tral (Density) Fun tion
We begin by onsidering an obje t that arries profound physi ally signi an e in its own
right, espe ially in the area of strongly orrelated fermion physi s, viz. ( 2 times) the
imaginary part of the retarded orrelation fun tion,

A(! )  2 Im C + (! ):

(8.30)

Eq. (8.30) de nes the so- alled spe tral fun tion or spe tral density fun tion. Using
Eq. (8.20) and the Lehmann representation (8.18) it is straightforward to verify that it
has the spe tral de omposition

A(! ) = 2 Z 1 X1 X2



e



+ X^ e

  Æ (! + 

):

(8.31)

. Info. To understand the physi al meaning of the spe tral fun tion let us onsider
the ase where X^1;2 are single parti le reation/anihilation operators, X^1 = a , X^2 = ya . (We
assume that the non-intera ting part of the system Hamiltonian, H^ 0 + V^ is diagonalized by a
basis fjaig.) For a non-intera ting problem, V^ = 0, it is then straightforward to show that
Aa (!) = 2Æ(! a );
i.e. the spe tral fun tion is singularly peaked at the single parti le energy (measured from the
hemi al potential) of the state jai. Here, the subs ript 'a' indi ates that we are dealing with a
spe tral fun tion de ned for a pair of one-body operators a ; ya .
Heuristi ally, the singular stru ture of Aa (!) an be understood by observing that in the
non-intera ting ase the state j i + jai obtained by adding a single parti le jai to the Slater
determinant j i is, again, an eigenstate of the system. In parti ular, it is orthogonal to all states
but itself when e the eigenstate summation over j i ontains only a single non-vanishing term.
We say that the 'spe tral weight' arried by the (unit-normalized) state j i + jai is on entrated
on a single eigenstate of the system.
What happens to this pi ture if intera tions are swit hed on? In this ase, the addition
j i + jai of a single parti le state to a many body eigenstate will, in general, no longer be an
eigenstate of the system. In parti ular, there is no reason to believe that this state is orthogonal
to all but one N + 1 parti le states j i. We have to expe t that the spe tral weight arried by
the (still unit-normalized) state j i + jai gets distributed over many, potentially, a ontinuum
of states j i.
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εa

V

A

Diagram illustrating the meaning of the spe tral fun tion. For zero intera tion,
spe tral weight is singularly on entrated on the single parti le energies of the
system. As intera tions are swit hed on, the spe tral weight is distributed amond a ontinuum
of states on entrated around a shifted enter point. The width of the distribution in reases
with growing intera tion strength. Bla k solid urve: (s hemati ) shape of the spe tral fun tion
if the self energy arries pronoun ed !-dependen e.

Figure 8.9:
V = 0, the

It is instru tve to explore the onsequen es of this phenomenon in the representation (8.28)
where the e e t of intera tions has been lumped into a self energy operator . Taking the
imaginary part of this expression we nd
00(!)
Aa (!) = 2
(! a 0(!))2 + (00 (!))2 ;
where 0 and 00 denote real and imaginary part of the self energy, respe tively, and we have
negle ted the in nitesimal imaginary o set of !+ in omparison with the nite imaginary ontribution i00 . The result above suggests that the net e e t of intera tions is
. an e e tive shift of the single parti le energy a ! a + (!) by the real part of the self
energy operator: intera tions lead to a distortion of the single parti le energy spe trum, an
e e t that follows, e.g., from straightforward perturbative reasoning. More importantly,
. The Æ-fun tion obtained in the non-intera ting ase gets smeared to a Lorentzian (see Fig.
8.9). In a way, the spe tral weight arried by the many body states j i + jai is distributed
over a ontinuum of neighbouring states wherefore the spe tral fun tion loses its singular
hara ter. The width of the smearing interval is proportional to the imaginary part of the
self energy and, therefore, to inverese of the lifetime  dis ussed in the previous se tion.
Noti e that the smeared spe tral fun tion still obeys the normalization ondition unity, R d!
2 Aa (! ) =
1, as in the non-intera ting ase17 . This suggests an interpretationy of A as a probability measure
des ribing in whi h way the spe tral weight arried by the state a j i is spread out over the ontinuum of many body states j i. To put that interpretation onto a rm basis, not bound to the
self energy representation above, we onsider the spe tral de omposition (8.31). The positivity
of all terms ontributing to the rhs of the equation implies Aa (!) > 0, a ondition ne essarily
17 Stri tly speaking, we an only integrate A if the varian e of (!) over the intervall [a +0 00 ; a +

0

00 ℄ in whi h the Lorentzian is peaked is negligible. But see below.
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obeyed by any probability measure. To verify the general validity of the unit-normalization
ondition we integrate Eq. (8.31) over !:
Z

y

h

h j a ya j i

X

d!
2 Aa (!) =0Z

=Z

1

=Z

1

X

1

e

a



e

a

e




h j |a ya +{zX^

+ e



i

=

+  h j ya a j i
y

a aj
}

[ a ; ya ℄ = 1

i=Z

X

1

1

e

X

|

{z

e

 A

=

= 1:


}

1
Positivity and unit-normalization of Aa (!) indeed suggest that this fun tion measures the distribution of spe tral weight over the many-body ontinuum.
To further substantiate that interpretation, onsider the integral of the spe tral fun tion
weighted by the Fermi- or Bose-distribution fun tion:
Z
iZ
h
d!
1 =
y e  + e 
d! Æ(! +  ) !
ff =b (!)Aa (!) = Z 1
2
e +
i
h
= Z 1 y e  + e  e  1 +  =
i
h
= Z 1 y e  e  + e  1 + =
X
= Z 1 e  h j ya a j i = hn^ ai;
whi h tells us that if we weigh the spe tral density fun tion of a single parti le state jai with the
thermal distribution fun tion and integrate over all frequen ies, we obtain the total o upation
of that state. The relation
Z
d!
(8.32)
2 ff =b(!)Aa (!) = hn^ a i

indeed states that Aa is a distribution fun tion des ribing in whi h way the spe tral weight of
the state yaj i spreads over the ontinuum of exa t eigenstates.
||||||||||||||{

A number of exa t identities involving orrelation fun tions are formulated in terms of
the spe tral fun tion. We begin by showing that the spe tral fun tion arries the same
information as the orrelation fun tion itself. (In view of the fa t that A obtains by
removing the real part of C , this result might ome as a surprise.) Indeed,

C (z ) =

Z 1

1

d!

A(! )
:
z !

(8.33)

To verify this identiy, we start out from A(! ) = 21i (C +(! ) C (! )). Next, note that
the rst (se ond) term ontributing to the rhs of the de nition is (a) analyti in the upper
(lower) half of the omplex ! -plane and (b) de ays as  ! 1 for j! j ! 1. For Im z > 0,
the theorem of residues then implies that the C -term does not ontribute to the integral.
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(Without en losing singularities, the integration ontour an be losed in the lower half
plane.) As for the C + - ontribution, we integrate over an in nite semi- ir le losing in
the upper half plane to obtain
Z 1

A(! ) Im z>0 1
d!
=
2i
1 z !

Z

d!

C +(! )
= C (z );
z !

(8.34)

where the se ond identity relies on the analyti ity of C + in the upper half plane. The
ase Im z < 0 is treated analogously.
We thus nd that knowledge of the imaginary part suÆ es to re onstru t the full
orrelation fun tion. (Noti e however, that the identity (8.33) is heavily 'non-lo al'. I.e.
we need to know the spe tral fun tion for it all ! , in luding ! ! 1, to re-obtain the
orrelation fun tion at a given value of z .)
Considering the se ond equality in (8.34) and setting z = ! + , we obtain

C + (! )

1
=
2i

Z

d!

C +(! 0 )
:
! ! 0 + i0

Representing the denominator under the integral in terms of the Dira identity (8.20) and
olle ting terms the identity assumes the form

C + (! )

1
=
i

Z

d! C + (! 0 )P 0
!

1

!

:

It is ustomary to onsider real and imaginary part of this relation separately when e one
arrives at the elebrated Kramers-Kronig-relations or dispersion relations
Z

1
1
=
d! 0 Im C + (! 0 )P 0
;
Z
! !
1
1
d! 0 Re C + (! 0)P 0
;
Im C + (! ) =

! !
Re C + (! )

(8.35)

. Info. To get an idea of the physi al signi an e of the Kramers-Kronig relation
let us anti ipate a little and note that the s attering amplitude of parti les sent onto a medium
at energy ! is proportional to the retarded Green fun tion C +(!). Taking the s attering of
ele tromagneti radiation o a solid state sample as an example, the Kramers-Kronig relation
then tells us that the real part of the s attering amplitude { the index of refra tion { is proportional to the imaginary part { the index of absorption { integrated over all energies. I.e. the
Kramers-Kronig relation establishes a onne tion between the to seemingly unrelated physi al
me hanisms of absorption and refra tion. Other areas of appli ation of dispersion relations inlude high energy physi s, opti s (both lassi al and quantum) and many more.

||||||||||||||{

In the next se tion we dis uss a on rete example of appli ations of the KramersKronig relations in many body physi s.
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A Case Study: The Diele tri Fun tion
Eq. (8.35) represents a 'master identity' from whi h numerous other exa t relations
an be obtained. As an example for the derivation and usefulness of these identities,
let us onsider the frequen y and momentum dependent diele tri fun tion (q; ! ),
i.e. the obje t des ribing the polarization properties of a medium in the presen e of
an ele tromagneti eld. In se tion 6.2 we have explored the diele tri fun tion within
the framework of the RPA approximation. However, as we are about to dis uss exa t
reations we should now be a bit more ambitious than that, i.e. we should base our on a
more generally valid representation of the diele tri fun tion.
Indeed, it is a straightforward exer ise (see the problem set) in linear response theory
to show that


V0 (q)
Ld

(q; ! ) = 1

Z

dei!m 

hn^(q;  )^n( q; 0)i

 1

i!m !!+

;

(8.36)

where V0 (q) = 4e2 =q 2 is the bare Coulomb potential, hn^ n^ i denotes the onne ted thermal average of two density operators n^ (q;  ) = yq ( ) q ( ), and the symbol !m ! ! +
symboli ally indi ates the analyti al ontinuation to real frequen ies. Heuristi ally, Eq.
(8.36) an be understood by noting that 1= = Ve =V0 measures the ratio between the
e e tive potential felt by a test harge in a medium and the va uum potential. The differen e between these two quantities is due to the polarizability of the medium whi h, in
turn, is a measure of its in linationR to build up harge distortions Æ hn^ i in response to the
a tion of the potential
operator  V0 n^ . In linear response theory18 theory, Æ hn^ i is given
R
by the kernel hn^ n^ iV0 , i.e. the se ond term in (8.36).
We thus observe that the (inverse of the) diele tri fun tion is determined by the
retarded orrelation fun tion C + (q; ! ) with X^ 1 = X^ 2 = n^ (q). (For obvious reasons,
this fun tion is alled the retarded density-density response fun tion. It appears as
an important building blo k in many areas of many body physi s.) We next show how
analyti ity arguments and the two limit relations (??) and (??) an be employed to derive
a number of strong test riteria for the diele tri fun tion.
Building on the relation

V0 (q) +
C (q; ! );
(8.37)
Ld
we next show how analyti ity arguments and ertain limit relations an be employed to
derive strong strong test riteria for the diele tri fun tions. We rst apply the KramersKronig relation to  1 1 / C + to obtain
(q; ! ) 1 = 1

Re (q; ! )

1

1
1=


Z 1

1

d! 0 Im (q; ! 0 )

1

P !0 1 ! :

Using that Im (q; ! 0 ) 1 = Im ( q; ! 0 ) 1 = Im (q; ! 0 ) 1 , where the rst identity
holds for the Fourier transform of arbitrary fun tions and the se ond follows from real
18 The linear response approximation is quite appropriate here be ause the standard de nition of the
diele tri fun tion  = limV0 !0 V0 =Ve implies an in nitesimally weak external perturbation.
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spa e symmetry, the integral an be ompa ti ed to
Re (q; ! )

1

2
=1+


Z 1
0

0

P !02 ! !2 :
(8.38)
ase ! = 0 and jqj ! 0. Probing this limit

d! 0 Im (q; ! 0)

1

We next onsider this relation for the spe ial
is motivated by the fa t that the behaviour of the stati diele tri fun tion (q; ! = 0)
is in nitely more simple to analyse than that of the generi fun tion (q; ! ). The reason
is, of ourse, that a stati external eld does not prompt any dynami al response of the
system. Indeed, one an show on general grounds (see the info blo k below and Eq. (??)
above) that in the stati limit,
1 jqj!0

 1 (q; 0) = (1 +  jqj 2 )

! 0:

(8.39)

Substitution of this result into (8.38) then leads to result
lim
q!0

Z 1
0

d!

Im (q; ! )
!

1


2

=

(8.40)

Eq. (8.40) is a typi al example of a sum rule. For the derivation of a few more sum
rules to be obeyed by the diele tri fun tion, see Ref. [?℄.

. Info. To understand the behaviour of the diele tri fun tion in the stati limit,
imagine a system of harged parti les subje t to a potential V0 (r). Sin e V0 is stati , it does
not drive the system out of equilibrium. In parti ular, all fermioni quasi-parti le states19
are lled up to a uniform hemi al potential . This, however, ne essitates a re-distribution
of harge. The reason is that the potential shifts the energies a of quasi-pari le states jai
a ording to a ! a Ve , where Ve is the e e tive potential seen by the parti les. For
low temperatures, states will be lled up to an energy  Ve (see Fig. 8.10). We an make
this argument quantitative by introdu ing a distribution fun tion fe ()  ff ( Ve ) lo ally
ontrolling the o upation of quasi-parti le states. In a linear approximation, the indu ed harge
density s reening the external potential is then given by
Z 1
X
1
(f (a ) f (a )) =  d(f () f ())
 (r) =
ind

Ld

=



Z

1

a

1

e

f

1

d(ff ( Ve (r)) ff ())  

e

Z

1
1

f

d ff ()Ve (r) = Ve (r):

To ompute the di eren e between the external and the e e tive potential, respe tively, we
assume that the former had been generated through some harge density :  2V0 = 40 , or
V0 (q) = 4q 2 0 (q). In ontrast, the full potential Ve will be generated by a harge distribution
e omprising the external harge and the s reening harge,
Ve (q) = 4q 2 (0 (q) + ind (q)) = V0 (q) 4 q 2 Ve (q):
19 We assume that we are dealing with a Fermi liquid, i.e. that we an think of the onstituents of the

system as fermioni quasi-parti les, in the spirit of the Landau's theory.
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On the idea of Thomas-Fermi s reening. A long range modulated stati potential
shifts the quasi-parti le energies a ording to a ! a + Ve (r). (In order for this relation to
make sense, the typi al spatial extent of a quasi-parti le must, of ourse, be smaller than the
modulation range of V (r).) Quasi-parti le states are o upied up to energies max(r) (indi ated
by a solid line) where max(r) + Ve (r) =  and  is the global hemi al potential ontrolling
the total parti le number in equilibrium.

Figure 8.10:

We thus nd that

(q; 0) =

V0 (q)
Ve (q)

= 1 + 4 jqj

2;

as stated above. Indeed, we had obtained this result, generally known as Thomas-Fermi
long before within the more mi ros opi framework of the RPA. In ontrast, the
merit of the present argument is that it not based on any spe i approximation s heme20 .

s reening,

||||||||||||||{

While Eq. (8.40) was for the spe i example of the diele tri fun tion, the general
onstru tion re ipe nds mu h more general appli ability: one (a) represents a quantity
of physi al interest (here, the diele tri fun tion) in terms of a retarded response fun tion whi h then, (b), is plugged into a Kramers-Kronig type relation. This produ es a
frequen y non-lo al onne tion between the response fun tion at a given frequen y to an
integral ('sum') over all other frequen ies. The latter, ( ), is evaluated for a referen e frequen y for whi h our referen e quantity is generally known (here, ! ! 0.) This produ es
an integral relation whi h should hold under very general onditions. As mentioned in
the beginning of the se tion, sum rules play an important role as test riteria for physi al
approximation s hemes. The appli ation of su h relations is exempli ed in the problem
set on a on rete model diele tri fun tion of the weakly disordered ele tron gas.

Experimental A ess to the Spe tral Density fun tion
Above we have seen that the spe tral density fun tion ontains highly resolved mi ros opi
information on a many body system. But how do we a ess this information other than
by theoreti al model al ulation? Interestingly, it turns out that the spe tral fun tion
is not only entral to theoreti al analysis but also dire tly related to a key experimental
observable, the inelasti s attering ross se tion.
20 although the argument is a bit phenomenologi al and does rely on the Fermi liquid do trine.
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To understand this onne tion, onsider again the prototypi al setup of a s attering
experiment shown in Fig. 8.3. The frequen y and angle resolved s attering ross se tion
is a measure of the rate of transitions (; k) ! (0 ; k0 ) from the in oming state (; k) into
an outgoing state (0 ; k0 ). To give the problem a quantum me hani al formulation, we rst
note that that the full Hilbert spa e H of the system is the dire t produ t of the Fo k
spa e, F , of the target system and the single parti le spa e, H1 of the in oming parti le
spe ies,
H = F H1 :
We assume that the intera tion between the in oming parti le and the onstituent parti les of the system is governed by an intera tion Hamiltonian whose onventional ( rst
quanitzed) real spa e representation reads,
X
H^ int =
V (^ri ^r):
i

Here, ^ri are the positions of the system's parti les and ^r is the position of the in oming
parti le. For simpli ity we assume that the intera tion is pointlike, V (^r ^r0 ) = CÆ (^r ^r0 ),
where C is some onstant. (The generalization to more general intera tion potentials
(ex er ise!) is straightforward.) The se ond quantized representation of the intera tion
operator then reads,
Z
^
Hint = C dr Æ (^r r) y (r) (r);
(8.41)
where ^r keeps its signi an e as a single parti le operator a ting in the spa e H1 . An
alternative, and for all what follows more onvenient representation is given by
Z
Z
C
i
q
(^
r
r
)
y
H^ int =
drdq e
(r) (r) = C dq eiq^r^q ;
3
(2 )
where we
R have made use of a plane wave representation of the Æ -distribution, Æ (r) =
(2 ) 3 dq exp(iqr) and
Z
1
^q 
dr e iqr y (r) (r)
(2 )3
des ribes density modulations in the target system of hara teristi momentum q. Assuming for simpli ity, that the sample is kept at zero temperature (is in its ground state), a
s attering pro ess of rst order in the intera tion Hamiltonian des ribed by the transition
amplitude
Aq = h ; k qjH^ int j0; ki;
where 0 represents the ground state of the system and j i may be any exa t eigenstate
of the target system21 . Substitution of the representation of the intera tion Hamiltonian
above brings the transition amplitude into the form
Aq = h ; k qjH^ int j0; ki / h j^qj0i:
(8.42)

21 Using the nomen lature of Fig. 8.3 we might identify j0i with a ground state of zero olle tive
momentum K = 0 and j i = jK0 = qi with a state that has absorbed the momentum of the s attered
parti le. The present dis ussion is more general in that it does not assume that the target eigenstates
arry de nite momentum.
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A rst on lusion to be drawn from (8.42) is that the s attering amplitude probes density
modulations in the bulk system. A ording to Fermi's golden rule (please re apitulate)
the transition rate asso iated to the s attering amplitude Aq is given by

Pq = 2

X

jh j^(q)j0ij2Æ(!

 0 );

(8.43)

where  0 = E E0 > 0 is the ex itation energy of j i above the ground state and the
Æ -distribution enfor es the onservation of energy. The summation over re e ts the fa t
that only the beam of s attered parti le is observed while the nal state of the target
remains unspe i ed.
It is instru tive to reformulate Eq. (8.43) in a number
of di erent ways. Representing
R
1
the Æ -distribution as a temporal integral Æ (! ) = 2 dt exp( i!t), we obtain
Z

Pq = dt
=
=
=

Z
Z
Z

X

jh j^qj0ij2e
X

h0jei(H^

it(!  )
N^ )t ^

dte

i!t

dte

i!t

h0jei(H^

dte

i!t

h0j^ q(t)^q(0)j0i:

^N )t ^

qe

=

qe

i(H^ N^ )t

i(H^ N^ )t ^

q

j ih j^qj0i =

j0i =

This formulation learly illustrates the onne tion between the observable s attering rate
and mi ros opi system hara teristi s, i.e. the rate P!;q is a measure for the dynami al
propagation of density modulations of wavelength q at time s ales  ! 1 .
To establish the onne tion to the previously developed apparatus of response fun tions, we introdu e the abbreviation ^q; = h j^q j i and reformulate (8.43) as

Pq =

2 Im

X

q; 0 

= 2 lim Im Z

1

= 2 lim Im Z

1

T !0

T !0

q;0

X
X

1

0

q; 

q;

q; 

q;

= 2 lim Im Cq+;q(! ) = A(q; ! );
T !0

=

!+ + 



e

!+ + 
e



e
+
! +



=

(8.44)
(8.45)

where A(q; ! ) is the spe tral density fun tion evaluated for the density operators X^ 1 =
q , X^ 2 =  p . In the se ond line we used that for T ! 0, the Boltzmann weight
exp(  ) proje ts onto the ground state. Similarly, for ! > 0, the the added ontribution exp(  ) does not give a non-vanishing ontribution (why?).
We thus observe that information about s attering ross se tions, too, is arried by
retarded real time response fun tions. Spe i ally,
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The inelasti s attering ross se tion for momentum
transfer q and energy ex hange ! is a dire t probe of
the spe tral density fun tion A(q; ! ).
Although the derivation above did not exa tly follow the linear response s heme, it had
the same weak oupling perturbative avour. (The golden rule is a rst order perturbative
apporoximation!) While we derived our formula for the parti ular ase of a short range
density oupling, it is lear that more general beam-target oupling me hanism would
lead to an expression of the same ar hite ture, i.e. a suitably de ned retarded response
fun tion.

8.4 Ele tromagneti Linear Response
In the last two se tions we have put everything together needed to ompute the response
of physi al systems to moderately weak perturbations. We learned how to linearize the
response signal in the strength of its ause and to extra t real time dynami al information
from imaginary time data. In this se tion we illustrate the fun tioning of this formalism on
its undoubtedly most important appli ation, the response to the general ele tromagneti
eld.
The general setup of the problem is easily formulated: suppose a system of harged
parti les has been subje ted to an ele tromagneti signal represented through a s alar
potential (x; t) and/or a ve tor potential A(x; t). To simplify the notation, we represent
the perturbation through a (d + 1)-dimensional22 potential A(x) = ((x); A(x)), where
x  (t; x) is a (1+ d)-dimensional spa e-time argument ve tor. The system will respond to
this perturbation by a redistribution of harges, (x)  h^(x)i, and/or the onet of urrent
ow j(x)  h^j (x)i. Comprising harge and ve torial urrent into a (d + 1)-dimensional
generalized urrent ve tor j = (; j), our task is to identify the linear fun tional

j = K [A℄ + O(A2 )
relating the urrent to its driving potential. In a somewhat more expli it way of writing,

j (x) =

Z
t0 <t

dd+1 x0 K (x; x0 )A (x0 );

(8.46)

where the ondition t0 < t indi ates that the response is retarded { a urrent annot be
indu ed prior to the a tion of the potential. The positioning of the indi es on the rhs of
the equation indi ates the use of a Minkowski metri , i.e.

v

w

 v 0 w0 +

3
X

i=1

vi wi :

22 To not unne essarily ex lude important appli ations of the formalism to e e tively two- or one-

dimensional problems, the dimensionality of spa e is left open.
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This onvention is motivated by the Minkowskian spa e-time stru ture of ele trodynami s23 . To ompute the elements of the response tensor, we pro eed a ording to the general
re ipe onstru ted in the pre eeding se tions: we rst employ the general formalism to
derive the imaginary time response K (x; x0 ; !n), and then ontinue to real frequen ies
i!n ! ! + i0.
However, before formulating this program in detail, let us derive two fundamental
onstraints to be ful lled by the kernel K . First, a gauge potential A =  f (f is a
fun tion) annot drive a physi al urrent. Substituting this ondition into Eq. (8.46) we
nd
Z
Z
!
d
+1
0
0

0
0=
d x K (x; x ) f (x ) =
dd+1 x0 x0 K (x; x0 )f (x0 ):
t0 <t

t0 <t

Sin e f is arbitrary we on lude 0 = K   where the arrow indi ates that the derivative
a ts from the right. Se ond, urrent onservation demands   j = 0, or, transs ribed to
Eq. (8.46),
Z
!
0=
dx0d+1 x K (x; x0 )A (x0 ):
t0 <t

!

Due to arbitrariness of A this ondition an only be generally valid if   K = 0.
Summarizing,
Gauge invarian e and parti le number onservation demand that
!

  K = K   = 0:

(8.47)

We next turn to the derivation of the linear response kernel. Our starting point is an
observation made already in hapter 1 (and several times thereafter), viz. the fa t that
( f. Eq. (??)) the oupling of matter to the lassi al ele tromagneti is des ribed by a
bilinear ontribution
Z
S = d4 x ^j A
(8.48)
to the imaginary time a tion. In this expression we are ba k to an Euklidean metri

v w  v0 w0 +

3
X

i=1

vi wi ;

on a ount of the de nition, j0  i, A0  i of imaginary time urrent and ve tor
potential, respe tively. The additional i appearing in this onvention mirrors the i of the
temporal omponent of the imaginary time ve tor (t; x) ! (i; x). Noti e, however, that
we are merely hanging onventions, i.e. both imaginary and real time a tion ontain
the invariant ontribution  + j  A. To keep the notation simple, we will not indi ate

23 In a more mundane way of speaking: this onvention absorbs the minus signs that would otherwise

appear in formulae expressing gauge invarian e and/or urrent onservation of the theory.
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the di eren e between imaginary time and real time ve tors expli itly; the appropriate
onvention is determined by the ontext in whi h we are operating.
This appealingly simple stru ture (8.48) is all we need to write down a general expression for the linear response kernel: omparison with se tion 8.2.1 shows that F = F 0 = A ,
i.e. the generalized for e, F , and the auxiliary 'for e' F 0 used to generate the expe tation
value of ^j by di erentiation are both given by A . Eq. (8.7) then tells us that

K (x; x0 ) = Z

1

Æ2
Z [A℄ ;
ÆA (x)A (x0 )
A=0

(8.49)

whi h is one of the most important relations of mi ros opi response theory. Noti e
that due to the inter hangeability of the two derivatives, K (x; x0 ) = K (x0 ; x). This
symmetry in turn implies that { an observation repeatedly made before { gauge invarian e,
!
K  = 0, and parti le number onservation,  K = 0, represent di erent sides of the
same oin.
Eq. (8.49) is a very general, but also very formal result. To give it some meaning, it
is instru tive to evaluate the two derivatives for a few spe i fun tionals Z [A℄:

Ele tromagneti Response of the Mi ros opi Theory
As a parti ularly important example, we onsider the mi ros opi a tion of a Fermi or
Bose system in the presen e of an ele tromagneti eld. Ignoring the oupling of the eld
to the spin degrees of freedom

S [ ; ; A℄ =

Z
0

d

Z

dd r



1
(i + A)2
2m

  + 

 + V0




+ Sint [ ; ℄;

where V0 denotes a ( eld independent) potential. With A0 = i, Ai = (A)i and
^j0 = i^ = i   ;
$
^ji = (^j)i = 1  (i i +Ai )  ;
2m

$

where f i g  fi g

(8.50)

(i f )g , we bring the a tion into the anoni al form

S [ ; ; A℄ =

Z

ddd r jA A + S0 [ ; ℄;

where S0 is eld independent and the notation j A hints to the important fa t that the
urrent itself depends on the ve tor potential. Appli ation of Eq. (8.49) then obtains
Z

Æ2
D
( ; )e S [ ; ;A℄ =
0
ÆA (x)A (x ) A=0
Z


Æ
A
A
1

^
^
D
( ; ) j + A A j (x) e S [ ; ;A℄ =
=Z
0
A (x ) A=0
D




E
= Æ (x x0 )Æ 2A^jA (x) + ^jA + A A^jA (x) ^jA + A A^jA (x0 )

K (x; x0 ) = Z

1

A=0

;
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where the angular bra kets stand for fun tional averaging. Setting A = 0, we obtain

K (x; x0 ) =

1
Æ (x x0 )Æ (1 Æ0 ) h^(x)i + h^jp (x)^jp (x0 )i:
2m

(8.51)

The rst term ontributing to the response kernel is known as the diamagneti term.
Indeed, following its tra e ba k through the derivation we nd that this term originates
from the diamagneti ontribution  A2 to the Hamiltonian. Conversely,
^j p  ^j

A=0

is alled the paramagneti ontribution to the urrent operator. The fun tional expe tation value  h^j p^j p i de nes the so- alled paramagneti term.
Notwithstanding its not very appealing stru ture, Eq. (8.51) represents a strong result whi h en ompasses virtually all aspe ts of ele tromagneti linear response24 . E.g. the
diagonal ve torial omponents Kii ; i = 1; 2; 3 of the response tensor des ribe the longitudinal ondu tivity of the system (see the next se tion.) In ases where a magneti
eld is present, the o -diagonal omponents Ki6=j measure the Hall- ondu tivity. The
temporal omponents K00 des ribe the density response of the system, a feature that
is of importan e for, e.g., the analysis of s attering data (see the problem set), et .

Ele tromagneti Response of E e tive Theories
In ases where we are operating on a level beyond the mi ros opi des ription, i.e. within
the framework of an e e tive low energy theory, the stru ture of the response tensor
may di er from (8.51). To identify the 'e e tive' response tensor, we need to arry out
a anoni al two-step program: (i) identify the oupling of the ele tromagneti potential
to the relevant degrees of freedom. (In ases where one hasn't kept tra k of the eld
dependen e from the very beginning, it usually suÆ es to minimally ouple the eld, i.e.
to introdu e the omponents A so as to make the a tion gauge invariant.) (ii) Do the
two-fold derivative (8.49).
We illustrate the pro edure on a familiar example, viz. the a tion of the olle tive
phase  of the BCS super ondu tor. In se tion ?? we had seen that

S [℄ =

Z

h

ddd x  ( )2 +

i
ns
( )2 :
2m

Under a gauge transformation indu ed by some fun iton f (x),   !   +  f , i.e. the
gauge invariant extension of the a tion reads as ( f. Eq. (7.41))
Z

Z

h

ns
(  A)( 
2m
Di erentiating this result with respe t to the omponents Ai we obtain
i
ns h ns
0
0
1
h (x)j (x )i
Kii0 (x; x ) =
m
m i
S [; A℄ =

d

dd x  ( 

24 Ex ept for spin-related phenomena.

)( 

) +

i

A) :
(8.52)
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for the ve torial omponents of the response tensor. It is left as an (instru tive) exer ise
to show that the nal evaluation of this expression leads to the Meissner e e t and a
diverging longitudinal ondu tivity, as obtained in a di erent manner in se tion 7.3.7 (see
the problem set.)

8.4.1 Longitudinal Condu tivity of the Disordered Ele tron Gas
Eq's (8.51) and (8.52) exemplify the stru ture of the response tensor after the master
formula (8.49) has been applied. What remains to obtain a on rete result for the ondu tivity, say, is to evaluate the two- (h^i) or four- (h^j ^j i) point orrelation fun tions
appearing in these expressions. Of ourse, the details of this last step of the program
sensitively depends on the mi ros opi stru ture of the theory under onsideration, i.e.
no universally appli able omputational re ipe an be formulated. Notwithstanding these
di eren es in details, a number of large s ale stru tural elelements are re urrent in the
mathemati al analysis of the urrent- urrent orrelation fun tions of mi ros opi response
theory.
To illustrate these ommon stru tures we onsider an example whi h is of onsiderable
importan e in its own right, viz. the longitudinal AC ondu tivity of the ele tron
gas.
The AC ondu tivity is de ned through

j(! ) =  (! )E(! );

(8.53)

i.e. as the oeÆ ient relating the urrent density to a homogeneous external eld os illating with frequen y ! . In the absen e of symmetry breaking perturbations su h as a
strong magneti eld or system-intrinsi anisotropies, the urrent ow will be in-line with
the eld gradient. This justi es the s alar, rather than a more omplex tensorial ansatz
for the ondu tivity in Eq. (8.53) (For a more omplex situation, see the problem set.)

. Info. Before entering the details of the linear response al ulation, it instru tive to
re apitulate how the ondu tivity an be obtained from ommon sense reasoning. To
this end, let us look at the world from the perse tive of an individual ondu tion ele tron. In
the presen e of an ele tri eld, the ele tron will be subje t to two di erent for es: the for e of
the eld, eE, and a dissipative fri tion for e m r_ inhibiting its free a elaration. The time rate
of this damping pro ess is essentially set by the s attering rate o stati impurities, m= . To a
rst approximation, the dynami s of the ele tron is thus des ribed by the equation of motion
m
r_ ;
mr = eE(t)

or, in Fourier representation,
m
im!v(!) = eE(!)
v(!):

Solving for v we nd that the urrent density j = nv (n is the parti le density) is given by
j(!) = (!)E(!) with
ne 1
(!) = 1
:
(8.54)
m
i!
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In the limit !   1 , (!) ' i nem ! 1, i.e. the ele troni urrent is determined by the ballisti
motion of the ele trons in the ele tri for e eld. Conversely, in the DC limit ! ! 0,  = ne
m,
the eld drives a steady urrent density whose value is limited by the amount of momentum
relaxation.
||||||||||||||{

Below we will ompute the ondu tivity under the simplifying assumption that Coulomb
or other types of many body intera tions are negligible25. In ontrast, the dis ussion of
the info blo k above shows that any meaningful analysis of the ondu tivity must a ount
for the presen e of stati disorder; without disorder, the eld would make the ele trons
freely a elerate, i.e. there would be no su h thing like steady urrent ow in metals.
Thus, what we should have in mind when we think about the ondu tivity is, h i, i.e.
the ondu tivity averaged over all realizations of a mi ros opi disorder potential26. To
obtain the ondu tan e, we ompute the urrent ow in the system in response to a ve tor
potential A where t A = E generates the ele tri eld. Anti ipating that after averaging over impurities the system will be e e tively translationally invariant, the analysis
is most e onomi ally arried out in momentum spa e, i.e. we ompute the expe tation
value j(q ! 0; ! ) in response to a potential A(q ! 0; ! ), where the limit q ! 0 indi ates
that we are interested in a spatially homogeneous external eld. Fourier transforming Eq.
(8.51) in the di eren e x x0 of oordinates ( f. the remarks made in onne tion with
Eq. (8.4)), one veri es that the appropriate response kernel is given by

K (q ) =

1 p ^p
1
hh
^ii + d hh^ji;q
ji;
m
L

q

ii;

(8.55)

where the ve torial index i is arbitrary and the double bra kets indi ate the two-fold
average over the quantum thermal distribution and the disorder potential, respe tively.
Also noti e that the onne tion !m A(q ) = E(q ) implies

 (! ) = qlim
!0

1
:
K (q )
!m
i!m !!+i0

(8.56)

To pro ess this expression, we substitute the Fourier transform of Eq. (8.50) (exer ise)

^ =

X
p

;p

;p

1 X
p
^ji;q
=
(2p + q)i ;p
2m p

;p+q

25 Nonetheless, the al ulation will still be fairly te hni al. If you nd the Drude ondu tivity of the

ele tron gas too elementary an observable to justify these e orts, please keep in mind that our prime
motivation is methodologi al; te hni al operations very similar to those detailed here appear in pra ti ally
every quantum response analysis.
26 A good question to ask is whether the ondu tivity of any parti ular realization of a disordered metal
will di er from the averaged ondu tivity, i.e. whether the ondu tivity is a 'self-averaging' quantitiy.
This leads one to the intereting problem of ondu tan e u tuations whi h is, however, beyond the
s ope of the present text (see the problem set, though.)
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into (8.55) and apply Wi k's theorem ( f. se tion ??) to ompute the thermal expe tation
value. This leads to
X
TX
2T
K (q ) =
h
Gn;p;pi + d
(2p + q)i (2p0 + q)i hGn+m;p+q;p0 +q Gn;p;p0 i; (8.57)
2
m n;p
L (2m) n;p;p0
where the fa tor of 2 a ounts for the spin summation (for simpli ity we assume that the Hamilp+q
tonian in spin-independent), Gn;p;p0  h n;p n;p0 i
p’+q
is the thermal ele tron Green fun tion for a parq
q
ti ular realization of the disordered ba kground,
p
p’
and the remaining bra ket stands for the disorder
average. (Noti e that before disorder averaging,
the system la ks translational invarian e, i.e. the
single parti le Green fun tion is not diagonal in
momentum spa e.) A diagrammati representation of the paramagneti response kernel in terms
of Green fun tions is shown in the upper part of
p+q
the gure, where the wavy lines stand for the urq
q
rent operator and the dashed lines symboli ally
p
represent the s attering o the stati impurity potential.
To make further progress with this expression, we shall adopt an approximation that
riti al readers may nd fairly questionable: we will repla e the average of the two-Green
fun tion orrelator by an impurity average of the individual Green fun tions, hGGi !
hGihGi27. This is illustrated in the bottom part of the gure, where the thi k lines
represent Green fun tions averaged over the mi ros opi potential. In the problem set of
hapter 6 it has been shown that these averaged Green fun tions are given by
hGn;p;p0 i = Æp;p0 Gp  i!  Æp+;p0 i sgn ! ;
n
p
n
2

where  de nes the mean impurity s attering time. (Remember what has been said above
about the meaning of the imaginary part of the Green fun tion denominator as an e e tive
lifetime. In the present ontext,  measures the time after whi h a parti le with initial
momentum p gets s attered into states of di erent momentum.) Substituting this result
into (8.57), we obtain
2T X
TX
Gp + d
(2p + q)i (2p + q)i Gp+q Gp ;
(8.58)
K (q ) =
m p
L (2m)2 p

i.e. the problem to that of omputing a frequen y/momentum sum over the running index
p. Looking at the stru ture of (8.57), one might be tempted to perform the frequen y

27 Readers who have made their way through the disorder related questions of the problem sets of

previous hapters are invited to riti ally assess the validity of this approximation (see the problem set
of this hapter.) The result of this analysis is that for hard impurity s attering potentials, i.e. impurtity
potentials hpjV jp0 i = onst: that s atter isotropi ally over the entire momentum shell the approximation
above be omes justi able in the limit q ! 0.
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summation by one of our standard summation formulae. However, a moments thought
shows that this strategy won't work. The reason is that in the present ase, the extension
of the Green fun tion to the omplex plane

Gp = Gp (z ) =

z

1

p + 2i sgn Im z

has a ut along the real axis. Whi h means that the produ t Gp+q (z + i!m )Gp (z ) has uts
at Re(z ) = 0 and Re(z + i!m ) = 0 (see Fig. 8.11.) To get around this diÆ ulty, we need
to integrate over a ontour that (a) en ompasses all Matsubara frequen ies an (b) avoids
the ut lines. While there is no simply ontour that does the job, a joint integration over
the three ontours 1;2;3 shown in Fig. 8.11 faithfully represents the Matsubara sum:
X
m

GpGp+q =

I

2i

1[ 2[ 3

dzff (z )Gp (z )Gp+q (z + i!m ):

γ1
γ2
γ3
Figure 8.11: Analyti al stru ture of the frequen y summation in Eq. (8.57). The wavy
lines indi ate the uts of the Green fun tions. Integration over the ontours 1;2;3 gives
the frequen y sum.
The three integrals ontributing to the sum lead to very di erent results: as shown
in the problem set, the two integrals over the ontours 1 and 3 an el against the
diamagneti ontribution to the response tensor, i.e. the rst term in Eq. (8.58).

. Info. To heuristi ally understand that the ontribution from the ontours
unphysi al, noti e that, e.g.,
I

2i

1

dzff (z )Gp (z )Gp+q (z + i!m ) =

1

and

3

is
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dff ()Gp ( + i0)Gp+q ( + i!m ) i!m !!!+i0
dff (e)Gp ( + i0)Gp+q ( + ! + i0):

I.e. the integral extends over a produ t of two retarded single parti le Green fun tions. Now,
remember that in the end of the day, we want to ompute the ondu tan e, i.e. a quantity
that bears reminis en e to a transition probability (viz. the probability for ele trons propagating
under the in uen e of an applied ele tri eld.) In quantum me hani s, probabilities   GG
appear as produ ts of amplitudes, G. Indeed, we had seen before, that the retarded Green
fun tion an be interpreted as a transition amplitude of quantum me hani al parti les. We also
saw, that its omplex onjugate, G, is an advan ed Green fun tion. I.e. our admittedly very
handwaving argument indi ates that the quantum dynami s of ondu tion should be des ribed
in terms of produ ts of advan ed and retarded Green fun tions. However, a produ t of two
retarded (or two advan ed) Green fun tions la ks an obvious physi al interpretation. Indeed,
these ontributions an el against the diamagneti term.
||||||||||||||{

We thus fo us on the integral over
I

2i
=

dzff (z )Gp (z )Gp+q (z + i!m ) =

2

Z 1

2i

i!m !!+i0

!

=

2:

2i

!+i0
dff () [Gp ( i0)Gp+q ( + i!m ) Gp ( i!m )Gp+q ( + i0)℄ i!m !!

1 Z
1

2i

Z 1

1

1



d ff () Gp ( )Gp+q (+ + ! ) Gp (



! )Gp+q (+ ) =

d [ff () ff ( + ! )℄Gp ( )Gp+q (+ + ! );

where in the rst equality we have used the symmetry ff (+i!m ) = ff () of the distribution
fun tion under translation by bosoni frequen ies. Substituting this result into (8.58) and
(8.56) we arrive at the intermediate result
1
 (! ) =
2
where Gp () = (

Z 1

1

d

  2i ) 1 .

ff () ff ( + ! ) 2 X 2
p G ()G+p ( + ! );
!
Ld m2 p i p

(8.59)
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The analyti al stru ture of this result a tually disloses a number of important elements of the ele troni
ondu tion pro ess: an AC eld of frequen y ! reates
ele tron hole pairs of ex itation energy ! . The phase
volume a essible to these pro esses is measured by the
-integral, weighted by the di eren e of two Fermi fun tions, i.e. Fermi statisti s demands that the energy of
ω
the to-be-ex ited ele tron lies within a shell [ !; ℄
at the Fermi surfa e (see the gure.) The dynami s of
the ex ited ele tron is des ribed by a retarded Green
fun tion of energy  + ! .
Conversely, the dynami s of the hole is des ribed by the advan ed Green fun tion.
Heuristi ally, this an be understood by noting that the advan ed Green fun tion des ribes
the ( ti ious) propagation of an ele tron ba kwards in time. However, an ele tron propagating in hrnologi ally reversed dire tion an be interpreted as an hole moving forward
in time. (Think about it!) Thus, the advan ed ele troni Green fun tion e e tively represents a des riptor of hole dynami s. That the produ t of two Green fun tions is weighted
by two operators pi =m re e ts the fa t that urrent transport essentially depends on the
velo ity of the ele trons.
To do the sum over p we note that for a radially symmetri fun tion F (p ),
Z

dd p p2i F (p ) =

1
d

Z

dd p p2 F (

2m
p) =
d

Z

d ( + ) ( )F ( ):

Identifying the fun tion F with the produ t of our two Green fun tions, we obtain
Z 1
2 X 2
+
p G ( )Gp ( + ! ) = m
d ( + ) ( )G+()G ( + ! ) '
Ld p i p

Z 1
;
' m d G+()G ( + !) = 21m
i!
1


where in the third equality we have used that the Green fun tions are strongly peaked on
s ales  1   around  = 0 implying that to a very good approximation the  -integration
an be extended to the entire real axis and the energy variation of the density of states
 ( ) on the e e tive interval of integration is negligible. The last integral an be done by
elementary means or, more elegantly, by losing the  -integration ontour in the upper or
lower half plane and using the analyti stru ture Rof the Green fun tions. Substituting the
result into our formula for  (! ) and using that d(ff () ff ( + ! ))! 1 ' 1 we arrive
at the nal result (8.56).
At this point it is rewarding to pause for a moment to look ba k at a number of large
s ale stru tures of the analysis:

. on the mi ros opi level, the two point fun tion h^j ^j i of urrent operators is represented in terms of a four point fun tion  h   i of eld operators. A moment's
thought shows that four point orrelation fun tions generi ally appear as miros opi des riptors of the response fun tions of quantum single parti le operators
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(simply be ause in se ond quantization, a single parti le operator maps onto a bilinear of eld operators), and, therefore, the vast majority of response fun tions in
total.

. This observation implies a hierar hy of orrelation fun tions: E.g. in our
non-intera ting example, the retarded response orrelation fun tions was des ribed
in terms of a produ t of an advan ed and a retarded mi ros opi single parti le
orrelation fun tion28 . This almost trivial observation is of some importan e be aues
it entails
. A separation of energy s ales. The argument (!; q) of the response fun tion is
a measure of the frequen y/momentum s ale of the external perturbation. These
parameters are to be distinguished from the argument (; p) of the single parti le
propagators mi ros opi ally des ribing the response pro ess. In many ases, the
two sets of s ales are parametri ally di erent. E.g. in the problem dis ussed above,
(!; q) is set by the resolution of an external ele troni apparatus and, therefore,
mu h slower than the frequen y/momentum s ale (!; p) of ele troni harge arriers at the Fermi surfa e. Under these ir umstan es, the ratios != and jqj=jpj,
respe tively, de ne small expansion parameters whi h an be used in the approximate evaluation of the response kernel. (In other ases, e.g. spe tros opi analysis
of mi ros opi single parti le ex itations, it is essential that (!; q) and (; p) are of
the same order.)

8.5 Summary and Outlook
This ompletes our preliminary survey of theory and appli ation of orrelation fun tions
in many body physi s. We have seen that orrelation fun tions, notably real time retarded
response fun tions, represent a prin ipal interfa e between experiment and theory. The
onne tion between these obje ts and experimental data { the latter represented through
expe tation values of ertain operators { was established by a formalism known as linear
response: assuming an experimentally imposed perturbation of a many body system to be
weak, its repsonse ould be analysed within a ontrolled expansion s heme whose leading
order term identi ed as a retarded orrelation fun tion.
A number of general properties of the response fun tion { e.g. ausality { ould
be identi ed from ommon sense reasoning. However, to develop a full understanding
of this obje t, notably the onne tion between the imaginary time response fun tion
(the quantity produ ed by evaluation of the eld integral) and its retarded real time
ounterpart (the quantity we are interested in) we had to go beyond that level. Indeed,
we saw that the relation between various types of orrelation fun tions ould be dis losed
by means of an amazingly strong spe tral representation that was simple, exa t, and
28 For intera ting problems, the response fun tions non longer neatly splits into a produ t of two

single parti le Green fun tions. Instead, the four eld operators des ribing the response fun tions an
be onne ted by an arbitrarily ompli ated network of intera tion verti es. However, ulitimately the
propagators onne ting this network are again the single parti le Green fun tions of the problem.

8.5.

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
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not dependent on any parti ular physi al ontext (while not being parti ularly useful for
pra ti al omputational purposes.)
The stru tural elements developed in the rst parts of the hapter were nally bundeled
into a powerful theory of ele tromagneti linear response. We illustrated the appli ation
of this ma hinery on the example of the longitudinal ondu tivity of the ele tron gas
and tried to point out a number of omputational elements ommon to most on rete
mi ros opi linear response al ulations.
In the next hapter we will be ba k to the intrinsi development of the theory. We
will get a quainted with the renormalization group, a powerful analyti al tool designed
to analyse orrelation fun tions (and other obje ts of physi al interest) within the vast
spa e left open between straightforward perturbation theory on the one end and the few
available exa t evaluation s hemes on the other end.
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8.6 Problem Set
Q1 Orthogonality atastrophy
Q2 de nition of the diele tri fun tion
Q3 density-density response fun tion of the disordered ele tron gas.
Q4 tunnel Hamiltonian
Q5 diele tri fun tion from linear response formalism
Q6 model diele tri fun tion
Q7 s attering linear response
Q8 ele tromagneti response tensor of omplex s alar eld theory, sigma model.
Q9 ondu tivity, Meissner e e t from response tensor
Q10 Hall ondu tivity in lassi al approximation
Q11 an ellation diamagneti RR/AA

Chapter 9
The Renormalization Group
A rst introdu tion into the framework of the so- alled 'renormalization group' (RG).
Starting out from the dis ussion of two introdu tory examples, we will get to know the RG
as a on ept { as opposed to a rigourously de ned method { whereby non-linear theories
an be analysed beyond the level of plain perturbation theory. We then pro eed to dis uss
idea and fun tioning of RG methods in more general terms. Con epts su h as s aling,
dimensional analysis, the onne tion to the general theory of riti al phenomena, and a
number of on rete implementations of the RG program will be introdu ed and exempli ed
on a number of appli ations.

In hapter 6 we introdu ed the 4 -model as an ar h-prototype of intera ting ontinuum
theories. We saw that the non-linearities inherent to the model had to be taken seriously
and introdu ed means to treat them perturbatively: Wi k- ontra tions and their diagrammati implementation. However, a riti al review of that dis ussion shows that we
a tually left the state of a a airs in a rather miserable shape. First, we ould not even
build on any rm justi ation of the 4 -a tion as su h. I.e. the 4 ontinuum des ription
was obtained by a gradient expansion of, in that parti ular appli ation, a d-dimensional
Ising model. But what what was the justi ation of terminating that expansion at se ond
order in the number of gradients or, for that matter,ex luding terms of order O((n>4) ).
In fa t, questions of this type an be asked regarding any of the many ontinuum approximations we have performed throughout the rst hapters of this ourse. Se ond, after we
had identi ed a number of terms ontributing to the perturbative expansion of the model
(i.e. reprensented them in terms of momentum integrals over the non-intera ting Green
fun tion) we realized that these were badly misbehaved. Those terms we onstru ted
expli itly ( f., e.g., Eq. (6.18) and the equation before) ontained divergen es at large
momenta. We also saw that in the transition region between the ferro- and the paramagneti phase, respe tively, these integrals were prone to build up infrared divergen es.
But what is worst, we had to on ede that we had no lue as to how to over ome these
problems! Needless to say that diÆ ulties similar to those exempli ed on the 4 -model
will show up in many other ontexts as well.
To better understand origin and remedy of the problems above, we ertainly need to
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develop some new ideas. To this end, let us re-iterate that the entral driving for e of
all our e orts is the devlopment of a better understanding of long range system hara teristi s. On the other hand, models su h as 4 exhibit u tuations on all lengths ales,
in luding the shortest, and it was pre isely these short-wavelength u tuations that held
responsible for most of our diÆ ulties. But in prin iple, we already know how deal with
situations of this kind. What we should aim for is integrating over all short-range u tuations thereby generating an e e tive a tion for the long range degrees of freedom. We
exempli ed this program on numerous examples before where some slow eld was oupled
to rapidly u tuating mi ros opi elds whi h were subsequently integrated out.

L

...

The only problem with our urrent appli ation is that 4 -theory does
not know of any lear ut separation into 'fast' and 'slow' degrees of
freedom. Rather, all u tuations ranging from the shortest s ales (of
the order of some mi ros opi uto a limiting the appli ability of the
theory) to the longest s ales (of the order of, say, the system size L)
are treated on the same footing. However, to nonetheless implement the
s heme of integrating-over-fast-modes-to-generate-an-e e tive-a tion-ofthe-slow-modes we may arti ially de lare a ertain length s ale a(1) 
b > a, as the s ale separating 'short wavelength u tuations' on s ales
[a; a(1) ℄ from 'long wavelength u tuations' on s ales [a(1) ; L 1 ℄. Having
done so, we may pro eed to integrate out the short range u tuations
thereby hanging the a tion of the long ranged degrees of freedom. Sin e
the short range a tion is by no means simpler than the a tion of the
long range degrees of freedom (both in fa t equal to the 4 -a tion) this
step will involve approximations. Indeed, the integration pro edure may
lead to a number of on eivable s enarios. E.g., it may orrupt the
algebrai stru ture of the long-wavelength a tion, leaving us with a theory
fundamentally di erent from the one we began with. Alternatively, it
may turn out that the e e tive a tion of the slow degrees of freedom is
stru turally similar to the original one, in whi h ase the entire e e t of
integrating over the fast u tuations amounts to a hanged set of oupling
onstants.

a (2)
a (1)
a

In that latter ase, we are in good shape. We have arrived at a theory identi al the
old one ex ept for (a) a di erent, or renormalized set of oupling onstants and (b) an
in reased short distan e uto a ! a(1) = ba. The obvious further ourse of a tion will
then be to iterate the pro edure. We will de lare a new uto a(2) = ba(1) = b2 a, integrate
out u tuations on s ales [a(2) ; a(1) ℄, et . Along with re ursively integrating out more and
more layers of u tuations, the oupling onstants of the theory hange, or ' ow', until
the uto a(n)  L 1 has be ome omparable to the length s ales we are interested in. (In
a way to be substantiated below,) the renormalized set of oupling onstants then en odes
mu h of the information on the long range behaviour of the model we are interested in.
The line of thoughts above summarizes the essential idea of the renormalization group
program. Of ourse, the approa h would be utterly useless had we to perform ea h
re ursion step a(n 1) ! a(n) expli itly. However, a moments thought shows that this is
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not so. Indeed, the whole idea relies on the re ursive reprodu tion of the model in ea h
step. That is, ea h step ontains the full information on the further evolution of the a tion
and, therefore, the model as su h.
Admittedly, at rst reading the idea of a ow of oupling onstants on a ount of a
re ursive integration pro edure must sound abstra t. Therefore, before developing the
general framework of the renormalization s heme any further, we shall illustrate its fun tioning on two on rete examples.

The advent of renormalization group ideas in the late sixties and early
seventies marks the transition between two di erent epo hes. While resear h had previously
fo ussed on the development and appli ation of ever more sophisti ated perturbative te hniques,
the seventies arguably stood under the spell of the renormalization program.
In the se ond half of the sixties ideas to re ursively generate ows of oupling onstants
ame up { apparently in independent developments { both in ondensed matter and in parti le
physi s. However, it took the insight of K. Wilson (see K. Wilson, Rev. Mod. Phys. 47, 773
(1975), still one of the best introdu tions to the approa h!) to realize the full potential of that
approa h and to develop it to a widely appli able tool. It is probably fair to say that Wilsons
original formulation of the approa h, and its later extension by others led to revolutionary
progress ondensed matter physi s, parti le physi s and general statisti al me hani s. Perhaps
not less importantly, the RG on ept turned out to be one of the major driving for es behind
the partial uni ation of these elds.
In fa t, the (highly unfortunate) denotation 'renormalization group' dis loses mu h of
the histori al origin of the approa h. A widespread do trine of late sixties' parti le physi s had
been that on a fundamental level our world ould be understood in terms of symmetries and
their implementation through groups { the eightfold way. In an attempt to absorb the newly
developed RG approa h into this general framework of thinking, it got dubbed renormalization
group. Of ourse, a linkage between group stru tures and renormalization methods would not
have been drawn had it been utterly unjusti ed. Indeed, one may argue that the sequen e of RG
transformations outlined above de nes the stru ture of a semigroup1. However, the onne tion
between RG transformation and group algebrai stru tures is not only highly formal but also
ounterprodu tive. (It suggests a on eptual bond that simply isnt't there.) Besides, the group
interpretation of the RG transformation is ompletely useless with regard to pra ti al aspe ts.
.

Info.

||||||||||||||{

1 To this end, one should interpret an individual RG transformation as an abstra t mapping between
R 0
two a tions: S !
S , where S is the original a tion, S 0 the a tion with in reased short distan e uto , and
R the mapping between them. We next noti e that these transformations an be iterated, or 'multiplied',
R Æ R0 . A moment's thought shows that the omposition law obeys the de ning onditions of a semigroup:
there is a unit-transformation (nothing is integrated out) and the iteration is asso iative. (We are dealing
with a semigroup be ause the RG transformation is irreversible, it does not have an inverse.)
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9.1 Example I: The One-Dimensional Ising Model
To illustrate the implementation of the RG program on a simple example (in fa t the
simplest example) we onsider the 1d Ising model ( f. pp 188) de ned through

H^ = J

X
ij

Si Sj

H

X
i

Si ;

where the index i runs through a 1d sequen e of sites, Si = 1 is the (uni-axial) magnetization of site i and H an external eld. Throughout this se tion we will sti k to the
dis rete spin representation of the model, i.e. unlike in se tion 6.1.2 we do not map it
onto a ontinuum model. However, this does not hamper our the dis ussion of the RG
program: Simply regard H^ [S ℄ as a 'fun tional' of the dis rete ' eld' fSi g, and all steps
outlined above an be arried out without substantial modi ation.

9.1.1 Exa t Solution
The 1d Ising model is exa tly solvable, i.e. all its ma ros opi ally observable properties
an be omputed in losed form. (This is, indeed, a wel ome feature as it will provide us
with a referen e with whi h the results obtained by the RG program an be ompared.)
Both, the exa t solution of the model and its RG formulation rely on a parti ular representation known as a transfer matrix representation. To understand the idea of this
representation, noti e that the Boltzmann weight of the problem fa torizes a ording to

e

H^

=e

PN
i=1 ( KSi Si+1 hSi )

=

N
Y
i=1

T (Si ; Si+1 );

where we have introdu ed the dimensionless parameters K
the weight T is de ned through

 J < 0 and h = J , and





h
T (S; S 0 ) = exp KSS 0 + (S + S 0 ) :
2

We further assume that our system has N sites and obeys periodi boundary onditions
SN +1 = S1 . De ning a two- omponent matrix T through

T11 = T (1; 1);

T12 = T (1; 1);

T21 = T ( 1; 1);

T22 = T ( 1; 1);

we then observe that the partition fun tion of the system is given by

Z=

X

fSi g

e

H^

=

N
XY

fSi g i=1

T (Si; Si+1 ) =

N
XY

fni g i=1



Tni ni+1 = tr T N :

We have thus managed to represent the partition fun tion of the problem as a tra e over
the N th power of the two dimensional 'transfer' matrix T 2 . By this representation, we

2 The denotation 'transfer matrix' originates in an interpretation of the Ising model as a ti ious
dynami al pro ess in whi h a state Si is 'transferred' to a state Si+1 , where the transition amplitude is
given by S (ii ; ii+1 ).

9.1.
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have almost solved the problem. Indeed, we an write


Z = tr T N = N+ + N ;
where  are the two eigenvalues of the matrix

T=

 K +h
e
e K



e K :
eK h

It is a straightforward exer ise to verify that these eigenvalues are given by

 =

eK



osh(h) 

q

sinh2 (h) + e4K



:

Noti e that + >  . This implies that in the thermodynami limit N ! 1 the ontribution of the latter may be negle ted so that Z N !1
! N+ . Taking the logarithm of this
expression and re-inserting the original system parameters we nd that in the thermodynami limit the free energy is given by




F = N J + T ln osh( H ) +

q

sinh2 (

H) + e

4 J



:

(9.1)

From here, we an straightforwardly ompute the magnetization M of the system by
di erentiation wrt the magneti eld. The result is that the magnetization per spin, m,
is given by

m

M
=
N

q

For illustration, two magnetization
urves are shown in the gure, where
the pro le with the steep gradient orresponds to the lower temperature. Noti e that the system does not magnetize
in the absen e of an external eld, i.e.
unlike its higher-dimensional ousins,
the 1d model does not display sponataneous symmetry breaking.

sinh( H )

sinh2 ( H ) + e

4 J

:

(9.2)
M
1

0.5

-1

-0.5

0.5

1

H

-0.5

-1

. Info. It is a tually not diÆ ult to understand the reasons for the absen e of spontaneous symmetry breaking in the 1d Ising model: suppose the system had a riti al temperature T below whi h all spins order either to Si = 1 or Si = 1 (Fig. ?? top.) Now, imagine a

segment of M onsequtive spins, say, tentatively de ided to ip. For doing so, they would have
to pay a pri e of O(2J ), viz. the energy assoi iated to the unfavourable spin alignment at the
two ends of the anomalous region. However, on the other hand, there are N di erent hoi es for
putting the se tor of M ipped spins, i.e. the energy loss is ountera ted by an entropi fa tor
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Figure 9.1: On the absen e of spontaneous symmetry breaking in the 1d Ising model. No
matter how low the temperature, the energy ost asso iated to the freation of a segment
of ipped spins is outweighed by the entropy gain.
T ln(N ).

Thus, no matter how small T , for large enough systems, the free energy balan e for
ipping spin regions is positive, implying that the system will be in a disordered phase.
To wi h extend do these arguments arry over to Ising systems of higer dimensionality?
Consider, e.g., a two-dimensional variant of the model. Here the formation of a large onne ted
region of M mismat hed spins osts an energy pri e of at least U  MJ 1=2 . To see this, noti e
that the energy is proportional to the one-dimensional boundary between the two di erent spin
se tors. For a lose to ir ulare geometry of the anomalous region, the boundary assumes its
minimum length  M 1=2 , leading to the above estimate for U .

Figure 9.2: On the phenomenon of spontaneous symmetry breaking in Ising models of
higher dimensionality. Entropi fa tors no longer have the apa ity to overpower the
extensive grow of energy asso iated to the formation of mismat hed regions.

However, we still have by and large ln N di erent hoi es of putting the rebellious region.
(Allowing for geometries other than ir ular, the energy/entropy balan e be omes more ompliated. However, we do not expe t it to hange qualitatively.) Thus, for 2d, F  JM 1=2 T ln N .
No matter how small T , it therefore is energeti ally impossible to ip a thermodynami M 
N x>0 se tor of spins. We on lude that the (d > 2)-dimensional Ising model does exhibit a
phase transition into an ordered low temperature phase.
This observation illustrates that
The phenomenon of spontaneous symmetry breaking o urs only in systems of
suÆ iently large dimensionality. The threshold dimension below whi h entropi
me hanism ex lude spontaneous symmetry breaking is alled the lower riti al
dimension.
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Our argument above indi ates that the lower riti al dimension of the Ising model, or more
generally,
The lower riti al dimension of systems with dis rete broken
symmetries is d = 1.
Having said so, an obvious question to ask is what is the lower riti al dimension for systems
with ontinuous symmetries (e.g., the U(1) symmetry of the super uid, the O(3)-symmetry
of the Heisenberg ferromagnet, et .). To answer this question, we may pro eed in analogy to
the Ising ase. I.e. we assume that a riti al temperature exists below whi h the system is
ordered. Using, for on reteness, the language of magneti phenomena, we might say that the
system is magnetized into a uniform state S(r) = S ed , where ed is the unit ve tor in d-dire tion.
Expanding the a tion S [S℄ around that on guration, one obtains, to lowest order,
S [S℄ =

Z

dd r ;

where (r) is a generalized polar angle measuring u tuations around the ordered state and
a oupling onstant. We next ask for the thermal (or, if appropriate, quantum-thermal)
expe tation value hSd(r)ii of the d- omponent of the spin variable anywhere in the system.
Assuming that we are lose to the ordered state, an expansion in  obtains


1
2
Sd (r) = S os() = S 1  + : : : :
2
We now pro eed to he k whether the lose-to-ordered assumption was a tually legitimate. For
this, we have to verify that in
hSd (r)i = S S2 h(r)(r)i + : : :

the u tuation term is mu h smaller than the leading order onstant ontribution. Doing the
Wi k ontra tion with respe t to the quadrati a tion, and swit hing to momentum spa e, we
obtain
  Z
ST L d dd q
ST X 1
 S 2 2
:
hSd (r)i  S 2
q2
q2
q
The ru ial observation now is that in dimensions d  2, the integral is a tually divergent. In
the marginal ase d = 2,
Z a 1 2
dq
2 =  ln(L=a);
L 1 q
where we used that the momentum integral should be limited by a short (long) wavelength uto
of the order of the inverse latti e spa ing (the system size). In the thermodynami limit, the
integral grows without bounds implying that the assumption of an ordered state was ill-founded
no matter how small temperature. The system is in an disordered state and, noting that nowhere
did we rely on spe i s of the spin system, we on lude
The lower riti al dimension of systems with broken ontinuous
symmetries is d = 2 (Mermin-Wagner theorem.)
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Obvioulsy, the divergen e of the u tuation integral is due to the fa t that for large wavelength and in low dimensions, the integration volume (alias the entropy) of u tuations  qd
s ales slower to zero than the energy ost  q2. I.e. as in the Ising ase, the Mermin-Wagner
theorem an be understood as the statement of a ompetition of energy and entropy.
For ompleteness, we mention that the proof of the theorem (of whi h we gave a fairly
abridged version here) in a subtle way relies on the fa t that the symmetry in question is
ompa t. For the (rare) lass of sysmtems with non- ompa t, e.g. hyperboli , symmetries, the
statement does not hold.
||||||||||||||{

9.1.2 Elements of S aling Theory
Eq. (9.2) represents the full solution of the problem. We have expli itly obtained the
magnetization as fun tion of the magneti eld and the mi ros opi oupling onstant
of the model. Other thermodynami hara teristi s, su h as the magneti sus eptibility
 = H2 F , an be generated by further di erentiation wrt to H and/or T . However,
in the vast majority of physi ally interesting problems we will not be in posession of a
losed analyti al solution. Whi h means that before omparing the exa t solution with the
out ome of the RG program we should reformulate the former in an univeraslly appli able
language. I.e. a ode that an be used to hara terize the behaviour of a model irrespe tive
of the parti ular method by whi h this behaviour has been analysed.
This obje tive leads us right away ba k to the notion of orrelation fun tions. All
models we might possibly be interested in display non-trivial u tuation behaviour on
large length s ales. Indeed, in the vi inity of riti al points marking the position of phase
transitions, we expe t the onset of riti al u tuations, i.e. the buildup of u tuations on
all length s ales. (For a pre ise formulation of the phase transition related terminology
used here, see below.) One of the entral working hypotheses of the theory of these ' riti al
phenomena' is that in the vi inity of a transition point there is only one length s ale of
physi al relevan e, viz. the orrelation length  . Within the ontext of the Ising model
( f. our previous dis ussion on p ??) the latter is de ned as the de ay onstant of the
orrelation fun tion

C (r1

r2 )  hS (r1 )S (r2 )i

hS (r1)ihS (r2)i  exp( jr1 r2 j= );
ontinuum notation Si ! S (r), to emphasize the large-

where we have swit hed to a
distan e hara ter of the present line of thought. To relate this quantity to the thermodynami system hara teristi s we already have in our hands, we note that the magneti
sus eptibility is given by

=

H2 F
= L

H =0
Z

=

H2 T

dr C (r):

ln Z

H =0

=

Z

drdr0 (hS (r)S (r0)i

hS (r)ihS (r0)i) =(9.3)
(9.4)

In words, the sus eptibility obtains as the integral over the orrelation fun tion measuring
the u tuation behaviour of the spins.
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. Info. In fa t, this is yet another manifestation of the u tuation dissipation theorem dis ussed in the previous hapter. A dissipative quantity (presently, the sus eptibility) is

determined by the u tuation behaviour of the system.

||||||||||||||{

Comparison with the de nition of the orrelation fun tion above obtains
  ;
i.e. the sus eptibility is dire tly proportional to the length s ale determining the de ay
of orrelations in the system. So far, we have not yet made use of the spe i results
obtained for the Ising models above. However, to a tually work out the orrelation length
for our present example, all we have to do is di erentiate (9.2) again wrt H , to obtain

    H

H =0

m  e2K ;

(9.5)

i.e. the orrelation length exponentially in reases in the limit T ! 0 on a s ale set by
the mi ros opi 'sti ness onstant' J . This result should not be too surprising. Unlike in
d > 1, the 1d Ising magnet does not display a nite temperature phase transition between
a ferro- and a paramagneti phase, respe tively. It takes a limit T ! 0 to 'order' the
system an make in long range orrelated.
In the vi inity of a riti al point, the orrelation length is believed to be the only
relevant length s ale in the problem. Spe i ally, all observables X of dimensionality
[length℄DX should obey the s aling form
X   DX gX ;
where gX is a dimensionless fun tion. Let us explore this on ept on our present example.
The 'redu ed free energy',
F
f (T )  ;
(9.6)
TL
has dimension L 1 . Noting that N  L, a straightforward low temperature expansion of
(9.1) indeed obtains


1 2 2
1
1
f (T ) f (0) = 
(9.7)
 h   1 g (h);
2
where we have subtra ted the in nite but inessential onstant f (0) and assumed that
1   1  h. (The s aling form above a tually suggests that the magneti eld has
dimension L 1 , a predi tion to be substantiated below.)
We have thus found that the orrelation length of the 1d Ising system diverges a ording to (9.5) upon approa hing zero temperature and that the free energy obeys the
s aling law (9.7). Of ourse, this is only a fra tion of the full information stored in the
exa t solution. However, the redu ed set of data has the striking advantage that it is of
general relevan e. Indeed, we saw above that the orrelation length is dire tly related to
measurable system properties su h as the magneti sus eptibility. Similarly, the output of
experiments on systems with long range orrelations is ommonly en oded in the language
of s aling relations. In other words, we have extra ted that part of the information of
the exa t solution that arries universal relevan e and an be ompared to the output of
other approa hes.
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9.1.3 Renormalization
We next explore what the renormalization group approa h has to say about the problem.
A ording to the general s heme outlined in the beginning of the hapter, we should aim
to devise an algorithm to re ursively tra e out parts of the slow s ale u tuations of the
model, on a ount of a modi ation of the a tion of the remaining degrees of freedom.
An obvious strategy whereby this renormalization step may be e e ted is to subdivide
our spin hains into regular lusters of b neighbouring spins (see Fig. 9.3). We may
then pro eed to sum over the 2b sub- on gurations of ea h luster, thereby generating an
e e tive fun tional des ribing the inter- luster energy balan e. While it is lear that this
energy fun tional exists, a far less obvious question to ask is whether it will again have the
form of an e e tive Ising spin system. Remarkably, the answer is positive so that we an
say that the Ising model is 'renormalizable'. The stru tural reprodu tion of the model
implies that we an think of ea h luster as some kind of meta-Ising spin, or blo k spin.
More importantly, it guarantees that the renormalization step quali es for iteration: in
a se ond RG step, b blo k spins are grouped to a new luster (now omprising b2 of the
mi ros opi spins) whi h are then tra ed out, et . We next dis uss how this algorithm
works in on rete terms.

Figure 9.3: RG or blo kspin transformation of the Ising model illustrated for lusters of size
An r-fold iteration of the pro edure redu es the degrees of freedom by a fa tor 2r .

b = 2.

Within the transfer matrix approa h to the problem, a luster of b spins is represented
through n transfer matri es T . Taking the partial tra e over its degrees of freedom
amounts to passing from these n matri es to the produ t T 0 = T b . (By onstru tion
of the approa h, the internal index summation involved in taking the produ t amounts
to tra ing out the degrees of freedom of the luster.) The transition from the original
partition fun tion Z to the new partition fun tion Z 0 is de ned through

ZN (K; h) = tr (T N ) = tr ((T b)N=b ) = tr (T 0)N=b = ZN=b (K 0; h0);

(9.8)

where the notation makes the parametri dependen e of the partition fun tion on the size
of the system, N , and on the oupling onstants K; h expli it. Noti e that the line above
makes the highly non-obvious predi tion that the redu ed tra e, tr (T 0 )N=b an again be
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expressed as an Ising partition fun tion, or, equivalently, that the e e tive transfer matrix
T 0 has the same algebrai stru ture as the elementary matri es T .
To verify this statement, we explore the stru ture of the produ t matri es T 0 for the
simplest ase of b = 2 blo k spins. Introdu ing the abbreviations
u  e K;
v  e h;
we have

 K +h
K   u 1v 1
u
e
e
T = e K eK h =
u
u 1v ;

while the produ t takes the form

 0 1 0 1
 2
0 
2v 2
1
u
v
u
u
+
u
v
+
v
!
0
2
T T =
u0
u0 1 v 0 :
v+v 1
u2 + u 2 v 2 = C
In the last equality we demand that the new transfer matrix be of the same stru ture as
the original one. However, noting that this requirement will introdu e three onditions
(for the three independent entries of the symmetri matri es T and T 0 ,) we are willing to
a ept the appearan e an overall multipli ative onstant C 3 . Having introdu ed this new
parameter, we have enough freedom to solve the three equations
Cu0 = v + v 1 ;
Cu0 1 v 0 1 = u2 + u 2 v 2 ;
Cu0 1 v 0 = u2 + u 2 v 2
to the not so appealingly looking result
p
p4 2
v+v 1
u +v
0
0
p
u = 4
;
v
=
;
(9.9)
(u + u 4 + v 2 + v 2 )1=4
u4 + v 2
p
and C = v + v 1 (u4 + u 4 + v 2 + v 2 )1=4 . As a orrolary we remark that the possibility to
rerepresent the new transfer matrix in the same algebrai stru ture as the old one implies
that the transformed model again des ribes an Ising spin system (viz. the spin system
whose transfer matrix would be given by T 0 .) However, the a tion of the new, blo k-spin
system,
. sits at a diferent temperature, magneti eld and ex hange onstant (as des ribed
by the new values of the oupling onstants (u0 ; v 0), and

. des ribes u tuations on length s ales that are twi e as large as in the original
system. In parti ular, the short distan e uto has been doubled.
To make further progress, we fo us on the two relevant parameters u0 and v 0 and observe
that the result of the blo k spin transformation an be represented as a dis rete map

 0 
u = f1 (u; v ) ;
f2 (u; v )
v0
where the fun tions f1;2 are de ned through (9.9). In Fig. 9.4 sequen es of points generated by iterative appli ation of the map f are shown for di erent values of 'initial
onditions' (u0 ; v0 ).

3 Taking the produ t of the new transfer matri es, we see that this onstant appears appears in the
partition fun tion as Z 0  C N=b . I.e. the free energy pi ks up an overall additive onstant F 0  NT
b ln C

whi h will be of no further signi an e.
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Figure 9.4: The ow of oupling onstants of the 1d Ising model generated by iteration of the RG transformation. The three lines shown are for starting values (u; v ) =
(0:01; 0:9999) (diamonds), (0:01; 0:999) (stars), and (0:01; 0:99) (boxes). Right: magni ation of the zero temperature xed point region.
The morphology of these RG traje tories essentially determines our further ourse
of a tion. Evidently, the map f possesses two disjoint sets of xed points, i.e. points
(u ; v  ) that stay invariant under appli ation of the map f :

  
u = f1 (u ; v  ) ;
f2 (u ; v  )
v
Inspe tion of (9.9) shows that this is the ase for (a) the point (u ; v  ) = (0; 1), and (b)
the line (u ; v  ) = (1; v ).
Fixed point sets represent the the most important stru tural hara teristi of an RG
analysis. They organize the spa e of ' owing' oupling onstants into se tors of qualitatively di erent behaviour. To illustrate this phenomenon on our urrent example, noti e
that at a xed point all hara teristi s of the model, in luding its orrelation length 
remain invariant. On the other hand, we noti ed above that an RG step is tantamount
to doubling the fundamental length s ale of the system. These two features only go together if either  = 0 or  = 1. (Please think about this statement.) Indeed, the line
of xed points identi ed above has u = exp( J ) = 1 meaning that = 0. This is
the limit of in ntely large temperatures at whi h we expe t the model to be in a state
of maximal thermal disorder,  = 0. Besides the high-temperature xed line, there is a
zero-temperatue xed point (u; v ) = (exp( J ); exp( h)) = (0; 1) implying T ! 0 and
h = 0. Upon approa hing zero temperature, the system is expe ted to order and to build
up long range orrelations,  ! 1.
Noti e, however, an important di eren e between the high- and the low-temperature
xed point set. While the former is an attra tive xed point in the sense that the
RG traje tories approa h it asymptoti ally, the latter is a repulsive xed point. I.e.
no matter at what low temperature we start, the RG ow will drive us into a regime of
e e tively higher temperature or lower ordering. (Of ourse, the physi al temperature
does not hange under renormalization. All we are saying is that the blo k-spin model
appears like an Ising model at a higher temperature than the original system.)
To explore the low temperature phase of the system quantitatively, we may linearize
the RG map in the vi inity of the T = 0 xed point. That is, omprising the xed
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point data into a two omponent ve tor, x  (u ; v  )T = (1; 0)T and assuming that x
parameterizes a a small deviation from the xed point, we write

x + x0 = f (x + x)  f (x ) + x f  x + O(x2 ):
Now, on a ount of the xed point property f (x ) = x , we obtain the linearized map
x0 = x f  x + O(x2 ):
To explore the linearized mapping in more detail, it is onvenient to introdu e yet another
pair of variables, viz.
r  u4 ;
s  v2;
where upon the RG transformation be omes rational,
2+s+s 1
;
r+r 1+s+s 1

r+s
:
r+s 1
Di erentiating this map at (r; s) = (1; 0), it is straightforward to show that
r0 =







r0 = 4
2
s0

s0 =





r :
s

We nally note that this result was obtained for the parti ular ase of a blo k spin
transformation with b = 2, i.e. we an formally write






r0 = b2
b
s0





r :
s

(9.10)

Of ourse, this re-formulation would be non-sensi al if it would not generalize to b 6= 2.
However, this is the ase, as an be seen by noting that a transformation with b = 4, say,
is equivalent to a two-fold appli ation of a b = 2 transformation. (Indeed, (22 )2 = 42 and
22 = 4.)
To make use of Eq. (9.10), we again onsider the redu ed free energy (9.6): f (r; s) 
N 1 ln ZN (K (r); h(s))  N 1 ln ZN (r; s) and reformulate Eq. (9.8) a ording
to
1
1
1
f (r; s) =
ln ZN (r; s) =
ln ZN 0 (r0 ; s0 ) = f (b2 r; bs):
0
N
Nb
b
This equation des ribes the 's aling' of the free energy density under blo k spin transformations (all in the linearizable low temperature regime.) or, equivalently, hanges of the
fundamental length s ale at whi h we onsider our model. E.g., for b = 8 the rhs of the
equation des ribes how the model would look like from a 'fuzzy' point of view where all
degrees of freedom on s ales < b have been omprised into a single stru tural unit.
Importantly, b is a free parameter without intrinsi signi an e; it an be set to any
desired value. E.g. we may nd it onvenient to look at our model at s ales where
b2 r = 1. With this hoi e we obtain

f (r; s) = r1=2 f (1; s=r1=2 )  r1=2 g (s=r1=2 );
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where the dimensionless one-parameter fun tion g is de ned through the se ond equality.
We nally relate ba k to the physi al system parameters hara terizing our model:
r = r 0 = r = u4 = e
s = s 1 = v 2 1 = e

4K ;

2h

1 ' 2h;

whi h brings us to

f = e 2K g (e2K h):
(9.11)
This is the s aling form predi ted by the RG analysis. Noti e that a non-trivial statement
is made. The a priori dependen e of the free energy on two independent system parameters
K; h has been redu ed to a one parameter fun tion, times an overall prefa tor. Indeed,
we expe t on general grounds that (see the dis ussion of the previous se tion) the redu ed
free energy should s ale with the inverse of the orrelation length  whi h in turn diverges
upon approa hing the zero temperature xed point. Comparison with (9.11), and noting
that there are no reasons for the res aled free energy g (x) = f (1; x) to diverge by itself,
we on lude that the divergen e of  is driven by the prefa tor, i.e.
  e2K ;
in agreement with the result of the exa t analysis. With this identi ation we obtain

f =  1g (h);
i.e. the magneti eld appears in onjun tion with the orrelation length and we have
reprodu ed the exa t asymptoti (9.7).
Noti e that there is no reason to be too irritated about the ex essive appearan e of
vague proportionalities ''. As xed points are approa hed, physi al systems tend to build
up all sorts of singular s ales. The most fundamental of these is the orrelation length, but
the divergen e of  usually entails singular behvaiour of other physi al quantities. These
singularities hara terize mu h of the observable behaviour of a system both theoreti ally
and, in fa t, experimentally. In the immediate vi inity of a xed or transition point all
but the strongest driving for es of singular s aling are of se ondary importan e. That
is why we ould, e.g., on lude from (9.11) that   exp(2K )  exp(2 J ). We know
on general grounds that f   1 . On the other hand, (9.11) implies that the leading
(i.e. exponential) driving for e behind the divergen e of that s aling fa tor must sit
in exp(2 J ). This leads to the idneti ation   exp(2 J ), where all other fa tors of
proportionality are of se ondary importan e.
In se tion XX below we will dis uss these s aling arguments from a more general
perspe tive. However, before doing so, let us exemplify an RG analysis on a se ond ase
study.

9.2 Example II: Disordered Quantum Wires
In se tion 3.2.2 we dis ussed the physi s of intera ting fermions in one dimension. We
saw that unlike in a Fermi liquid, the fundamental ex itations of the system are harge
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(and spin) density waves { olle tive ex itations des ribing the wave like propagation of
spin and harge degrees of freedom, respe tively. Going beyond the level of an idealized
translationally invariant environment, the question we wish to address below is to what
extend the propagation of these modes will be hampered by the presen e of imperfe tions,
or impurities in the wire.
This problem is of onsiderable pra ti al relevan e. All andidates for real life realizations of one-dimensional ondu tive systems { semi ondu tor quantum wires, ondu ting
polymers, arbon nanotubes, quantum Hall edges, et . { will in general ontain imperfe tions. Further, and unlike in systems of higher dimensionality, a spin/ harge degree
of freedom propagating down a one-dimensional hannel will inevitably hit any impurity blo king its way. We thus expe t that impurtity s attering has a relatively stronger
impa t on the transport behaviour of the system than in higher dimensions.
However, there is a se ond, more subtle, reason as to why we should expe t disorder
to have a drasti e e t on the ondu tion behaviour of 1d quantum wires: Imagine a
wave pa kage of hara teristi momentum kF impingent from the left onto an impurity at
position x = 0. The total wave amplitude to the left of the impurity, (x)  exp(ikF x) +
r exp( ikF x) will be a linear superposition of the in oming amplitude  exp(ikF x) and
the re e ted outgoing amplitude  r exp( ikF x), where r is the re e tion oeÆ ient.
Thus, the ele troni density pro le,

(x) = j (x)j2  1 + jrj2 + 2 Re re

2ikF x  ;

ontains a 2kF os illatory ontribution known as a Friedel os illation. What is more,
a loser analysis (see the problem set) shows that in one dimension, the amplitude of
these os illations de ays rather slowly4 , namely as  x 2 . The key point now is that
in the presen e of ele tron-ele tron intera tions other parti les approa hing the impurity
will noti e the harged density pattern of the Friedel os illation as a sour e of s attering.
The additional s attering potential then reates a se ondary Friedel os illation, et . We
thus expe t that even a weak imperfe tion in a Luttinger liquid a ts as a ' atalyst' for
the re ursive buildup of a strong potential.

r−1

2kF

0

x

Figure 9.5: Cartoon on the buildup of 2kF -periodi Friedel os illations in the vi inity of
an impurity.
Below we will quantitatively on rm this onje ture by RG methods. However, before

4 Of ourse, the argument above, relying on an oversimpli ed plane wave modeling of the in oming

ele tron state is too rude to predi t the spatial pro le of the Friedel pattern.
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doing so, we must rst identify a model des ribing the s attering of harge density wave5
o impurities. Starting from the boson representations of the intera ting quantum wire
developed in se tion (3.2.2), this is a non-trivial (and interesting) exer ise in operator
algebra. However, readers wishing to pro eed in a more streamlined manner, i.e. not
be distra ted from the further development of the RG program, are invited to dire tly
pro eed to the next se tion where the e e tive low energy model derived in se tion 9.2.1
will be subje ted to an RG analysis.

9.2.1 Tomonaga-Luttinger Model with an Impurity
. Exer

ise.

Re-familiarize yourself with the the phyis s of the 1d ele tron gas (se tion 3.2.2).

To prepare the extension to the presen e of disorder let us re apitulate that the dynami s of the unperturbed system ould be des ribed in terms of two density operators
^sq measuring the presen e of left- or right-moving (s = L; R) density modulations of
hara teristi wavelength  q 1 . More spe i ally, we employed a set of bosoni operators fbq ; byq g, related to operators f^sq g by a trivial s ale transformation, as basi degrees
of freedom in whi h to represent the model.
In ontrast, a lo al impurity sitting in the wire at position x = 0, say, might be
des ribed through
H^ imp  V0 ay (0)a(0);
(9.12)
where V0 measures the impurity strength and a(0); ay (0) are fermion operators. Sin e
there is little reason to sa ri e the powerful representation of the bulk theory outlined
above, the rst problem we need to address is how to represent the fermioni operator
algebra in terms of olle tive mode operators.

Boson Representation of Fermion Operators (Heuristi )
We begin by de ning yet another operator pair through

x s (x)  2s ^s (x);

(9.13)

where s = (+= ) for s = L=R as before. The newly de ned operators ^ s are related to
the harge densitiy operators ^s through integration, i.e. apparently, they have something
to do with the total amount of left/right moving harge in the system. (For the utility of
su h obje ts, see below.) However as it stands, the di erential equation (9.13) de nes the
^ s 's only up to a ' onstant', i.e. the addition of an x-independent operator to a solution
of the di erental equation ^ s (x) is again a solution. To uniquely spe ify a set of solutions,
we demand ful llment of the ommutation relation relations
[^ s (x); ^ s0 (x0 )℄ = iÆss0 s sgn (x x0 );
known as the Ka -Moody ommutator algebra.
5 To keep the analysis simple, we negle t the dynami s of the spins throughout.

(9.14)
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. Exer ise. Use (3.35) to verify that the di erential equation (9.13) is onsistent with
these relations. Show that the expli it solution ful lling the Ka -Moody ommutator algebra is
given by
!
Z x
Z 1
^
N
s
0
0
0
0
0
^ s = s dx ^s(x )sgn(x x) = 2s
dx ^s (x )
(9.15)
2 ;
1
1
where N^s = R 11 ^s is the total amount of s-moving harge.
We next employ the operators ^ to identify a generalized Bose representation of the
fermion eld. As is symptomati for our present analysis, we we shall not try to onstru t
this representation expli itly, but rather rely on ommutatation relations. Using the same
notation as in se tion 3.2.2 we begin by de omposing the operator a(x) into a left- and a
right-moving ontribution:

1 X
1 X ipx
e ap  1=2 ~ q eikF x eiqx aRq + e ikF x eiqx aLq 
a(x) = 1=2
L
L
p

 eikF xaL(x) + e

ikF x a (x):
R

It is then straightforward to verify the ommutation relations
[as (x); ^s0 (x0 )℄ = as (x)Æss0 Æ (x x0 );
whi h entail
[as (x); ^ s0 (x0 )℄ = Æss0 s  sgn(x0 x)as (x):
We now laim that these relations are onsistent with the boson representation

a(x) = 

1=2



eikF x ei^ R (x) + e

ikF x ei^ L (x)



;

(9.16)

or as (x) =  1=2 ei^ s (x) . Here  is an in nitesimal s aling fa tor with [ ℄ = length. While
the presen e of a prefa tor of this dimensionality is required by [as (x)℄ = length, its
parametri value will not be of mu h on ern in the following6.
To verify the boson representation above, it is onvenient to use the general relation,
^ B^ ℄;
[F (A^); B^ ℄ = F 0 (A^)[A;
^ B^ and fun tions F , provided the ommutator [A;
^ B^ ℄ is a
valid for general operators A;
^
-number. Sin e the ommutator of two 's taken at di erent points in spa e is a number,
we an employ this relation to obtain
[as (x); ^ s0 (x0 )℄ =  1=2 [ei^ s (x) ; ^ s0 (x0 )℄ =  1=2 ei^ s (x) [i^ s (x); ^ s0 (x0 )℄ =
= ei^ s (x) Æss0 s sgn (x

x0 ) = Æss0 s sgn (x0

x)as (x);

6 In fa t, one an show that  is in nitesimal, viz. it plays the role of the e e tive dis retization spa ing

of the 'Riemann sums' underlying our integral de nitions: Remembering that allR integralsPappearing in
the present ontext arise as ontinuum approximations to dis rete sums, we set dx   i , where fig
de nes a dis retization of the integration support into segments of length . To verify this statement,
one needs to explore the singularity of the anti- ommutator [as (x); as (x0 )℄+ = Æ(x x0 ). This in turn
ne essitates a areful regularization of the short distan e singularities arising when x ! x0 . For a detailed
dis ussion of this point we refer to ...
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in agreement with the ommutator relation identi ed above.

Verify the auxiliary identity above by Taylor expansion of F (A^). Employ the
Baker-Campbell-Hausdor formula
1
eA^eB^ = eA^+B^ + 2 [A;^ B^ ℄
(valid if [A;^ B^ ℄ is a -number) to verify that
the boson representation of the fermion operators
y
0
is anti- ommutative, [as(x); as0 (x )℄+ = [as(x); as0 (x0 )℄+ = 0 for x 6= x0.
. Exer

ise.

Referring for a more rigorous onstru tion to the problem set, we identify (9.16) as a
^
tentative representation of the fermion operator in terms of the olle tive mode elds .
Readers wishing to understand the stru ture of this representation in intuitive terms are
also advised to onsult the problem set.

. Info. For the sake of ompleteness, let us go through a simple argument showing that
(9.16) annot be a ompletely faithful representation of the fermion operator. The reason is that
the olle tive elds ^ s obtain through integration of harge density operatos ^s  aysas, i.e. of
operators that onserve the parti le numbers. Consequently, the rhs of (9.16), too, onserves the
number of parti les, in blatant ontradi tion to the lhs. To^ remedy this^ defe t, one multiplies
the prototypi al representation by a unitary operator F^s , eis(x) ! F^seis(x) , known as a Klein
fa tor. Roughly speaking, the role of the Klein fa tors is to orre tify the previously in orre t
overall parti le number balan e. Noti e, however, that the introdu tion of Klein fa tors does
not lead to a 'signi ant' ompli ation of the theory, the reason being the there is just one
su h operator per parti le spe ies s = L=R. (The F^ 's do not depend on position.) Further, in
most ases, only parti le number onserving bilinears, ays(x)as (x) nally survive the fun tional
average, in whi h ase the Klein fa tors drop out.
More generally, the bosoni representation of fermion operators involves a number of subtleties, most of whi h we are ta idly sweeping under the arpet. For a pedagogi al and arefully
written dis ussion of the subje t, we refer to the paper J. von Delft and H. S hoeller, Ann. Phys.
4, 225 (1998). (Or to the problem set, where the e e tive low energy model we are interested
in will be derived in adequate rigour.)

||||||||||||||{

We now have everything together to represent the perturbation Himp in terms of the
^ Substitution of (9.16) into (9.12) leads to
elds .
i
ih
V0 h i^ R (0)
^ R (0)
^ L (0)
^ L (0)
i

i

i

^
Himp =
:
e
+e
e
+e

Naively, it would seem that the purely right/left-moving ontributions to this produ t
drop out, e i^ s (0) ei^ s (0) =? 1. However, owing the the non-trivial ommutation relations
of ^ s with itself, some are must be exer ised in evaluating these produ ts. Rather than
evaluating the two fa tors at oin iding points, we apply a point splitting pro edure,
i.e we interpret the produ t a ording to

e

i^ s (x) ei^ s (x)

(

e

i)s e

i^ s (x+) ei^ s (x )
2i ^ s (x) ;

=e

i(^ s (x+) ^ s (x ))+ 12 [^ s (x+);^ s (x )℄

=
(9.17)
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where  is the in nitesimal o set introdu ed above and the rst equality is based on the
Baker-Campbell-Hausdor formula. Substitution of this result into the boson representation of H^ imp leads to

H^ imp = 1  ^(0) +
where the oupling onstants
oordinates' through

1

= 2V0 ,

2

os((0));

2

= 2V0 

1

and we have de ned ' enter of mass

1
^ = (^ L + ^ R );
2
1
^ = (^ L ^ R ):
2
^ ^) is ' anoni al' in the sense that the new
Noti e that the transformation (^ L ; ^ R ) ! (;
elds, too, obey a Ka -Moody type ommutator relation
i
(9.18)
[^(x); ^(x0 )℄ = sgn (x x0 ):
2
To omplete the derivation of the model we need to express the bulk part of the Hamil^ ^). In se tion 3.2.2 we had seen that the Hamiltonian of
tonian in terms of the elds (;
the quantum wire ould be represented as


g4
g2   ^
vF X
1
+
L
q
2

2

^
H=
(^ ; ^ )
g2
1 + 2g4
^R q =
L q Lq Rq
2
= vF

Z



g2
g4
1
+
2

2

dx (^L (x); ^R (x))
g2
1 + 2g4
2

in terms of density modes. Now, remembering that ^s =

 
 
^ L = 1 1
^ ;
^ R
1 1
^
one veri es that

v
H^ =
2
with the two oupling onstants

Z

1
^
2 x s

h

^L (x)
^R (x)



as well as

dx(g ( ^)2 + g 1 ( ^)2 );


g 2  g 2  2
v  vF 1 + 4
2
2
2
3
g
g4 1=2
1+ 2
2 2 5 :
g4
g
g
1+ 2 + 4
2 2

Colle ting terms, we obtain

v
H^ =
2

Z



2

(9.19)

i

dx g ( ^)2 + g 1( ^)2 + 1  ^(0) +

2

os(2^(0))

(9.20)
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for the Hamiltonian of the Luttinger liquid with an impurity at x = 0.
The stru ture of the perturbation at x = 0 an be simpli ed somewhat by noting
that the rst term,  ^(0), was obtained by bosonization of the sum of two lo al density
operators  ayL (0)aL (0) + ayR (0)aR (0). But an these operators ause any nontrivial physi al e e ts? Parti les propagating in the L-strand, say, are obliged to propagate to the
left and that with xed velo ity vF . Thus, a lo al perturbation  ayL (0)aL (0) blo king
their way annot e e tively hange the dynami s. (For that, it would take an operator
 (ayL (0)aR(0) + h: :) oupling the left and the right moving se tor, respe tively.) All the
perturbation an do is multiply the outgoing ele tron eld to the left of the impurity by
an inessential s attering phase. Indeed, it is a straightforward exer ise (do it!) to verify
that an operator V (ayL (0)aL (0) + ayR (0)aR (0)) an be removed from the fermion Hamil1
tonian by a gauge transformation as (x) ! eis vF V0 (x) as (x). Noting that the eld  has
mu h in ommon with a phase, we observe that the shift ^(x) ! ^(x) + vg1 (x) removes
the operator 1  ^(0) from the bosonized Hamiltonian above7 . We will thus ignore this
operator and take

v
H^ =
2

Z

h

i

dx g ( ^)2 + g 1( ^)2 + os(2^(0))

(9.21)

as our e e tive Hamiltonian where we have re-labeled the s attering strength a ording
to 2 ! .

Transition to the Field Integral Pi ture
Owing to the trans endental dependen e on ^(0), the model above is no longer amenable

to exa t solution. Nor, for reasons to be ome lear momentarily, is there a sensible
perturbative solution to the problem. However, in the next se tion we will show how
the role of the impurity an be explored by RG methods. To prepare this analysis, we
should pass on from a Hamiltonian operator des ription of the problem to one in terms
of a eld integral8. Irritatingly, however, it is not at all lear at all how that fun tional
integral might be obtained! Our previous onstru tions of eld integrals for many body
systems essentially relied on the availability of oherent state partitions of unity adjusted
to properly normal ordered Hamiltonians. However, from our present dis ussion it is not
evident how to normal order the Hamiltonian above9 , let alone how to nd a suitable
Fo k spa e resolutions of unity.
In the problem set we will deal with this diÆ ulty by onstru ting a (; )-formulation
of the eld integral 'from s rat h', i.e. starting from the mi ros opi fermion a tion.
However, for the moment, let us pro eed pragmati ally and simply postulate that a eld
7 Noti e, however, that this transformation hanges the boundary onditions of ^. In ases where the

boundaries are of importan e, e.g., for systems with the topology of a ring, the gauge transformation
above is no longer inno uous, re e ting the fa t that for these systems a lo al density perturbation auses
a shift in the spe trum (exer ise.)
8 Whi h is not to say that Hamilton operators ategori ally disqualify as starting points for RG analyses.
9 For that, we should rst represent the elds (;
^ ^) in terms of a boson algebra (along the lines of
se tion 3.2.2 and than normal order the latter. (For details, see the aforementioned literature.)
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R

integral exsitst of the standard form exp( a tion) exists. But what is the a tion of
urrent system? A ording to general prin iples, the imaginary time a tion of a system
with onjugate oordinates and momenta (q; p) is given by

S [q; p℄ =

Z

d (p q + H (p; q )):

^  i  ^ are anoni ally onjugate,
Further, Eq. (9.18) tells us that the operators ^ and 
^ x); ^(x0 )℄ = Æ (x x0 ). We thus de lare
[(




Z
1
g 2
2
2
S [; ℄  d x   + v
( )
 + os(2)Æ (x)
2g x
2
R
R
R
to be the Hamiltonian a tion of the problem, where d2 x  dx d is the integration
over two-dimensional Eu lidean spa e time. Now, the dependen e of S on the momentum
 is quadrati whi h suggests to integrate over this eld. Doing so, we arrive at the
Lagrangian representation of the partition fun tion,
Z

Z = D exp( S [℄);
S [℄ =

"

Z





1
1
v (x )2 + ( )2 +
d2 x
2g
v

#

os(2)Æ (x) :

(9.22)

What prevents us from solving the problem rigorously is the trans endental dependen e of the a tion on (x = 0;  ). For all other values of x, the a tion is quadrati whi h
suggests to integrate over all eld amplitudes (x 6= 0;  ) prior to addressing the x = 0
a tion.

Integration Over the Modes (x 6= 0;  )
De ning (0;  )  ~( ), the partition partition fun tion an be written as
Z

Z = D~ exp( S [~℄);
where

exp( S [~℄) =

Z

D

Y


!

Æ (~ (0;  )) exp( S [℄)

Q
is the a tion integrated over all eld amplitudes save for (0;  ) and  Æ (~ (0;  )) is
a produ t of Æ -fun tions (one for ea h time sli e) imposing the onstraints
(0;  ) = ~( ).
R
We next represent ea h of these delta fun tions as Æ (~ (0;  )) = 21 dk( ) exp(ik(t)~
(0;  )) to obtain

exp( S [~℄) = N
=N

Z

 exp





Z

Z

DDk exp S [℄ + i dk( )(~( ) (0;  ))



=

DDk 
Z

d2 x




1 
v (x )2 + v 1 ( )2 + ( os(2~) + ik(~ ))Æ (x)
2g



:
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The advantage gained by this representation is that we an set os(2(0;  )) ! os(2~( ))
whereupon the -dependen e of the a tion be omes purely quadrati . To pro eed, we
swit h to momentum spa e,
exp( S [~℄) = N
"

 exp

Z

DDk 



TX 1
vq 2 + v 1 !n2 jq;n j2 + ikn q;
L q;!n 2g

#



ikn ~ n + Simp [~℄ ;

n

~ k℄ impurity se tor of the a tion, and integrate over :
where Simp [;
exp( S [~℄) = N
=N

Z

Dk exp

Dk exp

"

= exp

Z

"

"

gT
2L

X
q;!n

kn(vq 2 + v 1 !n2 ) 1 k

T g X
k j! j 1 k
4 !n n n

n

#

ikn ~ n + Simp [~℄ =
#

n

ikn ~ n + Simp [~℄ =

#

1 X~
 j! j~ + S [~℄ :
T g n n n n imp

Substitution of the expli it form of the impurity a tion leads to the nal form of the now
(0 + 1)-dimensional partition fun tion
Z

Z = D~ exp( S [~℄);

1 X~
S [~℄ =
 j! j~ +
T g n n n n

Z

d os(2~( ))

(9.23)

The entire e e t of the bulk of the ele tron gas at x 6= 0 went into the rst term. Owing
to its non-analyti dependen e on the frequen y argument, the time representation of this
operator is unpleasant and better be avoided.

. Exer

ise.

Show that the Fourier transform of j!nj is given by
T
T:
j!nj F:!
2
sin (T  ) :

Use this result to show that the time representation of the last operator in the e e tive a tion
is given by the non-lo al expression
Z
~( )~( 0 )
T 2
dd 0 2
g
sin (T (  0)) :
However, the physi al interpretation of this operator is straightforward enough.
In the absen e of the impurity, the system is des ribed by a set of harmoni os illators. We
. Info.
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an thus think of the degree of freedom (0;  ) as the oordinate of a 'bead' embedded into
an in nitely extended harmoni hain. From the point of view of this bead, the nighbouring
degrees of freedom hamper its free kinetmati motion, i.e. to move, the bead has to drag an
entire 'string' of os illators behind. In other words, a lo al ex itation of the x = 0 os illator will
lead to dissipation of kineti energy into the ontinuum of neighbouring os illators. Clearly,
the rate of dissipation will in rease with both, the sti ness of the os illator hain (g 1 ) and the
frequen y of the ex itation (!n), as des ribed by the last operator in (9.23).

0
Figure 9.6:

x

On the dissipative interpretation of the j!nj-operator. Explanation, see text.
||||||||||||||{

9.2.2 Renormalization Group Analysis
We now pro eed to explore the physi al behaviour of the system des ribed by the e e tive
a tion (9.23). To do so, we might de ide on a physi al observable of interest whi h
would then be al ulated by taking appropriate fun tional averages with respe t to the
e e tive a tion S [~℄. However, presently, we shall pro eed in a somewhat more indire t
manner: what we are foremostly interested in is the in uen e of the impurity operator, as
des ribed by the se ond ontribution to the e e tive a tion, on the long range behaviour
of the model. Above we had spe ulated that a onspira y of Friedel os illations and
intera tions will lead to an e e tive enhan ement of the s attering strength. If so, a
re ursive integration over short wavelength degrees of freedom should produ e an e e tive
or renormalized a tion for the longer ranged u tuations with an enhan ed impurity
strength. A suspe ted me hanism of this type is tailor made for renormalization group
analysis.
Following the general philosophy outlined in the beginning of the hapter, we begin
by arbitraily subdividing the set of all elds fg into short and long wavelength degrees
of freedom, respe tively. E.g., assuming that the maximum frequen y up to whi h the
e e tive bosoni theory of the problem applies is given by , we might say that u tuations
on s ales =b < j!nj <  are 'fast' (b > 1) while those with j!nj < =b are 'slow'.

Noti e that this way to subdivide the integration degrees of freedom di ers from
what we did before. In the previous example, we arried out an RG transformation by integrating
out eld u tuations on short s ales in it real spa e, i.e. we performed some kind of real spa e
renormalization. Here, we hose to integrate over a high-lying se tor in frequen y spa e.
Alluding to the status of frequen y as the (d + 1)th omponent of a generalized momentum,
. Info.
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this way to implement the RG transformation is alled momentum shell renormalization.
While the previously dis ussed real spa e renormalization may be better a essible in intuitive
terms, it is usually less onvenient to arry out analyti ally10. It goes without saying that the net
out ome of any RG strategy must not depend on the spe i hoi e of the integration pro edure.
||||||||||||||{

Our rst obje tive now is to explore how the e e tive a tion of the slow degrees of
freedom looks like after the fast u tuations have been integrated out. To prepare this
integration, we ex li itly de ompose a general eld amplitude ( ) a ording to
( )  s ( ) + f ( );
Z

s ( ) 

f ( ) 

X

n;s
X
n;f

ei!n  n 

ei!n  n 

s
Z
f

d! ei! (! );

d! ei! (! );

(9.24)

into a slow ontribution s (P
) and its
Pf ( ) part. Here we have
P fast omplementary
P
introdu ed the abbreviation n;s  j!n j<=b and n;f  b j!nj< . In the se ond
part of the de nition, anti ipating that we shall be working at very Rlow temperatures
R
T R, we represented
the
dis
rete
frequen
y
summations
by
integrals
d!

s
j!j<=b d!
R
and f d!  b j!j<. (It is a good exer ise to onvin e oneself of the legitima y of this
simpli ation at every step of the onstru tion below.)
Substituting this de omposition into the ontinuum representation

S [℄ = 2g

Z

j!j<

d! (! )j! j( ! ) +

Z

d os(2( ))

(9.25)

of the e e tive a tion (9.23), we obtain
S [s ; f ℄ = Ss[s ℄Z+ Sf [f ℄ + Simp [s ; f ℄;
2
Ss [s ℄ =
d! (! )j! j( ! )
g Zs
2
Sf [f ℄ =
d! (! )j! j( ! )
g f

Simp [s ; f ℄ =

Z

d os(2s ( ) + 2f ( ));

i.e. an a tion that is just as omplex as the original one. To pro eed with this expression,
we will resort to an approximation that is diÆ ult to justify in advan e. De ning

e
R

as well as h: : :if 
we approximate
e Se

Se [s ℄

D f e
[s ℄

=e

e

Ss [s ℄

Sf [f ℄ (: : :)
Ss [s ℄

Z

D f e

Sf [s ℄ Simp [s ;f ℄ ;

and assuming that the oupling onstant is small,

e Simp[s ;f ℄ f =

10 As regards numeri al renormalization pro edures, the situation an be di erent.
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=e

Ss [s ℄

h1 Simp [s ; f ℄ + : : :if  e

Ss [s ℄ e

hSimp[s;f ℄if :

(9.26)

That is, assuming that the oupling onstant is in some sense small, we expand in
{ whi h appears to be similar to our previous perturbative approa hes { only to reexponentiate it in the next step { a manipulation very di erent from plain perturbation
theory. Evidently, the validity of this step is bound to small values of the oupling
onstant. However, before attempting a more quali ed justi ation, let us tentatively
a ept the approximation above and explore its onsequen es.
We rst ompute the average

hSimp [s; f ℄if =
=
=
=
=

Z

2Z
2Z
Z

Z

D f e

d e2is ( )

Z

d os(2s )e

R

f d! j!j

R
g =b d!
!

g ln(b)

Z

d os(2f ( ) + 2s ( ))

R
2R
i!
g f d! (!)j!j( !) e2i f d! e (!)

D f e

g
d e2is ( ) e 2

d os(2s )e

Sf [f ℄

1

+ : :=

+ : :=

=

= b

g

Z

d os(2s ):

We thus arrive at the remarkable on lusion that the e e tive a tion for the slow eld
Z
Z
2
g
Se [s ℄ =
d os(2s )
d! (! )j! j( ! ) + b
g s
is stru turally identi al to the a tion we started out from; in other words, we have seen
that the a tion is renormalizable. Nonetheless, the Se di ers in two important points
from the initial a tion S above: rst, the integration over the fast elds led to a hange
of the oupling onstant of the perturbation, se ond, the new a tion takes values on eld
on gurations that u tuate on s ales j!nj < =b, only.
The next step of the RG program should be to ompare the
status of the model before and after the integration over the
fast elds. However, two model a tions taking values on different sets of eld on gurations annot be sensibly ompared.
What we should rather do is res ale the fundamental unit of
time/frequen y su h that after res aling (; ! ) ! ( 0 ; ! 0), the
transformed eld s (! ) ! 0 (! 0), too, u tuates on all s ales
j!0j < . (Please think about this point!) We thus introdu e
a res aled frequen y variable a ording to

ω
Λ

ωs

ω

Λ/b

! 0  b!:
This hange of variables entails a number of se ondary transformations. In order to keep
the dimensionless ombination ! relating time to frequen y invariant, we set

 0  b 1 :
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As for the transformation of the eld variable , there is some freedom (be ause  is an
integration variable whi h an be transformed arbitrarily.) However, the Fourier representation Eq. (9.24) implies that after the transformation of ( ), say, has been xed, the
transformation of (! ) follows from our previous res aling of frequen y/time. In order to
keep the algebrai stru ture of the os-operator invariant, we hose to de ne 0 ( 0 )  s ( ).
Eq. (9.24) then enfor es
0 (! 0) = b 1 (! ):
Substitution of the new variables ! 0 ;  0 ; 0 ( 0 ); 0 (! 0 ) into the e e tive a tion then obtains
2
Se [s ℄ = S 0 [0 ℄ 

Z

g j!0 j<

d! 0 0 (! 0)j! 0j( ! 0 ) + b1 g

Z

d 0 os(20 ( 0 ));

Noti e that the rst ontribution to the a tion remained invariant, save for the fa t that
the integration now extends over the full interval j! 0 j < , as before the RG step.

Noti e that, without any al ulation, the transformation of the a tion under the
res aling of variables ould have been anti ipatied from dimensional analysis: the de nition
!0 = b! implies that all ontributions to the a tion of dimension [frequen y℄d hange by a fa tor
b d . Sin e ( ) is a dimensionless phase, we have [( )℄ = 1 while [(!)℄ = [frequen y℄ 1 . Thus,
the rst term of the a tion has dimension 1 and remains invariant. The se ond operator arries
the dimension [d ℄ = [frequen y℄ 1 and, therefore, hanges by a fa tor b.
. Info.

||||||||||||||{
We are now in a position to ompare the e e tive a tions S [℄ and S 0 [0 ℄ before and after

the integration over the fast modes, respe tively. Obviously, the prin ipal e e t of the
integration over fast modes is that the oupling onstant of the impurity operator hanged
a ording to
! (b)  b1 g :
(9.27)
(Do not forget, however, a point that is impli it in the notation: the new a tion des ribes
u tuations on slower frequen y s ales or larger temporal s ales. That this di eren e
is not manifest in the notation is due to the fa t that we hose to measure the 'new'
frequen y ontinuum in res aled variables ! 0 = b! .)
This nding ontains a preliminary answer to the question formulated above. To
re apitulate, we asked how the presen e of the impurity manifests itself in large s ale
transport properties of the system. What we have found is that an integration over short
u tuations of the olle tive eld  alters the e e tive strength of the impurity. This
hange is a manifestation of the me hanism sket hed qualitatively above, viz. the mutual
in uen e of the Friedel s attering pattern and intera tions in the ele tron gas. Indeed,
we observe that in the non-intera ting ase, i.e. for g = 1, ( f. Eq. (9.19)), the oupling
onstant does not hange. For repulsive (attra tive) intera tions g < 1 (g > 1) the
oupling in reases (de reases) in a ord with the qualitiative pi ture formulated above.
However, our so far result merely indi ates how the oupling onstant hanges after
one RG step, and this is learly not the information we should be ontent with. Notably,
Eq. (9.27) depends in a nonuniversal manner on how we hose to dise t the frequen y
spe trum (the parameter b). However, ideally, we would like to know the value of the
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oupling onstant after all degrees of freedom down to a ertain infrared uto s ale
!min have been integrated out. (E.g., the role of !min might be taken by temperature,
the os illation frequen y of an external perturbation, et .) The general route towards
obtaining this information is to iterate the RG step, i.e. setting  (0) and 0  (1) , we
explore the sequen e of oupling onstants (0) ! (1) ! (2) ! : : :. For all what follows,
it will be onvenient to think of this sequen e as some kind of dynami al system. In ea h
dis rete 'time step', the variable hanges a ording to ! 0 = b1 1=g = eln b(1 1=g) .
Assuming that b = 1 +  is very lose to unity (whi h means that in ea h step only
an asymptoti ally thin layer in frequen y spa e is 'shaven o '), we an en apsulate this
information in the di erential equation
0

d
d


=

d d ln b

(1 g ):

In RG theory, the evolution equation des ribing the ow of the oupling onstant under
an in nitesimal hange of the ontrol parameter,

d
d ln b



( ) = (1 1=g )

(9.28)

is known as a Gell-Mann-Low equation. For histori al reasons, the right hand side of
the equation is alled the -fun tion.
Eq. (9.28) makes the interpretation of the RG generated hange of the oupling
onstant as a dynami al system manifest. Thinking of the parameter t  ln b as some
'time oordinate', we an integrate the evolution equation to obtain11
(t) = (0)e(1

g)t ;

where (t = 0) = (b = 1) has the status of the bare oupling onstant of the theory.
(Remember that for b = 1, e = =b = , whi h is the level of the unrenormalized
theory.)
However, at whi h time tmax should we stop the renormalization ow? Or, what is
the 'real' value of the oupling onstant? The answer to these questions is somewhat
appli ation-spe i . E.g., imagine we had oupled the system to an external perturbation
of hara teristi frequen y !m . In that ase, we might want to integrate out all degrees
of freedom with frequen y !n>m to then explore the e e tive low energy theory at s ales
 !m. I.e., we would set e = !m, or t = ln(=!m). The e e tive theory would then
look stru turally identi al to the mi ros opi one with, however, a renormalized oupling
onstant = (0)(=!m)1 g / !mg 1 . (Noti e that both the bare onstant (0) and the
uto  depend in a non-universal manner on mi ros opi elements of the model. The
use of the proportionality sign indi ates that we are not, in general, interested in these
11 Criti al readers will noti e that this result oin ides with the hange of the oupling onstant obtained

after the rst RG step. This oin iden e, however, is a onsequen e of the simple stru ture of the fun tion in the present example. In more ompli ated ases, the hange of the oupling onstant after an
in nitesimal RG step will stru turally di erent from the result obtained after following the RG ow all
the way down to the IR uto . The on ept of a -fun tion and its integration are therefore indispensable
elements of the theory.
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details but rather fo us on the dependen e of the oupling onstant on the low energy s ale
!m .) Alternatively, we might want to integrate out all degrees of freedom down to the
lowest frequen y allowed by Matsubara frequen y quantization, e = 2T . In this ase
/ T g 1. For a system of nite extent L, we might argue that the spe trum of the modes
(k) is quantized with !min = v=L. In this ase, the e e tive value of the oupling at the
lowest frequen ies would be / L1 g . Summarizing, the RG ow should be terminated
at a low energy s ale determined by the spe i problem under onsideration.
c

attractive

repulsive

0
1

1/g

Figure 9.7: Flow of the oupling strength of an impurity embedded into a quantum wire
as a fun tion of the intera tion strength. The region of intermediate impurity strength
is terra in ognita as it is neither amenable to weak nor to strong oupling expansion
s hemes. The line (g = 1; ) is a ' xed line' where, due to the absen e of intera tions, the
oupling strength does not hange.
Our so far results on the behaviour of the oupling onstant are summarized in the
bottom part of Fig. 9.7. We found that for intera tion parameters g > 1 (g < 1), the
oupling strength de reases (in reases). The nonintera ting ase g = 1 de nes a xed line
where the oupling strength does not hange. However, at this stage, at last, we must
remember that the analysis was based on a spurious expansion of the a tion to rst order
in the impurity operator. This implies that in the repulsive ase, even if the inital value of
the oupling onstant was small, it will soon ow into a region where the perturbative RG
analysis loses its meaning (indi ated by a wavy line in the gure.) How do we know what
happens after the oupling onstant has disappeared into the forbidden zone? Remarkably,
it turns out that for the model (Luttinger liquid + impurity) not only the regime of weak
impurity strength but also the omplementary ase of asymptoti ally large perturbations
(the upper part of the gure) is amenable to analyti al analysis. As a result of a strong
oupling perturbative expansion (see the problem set) one nds that the oupling onstant
ows to (away from) in nite oupling for repulsive (attra tive) intera tions. It is thus
tempting to onje ture a globaly in reasing/de reasing ow ontinuously interpolating
between the two asymptoti regimes. (Appli ation of the ma hinery of onformal eld
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theory to the problem has indeed shown this onje ture to be true.)

. Info. However, notwithstanding the limitation to small values of the oupling, we still
have to dis uss the onsisten y of the fast eld integration, i.e. to show that the reexponentiation of the impurity operator after the averaging over fast u tuations (see Eq.
(9.26)) underlying the previous analysis is legitimate; learly, this step is not equivalent to
a straightforward perturbative expansion. What we are e e tively saying in Eq. (9.26) is that
hexp( Simp )i  exp( hSimpi), i.e. that the fun tional average of the exponeniated a tion an
e e tively be repla ed for the exponential of the averaged a tion. To explore the legitima y of
this laim, let us explore the relevan e of a typi al orre tion to this approximation. E.g. an
expansion of the exponent to se ond order in the impurity operator would lead to expressions
of the type
 Z

2 dd 0 os(2 ( ) + 2 ( )) os(2 ( 0 ) + 2 ( 0 )) ;
s
s
f
f
where we use a onne
ted average
hA^B^ i  hA^B^ i hA^ihB^ i be ause the square of the averR
2
aged a tion  h os(2)i is already in luded in our previous s heme. At rst sight, this
expression looks worrysome. When averaged over the fast eld f we are bound to generate
a omposite operator that depends in a non-lo al manner on two time arguments  and  0.
Re-exponentiation of these obje ts would lead to an a tion mu h more ompli ated than the
original one.
However, before losing hope, let us have a loser look on the fast eld average of the expression
above. Representing the os-fun tions as sum of exponentials, we are led to onsider expressions
of the type
exp[2i(s ( ) + f ( ))℄ exp 2i(s( 0 ) + f ( 0)) /
2
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Here, the -signs in the rst line indi ate the four di erent possible o urren es of signs, in the
third equality we used our previous results on the integrals over the high lying frequen y shell,
and in the ru ial fourth equality noti ed we used that typi ally, (  0 ) > b=; 1=, su h that
the os illatory term integrates to something lose to zero. an be negle ted in omparison with
the onstant.
The estimate above is limited to time arguments j  0j=b > 1 outside a narrow strip
j  0 j  b=. To show that the ontribution of omposite operators from these domains,
too, is negligible, we employ an argument that is symptomati for RG analyses: onsider the
onne ted average
*

2

Z

j  0 j<b=
Z

/ b d

dd 0

os(2s ( ) + 2f ( ))

+

os(2s( 0 ) + 2f ( 0 ))

os2(2s( )) + 2f ( )) =

/
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os2(2s ( )) + onst:
where the notation highlights that the integration area is proportional to b and we used that for
those narrow time windows, the eld integration will be oblivious to the di eren e between ( )
and ( 0). The third line is obtained by averaging the integrand along the lines of our previous
al ulations.
After the res aling of time/and frequen y to restore the old uto , the operator gets multiplied by another fa tor of b, i.e. the overall s aling fa tor is given by b2(1 2g) . This fa tor tells us
that the omposite operator generated by higher order umulative expansion of the a tion is of
lesser operator relevan e than the ontributions we are keeping. For values of the intera tion
g  1 not too distant from unity, the relative value of the oupling onstants of the anomalous
operator / b2(1 2g) and of the standard os(2) ontribution, / b1 g respe tively, will s ale to
0 as b is in reased. A lassi ation of operators a ording to their relative relevan e under the
RG transformation indeed forms the general basis for the limitation of low energy a tions to
few ontributions. Viz. those ontributions that promise to be of strongest s aling relevan e as
larger and larger eld u tuations are probed. We will dis uss this point more systemati ally
in the next se tion.
/b

4g+1

d

||||||||||||||{

Before leaving this se tion, let us make a few general observations on the renormalization pro edure. We rst noti e that it would have been futile to atta k the problem by
the 'plain' perturbation theory developed in hapter 6. The reason is that the propagator
of the (0 + 1)-dimensional e e tive theory, j! j 1, leads to logarithmi divergen es when
integrated over unbound frequen y intervals. I.e. the present theory is again plagued by
the UV/IR divergen es observed above in di erent other ontexts. In se tion 6.1 we had
argued that, in prin iple, a way to over ome these problems was to introdu e an UV- and,
if needed, an IR- uto into the theory. However, we soon dismissed this option be ause it
seemed evident that it would lead to spurious non-universal uto dependen es of physi al
results.
How do these observations relate to what we are doing presently. Obviosuly, the
present12 version of the RG pro eedure, too, relies on the introdu tion of a uto regularizing the logarithmi UV divergen es mentioned above; apparently, the RG pro edure
shares a lot of ommon stru tures with the perturbative approa h. But somehow, we
managed to extra t the information we were interested in { the dependen e of the impurity strength on long range system parameters { in a uto invariant manner13 . The key
to obtaining this information was to introdu e not one, but an entire hierar hy of uto s
and to integrate over ea h of these domains re ursively.
12 Below we will get a quainted with UV regurlarization pro eedures whi h are not based on the intro-

du tion of a uto .
13 One may obje t that the solutions of the -fun tions given above a tually do ontain the bare uto through an initial ondition; they also depend on the bare oupling strength, and, possibly, other
'non-universal' system parameters. However, that need not worry us: in most appli ations (both experimentally and theoreti ally) one is not so mu h interested in the 'absolute value' of physi al observables
(as these usually depend on unknown material parameters anyway) but rather in the way these observabley hange as a relevant ontrol parameter is varied. The important feature found above is that the
rate at whi h the e e tive impurity strength varies with temperature, say, is largely universal and uto
independent.
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Now, a subtle and important point is that this pro edure does not imply that the
uto or, more generally, short s ale u tuations of the model have silently made their
way out of the theory. After all, the UV divergen es mentioned before are manifestations
of a large 'phase volume' of eld u tuations whi h are likely to somehow a e t the
system's behaviour. To understand the 'impli it' way through whi h these u tuations
enter our results, let us get ba k to a remark made on p 374. There, we had said that
upon s aling time/frequen y, ea h operator hanges a ording to its physi al dimension.
I.e. an operator arrying the dimension (time)d would pi k up a s aling fa tor bd . The
s aling dimension of an operator predi ted by its 'physi al' dimension is alled the naive
s aling dimension, the anoni al s aling dimension, or, for obs ure reasons, the
engineering dimension.
The denotations indi ate, however, that these dimensions are not the last word on the
a tual s aling behaviour of anR operator. Indeed, the net result of the RG analysis was
that our operator of interest, d os(), an obje t of engeneering dimension 1 hanges
a ording to b1 g . The orre tion to the naive s aling dimension (presently, g ) is alled the
anomalous dimension of an operator. It's origin lies in the ( uto -dependent) phase
volume of u tuations o-determining the hange of an operator during ea h RG step.
Put di erently, we an say that the uto , by itself a quantity of dimension (time) 1
a ts like a 'grey eminen e' impli itly a e ting the s aling behaviour of an operator. The
anomalous s aling dimensions of the theory e e tively determine its long range observable
behaviour and, therefore, represent quantities of prime interest.

9.3 Renormalization Group: General Theory
Having dis ussed two extended examples, we are in a position to attempt a reasonably
general outline of the RG strategy. Suppose then, we are given a eld theory de ned
through the a tion

S [℄ 

N
X
a=1

ga Oa [℄;

where  is some (in general multi- omponent) eld, ga are oupling onstants and Oa [℄
ertain operators. For on reteness, we may hink of these operators as
Z

Oa = dd x()n m;
i.e. as spa e-time lo al operators involving powers of eld and of its derivatives, although
more general stru tures are on eivable14 By 'renormalization of the theory', we refer to
a s heme to derive a set of equations, so- alled Gell-Mann-Low equations, des ribing
the hange of the oupling onstants fga g as u utations of the theory are su essively
integrated out.
14 E.g. in our previous example of the Luttinger liquid an operator R d!(!)( !)j!j appeared. When

represented in time spa e, this operator is highly non-lo al.
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9.3.1 Gell-Mann-Low Equations
There are a number of methodologi al di erent pro edures whereby the aforementioned
set of ow equations an be obtained from the mi ros opi theory. We here formulate
this step in a language adjusted to appli ations in statisti al eld theory (as opposed to
parti le physi s, say.) While there is onsiderable freedom in the a tual implementation
of the RG pro edure, all methods have in ommon that they proe eed in a sequen e of
three more or less anoni al steps:

I: Subdivision of the Field Manifold

In a rst step, we de ompose the integration manifold fg into a se tor to be integrated
out, ff g, and a omplementary set, fs g. E.g., we may

. pro eed a ording to a generalized blo k spin s heme and integrate over all degrees of freedom lo ated within a ertain stru tural unit in the base manifold fxg.
(This s heme is adjusted to latti e problems where fxg = fxi g is a dis rete set
of points. However, as pointed out above, even then it is diÆ ult to implement
analyti ally. Alternatively, and more frequently,
. one de ides to integrate over a ertain se tor in momentum spa e. When this
se tor is de ned to be a shell =b  jpj < , one speeks of a momentum shell
integration. Naturally, within this s heme the theory will be expli itly uto
dependent at intermediate stages. Alternatively,
. one may de ide to integrate over all high-lying degrees of freedom  1  jpj. In
this ase, we will, of ourse, en ounter divergent integrals. An elegant way to
handle these divergen es is to apply dimensional regularization. Referring for
an introdu tion to this method to se tion XX below, we here merely mention that
the idea is to formally generalize from integer dimensions d to generlized fra tional
dimensions d  . One motivation for doing so (for another, see below) is that,
mira ulously, the formal extension of the hara teristi integrals appearing during
the RG step to non-integer dimensions are nite. As long as one stays lear of the
dangerous values d = integer one an then safely monitor the dependen e of the
integrals on the IR uto  1 .
. For a dis ussion of alternative s hemes, su h as the introdu tion of short distan e
real spa e uto s underlying the so- alled operator produ t expansion we refer
to the literature (see, e.g., the (ex ellent!) textbook [?℄.)

II: RG Step
The se ond, and entral part of the program is to a tually integrate over short range
u tuations. As exempli ed above, this step usually involves approximations. In most
ases, one will pro eed by a so- alled loop expansion, i.e. one organizes the integration
over the fast eld f a ording to the number of independent momentum integrals { loops
{ that o ur after the appropriate ontra tions (for the de nition of loops, see 6.1. Of
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ourse, this strategy makes sense only if we an guarantee that the ontribution of loops
of higher orders is in some sense small, a pre ondition that is, alas, often diÆ ult to
meet. At any rate, to quali edly explore the fun tioning loop numbers as an expansion
parameter, we rst need to understand the key role played by spa e-dimensionality in the
present ontext. We will get ba k to this point in se tion 9.4.)
As a result of the integration one obtains an a tion

S 0 [s ℄ 

X
a

ga0 Oa0 [s ℄;

with altered oupling onstants, depending on the slow se tor of the eld. Noti e that
the integration over fast eld u tuations may a tually lead to the generation of 'new'
operators, i.e. operators that have not been present in the bare a tion. In su h ases one
has to investigate whether the newly generated operators are 'relevant' (see below) in their
s aling behaviour. If so, the appropriate way to pro eeed is to in lude these operators into
the a tion from the very beginning (with an a priori undetermined oupling onstant.)
One then veri es whether the augmented a tion represents a omplete system, i.e. one
that does not lead to the generation of operators beyond those that are already present.
If ne essary, one has to repeat this step until a losed system is obtained.

III: Res aling

One next res ales frequen y/momentum so that the res aled eld amplitude 0 u tuates
on the same s ales as the originial eld , i.e. one sets
q ! bq;
! ! bz !:
Here, the frequen y renormalization exponent z may be unity or equal to two, or for
that matter to a non-integer value, depending on the e e tive dispersion relating frequen y
and momentum. We nally noti e that the eld  itself is an integration variable whi h
may be res aled arbitrarily. Using this freedom, we sele t a term in the a tion whi h be
believe governs the behaviour of the 'free' theory { inRa theory with elasti oupling this
might, e.g, be the leading order gradient operator  dd r { and require that it be
stri tly invariant under the RG step. To this end we designate a dimension Ld to the
eld, hosen so as to ompensate the fa tor bx arising after the renormalization of the
operator. The resaling
 ! bd ;
is known as eld renormalization. It renders the 'leading' operator in the a tion s ale
invariant.
As a result of all these manipulations, we obtain a renormalized a tion

S [℄ =

X
a

ga0 Oa [℄

whi h is entirely des ribed by the set of hanged oupling onstants, i.e. the e e t of the
RG step is fully en apsulated in the mapping
g0 = R~ (g)
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relating the old value of the ve tor of oupling onstants g = fga g to the renormlized one
g0 = fga0 g. By letting the ontrol parameter, l  ln b, of the RG step assume in nitesimal
values, one an make the di eren e beween bare and renormalized oupling onstants,
respe tively, arbitrarily small. It is then natural to express the di eren e g0 g = R~ (g) g
in the form of a generalized -fun tion or Gell-Mann-Low equation

dg
= R(g);
dl

(9.29)

where the rhs is de ned through R(g) = liml!0 l 1 (R~ (g) g).

As mentioned in the beginning of the se tion, the formulation of the RG step above
is a tually not the only one possible. For instan e, in high energy physi s, other renormalization s hemes appear to be more natural. In this area of physi s, there is a tually no reason to
believe in the existen e of a well de ned 'bare' a tion with nite oupling onstants. (Contrary
to the situation in ondensed matter physi s, the bare a tion of quantum ele trodynami s, say,
is prin ipally ina essible.) What we are legitimate to require, though, is that after an integration over UV divergent u tuations, the 'renormalized' oupling onstants of the theory (whi h
in turn determine observables su h as the physi al ele tron mass.) are nite. One may then
just the same postulate that the bare oupling onstants of the theory are a tually in nite. The
value of these in nities is ne tuned so to ombine with the u tuation indu ed 'in nities' to
nite renormalized oupling onstants. Alternatively, one may deliberately add extra operators,
so- alled ounter terms, to the a tion whi h are designed so as to an el divergen es due to
u tuations. However, the net result of all these RG s hemes (whi h, as one an show, are by
and large equivalent) is a mapping des ribing the ow of the oupling onstants upon variation
of a ontroll parameter.
. Info.

||||||||||||||{

9.3.2 Analysis of the Gell-Mann-Low Equations
The Gell-Mann-Low equation (9.29) represents the prinipal result of an RG analysis.
Thinking of the ontrol parameter l as some kind of 'time variable', we identify this
equation as the des riptor of a generalized dynami al system, viz. the system des ribing
the evolution of the e e tive oupling onstants of a model upon haning length or time
s ales. As with any other dynami al system, the prime stru tural hara teristi of the set
of equations (9.29) is the system of its xed points, i.e. the submanifold fgg of points
in oupling onstant spa e whi h are stationary under the ow:

R(g ) = 0:
On e the oupling onstants are ne tuned to a xed point, the system no longer hanges
under subsequent RG transformations. In parti ular it remains invariant under the hange
of spa e/time s ale asso iated to the transformation. Alluding to the fa t that they look
the same no matter how large a magnifying glass is used, systems with this property are
referred to as self similar. (E.g. fra tals su h as the Julia set shown in Fig 9.8 are
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Figure 9.8: The fra tal Julia set. The set is self similar in the sense that any of its
sub-regions aontains the full information of the original set.
paradigmati examples of self similar systems; the magni ation of any sub-region of the
fra tal looks identi al to the full system.) Now, to ea h system we an attribute at least one intrinsi length s ale, viz. the length
 determining the exponential de ay of eld orrelations. However, the existen e of a nite,
and pre-determined intrinsi length s ale learly does not go together with invarian e
under s ale transformations. We thus on lude that at a xed point, either  = 0 (not so
interesting), or  = 1. However, a diverging orrelation length  ! 1 is a hallmark of
a se ond order phase transition. We thus tentatively identify xed points of the RG ow
as andidates for transition points of the physi al system. (For a more omprehensive
review of phase transitions and the rit ial phenomena a ompanying them, see se tion
XX below.)
This being so, it is natural to pay spe ial attention to the behaviour of the ow in
the immediate vi inity of the xed point manifolds. If the set of oupling onstants, g, is
suÆ iently lose to a xed point, g , it will be suÆ ient to onsider the linearized mapping

R(g) = R((g g ) + g )  W (g g );
where the matrix W is de ned through

Wab =

Ra
gb

g=g

To explore the properties of ow, we assume that we had managed to diagonalize the
matrix W . Denoting the eigenvalues by  ; = 1; : : : ; N , and the left-eigenve tors15 by
15 Sin e there is no reason for W being symmetri , the left- and right-eigenve tors may be di erent.
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Figure 9.9: Qualitative visualization of the RG ow in the vi inity of a xed point with
two irrelevant (1 ; 3 ) and one relevant (2 ) s aling elds. The manifold S de ned
through the vanishing of the relevant eld, 2 = 0, is alled a riti al surfa e. On this
submanifold, the RG ow is dire ted towards the xed point f . Deviations o riti ality
make the system approa h one of the stable xed points f1 or f2 .

 , we then have

T W =  T :

The advantage of pro eeding via the un onventional set of left-eigenve tors is that it allows
us to onveniently express the ow of the physi al oupling onstants under renormalization. To this end, let v be the th omponent of the ve tor g g when represented in
the basis f g:
v = T (g g ):
These omponents display a parti ularly simple behaviour under renormalization:

dl v = T dl (g g ) = T W (g g ) =  T (g g ) =  v :
Under renormalization, the oeÆ ients v hange by a mere s aling fa tor  , wherefore
they are alled s aling elds (whi h is somewhat unfortunate nomen lature. The oefients v a tually aren't elds but simply a set of l-dependent oeÆ ients. Namely the
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oeÆ ients of the ve tor of oupling onstants when expressed in the basis of eigenve tors

 .) These equations are trivially integrated to

v (l)  exp(l ):

(9.30)

This result suggests to dis riminate between at least three di erent types of s aling elds:

. For  > 0 the ow is dire ted away from the riti al point. The asso iated s aling
eld is said to be relevant (in the sense that it for efully drives the system away
from the riti al region.) In Fig. 9.9, v2 is a relevant s aling eld.
. In the omplementary ase,  < 0, the ow is attra ted by the xed point. S aling
elds with this property (v1 ; v3 ) are said to be irrelevant.
. Finally, s aling elds whi h are invariant under the ow,  = 0, are alled marginal16 .
The distin tion of relevant/irrelevant/marginal s aling elds in turn implies a lassi ation
of di erent types of xed points:

. For one thing, there are stable xed points, i.e. xed points whose s aling elds
are all irrelevant or, at worst, marginal. These points de ne what we might all
'stable phases of matter': when you release a system somewhere in the parameter
spa e sourrounding any of these attra tors, it will s ale towards the xed point and
eventually sit there. Or, expressed in more physi al terms, looking at the problem
at larger and larger s ales will make it more and more resemble the in nitely orrelated self-similar xed point on guration. (Remember, e.g., the example of the
high temperature xed (line) of the 1d-Ising model met previously.) By onstru tion
the xed point is inert against moderate variations in the mi ros opi morphology
of the system, i.e. it genuinely represents what one might all a 'state of matter'.
Often, but not always, stable xed points orrespond to the phase of asymptoti ally
low ( ! 1, the system is in an ordered state) or high ( ! 0, the system is maxmially disordered) temperature. (Arguably, heating or ooling a system inde nitely,
introdu es a ertain element of stability, towards formation of either an ordered or
an entropi on guration.)
. Complementary to stable xed points, there are unstable xed points. All s aling
elds are relevant. (Cf. the T = 0 xed point of the 1d Ising model.) These xed
points represent the on ept of a Platoni ideal: you an never get there and even if
you managed to approa h it losely, the harsh onditions of reality will make you to
ow away from it. Although unstable xed points do not orrespond to realizable
form of matter they are of importan e in as mu h as they 'orient' the global RG
ow of the system.

16 A marginal s aling eld orresponds to a dire tion in oupling onstant spa e with vanishing partial
derivative,  R g=0 = 0. In this ase, to obtain a re ned pi ture, one sometimes onsiders the se ond
order derivative, 2 R g =0  2x. In the vi inity of the xed point, the s aling eld then behaves as
dl v = xv2 . For x > 0 (x < 0) the eld has the status of a marginially relevant (irrelevant) s aling
eld. It relevant (irrelevant) on a ount of the non-vanishing dire tion of the ow. However, it is also
'marginal' be ause the speed of the ow de reases upon approa hing the riti al regime.
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. Finally, there is the generi lass of xed points with both relevant and irrelevant
s aling elds. These point are of parti ular interest in as mu h as they an be
asso iated to phase transitions. To understand this point, we rst note that the
r, 0 < r < N eigenve tors  asso iated to irrelevant s aling elds span the tangent
spa e of an N r dimensional manifold known as the riti al surfa e (or riti al
line if r = 1. For an illustration for the ase r = 2, see Fig. 9.9.) This riti al
manifold forms the bassin of attra tion of the xed point. I.e whenever a set of
physi al oupling onstants g is ne tuned so that g 2 S , the expansion in terms of
s aling elds only ontains irrelevant ontributions and the system will feel attra ted
to the xed point as if it were a stable one.
However, an ever so slight deviation away from the riti al surfa e introdu es a
relevant omponent driving the system exponentially away from the xed point. A
sket h of the resulting ow is shown in Fig. 9.9 for the ase of just one relevant
s aling eld. E.g. for the ase of the ferromagneti phase transition { to be disussed in more detail in the next se tion { deviations from the riti al temperature
T are relevant. If we onsider a system only slightly above or below T , it may
initially (on intermediate length s ales) appear to be riti al. However upon further in reasing the s ale, the relevant deviation will be ome virulent and drive the
system away from riti ality, either towards the stable high temperature xed point
of the paramagneti phase (T > T ) or towards the ferromagneti low temperature
phase (T < T ).
This pi ture a tually suggests that systems with generi xed points typi ally possess omplementary stable xed points, i.e. xed points towards whi h the ow
dire ts after it has left the riti al region. We also noti e that a s aling dire tion
that is relevant at one xed point (e.g. 2 at the riti al xed point) may be
irrelevant at others (2 at the high and low temperature xed point.)
. Info. The dis ussion above suggests that the on ept of renormalization is intimately
linked to the theory of phase transitions and riti al phenomena. Indeed, the majority
of textbooks on the subje t { of whi h there are by now quite a few[?, ?℄ { mostly arry titles
as 'Phase transitions and the renormalization group', or the like. Whi h orre tly indi ates
that these two on epts are related like siamese twins. Now, in view of the fundus of available
ex ellent literature (and of the fa t that we are approa hing the eld from a more operational,
perspe tive) we shall not attempt yet another 'introdu tion to riti al phenomena' here. Rather,
we will summarize in a on ise, but hopefully self ontained manner those few fa ts of the theory
of riti ality that are absolutely ne essary to put the on ept of renormalization into a larger
physi al ontext:
The most fundamental17 des riptor of a transition between is its order parameter, M ,
i.e. a quantity whose value unambiguosly identi es in whi h phase we are in. Classi al examples in lude the magnetization for the ferromagneti -paramagneti transition, the density for
the liquid-vapour transition, the order parameter amplitude for the BCS transition, et . (However, to keep the nomen lature de nite, we shall mostly use the language of the ferromagneti
transition in the following.)

17 But noti e, that there are transitions whose order parameter is a tually unknown. A famous example
is the quantum Hall transition, to be dis ussed in more detail in hapter XX
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Phase diagram of the ferromagneti transition. Tuning a magneti eld at xed
temperature T < T below the magnetization temperature, T , through zero auses the magnetization to jump: [0; T ℄ is a line of rst order transitions. This line terminates in the unique se ond
order transition point of the system, (T = T ; H = 0): lowering temperature at H = 0 from
large values down to T auses a non-analyiti but ontinuous onset of a nite magnetization.

Figure 9.10:

Now, let us re apitulate18 that transitions between di erent phases of matter fall into two
large ategories: rst order phase transitions, de ned by the fa t that the order parameter
exhibits a dis ontinuous jump a ross the transition line, and the omplementary lass of se ond
order transitions, where the order parameter hanges in a non-analyti but ontinuous manner.
(The two ases are exempli ed in Fig. 9.10 for the ase of a ferromagneti substan e.)
The physi s of se ond order transitions is generally more interesting that that of rst order
transitions. To substantiate this laim, we note that, as a thermodynami state variable, the
order parameter is oupled to a onjugate eld, H : M = H F , where F is the free energy.
At a se ond order transition, M hanges non-analyti ally whi h means that the se ond order
derivative, a thermodynami sus eptibility,  = H2 F develops a singularity. We now
re apitulate that { the u utation dissipation theorem { the sus eptibility is intimately linked
to the eld u utation behaviour of the system. More pre isely,  is proporitional to the integral
over the orrelation fun tion C determining the u tuation behaviour of the elds ( f. Eq. (9.3).)
A divergen e of the sus eptibility implies the buildup of in nitely long ranged eld u tuations
{ interesting physi s.
The divergen e of the sus eptibility goes along with non-analyti and/or singular behaviour
of all sorts of other physi al quantities. In fa t, an even stronger statement an be made. We
have seen that right at the transition/ xed point the system is self similar. This implies that
the behaviour of its various hara teristi s must be des ribed by power laws. Referring for a
more substantial dis ussion to se tion 9.3.3 below, we here merely support this statement by
a heuristi argument. Consider a fun tion f (t), where f is representative for an observable of
interest and t for a ontrol parameter (a s aling eld) determining the distan e to the transition
18 Readers abosulutely unfamiliar with the thermodynami s of phase transitions may wish to onsult

the orresponding se tion of a textbook on statisti al me hani s.
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point. In the immediate vi inity of the transition point, f is expe ted to s ale, i.e. under a
hange of the length s ale x ! x=b, t ! tbDt , the fun tion f must, at most, hange by a fa tor
re e ting its own s aling dimension. f (t) = bDf f (tbDt ). (A more serious, stru tural hange of
the fun tion would be at on i t with asymptoti self similarity.) Mathemati ally, speaking,
this equation amounts to homogeneity of the fun tion f , equivalently expressed by f  t Df =Dt .
The set of di erent exponents hara terizing the relevant powerlaws o uring in the vi inity
of the transition are known as riti al exponents. For at least four di erent reasons, the set
of riti al exponents reprensents the most important stru tural ngerprint of a transition:
1. They arry universal signi an e, i.e. we do not have to invent a set of riti al exponents
for ea h transition anew. (E.g. the divergen e of the orrelation length,   jtj  is
hara terized by a riti al exponent ommonly, and irrespe tive of the parti ular transition
under onsideration denoted by  .)
2. The set of riti al exponents arries the same information as the set of exponents of the
s aling elds, i.e. knowledge of the riti al exponents is equivalent ot the knowledge of
the linear dynami al system hara terizing the ow in the transition region. (In fa t,
the set of riti al exponents overdetermines the s aling eld exponents, i.e. it ontains
redundan y. E.g., of the six riti al exponents hara terizing the magneti transition
only two are independent. The others are inter-related by so- alled19 s aling laws to be
dis ussed below.
3. Criti al exponents are fully universal; they are numbers.
4. Perhaps most importantly, the riti al exponents represent quantities that an be measured. In fa t, their universality and stru tural importan e makes them quantities of
prime experimental interest.
In the following we brie y go through the list of the most relevant exponents, ; ; ; Æ; ; ; ; z20 .
Although we shall again use the language of the magneti transition it is lear that, and how,
the de nition of most exponents readily generalizes to other systems.
: In the vi inity of the riti al temperature, the spe i heat
C = T 2 T2 F
s ales as C  jtj , where t measures the distan e to the riti al point. Note that by virtue
of this de nition a non-trivial statement is made: although the phases above and below
the transition are essentially di erent, the s aling exponents ontrolling the behaviour of
C are identi al. The same applies to all other exponents listed below.
: Approa hing the transition temperature from below, the magnetisation vanishes as M 
H F jH &0  ( t) .
: The magneti sus eptibility behaves as   hM jh&0  jtj .
19 Unfortunately, the language used in the eld of riti al phenomena makes over-ex essive use of the

pre x 's aling-'.
20 Histori ally, and in omplete la k of imagination, the exponents have been designated by a bun h of
six early letters of the greek alphabet. The ex eptional designation of the last exponent, z , indi ates that
it is of newer date.
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Æ:

At the riti al temperature, t = 0, the eld dependen e of the magnetisation is given
by M  jhj1=Æ .
 : Upon approa hing the transition point, the orrelation length diverges as   jtj  ,
 : whi h implies that the orrelation fun tion
C (r)  r (d 2+) exp( r= )
rosses over to power law s aling. To understand the de nition of the power law, noti e
that C  hi arries twi e the dimension of the eld . The engeneering
dimension
of the latter follows from the requirement that the gradient operator  R dd r be
dimensionless: [℄ = L(2 d)=2 , a ording to whi h C (r) has anoni al dimension L2 d.
The exponent , ommonly alled the anonmalous dimension of the orrelation fun tion
measures the mismat h between the observed and the anononi al dimension, respe tively.
z : A quantum theory an be looked at as some kind of lassi al theory in d + 1 dimensions.
The theory is 'quantum riti al' if the e e tive lassi al theory ontains a riti al point.
In the vi inty of that point large u tuations are observed in both the d spatial dire tions
and the temporal 'dire tion'. However, the di erent physi al origin of these dimensions
manifests itself in the s aling being anisotropi . Denoting the orrelation length in temporal dire tion by  , we de ne   z , where deviations z 6= 1 in the dynami al exponent
measure the degree of anisotropy.
Now, a moments thought shows that of the six lassi al exponents only a few an be really
independent: above we had said that, modulo irrelevant perturbations, the ow in the vi inity
of a transition point is ontrolled by the relevant s aling elds. Referring for a more quantitative
dis ussion to se tion XX below, we anti ipate that for the magneti transition, the magneti
eld will ertainly represent a relevant perturbation (a fa t readily expressed by he positivity of
the exponent Æ.) Also, deviations from the riti al temperature, t 6= 0, are relevant21 . However,
that's it; in the asymptoti vi inity of the transition, the ow is ontrolled by a 2-dimensional
dynami al system. Whi h suggests that four onstraining equations should redu e the set of
six lassi al exponents to only two independent exponents. Histori ally, these equations, the
aforementioned s aling laws, were dis overed one-by-one (at a time when the underlying onne tions to the system of 's aling elds' had not yet been known.) For the sake of referen e,
these onstraint equations (along with the name of the people who dis overed them) are listed
below. In se tion 9.3.3 below we will then exemplify how the s aling laws an be transparently
derived from the intrinsi stru ture of the theory.
Fisher
 (2  ) =
Rushbrooke
+2 + =2
Widom
(1 Æ ) =
Josephson 2
= d

The pra ti al importan e of this table lies in the fa t that we need to ompute/measure only
two exponents { no matter whi h { to ompletely nail down the s aling stru ture of the theory.
||||||||||||||{

21 If you nd it diÆ ult to think of temperature as a ' oupling onstant', remember that in our derivation
of the 4 -model
as the relevant theory of the magneti transition the oupling onstant of the 'mass
R
operator' r dd r 2 turned out to be proportional to t = jT T j=T .
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In the next se tion we will see that the dynami al system of the s aling elds en apsulates pra ti ally all information on the ' riti al' u tuation phenomena a ompanying
a phase transition. However, for the moment we shall restri t ourselves to the dis ussion
of one more aspe t of on eptual importan e, viz. universality. The point is that there
are a tually not so many fundamentally di erent universality lasses of di erent riti al systems. (I.e. di erent dynami al systems of s aling elds.) Roughly speaking, and
leaving more esotheri lasses of phase transitions appart, O(101 ) fundamentally di erent
types of ows re urantly appear in pra ti al appli atations. This has to be ompared to
the O(10? ) di erent physi al systems that display se ond order phase transitions. The important statement made here is that the plethora of all these transitions an be grouped
into a very limited set of di erent universality lasses. Remarkably, the origin of this
universality an readily be understood from the on ept of riti al surfa es:

universality classes

systems

theory

universal predictions

Figure 9.11: On the universality of phase transition behaviour. To ea h mi ros opi
system (upper part) we have to assign a universality lass (right). However, sin e there
is only a very limited set of di erent universality lasses, while the number of systems
is quasi-ini nite, di erent systems must exhibit identi al transition behaviour. Further
dis ussion, see text.
Imagine then, an experimentalist exploring a system that is known to exhibit a phase
transition. As she must be keen to observe riti al behaviour, available ontrol parameters
Xi (temperature, pressure, magneti eld, et .) will be varied until the system begins to
exhibit large u tuations. On a theoreti al level, the variation of the ontrol parameters
determines the initial values of the oupling onstants of the model (as they fun tionally
depend on the Xi 's through their onne tion to the mi ros opi system Hamiltonian.)
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In Fig. 9.9 the urve in oupling onstant spa e de ned in this way is indi ated by .
For system parameters orresponding to point above or below the riti al manifold, the
system asymptoti ally (i.e. when looked at at suÆ iently large s ales) falls either into
the high or the low temperature regime (as indi ated by the urves bran hing out from
in Fig. 9.9.) However, eventually the parameter traje tory will meet the riti al surfa e.
For this parti ular value of the oupling onstants, the system is riti al. As we look at
it on larger and larger length s ales, it will be attra ted by the xed point sitting on S ,
i.e. it will display the universal behaviour hara teristi for this parti ular point. This is
the origin of universality: variation of the system parameters in a di erent manner (or for
that matter onsidering a se ond system with di erent material onstants) will generate a
di erent traje tory g (fXi g) = 0 . However as long as the this traje tory interse ts with
S , it is guaranteed that riti al behaviour of the same universal properties (viz. ontrolled
by the unique xed point) will be observed.
In fa t a more farrea hing statement an be made. Given that there is an in nity of
systems exhibiting transition behaviour (symboli ally indi ated by the row of boxes in the
upper part of Fig. 9.11) while there is only a very limited set of universality lasses (the set
of boxes on the left), many systems of very di erent mi ros opi morphology must share
the same universal behaviour. More formally, di erent mi ros opi systems must map
onto the same riti al low energy theory. To illustrate the amazing onsequen es on just
one example: it turns out (see the problem set) that the s aling behaviour dis ussed earlier
in onne tion with the disordered Luttinger liquid, is also observed for a super ondu tor
Josephson jun tion, i.e. a system of very di erent mi ros opi origin. Further oin iden es
of this type will be en ountered below.

9.3.3 S aling Theory
Above we have seen that the dynami al system of s aling elds en odes a wealth of
information on the large s ale stru ture and on the phases of a physi al system. However,
we have not yet established a onne tion between the on ept of renormalization and
on rete, i.e. exprimentally a essible data. This will be the subje t of the present
se tion.
Imagine then, we had represented some observable of experimental interest, X , in
terms of the language of the fun tional integral. A ording to the dis ussion of the
previous hapter this means that we have managed to express

X=

X
p

C (pi ; g );

as the sum over an n-point orrelation fun tion C (pi ; g ) = h(: : :) : : : i, where the
(highly symboli ) notation indi ates that C may depend on both the momentum s ale
at whi h it is evaluated (e.g. through the expli it momentum dependen e of urrent
operators, et .) and on the oupling onstants. The ellipses (: : :) stand for optional
algebrai elements entering the de nition of the orrelation fun tion.
We next build on our assumption of renormalizability of the theory, i.e. we use that
we an evaluate C before or after an RG step, the result must be the same. On the other
hand, the RG transformation will, of ourse, not leave the individual onstituents entering
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the de nition of C invariant; it will hange oupling onsants, g , the momenta pi , and
the eld amplitudes  a ording to the pres riptions formulated in the previous se tion.
Expressed in a single formula,

C (pi ; g ) = bnd C (pi b; g b );

(9.31)

where we have simpli ed the notation by assuming that the oupling onstants themselves
s ale. (Otherwise, the matrix elements of a linear transformation mediating between the
oupling onstants and the s aling elds would appear.) For notational onvenien e we
also assume that the xed point value of the oupling onstants, g = 0. The fa tor Lnd
a ounts for the expli it res aling of the n elds entering the de nition of C .
Noti e that Eq. (9.31) a tually represents a very remarkable statement: although the
three di erent elements (; pi ; g ) ontributing to the orrelation fun tion hange under
the transformation in a seemingly unrelated manner, the net result of the on erted
res aling is nil. Indeed, Eq. (9.31) serves as a starting point for the derivation of various
relations of immediate pra ti al relevan e.

S aling Fun tions
We get ba k to a prin iple already used in onne tion with the 1d-Ising model. For
on reteness, imagine that we are working under onditions where there is just a single
relevant s aling eld g1 , while all g >1 are irrelevant (or marginal for that matter). We
an then write

C (pi ; g1; g ) = bnd C (pi b; g1 b1 ; g b ) =
g1 1
= g1 nd =1 C (pi g1 1=1 ; 1; g g1  =1 ) 
g1 1 nd =1
 g1
C (pi g1 1=1 ; 1; 0)  g1 nd =1 F (pi g1 1=1 ):
Here, we have used the freedom of arbitrarily hosing the parameter b to set g1 b1 = 1.
In the third equality we assumed that we are suÆ iently lose to the transition that the
dependen e of C on irrelevant s aling elds is inessential. The fun tion F de ned through

C (pi ; g1) = g1 nd=1 F (pi g1 1=1 )

(9.32)

is an example of a s aling fun tion. Alternatively (e.g., if C represents a thermodynami
observable or a global transport oeÆ ient) we might be interested in the orrelation
fun tion C (g1 ; g )  C (pi = 0; g1 ; g ) at zero external momentum pi = 0. In this ase,
a typi al question to ask would be for the dependen e of C on the most relevant, and
the se ond most relevant ontrol parameter g2 (where we leave unspe i ed whether g2 is
relevant, marginal or irrelavant.) Following the same logi s as above, we obtain

C (g1 ; g2 ) = g1 nd=1 F~ (g2 g1 2 =1 );
with some di erent s aling fun tion F~ .

As an example parti ularly relevant to the omparison between analyti al theory
and numeri s we mention the on ept of nite size s aling. While analyti al theories are most
. Info.
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onveniently formulated in the thermodynami limit, numeri al simulations are arried out for
systems of still very limited size. (Typi al system sizes are O(100 1000) for non-intera ting
models and O(10) for intera ting models.) The need to ompare between theory and numeri al
simulations motivates to expli itly keep tra k of the system size under renormalization. Indeed,
the system size L has dimension [length℄1 and, therefore, gets resaled as L ! L=b. Setting
L=b = 1, we obtain a s aling fun tion
G(g ; L) = Lnd Ffs (g L );

with expli it system size dependen e.

||||||||||||||{

While the onstru tion of any parti ular s aling fun tion may be ontext-dependent
the prin iple behind the derivation is general: on e the s aling behaviour of a orrelation
fun tion is known, the arbitrariness of the s aling parameter b an be used to redu e the
number of independent variables by one. The redu ed orrelation fun tion is alled a
s aling fun tion.
As with the response fun tions dis ussed in the previous hapter, s aling fun tions,
too, represent a prime interfa e between theory and experiment. Experimentally,
the measurement of an observable X in dependen e on a number of relevant system
parameters, t and h, say, results in a multi-parameter fun tion X (t; h). In fa t, a better
way to think about this obje t is as a set of one-dimensional fun tions Xh (t) depending
on a parameter h. (This is be ause in experiment one typi ally varies only a single
ontrol parameter, e.g. temperature at xed magneti eld.) S aling implies that all
these fun tions ollaps onto a generi one-dimensional22 pro le, if only the data is plotted
as a fun tion of the relevant s aling parameter thx .
This me hanism an be made useful in several di erent ways. E.g., if there is not yet
a theory of the transition phenomenon in question, the experimentalists may empiri ally
identify the relevant s aling paramters and pose the explanation of the observed s aling
exponent x { by onstru tion a fully universal number { as a problem to the theorists23
Conversely, theorists may suggest a s aling exponent whi h an be put to test by he king
whether the experminental data ollapses on this exponent. Sumarising, one of the great
virtues of the on ept of s aling is that it ondenses the information ex hange between
experiment and therory (and analyti al theory and numeri s for that matter) into a small
set of universal numbers.

For the sake of ompleteness we mention that, espe ially in the eld theoreti al
ommunity, the information en apsulated in the s ale dependent orrelation fun tions is often
represented in a di erent manner. Starting out from
.

Info.

C (pi ; g

) = enld C (piel ; g (l));

22 For an n-dimensional data set, the ollaps is to an (n 1) dimensional fun tional set.
23 In parentheses we note that the empiri al ollapse of experimental data onto s aling fun tions requires

a lot of skill. E.g. if the data set onsists of a number of fun tional 'pat hes' of only limited overlap, it is
quite 'easy' to onstru t a s aling fun tion of, in fa t, almost any desired power law dependen e. Data of
this type tends to ontain a lot of statisti al un ertainty whi h an easily lead to erroneous on lusions.
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where we have set b = exp(l), we an use the l-independen e of the lhs to write
0 = dld enld C (piel ; g (l)):

(Noti e that here we do not require to be in the asymptoti s aling regime, i.e. for the sake
of the present onstru tion, the l-dependen e of the oupling onstants need not be expli itly
exponential.) We next arry out the l-di erentiation to obtain
 

n de; +



2 + l + (g )g



C (pi el ; g (l)) = 0:

(9.33)

Here, de; is the engeneering dimension of the eld  and =2 = d de; its anomalous dimension.
(Cf. the de nition of  in the infobox on p 386.) Further, the partial derivative l a ts on the
expli it s ale dependen e of the momentum arguments (or any other expli itly s ale dependent
argument for that matter.) Finally, (g ) is the -fun tion de ned above.
Eq. (9.33) is known as a renormalization group equation. Both the RG equation and
the s aling form we used to derive it equivalently express the s aling behaviour of the orrelation
fun tion.
||||||||||||||{

S aling Fun tions and Criti al Exponents
Another important aspe t of s aling theory is that it an be used to dis lose relations
between the seemingly independent24 riti al exponents of the theory. For the sake of
on reteness, let us onsider the ase of the ferromagneti transition, i.e. a transition
we had previously hara terised in terms of six riti al exponents ; : : : ;  ( f. p 388.)
However, the ow in the vi inity of the magneti xed point is ontrolled by only two
relevant s aling elds, the (redu ed) temperature, t and the redu ed magneti eld h 
H=T . Negle ting irrelevant perturbations, we thus on lude that under a renormalization
group transformation, the redu ed free energy f = F=T Ld will behave as25

f (t; h) = b d f (tbt ; hbh ):
We next x tbt = 1 to redu e the number of independent variables to one:

f (t; h) = td=t f~(h=th =t ):

(9.34)

Containing the full thermodynami information, Eq. (9.34) is all we need to ompute the
riti al exponents. Indeed, omparing with the de nitions summarized on pp 388 it is
24 After all, the riti al exponents des ribe the behaviour of quite di erent physi al observables in the

transition region.
25 Here we used that the redu ed free energy does not arry an anomalous dimension. By de nition,
the free energy F = T ln Z does not hange under renormalization (whi h after all merely amounts to
representing the number Z through fun tional integrals of di erent spa e/time resolution.) Thus, the
s aling of the redu ed free energy is entirely arried by the prefa tor L d.
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straightforward to show that

d
;
t

Æ= h ;
d h
=2

d h
2 d
;
= h
;
t
t
1
= ;
 = 2 + d 2h ;
dt
=

(9.35)

from where follow the ross-relations summarized in the table on p 389 by dire t omparison. These relations illustrate our previous assertion that on eptually the dimensions
of the relevant s aling elds have a status more fundamental than the riti al exponents.

Verify these statements. To obtain the fth relation, noti e that under a
hange of s ale,  ! b. On the other hand, t   1= . The sixth relation is obtained from Eq.
(9.5). Just substitute the de nition of the spatial pro le of the orrelation fun tion in terms of
the riti al exponent  into the integral to obtain a relation between the riti al exponents
and  (In fa t, Fisher's s aling law.)
.

Exer ise.

9.4 Example III: RG Analysis of the Ferromagneti
Transition
In the previous se tion, we have got a quainted with some fundamental elements of the
stru ture of RG analyses, and their onne tion to the theory of se ond order phase transition. The dis ussion was kept on a fairly general level and, therefore, may have been at
times somewhat abstra t. To illustrate the on epts introdu ed above on a on rete problem, and to introdu e some more elements of RG theory, we now turn to the dis ussion
of our third example, the ferromagneti transition.
In se tion 6.1.2 we had introdu ed 4 -theory as an e e tive low energy model of
that phase transition. However, we did not yet apply the model to explore its universal
properties. Rather we left { see the dis ussion of the beginning of this hapter { the
analysis of the model in a state of despair. However, by now we have all the ma hinery
needed to a tually do something useful with the model to our availability. Indeed, we shall
see that RG methods, and only RG methods, an be applied to su essfully understand
mu h of the intriguing behaviour displayed by the (d > 2)-dimensional Ising model in the
vi inity of its phase transition. We now hose to set tbt = 1 to redu e the number of
independent variables to one:

f (t; h) = td=t f~(h=th =t ):
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9.4.1 Preliminary Dimensional Analysis
The rst question we wish to address has somewhat te hni al status: What was our
justi ation to represent the Ising model in terms of the a tion26

S [℄ =

Z

dd r



r 2 1

 +  + 4
2
2
4!

h



(9.36)

in the rst pla e, i.e. why was it possible to negle t both higher powers of the eld 
and/or gradients that surely are present in the exa t reformulation of the Ising problem
in terms of -variables?
To understand the negle t of these terms we pro eed by dimensional analysis. Anti ipating that (see below) the 'real' dimensions arried by the operators in the a tion
will be not too far from their engeneering dimension, we begin by exploring the latter.
We pro eed along the lines of the general s heme outlined
the previous hapter and
R in
2
designate dimension unity to the leading gradient term  in the a tion. This entails
[℄ = L(2 d)=2 from where it is straightforward to attribute engeneering dimensions to all
other operators:
Z

Z

2



n



Z

=

L2 ;

=

Ld+(2 d)n=2 ;

4



=L
Z

d+4 ;

( m )2



= L2(1

m) :

(9.37)

These relations tell us a lot about the prospe ted signi an e of all stru turally allowed
operators:

. the engineering dimension of the non-gradient operator
mensions indi ating general relevan e.

 2 is positive in all di-

. The  4 operator is relevant (irrelevant) in dimensions d < 4 (d > 4). This
suggests that for d > 4 an harmoni approximation ( = 0) of the model should be
reasonable. It also gives us a preliminary lue as to how we might want to approa h
the 4 -model on a te hni al level: while for dimensions d = 2; 3 'mu h' smaller
than d = 4 the intera tion operator  4 is strongly relevant, dimension d = 4 is
borderline. This suggests to analyse the model at d = 4, or maybe ' lose'27 to d = 4
where the 4 operator is not yet that virulent, and then try to extrapolate at what
happens at the 'physi al dimensions' d = 2; 3.
. Operators  n>4 be ome relevant only in dimensions d < (1=n 1=2) 1 < 4.
However, even below these threshold dimensions, operators of high powers in the
eld variable are mu h less relevant than the dominant un-harmoni operator 

26 Generalising our dis ussion from se tion 6.1.2, we here add the oupling to a stati magneti

eld
to the a tion. (Exer ise: re apitulate the onstru tion of 6.1.2 to onvin e yourself that, to lowest order
in an expansion in terms of , oupling the system to a magneti eld leads to the fourth term of Eq.
(9.36). In ase you are too unpatient to do this: justify the stru ture of the term on physi al grounds.)
27 As we shall see momentarily, the analysis of the problem is readily generalized to non-integer dimensions.
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R

4 . This is the a posteriori justi ation of our negle t of operators  n>4 in the
derivation of the model.

. Similarly, operators with more than two gradients are generally irrelevant and an
be negle ted in all dimensions.
R

. In ontrast, the operator   oupling to the magneti
1 + d=2 and is therefore always strongly relevant.

eld arries dimension

Dimensional analysis provides us with some valuable hints (see, however, the info box
below) as to the importan e of various operators appearing in the theory. It also indi ates
that in the present ontext dimension d = 4 might play a spe ial role. Guided by this
information, we next pro eed to analyse the model in a sequen e of steps of in reasing
sophisti ation.

9.4.2 Mean-Field Theory
Given an a tion like (9.36), the rst thing we might try is a mean eld analysis. That
is, assuming that our oupling onstants r;  are suÆ iently large we assume that the
fun tional integration over  is entered around solutions of the equation ÆSÆ[℄ = 0, or

 3
 h = 0;
(9.38)
12
where we used that mean eld on gurations of low energy will be spatially onstant.
Just by looking at a plot of the potential part of the eld-free (h = 0) Lagrangian,
 2r 2 + 4! 4 it is lear that, depending on the sign of r, the mean eld equation possesses
two fundamentally di erent types of solutions. For r > 0, the a tion has a global minimum
at  = 0, implying that  = 0 is the unique mean eld. Noti ing that the amplitude of 
represents a measure of the magnetization of the system (whi h is lear from the way the
4 -a tion was derived from the Ising model on pp 188)), we identify r > 0 as a phase of
zero net magnetism, the paramagneti phase.
In ontrast, for r < 0, the a tion has two degenerate minima at non-zero values,

 = 0  (12jrj=)1=2. The system then has to make a hoi e as to whether it wants to
sit in the ground state on guration  = 0 or  = 0 . This is the state of spontaneous
symmetry breaking indi ative of the low temperature ferromagneti phase. (Noti e
that upon swit hing on a small magneti eld, the degenera y between the two ground
states gets lifted and the system will populate a state of predetermined magnetization,
 = 0 , depending on the sign of h.)
The preliminary analysis above indi ates that r has the status of a fundamental parameter tuning the system through the ferromagneti transition point. Indeed, our mi ros opi analysis in se tion 6.1.2 had indi ated that r  T T was a fun tion of temperature
that hanged sign at some riti al temperature T , the mean- eld riti al temperature of
the transition. However, even if we didn't know the mi ros opi s, it would be lear that
r(T ) is (i) some fun tion of temperature whi h (ii) must have a zero at some temperature
T = T (Otherwise there would be no transition to begin with.) At any rate, in the vi inity of T = T , r  T T represents our prime measure of the distan e to the transition
r +
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point. (This observation
is, in fa t, in perfe t agreement with our earlier observation that
R
the operator 2 oupled to r is relevant, see the dis ussion in se tion 9.3.2.)
What an mean eld theory say about the prime des riptors of the transition, the
riti al exponents. Identifying the amplitude of  (alias the magnetization) with the
order parameter of the transition, and referring ba k to our list of exponents on p 388,
the low temperature pro le

jj = (12jrj=)1=2  jtj1=2
= 1=2. (Here we have introdu ed t  (T T )=T

implies
as the redu ed temperature
of the transition. The exponent is obtained by di erentiating (9.38) with respe t to h.
With   h , it is then we then straightforward to verify that approa hing the transition
point from both sides, high and low temperatures,

  jtj 1 ;
or = 1. The a tion evaluated on the mean eld on guration reads as


r

S [℄ = Ld 2 + 4
2
4!





1 2
 0 t tt >< 00

(9.39)

With the mean eld free energy F = T S [℄ we nd that the spe i heat C = T 2 T2 F 
t2 S behaves like a step fun tion at the transition point: = 0.
Right at the riti al temperature, r = 0, the mean eld magnetisation depends on h

as   h1=3 implying that Æ = 3. Finally, the orrelation length exponents  ,  annot
really be omputed from plain mean eld theory as they are tied to the spatial pro le of
u tuating eld on gurations.
S

S

r>0
φ

r<0
φ

Figure 9.12: A tion of the 4 -theory evaluated on a onstant eld on guration above
(left) and below (right) the transition point.
For the sake of later omparison, the mean eld riti al exponents are summarized in
table 9.1. At rst sight the di eren es between the experimentally observed exponents
( rst olumn) and the mean eld exponents (se ond olumn) don't look dramati { apparently the primitive mean eld approa h pursued here does not do too bad. Whi h,
in view of the fa t that the buildup of pronoun ed u tuations is one of the hallmarks
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of transition physi s, should be a bit of a surprise. On the other hand we must keep in
mind that the exponents des ribe singular power laws in the transition region. In view of
that, the di eren e between 1:3 and 1 does look quite signi ant. At any rate, we should
try to re ne our theoreti al understanding of the transition and explore whether better
agreement with the experimental data an be a hieved.
rit.exp. experiment
0-0.14
0.32-0.39
1.3-1.4
Æ
4-5

0.6-0.7

0.05

1
1/3
1/3
7/6
4
1
0

mean eld Gaussian
0
1/2
1/2
1/4
1
1
3
5
1/2
0

5
.109
.327
1.238
4.786
.631
.037

Table 9.1: Criti al exponents of the ferromagneti transition obtained through di erent
methods. Experimental exponents represent umulative data from various ferromagneti
substan es.

9.4.3 Gaussian Model
The least we should do to improve on the mean eld analysis is to integrate out quadrati
u tuations around the onstant on guration . Approa hing the transition point from
above, we set  = 0 and approximate the a tion through its quadrati expansion28

S [℄ 

Z

dd r



r 2 1
 +  h
2
2



(9.40)

With this a tion, the further ourse of a tion seems to be lear. We should do the Gaussian
integral and then evaluate the dependen e of the free energy on the external parameters
H and r. However, in anti ipation of our analysis of the full problem below, we here
pursue a slighly di erent, renormalization group oriented approa h. I.e. pretending that
we didn't know how to do the Gaussian integral, we will subje t the quadrati a tion to
a momentum shell RG analysis.
Pro eeding along the lines of the anoni al sheme, we split our eld  = s + f
into a fast and a slow part, thereby ausing the standard fragmentation of the a tion
S [s ; f ℄ = Ss [s ℄ + Sf [f ℄ + S [s ; f ℄. However, the ru ial simpli ation hara teristi
for a Gaussian model is that the a tion S oupling fast and slow omponents, respe tively,
a tually vanishes (why?), implying that the integration over fast eld merely leads to an
inessential onstant. The e e t of the RG step on the a tion is then entirely ontained in
the res aling of the slow a tion. A ording to our previous dis ussion, the s aling fa tors
28 The appearan e of a linear term indi ates that we are not expanding around the 'true' mean eld, i.e.
exa t solution of (9.38), but rather around the solution  = 0, of the eld free system. However, in view
of the fa t that h has the status of an external perturbation, this hoi e of the referen e on guration is
quite natural.
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thus appearing are determined by the engineering dimensions of the operators appearing
in the a tion, i.e. ( f. Eq. (9.37)),

r ! b2 r;

h ! bd=2+1 h:

Using that r  t we an then readily write down the two relevant s aling dimensions of
the problem, t = 2 and h = d=2 + 1. Comparison with Eq. (9.35) nally leads to the
list of exponents,
d
d 1
=2
;
=
;
= 1;
2
4 2
d+2
1
Æ=
;
= ;
 = 0:
d 2
2
Noti e that the exponents now expli itly depend on the dimensionality of the system, a
natural onsequen e of the fa t that they des ribe the e e t of spatial u utuations. The
se ond olumn of table 9.1 ontains the values of the exponents for a three dimensional
system. We annot really say that the results are any better than those obtained by mean
eld analysis. Some exponents (e.g. Æ ) agree better with the experimental data, others
(e.g. ) de idedly worse.
As a orrolary to this se tion, we note that the Gaussian model possesses only one
xed point, viz. r = h = 0 whi h in the ontext of 4 -theory is alled the Gaussin xed
point.

9.4.4 Renormalization Group Analysis
In our so far analysis of the model, we have not really tou hed upon its prin ipal sour e
of omplexity, the e e t of the 'intera tion operator'  4 on the u tuation behaviour of
the eld. It is likely that the negle t of this aspe t holds responsible for the omparatively
poor predi itve power of both the straightforward mean eld analysis and of the Gaussian
model. Indeed, the dimensional analysis of se tion 9.4.1 indi ated that the 4 addition
to the a tion be omes relevant below four dimensions. A more physi al argument to the
same e e t is given in the info box below.
Although the solution of the general problem posed by the a tion (9.36) still appears to
be hopelessly diÆ ult, there is one aspe t we an turn to our advantage. While physi al
systems exist in integer dimensions d = 1; : : : ; 4; : : :, there is a tually no reason why
we shouldn't be allowed to evaluate our theoreti al model des ription, i.e. the fun tional
integral with a tion (9.36), in fra tional dimensions. In the present ontext, this seemingly
a ademi freedom turns out to be of on rete pra ti al relevan e. The point is that we
found the non-linear 4 -operator to be marginal at d = 4 and relevant below. One may
thus expe t that in dimensions d = 4 ,   1 the operator is relevant but not that
relevant. I.e. the hope is that for suÆ iently small deviations o the threshold dimension
four, the theory knows of an expansion parameter, somehow related to , whi h will enable
us to get the e e t of the intera tion operator under ontrol. Of ourse, in the end of the
day we will have to 'analyti ally ontiune' to dimensions of interest,  = 1 or even  = 2,
but for the moment we shall thrust aside that formidable perspe tive and see what we
an learn from a d = 4  representation of the theory.
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. Info. Our previous analysis relied on the presumption that the eld integration is tightly
bound to the vi inity of the extrema of the a tion. But let's now ask under what onditions, this
assumption is a tually justi ed. What we should do is develop some opinion as to the relative
importan e of the mean eld ontent of the theory and of the u tuations around the mean
eld, respe tively. There are several ways of doing so, and the one we will pursue here is based
on an analysis of the magneti sus eptibility of the system. (At this point, we should like to
warn the reader that the arguments formulated below, while te hni ally straightforward, are
on eptually involved. I.e it is ertainly well invested time to riti ally ontemplate the logi s
of the onstru tion in ea h of its steps.)
We re all that the sus eptibility is de ned by
=

H2 F

Z

 ddrh(r)(0)i  G(k = 0);

where we used that h(r)(r0 )i = G(r r0 ) is the Green fun tion of the model. Given this
identi ation, we note that a formal riterion of the transition { divergent sus eptibility! { is a
singularity of the zero momentum Green fun tion.
On the level of the Gaussian theory (see Eq. (9.40)) G(k) = (r + k2 ) 1 , i.e.   r 1. In
foresight of troubling observations to ome, we re-iterate that the mean eld transition temperature is identi ed by the ondition r  t = 0. Now, lets move on to explore orre tions to
the mean eld sus eptibility on the level of a perturbative one-loop al ulation. To this end we
remember that (if ne essary, re apitulate the dis ussion of 6) that due to the presen e of the 4
operator the Green fun tion a quires a self energy whi h, at the one-loop level is given by
X
 = 2 r +1k02 :
k0
As a onsequen e, the sus eptibility now estimates to
X 1
 1  (G(k = 0)) 1 = r  = r +
2 k0 r + k02 :
A rst observation to be made is that non-Gaussian u tuations (physi ally: intera tions between harmoni u tuations around the mean eld amplitude) lower the transition amplitude,
i.e. setting r  T T it now takes a smaller temperature T to rea h the transition point; quite
in a ord with intuitive expe tation, u tuations tend to 'disorder' the system.
Irritatingly, we also observe that the uto  is needed to prevent the ' orre tion'
Z 
1
X 1


dd k0
0
2
2 k0 r + k
r + k02
from diverging in dimensions d  2. To quali edly deal with this singularity, we have to realize
that the e e t of u tuations is a tually twofold: the transition temperature gets shifted and
the temperature dependen e of the inverse sus eptibility is apparently no longer plain linear (by
virtue of the r-dependen e of the integrand.) The two e e ts an be disentangled by writing


  Z
1
1
 L d  d 0
1
dk
 = r~ +
=
2 2
r + k02 k02
 d Z 
1
(9.41)
dd k0
 r~ 2r~ 2L
(~r + k02 )k02 ;
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d Z  d 0
dk

2
k02
represents the shifted transition temperature while the integral des ribing the deviation from the
linear temperature dependen e of the sus eptibility is now UV- onvergent in dimensions d < 4.
Noti e that in the se ond line of (9.41) we have repla ed the parameter r in the integrand
by the modi ed parameter r~. To the a ura y of a one-loop al ulation, this manipulation is
permissible.
Naively, it looks as if our so-far manipulations have led us right away into a atastrophy:
the u utation-renormalized transition temperature appears to diverge as we send the uto to
in nity, learly a non-sensi al predi tion! However, a se ond thought shows us that this worry is
based on prejudi ed thinking. The point is that we had a tually no justi ation to identify the
physi al transition temperature through the parameter r of the a tion in the rst pla e. This
identi ation was based on mean eld theory alone, i.e. an approa h to the problem altogether
negle ting the key e e t of u tuations. However, the bare parameter r appearing in the a tion
arries as little 'universal' meaning as the uto  or any other mi ros opi system parameter
for that matter!
On e we have a epted this view on the problem, we should identify the transition temperature through the singularity of ma ros opi ally observable system properties (e.g. divergen e of
the sus eptibility ; (one-loop level) vanishing of modi ed parameter r~) while the mi ros opi
parameters arry now signi an e by themselves.
This interpretation of the problem a tually losely parallels the philosophy
of renormalization in high energy physi s. There, the bare parameters of the a tion are fundamentally undetermined, while the inverse of the Green fun tion at zero external momentum
represents a physi al observable, e.g. the mass of the ele tron. Sin e the loop orre tions of
to this latter quantity appear to be in nite (and the theory does not enjoy the luxury of the
presen e of a physi ally motivated uto ), one postulates that the bare parameters of the a tion
have been in nite by themselves. These singularities are deliberately adjusted so as to an el
the divergen e of the u tuation orre tions and to produ e nite 'physi al' quantities.
Consult a textbook on renormalization in high energy physi s (e.g. [?℄) to get a quainted
with the fun tioning of this strategy, and with the enormous su ess it had in the ontext of
QED and other sub-bran hes of parti le physi s.
.

Exer ise.

We next turn to the se ond e e t of the u tuation orre tion, viz. the deviation from
the linear temperature dependen e, as des ribed by the integral ontribution to (9.41). On
dimensional grounds, the integral depends on the parameter r~ as  Ld r~(d 2)=2 . The (mean eld
+ quadrati u tuations) approa h to the problem breaks down when this ontribution be omes
more important than the leading order ontribution to the sus eptibility, i.e. for dimensions
d  4. This observation is the essen e of the so- alled Ginzburg riterion. The riterion states
that mean eld theory be omes inappli able below the so- alled upper riti al dimension
d = 4. While we have derived this statement for the parti ular ase of the 4 model, it
is lear that similar estimates an be done for every non-linear eld theory. I.e. Like the
lower riti al dimension, the upper riti al dimension, too, represents an important threshold
separating between mean eld dominated d > d and u utation dominated d < d behaviour.
Also noti e that the analysis above onforms with our previous observation that the non-linear
4 -operator is relevant in dimensions d < 4. (Convin e yourself that the two lines of arguments
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re e t the same prin iple, viz. the dependen e of u tuations on the a essible phase volume,
as determined by the dimensionality of the system.)
||||||||||||||{

Before pro eeding to the details of the RG program, let us try to predi t a number
of general elements of the 4 phase diagram on dimensional grounds. We saw that in
dimensions d > 4 the 4 -operator is irrelevant and the Gaussian model essentially di tates
the behaviour of the system. Spe i ally, for d > 4 the Gaussian xed point r =  = h = 0
is the only xed point of the system. Below four dimensions, the 4 -operator be omes
relevant and the emergen e of a ri her xed point stru ture may be expe ted. However,
for  = 4 d suÆ iently small, we also expe t that whatever new xed points appear, they
should be lose to the Gaussian point. Whi h means that we an ondu t our sear h for
new xed points within a double expansion in , and the small deviation of the oupling
onstants u; ; h around the Gaussian xed point. (In fa t, we will momentarily identify
a third expansion parameter, viz. the number of momentum loops appearing in fast eld
integration.)

Step I:
We next pro eed to formulate the RG step in detail. To keep things simple, the RG
transformation will be arried out to lowest order in a triple expansion in , the oupling
onstants, and the number of momentum loops. The rational behind the loop expansion
an be best understood if we assume that the entire a tion29 was multiplied by a large
parameter (whi h, in the ase of a quantum theory might be ~ 1 .) The expansion in the
number of loops is then equivalent to an expansion in the inverse of that parameter (for
a quantum theory, an expansion away from the lassi al limit.)

Verify this statement. To this end, noti e that a diagram of nth order in
perturbation theory in the 4 vertex ontains a prefa torial power an of our large parameter.
On the other hand, ea h of the I internal lines, or propagators, ontained by the diagrams
ontributes a fa tor a 1 , so that the overall power is an I . Next relate the number of internal
lines to the number L of loops. To this end, noti e that ea h line orresponds to a momentum
summation. However, the number of independent summations is onstraint by the n Æ-fun tions
arried by the verti es. Use this information to show that the overall power of the graph is
a L+1 , i.e. an expansion in L is equivalent to an expansion in the inverse of a.
.

Exer ise.

Having said this, we de ompose our a tion in the standard manner, S [s; f ℄ =
Sf [f ℄ + Ss [s℄ + S [s ; f ℄, where


Z
r 2 1
d
Sf [f ℄ = d r f + f f ;
2
2


Z
 4
r 2 1
d
Ss [s℄ = d r s + s s + s hs ;
2
2
4!
Z

dd r 2s 2f + : : : :
S [s; f ℄ =
4
29 before we res aled the elds so as to make the leading order oeÆ ient equal 1=2.
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Several approximations related to the loop order of the expansion are imposed already
at this level. We negle ted terms of O(4f ) be ause their ontration leads to two loop
diagrams. The same for (think about it) terms of O(s 3f ). Terms like of O(3s f ) do not
arise be ause the addition of a fast momentum and three slow momenta an hardly add
to zero total momentum.

Step II:

To simplify the notation, we res ale momentum a ording to q ! q= implying that
oordinates are measured in units of the inverse uto r ! r. With the oupling
onstants res aled a ording to their engineering dimensions,

r ! r 2 ;
 ! 4 d ;
the a tion remains un hanged, only that the fast and slow momenta are now integrated
over the dimensionless intervals jqs j 2 [0; b 1 ℄ and jqf j 2 [b 1 ; 1℄, respe tively.
We next onstru t an e e tive a tion by integration over the fast eld:
exp( Se [s ℄) = exp( Ss [s ℄) hexp( S [s ; f ℄)i :
In doing the fast a tion average, h: : :i, we shall (a) retain only ontributions of one4 ontributions
loop order while (b) negle ting terms whiR h lead to the appearan e of n>
s
in the a tion. (E.g., the ontra tion h 2s 2f 3 i would lead to su h a term.) To this
approximation (this step de nitely asks for thorough ontemplation!)
exp( Se [s ℄) = exp( Ss [s℄) exp



hS [s; f ℄i + 21 S [s; f ℄2

where, as usual, the subs ript ' ' indi ates a onne ted average. The two diagrams orrespoding to the ontra tions
hS [s; f ℄i and hS [s; f ℄2 i are shown in the top and bottom part of the gure, respe tively, where the sturdy line
segments indi ate the passive s amplitudes. A ording to
the standard rules of perturbation theory, the rst of the two
diagrams evaluates to

hS [s; f ℄i = 4

Z
f

(dq 0 )

1
r + q 02

Z
s



;

a)
b)

(dq )s(q)s( q);

where we have introdu ed the shorthand notation (dq )  (2dq)d . We next onsider the
summation over fast momenta appearing in this expression. Using that we are in lose
vi inity to the transition, r  b 1 , and anti ipating that we are interested in no more
than the expansion of the -fun tion for small values of the oupling, we expand the
integrand to rst order in r,
Z
1
= I1 rI2 ;
(dq ) 2
q +r
f
d
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where we have introdu ed the shorthand notation,



I

Z

f

(dq )

1
:
q2

These integrals are straightforwardly omputed by swit hing to polar oordinates,
Z 1

I =

d

b 1

qd

2

1 dq

=

d

d 2

(1 b2

d ):

where d = (2 d=2 = (d=2))=(2 )d is the volume of the d-dimensional unit-sphere (measured in units of 2 ). We thus nd that after the integration over fast modes, and the
standard res aling operation,

q ! bq;
 ! b(d

2)=2 ;

the quadrati part of the a tion reads as

S (2) [℄



 d
b
r+
(1 b2 d )
=
2
2(d 2)

Z

r d
(1 b4 d )
2(d 4)

dd r 2 :

(9.42)

Turning to the diagram b) shown above, we noti e that, owing to the presen e of four
external legs, its ontribution will be proportional to 4s . Further, momentum onservation implies that the momenta arried by the internal lines of the diagram will depend on both, the fast 'internal' momentum and the external momenta arried by the
elds s . However, we an simplify our life by negle ting the latter dependen e from
the outset. The reason is that integration over the internal momentum followed by
Taylor expansion in the slow momenta would generate expressions of the ar hite ture,
F (q1 ; q2 ; q3 )(q1 )(q2 )(q3 )( q1 q2 q3 ), where q1;2;3 are slow momenta and F is
some polynomial. A ount for the small momenta would thus generate derivatives a ting
on an operator of fourth order in , a ombination that we saw above is strongly irrelevant.
Negle ting the external momenta, diagram b) evaluates to
1
2
h
S [s ; f ℄2 i '
2
8

Z

dd r 4s

Z

1
2 I
(dq ) 2
= 2
q +r
8
f

Z

dd r 4s + O(2 r):

Evaluating the integral and res aling we nd that the quarti ontribution to the renormalized a tion reads as

S (4) [℄

=

b4 d



2 d 1 b 4 d
8 d 4


4!

Z

dd r 4 :

Finally, there are no one-loop diagrams a e ting the linear part of the a tion, i.e.

S (1) [℄

=

hbd=2+1

res ales a ording to its engeneering dimension.

Z

dd r 
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Combining everything, we nd that to one loop order, the oupling onstants hange




 d
r d
r+
r!
(1 b2 d )
(1 b4 d )
(d 2)
(d 4)


1 b4 d
2
4
d
 3 d
!b
d 4
d=
2+1
h ! hb
:
b2

We next set d = 4  and evaluate the rhs of these expressions to lowest order in an
expansion in powers of . With 4   4 = 1612 , we thus obtain

r!

b2





4

2)

(1 b
2
 ! (1 +  ln b)  32
h ! hb3 :

r+

r

4 ln b



4 ln b)



whi h, setting b = exp l, leads to the Gell-Mann-Low equations

dr
= 2r + 4 
dl
d
=  3 4 2
dl
dh 6 
=
h:
dl
2

4 r

(9.43)

These equations learly illustrate the meaning of the -expansion. A ording to the se ond equation, a perturbation away from the Gaussian xed point will initially grow at
a rate set by the engeneering dimension . While on the level of the lassi al, zero loop
theory,  would grow inde nitely, the one-loop ontribution  2 stops the ow at a value
  .
Equating the rhs of (9.43) to zero (and temporarily
β(λ)
ignoring the magneti eld), we indeed nd that besides


the Gaussian xed point (r1 ; 1 ) = (0; 0) a nontrivial
ε>0
se ond xed point (r2 ; 2 ) = ( 61 ; 3 1 4 ) has appeared.
Noti e that, in a ord with the s hemati onsiderations
O(ε)
made in the beginning of the se tion, the se ond xed
λ
point is of O() and oagulates with the Gaussian xed
point as  is sent to zero. Plotting the -fun tion for the
oupling onstant  we further nd that for  > 0,  is
ε<0
relevant around the Gaussian xed point but irrelevant
at the non-trivial xed point.
To understand the full ow diagram of the system, we linearize the -fun tion around
both the Gaussian and the non-trivial xed point. Denoting the linearized mappings by
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W1;2 , we nd
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1
W1 = 02 4 ;
W2 = 2 0 3  4 :
Fig. 9.13 shows the ow in the vi inity of the two xed points, as des ribed by the matri es
W1;2 as well as the extrapolation to a global ow hart. Noti e that the riti al surfa e
of the system { the straight line interpolating between the two xed points { is tilted
with respe t to the r  temperature axis of the phase diagram. Whi h implies that it is
not the physi al temperature alone that de ides whether the system will eventually wind
up in the paramagneti (r  0) or ferromagneti (r  0) se tor of the phase diagram.
We rather have to relate temperature ( r) to the strength of the non-linearity ( )
to de ide on whi h side of the riti al surfa e we are. E.g. for  strong enough, even a
system with r initially negative may eventually ow towards the disordered phase. This
type of behaviour annot be predi ted from the mean eld analysis of the model (whi h
would generally predi t a ferromagneti state for r < 0), it rather represents a non-trivial
e e t of u tuations. Finally noti e that while we an formally extend the ow into the
lower portion of the diagram,  < 0, this region is a tually unphysi al. The reason is that
for  < 0, the a tion is fundamentally unstable and does not des ribe a physi al system.

paramagnetic

ferromagnetic

λ

non−trivial

Gaussian

unphysical

r

Figure 9.13: Phase diagram of the 4 -model as obtained from the -expansion.
What are the rititi al exponents of the one-loop approximation? Of the two eigenvalues of W2 , 2 =3 and , only the former is relevant. As with the Gaussian xed
point, it is tied to the s aling of the oupling onstant r  t, i.e. we have t = 2 =3
and, as before, h = (d + 2)=2 = (6 )=2. An expansion of the exponents summarized
in Eq. (9.35) to rst order in  then yields the list
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If we are now re kless enough to extend the radius of the expansion to  = 1, i.e. d = 3,
we obtain the third olumn of table 9.1. Apparently the agreement with the experimental
results has improved! And that in spite of the fa t that we have driven the  expansion
far beyond its range of appli ability. (For  = 1, terms of O(2 ) an our ourse no longer
be negle ted!)
How an we understand that the -expansion does so remarkably well? Trusting in
the prin iple that good theories tend to work well beyond their regime of appli ability,
we might simply spe ulate that nature seems to be sympatheti to the on ept of renormalization and the loop expansion. Of ourse, a more quali ed approa h to the question
is to explore what happens at higher order in the -expansion. Needless to say that the
pri e to be paid for this ambition is that at orders O(n>1 ), things get quite laborious.
Nonetheless, the su ess of ev, and therefore favourable results are obtaineden the rst
order expansion prompted people to drive the -expansion up to fth order! The results
of this analysis are summarized in the last olumn of table 9.1. In view of the fa t that
we are still extending a series beyond its radius of onvergen e30 the level of agreement
with the experimental data is absolutely striking. In fa t, the exponents obtained by the
-expansion even agree (to an a ura y better than one per ent!) with the numeri ally
observed exponents of the two-dimensional model, i.e. for a situation where the 'small'
parameter  has to be set to two.
However, it is important to realize that the -expansion is not just a omoputational
tool for the al ulation of exponents. On a more on eptual level, its merit is that it
enables us to explore the phase diagram of non-linear theories in a more or less ontrolled
manner. In fa t, the -expansion is not only useful in the study of eld theories lose
to the upper riti al dimension (i.e. lose to the mean eld threshold) but an equally
well applied to the analysis of systems in the vi inity of the lower riti al dimension (the
dimension marking the onset of global thermal disorder, see the problem set.)
With these remarks we onlude our preliminary dis ussion of the -expansion and
its appli ation to the ferromagneti transition. We next turn to the RG analysis of an
altogether di erent type of phase transitions, viz. topologi al transitions whose existen e is
limited to ertain integer dimensions (and therefore not a essible in terms of -expansion
s hemes.)

9.5 Example IV: Berezinsky-Kosterlitz-Thouless Transition
Most of the theories dis ussed in previous hapters were de ned on essentially stru tureless, target spa es { the real line, the omplex plane, or, more generally, ve tor spa es of
arbitrary dimensionality. Although we already met with a number of models with more
omplex target manifolds (e.g., the super ondu tor, or the Luttinger a tion with elds
de ned on the unit ir le) the geometri stru ture of the target spa e never played that
mu h of a role.
30 Indeed, it is believed that we are dealing with a series that is only asymptoti ally onvergent. I.e.

beyond a ertain order of the expansion, the agreement with the 'true' exponents will presumably be ome
worse.
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In fa t, however, the large s ale geometry, or topology of its eld manifold may have
striking in uen e on the long range behaviour of a system and it is one of the obje tives
of the present se tion to illustrate that phenomenon on a parti ular example. (A more
omprehensive a ount of the role of geometry and topology in quantum eld theory will
be given in the next hapter.)
Consider, then, a two-dimensional square latti e with a phase like variable exp(ii ) 2
S1 de ned on ea h of its sites i. Demanding that the a tion of the system be periodi in
all si and minimal on homogeneous eld on gurations, the most elementary a tion we
an formulate reads as
X
S [℄ = J
os(i j );
(9.44)
P

hij i

where hij i is the usual sum over nearest neighbours. Eq. (9.44) is known as the a tion
of the two-dimensional xy -model. To motivate this denotation, think of i as an
angle parameterizing the dire tion of a uni-modular ve tor (a lassi al 'spin') in the twodimensional xy -plane. Indeed, the model (9.44) an be looked at as a two-dimensional
des endent of the lassi al Heisenberg model, i.e. as a model where the Heisenberg spin
is on ned to a two dimensional plane (this ondition is, in fa t, realized for a number of
magneti materials.)

. Info. Besides its natural o uran e in magnetism, the xy-model nds a plenty of other
appli ations in ondensed matter physi s. By way of example, we mention the physi s of gran-

ulated metals and Josephson jun tion arrays.
Imagine a system of small metalli (or super ondu ting) islands
whi h are onne ted by poorly ondu ting tunneling barriers. (Arrays of this stru ture are believed to mimi the mesos opi morphology of stru turally disordered metals. However, they an also
be manufa tured arti ally, with islands as small as several nm.)
On a mi ros opi level, the state of the system is essentially determined by the number Ni of ele troni harges populating ea h
island i. However, unless the inter-grain tunneling ondu tan e,
gT , is ultra-small (meaning gT < e2 =h, the fundamental quantum
unit of ondu tan e), temporal u tuations of the harge degrees
of freedom are vast.
It is then more favourable to hara terize the state of the system in terms of the variable
anoni ally onjugate to the harge variable, i.e. the phase i . (Remember that [i ; Nj ℄ = Æij
form a anoni ally onjugate pair.) The model a tion S [℄ then of ourse depends on the
mi ros opi stru ture of the system. However, for the ase of a super ondu tor array in the
lassi al limit (( ) = onst: ), and negle ting harging e e ts, the a tion ollapses to the xya tion shown above. (Re apitulate the stru ture of the single-jun tion Josephson a tion to
onvin e yourself that this is true.)
||||||||||||||{
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